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This thesis explores the phenomenon of sharcd lcadcrship as it cmcrgcd in thrcc
primary schools in AotcaroalNew Zcaland, during the 1990s restructuring of
educational administration. At this lime, two 'mainstream' discourses of professional
collaborative leadership and neo-liberal managerialism came into 'collision.' The
principal's role was re-constituted from being a collaborative instructional leader, to
being a chief cxecutivc, cntrcprencurial manager. Scparatc contracts for principals and
senior school managers detailed managcrial tasks, performance standards and
accountability lines that heightened the existing divisions between them and other
teachers. The possibility of developing 'flattened,' more democratic forms of shared
decision making- and leadership secmcd increasingly remote. Yet it was in this context
that a small number of co-principalships were initiated around the country.
The study employs narrative, Foucauldian and feminist poststructuralist discourse
analysis tools to examine how opportunities for change opened up within 'cracks9 and
contradictions in the 1990s discursive terrain of educational lcadership. Moving between
micro and macro analyses, the thesis demonstrates how individual and collective agency
is enacted within and against dominant discourses, effecting transformations of practice.
Three groups of women challenged andlor co-opted elements of managcrial, professional
and feminist discourses of organisation as thcy developed their co-principalships. These
initiatives opened up for many people different ways of thinking about and practising
school leadership: as one child said about her school, "Here there is no boss." 'Three case
narratives provide insights into strategies for developing more fully democratic
partnerships between principals and staff, principals and board members, professionals
and parents. Open, honest communication and mutual forms of accountability that go
beyond current requirements for contractual, task specific and linear forms of control,
are particularly significant for a successful co-principalship.
Governmental forms of powcr, material inequalities and socio-cultural
hegemonies of gendcr, class and ethnicity, can constrain the democratic potential of
sharcd leaderships however. Related factors that led to the disestablishment of two or
the co-principalships includcd inequalities of knowledge and experience, difficulties over
funding and staffing, and struggles between a governing body and their co-principals
over the meanings and practices of governance and management.
There are flaws in arguments that posit a generic model of 'strong' rnanagcrncnf
that can be imposed across all schools, with assumed uniform result^ This study shows
how people's beliefs about and practices of school leadership are constituted in relation
to thcir own backgrounds, interactions with other people in thcir local school community
and wider socio-political, economic and discursive struggles over powcr.
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Figure I: The Principal as a local point

PREFACE
This thesis is a study of shared lcaderships in schools. It tells the stories of three
primary school co-principalships that were initiated by women teachers in AotearoalNew
Zealand between 199315. Three case study narratives, developed from the accounts of thc
protagonists, their supporters and those who opposed their attempts to change the ways their
schools were led and rnanagcd, describe the co-principalships' development over periods of
between three and five ycars. 111the study, I read the participants9stories and viewpoints within
and against other texts, such as school records, my field notes of observations in the schools,
policy documents and educational administration academic literature, in a discourse analysis
that aims to work at both micro and a macro lcvcls. This is in the sense of, on the one hand,
identifying and describing a discursive context in which the co-principalship practices of
shared leadership emerged, and on the other, documenting and analysing how individuals
negotiated a sct of often conflicting discourses that can bc seen to be both enabling and
constraining their initiatives. In these ways, the study aims to explore the interactions and
processes involved in the constituting of a new subject position for school leadership in this
country - that of a co-principal - and of new ways of sharing school leadership.'
While my analysis is developed around an exploration of the intersections and
contradictionsbetween professional collaborative, market managerial and feminist conceptions
and practices of school leadership, two main strands of interest have underpinned the study.
Firstly, it explores the idea of sharing leadership as a way of challenging the taken for granted
'normality' of hierarchical single line structures of management, accountability and control
in schools. Secondly, it explores the influence of gender and feminist discourses on women's
initiations of different leadership structures and ways ofworking within an educational system
where most schools continue to be led by men, and within an increasingly dominant
managerialist discourse that is hierarchical and as some feminist analysis has argued,
masculinist, in its rationale and practice. The research study of three New Zealand primary
school examples of shared leadership was conceived within a Foucauldian (1980) approach
to discourse analysis informed by a feminist concern to identify and discuss the impact of
socio-cultural hegemonies on opportunities for developing alternative school leadership
philosophies and practices.
The study is presented in this thesis in three main sections. Part i uses a personal
storytelling approach to explain the background to the study and to discuss the literatures about
co-principalship and shared teacher leaderships, and feminist studies of women in educational

' In my analyses in Part I11,I use different aspects ofthe narratives for illuminating different theoretical
arguments, rather than just developing inter-case comparisons.

administration. 1 discuss the work of Foucault, feminist poststructuralists and narrative
researchers whose approaches have informed my research rationales and methods, shaping my
questions and interpretations or the research material I generated andlor gathered during five
years of fieldwork.
Part Il begins with my analysis of the educational leadership discursive context in
which co-principalships emerged in AotearoaINew Zealand. 'These two chapters are followed
by the three co-principalship case narratives, which are the heart of the thesis. These narratives
describe the school; and their communities and represent the participants' stories, experiences
and accounts or their shared leadership initiatives. While there seems to be little obvious
analysis from me in these three chapters, they are research narrative inquiries, in the sense that
"narrative is both phenomenon and method" (Clandinin & Connelly, 1994, p.416). Although
my voice is not overtly present, it is my research concerns that have shaped the stories I have
bcen told and the investigations and observations I have carried out in the schools. The
narratives have been constructed to illuminate the central problematic of this study: why and
how did the three primary school co-principalships emerge as they did, going against the grain
of 'commonsense' understandings of leadership and dominant theories and regulations for
'efficient' school management. They explain also what happened to each of the initiatives and
provide insights into factors that may contribute to the successful establishment of alternative
structures and practices of leadership and organisation in primary schools.
Part I11 draws together the threads of argument developed throughout Parts I and II.
Chapters 11, 12, 13 and 14 extend the largely implicit interpretations embedded in the coprincipalship narratives into analyses of theoretical questions that increasingly interested me
during the course of the study. These chapters draw on different parts of the case narratives to
explore some aspects of the sociological structurelagency debate and seek new insights into
how individuals live their lives and take action within a range of competing and often
contradictory discourses. Using a combination of Gramscian, Foucauldian and feminist
poststructuralist theoretical tools, I show how discourses can be both constitutive of and
constituted by individual subjectivity and inter-subjectivity, and how wider socio-cultural
hegemonies (organised in particular around gender, ethnicity and class) can cut across these
discursive dynamics, shaping individual and group practices in historically specific times and
institutional sites. Within an analysis of current forms of govemmentality as both centralising
and individualising forms of power (Foucault, 1982; 199I), I show how varying recognitions
of dominant discourses, and different practices of accommodation, resistance andlor co-option,
have been contributing to the constituting co-principalship as a counter discourse of school
leadership in this country. Some implications for policy andlor practice are highlighted in the
conclusion.
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PART 1
A RESEARCH JOURNEY
There is more than one way to tell a story, and Inore than one story to be told
(Pagano, 1991, p. 197).
At the outset of this thesis, 1 highlight the point that this thesis is just onc account of
the co-principalship initiatives. Like all research accounts, it is partial, constructed as it is
through my own research interests and views of the world. While Middleton has noted that
bringing personal accounts into the academic sphere can discount our work from "what counts
as high-status or proper academic knowledge (and) lay the feminist academic open to
accusations ... of being unscholarly" (Middleton, 1993, p. 18), feminists have argued that
positioning ourselves within our work and our texts enables a closer scrutiny of these
(Harding, 1986; Jones, 1992). Jones commented that "consciously exposing the particular
theoretical/cultural spectacles which determine our view" can enable others to view the words
as one perspective: this can help to set up a potential dialogue between writer and reader where
they can bring forward their own view (1992, p.26).
In the first chapter, therefore, after outlining the two main threads of interest that the
study explores (team leadership and gender issues in leadership), I explain some links between
my personal background and the focus of my previous research studies, both of which have
contributed towards shaping the questions that this thesis explores. In this chapter I also
introduce in footnoted commentaries, some of the feminist concerns and theories that I expand
on later.
Chapter 2 takes up the theme of shared leadership in a review discussion of
international studies and reports on co-principalships. Because so little is known about thesc
initiztives, 1 eagage here in f d y detailed accoul?ls of each of the cases I forlndj before
summarising at the end of the chapter, the limitations that I have seen in the research
approaches that have been employed and in a few attempts to theorize co-principalship.
Chapter 3 provides a critical review of feminist theoreiical approaches to studying
women in educational leadership. My aim in this chapter is two-fold. Firstly I explore debates
over liberal, radical/cultural and 'difference' feminist discourses that have shaped not only my
own developing understandings, but also those of several of the women co-principals who are
the focus of this study (as I show later in Part 111). Secondly, I trace how these debates have
influenced my choice of a Foucauldian feminist poststructuralist 'toolkit' for this study.
Chapter 4 then explains this toolkit, outlining the work of Foucault and discussing the feminist
poststructural critical evaluations and/or appropriations of Foucauldian concepts that 1use for
my analysis of educational leadership discourses and the co-principal initiatives.

Chapter 5 describes my research approach and methods. I argue that although it may
not seem to confosm to earlier versions of feminist research politics, this study is
conceptualised within the aims of a feminist intervention. Through storying, narrative and
discourse analysis it aims to contribute towards the building and dissemination of strategic
knowledges (Foucault, 1980) that will lead to more inclusive and democratic practices of
educational leadership.
I aclcnowledge that in privileging feminist theorising in this thesis, I could be charged
with replacing the dominance of rnasculinist discourses with fcminist discourses. This is an
understandable criticism, and perhaps a valid one. However, given the continuing underrepresentation of women in educational lcadcrship positions, this focus is justified, particularly
for a study of initiatives such as the primary school co-principalships which were begun by
women. My privileging of feminist approaches is, in these terms, part of a struggle against
systematising and unitary bodies of theory that continue to discount areas of subjugated
knowledge (Foucault, 1980).
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCING THE RESEARCH TI3EMES
Professional teamwork andlor managerialism?
There is a thread of secming paradox in the way shared leaderships emerged in
AotearodNew Zealand during a time when flattening staff management and control
hierarchies in education was not on the political agenda for educational administration. Indeed,
the restructuring of education in the late 1980s had the opposite aim of introducing managerial
hierarchies. 'This 'puzzle' stimulated my interest in exploring not only what was happening in
three particular school situations, but placing this within an analysis of how school leadership
was being constituted in AotearodNew Zealand in the years preceding and during the time
when the co-principalships emerged here.
During the 1980s and 90s, two mainstream discourses of professional collaborative
leadership and market managerialism were in circulation, with protagonists of each promoting
often opposing sets of values and beliefs about the purposes and nature of education. While
market managerialism became the ascendant state discourse during these decades (within what
has been called by Boston and his colleagues (1996) the New Zealand model of New Public
Management), the rhetoric of teamwork also became an almost taken for granted part of
organisational discourse in both the private and public sectors. Business managers who had
'team skills9 were called for in newspaper job advertisements and the dynamics of team
leadership were analysed in professional reports and academic research. These emphases have
been reflected in an MMP2 world, where politicians are required to be 'team players' and
media scrutiny of their performance is relentless.
In education, teamwork in both teaching and management has been described by many
professiona!~as a~ eduesltiona!!j/ saund afid logical wry of building leamifig cu!Pxes in which
both teachers and students can benefit from the sharing of ideas and resources. Research in
both the US and the UM has documented links between teacher collegiality and effective
school operations (Lee, Bryk, & Smith, 1993; Little, 1982; Nias, Southworth, & Yeomans,
1989; OECD: Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 1990; Sergiovanni,
1994; Southworth, 1994). While collegiality has not been seen as a problem free panacea for

The Mixed Member Proportional Representation (MMP) electoral system in AotearoaINew Zealand
combines constituency and proportional representation. Electors vote for both a anember of parliament (MP) for
their electorate and for an MI? on a separate party list, in effect choosing both a person and a party. 'Two coalition
governments have been elected under this system, the NationallNew Zealand First coalition in 19% and the
LabourlAlliance coalition in 1999. Arguably, these coalition governments have had to engage in ~nuchmore
internal negotiation and team work than previous one party governments.
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ed~cation,~
critical theorists in the US, Australia, Aotearoa/New Zealand and the UK, have
promoted a discourse of collaborative leadership as an educative and transformative approach
that is oricnted towards democratic values (Codd, 1989; Foster, 1989; Grace, 1997; Smyth,
1989a). These theorists havc endorsed the principalship as a "shared enterprise of the teachers,
the pupils and the community" (Grace, 1997, p.63). Grace considers that there are as yet few
examples of ""serious organisational democracy9'involving major shared decision malting in
~ , some studies there have identified staff teamwork approaches in
UK schools ( ~ . 6 5 ) but
primary schools that were characterised by professional "co-opcration, communication,
continuity, co-ordination, collaboration, consistency, coherence and collegiality" (Southworth,
1994, p.29).
Despite these international rescarch findings about the value of collaborative
approaches, and the interest of many educational professionals in developing more fully
democratic forms of leadership in schools, the restructuring of educational administration in
AotearoalNew Zealand during the late 80s and early 90s, re-embedded a hierarchical form of
strong management into all sectors of education. In what has become known by many as the
h e w rnanageria.lism,' during the 1990s the meanings of teamwork in education were shifted,
from the 'c9 words of a professional discourse (such as co-operation, collaboration,
collegiality, communication), to those of a market managerial discourse that emphasised
competition, clients, choice and chiefs. Principals were reconstituted as Chief Executive
Officers of Crown Enterprises (schools) (Education Review Office, 1996).
The background to this shift is now well known. Early arguments of the state reformers
stated that an inadequate education system was contributing to a national economic crisis. In
their Brief to the Incoming Government, Treasury officials maintained that inefficiencies and
the lowering of educational standards had emerged out of a burgeoning education bureaucracy
that was buttressed by the self-interested provider capture of teachers and educational
professionals in the state department (The Treasury, 1987). These arguments were buttressed
by claims that equity concerns had not been adequately addressed in schools and wider
arguments for the need to improve the general quality of public service provision to ozlicnts.
The reformers proposed a market approach in education. This, it was argued, would open up
competition between providers (schools), so that parents would be able to choose successful
schools for their children. These schools would flourish even further, while lower performing
schools would slowly wither away.
Within the givcn hierarchical structures and micro-political contexts of schools, not all teachers may
want or be able to become more fully involved in shared decision making (Weiss, 1992; Weldon, 1993). 1 will
discuss in Chapter 6 criticisms of forms of contrived collegiality which have been analysed as being susceptible
to forms of managerial manipulation and peer surveillance (Blase & Anderson, 1995; Capper, 1994; Grace,
1995; flargreaves, 1991; Woods, Jeffrey, 'Troman, & Boyle, 1997).
Grace (1 995) considers that there is a 'hidden curriculum' in English culture that teaches its citizens
that there is a leadership class that emerges 'naturally'- and as part of this culture, headteachers are the natural
and appropriate leaders in schools.
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The self management model that was introduced into schools positioned principals as
both chief executives, at the head of a staff management line of control, and as middle
managers, accountable to parent boards of trustees and the state for the implementation of
educational policy in schools. Although it was argued by the reformers that increased
partnership between school professionals and their communities would enable schools to better
reflect and meet local needs, and despite the claims that power and decision making would be
devolved to schools and their communities, what occurred was a paradoxical
centralised/decentralisation of educational administration. Control over policy and large
resource decisions remained with politicians and the Ministry of Education.
These shifts did not go unchallenged. In 1994, in a New Zealand study of shared
decision making and collaborative leadership approaches in schools, Capper summed up a
commonly expressed criticism when he said that the reforms used "'the rhetoric of partnership
and empowerment, but functionally sought to replicate and reinforce management and power
relationships which are obsolete and proven failures" (Capper, 1994, p5). In the justification
for this Post Primary Teachers9 Association (1994) action research study, Hill drew on an
OECD (1990) report on effective schools, to argue that:
Analogous with the current experience of the international and New Zealand business sector,
school management structures and processes which are based on the hierarchical model
appear to be unable to give schools the orgai~isational flexibility, innovation and
responsiveness which coiltinuing and extensive change requires (13111, 1992, pp.4, 28).
This study maintained that what was needed to improve schools was to develop them
as learning organisations, in which power relationships and organisational structures were reordered so that more members have a say in each school's purposes, goals and processes. Thus
PPTA aimed to help "principals, boards, teachers, ancillary staff and PPTA officials find ways
to deal effectively with wide-ranging changes which are transforming school management and
operations9' (ibid. p.4).
Two of the findings from the study are important for this thesis. Firstly, the researchers
noted ihai although iiiawji stalrf in the p r ~ j c z scho~ls
t
were enthusiastic about the q q ~ o a c h e s
that were tried, there was considerable skepticism and resistance from some, particularly those
who were already in positions of power and seniority. Capper reported that the crucial factor
in winning staff acceptance of both the purposes and processes of shared decision making, was
the maintenance of congruity between what was promised about the levels and limits of
delegated authority, and what actually happened (1 994, p.7). The legislation5 that made the
principal accountable as a school's Chief Executive, in effect giving them power of veto over
decisions made in schools, was reported as a constraint on introducing fully shared decision

'The Education Act, 1989 defines the principal as a Chief Executive (Section 2), with specific tasks
and responsibilities, such as the suspension of students (Section 13). Under Section 76, the board of trustees is
responsible for governance, whilc "A school's principal is the Board's Chief Executive in relation to the school's
control and management."
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making (Weldon, 1993). The 'principal's veto' was idcntified as a significant factor in what
Capper called "the challenge to fill up the emptiness ofthe rhetoric of school restructuring and
to make it real" (1994, p.5). 'There were not only diflicultics in altering embedded bureaucratic
and hierarchical structures of accountability. There were also contradictions between these
structures and the reform rhetoric and policies that introduced parental governance as part of
increased community input into school decision making. These are on-going tensions in the
current practices of school leadership. They have been particularly significant factors
impacting on the establishment of the three primary school co-principalships that are the focus
of study in this thesis.
The second finding of significance for this thesis drew attention to the educational
processes which are implicit, but largely unexamined in management practices in schools. It
was noted that "there are powerful ways in which students learn (often unfortunate) lessons
from their observation and experience of schools' administrative practices" (Capper, 1994,
p.3). The finding that school management practice is apowerful element of the curriculum was
supported in my study of a shared senior teacher initiative in an intermediate school (Court,
199%; 1994~).
However, rather than acknowledging the
between learning, teaching and
leadershiplmanagement processes, the restructuring of education in 1988 aimed to
these processes even more than was already the case. It was argued that to increase
effectiveness in schooling, what was needed was a clear splitting of central policy making
from the work of school management. The latter should focus on the implementation of policy
and the control of teachers' work in schools. The imposing of this approach on education
resulted in a heightening of already existing distinctions between those who lead and manage,
and those who teach. Separate contracts for principals and managers further widened salary
and status differentials between hierarchy levels in the education profession. As such,
introducing more democratic forms of leadership became even more difficult during the early
1990s. In this situation, teachers9 reluctance andlor cynicism about shared decision making,
such as emerged in some of the PPTA research project schoois, is zlot ~uip~isiiig.
It is thus particularly interesting, and somewhat paradoxical, that within a climate of
an increasing political emphasis on and demand for hierarchical management procedures and
practices, initiatives in democratic school leadership have emerged around the country. Shared
school leaderships, in the form of co-principalships, were established during the early to mid
1990s in two secondary schools and in three primary schools (and several new coprincipalships have begun in the last few years). This study provides case narratives that give
descriptive answers to the questions that arise out of this seeming paradox. That is:
a
Why did the three primary school co-principalships emerge as they did, going
against the grain of 'commonsense' understandings of leadership and dominant
theories and regulations for ‘efficient' school management?
a
How did they evolve?
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What issues emerged?

To what extent, and for what reasons, were thcse forms of school leadership
continued or discontinued?
In addressing the more theoretical questions that came to interest me as I carried out
this research, the study engages with Greenfield's (1993) call for interpretive qualitative
research in educational administration that will explore "power, conflicts, values and moral
dilemmas ... and examine the changing role of language and discourse in creating new
administrative 'realities' " (Grace, 1997, p.61, citing Greenfield). To assist my investigation
of the co-principalship initiatives at these levels of analysis, 1 draw on feminist
poststructuralist approaches to discourse theory (Davies, 1989; Fraser, 1997; I-Iekman, 1990;
McNay, 1992; Middleton, 1993; Weedon, 1987) that have appropriated aspects of Foucault's
analyses of the links between discourse, power and knowledge (Foucault, 1972; 1978a; 1980).
Chapters 2 and 3 will help to explain why I chose this approach for the study and I will
develop a critical account of the concepts I have used in Chapter 4..
In this study I understand discourses as being historically, socially and culturally
specific bodies of meaning and lcnowledge. They offer a range of competing and often
contradictory ways of giving meaning to the world, and constitute (historically and culturally
specific) ways of being in the world through constructing different subject positions that
individuals can 'take up' (Davies, 1989). Discourses are notjust language, or ideas and beliefs,
or theories about the world. While each of these are important elements for analysis in a
feminist Foucauldian approach to discourse, what is emphasised is the way that discourses
exist in, produce and are produced by, social practices (such as the way we "do things with
words" and organise institutions and processes). Nancy Fraser (1997) has characterised this
as a "pragmatic9? (as opposed to a ""srirctt~ralist") approach to discourse theory, which
examines language as action rather than merely as a representational system of signs. She
argued that this approach offers ways of understanding how individual "identities" are formed
and reformed, how ""collective identities9?or social groups are formed/reformed, and how
""ctural hegemonies" arise and are chaiienged fhrough struggies in and over shifting social
discourses (Fraser, 1997, pp. 155-167).
Drawing on this ltind of feminist poststructuralist "toolltit" (Foucault, 1980), 1 will
argue in this thesis that it was partly the very obviousness of the struggles over whether
professional, or market managerial meanings and practices of school leadership should prevail
during the 1990s, that opened up opportunities for new ways of'seeing and practising the work
of principalship. I will show, for example, how conflicting statements, purposes and sets of
values and beliefs within rcvicw and policy docu~nentssuch as the Adminislering .fbr
Excellence (Picot Reporl) (Department of Education, 1988a) and Tomorrow's Schools
(Department of Education, 1988b), opened up gaps in previously taken for granted 'realities9
of school leadership that enabled some of the women who are at the centre of this study to
draw on understandings of democratic leadership that tlicy had previo~islydeveloped within
@
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subjugated6feminist discourses, such as those of liberal and radical feminism and/or feminist
collectivity and democratic organisation, to initiate co-principalships in primary schools. The
thesis also examines how the women and their board members, both women and men,
interacted, working sometimes together, sometimes in opposition, during the time that coprincipalship was being established, practised and either formalised or disestablished in their
schools.
An analysis of intersections between gender, leadership and the initiation of coprincipalships in AotearoaINew Zealand is the second main strand of interest in this thesis. In
the next section I explain how I became iiitercsted in examining these intersections within my
study of the co-principalships

Gender and eduea%ionallleadership
When I first heard about the co-principalships it seemed significant to me that in each
case, women were the main protagonists. My previous research focused on identifying and
discussing the nature of gendered power relations and inequalities that have led to women's
under-representation in school leadership positions in this country. I was interested therefore,
to explore how these factors might impact on women's attempts to cstablish alternative school
leadership philosophies and practices within a neo-liberal managerialism that commentators
in other parts of the world have described as masculinist7 (Blaclunore, 1989; Collinson &
Hearn, 1994).
Although there is now a growing body of international research into the incidence and
causes of women's under-representation in educational leadership, this area has been largely
For
overlooked in the debates in this country about the 'best' way to administer schoo!~.~
example, gender was not built into the original design for data collection and analysis in the
PPTA Shared Decision Making Project, despite requests from women within the union that
this be done. This omission was a significaiit oversight considering that the PPTA9searlier
Foucau!t argued that within dcrninmt versions ~f 'systematising theory,' subj~ugted!cnow!edges have
been historically present, but discounted as irrelevant, 'disqualified' as 'illegitimate9or 'insufficiently elaborated'
and consequently, 'confined to the margins' (Foucault, 1980, p. 82). In this way, academic theorising is itself
implicated in constituting links between discourse, power and knowledge. 1 will explore this further in Chapter
4.
7

Like Blackmore, 1 have fo~mdBrittan's distinctior~between masculinity, masculinism and patriarchy,
useful. "Whereas masculinity refers to the features of male behaviour that can changc over time, masculinism
denotes the ideology that naturalizes and justifies men's dornination over women. Patriarchy is the structure of
unequal power relations sustained through this ideology (Brittan? 1989, pp.3-5, cited in Blackmore, 1999, p.24).
I use this distinction in the thesis.
Notable exceptions include studies by feminist scholars (Middleton, 1990; Pringle & Timperley, 1995;
Strachan, 1997). Gendcr was also mentioned in a study of collaborative decision making in schools by Ramsay
and his colleagues, who noted that "women tended to be more open minded than men" and more often initiated
collaborative approaches (Kamsay et al., 1990, p.22).
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efforts for increased gender equity had made some impact in the secondary sector of education,
such as improving awareness of thc under-representation of women in middle and senior
management and gaining some acceptance for strategies like the Promotion of Women Review
(Watson, 1989). It seems that it was only in response to subsequent criticism from within
PPTA that women's experiences had not been adequately investigated, that some identification
of gender issues was included later. Consequently, in the Part 1 report, Capper (1994, p.82)
stated that around 50% of female staff respondents had identified gender bias in decision
making in their schools. Two co-educational schools (of the 13 in the study) were reported as
particularly problematic in this regard, because of the dominance of men in middle
management positions in one (p.85) and the all-male senior management in the other (p.84)."
Further gender issues noted in the report included the invisibility of EEO in all the schools and
sexual harassment of students in one school. When the researcher said that the latter had not
been reported elsewhere, one of thc girls commented, "It happens to them so much in and out
of school that most of them think that's just the way the world is" (p.83). In his report, Capper
asked, "How many other issues.. . remain unstated because the majority of people think that
a destructive pattern is 'jjust the way it is9?" (ibid). This is a particularly relevant question to
ask about women's representation and experiences in educational leadership.
As a group, women have been heavily under-represented in school leadership positions
during the last decades. This has been the case in Australia (Blackrnore, 1999; Sampson,
1987); in the United Kingdom (Davies, 1990; Hall, 1996); in the U.S. (Sadlter et al., 1991;
Shakeshaft, 1987; Smulyan, 1999) and in Aotearoa/New Zealand (Boulton & Sturrock, 1996;
Ministry of Education, 1999; WZEI Te Riu Roa, 2000; Slyfield, 1993; Sturrock, 1998). In the
early 1990s, when co-principalships were first being established in here, although women
comprised 78% of primary teachers, only 27% of the principals were women (Slyfield, 1993).
They were then mostly in the smaller one to six teacher schools where the principal teaches
as well as administering. Few women held the non-teaching principal positions in the large
primary schools: only 11% of the Grade 4 schools (6-1 1 teachers) and 8% of the Grade 5
schoois (over i i teachers) had women priiicipais (ibidj. 111the secoiidaiy service, iliorneii made
up 5 1% of teaching staff but only 19% of principals. Only 7% of co-educational secondary
schools were led by woman principals. Throughout the decade 1981- 1992, the proportion of
women who held a principal position in the primary sector had remained as three percent, and
this was despite particular initiatives by unions and in legislation (Slyfield, 1993, p.8).I0

Female staff said that although those three men did their best, "decisions tend to be made by men who
often do not pick up undercurrents of feelings among the powerless on the staff. They don't do the grassroots
consulting. This is ultimately frustrating and infuriating" (Capper, 1994, p.82).
'O For exarnplc, there have been education union affirmative action initiatives and EEO legislation (State
Sector Act Amendment 1989) was incorporated into the school charters during the 1989 administrative reforms.
This required schools to produce equal employment opportunities policies and programmes to facilitate (among
other objectives) the promotion of women in primary, intermediate and secondary schools.
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Slyfield's analysis took into account the increasing feminisation of the primary sector and
showed how proportional statistics gave a clear picture of the static situation of women's
representation in the principalship.
It has been recently claimed that "the impact of the reforms in the New Right context
has been less severe than expected" on women's representation in principalships, and that
"between 1989 and1996, the percentage of women principals in elementary (prirnary) schools
increases
has risen from 19% to 32%" (Harold, 1998, p.352). However, reports of
need to be considered in comparison with the overall
of women in principalships
vis a vis their representation as teachers. The feminisation of the primary sector teaching force
between 1992 and 1996 increased, with a 7.6% drop in numbers of male primary teachers
between these years. This was a persisting pattern over the last decade. The most recent report
on the profile ofWew Zealand teachers indicated that women make up 7 1% over all ofteachers
(up from 61% in 1991) and that there has been no significant turn around in the underrepresentation of women in senior positions in both primary and secondary schools (Ministry
of Education, 1999, p.40).
It is worth noting here that trying to identify trends in women's representation in
leadership positions has become more complicated over the last decade because of the
difficulties around accurately gathering and assessing the meaning of data about gender equity
in the educational workforces. Partly as a consequence of the disbanding of the Girls and
Women Section within the Ministry of Education, and changes in the way that statistics on the
position of women and girls in education have been collected and analysed, the data available
for the 1990s is incomplete and somewhat confusing. For example, in the past, Slyfield's
reports of the percentage of women in teaching positions included women in part-time and
limited tenure positions. However, the Boulton and Sturrock (1996) report compared the
percentage ofwomen inprincipals9positions (32%) with those in regular (full time permanent)
teaching positions (76%). The figure of 76% for regular teachers left out the fifth of all women
teachers who were in limited term part-time teaching positions and the 8% of women who
were in iimited fuli time positions. (Eighty-seven percent of men in the primary sei~icewere
in full time permanent positions in that year.) Thus, Boulton and Sturrock9sreport can not be
used in a direct comparison with Slyfield's earlier reports to argue for an overall increase in
on of women in principals' positions between 1989 - 1995. Indecd, Boulton and
the
Sturrock state that the situation for women in 1995 reflected little change to that of previous
years.
The point for this current study then, is that during thc time that the co-principalships
were being established, there was little change occurring in the overall representation of
women in educational leadership. While there were changes in the way that management units
were being allocated, the 1996 records sl~owthat women's positioning in the secondary sector
management allocations remained disadvantaged: 56% of aggregated salary units (for
management, reward, recruitinent and retention) were held in 1996 by male teachers and 44%
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by female teachers, with women still heavily clustered in the lower salarylresponsibilitylevels
(Sturrock, 1998). No figures were given in this report for the primary sector, but historically,
the proportional representation of women in primary school middle and senior management
positions has been worse than that in the secondary sector.
International feminist research during the 1980s argued that statistics such as those 1
have described rcflect the effccts of "the reproduction of gendered dominance as a set of power
relations ...a significant phenomenon" that hinders the careers and leadership opportunities of
many women (Blacltniore, 1989, p.114). In her influential account of the experiences of
women in the US, Char01 Shakeshaft maintained that a male hegemony" that treats men's
experiences, values and practices as the norm, underpins the marginalising of women in
educational leadership (1 987, pp. 195-198). Shalteshaft's extensive analysis ofthe US research
up to the late 1980s identified many of the ways that women who do achieve a position in
educational administration were likely to encounter a token status and sexist attitudes towards
them, as well as difficulties resulting from their blurring of boundaries between the public and
private worlds. New Zealand research has also identified these factors (Malcolm, 1978;
Neville, 1988; Strachan, 1991).
Other studies showed how hegemonic links between constructions of masculinity,
authority and leadership (Connell, 1987; Blackmore, 1993) and femininity, nurturance and
teaching (Gnlmet, 1988; Bullough & Mnowles, 1991) vary and shift over time and place.I2
Blaclmore (1993) for example, described how historical constructions of educational
leadership in Australia have variously reinforced the notions of a leader as a "benevolent
manager." Significantly,as constructions
patriarch", the "rational man" and the 66mu1ti-skilled
of gender change and theories and practices of leadership in education (as in wider social
fom-ations) also change, new links are forged between the emerging dominant form of
masculinity and the metamorphosing ideas about and practices of authority and leadership
(Leonard, 1 998). Distinctions that place a higher value on so-called masculine characteristics
and areas of work over feminine ones, are also recreated. l 3

" T
i
l
t
:
iersri iiegesiioiiy was ~isedby Grarnsci (1971 j to describc how the dominance of an elite class is
achieved through the 'winning' of ideological struggles over meaning. While always contested, hegemonic
ascendancy is most secure when the elite group's values and beliefs are taken for granted as 'common sense' and
are embedded into institutional practices. The term has been used by some feminists to describe how male
domination is achieved. I critically discuss these arialyses in Chapter 3 and Fraser's (1 997) re-conceptualisation
in relation to a Foucauldian approach, in Chapter 4.

12

Negemonic masculinity refers to the ascendancy of a particular construction ofmasculinity over other
forms of subordinated masculinities and all versions of femininity (Connell, 1987). In the field of educational
administration, hegemonic forms of masculinity have been powerful, but not always recognised or analysed,
components of 'normal' practices of Ieadcrship (Court, 1989; Blackmore, 1993).
13

Cockburn's (1986) study of changes in the newspaper printing industry provides an interesting

analysis of how these dynamics occurred in that field of work. When word processing replaced cold press
printing processes, male printers secured for themselves computer and keyboard training and won the new
'printer' positions over the female secretarial typists. Although the women were already skilled lceyboarders, they
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Socio-cultural dynamics such as these have been analysed as underpinning the ubiquity
of gendered divisions of labour in schools where men arc most often the administrators,
principals and subject heads, while women are the majority of teachers. Blackmore (1989)
demonstrated how within the bureaucratic organisation of the education system, structural
factors that have worked against women's promotion in education have emerged out of
gendered cultural assumptions and bureaucratic practices. Hierarchical chains of control and
command, that have been built into teachers' work relations on the assumption that these are
necessary for the co-ordination of subdivided taslts, have cohered with the development of
promotion 6rules' that have benefited mainly male teachers' movement into leadership
positions. Seniority has been a bureaucratic requirement for advancement and few men have
taken time out of their careers for childcare. While shifts to a market environment in education
have arguably loosened some of these structural factors, as this thesis will show, the NPM
model of market managerialism has not dispensed with hierarchy, but rather re-embedded it
within a centralised decentralisation (Blackmore, 1993) and 'new,' far reaching forms of
control and accountability.
It was in the light of these kinds of analyses, that Lynn Davies argued that if women's
participation and ""sake" in educational institutions is to be increased:

... we will probably need a far Inore flexible, rotational, non-pyramidal style of school
administration than is normally the case. Such structures should not of course be decided by
men in the interests of women; they must be generated by the thoughts and decisions of the
women themselves (1 990, p.78).
In 1991, Davies' suggestions for change seemed to me to be very appropriate and my
interest in finding new ways of organising the work of teaching was sparlted.

Livingllearning theory and a research journey
As a woman ex primary and secondary teacher and a feminist acadenric who teaches
in the area of educational leadership, I am, of course, embedded in the situation I have
outlined. At this point I want to expand on how my understandings of educational leadership
and my interpretations of policy and practice have been shaped by my personal experience as
a teacher. They have also been influenced by my exposure as a student in the Massey
University educational administration programme to the work of sociologists of education and
critical theorists (Codd et al., 1985; Connell, 1987; Foster, 1986; Smyth, 1989a). Although I
draw on and discuss these rich sources, not all of them have engaged in analysis of the issues
that have been debated in the feminist literature that I have been reading and using since 1987.
A latecomer to feminist theory, my ~rpbringingand schooling was within the dominant

were 'contained' within secretarial positions with lowcr status and pay.
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discourses of the 'cult o l d o m e ~ t i c i t ~(James
"~
& Saville-Smith, 1989) and meritocracy. 1
learned that 'hard work' could lead me into academic 'success,' in the sense of university
study and a 'career,' but that as a girl, my primary role should be as a 'good wife and
mother.' l 5 My movement from a working class background to the middle class profession of
teaching was not uncommon for a PZikehZi girl who grew up during the 50s in AotearodNew
Zealand.
I entered teaching after marrying and finishing my first degree, accepting a liberal
version of the cult of domesticity discourse of the mid sixties that framed teaching as "a good
job for a girl" (Buchan, 1980) which would enable me to bring up my children while also
continuing with my career, even if this would only bring in some "pin money" (Middleton,
1988b, p87).17 When I left teaching in 1970 to bear and care for our two children, I did not

''

l 4 During the colonisation of AotearodNew Zealand in the nineteenth century, the 'cult of domesticity'
was imported with settlers from Britain (James & Saville-Smith, 1989). In this discourse, despite the reality of
Piikchl women's work alongside men in breaking in the land, women were constructed (as a consequence oftheir
biology, their capacity for childbearing) as 'naturally' suited to the primary roles of mothers and wives, within
dependent and privatised heterosexual relationships with men. Men, on the other hand, were situated in the
public sphere, with responsibility to protect and provide for women.

l5 In education, the "gendered curriculum" was planned and taught during the early years of the
twentieth century within assumptions that girls needed tuition that would equip them for homemalting and boys
for "breadwinning" (O'Neill, 1992; Fry, 1985; Tennant, 1987). These assumptions were endorsed in later policy
documents. The Thomas Report (Department of Education, 1944) argued for equality of opportunities for all
students, with each individual being given instruction in physical education, language, social studies in history
and geography, mathematics, science, music and art or craft. A significant rider was added, however: "An
intelligent parent would wish a daughter to have, in addition, the knowledge, skill and taste required to manage
a home well and make it a pleasant place to live in" (Department of Education, 1944, p. 17). These ideas
continued into the 1960s. The pronouncements of the Thomas Report were quoted at length in the 1962 report
of the Currie Commission (Department of Education, 1962, p 365) in its comments on what should be the social
content of education. Such educational policy statements have cohered with other state policies (for example,
on the status of the family and domestic support, on the restricted employment of married women during times
of depression, and laws punishing women for prostitution for example) in ways that lend weight to James and
Saville-Smith's assertion that the cult of domesticity has been central in Piikehl constructions of this country's
"gendered culture." This discourse has advantaged Pgkehii men through its "assertion of their superiority in
spheres of life concerned with ambition, competition and paid work" (James & Saviiie-Smith, 1989, p.34j9
legitimising their assumed authority.

"See Middleton (1988) and May (1992) for discussions of the socio-cultural factors involvcd here.
Middleton analysed how the discursive opposition between sexuality and intellectuality was embedded in post
war education policies and practices. This legitimised the persisting discourse of female domesticity and a
commonsense acceptance that careers for women were "a short adventure between school and marriage"
(Middleton, 1988b, p.87). She demonstrated how male "manpower planners" selectively used this discourse to
pressure women teachers aRer the war to give up their jobs to returning servicemen. When teacher shortages
occurred, however, as a consequence of the 1960s "baby boom," the planners re-called women out of a"rcserve
army of labour" back into teaching service (p.88). In the late 80s, remnants of the sexualitylintellectuality
opposition can be seen to be persisting in the arguments in Treasury documents (Middleton, 1990).
l 7 My use in this thesis of the terms liberal, radical, cultural, socialist and poststri~cturalistfeminisms
could give the reader the impression that these arc fixed and bounded categories of theory, or that theorists work
in only one theoretical area, or that thcorists working within a particular strand have the same arguments
(Middleton, 1993); none of these impressions is the case. Varying feminist analyses of the relations between and
among groups of women, and men, arc developing in dynamic interaction with each other and with other
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expect to experience, however, "the problem with no name9'(Friedan, 1963). For me, this was
felt as an increasing loss of self confidence and sense of identity that resulted from my relative
isolation in a child rearing rolc in a Pgkchg nuclear suburban family. ''My dissatisfaction was
exacerbated when Germaine Greer's visit to New Zealand prescnted a radically different
version of 'womanhood.' "She was educated and articulate in language of both the gutter and
of academia, independent and sexually liberated" (May, 1992, p.210). Although I was not
ready for Greer9sform of radical feminism, I decided it was time to leave the kitchen sink and
the nappy bucket and to return to teaching, albeit taking my small daughter with me.
Consequently, while the women's liberation movement was sweeping through our rural
community, with some of my friends attending consciousness raising groups and setting up
women's collectives such as Women's Centres and Itape Crisis, my energies were directed
towards juggling career and family - and conducting gender battles with my partner over who
did what at home.
My embryonic liberal feminism was re-ignited during the early 1980s when I was
working as a head of department in a rural co-educational secondary school. When I was
appointed as an
senior mistress (a position subsequently re-named assistant principal),
my principal told me, "The board are not silly men Marian; they know you are a married
I realised (without too much reflection!) that my ability was not the
woman with a
primary consideration for a permanent appointment into senior management. As a woman,
moving out of her 'natural sphere' of being a wife with child care responsibilities, I would
have to prove that I could handle what were evidently impossible competing priorities of

theoretical approaches, as this thesis will demonstrate. Particular feminist approaches are also embedded in and
emerge out of complex struggles over meaning, power and resources. For example, struggles over meaning can
be 'won' by a powerful group (such as white middle class women) and their views can come to dominate the
fieid. As Middieton has commented, theories are "knowiedges that have been constructed by pariicuiar people
in particular circumstances and that are variously and unequally related to the apparatuses of power in which we
experience both possibi!ities and ccnstraints, a d pplm 2nd live nur !i~!es"(Middleton, !093, p.43). It is pertly an
awareness that feminist discourses, like others, can become a "regime of truth" (Foucault, 1980), that has
encouraged researchers such as myself to develop a critically reflective stance towards our own work.
l 8 In her book, The Feminine Mystique, Friedan described how (American) women were being
diagnosed by their doctors as suffering from "suburban neurosis" as a result of their poor adjustment to their
'natural' feminine roles (of a housewife and mother). In her criticism of this evaluation, Friedan distinguished
biological sex from gender, which, she said, was socially constructed within oppositional sex role stercotypes
of masculinity and femininity. She argued that it was women's socialisation (through parenting, the media and
a host of cultural practices), into narrowly passive and 'good girl' forms of femininity, that was causing many
women's distress when t h y found that thcy did not get satisfaction from enacting these roles. Her solution was
for women lo change their attitudes and see careers as not just an "up until marriage" option, but rather as part
of their long term development and rights, as human beings, to full involvement in all spheres of life.

"Although the idea that women's 'place' is in the home was being challenged during the 60s and 70s,
attitudes towards 'working women' continued to be ambivalent (Middleton, 1988b, p.88).
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home, family and school, as well as becoming an efficient school admini~trator.~'
I did become
an assistant principal in this school, but I did not learn about feminist explanations of the wider
complexities of gender discrimination in the field ofcducational leadership until much later,
almost at the end of my academic study of educational leadership in the late 1980s.
Early in that study I was attracted to the work of neo-Marxist sociologists such as
Rourdieu and Gramsci. Their analyses of social inequality as culturally produccd (Codd,
Harlter & Nash, 1985) provided me with many insights about my own experiences during the
They also threw
1960s as a working class student educated within a middle class ~ulture.~'
light on the processes whereby a dominant cultural group (Pakcha) could establish and
maintain the marginalising of another culture and people (Maori).
I was also attracted to the work of critical theorists who were raising questions about
ethical and moral issues around the links between leadership, power and the control of
Itnowledge. Drawing on the work of educational sociologists such as Bowles and Gintis,
Bourdieu and Connell, Foster (1986) argued that school leaders needed to move beyond the
parameters of management and control. I-Ie maintained that the focus for principals should be
on bringing about change in arcas of social injustice and oppression. I liked his arguments that
educational leaders should attempt, through dialogue and shared critical reflection, "to raise
followers' consciousness about their own social conditions and in so doing to allow them, as
well as the 'leader,' to consider the possibility of other ways of ordering their social history9'
(Foster, 1989, p.54).22
A focus on working towards equity and empowerment ofmarginalised groups appealed
to me. However, I thought that critical theorists' discussions of these issues remained largely
at an abstract, philosophical level. I was disappointed when I found, in a collection of critical
essays on educational leadership (Smyth, 1989a), that Jill Blackmore's chapter was the only
one to examine the implications of gender on the development of educational administration
theory.23Like Elisabeth Ellsworth, 1found myself (as a member of a highly marginalised group

This kind of incident has been described by Middleton as politicising, enabling some women to
n cof
e sdiscrirni~atior,or appressiar, as sxymptomatic of not mere "'personal inadequacies," but
as outcomes ofthe position and status of women in society" (Middleton, 1988a, p. 129).
20
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I found the concepts of habitus, cultural capital, accomodation and resistance helpful here.

22 1 discuss later the difficulties 1 have had since reconciling these arguments with those that call for
more radical flattening of control hierarchies.

" Feminists have criticised critical theorists' entrenchment in "gender and colour-blind patriarchal
liberalism" (Kenway & Modra, 1992, p.49). Capper has pointed out that, "in spite of occasional nods to feminist
work, critical theorists tend to ignore feminist scholarship" (Capper, 1998, p.358). A notable exception is Gerald
Grace (1995). A strength of the critical approach, however, is the way it directs us to look beyond what happens
within the school and to highlight the links between schools and their wider social contexts. This enables a larger
view of questions such as, what is the underlying purpose of a particular policy or set of actions, and who is
likely to benefit. Critical questions like these, about collaboration and collegiality, are significant ones for this
study, and I take them up again in Part 11.
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in educational administration - women) asking, "why doesn't this feel cmpowering?"
(Ellsworth, 1989).
There was at that stage a huge silence about gender issues in the educational
administration research literature in AotearoalNew Zealand. There were only two studies of
any substance, Malcolm (I 978 ) and Neville (1988). As part of my degree work, I decided to
research this area myself and I began reading the feminist literature that had been beckoning
me for years. I devourcd some of the developing feminist scholarship, such as the writings of
liberal (Friedan, 1963), radical (Firestone, 1971; Millett, 1970; Rowbotham, 1973; Spender,
1982) and socialist feminists (Acker, 1983;Arnot, 1982; Weiler, 1988) and studied the writing
of New Zealand feminists working in education (Hancock-Benseman, 1978; Middleton,
1988c) as I designed a study of women in educational leadership (Court, 1989).
A study of women "winning a voice in educational administration9'

In 1988, 1 interviewed six women who were working in middle management and
leadership positions in primary and secondary schools to explore their perceptions about the
impact of their gendered relationships, within their homes and their schools, on their work as
educational leaders (Court, 1989). These women all described experiences of discrimination,
both before and after their promotions, and recounted their struggles to find a voice that would
be recognised by others as authoritative, yet would also fit with their own beliefs about
leadership and the ways that they saw themselves as women. A significant similarity in their
accounts and those of the women educational leaders Neville (1988) studied, was the way they
downplayed their personal expertise and status, and emphasised instead, the efficacy of a
facilitative approach that shared power with others in the school. The strategies that they
valued included building open communication and information sharing, encouraging the
participation of all teachers in decision making for the school, and transforming the
principallteacher, managemenllworker hierarchy (by, for instance, teaching for a staff member
iu enable her to work oil a policy or i~~aiiagei~ieiit
maiierj.
It seemed clear to me then that these six women were challenging what the theorists
1had been reading had identified as a male hegemony in education,24manifested in taken- forgranted assumptions that men lead, women follow. I also saw these women challenging the
hegemony of the leaderlfollower dichotomy, and its associated power hierarchies. Their
philosophy was one that emphasised the affiliative qualities of leadership. That is, they saw
the leader as a member of a team, working with and alongside of others, not as 'in control' or
as more cxpert than the other teachers (Court, 1992a; 1994b). They saw an important part of
their role as contributing to available pools of talent.

21

For examples, see Hancock-Renserna~i,1978; Arnot, 1982; Shakeshaft, 1987; Weiler, 1988. These
discussions are examined in Chapter 3.
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However, despite their beliefs in equality and collaborative sharing of power, these
women's stories revealed that, as principals and heads of department, they wcrc still having
to work within the hierarchical bureaucratic structures that have become established as the
'normal' way of organising schools. Consequently, the women were having to confront
dilemmas such as other teachers sometimes resisting becoming involved in decision making
or the running of the school. One woman was told, for example, "You make the decisions that's what you're paid to do." It was clear that career and leadership structures that are
predicated on promotion above other teachers and highcr status and salary differentials, pose
difficultics for those trying to establish more democratic and inclusive ways of organising the
work of teaching and learning in schools - and this means difficulties for both women and
men.
I completed my masterate thesis in 1989 as the restructuring of education was taking
effect. Although the fourth Labour government was instrumental in introducing free market
ideas and practices into the public sector, it was also committed to equity (Middleton, 1992,
p.2). By 1990, EEO requirements for the public sector had been legislated (State Sector Act
Amendment 1989), the Employment Equity Act 1990 had been passed and feminist lobbying
for change in education had been successful in achieving the inclusion of equity clauses in the
school chaxter frameworks (Watson, 1990). The guidelines for charter development issued by
the Ministry of Education required schools to develop equal educational and employment
objectives specifically related to ethnicity, disability and gender. Non-sexist role models were
to be provided, both in terms of "girls, women and people from different ethnic groups in
positions of leadership and authority and boys and men as caregivers, so that children can
understand the meaning of equity in behaviour they observe from day to day" (Ministry of
Education, 1989, p.9). Alongside the provision of non-sexist curriculum, policies and
procedures for the elimination of sexual harassment were also required to be developed. (Both
liberal and radical feminist ideas and practices have been invoked in these req~irernents).~~
Despite some critics9concerns about the market leanings of the government, it seemed to me
at the beginning of i.390 that a way was opening up for a redressing of traditionally
intransigent inequalities in gendered work relations. I left my job as a secondary school
assistant principal, therefore, to take up a position as an Equal Employment Opportunities
reviewer in the newly established 'auditing' agency in education, the Education Review Office

25 Middleton has provided an excellent analysis of the ways that both a liberal feminist equal
opportunities model and a radical feminist advocating of a women centred analysis for change were incorporated
into the equity provisions of the school charters. She pointed out that EEO is essentially an individualist
approach, but that "equity emphasises the group. Certain groups are seen as having been disadvantaged
educationally - through no fault of their own. Compensation is owed, and schooling becomes the site for
'compensatory justice' " (Middleton, 1992, p.2). The National government that came into power at the end of
1990, did not remove the EEO requirements, (they arc not incompatible with an individualistic and business
approach). Instead, it shifted the emphasis from education as compensatory justice, to education as a private
choice and as part of the strategies of an entrepreneurial state and nation in a global marltet (ibid).
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(ERO).26
During the eighteen months that I worked as a reviewer, my observations in a large
number of schools confirmed resoundingly for me the New Zealand literature's documenting
of men's 'capture9 of the work of school leadership and management (Whitcornbe & Fenwiclc,
1982; Neville, 1988). I saw mostly men leading and the majority of women teaching in the
primary and secondary schools I was visiting, with this gendered hierarchy being particularly
noticeable in the larger primary and intermediate schools.
I was also observing however, the ways that many women (and some men) were
working closely together in pairs or small groups, team teaching across thcir classrooms,
syndicates, or departments. These practices were often informal, occurring as a result of
private agreements between teachers who were learning from each other and trying out
different ways of improving their own teaching and classroom management. Such flexible and
collaborative ways of working together havc been documented by researchers such as Ramsay
et a1 (1990) in New Zealand and Nias et a1 (1989) in the UK.
While I was working in ERO, it was also becoming evident though, that increasing
workloads and levels of stress were emerging out of the restructuring and its often shifting
requirements for change and increased accountability. As studies have since shown, demands
for increased documentation were adding to teachers already high workloads (Sullivan, 1994;
Wylie, 1995). Hierarchical management was also on the increase, with principals being
required to appraise teachers and approve promotions. Along with others, such as Codd
(1990), I wondered what would be the effects on teachers' professional collegiality and
collaborative leadership practices, of this 'new managerialism' and attempts to redefine and
control teachers9 areas of expertise and work through such things as task specified job
descriptions linked to performance monitoring and promotion.

Women sharing leadership
Iii 1991, during a review of an intermediate school, I ctiszovcred that three wcme::
teachers were sharing the responsibilities (and the small amount of extra salary) of the senior
teacher position in their syndicate. They had together initiated a collective leadership.
I was excited by this innovation. It seemed to me to be the kind of initiative that Lynn
Davies (1990) was envisioning: a flexible, non-pyramidal way of structuring school
administration. I thought that this was an approach that had real potential for breaking down
bureaucratic management hierarchies in schools. Further, from my knowledge of the team
approaches that the women in my 1989 study had been espousing, it seemed to me to be an
initiative that other women in particular might like to try. As I also thought it could be a useful
26

I have discussed elsewhere, in a wider analysis of women's employment in education in
AotearoaINew Zealand bctween 1893-1993, liow these positions were disestablished under the National
government (Court, 1994a).
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professional development strategy for those who had no experience in management beyond
the levels of their own classrooms, I asked the women if I could research and write up their
i n i t i a t i ~ el'hey
. ~ ~ agreed. About this time, I left ERO and moved to a new position as a lecturer
in the Education Llepartment at Massey University. Alongside developing a new course on
women in educational organisations, I carried out a small case study of the senior teacher
shared leadership (Court, 1992b).
'This study was a precursor to the concerns of this present thesis in two ways. Firstly,
it explored the idea of sharing leadership as a way of challenging the taken-for-granted
6normality9of hierarchical single line structures of management, accountability and control
in schools. Secondly, what happened to the women's leadership team made me rethink the
viability of Davies9admonition about what is needed to achieve an increased participation of
women in school leadership. Let me briefly describe the study.
When the senior teacher position became vacant in their syndicate, Cathy, Helen and
Jennifer (the participants were given pseudonyms) suggested to Barry, their principal, that they
all three apply to share the position. They said, "We don't want a leader - we want to do it
ourselves." They were not motivated by a concern to change hierarchical school structures.
Their aim was to ensure that they would be able to continue to work closely together to
achieve the goals they had set (with the other two teachers) for themselves and for the children
in their syndicate. They did not want someone new to be appointed as leader over them, with
the power to change what they were doing.
From the interviews I carried out with the three women, the other teachers in their
syndicate and the two principals who had been involved, it was clear that all these people
agreed that the initiative was successful. It enabled the women to pool their collective teaching
and management strengths and to provide very constructive support for each other and the
children and staff in their syndicate. Each of the women also found that the shared leadership
built their own knowledge, confidence and skills and enabled them to share the workload and
the responsibilities of a middle management position while also having time for their family
and friends.
Half way through the year, however, the principal shifted Cathy to another syndicate,
replacing her in the team leadership with a male teacher. When I interviewed the three women
they had not discussed fully together how this had happened, and the research group interview
became a conversation between them about what had occurred. I reported their account and
the feelings they shared as follows.

27 Under the previous liaison inspector model in education, 1 could have recommended that they be
seconded to visit other schools to discuss what they were doing. Under the splitting of inspectionlaudit and
advisoryiliaison roles between the Education Revicw Office and the Ministry of Education, 1 was not 'allowcd'
to do this.
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During the group interview with me, the women discussed what action they could then
take to improve their changed situations. 'They explored tallcing about it with Barry and by the
time I carried out a second interview with him, they had done this. Ile had rcalised some of the
implications of his lack of consultation with the women in making his decision to split up their
team, but the action was not reversed. Helen remained in the other syndicate and the leadership
team of Cathy, Jennifer and Philip split up at the end of the year when Philip won promotion
to another school and Jennifer took a year's study leave.
It is striking that, immediately on hearing that Helen would be moved, the women did
not discuss it as an issue of Barry's subverting of their collectivity. Perhaps this was because
they had not yet evolved an overview of their own innovation as being any thing other than
their own three-way personal preference and they did not have access to theoretical discourses
that explained their collectivity. It is worth noting here that while some of the women coprincipals in this current study did have some theoretical understandings about collectivity and
gendered power relations, others did not. Issues around women's position in relation to men
in authority positions 'over' them did emerge in some of the stories in the co-principal case
narratives, but they were not always remarked upon in this vein. Wider issues around the
nature of consultation and information sharing also surfaced as they have in other studies of
collaborative approaches to leadership (I discuss this more in Chapter 6). Difficulties around
lack of experience in management and insufficient discussion of expectations and
responsibilities were also experienced by some of the women co-principals. I do not want to
expand here on these links between the two studies of shared leadership however; that will be
done later in my analysis. Rather, I want to explain how I moved from the senior teacher study
to developing a proposal for the co-principal research.
Thinkilag about t h e o v and research questions
After I had completed the field work for the study of the women sharing a senior
teacher position and written up the report, i continued to reflect oil what liad happened "t them,
trying to understand why they had not immediately resisted their principal's action. I wrote
another paper in which I 're-storied' this incident through the lenses of four different
discourses, constructing some different interpretations that drew on concepts of bureaucratic,
liberal, radical theories and the notion of male hegemony.28I wanted to explore how within
each approach, different kinds of power dynamics can be highlighted for analysis. I was
becoming increasingly aware of the problems of using the concept of male hegemony through
my reading of feminist poststructuralist accounts ofhow, within different discursive locations,
women negotiate shifting possibilities, becoming sometimes powerless, but also sometimes

"A condensed version of this paper was later published as part of a chapter written with my daughter,
Mclcna (Court & Court, 1998).
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powerful (Walkerdine, 1987).
It was my thinking about these kinds of complexities around power that led me to
reconsider Lynn Davies' (1990, p.78) claim. To what extent, I wondered, is it possible for
women teachers to gcncrate, and then maintain, different structures and ways of working
within educational organisations that in most cases continue to be led by men, and within an
increasingly dominant managerialist discourse that is hierarchical and as some feminists and
pro-feminist men argue, masculinist, in its rationale and practice (Rlacltmore, 1993; Collinson
& Hearn, 1994).
When a colleaguc who knew that I was interested in studying shared leaderships told
me in 1994 that a co-principalship had been initiated by some women teachers in a small three
teacher primary school, I thought that this initiative could be not only an important example
of an alternative to hierarchical school leadership: it could also be a potentially rich source of
material for analysis of the complex power dynamics that ensue when old ways of doing things
are challenged. I developed a proposal for this study, that, if approved and accepted by the
women participants, would use a longitudinal case study to document their progress. It was at
this stage then, that the first set of research questions (listed on page$ were decided, along with
ib
a fifth question of,
What part, if any, was gender playing in influencing the initiation and
trajectory of primary school co-principalships?
As I got underway, I learned about two more schools who were in the planning stages
of setting up co-principalships also. I negotiated their inclusion in the study. (The research
design and methods will be more fully explained in Chapter 5).
Not surprisingly, the research problem shifted and changed its 'colour9as I undertook
fieldwork over a period of five years and reflected on what I heard and observed in the light
of my on-going reading of feminist theory and other studies about educational leadership. As
a consequence of my reading of accounts of feminist poststructuralism (Davies, 1989; Jones
& Guy, 1992), I wanted to accomplish more than just a descriptive documentation of these
three initiatives or an analysis framed only within an exploration of ' w o ~ i ~ eways
i i ~ ~ of
leading.' During these years, and as 1 constructed the case narratives, my theoretical
orientations and understandings shifted (as they will, of course continue to do). As I read the
work of Foucault and feminist poststructuralist theorising of discourse and subjectivity
(Davies, 1989; 1993; Jones, 1991b; Weedon, 1987), I became increasingly interested in trying
to capture a sense of the emerging:
debates and struggles about how the identities ofthe participants should be named and thereby
constituted, how their needs shoi~ldbe named and thereby constituted, how their relationships
should be named and thereby constituted (Yeatman, 1990, pp. 1 54-5).
%I?$'

@

Thus, although my interest in the questions I had already identified did not change, I
developed a further interest in analysing them in the light of feminist poststructuralist
understandings about how individuals live their lives and take action within a range of
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competing and often contradictory discourses, discourses that are both constitutive of and
constituted by individual subjectivity, group identities and the widcr socio-cultural hegemonies
that shapc practices in historically specific institutional sites. My analysis in the later stages
of the study thus became more closcly focused on the questions oC:
How did the women come to understand and construct their own individual
subjectivities as 'a co-principal'?
How did they dcvelop, inter-subjectively within each of the three schools, their
different collective co-principalship identities?
What impact did the above processes and understandings have on the different
trajectories and outcomes ofthe threc co-principalship initiatives?
@
In what ways did the different school contexts and wider socio-cultural
processes impact on all of the above?
B
Within the co-principalship initiatives could any shifts be identified in the
expressiodrepresentation of the dominant discourses of educational leadership
and management? What issues were significant here?
Overall, in my analyses I have tried to hold in a productive tension some of the macro
patternings and micro enactments that have been constructing different approaches to school
leadership in Aotearoa/New Zealand in rccent times. The two main strands of interest that I
identified at the beginning of the study remained throughout my research and the writing of
this thesis. 'Thus, on the one hand, it explores the co-principalship initiatives and their
approaches to sharing leadership as ways of challenging the taken for granted 'normality' of
hierarchical single line structures of management, accountability and control in schools. On
the other hand, it explores the influence of gender on women's initiations of different
leadership structures and ways of working within the context of a dominant
leadershiplmanagerialist discourses that are not only hierarchical, but also masculinist, in their
rationales and practices. The latter focus broadens to encompass considerations of social
justice issues around the intersections gender, ethnicity and class. In the next two chapters, I
criticaiiy discuss literatures in these two areas: in Chapter 2, studies of co-priiicipalshipss and
then, in Chapter 3, feminist analyses of women's leadership in schools.
@J

@
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CHAPTER 2
CO-PRI1NCIPALSHIIPS:
WEAVING LEADERSHIQ COLLABOMTIONS

The emergence of shared leadership models such as co-principalships can be seen as
part of a growing interest in education in changing organisationaI structures and cultures to
enable a more democratic sharing of peoples ideas and talents. The literature about coprincipalships is still sparse, however, so in this chapter I provide a fairly detailed account of
the reports and studies I have found. As part of an introduction to the discursive interests of
this thesis, I also identify traces of professional collaborative, managerial and feminist
discourses within different co-principal practices and interpretations of these.
Literature reviews are constituted in academia as discussions of significant findings
within a field of knowledge. As part of an 'expert9 canon of what counts as knowledge,
however, literature reviews also contribute to the constituting of particular discourses as
"regimes of truth" (Foucault, 1980). Thus, in writing a 'scholarly' review of shared school
leadership studies, I am engaging in both a discursive and a political act. While positioned in
particular ways within a discursive field of academic research that shapes what and how I
write, as an academic I am also positioned as a potential expert in the area of my research. As
such, this chapter, along with the whole of this thesis, is contributing to the constituting of an
emerging discourse of co-principalship and shared school leadership.
Wefining9 shared leadership and co-principalship
The term co-principalship implies at least a dual leadership. There are many different
models of shared leadership however. To help organise and open up my disc~issiiiiiof ihese,
I have drawn on Kagan9s(1994) suggestion that leadership can be viewed on a continuum. She
outlined this as follows.

-----A Continuum of k

Sole leadership

Supported leadership

Dual lead~rship

a
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Kagan elaborated that in sole leadership, one person, as the real and titular head, has
the dominant voice and leadership is not shared Supported leadcrship (characterised
sometimes as the "patron" approach, or consultative leadership) exists where the recognised
single leader draws on and acknowledges input and advice from a wide range of people. Dual
leadership involves a partnership between two people, both recognised as the leaders. Shared
leadership is diffuse, "becoming an holistic property shared to some degree by all persons and
groups involved in the collaboration" (ibid). Kagan suggested that in fully shared
collaborations, some individuals or groups may "rise to prominence" temporarily leading in
a particular situation, but this will not destroy the distribution of leadership throughout the
~rganisation.~~
As co-principalships involve collaborations between two or more people, the term sole
leadershir, appears redundant for this study. Individual, in the sense of separate, leadership
can also be enacted as part of co-principalships, however, especially in models that are
structured around task specialisation where each person holds different responsibilities, but
also in models where leadership is more diffused and fully shared. A further point to note is
that many of the studies of GO-principalshipshave not made judgements about the extent to
which leadership has been shared with>or advice taken from, people outside of the principal
partnership. Thus, I have not always been able to discuss the models in relation to the notion
of supported leadership, though in some cases that kind of leadersliip may well have been
practised. (Only Dass's (1995) study has given detailed descriptions of co-principals' daily
interactions with each other and other people in their school.)
The chapter is organised as follows. In the first two sections, I discuss co-principalship
models which can be placed towards the solelseparated leadership end of Kagan's continuum.
These are task-specialised, dual leaderships where two people hold separate
leadershiplmanagement responsibilities. Section three discusses job-sharedlalternate coprincipalships that have involved more integration of administration and instructional
leadership responsibilities in the work of both co-principals. These models can be placed
between supported arid shared leadership on Kaga~l'scorrtiiiuilm. Section foiir is dedicated to
an analysis of Dass9sstudy of the Western High School co-principalship, a model that shc
claims was the only fully shared and integrated co-principalship at the time of her study, and
one that aimed to challenge hierarchy and gendcr stereotyped relations. In section five, I look
at other shared leaderships, both GO-principalshipsand teacher team leaderships, whish have
aimed to diffuse leadership even more fully throughout the school. Like the Western High
School model, some of these cases have aimed to be educative through providing sound role
models of men and women working together in an effective management team, andlor through
giving students, staff and community a wider involvement in democratic decision making. As

'' From her work in early childhood education, ICagan observed that traditional theories of leadership
did not readily 'fit' how leadership was being conceived and practised in that sector.
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such, some have claimed that their models of shared leadership are educating people for
democracy.

1.

Suggestions for "split-task9 co-principalships in the US

During the late 60s through to the 80s in the US, concerns were mounting about the
increasing size and complexity of the principal's job and the ways that administrative
responsibilities were taking principal's time and attention away from instructional leadership
(Korba, 1982; Shockley & Smith, 1981; Thurman, 1969; West, 1978). Indeed, because US
principals were narrowly trained in administrative processes and technical knowledge, they
were having difficulty in providing adequate instructional supervision for teachers. Introducing
the position of vice principal had not helped, as too often they had the same kind of training
as principals, and this had therefore merely added "one more rung to the administrative
hierarchy." And in Thurman's opinion, "the more hierarchical the structure, the less the
possibility of chailge" (1969, p.78 I).?' It was argued that a task specialised form of dual school
leadership could alleviate these problems.
Thurman proposed that two co-ordinators could be appointed in a school. The coordinator for learning could be freed from managerial tasks to focus on being a "learning
c~unsellor,~'
to facilitate and encourage teachers' development, experimentation and creativity
(1969, p.282). This co-ordinator would have overall responsibility for the development of
school-wide objectives and specific responsibilities for assisting teachers in their planning,
classroom practices and professional development, communication with parents and pupil
discipline. A teacher without administrative certification could be appointed to this position.
The co-ordinator for school wide adminisiration c;ould be a business school graduatq znd hold
responsibility for supervision of non-instructional staff, buildings and grounds; resource
requisitions; student attendance records, managing the budget and making purchases. Thurman
described the latter area as part of the "business matters" that could be allocated to the
administrator and thus free the co-ordinator for learning from such "managerial tasks." (p.282).
T h ~ r m emphitsised
a~
that b e c a s e each persnfi T,VOIJ!~hzve specific fi~nctions~
coordination
and cooperation between them would be "essential9'(p.783).
Thurman's model offered a way to break down the 'principal as leaderlteachers as
followers' gap that has been structured into school leadership, by highlighting a role of
coordination for the co-principalship, a shift away from the previous 'direct and control'
functions of traditional principalship. IIis ideas parallel some aspects of other teacher

10

This is a particularly interesting claim in the light of the emergence of co-principalships in
AotearodNew Zealand during a time of increasing hicrarchy in terms of accouritability lo the centre. As
indicated in my Introduction, this seeming paradox was one of the catalysts for this current study.
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leadership models, such as those developed in Norway that I discuss later. 'Thusman's
concluding statement also stills holds true today. Hc wrote:
'The colnplexity of providing instructional leadership and carrying out the varied aspects of
school management is such that no one individual can be expected to do everything in an
adequate manner. It will avail little to develop innovative practices in curricul~tmunless
similar advances are made in the instructional and managerial leadership areas (Thurman,
1969, p.783).

A decade later, Shockley and Smith (1981) also suggested that a principal for
administration and a principal for instruction could share the responsibility for one school,
with a similar division of responsibilities to that outlined by Thurman. While Thurman had
drawn primarily on a professional discourse of teacher leadership to support his argument^,^'
Shockley and Smith argued within a business managerial discourse, stating that reform of the
principalship was needed because school were becoming like small businesses. They gave the
examples of "a considerable cash flow operates a food service system ... and income from cocurricular and extracurricular activities supports other interest programs," and increases in
community education programmes meant that administration ofthe school buildings had itself
become a full-timejob (ibid). Thus, because "most businesses have managers in horizontal and
vertical arrangements," Shockley and Smith proposed that a co-principalship could use these
"better management techniques" to free the instructional principal from excessive "paperwork,
payroll and bookkeeping chores" (p.92).
This argument might be one that many educators in Aotearod Mew Zealand would
agree with, especially since the 1988 reforms of educational administration and the resulting
increased emphasis on managerial forms of documentation. Shockley and Smith's analysis did
not adequately explore, however, the differences between business and school management.
Better management techniques were understood as merely the introduction of specifically
defined and delineated management positions. Although these writers noted that selectors
should look for two principals who were strong in either instruction or management yet had
comp~tihlepersonalities and philosophies (p.921, there was no indication of how the latter
would be judged. This is an area that other studies, including this current one, have identified
as significant if a co-principalship is to be successful (Cilenny el ai., i996; Gordon &
Meadows, 1986; Groover, 1989; White, 1991).32
Responding to the suggestion that schools could move more to a dual responsibility,
business management rnodcl, Korba (1 982) pointed out some schools in the US were aheady
3' 'Thurman constructed educational leadership as focused on teaching and learning within an orientation
towards collegiality, using verbs such as "facilitate,""assist" and "serve."
32 In a separate paper, Shocklcy, Smith and McCrum (1 98 I) reported that a triad co-principalship had
been introduced in Mineral County, West Virginia, wherc three administrators were appointed to share the
lcadership ofKeyser Primary School and ICeyser Middle School. In each school, aprincipal carried responsibility
for instructional supervision, and the third co-principaloversawthe administration in both schools. No evaluation
of the model had been done, however.
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in the carly 1980s doing this. I-ie saw this happening as a consequence of increased demands
for improved accountability in education, arising out of linked factors of "rising costs, greater
importance of education in terms of employment, increased concern with identifying the
proper tasks of schools, the demand for measurable results linked with federal aid programs
and the growing concern that modern management techniques should be used in school
systems" (p.58). While largely agreeing with these concerns, Korba thought that the concept
of accountability needed to bc clarified in education, to distinguish between resource allocation
accountability and goal attainment accountability (p.59). Although school principals were
already being held accountable for the former, there was little emphasis on accountability for
improving instruction and learning. Appointing different people to be responsible for different
areas could improve this and force "the balancing of accountabilities in terms of overall system
goals" (p.59).
Korba's linking of increased demands for accountability to shifts in US approaches to
school management resonates with the concerns around accountability that were evident in
AotcaroaDTew Zealand at the time that administrative changes were being made here in the
late 1980s.There are some interesting differences in the way structural changes were occurring
in the two countries, however. While in parts of the US, such as West Virginia and North
Carolina, changes to school organisational and management str~ictureswere being proposed
during the 1980s by academics, and actually initiated by professionals (the latter cases are
explored in the next section), in AotearoalNew Zealand, systemic structural change was largely
imposed on schools by the state. In Chapter 6, I will explore how assumptions about the need
for a greater accountability from public service providers in AotearoalNew Zealand, were
embedded into the new public management model for education and its restructuring of the
principal's role. Korba's distinguishing of different kinds of accountability is helpful, but this
thesis will demonstrate the limitations in assumptions that it is easy to 'split up' in practice
school principal accountabilities. The case narratives presented in Part 11, and discussed in Part
111, will demonstrate how 'official' interpretations of accountability as requiring task
speciaiisation and single line reporting, have posed difficulties h
i t i e establishing of thc New
Zealand co-principalships. My study will further show however, that within trusting collegial
relationships, people can become empowered to take mutual responsibility and accountability
for achieving goals and resolving problems.
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2,

Co-principalship practised as t a s k specialisatisrm

(a)

High Poime, North Carolina, US: dual co-principalships in secondalgr
schools

The dual co-principalship model, with a principal for administration and a principal for
instructional supervision, was reported by West (a superintendent in North Carolina, US) to
have been established in seven High Point secondary schools (West, 1978). Responsibilities
of the principal for administration included development of policies and procedures for the
management of finances, buildings, plant, student attendance, time-tabling and custodial staff.
Responsibilities of the principal for instruction entailed insuring curriculum development and
revision in terms of overall planning and goals, course offerings, teaching materials, classroom
pedagogy, teaching staff evaluation and development, as well as school-community relations
in terms of developing co-operative relations through interpreting board policy to the
community, being involved in community affairs and ensuring good communication. The two
principals also worked jointly in some areas such as overall decisions about the learning
environment, conducting staff meetings, reviewing instruction and administration evaluations
orsta11, developing long-term plans for the administration and instructional programme of the
school, submitting an annual report to the superintendent. Each principal had equal salary and
authority, and their roles and responsibilities were clearly defined in specificjob descriptions
(p.242).
A non-participant follow-up study of those schools that still had co-principalships ten
years later was carried out by Groover (1989). This thesis study used a surveylinterview
methodology to swdy the perceptions of 1,051 teachers, parents, students and district officials
about the split responsibility approach and its strengths and weaknesses.
The High Point model was found by both West and Groover to have some particular
advantages for instructional and staff supervision. According to West (1978, p.46) and
presumably from his own observations during his work with the schools, in the co-principal
schools in 1978 there were fewer discipline problems with reductions in suspensions and
expulsions, as well as increases in the number of classroom visits and appropriate follow up;
staff participation in in-service development opportunities. Croover's later study also found
that instructional leadership was "greatly enhanced because this role and responsibility is
assigned to a specific individual, along with the accountability for its accomplishment"
(Croover, 1989, p. 125). She considered that the High Point Public School co-principalslrips
were successful because of an achieving of a balance of leadership styles that capitalized on
individual strengths in administration or instructional leadership (p. 114).
Elsewhere in her thesis, however, Groover also reported that while one third of the 24
co-principals kept to their job descriptions, another one-third used those only as guidelines and
the remaining one-third eithcr "traded off and negotiated roles based on each others strciigths
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and interests ... or utilized a combination" (p.71). This situation indicates a weakness in
arguments for a dual role approach that assume the ofteii complex inter-locking between
instructional and administrative tasks, responsibilities and accountabilities can be easily
divided, and that people can and will keep to the divisions. My study will show, through
observation and interview material how the realities of teaching principals in particular are
quite different to this. A further weakness in the High Point approach is that the co-principals
were selected and paired up by the superintendent and district officials; the evaluation showed
that the principals themselves wanted input into the choice of their partner. White (199 1) later
found that this factor was important for a successful co-principalship. In its absence at High
I'oint, some inequalities and power struggles between the co-principals resulted.
Groover noted that to avoid such struggles, co-principals needed to have also "well
integrated personalities, good communication and trusting relationships9' (p.287). The
significance of the place of trust between members of a school community (and of other public
and private sector organisations) has been brought into sharp focus in AotearodNew Zealand
after the 1990s restructuring of industrial relations within what Codd (1 999) has since called
"the policies of distrust."
As one of her recommendations for further research, Grooves asked, "What insights
would be gained from a kminist critique of the backstage behaviours and 'good old boy9
syndrome that sometimes exists in educational bureaucracies?" While none of the studies I
discuss in this review have picked up on this specific question, some have begun to look at the
impact of gender factors, as the following discussions will show.
(b)

The Netherlands: "0-headed9

primary headship

Split role, task specialised co-principalships also exist in the Netherlands. During the
last decade it has been possible there for two people to share the primary school headship, with
15% of primary school management shared this way in 1995 and 17% in 1996. Little
information aboui these dual leaderships is available iii Eiiglish, but in a personal
communication to me, Imants (1997) reported that studies of the cases (Van de Grifi & KurekVriesema, 1990; Vlug & Geerlings, 1990) had found a positive effect of these coprincipalships was the opportunity for mutual suppost. These co-principalships were mixed
gender teams, a useful strategy in terms of equity issues. However, indications have becn
found that:
Although both principals occupy the same position ... infornlally differences in status and task
differentiation occur. One principal (mostly the male principal) performs general management
tasks including managing financial resources, and maintains external contact. The other
principal (~nostlythe female principal) is primarily focused on strident administration and care
(Imants, 1997).
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Some might argue that there is no problem in a division of roles, such as has occurred
in these shared leaderships, but there is a problem when differences in terms of status occur
because each area of work is not valued equally. Connell (1987) has described divisions of
labour like the above as part of a gender regime in schools, where mostly men have been
appointed to the positions of authority and management control while women have been
allocated most of the supportive roles. The latter have been typically in areas associated with
women9s so-called 'nature,' that is, nusturing and child care, while the former have been
unproblematised as part of a hegemonic linking between social constructions of rational
authority and masculinity. This gendered hierarchy and division of labour has been shown to
underpin the under-representation of women in educational leadership (Blackmore, 1989;
Court, 1997; Shakeshaft, 1987; Strachan, 1997). 1will look at this area again later in relation
to Dass's arguments for what she callcd a "parenting" approach to school leadership.
(c)

Stamtonbuy Campus, England: a triad, then dual co-directorship

A different kind of task specialised three way co-principalship model was established
in 1974 at Stantonbusy Campus in Milton Keynes, England, when two large secondary schools
amalgamated. The headteachers of those schools were appointed with an overall director to
lead and manage the Campus. This triad later changed to a dual leadership of two co-directors
and in 1992 Lesley King was appointed to join John Wilkins in a mixed gender co-director
pastnership that was still together when I visited the Campus in June 1997.33Stantonbury
Campus had then 160 teachers and over 100 associate staff. Each of the four 'halls' (of about
450 students)34was headed by one of Campus's deputy head teachers, who worked with Lesley
and John in the senior management team. This team of six had responsibility for planning and
policy, whole-campus management and organisation, staff support and supervision.
Like the other models described in this section, the Stantonbury Campus co-directors
each held some different responsibilities. For example, Lesley was responsible for maths,
iiteracy, music, security, premises, theatres and gallery, catering, while John was responsible
for budget, policies, staff development, leisure centre and track, external relations, governors.
The split between administration and instruction was not as clear cut as in the US approaches,
however, and Lesley and John also said that they worked closely together in some management
areas, such as preparing for an OFSTED visit, and in overall planning.
A gendered division similar to that reported in the Dutch co-principalships did exist
though, with John managing the budget, personnel, admissions, exclusions, strategic plan and
external relations (leadership areas that have been the traditional preserve of men in education)

37 1 am gratcful to the co-directors, Lesley King and John W i i k r " for
~ their willingness to tall<to me about
their shared leadership and to give me material about their school.

34

There was also another hall for post- 16 students.
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while Lesley had more curriculum and student resp~nsibilities.~~
Together, these co-directors
said that factors apart from gender, such as personal leadership and communication styles, past
experience and current aspirations had more impact on their co-principalship than gender.36
Yet, as I will explain in the next chapter, research has shown that all of these factors can be
experienced by women in leadership as highly gender differentiated. Lesley told me separately
that John had been used to a quite aggressive, or macho style of relating with his previous male
co-director and she had found that difficult to cope with. 'This was one of the reasons why she
had suggested that they hire a consultant to work with them on communication and team
building. She also said that it was perhaps because she was a woman that she was "tried out"
by several staff during her first year. John did not comment on her style, though he did make
a wry comment about risking being politically incorrect in stating that "we are in a post
feminist age now," in relation to other factors than gender impacting on leadership. In my
experience, struggles over gender power dynamics are often expressed in such ways.
At the time of my visit, it seemed to me that Stantonbury Campus was an example of
a fairly traditional school structure - a bureaucratic pyramid of teachers, team leaders, middle
managers, senior management team and a dual leadership that was, in effect, an expanded two
people principalship at the 'top.' It must be noted though, that these impressions could not be
verified within my brief time in the school, as I did not observe both principals at work or talk
with staff about how they perceived the structure working in practice. Further, to my
knowledge no evaluation of this co-directorship has been done.

The next two cases are different from the preceding ones, in that rather than working
simultaneously in a principal partnership, the co-principals alternated in the principal position,
and rather than allocating administration and instructional supervisionto different people, each
principal ai diil'erent times carried oiji all of the priiicipal fiinztioiis.

35 When Lcsley showed me around their campus, I noticed her 'hands on' approach (such as her picking
up of rubbish as we walked) and her warm personal interpersonal style and interactions -asking staff in the
cafeteria about their worlc situation, greeting students we passed by name and asking them about their exams or
job applications.
16

As in the Henry Hudson co-principalship (to be examined next),where the male co-principal wanted

to lead a school on his own, John aspired to a headship on his own.
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I l e n v Hudson School, Vaneoraver, Canada

In October 1989, a 50/50% job-shared co-principalship was established at I-lenry
Hudson Elementary School, Vancouver, to allow the incumbent principal to maintain her
position half- time while having some time off for parenting. Another person was appointed
to work 50% of his time as principal and the other 50% teaching while the other co-principal
was also 'on-the-job.' Some interesting dynamics must have emerged as a consequence of this,
but unfortunately neither this aspect, nor the impact of gender dynamics within this mixed
gender partnership, were explored in the non-participant evaluation that was carried out four
months into the job-share (White, 1991). It seems though, that when both the co-principals
were in the school, their partnership worked rather like a traditional senior management team:
a teacher commented that "the school had a feeling of having a vice-principal when both
principals were on duty" (White, 1991, p. 18).
This co-principalship blended the holding of separate responsibility in some areas with
a sharing of others. Responsibilities were shared in staff supervision, evaluation and
professional development; student assemblies and discipline; communication with parents; the
budget and the ""rading of all communications," but some specific tasks associated with each
of these areas were divided between them. For example, one principal was responsible for the
staff special education assistants and the other for the supervision aides; one monitored student
council meetings and the primary camp programmes while the other looked after the planning
for the spring dance and the intermediate camp programme. The allocation of responsibilities
was determined according to whether there was a "critical history" to a project and the
particular strengths and workloads of the principals (p.3).
The focus of White's evaluation was on how well the co-principals were maintaining
continuity, consistency and good communication, areas of concern to those involved in the
initiation of this job-shared collaboration. She carried out interviews with the co-principals,
the area superintendent and the director of personnel, and survey questionnaires were sent to
225 parents, 17 teachers, i i support stal'i; ar~da sa~npleof the prirnai-jj studeiits and
intermediate students.37From the responses, White concluded that:
Consistency and contilluity in providing leadership and supervision was enhanced by the
principals' shared philosophy and approacli as well as by continuous, effective
communication between them and by joint attendance at meetings (1991, p i ) .

Constant communication was thought to be "critical to the success of the coprincipalship" (p.27). While each co-principal communicated separately with individuals about
their particular responsibilities, they regularly updated each other about what they were doing.
They also wrote memos and notes and tape recorded messages to each other; met occasionally

37 White pointed out that a low return rate for parents (17%), support staff (45%) and intermediate
students (52%) was a limiting factor in her report.

on a Monday evening to review matters and both attended meetings with their superintendent,
staff and parents. White concluded that "mutual responsibility for communication expands the
possibility that good communication will take place" (p. 17). The co-principals also thought
that time spent initially in reaching mutual decisions would decrease that required later. 'They
felt that this discussion time, along with a sharing of the same values and educational
philosophy (a perception corroborated by the teachers) had enabled mutual trust to develop,
such that they could support each other's decisions when these had to made sometimes without
discussion (p.28). This factor also emerged in the most successful of the New Zealand coprincipalships I studied at Hillcrest Avenue School.
Although gender dynamics were not explored in depth in White9s evaluation, shc noted
that an advantage was positive role-modelling for students of male-female leadership. The
woman co-principal also said that she was opening up new ground for women, showing how
child rearing and professional responsibilities could be shared and a teacher commented that
the co-principalship had shown that women do not necessarily have to choose between career
and a family. Taken-for-granted constructions of women as society's primary care-givers
remain unchallenged of course, in this kind of liberal feminist 'women can do everything'
approach.
Some other advantages were found in the evaluation of this co-principalship, including:
better decisions because of two people sharing; reduced stress for the principals; increased
access to administration for staff having a choice of administrator to relate to; the opportunity
for a new administrator to work with an experienced administrator; principals able to work on
more projects than a single full-time principal could; and different personalities presenting a
generous "resource centre" (White, 1991, p.iii). Similar advantages had been found by Groover
(1989).
Disadvantages included: additional time needed for communication between the coprincipals; less contact with staff for the half-time, non-teaching principal; some inflexibility
in terms of time and availability that resulted from the half-time scheduled teaching of one
principal; and the associated expense of havirig iv ernploy a substitute io release him for
principals', Board or school-based meetings. The half-time principal also worked longer hours
than expected, about 80% of the week instead of 50%, because of such things as meetings
scheduled on her "on-work' days. No reference was made here, however, to feminist research
findings that have documented women feeling they need to work twice as hard as inen to prove
they are just as good (Acker, 1983; Shakeshaft, 198'7).
Several recommendations were made in the report. The co-principals recommended
that: the teaching component should be eliminated for both principals so that it could be "a
true 50150 principalship;" that there should be self-selection 01the leadership team (thc
incumbent principal was not involvcd in the choice of her partner); that there should be
compatibility of career goals (one of thcm wanted to continue half-time but the other wanted
to move to a full-timc principalship) and that there should be a commitment to keep the team
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together for four or five years (this because of the extra time input at the beginning to set up
procedures and establish a good working relationship). They agreed with the superintendent's
suggestion that the community should be involved in the decision: he said, "there are schools
and communities that would not be ready for this conccpt" (p.25). This point was made also
by both West (198'7) and Groover (1989).
Some comments from the I-lenry I-ludson School teachers suggcst that the collaboration
was focused more within the principal partnership than school-wide. White wrote that
"teachers recommended that the co-principals should work collegially with staff ... and one
recommended that co-principals should receive input f?om a staff committee on a regular
basis, on the impact of the co-principalship" (p.23). Because of both of these sets of factors,
I would place this co-principalship closer to the sole leadership end of Kagan9scontinuum than
the next case I discuss, that of Gordoil and Meadows9 partnership. However, I would also
describc the Henry Hudson School co-principalship as a blend of supported and dual
leadership because of the close collaboration and on-going support each partner gave the other
and because trust in each other was identified by both partners as a significant factor in what
they saw as its success.
(b)

Normandy School, Colorado, US.

In 1984 a 50150 job-shared principalship was initiated by principal Pamela Gordon and
assistant principal B.J.Wleadows in Normandy Elementary School in Colorado, US. The
purpose here was to provide their school with leadership continuity when a falling roll
situation threatened the dis-establishment of the assistant principal position. In their participant
evali~ationof their initiativej Gordon and Meadows reported that they were also wanting to
pursue their doctorate study and give more time to their family and comm~lnitycommitments
(Gordon bk. Meadows, 1986).
For the one year that they worlted as co-principals, each worked for two months, then
took two months off. TWniie each principai worlted alone while un the job, Gordoii and
Meadows designed their rotating leadership to build in a high degree of collaboration
particularly for the two days at changeover points. They had consulted widely with staff and
parents about possible concerns before their co-principalship was established and they sought
on-going input into their decision making and actions.38Their model can be described then,
as a blend of separate, supported and dual leadership, though closer to the shared leadership
end of Kagttn's continuum than thc Henry Hudson School model, because of the more open,
consultative style that was described.

38

This judgement relies on the GO-principalsown report of their model as no external evaluation was
carried out.
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As in the I-Ienry Hudson example, Gordon and Meadows realised that maintaining
continuity in all aspects of their work as principals would be an important factor for the
success ofthe job-sharing. 'They began therefore, by jointly planning their goals and devising
multi-levelled communication strategies. To build and maintain their own partnership, they
kept in regular weekly phone contact with each other and attended meetings together, even
those some of these were scheduled during one co-principal's time off. To help their
communication with staff, students and parents they introduced a Memory Jogger Box (where
staff could drop reminders to them about any issues or concerns), a Discipline Box (a cardfiling system detailing students9office visits) and a Tool Kit (a folder, containing details of
staff and parent meetings, actions taken and any matters that needed follow-up). Each woman
kept these boxes up to date for her partner to read through on her return.
While each woman carried out all the functions and duties of the principal in the two
months she worked, some task specialisation was also built into this co-principalship, to
enable an integration of their "distinctive talents ... and special interests" within a unified
overall approach (p.28). It is interesting to note, though, that it was only as Cordon and
Meadows worked together that they found they had similar values and a shared educational
philosophy. As at Henry Hudson School, this was not considered as a requirement before the
collaboration was begun. The emphasis was on maintaining the management systems, rather
than on building shared educational values and philosophy. The latter was given a higher
priority in the initiation of the most successful of the New Zealand co-principalships that I
studied.
Gordon and Meadows reported that they did not aim "to demonstrate a new approach
to school administration" (p.29). They found though, that theirjob-shared co-principalshiphad
many advantages, some unexpected, For example? a staff member told them that it was
exciting to work in a new model like this, and a superintendent who did not actually approve
of job-sharing, nevertheless agreed that this approach was useful as "an alternative to losing
good quality people who risk suffering from burnout" (ibid). He stated that the success of
Gordon and Meadows' initiative was due to their own speciai abilities and "a sophisticated
community that could understand and relate to the change, not be afraid of it9>(ibid).
For the two women, "the sharing became a time of camaraderie:" it broke down
isolation, lessened the stress and "doubled the insights ... two heads are better than one9'(p.29).
They also thought that supervision of staff was improved because both their skills were shared
with staff. Further, they achieved additional short-term goals as a consequence of problems
often being solved more expeditiously at tiines of changeover when they could work on them
together. Personally, the women found that they had more time for enhancing friendships and
family relationships.Like the I-Ienry fludson School woman co-principal, Gordon believed that
"ob-sharing can provide a better quality of life for women who want to advance in their
careers and do good parenting at the same time" (p.29). Both women pointed out, however,
that men could also bencfit from job-sharing and a philosophy that ""Im more than my work".
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In their summing up of the strengths of their model, Gordon and Meadows agreed that its
success was due to careful planning, open and constant communication and, above all, their
trust in each other (p.27).
Dass (1995, p.291) described the design of this co-principalship as moving towards an
integrating of leadership functions, rather than a splitting up of the work through task
specialisation, the feature that shc argued was common to all the models she reviewed (that
is, Thurman, ICorba, Shocltley & Smith, West, Groover, Gordon & Meadows). She suggested
that a sharing of leadership tasks and functions was the model most able to draw effectively
on the resources of each of the partners. This approach also emerged in the aspirations of the
women primary school co-principals in Aotearoa/New Zealand. However, it is not clear that
it is necessary for co-principals to do all their work together. Indeed, Gordon and Meadows'
own account provides evidence of how they were weaving together aspects of both an
integrative and task specialisation approach. My review is showing that in most models of coprincipalship there is a blending of individual and shared responsibilities, with the importance
of good communication and effective co-ordination being underscored. In the next section
therefore, I look more closely at Dass9sarguments.

4.

Co-principalship as an integrative, 'parenting9 mudel of
dual leadership: Western High School, Oregon, US.

Dass' s 1995 study is the only extensive piece of research into co-principalships that
is based on observations and a range of other ethnographic techniques. She observed the coprincipals in all aspects of their work for four months, using time studies as well as running
records and descriptive accounts. They were interviewed, and so were district officiais, school
staff, parents and the family members of the co-principals. A questionnaire survey was
administered to other teachers, parents and students who were members of the student council.
Dass reported that she relied on her observational field data however, using the other material
as supporting material for her analysis of the types of functions that were being shared by the
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principalship (1995, pp.97-98). In this way her study goes beyond the others I have examined
to this point. It is also the only empirical study I found that has attempted to build a theory of
co-principalship. Beforc examining the efficacy of that theory, I will outline and critically
discuss Dass9sanalysis of how this co-principalship 'worked.'
Initiating the co-principalship
In 1993, Western High School (a pseudonym) was the largest sccondary school in
Oregon, US. When the second principal in two years left the school auld the staff listed for the
District Superintendent what they wanted for the new principal, she said that "All those
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qualities are not found in any one person" (p. 1lo): the idea for a co-principalship was born.
She invited Lynne George and Chuck Vaughan (who were then teaching in different schools)
to take up a dual leadership and to work out together how they could best work as a
partnership. Dass stated that these two people were thus "from the outset... shaping the model
with their respective strengths and expertise" rather than the model shaping them (p.294).
The superintendent told Dass that, as well as Lynne and Chuck having strengths in
communication and in relating to students, district officials thought that their leadership styles
reversed stereotypical gender roles. This would help students to see:
an assertive yet successful female who demystifies and disproves thc traditional myths about
women and their societal roles ... and see that it is okay for a woman to take charge and okay
for a male to be gentle and assertive ... that women and men can be more effective when they
work together ... as a team (pp. 1 16- 1 17).

There are interesting resonances between this interest in challenging traditional
gendered stereotypes and the gender equity goals of the New Zealand school charters that were
introduced in 1989. These required schools to provide models of women and girls in
leadership and authority and men and boys in caring nurturing roles. In the Western High coprincipalship model however, the superintendent was arguing notjust for a challenge to gender
stereotypes. She was also critical of:
the way schools have modelled themselves after businesses and the military which mostly
operate on the masculine model ... letting the idea that masculinity is better to pretty much
take over the leadership in schools ... when teaching and learning is more like child raising
than it is like banking, manufacturing or fighting wars (p. 1 18).

An amalgam of liberal and radical feminist ideas about gendered divisions of labour
and power inequalities in society and the effects of these on women's experiences in
educational leadership, can be seen in the superintendent's comments. Dass reported that she
talked about how men in American society "have the privilege of being raised to have more
confidence in themselves than women do,"giving them a "sense of presence" and an authority
In the principa!ship that is ""not conceded as easily to a woman." Jn her view, as a consequence,
the principalship "talces more work on the part of a woman" (p. 117). The superintendent also
thought though, that Lynne's strength was in "her ability to combine the assertiveness of a
female change leader and the caring instincts of a mother," with an emphasis on relationship
building (p.120). She saw Chuck, as a man, having an ability to be focused on justice, on
outcomes, on achieving rcsults (p. 121). Consequently she thought that combining Lynne and
Chuck in an administrative team would bring a "diversity of sltills9'and qualities to the job of
leadership and with this, an increased chance of success. The superintendent further argued
that as co-principals, Lynne and Chuck could provide what was badly needed high school
leadership, a "parenting role model ... where the female and the male, bring their strengths
together to nurture and raise their children" (ibid).
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I look latcr at how Dass took up thcse ideas in hcr theory for a parenting model of coprincipalship. It is worth noting here though, that while the superintendent was on the one
hand cliallcnging gendered power inequalities, on the other, her comments re-embed
oppositions that have traditionally proppcd up arguments that women are nurturing/expressive
and therefore suited to particular kinds of teaching (the 'soft humanities) and guidance work,
and that men are rational/instrumental and therefore suited to (higher status) administration
and teaching in the hard9sciences and techiiology. I-lcr comments also gloss these oppositions
as 'natural9 (biological, as in her link between womcn and mothering). Throughout Dass9s
thesis, as I will show, there is this kind of co-existing challenging & re-inscribing of
gendered oppositions.

Integrating leadership and management
Apart from arguing that this model was transformative in terms of traditionally gender
stereotyped approaches, Dass maintained that the Western I-Iigh model was a "truly integrative
model," because the two co-principals worked simultaneously with equal authority and shared
all aspects of the principals' work (pp.280-295). She thus saw it as "strikingly different" from
the task specialisation approach that she had found (citing Korba, 1982; Gordon &
Meadows, 1986; Groover, 1989; Thurman, 1969; West, 1978).
By "fully integrative," Dass meant that the model was collaborative at its very core; had
no pre-determined set of roles for each co-principal; was open, flexible and adaptive in terms
of the leadership styles of each person and able to build on individual strengths; was based on
shared values and goals; designed on mutual trust and fellowship; incorporated equal
responsibility and accountability for decisional consequences in the school and opened up
team strategies of administration (pp.294-295).This list is a good description of elements that
I have found in some other democratic models (discussed in the last part of this chapter) and
in some of the co-principalships I studied in AotearoafNew Zealand.
Dass seemed to want to Suild, howcvcr, a;; argument that sharing ail tasks and
functions was the best approach for co-principalships. She suggested that splitting leadership
tasks and functions would not enhance leadership potential, but inefficiently develop "onesided leaders," and she stated that ""noother model ... allowed the principals to co-share and
govern simultaneously as co-equals in every aspect of school administration and instruction"
(p.308). (Arguably, no division of taslts is wasteful of human talents and time.)
From my reading of her study, it seems that Dass has to some extent 'squeezed' her
research data to fit this argument. There are several ambiguities and contradictions in her
report. For example, she stated that Lynne and Chuck had "no demarcation of personal
territories" (p.298), yet had also ""ctccgorically chosen their specific fields (of supervision)
based on their expertise, previous experience in the ficld and pcrsonal interest9'(p.299). Dass
reported, but underplayed many of her respondents9 perceptions of the two co-principals as
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carrying out different re~ponsibilities.~"he herself also described a splitting of administrative
tasks, such as Chuck having responsibility for anything requiring "matllematical calculations9'
(such as preparing budget reports or student statistics) and "supervising building construction,"
while Lynne "performed those innumerable administrative chores pertaining more to verbal
communication and interpersonal meetings" (p.298). 1,ynne was also described as "more
involved in curriculum development and in languages, humanities, social studies and fine arts
... AIDS and Drug Prevention programs, lnulticultural programs," while Chuck worked on
"overseeing science, accounting, computers, physical education9'(p.299). Apart from the rather
clear divisions of tasks here, it seems to have also escaped Ilass's notice that this is the classic
gendered division of labour I noted earlier, one that has been analysed in some depth by
feminist researchers in education (Acker, 1 989; Blackmore, 1989; Court, 1994a; Shalteshaft,
1987; Watson, 1 988).
Dass9stheorising of eo-principalship

There are also some ambiguities and contradictions in Dass9stheoretical arguments that
the Western High co-principalship provided an intervention in traditional gender stereotypes,
yet could be most usefully conceptualised as a parenting approach. In my view, theorising the
latter within a functionalist socialisation explanation combined with cultural feminist
arguments, weakened her concurrent attempt to explain a movement in the Western High coprincipalship towards organisational democracy.

Towards organisatbnal democracy?
Dass reported that an important part of the aim of appointing co-principals at Western
IHigh was to enable a wider participation of staff and community in planning and policy
making. She described the co-principals' shifting of decision making power away from the
Sial'r'Clouncil(oi'siaXkeacis of ciepart~rieritjto the Site Couiicil (whose members iiiere elected
teachers and parents, with representation from all interest groups), as "an attempt to be truly
democratic" (p.3 14). The creation of several ad hoc committees (that sometimes included
students) for the making of "micro decisions," was also reported by Dass as giving a wider
group of people opportunities for periodic leadership, enabling them to make
recommendations to the Site Council for further action (ibid). Thus, although there was not

" Teachers associated 40% of the tasks indicated in the questionnaire she gave them, "with primarily
one principal or the other" (p296). Parent respondents saw "budgeting, scheduling, sports, busing, custodial work
etc" as Chuck's responsibilities and "instructional, curricular and student related problem resolution tasks were
found to be essentially the realms of I,ynneX(p. 296).Thirty five percent of the students surveyed perceived the
same division of responsibilities. Although 40% of students saw all functions as equally shared, 1 1 % of students
had worked with Chuck alone, while 4 1% had worked alone with Lynne. Dass acknowledged here that "Lynne
handles student problems more than Chuck" (p.297).
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a complete flattening of hierarchy, the co-principals enabled "equal and legitimate rights for
all the participant members (of the Site Council) to veto" and parents on the Site Council were
given the opportunity to participate with staff as equals (although Dass did not elaborate on
how this worked in practice).
h her discussion of this democratic approach to power sharing, Dass referred to the
dilemmas school leaders can face when, after decision making has been delegated, they try to
get groups to move in the directions they think will be most effective in achieving the school's
goals. She pointed out that principals need to be more tactful and resourceful in such
situations, and reported other researchers' suggestions that principals needed here to ensure
a wide sharing of information, continued motivation of staff, communication between the
school and the community, along with program monitoring and provision of resources
(Leithwood & Montgomery, 1984). Dass summed up that "such efforts demand a combination
of a feeling heart and a calculative mind" (p.3 17).
Or a functi~nalisttheory of shared lea&rsh@ as ""parenting9'?
Unfortunately, in my view, Dass moved from these insights into the qualities and
abilities needed for the principalship in the 1990s and beyond, back to an argument based in
Parsonian functionalism and sex role theory. While elsewhere in her thesis, shc argued that the
co-principals were challenging the traditional gender division of instrumental male and
expressive female, here she stated that such a combination - of a feeling heart and a calculative
mind - is "as Parsons and Bales (1955) would call it, the 'expressiveness9 of the mother and
the 'instrumentality' of the father." She described Lynne and Chuck as like "two well-meaning
parents who wanted their family to be an open meeting ground where all their sons and
daughters could be contributing members" and argued that in their work together, they aimed
to "empower others through love and trust, similar to how parents in an effective family
nurture and help their children to growth, success and security" (p.3 13). In their support of the
weakest nembers of the Site Council, thz p~reiitgroup, thcy were "lilte the mother whii d e n
sides with the child who is weakest and tries to ensure that that child gets all the attention and
help he or she needs to grow into a healthy person" (p.3 15). Dass can be seen to be drawing
heavily here on the superintendent's views that 1reported earlier.
Dass further observed that both co-principals exhibited in their resolution of conflict,
"the caring approach" (citing Noddings, 1984) that focused on the problem, not the culpable
person. This caring, she argued, was evidence of "how principals, as heads of schools more
like the head of a family, contribute to the emotional well-being of the school as a Cainily and
influence thc affective development of the students" (p.320). She likened the latter approach
to "the current feminist approach to school and administration," citing writers whose analyses
have drawn on a cult~lralfeminist discourse (Adler et al., 1993; Dunlap & Schmuck, 1995;
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Noddings, 1984; IZegan, 1990; Shakeshaft, 1987) and characterising their arguments as
follows.
Since women have been traditionally expected t o nurture and raise children, the feminist
thinkers opine that administration o f schools should include more female administrators so
that the alternative way o f leading marked by inclusion, integration, networking and concern
for individuals' feelings can replace the masculinc perspcctive o f control, domination and
concern for achievemcnt (Dass, 1995, p.321).

Thc theoretical efficacy of Dass's parenting model of co-principalship suffers,
however, from the weaknesses of a cultural feminist discourse. I will expand on these more
in the next chapter, but briefly, cultural feminism ignores the ways that women vasy in their
leadership values and styles, and compares womcn as a group with men as a group, thus
reducing women's variations to a comparison with a narrow 'masculine' norm. The
ascendancy of that norm as a regime of truth (Foucault, 1980) is left unchallenged, as is the
underlying problem of a binary categorising of male/female, masculine/feminine. In Dass's
theorising, the latter is reinforced within a functionalist understanding of gender as a bipolar
expressive/instrumental opposition. Although Dass argued that Lynne and Chuck were in their
own personalities and practices challenging traditional gendered oppositions, she described
this as a useful reversal of the categories, reporting that while Chuck was gentle and
facilitative, Lynne was assertive and strong.40 Yet, contradictorily, the ascendency of a
hegemonic masculinity that is technically competent, calculative, assertive and instrumental
(Connell, 1987) is left unchallenged here, as Chuck was also described as still possessing those
characteristics. That is, it was
his form of traditional masculinity that Chuck was
enacting the caring gentleness Dass described as 'feminine.' This dynamic does not merely
demonstrate a reversal of traditional gendered oppositions. It illustrates how a hegemonic
formation, or a dominant discourse, can be 'enlarged5 through the co-opting of hitherto
opposing or different constructions, without unpicking either the pre-existing discourse of
gender difference or the valuing of masculinity over femininity within it.
The ways that such complex and diffuse power relations operate within the links
between language, practices and knowledge constructions is evident in the case study
descripiioiis in Dass's iliesis. IIoiilwer, her chosen theoretical tools have r,ot er,ab!ed her to
identify and explore these complexities. In my view, a feminist poststructuralist approach that
draws on a Foucauldian understanding of these links and disjunctions, could have provided

40 Uavies' (1989) work on presenting these kinds of gender reversals to young children in the form of
feminist fairytales shows how the children read these reversals negatively. Most of tile children thought that the
person was acting 'out of role' in ways that were strange and unacceptable, rather than as positive possibilities
for themselves. 'I'he traditional gender oppositional categories remained intact in their minds with their veracity
unchallenged. Blackmore (Blackmore, 1989) has also argued that a woman behaving assertively and strongly
in educational leadership is likely to be 'read' negatively in comparison with a male leader behaving in the same
way. I-le is likely to be seen as strong, she as 'unfeminine.' Dass's analysis fails to address these issues.
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a more useful 'toolI<it9to help theorise the Western High co-prin~ipalship.~'
A discourse
analysis of the superintendent's constructions of co-principalship as a parenting approach to
leadership, could have helped Ilass to avoid the heteronormative and ethnocentric exclusions
and silences that arc constructed within a view o f a family that is conceptualised as a nuclear
unit of a heterosexual couple who are biological mother and father to their sons and daughters.
Instead, these constructions arc reinforced by her use of a functionalist/cultural feminist
analysis which further embeds a normalising of different gendered behaviours as 'natural.' A
discourse analysis could have further enabled Dass to explore the diverse micro workings of
power that no doubt existed within the co-principalship, as well as between it and other people
in the school.
At the end of her thesis, however, Dass's summing up of the merits of the Western
High co-principalship echo advantages found in other studies. She noted an improved school
climate with better up and down communication; more principal availability and accessibility;
more collaborative decision making and more teacher and parent involvement in school
projects (p.30'7). Dass did not seem to have aslted the co-principals what they saw as the
advantages, but she did report Chuck's comment that the co-principalship reduced stress on
the job (p.308). Also similarly to other studies9findings, it was recommended by teachers and
parents that when appoiiiting co-principals, care should be taken to choose people who are
compatible, equally competent and experienced (p.307). Dass also noted that the school
district should be supportive of a collaborative approach if power struggles were to be avoided
(ibid).

5,

Go-principalships and teacher leaderships: dswards
organisationai democracy

Dass9sstudy developed some feminist analyses and arguments that the Western High
co-principalship was democratic in its extension of participation in decision making, not just
to staff, but to parents as well. In some of the cases 1discuss in this last section of the chapter,
feiiiiiiisi analyses are especially relzvaiit, -\;~hilc
ifi othcrs, gender issues are not explicitly teased
out. To varying degrees, though, a quest for increased organisational democracy has been part
of the rationale for the widening of leadership opportunities in each of the cases in this section.
Some have also aimed to use shared leadership as education for democracy.
It is interesting to remember here the schools in Yugoslavia that were set up as "seelmanaged communities orinterest" (Watson, 1985). Although a radical change to the leadership
structure was not part of their aims, it was claimed that in those schools students learnt about
democracy first-hand, through observing the election oT principals and the rotating of jobs

I ' This is the approach I take in my study. I explain why in the next chapter, and explain the theoretical
concepts in Chapter 4.
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around all participants, as well as by participating in their own student councils. According to
Watson, the purpose of these early examples of self managed schools, was "to form a bond
between worlcers, the community and schools in order to facilitate personal, educational and
economic development9'(1985, p.21, cited in Rizvi, 1989, p.229). Rizvi (1989) pointed out
though, that Yugoslavia encountered the difficulties of guarding against unequal distribution
of power with the introduction of 'managed participation' as organisations grew in size.
Hargreaves (1991) later described a similar approach in the UK and US as "contrived
collegiality." Both these scholars maintained however, that the existence of such approaches
was not an argument against the search for effective forms of organisational democracy.
In the following cases, the way that leadership is conceptualised and enacied moves
closer towards the shared (diffused throughout the organisation) end of Kagan's continuum:
that is, leadership is becoming understood as "an holistic property shared to some degree by
all persons and groups involved in the collaboration" (Kagan, 1994, p.53). In each there is an
explicit challenge to hierarchy and arguments for a wider sharing of power.

(a)

Penrose High School, AoCearoafNew Zealand: a co-prineipalshiiIp as " a
velry feminist thing t o do"

Although studying co-principalships was not the focus of Strachan's (1997) study of
three feminist principals, she gave some details about this modcl in her analysis of Ann
Dunphy's leadership at Penrose High in Auckland, AotearoalNew Zealand. After ten years as
the sole principal of this multi-ethnic, co-educational secondary school, Dunphy remained
committed to changing attitudes in areas associated with race, class, gender and ethnicity, and
to improving the life chances of students who were 'at risk.' She was described by staff
members as a feminist leader who had "passionate commitment to the under dog" (Strachan,
199'7, p. 152). Since the 1989 educational administration reforms, however, "no matter how
hard she worked, she was unable to meet all the demands of the job" (p.166). Dunphy9s
decision to invite her male deputy principai (with whom she had worked for six years) to joiii
her as a co-principal, was a way of sharing the load of a job that had become "too big for one
person" (p.156). 'This motivation resonates with those articulated by the advocates of split
responsibility co-principalships in US.
Strachan's thesis gave few details about how the Penrose High co-principals divided
up their work, beyond mentioning that they shared committee responsibilities between them
according to their personal strengths and interests (p. 157). Strachan reported that both the coprincipals and staff perceived that there was a balance of skills between the co-principals and
that their relationship was "warm and collegial and based on the same vision of education and
commitmcnt to social justice9' (ibid). Strachan also described, how Ann, like the other two
femiinist principals she researched, fully endorscd the increased requirements within tlie
restructuring of educational administration in the late 1980s, for community accountability.
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She wrote that they "welcomed the closer partnerships with their school governors and all
worlted to build closer working partnerships that would empower their communities" (p. 198).
This sense of accountability was "personally driven ... and often went far beyond what was
"fficially' required," especially in relation to providing the best possible learning environment
for students (p. 198). This certainly challenges the Treasury's assumptions about cducational
professionals being self serving. (1 will examine this argument more in Chapter 6).
Overall, though, it is not possible to make any definitive judgements about the
effectiveness of this co-principalship, as Strachan's study did not examine this area explicitly.
Advantages described by staff reflect those found in other studies, such as the reduction of the
stress of a large workload for a sole principal; a balance of skills and styles of two people;
increased opportunity for staff to relate to the leadership and similar educational vision and
commitments enabling this co-principalship to work well. Strachan herself described this coprincipalship as a "flattened, open leadership." She reported that a male staff member doubted
that a man would have initiated the idea as they would not have been so willing to share
power. In his view, ""I was a very feminist thing to do9'(p.157).
Ann described power sharing like this: "Power is like a socket in the wall. You plug
it in to do the job that must be done." Power is reflected here as a force that circulates, not
owned by an individual or a group, but rather exercised by them, as Foucault (1980) argued.
This interpretation is inconsistent though, with the liberal feminist understanding of power as
a personal property, reflected in Ann's next comment. '"Power is also like a garment that you
put on when it is time to take the role. You hand it over when it is time." She added, ""By
giving away some power and becoming a co-principal, the school and the cause (of social
justice) will be better served. Now that, to my mind, is classic feminism" (pp. 156-7).
Although this personal power sharing may be perceived by a feminist principal such as Ann
to be empowering of others, as Strachan pointed out, teachers may find at times that because
of her own energy and passion, she is "somewhat scary to approach (p.213). Despite their
acknowledgement of Ann's commitment to inclusivity, some staff saw her as forceful and
overpowering (ibid). Stracham noted too, that both Ann and some staffwere finding it hiird to
malte the shift from a single to a co-principalship. Several staff said that Ann was still seen as
"the chief co-principalXand Strachan noticed during a planning meeting that Ann took "a
leading rather than a shared role" (p. 158).
Thus, although this co-principalship was described by Strachan as a "high profile
example of power sharing" (p.215), it seems that the personality and particular feminist
orientations of this co-principal may have been limitimg the extent to which others felt they
could have a say.' It is not clear that a wider diffusing of leadership was occurring throughout
the school.
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Selwyn College, AucMand, A/NZ: co-principals flattening hierarchy

In contrast, at Selwyn College in AotearoaINew Zealand, according to a participant
evaluation study completed in 1994, attempts to develop a devolved management structure and
strategies were largely successful in sharing power over decision malting across a wider group
of people than just the two co-principals (Glenny et al., 1996). Selwyn College was then a
large co-cducational secondary school, with a student roll of 1,100 students and a staff of 65
teachers and 15 support staff. When thc principal retired in 1991, neither Carol White nor John
Kenny, who were then the deputy principals, wanted to apply for a solc principalship, because
they associated this with "hierarchical power, inevitable loneliness and inevitable stress"
(Glenny et al., 1996, p.32). Instead, they suggested to their board that they initiate a coprincipalship, arguing that there were sound educational and equity arguments for such a
model.
Since a major distortion of power is a lack of gender equity, co-principals (male and female)
and a gender balanced management team are educationally sound structures that can provide
good role models for both young men and young women (ibid).
Although the State Services Commission (SSC - the then employing agency for
teachers) told the board that legally the school had to appoint _a principal (meaning, one
person), a lawyer on the college board found a loophole in the legislation and proposed that
a rotating system would be legal. Carol and John were subsequently interviewed (along with
several other applicants) and appointed on the understanding that each year one of the
principals would hold the legal role and sign the (comparatively) few special returns and
documents which have to have a principal's signature. White later wrote that this was "a
teckuiicaliiy. Keimy aid VJhite have worked in tandcm tkxoughout their appcintment" (White,
1995).
Despite some differentiation between the co-principals and the rest ofthe management
team, and the college's structure within the traditional tiers of teachers, middle management
group (heads of department) and senior management, the evaluation of Selwyn College coprincipalship mnde! suggeststhat it is closer to Kagan's definition of shared leadership than
either the Stantonbury or Penrose High co-principalships. A majority of staff reported that
under their co-principalship there was an increased unity and cooperation between middle and
senior management and they saw leadership and participation in decision making spread
throughout the school through strategies such as the following.
Firstly, White and Kenny worlted as "a sub-group of two" within a senior management
team of six people. This had three permanent and three rotating positions, with the latter
appointed for three years from within the school's staff Responsibilities were negotiated
within the team, but each team member was responsible for at least one 'priiincipal function,'
such as resources, systems, curriculum, assessment, community relations, professional
development, guidance. Secondly, a budgetary formula to cnsure that money was distributed
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fairly between departments, was negotiated with middle and senior management staff. 'l'hirdly,
a project team approach was initiated, in which interested staff formed a small committee,
investigated the area and made a decision, on which a significant majority of the total staff had
to agree. If this did not happen, the committee reconvened (encompassing if possible the
dissidents) to find a variation which would win majority approval. And last, but not least,
students were included on many committees, invited to staff professional development
meetings and had their own council that also had a "shared presidenc~'(G1ennynet al., 1996,
pp.32-33).
There are some siniilarities between the project team approach here to that used in the
Western High School co-principalship, although at Selwyn College there was no referring 'up9
to a higher committee for final decision-making, but rather an involving of all the staff at this
stage. 'The co-principals were thus 'giving away' much of the decision veto power usually
vested in the principalship. This approach was described as borrowed from Tikipunga High
School in Northland, New Zealand. It is worth noting here that Edna Tail, a self professed
feminist, was the principal who introduced that model, and that another feminist, Karen
Sewell, reported in 1989 that Green Bay High (also in Auckland) had been working for five
years within a staff decision making model that meant that she, as principal, had no power of
veto. Sewell reported that at Green Bay I-Iigh, staff meeting agendas were determined by staff
and decisions were made together; thus responsibility for putting decisions into practice was
shared. She wrote, ""Our aim has been to develop a spirit of mutual responsibility and a
commitment to collaborative action" (Sewell, 1989, p. 14). It would be fair to assume that these
ideas and practices were influential in the development ofthe Selwyn College co-principalship
model.
In the 1994 evaluation study, when teacher and student perceptions of the school
culture and the values underpinning the management were investigated through survey and
interview, students identified "accessibility and teamwork"as features of this culture. They
commented that "the notions of equity and representation are important in the culture of the
school." Teachers identified "systems that encourage particip~tion,a flattened hierarchy, an
emphasis on consultation and structures that encourage teamwork and model shared decision
malting" (Glenny et al, 1996, p.33). The writers summed up that "changed management
structures have produced a changed culture ... one in which each individual person participates
and in which their views are valued." This culture was described as characterised by power
sharing and relationships between people that exhibited collegiality, integrity and honesty. It
was seen as based on the "relationship of total trust that exists between the co-principalship
... and that is echoed throughout the organisation" (ibid).
These are strong words indeed, particularly at a timc and in a country that was
espousing a public management discourse that saw society and organisations as made up of
self-interested individuals, who in effect, could not really be trusted to work 10s the good of
the organisations of which they are members. As will be described in Chapter 6 , the New
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Zealand model of New Public Management (NPM) is informed by theories that construct
individuals as motivated by acquisitiveness and a desire to increase their own power and
status, motivations that, in NPM discourse, are seen as likely to result in provider capture. That
outcome was argued as inevitable when such individuals work together in organisations that
have no 'appropriate9management checks and controls (Boston et al., 1996). The NPM model
employs a task differentiated and single line accountability management model, along with
tightly specified individual contracts (now tied to performance pay), as the most efficient and
effective way of ensuring increased productivity and accountability (ibid). 'The Selwyn College
co-principalship did not take up these discursive arguments however. Instead, Carol White and
John Kenny developed with their staffa flattened structure and teamwork strategies that aimed
to give all the school's staff and its students, "direct experience of participating in a social
group and of influencing it" (Glenny et al.,l996, p.25). As a result, in the views of its members
it modelled for all in the school, especially for students, "responsible citizenship in a
democratic society" (ibid). The writers argued that a co-principalship developed and enacted
within democratic decision making structures and strategies, was a thus a model that could
contribute to educating staff and students for democracy.
No external evaluation of these claims has been carried out however, and the views of
parents and the wider school community were not reported in the study discussed here. This
kind of follow-up research would be very useful. The study does illustrate, however,
Foucault's contention that contradictory discourses can co-exist and do not cancel each other
out. Indeed it suggests that the circulation of contradictory discourses can become a generative
force. In this thesis 1 take up these ideas in my exploration of the primary school coprincipalships that were initiated in AotearoalNew Zealand 1993 and 199415.
(c)

Independent School District 2 , Minnesota, U S : a teacher team
management

The modelling of democratic citizenship and the chailenging of gendered power
hierarchies were not described as the aims in this next case. In another way, however, this
teacher team leadership model was quite radical: it did away altogether with the principal's
position.
In 1988, when the principal resigned at Illdependent School District 2 (a year K- 12
school of 3 19 students in Minnesota, US), a proposal for a teachcr team leadership was given
unanimous approval by the school board, which negotiated a three year waiver to the state
requirement to have a principal to allow the experiment to go ahead (Gursky, 1990, p.35). A
guiding principle for this initiative was the belief that decisions are best made by the people
closest to the situation. Gursky reported that the school's teachers were already used to being
consulted on a range of issues and therefore, "the necessary practical and philosophical
fianiework was already in place" (p.35).
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This teacher shared leadership involved six of the 28 staff, who made up what was
called the SEIARE (Staff I-Ielping Administer Responsible L3ducation) team. Each person was
paid a $4,400 annual stipend for sharing between them all the traditional principal functions
and tasks, including "curriculum changes and budgetary decisions, student discipline and
teacher evaluations" (p.35). At the time Gursky's repost was written, the team had been
working together for a year from a base in a shared office. His article did not describe in any
detail how responsibilities were shared among the teachers, though it seems that they were
evolving systems to enable the team to work together on most things. Gursky noted that all the
team were comfortable with working with the budget and in the case of student discipline, the
only area where some details were given, "when students are sent to the office, they fill out a
form that provides information about the particular offense. The student then goes in front of
the SHARE team, usually before school next day9'(p.37). Unsurprisingly, the teachers found
that "communication is the glue that holds the system together" (p.36).
Benefits reposted included: improved morale; better communication; a more
comfortable atmosphere and greater teacher control over the issues that affect them (p.35).
Gursky also stated that grievances between the management and teachers, as had occurred
between the previous principal and staff, had disappeared. One staff member said that "there's
a little less peeking over your shoulder to see if someone's watching - it's more professional9'
(p.36). Another said that all teachers had become more aware of the needs of the whole school,
and were taking more responsibility, with the perception that discipline had improved. This
is perhaps not surprising; once all teachers feel more involved they are less likely to 'pass the
buck' up a control chain. It is perhaps also not surprising that in this situation, the student
president reported that: "It feels like you are being watched the whole time" (p.36). This
comment and the staff member's comment about feeling watched resonate with Foucault's
(1977a) argument that currents forms of disciplinary power have become dispersed to the
extent that individuals can intemalise surveillance, regulating their practices as if they were
being constantly watched. II will examine this dynamic in more depth in Chapter 4, where I will
discuss aiso Foucauit's anaiyses of how power is exercised through strategies and tactics thtt
can challenge, resist and subvert oppressive uses of power (Foucault, 1982). As Gordon
commented, "I'ower is never a fixed and closed regime, but rather an endless and open
strategic game'' (Gordon, 1991, p.5). My later analyses of some of the New Zealand primary
school co-principals' experiences will explore how "at the very heart of the power relationship,
and constantly provoking it, are the recalcitrance ofthe will and the intransigence of freedom'
(Foucault, 1982, p.221).
In the SHARE team initiative, there was some student discontent that was not grounded
just in issues of control and surveillance, however. One of the SI-IARE team acknowledged
that because the team was dcaling with so many issues in their first year, communication with
students was "less than adequate" (Gursky,1990, p.37). Although students could participate
in SHARE meetings, they had not been attending and misunderstandings arose. When students
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staged a walk-out, this brought matters to a head, with parents becoming involved and putting
SHARE team members "in the hot seat9'at a meeting called to resolve the issues. This meeting
improved general communication and understanding about what the team was doing.
A further negative reported by Gursky was that "time-consuming decision by
comtnittee9'was experienced by some as a frustrating aspect of the team management. One
team member thought that some staff might be reluctant to volunteer for the team because of
perceptions about the cnergy required. Another staff member was more optimistic, however.
She thought that within five years, this (approach) would be ""commonplace" (p.38). While that
prediction has not eventuated, there have certainly been more experiments with coprincipalships in the US. Several were begun in the I,os Angeles area, for example, during the
mid 1990s. 42
The SHARE team themselves considered that the only way the experiment could be
considered a real success, was if every teacher served at some stage on the team. Their goal
therefore, was to select two new members (to replace two of the original team) in the following
year. Despite the worries of some, a question asked by Gursky, 'Can teachers run a school by
themselves?' was answered in the affirmative in this Minnesota school.
(d) Noway: alternative leadership models (ALM) sf 'headless schools943

Norway has had the least well known but longest persisting examples of 'skole uten
rektor', schools without a head, or principal. An Alternative Leadership Model (ALM) was
1~~
first introduced there with the initiation of a teacher collective leadership at His ~ c h o o in
the province of Hisay in southern Norway, in 1973.
Prior to the 1970s in Norway there was a long standing tradition of trust in teachers9
ability to manage all aspects of their own work. Teachers decided the curriculum for their own
classes and were not inspected by external officials, submitting instead regular reports on their
students9progress, marks and attendance to their local municipality school council (Skolesjef).
in 1969, however, in response ro union campaigns to reduce teachers' adri~inisiraiive
workloads and to provide a teaching career structure, the Basic School Act required bigger
primary schools and lower secondary schools to appoint a headteacher. The headteacher
remained primarily a teacher, but also carried out the administration previously done by
teachers. During the 1960s there were also calls for more parent input in to decision making.
These resulted in the 1974 passing of a new Model Plan (Monsterplanen), that required local

42 Although I could find no documentation of these, a colleague, 'Theresa Saunders, was researching
them for her doctoral dissertation during 1998.

This section draws on a collaboratively written alialysis ofthe initiation of shared school leaderships
in Norway and New Zealand (tfagen & Court, 1998).
44

His is the name ol'a small town in Hisay.
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education authorities, schools and teachers to work together to determine the curriculuin
(Tangerud, 1980). 11 was in this kind of environmcnt, that the EIis School collective teacher
leadership emerged.

I',riliali~gcolkctive lendershk at His School
When a ncw open plan school was established in Hismy, Arne Bergersen, the Chief
Education Officer, suggested that rather than appointing a headteacher, it could have "an open
managerial and educational leadership model," a collective teacher leadership that would
include all of the staff in a "Steering Committee with responsibility and authority for the
running of the school, both managerially and educationally9' ('I$kxm, 1978, column 59005901). Bergersen argued that this would enable the development of decision making practices
that would fit the democratic principles of the 19'74 Model Plan. It could expand also teacher
responsibility, by requiring the teachers to move from their commitment to an individual
professional autonomy to full co-operation in teaching and administration (Bergersen &
Tjeldvoll, 1982). Co-operative attitudes, skills and practices and democratic ways of thinking
among the teachers could also influence students and other people in the school community,
acting as a form of education for democracy (ibid).
Although the local authority responded positively to these ideas, the teachers' union,
Norsk larerlag, initially urged all its members not to take on any new responsibilities without
centrally negotiated financial compensation. The union finally agreed, however, to allow the
EIis School collective leadership as an experiment (Lie, 1979, p.4).45Similarly to SSC9sinitial
objection to the Selwyn College co-principalship, in Norway the County Director ofEducation
pointed out that there was a legal requirement for all schools to have a headteacher. He stated
that approval could not be given for a teacher shared leadership at His School before the Parent
Council (foreldreradet), and the highest authority of the school, the Co-operation Committee
(samarbeidsuhalget), had consented. It is perhaps ironic, given the stated democratic aims of
the initiative, that, before ihat happened, the local education authority decided to go ahead. To
get around the lack of formal approval, the Chief Education Officer (Bergerson) was asked to
act as headteacher - in name only. (It is interesting that Selwyn College also found a legal
loophole to get around regulatory requirements.) His School thus operated with a collective
leadership model from the day it was opened on 1 August 1 994, with all six teachers, 4 womcn
and 2 men, (who had responded to a general invitation from Bergerson and the local education
authority to transfer into the school) sharing the leadership.

45

In AotearoalNew Zealand, the primary teachers' union (NZEI) also had some reservations about the
initiation of co-principalships because of the potential breaking down of hard won career structures and
conditions of employment.
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Teamwork i ! ~the shared leadershl'y
At tlie beginning, the teachers were conccrned about whether they would have enough
time to both teach and develop a shared leadership. They worried also that their different
interests and backgrounds would mitigate against finding a common focus for the work of the
school (Bergersen & Tjeldvoll, 1982). The lattcr concerns have been reported also in feminist
analyses of women in educational leadership ( Strachan, 1997; Waitere-Ang, 1999) and in
literature on feminist collectives, as I will show in Chapter 7 (Coney & Cederman, 1975;
Sirianni, 1994; Vanderpyl, 1998). Despite their worries, however, thc His School teacher
collective developed within their Steering Committee structure, an approach that usefully
combined some task specialisation with an integration of all members into sharing leadership
and decision making. They agreed that each teacher had a responsibility to initiate discussions
and initiatives and to make sure that 'things got dolie' within the administrative duties and
functions they had allocated between them. These included timetabling, acquisitions of schools
materials, representation on the school council, contact with parents. To enable each person
to gain experience and expertise these responsibilities were rotated.
The teachers also agreed that the centrally negotiated administrative allowance
normally paid to a headteacher, would pay for clerical assistance and an extra teacher to
release each of them from teaching for two hours per week while they carried out their
administrative responsibilities. Thus the project cost no more than if the school had a single
principal.46
Communication was once again highlighted as significant. The teachers recognised that
if each of them was lo fully participate in policy making and planning, they needed to have
all the issi~es~
so information sharing became very important.
access to information
When agreement over minor things could not be reached, a decision would be made by casting
a vote. However, in important issues, time was taken to talk through until consensus was
reached. In their first annual report, the teachers noted that although collective leadership had
been to that time a very time consuming process, the original goal or' develvpiiig more
collaborative and democratic working practices was achieved. They wrote:
We have experienced a degree of solidarity in the work place previously unknown to us. We
have had to pay attention to each other, pay respect to each other's point of view and
individual differences. Because we are all equal members of the steering committee
everyone's opinion is genuine and important. To accept this has not always been easy. We
have encountered a few contrasting opinions, but we have managed to work our way through
them, and have appreciated how much we have learned about each other. We have grown as
individuals and as a group ( L ~ d d e s ~1976,
l,
p. 255).

46 The rationale and these decisions were formally recorded in the agreement signed in 1975 by the
chairperson of H i s q Education Council and Norsk 1,rererlug. This agreement also stated that an external
spokesperson, representatives to the municipal Education Council and the school's various councils were to be
elected for a one year period. 'The Steering Committee had discretion to define the period for the other areas of
responsibilities (l:jolsen, 1978).
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Although they felt that individual autonomy in one's own work should not be lost, the
teachers now also thought that collaborative work was valuable. Thgdescribed their
development of a stronger sense of community, through getting to know all 170 pupils and
their parents and developing an increased sense of responsibility for them. They thought that
as a consequence, the students often contacted the nearest teacher when they wanted help.
They also found that collaborative teaching plans had been easier to develop within the open
plan and collective leadership model and that this had given students a wider exposure to
different teachers9 skills and strengths. Wherever possible, tasks and responsibilities were
shared among the students, as they wcre among the teachers. The teachers believed that
children learn best from experience, so they had tried to involve the students in tasks that
would enable them to develop responsibility for each other and ror their school. Although no
external evaluation of the students9 and parents9 views about the gains for students and the
wider school comliiunity was undertaken, the teachers9 own perceptions were that the
collective leadership model was contributing positively to students9 development of a strong
sense of personal and community identity. They noticed that students made increased efforts
to work in common with others rather than on individual projects, and that they developed
more generous, helpful attitudes to others while yet retaining their own individuality.
A rather unexpected gain was made in relation to the teachers9 accountability for
management of resources. All had become more aware of the importance of taking
responsibility in the buying and maintaining of school materials and resources. Learning about
the need to prioritise in this area was a significant development for the teachers. In summing
up, the teachers thought that the model could be developed further.
Further ALM qlternative Leadership Model) schools in N o w a y

The collective leadership model at His School was finally given a permanent status by
the government in 1980. This opened up the possibility for schools to experiment with
alternative leadership models and in the foliowing year seven schools joined the scheme. Over
the following decade over 30 schools across the country were given ALM status (Hovland,
School collective leadership
4991, p.22).47More recent figures are not available, but the
was still running in 1999 when Unni Hagen and I visited it.
The main reasons given by schools applying to become an ALM school have been
increased participation in decision making and closcr teacher involvement iii the school's
ovcrall educational developincnt (Tjeldvoll, 1985). Teachers working in ALM schools have
reported that such inodels facilitate the necessary environment for change and development
for the whole school by allowing everyone ( i s . regular teaching staff) to: take responsibility
41

From 1988, schools were able to adopt an alternative leadership inodel if there was a change of
headteacher and the majority of the teaching staffwanted it, and the school's Co-operation Committee, the local
Education Council, the Ministry of Education and the teachers union all agreed.
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for planning, implementing and evaluating school policies; engage continuously in cooperation and cooperative labour; integrate educational theory and practice; demonstrate
democratic practice and gender equality awareness, serving as a role model for pupils; and
continue professional upgrading of skills and ltnowledge base (ibid.).
Although gender equality was not initially among the reasons for schools to adapt
ALM-status, observers have suggested that this approach increases opportunities for female
In the nine ALM schools in
teachers to gain leadership experiencc (averbye, 1984, ~..58).~'
1984, where women constitute about 70 per cent of the overall teaching staff, it was primarily
women who took responsibility for what is traditionally scen as key leadership functions
(Tjeldvoll, 1985, p.72).
e) Teacher leadership: Arnzar High School, California, US
The most recently documented collective teacher shared leadership that I found in my
search is that at Anzar High School. This school of450 students has been operating now for
seven years (1994-2000) without a principal. Its model is very similar to that at I-Iis school in
Norway. It uses a site council, lead teachers (who rotate and have release time for
administrative work) and a ""strong staff role in decision making" (Bamett et al., 1998, p.48).
In a brief article written by two of the teachers and the local superintendent, the authors
state (once again!) that communication is the key for this school's culture of shared leadership.
Some initial failures in communication that caused difficulties of some "harmful proportions"
(ibid) resulted in the staff committing themselves to developing the Anzar Communication
Guidelines. These recorded that "We are all part of the same tcam; we collectively own the
problems and \-lie collectively solve then?. We will allow c,onflid/differing ideas to exist.
Tension is normal. I will be accountable for speaking my ideas. We will help and support
others. Z will be honest" ( Barnett, McKowen and Bloom, 1998, pp. 48-49). The commonly
faced problem of more time being needed for consensus decision making was addressed by
the development of clear meeting guidelines and the delegation of some decision areas to
subcommittees.
The writers were enthusiastic about their shared leadership. Their comment that for this
model to endure, there is a need to educate the community about its viability and success,
resonates with the US articles about co-principalship I discussed earlier, suggesting that shared
school leadership is still not accepted easily in that country. (My study suggests a similar
situation exists in Aotearoa'New Zealand.) In 1999, though, the Anzar teacher leadership was
still working well. It will be interesting to see how it fares in the future.

48

1985, p.3).

During the 1980s in Norway, less than 10% of all leadership positions were held by women (gsterh,
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Most of the articles and research studies that I have reviewed in this chapter remain at
the level of descriptive proposals (Korba, 1982; Shockley & Smith, 1981;Thurman, 1 969) or
evaluations of how shared leaderships can be conceived or practised. Several of the latter
accounts have been written by participants (Glenny et al., 1996; Gordon & Meadows, 1986;
West, 1978) and some in collaboration between participants and a closely affiliated academic
or educational official (Bergersen & Tjeldvo11,1982; Rarnett, McICowen & Bloom, 1998;
Gursly, 1990).491could find only three external evaluations that focused on co-principalship.
All three researchers used perceptual survey and interview methods, and canvassed a quite
wide range of people, including parents and students as well as staff and local education
officials (Dass, 1995; Groover, 1989; White, 1991). Only Dass, however, also observed the
co-principals at work. She focused not just on what systems and structures were put in place,
but also on how the co-principals interacted with each other and other people in their school
and community. The resulting rich descriptions she provides are marred unfortunately, by
some ambiguous and sometimes contradictory interpretations. As I have explained also, Dass's
study was the only one I found that made an extended attempt to theorise a co-principalship.
In my opinion, however, she drew on flawed sociological and feminist concepts that limit the
explanatory potential of her analysis. There is, then, a great need for more extensive qualitative
studies of co-principalships, and a need to find theoretical tools that can help us to understand
more adequately the kinds of power struggles and dilemmas that people who want to share
leadership can experience, especially within restructured educational systems. My study aims
to make a contribution in both of these areas.
Further, while pwticipai~tsiii the co-principalships and shared teacher leaderships have
made recommendations about what is needed to help initiatives to succeed, no studies in this
emerging field have identified why some shared leadership initiatives do not persist.
Consequently, I decided to follow the three primary school co-principalships long enough to
id en ti^ and analyse factors that may be significant.
As can he seen from the variety of cases that have been deemed to be successful, there
appears to be no one best way for a co-principalship to be established and practised in a
school. Despite Dass's emphasis on the importance ofa fully integrative approach, in my view
she has not shown conclusively that a simultaneous and on-going sharing of all tlie principal
tasks and functions is the ideal model for a co-principalship. m a t emerges from this review
of tlie co-principal research is that people who are interested in setting up dual and shared
leaderships, tend to respond to their own contextual factors relating to their school's and their
community's needs as they decide how to develop their initiative. However, while some of the

49 I described one case from my own brief visit to the school (Stantonbury Campus), and the Netherlands
examples from brief comments supplied to me by a colleague.
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studies have noted how shared leadership~arc shaped by particular local cducation authorities'
requirements for principals' work, none considered the influence on co-principalships of wider
discourses about the purposes of education and its governance and management.
These points validate my choice of a Foucauldian feminist poststructuralist approach
for analysis. As I will explain in Chapter 4, these theoretical ideas emphasise the importance
of investigating local situations to understand how particular kinds of knowledge and practice
are being constituted by, while also being constitutive of, wider discursive fieldsand sociocultural hegemonies. My research explores in particular, the ways that three discourses of
educational leadership (professional collaborative leadership, the New Public Management
(NPM) version of market inanagerialism and feminist collective organisation) were significant
in the shaping of three primary school co-principalships. My study also explores how the coprincipalship initiatives were variously incorporating and contesting elements of the discursive
contexts in which they emerged.
Although I have not focused on these discursive themes in any depth in this chapter,
because I wanted to prioritise in each case the issues that the participants and autliors saw as
central, their presence can be detected in several of the reposts and asticles. A professional
discourse ofcollaborative leader,rkzip,constructed as leadership that is focused on teaching and
learning and uses various forms of collegial or shared decision making, is most evident. In
some accounts, this discourse has been expanded to mean that the practice of collaborative
leadership can itself be educative, in the sense of educating teachers about co-operation and/or
of demonstrating to young people that shared forms of leadership can help to build more
democratic organisations. In the Norwegian case, it was argued also that shared teacher
leadership could have wider positive effects in educating communities about democracy.
Market mancx,~erirnlismalso appears in some of the cases of co-principalships I have
reviewed. This discourse underpins Shoclcley and Smith's (1981) and Korba's (1982)
references to the appropriateness for education of a "modern business management" approach.
Korba argued that a splitting of two forms of accountability through dual leadership
responsibilities and line management strategies could "'balance" and improve overall
accountability within the principalship. A similar kind of emphasis on increasing
accountability is significant in the NPM discoursc that has become dominant in education in
AotearoalNew Zealand over the last decade. Strachan's (1 997) study gives a full account of
the impact of the new right management reforms on her feminist principals' aims, but a
discourse analysis is not applied to her discussion of the co-principalship one of these
feminists initiated at Penrose High School. This thesis, however, will look at how neo-liberal
discourses underpin the narrowly linear requiren~entsfor principal accountability that have
created difficulties in the initiation and establishment of co-principalships in this country.
The more marginalised feminist discourses of gendered power inequalities,
emancipatory leadership and collective organisation appear in some of the rcports that I have
reviewed. In a few cases, co-principalship is interpreted within a liberal feminist reformist
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approach, being seen as providing a way for women to have both a career and a family
(Gordon & Meadows, 1986; White, 1991) and/or providing a good role model of womcn in
leadership (Dass, 1995; Glcnny, Lewis & White, 1996). In the latter two studies there are also
some indications of a more radical understanding of gendered power and hierarchies of
authority, while the power sharing approach of a co-principal was described as ""classic
feminism" (Strachan, 1997).
Within my discussions in this chapter, Z have touched on the limitations in pasticular
authors' conceptualising of gender and power and givcn some indications of the ways that
Foucauldian and feminist poststructuralist approaches go beyond treating power as merely
structural or systemic, or as something that can be owned by an individual. In the next chapter
I want to expand on how earlier feminist theories have understood gender, power and
difference as part of explaining my choice of the former poststructuralist approach for analysis
in my study of co-principalships.
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CHAPTER 3
RE-VIEWING FEMINIST ANALYSES
OF WOMEN I N EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

As I argued in Chapter 1, a researcher's own background and experiences interact with
the theories and critiques that she has been exposed to, influencing both her choice of a
research problem and her approach to its analysis. In this chapter, therefore, I explain my
theoretical journey towards this study and towards my choice of its feminist poststructuralist
"oolkit,' by critically re-viewing my earlier engagements with feminist scholarship and
research about women and educational leadership.
Liberal and radical feminisms and feminist analyses of difference are the focus of my
review. These approaches have been chosen not just because of their significance for
developments in my own thinking, but also because I found that they had been influential for
several of the women co-principals who are the centre of this study. As such, these feminist
approaches are part of the discursive context in which the co-principalships emerged. The
discussions in this chapter need to be kept in mind, therefore, when reading Chapters 6 and 7,
which examine professional, managerial and feminist collective discourses.

A liberal kminist approach to women's careers in education
In 1988, when I was beginning my academic study of feminist theorising and women
in educational leadership, I read Sue Middleton's chapter that 'mapped' the development of
different feminist theories (Middleton, 1988c, pp. 174-197). She later called this an "imported
... y--+l,,,,
I U L U L G Lt~ypo!~gy"
~~
of " f ~ m i ~grand
i ~ t theories" (I\&idd!et~n,1993, p.32) and ~ r g ~ e that
c!
""American liberal feminist portrayals of girls' socialisation in a sex-role stereotype of
simpering passive, suburban femininity (Friedan, 1963) did not describe the reality of the
boisterous, tomboyish New Zealand girl" (ibid). As 1indicated in Chapter 1, however, I found
that some elements of liberal feminist analysis did Gt my own situation. For example, Betty
Friedan's (1963) description of American women's experiences helped me to see how many
women such as myself, had constructed themselves within heterosexual partnerships that were
based on the stereotypical roles of female full-time houscwiCe and caregiver and male
breadwinner. A liberal feminist emphasis on the justice of women being treated equally,
meaning the same, as men, also resonated wit11 aspects of my own cxperience of past
discrimination and what I saw as unfair exclusions of women, Coin the right, for example, to
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be able to apply for promotion without having to justify how they were going to manage their
family obligations. (A decade later, some of these ideas resonated still for some of the
participants in this current study of women's co-principalships, as the case narratives in Part
2 will show.)
A rational 'rights andjustice' classical liberal approach to identifying structural forms
of discrimination (Middleton, 1988c), conibined with a focus on identifjiing the effects of sex
role stereotyping on women as individuals and as a group, informed the New Zealand research
on women in educational leadership in the 1970s and 80s.50Malcolm (1978) surveyed the
representation of women in leadership positions and from interviews with a small sample,
described personal barriers to women's advancement that were grounded in social expectations
about women's role in the family." She argued that these were working alongside
discriminatory factors in promotion structures (such as requirements for continuous service)
and in career development training, to constrain women's aspirations (Webster, 1975). The
Teacher Career and Promotion Study (TECPS), (Whitcombe & Fenwick, 1982) identified
where women were placed nationally within teachinglmanagement hierarchies and stated that
although many women might be reluctant to apply for promotion, they "aspire to what they
know is attainable" (p. 1 02).
Liberal feminist affirmative action strategies were implemented to turn around this
situation. Assertiveness, career development and management training courses for women,
were held at both national and local levels (Court, 1988; Steele, 1981; Thornson, 1988),
aiming to equip individual women with knowledge and skills that would help them succeed
within the system. In 1991, this kind of liberal reformist intervention was repeated when
women in the primary teachers' union developed an education programme to encourage
women to apply for deputy principal and principal positions (NZEI (New Zealand Educational
Institute), 1991). This drew heavily on legislative rationales, such as the State Sector
Amendment Act 1989 "good employer" and equal employment opportunities requirements for
policies and programmes in schools. 'I'he NZEI's aim to promote attitudinal change by many
women in the primary teaching service was indicated in its title: Don 't count yourself' out
before you 've begun the race. (Two of the women in this current study had themselves tutored
in a middle management course for teachers.)
In 1988 1myself had participated in a district level training course for women teachers
aspiring to management, and as part of my university study, I carried out a small case study
50 During the 1890s and early 1900s in Aotearoa/New Zealand, 'first wave' liberal feminist teachers
were agitating for equal pay with their male colleagues (Bain, 1893; Arnold, 1987). Issues around gender
inequalities in educational workforces surfaced sporadically throughout the first half ofthe 1900s (Roth, 1985;
Yee,
1985). I-lowever, women's under-representation in educational leadership only gained sustained
in-depth analysis in this country from the mid 1970s.
51

Malcolm (1 978) found that for the great majority of the women in her study (who were married),
"marriage and home took precedence over any career aspirations, and it was considered natural that women
teachers of child-bearing age would not be interested in promotion or career opportunities" (1 948, p.2).
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evaluation of that course (Court, 1988). These experiences highlighted for me the limitations
in liberal feminist individualist intcrventions and assumptions that women need help to
develop more assertive attitudes. I agreed with Asker's (1987) criticism ofthe latter as a form
of psychological reductionism that blames the victim. Further, while evaluations of womcnonly management courses found that the women participants benefited from their attendance
(Court, 1988; Thomson, 1988; Steele, 198I), such courses can have an elitist effect. That is,
they enable only a few token women (usually white and middle class) to achieve career success
. ~ ~ were no
while "the structures of oppression" remain unchanged (Acker, 1 9 8 7 ~ . 4 2 2 )(There
Maori women participants in the course 1 attended and evaluated, for example.) Fenwick
(1983) pointed out that a hierarchical school promotion system and male career norms were
left untouched by thc TECPS investigations. She drew on a radical feminist analysis to argue
that the impact of patriarchy and power was ignored in liberal feminist reformist approaches.
I read Fenwick's paper while I was carrying out my evaluation of the 1988 women's
management course. At that stage I had decided that I agreed with liberal feminist arguments
that systemic discrimination against women had been embedded through nill'row sex role
expectations and practices into institutions and in law, and therefore, both sex role stereotyping
and the law needed changing. I also knew though, that individually and collectively, men's
attitudes about women's &natural9roles could be powerful constraints on women's
advancement into positions of authority and leadership.53I also knew, from teaching in a rural
school with a high number of Maori students, how historical factors of assimilatory policies
and institutional racism intersected with socio-economic factors to impact on those students
educational opportunities, life trajectories and access to leadership positions. I was interested
particularly then, in examining more closely radical feminist analyses that could take account
of gender power inequalities, and feminist analyses of difference that could illuminate
inequalities grounded in ethnicity and class. I explore these approaches in the rest of this
chapter, beginning with radical feminisms.

52 Interpreted within a poststructuralist lense, this effect is not surprising. A liberal feminist EEO
discourse, as a counter discourse, is constructed within the 'terms of reference' of liberal humanism, which
assumes it is individual talent and effort that merits appointment, promotion and reward. Built on an abstract
theorising of the individual (as disembodied) and on abstract ideas ofjustice and merit (Frazer & Lacey, 1993)
liberal humanism conceals how what counts as valued work and 'normal' career paths, has reflected masculinist
viewpoiiits and practices. Arguments for treating women the same as men could have no impact on this 'hidden'
discursive legitimation of the masculinist structuring of careers.

5' Apart from my experience with the rnale board of governors, I remembered my frustration and
disbelief when I found after my marriage in 1965, that I could not draw money out of our shared account without
my pastner's signature on the cheque. The bank did not require me to countersign his cheques!
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Radical and cultural ferninisms
Radical feminist analyses had been developing overseas since the 1 9 7 0 describing
~~
the links between sexuality, psychology and male domination within patriarchy (Middletotl,
1988~).Although there are different strands of thought within this approach, it has been
characterised as insisting on the points that:
women as a social class or as a social group are oppressed by men as a social group, as well
as individually by men, who continue to benefit from that oppression and continue to do
nothing to change it; the system through which men do this is termed patriarchy. Radical
feminism is women-centred and stresses both the personal as political and the need for
collective action and responsibility; it is 'power' rather than 'difference' which determines
the relationship between men and women (Rowland & Iclein, 1990, p.275).
First developed by American feminists, this approach has been very influential in
feminist theorising in education in AotearoaNew Zealand, particularly during the 1970s/80s
(Jones & Guy, 1992; Middleton, 1988c, p.188). Certainly, when I began reading American
radical feminist writers (Millett, 1970; Firestone, 1971), their analyses provided me with an
illuminating explanation of what some New Zealand women's studies writers were describing
as women's subordination in "a male world" (Craven et al., 1985, p. 11).
Following Friedan, Millett (1970) distinguished between sex (biological anatomy) and
gender (culturally and socially developed sets of attitudes, attributes and behaviours that are
assigned to the category of male or female). She described also, however, how gender roles
had been socially developed in ways that not only differentiated women and men, but also
advantaged men in terms of genderedpower relations in most areas of life. She argued that a
pervasive male domination was underpinned by the socialising of women within sex role
stereotyping to accept a subordinate status to men as 'natural' and 'normal.' Social
psychologists had defined normal traits for females as passive and expressive (for example,
affectionate, kind, obedient), and for males, active and instrumental (for example, curious,
aggressive, ambitious). This was critiqued by Millett as prescribing, rather than describing,
expectations about what were appropriate gender qualities and behaviour. Slie fusther argued
&I-,+
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in their place: in the bedroom and obedient to men. (I will loolc in the next chapter at how
Foucault's understanding of discursive power differs from this radical feminist conceptualising
of patriarchal domination.)
'Taking a different approach to Millett's, Firestone (1971) argued that women were an
oppressed "sex class.'' She critiqued historical materialism's analysis of economic class as the
primary form of oppression and argued that, rather than women's oppression emerging
primarily out of capitalist reproductive relations, it had arisen within patriarchal ideologies and
cultural practices built around women's reproductive biology. She maintained that these had
legitimised sexual divisions of labour within wliich men were able to exploit and
simultaneously devalue, women's work in both the private world of the home and the public
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area of paid work. Following Weber, Rosaldo (1974, p.35) further distinguished between
authority, and power and influence, arguing that although women have some influence over
decision making, authority and its associatcd power, lay with men.54
From critiques of atndrocentrism in educationall leadership

...

Reading the arguments I have just outlined, alongside analyses of sexism in education
(Acker, 1983; Spender &. Sarah, 1980; Watson, 1988), turned me into a radical feminist almost
overnight! Watson combined liberal and radical feminist arguments in her analysis of the New
Zealand education system, arguing that the positioning of "European male conservatives" in
the top echelons had resulted from a "promotion structure designed on the premise that men
would use it, and designed to suit them" (Watson, 1988, p.99). Stating that this male hierarchy
was "very difficult for women to penetratem@.1OO), she argued that:
(u)ntil women are seen holding their rightful percentage o f senior positions in both primary
and secondary schools, there will be n o equality o f the sexes in schools. There is little point
in talking about such issues in classrooms, o r changing curricula, if the message given t o
pupils from the positions held by women, is that men give orders and hold power, while
women take orders and d o not hold power" (p. I 07).55

Jones and Guy have argued that radical feminist analyses in AotearoaNew Zealand
have presented women as an embattled sisterhood, needing to support each other against men
as the "enemy" (Jones & Guy, 1992, p.305). This stance can be detected also in some feminist
analyses in the field of educational adrnillistratioln in the US and the UK, in which traditional
constructions of leadership were challenged on the grounds that they were patriarchal and did
not allow any space for women's values and practices (Shakeshaft, 1987; A1 Khalifa, 1989).
These analyses also shifted, however, a previous focus in the few studies of women in
Shakeshaft's groundeducation that had defined them as 'deficient9 (Acker, 1983).'"n
breaking book, Women in Educational Administration (1987) the androcentrism of existing
theory and research was problematised, through a demonstration of how theories of
educational administration had been developed from research carried out by men, on men, for

'' She commented that change that involved men "in domestic labour, in child care and cooking;" would
limit their ability to establish "an aura of authority and distance" (Rosaldo, 1974, p.39).
55

Watson was a member of the working group that developed the school charter 'role model' goal, that
schools should provide models of women and girls in positions of authority and leadership and men and boys
in caring, nurturing roles.
56 In the British sociology of teaching during the 60s and 70s, for example, it was taken for granted that
women teachers were well 'suited' and 'happy' to work under the control and direction of male supervisors,
principals and inspectors. One study argued that: "A woman's primary attachment is to the Family role: women
are therefore less intrinsically committed to work than men and less likely to maintain a high degree of
specialised knowledge ... because they often share the common cultural norm that wornen should defer to men,
women are more likely than men to accept the bureaucratic controls imposed upon them" (Simpson & Simpson,
1969, cited in Acker, 1983, p. 125). In her incisive critique, Acker slated this description as a caricaturing parody.
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men. Shalceshaft asserted that leaving women out had created ""imprecise, inaccurate and
imbalanced scholarship" (1987, p. 150).

... to col~~tructions
of 'a female culture9 in schools
Shalceshaft used a woman-centred focus to document differences in women's and
men's work environments and styles of leadership, communication, decision making and
conflict resolution (1987, pp.171-191). Drawing on Gilligan's (1982) analysis of men's and
women's different moral developments, she posited that a female culture based in an ethic of
relational response and care was characteristic of the experiences of women in educational
administration (in contrast to an ethic of rights and justice followed by men). She
conceptualised a "female world in schools" as having five main features: relationships with
others were central to all actions of women administrators; teaching and learning were their
major foci; building community was an essential part of a woman administrator's style; sexism
rnarginalised her; and in her daily work the line separating the public world from the private
was blurred (Shakeshaft, 1987, pp. 197-198). This conceptualising combined a cultural
feminist 'female difference' argument with a radical feminist analysis of male domination.
In her New Zealand study of 16 successful women educational leaders, Neville (1988)
also developed a cultural feminist woman-centred focus, but argued that research needed to
stop focussing on constraints and study instead women who had overcome these and were
demonstrating new effective ways of worlting in leadership positions. In Neville's view, the
management approach of these women was congruent with their Yeminine identities.' She
reported that they were "emphatic about the necessity to retain their sense of gender and to
take their love and care of people into their managerial roles9'(p. 144).
These two analyses that centred a notion of a female culture, seemed to me when I first
read them, to be a positive and potentially productive way of identifying the strengths womcn
could bring to improving school management practices, and thereby help to change women's
under-representation in scllool leadership positions. JMjj own sttidy of worner, ir, middie
management and teaching principalship and my conceptualising of their "affiliative" approach
to leadership, was influenced by these ideas (Court, 1989). In the face of the persistent
historical silencing of women's experiences and contributions in leadership in most Western
societies, it is understandable that some feminists are still very attracted to studies that present
women as a unique and strong sisterhood, with their own distinctive and effective ways of
seeing and working (that some argue justifjr a revolution in their favour in the 'male5scheme
of things). As 1 was beginning this current study of women co-principals, I was interested to
investigate whether a cultural feminist approach was influential in tlieir thinking and whether
people in their school communities would see their shared leadership initiatives as an approach
that 'suited9 women. The co-principalship narratives in Part I1 provide some evidencc that this
was indeed the case for several people.
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'I'here are limitations, however, in cultural feminism as it is currently expressed in the
discourse about 'women's ways of leading9or 'feminine leadership.' To explain these, 1need
to look at the wider literature on cultural feminism.
Cultural feminism and 6wvvornen9sways of leading9

Cultural feminism (as it has developed in the US, Australia and New %ealand)57is an
6offshoot' of radical feminism, following its arguments that within patriarchal constructions
of men and womcn as different, male domination is the fundamental cause of women's
subordination. Cultural feminism has added the further arguments that male domination stunts
women's creativity and contribution to political life, and what is needed to bring about change
is a Focus on and revaluing of women's 'special' qualities that are distinct from men's. Some
cultural feminists have maintained that women are not only different from men: they are
creatively and morally superior to men. Such arguments ""seek to assert allegedly 'life-giving,'
innately female values over allegedly innately male, destructive values," stated James &
Saville-Smith (1989, p.60). They identified an early expression of these views in
Aotearoarnew Zealand within the social unrest of the late 1890s, when the notion of woman
as moral redemptress (imported with settlers from Britain) was taken up by women
suffragettes in their struggle to win the vote, and by the State within the promotion of the cult
of domesticity.
In her discussion of American cultural feminism, Code (1991) identified four strands
of conceptualising: Firestone's (197 1) analysis of a gendered expressive/technological
dichotomy; Daly's (19'79) discussion of the spirituallcreative powers of women; Ruddick's
(1989) construction of the notion of a maternal thinking that is developed within care giving
responsibilities; and Gilligan's (1 982) treatment of women's different moral development
based in care, connection and contextual thinking. Blackmore (1999, p.53) also noted
Nodding's (1 992) development of the ethic of care and Belenky et a19s(1986) analysis of
work that, along wiih Giiligan's 'iheorising, hzve bcen
women's ways ofknowing as sirancis 01
particularly influential in the field of women in educational leadership. The centring of an ethic
of care is now evident in the work of many feminist studies of educational leadership (Beck,
1994; Regan & Brooks, 1995; Strachan, 1999)Jt appears also in the thinking of some of the
women co-principals in this study, althougli not necessarily constructed within a feminist
discourse.

57

Writing in England, F r a ~ e and
r Lacey ( I 993, p. 227, n. 7) defined cultural feminism as designating
"'those feminists who reject biological essentialism, economic reductionism, and traditional pyschoanalysis.
Instead, they emphasis how all social reality (including our sexuality) is socially constructed." In this thesis I use
Code's (1 992) and Blacl<more's (1 999) depictions of cultural feminist analyses and I show how both biologically
essentialist and social constructionist arguments appear in US, Australian and New Zealand analyses.

Studies of women's leadership styles framed within these strands of cultural feminism
have helped to popularise a discourse of 'women's way's of leading9or 'femininc leadership,'
constructing a set of common factors as women's 'special9leadership qualities. This "female
ethos" Rogers (1988) includes orientations towards caring, nurturing and inclusive
participatory management practices (Rosener, 1990). Some researchers have made the claim
that this approach is peculiarly women's, within a biological difference framework. Porat, for
example, stated that "(Qemale administrators are different from the traditional male
administrators, if for no other reason than their very femaleness" (Porat, 1991, p.412).
I-Ielgesen (1990) argued that women's biology gave them a "f'emale advantage" in
management. Consequently, women educational leaders have been advised to "use their
naturally collaborative and supportive style to elicit other's feelings about their ideas" (Albino,
1992, p.35, my emphasis).
A cultural feminist discourse of women's ways of leading may be built alternatively
on an argument that gender differences in management and leadership styles emerge out of
socially constructed and learned roles for men and women, particularly those of care giving
responsibilities in the home for women and authoritative, decision-making roles in the public
sphere for men. An example here is Robins' and Terrell's study, which states that ""Women
learn to share, show compassion, be caring and nusturing ...to co-operate through networking
and sharing resources. Men learn to win at all costs ... to compete according to the "old boys'
club rules" (Robins & Terrell, 1987, p.207).
Although they may give varying explanations of the origins of differences, cultural
feminist analyses ofwomen in leadership generally assert that women, as a group, are different
from men, as a group. What emerges is an oppositional model of masculine versus feminine
leadership, such as that given by Loden (1985). She constructed masculine leadership as
competitive, hierarchical, rational, unemotional, analytic, strategic and controlling and
feminine leadership as cooperative, team working, intuitivelrational, focused on high
performance, empathetic and collaborative.
'lhere are difficuities in such a discourse for a feminist polirics of change. These
constructions of 'women's ways of leading' privilege gender over other modes of difference
through reinforcing a view of "the feminine as a monolithic, universal category" (Hennessy,
1993, p.130). Consequently, they do not enable any effective challenge to the practice of
constructing and universalising gender dichotomies, which in Western cultures have devalued
and marginalised woman as 'othcr9to man as 'human.' In her discussion of what is needed for
a useful feminist theory of change in educational administration, Blackmore (19W9pp.55-61)
has provided a helpful suinmary of the "dangers" of cultural feminist "women's styles of
leading" research and theorising. She stated that this not only solidifies gender difference, but
creates a "reverse scxisrn9'in which female values and ways of talking and working supplant
male values and practices. Further, the significance of social contexts and "communities of
practice" that shapc for exairiple, language patterns, recedes in analyses that slide into treating
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these as somehow 'natural.' Thc focus on women's styles oflcadership also "divests attention
away from the politics of workplaces and labour process research on teachers' work or
administration" (p.GO), meaning that political differences betwcen women are overloolted, as
well as differences in class, ethnicity, sexuality, personality, values (Smulyan, 1999; Strachan,
1999; Weiner, 1995).
Drawing on Acker (1995), Blaclunore further argued that "the dominance of feminist
discourses of caring and sharing has set up new universalizing norms ... that can become a
guilt trap for women teachers, in that they put thc interests of oiliers (students and colleagues)
first and their own welfare second" (1999, p.55). (I add here the irony that in 'counting out9
the practices of men who care and share, these norms also work against thc wider feminist goal
of facilitating men's taking up of caring responsibilities and sharing of power.) Blackmore
concluded that the "seduction of feminists by the ethics of care has divested attention away
from the issue of rationality9' and the ways that rationality has been constructed within a
gendered opposition to emotionality (1999, p.55). This issue has been extensively analysed in
her own work, and I will expand on that in relation to an analysis ofmasculinist versions of
'rational9 authority and leadership, in Chapter 7.
Here though, I want to discuss a concept developed and used within both cultural and
socialist feminist5' analyses of women, education and leadership, one that was pasticularly
influential on my own earlier thinking and work in this field (Court, 1989; 1992a; 1994b). This
is the concept of male hegemony.

In 1989, when I was researching women in middle management positions, I thought
that male hegemony was a theoretical tool that could help me to avoid the limitations of
essentialising/universalisingapproaches to theorising gender differences. I thought that it could
open up an analysis of patterned power dynamics that work at structural and material levels,
while also enabling an analysis of iiidividual iiegotiaticrns of ihese power dynamics. Although
I have continued to find some readings of Gramsci9s(197 1) theory of hegemony useful for this
study of co-principalships, feminist applications of a conceptualising of male hegemony pose
difficulties for analyses of women's initiatives in leadership. These problems emerge out of
the linking of two contradictory theoretical strands within the concept.

'' Socialist feminism developed out of a 'marrying' of Marxist feminist ideas with parts of radical
feminism. Early Marxist feminists critiqued the gender blindness of historical materialist analyses of class,
showing how sexual divisions of labour exploited for capitalism, women's labour and unpaid production in the
home. Some socialist feminists discussed these issues in relation to a radical feminist understanding of
patriarchy, but criticised the latter's class blindness. They focused on the intersecting power relations of
capitalism and patriarchy (Eisenstein, 198 1 ; Walby, 1986). Most examined the different material 'realities' of
working class and middle class girls and women; some how women have been used as a reserve army of labour
and relegated to lower paid, 'feminised' areas of paid worl<(Court, 1994a; Yee, 1985) and some included the
ways ethnicity cut across class and gender (Jones, 1991a; Middleton, 1988a; Weiler, 1988).
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Wale hegemony9 as a universaIt male domination: radiesa91cuItural feminist
readings

Shakeshaft's review of the literature on women's <failure9to advance in educatioilal
administration concluded that all the barriers they were experiencing could be traced to male
hegemony. By this, she meant male domination in a "male-defined and male run" world (1 987,
pp.82-83). She argued that this "male world" is supported by a patriarchal ideology that
elevates "the masculine to the level of the universal and the ideal," creating a belief in male
superiority and legitimising sexual divisions of labour that value male tasks over female "in
all societies" (pp.93-4). In her view, "it is this ideology of patriarchy that explains why men,
and not women, occupy the formal leadership positions in schools and society9'(p.95).
Shakeshaft's arguments can be placed within radicallcultural feminist analyses such
as those I have been discussing. They can be traced back also to the work of a German
sociologist, Georg Simmel(1977, first published in 191I), who maintained that "all existing
culture is male defined" because "man's position of power ... assures that his standards
become generated as generically human standards that are to govern the behaviour of men and
women alike." Rowbotham (1973) drew on this argument to assest that women are blinded by
patriarchal ideology to the realities of their oppression in a man's world.
These lines of argument are reflected in Shakeshaft's presentation of male hegemony
as an oppressive male domination that works through patriarchal structures and through
cultural processes of socialisation. Education is seen as playing a significant part here, teaching
women how to lose and to accept that "the masculine man is one who achieves, who is
masterful, the feminine woman is one who underachieves, who defers" (Brewster, 1980, p. 11).
Weiler (1988) argued that there are some similarities between this understanding of male
hegemony as oppressive power relations and the approach of some Marxist reproduction
theorists in education. In Apple's (1979) analysis, for example, there was a focus on "the
mechanisms of domination," such that hegemony became "both overpowering and static," as
something ""successf~llyimposed by aruling class on subordinate groups" (Weiler, 1988,p. 17,
my emphasis). In both forms of conceptualising, the existence of resistance tends to recede
from view. Thus, maintaining a focus on change and agency (such as I want to do in this
current study of co-principalships) can become difficult.
'Male hegemony9 as class fractured relations of struggle: socialist feminist
readings

Hancock Benseman's (1 978) discussion of male hegemony in New Zealand education
developed a more useful combination of theoretical tools. She used Marxist feminist as well
as radical feminist idcas, alongside Sirnmel's analysis and Gramsci's (1971) theory of
hegemony. The latter was understood to mcan that in any society there is an organiscd and

lived central system of practices, meanings and values, which so deeply saturates the
consciousness of its members that it is dilficult for most people to move beyond its framings
(Hancock-Benseman, 1978, p.43) Hancock-Benseman argued therefore, that the effect of a
male hegemony that was grounded in patriarchal ideology, male constructions of knowledge
and male dominated culture would be ""pofound" for both women and men (p.45). Drawing
on a Marxist feminist understanding of women's oppression as constructed in western
societies within the capitalist mode of production, she further maintained that in modern
western society there is "a capitalist patriarchal structure which is reflected in a male dominant
hegemony and ideology," which was in turn reflected in education's transmission of the
dominant culture (p.46). Hancock-Benseman investigated whether Women's Studies courses
were a useful strategy to combat these interloclting structural and cultural oppressions. While
she found that there was some success in raising individual consciousness, she warned that
further change would require behavioural shifts and broader changes in curriculum and in
social structures.
Hancoclc-Benseman's work interested me because of its focus on understanding how
initiatives for change in gender relations need to consider complex intersections between
individual consciousness and broader structuring forces of both gender and class. These
intersections have remained a part of my analysis in this current study, although the theoretical
tools I am using now conceptualise the individual, power and social structures in quite
different ways, as I will explain in the next chapter. The work of socialist feminist researchers
Arnot (1982) and Weiler (1988) contributed some other insights about agency and power that
have remaincd significant for this study.
Amot9s(1982) analysis of the dominant bourgeois form of male hegemony in the UK
of the 1980s, moved well beyond a radical and cultural feminist essentialist universalism, in
that it was carefully located in both time and place and drew attention to how individuals'
class and gender differentiated struggles occur within shijiing patriarchal and capitalist power
relations. She drew also on a Gramscian understanding of hegemony as the political processes
through which elite groups establish and maintain their ascendancy by gaining legitimate
consent and control of consciousness. As Boggs put it, elite groups attempt "to popularise their
own philosophy, cuiture, morality and render tinem unclnaiiengeabic as part of the natural order
of things," that is, as past of commonsense (Boggs, 1996, p.39). Arnot highlighted the active
nature of these processes: she wrote, ""Cultural hegemony is a weapon which must be
continually slruggled for, and won, and maintained" (Amot, 1982, p. 119, my emphasis).
Weiler's (1 988) analysis of how some women teachers and administrators in the US were
responding to male hegemony, also demonstrated " h e power of individuals to contest
hegemonic control, and the resultant need for dominant classes to struggle to reimpose an
hegemony in constant danger of being resisted and contested" (Wciler,1988, pp. 14-16).
E:rom my reading of thesc accounts, I bcgan to question the ahistorical and
universalising radical and cultural feminist analysts, that were presenting power as always
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'possessed9by the same elite group and used only one way, repressively, to subordinate less
fortunate groups. Arnot's and Weiler9swork highlighted for me the significance of individual
resistance and agency in gender and other power relations. As Connell put it, hegemony was
not cultural dominance in the sense of "obliteration of alternatives. It means ascendancy
achieved within a balance of forces, that is, a state of play. Other patterns and groups are
subordinated, not eliminated" (Connell, 1987, p. 182).
Weiler also argued that Gramsci's analysis of the "power of hegemonic ideas to shape
consciousness9~didnot negate his belief in the power of critique and political activisnl;
coupling these points '6allows us to begin to see individuals as both shaped by history and
shapers ofhistory" (Weiler, 1988, p. 17). This argument stayed in my mind, as I began reading
feminist poststructuralist approaches to theorising this dynamic and influenced my later
thinking about the emergence of the co-principalships in an environment that could seem to
some to negate the very possibility of initiating shared leaderships. My discussion in the next
chapter will show how these socialist feminist discussions of individual and group struggles
over what counts as knowledge, within wider social structuring forces that can shape
consciousness and practices, can be seen to have some overlaps with a feminist
poststructuralist approach to understanding thc links between discourse, knowledge and power.
Problems in the concept of male hegemony

Despite the insights socialist feminist discussions of male hegemony offered me, I
encountered some problems when I used the concept. I will illustrate these by drawing on nsy
earlier study of six women's perceptions about how their relationships at home and at school
were impacting on their worlc as women educational leaders (Court, 1989; 1994b). As I
indicated in Chapter 1, in this study, I wanted to find out whether these women were
experiencing gendered discrimination. The women all identified themselves as PakehSI, middle
class, heterosexual professionals and they were working in either primary school teaching
principalships or secondary school head of department positions, so they seemed to be a fairly
homogeneous group. I wanted to avoid, however, developing a universalising and/or
esseniialisillg ariaiysis of tlieir exper ieiices. 1fore-groimded the women's differences in terxis
of their ages, up-bringing, personalities and locations in different home and school contexts
in my interpretations of their experiences and the constraints they described. I used qualifying
statements such as, "this study can not speak for all women," and ""not all men or women work
in the same ways." Despite my best intentions, however, running beneath my references to "the
forces of male hegemony" was an implied systemic male domination maintained through
ideological control and individual acts of discrimination, thus weaving into my text a radical
feminist reading of hegemony. I did identify in what I described as the women's struggles
some contradictions in their responses to hegemonic views and practices of leadership and this
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opencd up some insights into the complexity of the processes I was analy~ing.~"Il[owever,for
me, no satisfactory explanation of why woinen engage in such secmingly contradictory
dynamics was enabled.
I realised later that some of the problems I encountered could be traced to the mixcd
theoretical 'parentage' ofmale hegemony. Through the word male,' a 'fossil'60ofbiologically
essentialist sex role theorising is embedded into the concept. That is, it incorporates the notion
that gender differences emerge out biological sexual differences between male and female and
that men's and women's different 'roles' in society are hatural' outcomes of their 'maleness'
or 'femaleness.'" As I showed earlier, some cultural feminist analyses have picked up this line
of argument. Dass's (1995) attempt to theorise a mixed gender co-principalship as a "parenting
model" also fell into this trap. It is an easy slide from here into universalist discussions that
suggest dichotomous and apparently immutable male and female cultures, male domination
and 'women's ways of leading.'
These kinds of discussions are, of course, incompatible with readings of hegemony that
focus on the complexities and contradictions that emerge within politically and materially
fractured and shifting struggles over power. Arnot had argued that "by putting the concept of
hegemony (rather than 'reproduction') at the fore of analyses of class and gender, "it is less
easy to forget ... the existence of dialectical relations, power struggles and points of conflict"
(1982, p. 66). 1found, however, that the concept of male hegemony was a slippery one, lying
a little like glistening quicksilver in the palm of my hand until I used it in my analysis, when
it slid off in an unexpected direction and embellished the functionalist and radical feminist
strands of thinking that I was trying to avoid.
When I had completed my 1989 study, significant questions remained. Why, when
many women do become aware of how common understandings and practices of gender
differences are acting against their own best interests, does more wide reaching change not
occur? How is power "orking' to maintain elite groups' views of the world as 'reality,' and
to reinforce perceptions that their positions of privilege and status are somehow 'natural9?

59

Dorothy decided she was sick of being a "good girl" and stopped being so nurturing and supportive

of her male I-10D when he passed her over to give a younger woman more responsibility. But when her husband
shifted with her on her promotion, she tool< over some of "his jobs" on top of her own increasingly heavy
workload at school, in the union and in her home. She did this, she said, because she was grateful for his support.
Nicola continued to carry the main responsibility for houseworl< in her horne, even though her husband Peter said
he would do more. She said she liked doing things like wiping up the bench because it was "pcaceful" after a
l~ardday of doing "principals's work" (Court, 1989).
60 Gosetti and Rusch (1 995) used this evocative metaphor to describe how traditional androcentric and
ethnocentric theorising persists in current ways of thinking about leadership.

" Within this functionalist view of social relations, people who did not 'fit' into their ' natural' roles
were secn as deviant or neurotic, and in need ofre-socialisation or therapy (Parsons, 195 I).
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Connell's (1987) development ofthe concept of "hegemonic masculinity" offers some
insights into the formation of linlts between masculinity and power, while also avoiding some
of the problems I havc becn discussing in relation to malc hegemony. Connell cut the link
between hegcmony and biological essentialism (in thc term male hegemony) through an
incisive critique of sex role theory. He then argued that Gramsci's analysis of hegemonic
power could be used in an explanation of the ways that gender characteristics and oppositions
are socially constructed, learned, resisted and changed within culturally specific struggles over
what it means to be masculine or feminine. In these struggles, which involve both
representations and practices of gender, some forms of masculinity become hegemonic by
winning ascendancy over other masculinities and all forms of femininity, "Emphasised
femininity" (the most common form of femininity, constructed in opposition to and "around"
hegemonic masculinity) can never win hegemonic status, according to Connell, because all
forms of femininity are constructed within institutionalised gender relations that concentrate
power in the hands of men. Further, while individual men may not fully fit the images and
practices of the currently hegemonic masculinity, that masculinity is associated with power and
is supported by "large numbers of men ... as most men benefit from the subordination of
women" (ibid).62
Blackmore (1993) usefully wove this conceptualising into her analysis of historically
constructed connections between hegemonic forms of masculinity and particular kinds of
administrative leadership. In particular, she argued that socially constructed links between
masculinity and rationality, opposed to a construction of feminine irrationality and
emotionality, have significantly worked against the acceptance of women's leadership
capabilities. Blacltmore analysed these dynamics as part of a 6masculinisthegemony,' thus also
avoiding a limiting link back to sex role theory and drawing instead on social constructionist
accounts of gender formation and power.
These applications oCa Gramscian understanding of hegemony to an understanding of
the links between masculinity, power and leadership, are I think, still useful and I have retained
them for use in this thesis. While I agree with Smart's (198b) opinion that Gramsci's theory
of hegemony has little to say about how hegemony is established and that Foucault's work on
the links between discourse, power and lcnowledge in constructions of 'truth' are more useful
here, I will explore in the next chapter feminists have engaged with the work of both theorists
to produce what Fraser (1997) has called a pragmatic approach to discourse theory.
Before that though, I want to discuss some other feminist analyses that have moved
beyond radical/cultural feminist analyses of patriarchal distinctions between men/women and
masculinitylfemininity. Although the latter have provided some valuable insights into how
62

A poststructuralist argument could suggest here, that the representations and practices associated with

a hegemoliic masculinity form part of a patriarchal truth regime.
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gender has become positively "weighted' on the sidc of men/masculinity, I have been showing
how an unintended consequence of a critical focus on differences in gendercd characteristics
and processes is that sometimes this can knit those oppositions back into our ways ofthinking
about power relations and change. Fusther, as socialist feminist analyses have pointed out,
women are not a homogeneous group. Davidson and Burke (1994) have noted how most
women in management are privileged in comparison with many other women, and how many
of them do not 'fity the categories and analyses of stereotyped femininity. In AotearoalNew
Zealand, educated, Piikchii, middle-class, heterosexual, professional women are those who
bave most chance of pursuing their goals "in ways that convergc with the practices of their
peer grot~poSlnen ... This group confuses the simple and totalising binary division between
women and men" (Armstrong, 1997,p.33). While earlier studies ofwomen educational leaders
have tended to treat them as a homogenous group (Neville's (1988) study was an exception
here), recent work is paying more attention to the significance of dimensions of difference in
this field.

Re-connceptualising difference and power
As indicated earlier, researchers of women9s leadership in education are now drawing
attention to the ways that varying styles of leadership emerge out of complex interactions
between individuals9personal vallaes and beliefs and the cultural values and practices that exist
in different school contexts (Smulyan, 1999; Strachan, 1997; Weiner, 1995). In her study of
three feminist principals of large co-educational schools in AotearodNew Zealand, Strachan
examined intersections between ethnicity and gender in the experiences of one woman who
was Samoan. Strachan noted that "in Samoan culture it is not done to question the motives and
decisions of those in authority and yet the same constraints are not there for feminists9'(1997,
pp. 145). For Lili there was a further "twofold" difficulty: "as both a woman and a Samoan she
spoke with a different voice to her predominantly white male colleague^^^ (p.146). While the
trdces of a cultural feminist construction of binary gender difference can be seen to be
persisting in this analysis, Strachan showed that among these three feminist principals there
was "a wide range of personal responses, dependent upon school context, the personality of
the women, their ethnicity, their personal educational vision and whether there was agreement
between that and the reforms" (1 997, p.12). Her study and Smulyan's (1999) study of three
women principals in the US, have illuminated also the ways that individual women's diSIerent
personal values, political agendas and practices can interact with and be shaped by their
different local school and community contexts.
Strachan's interpretations of different political commitments provide some further
interesting insights in relation to Blackmore's (1 993) worry that some that feminists could be
"seduced" by a "Wcw Right" agenda. Strachan pointed out that while one of her feminist
principals "agreed with the philosophy underlying the reCorms, she appropriated opportunities
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offered by the reforms to help her deliver her educational agenda" which included a
"commitment to social justice and cquity, sharing power, caring and improving student
learning outcomes9' (Strachan, 1997, p.2 18). 1 was particularly interested by this, as 1 was
finding in my own co-principal study that, despite the constraints the co-principals were
encountering within the reformulated requirements for educational administration, they also
were "appropriating opportunities" (ibid) that the new environment had opened up. Strachan's
analysis of the women's difErent responses resonated for me with the arguments advanced by
Arnot, Weiler and Connell about the nature of individual resistances to and struggles over
particular socio-cultural hegemonies. In its illustrations of how individuals can not only resist,
but also co-opt the intentions of others to advance their own agendas, Strachan's study moves
also towards a focus on analysis of strategic and tactical struggles over power. This resonates
with the feminist Foucauldian approach that I will explain in the next chapter.
I have some concerns, however, about how distinctions between feminine and feminist
leadership are being constructed in the literature on women in educational leadership and I will
draw now on Strachan's study to explain these.
Feminine or feminist leadership? Raising questions about power

Interest in conceptualising feminist leadership as different from feminine leadership
has informed studies such as those of Grace (1995) and Hall (1996), both of whom reposted
that some of their women leaders specifically disclaimed any feminist a f f i l i a t i ~ n In
. ~ ~her
earlier ground breaking work on conceptualising feminist leadership, Blackmore (1989)
focused on issues of power and a politics of change. She argued that "Feminists demand not
just equality, but that they become the subjects of an alternative, autonomous discourse which
chooses its own measures and criteria9' (Blackmore, 1989, p.120). Such a discourse should
explain gendered oppositions and power inequalities in ways that avoid universalism and
provide strategies for change. It should also enable "a more egalitarian view of community and
participa-tion ... a relational morality which emphasises attachments and responsibilities to
others as well as to self' (ibid). In drawing on Gilligan's analysis of women's "different moral
understanding," Blackmore linlted reiationai and participatory interests to "women's interests9'
that emerge out of their "centrality to the family and as principal childrearer" (p.121). Again,
a trace of cultural feminism is woven through this argument, which could be read as knitting
up again the gei~deredbinaries that were critiqued clsewhcrc in this same article. This
illustrates, in my opinion, the difficulties we encounter when we try to talk about gendered
practices in ways that do not re-inscribe such oppositions.
Blackmorc9scon~eptualisingof powcr in the 1989 article also articulated, however, a
distinction between leadership as power over others, to a form oC leadersliip that acts with

" Hall's women headteachers eschewed the label feminist because they felt it would attach them to
"uunwelcorne stereotypes" ( 1 996, p. 193).

others (1 989, p. 123), extending her argument into a relational view of power and moral
development. Drawing on Hartsock (1983) and Ferguson (Ferguson, 1984), she maintained
that feminist leadership would be empowering of others because, in 13artsock's (1983, p.8)
words, it would be "at the centre of the group rather than in front of the others." In
Blackmore's view, this required a shift from
the individual to a collective focus in tcrms of what is meant by leadership ... going against
the renewed push towards more masculinist notions of Icadership embedded in corporate
managerialism which equates elficiency and effectiveness with organisational rationality and
hierarchy (Rlacl<more, 1 989, p. 1 24).

As I will show in Chapter 7, these arguments about relational collectivity are similar
to those underpinning the constituting of a feminist collectives discourse and practices. Unlike
that discourse however, which, during its early stages of formation prioritised the eschewing
ofleadership within a radical change to bureaucratic hierarchical structures, the theorising of
feminist leadership by Blackmore (1989; 1995; 1999) and by Strachan (1994; 1997; 1999) has
focused on re-conceptualising leadership, changing the exclusionary nature of particular
(mainly masculinist and white) leadership theories and practices and re-focussing these on to
emancipatory practices. When I was beginning this study of co-principalships, 1 thought that
the women may have been understanding their leadership within this feminist leadership
discourse and I engaged in its arguments. As I reflected on how this discourse was being
constructed however, I became concerned about some issues it evokes.
In Strachan9s(1997) review of the albeit "meagre9'literature on feminist educational
leadership, political agendas for empowering women, both those in leadership positions and
those with whom they work, are pivotal. Studies argued that views of feminine, 'web9 styles
of leadership (for example, Helgesen, 1990), which have stressed inclusive and caring
approaches, are not necessarily feminist. Hall (1996) stated that women who practice
'feminine' leadership may be supportive of equal opportunity, but their focus was not to
further the cause of women's and girls' rights: indeed, she suggested that such 'feminine9
leadership may "faii the test9' of a feiiiiiiisi eiiliiil~~pEii0ry
priiiiis (1996, p.124). Strachaa
elaborated that while feminist leadership might emerge out of women's beliefs and
~ sharing power or decision making, to
experiences, it goes beyond these 2nd 2 f n c on
encompass anti-racist as well as anti-sexist politics (Gosetti &: Rusch, 1995) and to prioritise
"an emancipatory agenda" (Strachan, 1999, p. 121).
An emancipatory agenda was defined by Strachan as the goal of bringing about
"improved social justice and equity for all members of the school community" (1997, p.25).
Following Blackmore (1995), she drew on Grundy's (1993) distinctions between technical,
practical and emancipatory interests to distinguish this emancipatory leadership from other
approaches, such as managerialism. Crundy followed Habermas's analysis of three types of
cognitive interests in her argument that leadership which prioritised lechnical interests
assumed the cfficacy of splits between those who plan and control the overall direction of an
organisation, and the work of subordinates who imple~nentedthose plans. IIierarchical

structures and control were the likely result of this approach. Leadership that was more
inclusive oforganisational members was informed by practical interests that take account of
clients9needs as well as those of the organisation. This approach was likely to be facilitatosy
and to use participatory decision malting. Emancipatory practice moved beyond practical
action when it used critical reflection to "assist in identifjiing unjust practices and unequal
relationships ... and open up possibilities for change" (Strachan, 1999, p. 122; Grundy, 1993).
Strachan concluded that 'feminine leadership' did not necessarily prioritise thcse areas of
action.
170110wingBlackmore and Elurty (1995), Strachan characterised feminist educational
leaders as aiming to empower others in the school community through using a ""pwcr with"
approach. This would include an interest in examining institutional structures for "practices
that perpetrate unequal power relations9' as well as including an honest and open use of
emotional energy; an ability to nurture others; listening to and learning from others; keeping
others in mind when making decisions; and collaborating with others in working for change
in schooling (Hurty, 1995, p.385, in Strachan, 1999, p.122-3). (There are strong resonances
here with both radical and cultural feminist approaches.) The use of an ethic of care was the
other element which Strachan identified as significant in feminist educational leadership. She
drew attention to its characterising in the literature as ""connectedness9' and a sense of
responsibility (Bensimon, 1989), compassion and empathy (Regan, 1990), and a concern to
address "needs that arise out of being oppressed and repressed" (Beck, 1994). Caring could
thus be "liberatory," she wrote (p. 122). In these ways, Strachan argued that feminist leadership
""goes beyond" feminine leadership.
Although she acknowledged that other people may also have these kinds of
empowering and caring goals, and although we can acknowledge that feminism does have
some explicit political aims that may not be shared by all women, we need to think carefully
about the possible effects of this development of theorising differences between feminine and
feminist leadership. It seems to me that there are several risks here. Firstly, there is the risk of
reifying one way of practising leadership as feminist. Given that there are many different
feminisms, which kind of feminist will qualify? Secondly, there is the risk of valorising and
promoting feminist ieadership as efhicaiiy anci poiiticaiiy better than feminine leadership (that
is, leadership practised by those women who do not identify primarily with specific feminist
goals and values). Given that women's political affiliations and ethical values are as diverse
as women themselves, how are each of these judgements to be made? Thirdly, if feminine and
feminist are constructed as different in a binary contrast, this dichotomy could itself easily
become rigid and exclusionary. For example, although Blackmore has argued that feminine
and feminist leadership need to be distinguished for a post-masculinist politics of educational
leadership, because "social justice is a basic tenet of fe~niiiistpractice of educational
leadership9' (1999, p.221), the linking of social justice with feminism runs the risk of
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marginaiising the social justice concerns and work of other groups, such as non-fcminist Maori
women educational leaders.
Code (Code, 1991, p.29) has highlighted the problems in thinking in opposed terms
where there is "an excluded middle. Everything has to be either A or Not-A, for A and Not-A
exhaust all possibilities." Questions that necd to be posed here are, whose ways of knowing
counts? Who is silenced? These are questions about inclusion and exclusion. They are
questions about power, ones that need exploring some more in relation to developments in
theorising women's approaches to leadership. We need to avoid the ever present danger of
constructing an emancipatory discourse which is then made into a new regime of truth
(Foucault, 1980), with its own new versions of controlling practices.
I want now, therefore, to re-visit some of the earlier feminist debates about the links
between difference and power, to consider what they can offer here.
Feminist debates abolat power, oppression and identiky poIiities
Within structuralist accounts such as those of radical and Marxist feminisms, social
relations have been understood as constructed within hierarchical and repressive forms of
power that emerge out of rather fixed ""monolithic structures (patriarchy and capitalism), which
uniformly benefit some groups rather than others" (Jones, 1991b, p.4). It has been argued also
that educators working within neo-Marxistlcritical approaches in educational administration
similarly tend to assume that:
power is an all-or-nothing pllenomenon. That is, a person either possesses power, or does not;
a person is either an oppressor or a member of an oppressed group. Power is viewed as a
seamless entity, in which the power elite, typically viewed as occupying the upper echelons
and institutions, are in control of all the power and typically hold it beyond
of orga~~isations
the reach of marginalised persons (Capper, 1998, p ~ . 3 5 6 - 5 ' 7 ) . ~ ~

Jones and Guy have pointed out however, that a radical feminist conceptualising of the
term "oppression9' (as a "feudal understanding that particular groups personally oppress
others") can be distinguished Gom a Marxist understanding of oppressive power (as a
re!&ve!y irnpers~~~a!
outcome of the \;~rkingef c~pit)!isrn) ( J O E ~&
S Guy, 1992, p 398)They described how during the 1970s women's liberation movement in Aotearoamew
Zealand, the former view prevailed over Marxist, socialist and lesbian feminist analyses,65in
64 Some critical studies in educational administration have looked at how challenging conceptions of
power as top down control relations that are embedded in the bureaucratic structuring of matiagementl teaching
workforces (as necessary for efficient and accountable organisation), can give rise to significant dilemmas for
those who wish to share leadership eclually with their colleagues.The case narratives will illustrate some ofthese
dilemmas.
65

Lesbian feminists were pointing out how conceptualising power as women's oppression embedded
a simplistic binary between women and men that underpinned the widespread social stri~ctureof "compulsory
hetereosexuality" (Rich, 1976). 'The disastrous effects of hetcrosexism and homophobia on lesbian women's
and girls' experiences and lives are now well documented (Quinlivan, 1996; Shaw, 2000).
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debates over women's supposedly shared position in an oppressed 'sisterhood.' When
women's differences from each other were highlighted within (often bitter) discussions about
the intersecting power relations of race, class and sexuality with those of gender, in Jones and
Guy's view, radical feminism achieved "a kind of settlement" of the divisions that ensued,
through "the idea that 'all women are oppressed, but some are more oppressed than others"'
(1992, p.306). Jones and Guy criticised this "ultimately unsatisfactory solution ... of a
hierarchy of oppressions" because it resulted in "a depressing view ... of units of power
unequally distributed on the basis of your gender, race, class and sexuality" (p.309). Some
women, they said, could end up (theoretically) with no power at all. This view of
powerllessness was overly simplistic, moralistic, ahistorical in its analysis of women's lives
and narrowing in its focus on power as delimited within a form of identity politics (pp.307 ff.).
Alice (1996) later argued that despite what seemed to be the early usefulness of the
sexlgender distinctions, when gender as socially constructed is posited in an opposition to sex
as biological, an adequate theorising of different sexual orientations is made difficult. She
elaborated that although by the mid 1980s gender was being theorised as a set of processes that
are shifting and intersecting with other variables, those variables remained largely
conceptualised as a "networking"of unitary categories of "'gender,' race9and 'class' wherein
each of these sets up ideological and structural parameters for the operations of the others in
various historical and social contexts" (Alice, 1996, p.89). Within feminism, contestation over
these unitary categories has led to a emphasis on "the constituent parls of identities, imaged
as multiple and contradictory" (ibid).
This kind of multiplicity and contradiction has been analysed pasticularly efkctively
by Maori women in Aotearoa/New Zealand, who have challenged white feminist accounts of
difference grounded in patriarchy and capitalism. These are criticised for their inability to
account for Maori women's multiple positionings and often contradictory experiences within
intersecting power relations that centre around racism and colonisation. Smith pointed out that
"(w)hile white feminisms may help to gain insight into 60therness' at one level, at another
level, these forms of feminism may perpetuate otherness further," pasticularly in their
"smothering" of Maori women's views and experiences of the world (Smith, 1992, p.34). As
she iater noted, " indigenous women hoid an anaiysis of coioniaiism as a central tenet of
indigenous feminism" (Smith, 1999, p. 152).
The emerging theorising of difference and power in examples of Maori women's
scholarship is multi-levelled and rich. Thcrc is a focus on a conceptualising cf differences
between individuals while not losing sight of group experiences, identities and connections,
such as connections between women, between women and men, between members of whanau,
liapu and iwi, between people and thc land. For example, Durie emphasised the importance
of analysis of "a Maori identity" that is shaped by "Maori philosophy, norms, values, attitudes,
and the right to hold it9' (Durie, 1989, p.15). In hcr holistic approach to theorising identity,
individuals were seen in relation to the group, and the group in relation to the wider physical,
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political, social and spiritual environment. Johnston and Pillama (1993) have aimed to identify
"differences which count" for Maori women in a range of'whanau (extended family), hapu
(sub\tribe) and iwi (tribe) locations that are intersected by the complexities of age interrelationships, kawa (protocols), differences in labour market participation, education, sexual
orientations and so on (1993, p. 18).
Following Young (1 990b), Johnston (1998) has also highlighted the normalising effects
of the processes that have been used in the defining of difference by a dominant group. She
pointed out that while subordinate groups are each identified as having a set of attributes that
are not shared with 'other9 groups, the dominant group's attributes are not remarked upon.
'These are talten for granted as neutral. Further, while subordinate groups are "limited by, and
subsequently imprisoned within a given set of possibilities defined by the dominant group,"
they are also devalued, because a particularly "nasty9'consequence of a normalising discourse
is that "valued characteristics are attributed solely to the dominant group" (Johnston, 1998,
p.30). This analysis reflects a Fou~auldianunderstanding of power as emerging out of, and
exercised within, linlts that are constructed between particular discourses and valued forms of
knowledge (Foucault, 1980).
'The work of Waitere-Ang (1 999) has moved beyond critique to subversion of the
normalising discourses of the "white Western archive." Her discussions of six Miiori women
educators' accounts grounded these in a Maori cosmology and local narratives of whfinau, iwi
and hapu, reclaiming, reconstituting and re-centering knowledges that have been largely
ignored within white academic analysis. Waitere-Ang and her research participants brought
to the fore what Foucault would have described as their subjugated knowledge, "a historical
lcnowledge of struggles ... against the claims of a unitary body of theory which would filter,
hierarchise and order them in the name of some true knowledge and some arbitrary idea of
what constitutes a science and its objects" (Foucault, 1980, p.82). These accounts challenge
those that represent Maori women as deficient or 'not normal' within the leadership terrain.
Waitere-Ang wrote that:
Miiori women have an archive of knowledge that both centralises and normalises the
participation of women in a number of diverse roles across numerous terrains ... as respected
leaders, as fearless and compassionate community members, remembered for their intellect
and noted for displaying self determination (1999, p.238).

A feminist poststructuralist understanding of how power can be exercised through
individual agency and discursive acts of naming/renaming resonates with this work of M5ori
women educators and academics, who have focused on "creating our own spaces, our own
ways of knowing and representation, creating and crafting our own differences" (Johnston,
1998, p.35). Waitere-Ang showed that whilc they engage in this work, Maori women educators
"must confront and contend with complying with assimilative ideologies that are culturally
incongruent with their primary identity" (1999, p.241). For those who challenge and expose
the myth of egalitarianism, she wrote, the cost can be that they are ""paced at odds with a

system," having to find strategies to cope with multi-levelled "borderlands" and binaries that
can constrain and delimit their agency. It is up-lifting, however, to see how for several of the
women in Waitere-Ang's study, discrimination and constraints acted for them as "a catalyst
to succeed ... Silent pledges I'll show you, (were) explicitly made by six of the women"
(p.243). Success was re-defined as a firm ofresistance and these women consequently worked
from their positions of responsibility and authority to change the status quo (p.235). WaitereAng reported here, that the women used "a mix of holding silence and breaking silence" as a
strategy of resistance and change. ""By being silent, safe spaces were created in which contrary
views and their oppositional forms of social critique could be safely held without evoking the
antagonism ofthose in influential positions of power9'(1999, p.242). My study of the Tclford
School co-principalship will reveal how for some Maori, such a strategy is necessary even in
a school which has a collaborative "Maori friendly" approach (Johnston, 1999).
While Maori women academics have taken different approaches in their theorising
(because they, like other women, are not a homogeneous group), analyses of institutional
racism and its negative effects on Maori aspirations, life trajectories, and tino rangatiratanga
(Miiori self determination) have remained central in their critiques of educational provision
and leadership practices in Aotearoa/New Zealand. These analyses drew my attention as I was
thinking about the initiation and practice of co-principalships in state schools. In the light of
their accounts, it seemed clear to me there were likely to be some thorny problems to resolve
between tino rangatiratanga (cultural sovereignity and self determination) aspirations and
rights of any Maori participants and the wishes of other participants, in co-principalships that
may attempt to fully share leadership and power. The Telford School narrative will describe
how such problems did emerge in that school.
To sum up these parts of my discussion, during the last two decades, feminist and
wahine MSiori analyses have attempted to clarifj how the constituting of difference(s) is linked
to the construction and maintenance of power inequalities. Finding ways to analyse these links
without losing sight of the ubiquity of patterned similarities in the experiences of both
individuals and different groups is a current focus of much work in feminist research (Du
Plessis & Alice, 1998). 'This problematic is a central one for this current study

Towards a feminist poststructuralist approach
In her earlier analysis of 'difference,' feminist theorist Barrett (1987) examined a
Foucauldian approach in comparison with feminist theorising of this issue. She argued that
feminist analyses needed to not olily pragmatically register difference among women (in terms
of class, race, age, sexual orientation, disability, religion) but also carefully identify separately
"sexual difference, positional difference and experiential diversity9' (p.39). Rarrett further
argued that, while "the specificity of each woman's experience guarantees it authenticity and
political value," pluralist analyses "do not necessarily strengthen feminism in relation to the
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world in general because "the gesture olpluralism on the part of the marginal can only mean
capitulation to the centre"' (Spivak cited in Barrett, 1987, p.32). Thus Barrett concludcd that,
while she had initially thought Foucault's conceptualising of power seemed to resonate with
feminism's concerns and "signalled a consideration of oppression, coercion and violence that
is extremely difficult to mobilise under the rubric of 'difference9" the micro-politics that
emerge within a I-:oucauldian approach would be "scarcely likely to transform any major
institutions overnight" (p.34).
I agreed with the first part of Barrett's
argument, but I was less convinced by the
latter point. Swift 'overnight9changes in the socio-cultural attitudes and practices of the kind
challenged by feminists, are probably impossible to achieve and even iS they did eventuate,
would be unlikely to endure. Despite Barrett9sconcerns, it seemed to me that the feminist
poststructuralist analyses (Davies, 1 989; 1993; Fraser & Nicholson, 1990; Hekman, 1990;
Jones, 1991; McNay, 1992; Weedon, 1987) were potentially more useful for my study of
women's leadership initiatives than previous conceptualisations of gender, power and
difference. In a shift away from the centralising of gender as a primary analytical category,
poststructuralist feminism resonates with a strategic analysis of inter-dependencies of the kind
advocated by Code and demonstrated in the wahine Maori approaches that I have just
discussed. I was particularly attracted to Fraser and Nicholson's argument that a feminist
poststructuralist approach should be "comparativist rather than universalising ... and replace
unitary notions of woman and feminine identity" (and, one could add, feminist identity) "with
plural and complexly constructed conceptions of social identity ... recognis(ing) the diversity
of women's needs and experiences" (1990, p.35). These writers suggested that feminist
research and political interventions could be developed within an understanding of feminism
as a "patchwork of overlapping alliances" (ibid). As I was embarking on this study, this
seemed to me to be an approach that could be fruitful for an analysis of the construct~onof
complex intersections between agency and structure, commonality and difference. I will survey
its main features in the next chapter.

Conclusion
I have argued in this chapter that there are limitations in liberal feminist explanations
of the marginalising of women in educational leadership and problems in the use of the
concept of male hegemony to explain discriminatory processes that have worked against
women aspiring to work in, and change, practices of educational leadership. These limitations
and difficulties have been analysed as linked to biologically essentialist and universalising
forms of tlieorising. 1have showed how similar problems, along with some other limitations,
can be identified also in a cultural feminist discourse of "omen's ways of leading.' I have
noted that Connell' s conceptualising of hegemonic masculinity and cmpbasised femininity is
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a more useful approach to examining the cultural processes involved in constructing gendered
identities and inequalities, and onc worth retaining for use in this study.
In my examination of recent theorising of 'feminist leadership,' I explained how
Strachan9sstudy of the complex ways three feminist principals were resisting, agreeing with
andlor appropriating varying constraints and possibilities for ernancipatory leadership within
a New Right context, has provided a useful analysis of a strategising approach in feminist
work in educational leadership. I have raised some questions, however, about the efficacy of
theorising feminist leadership as opposed to 'feminine leadership.' I have argued that through
re-inscribing a binary analysis, this approach could 'fence in9 feminist efforts to bring about
change in systemic forms of inequality. Code's warning that feminists need to "avoid fixing
rigid, hierarchical boundaries around the distinctiolis we identiphas been shown to be salient
herc (Code, 1991, p.28). The insights about the nature of individuals' strategic negotiations
of dominant power systems run the risk of bcing blunted if analyses of women's experiences
of leadership continue to be bifurcated into a fernininelfeminist binary. This is because
differences are not unitary (for example, the subject position of feminist intersects with other
subject positions such as mother, unionist, lesbian, Maori and so on), and not stable (the ways
'Y
that different positions are constituted in discourse, and are various+recognised
and negotiated
by individuals, shift and change.)
As a way forward for analysis of these complexities, Code advocated seeking out
"reciprocal interactions between and among ... constructs" (and, I would add, practices), to
find interdependences between and among differences and to identify how these may be
complementary and "shade into one another, or function as 'mixed modes,' rather than as
absolutes" (Code, 1991, p.28). My re-viewing of some of the earlier feminist debates about
the nature and effects of social forms of difference, has highlighted the value of adopting for
my study a theoretical approach that will provide a "logic9' and a "toolkit" for analysis
(Foucault, 1980) that can assist me to tease multiplicity, complexity, change and contradiction
within persisting, albeit shifting, wider 'patterns' of social relations. Some Maori women's
theorising of individual and group strategic liegotiations of shifting identity 'borderlands,'
have suggested the usefulness of a focus on intersecting discursive relations of power
('Waitere-Ang, i 999; Johnston, i 998).
I explore these ideas further in the next chapter, where I explain the feminist
poststructuralist 'toolkit' that, after reading, using and reflecting on the theoretical accounts
I havc described here, I have assembled for my analysis in this study.
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CHAPTER 4
"THEORY AS A TOOLKIT3'
DISCOURSE, POWER AND SUBJECTIVITY
l'he role for theory today ... is not to formulate the global systematic theory which
holds everything in place, but to analyse the specificity of mechanisms of power, to
locate the connections and extensions, to build little by little a strategic knowledge
(savoir).l'he notion of theory as a toolkit means: (i) the theory to be constructed is not
a system but an instrument, a logic of the specificity of power relations and the
struggles arou~ldthem; (ii) that this investigation can only be carried out step by step
on the basis of reflection (which will necessarily be historical in some of its aspects)
on given situatiom(FoucaitIt, 1980, p. 145).

Introduction
As I explained in my Preface and Chapter 1, the questions this study explores revolve
around a central problematic: why and how did the three primary school co-principalships
emerge as they did, going against the grain of 'commonsense' understandings of leadership
and dominant theories and regulations for 'efiient' school management? This thesis is
building an argument that while particular theories of leadership can cohere in broadly
pervasive discourses that appear to 'smooth out' contradictions and opposing viewpoints,
practices of educational leadership remain localised and contested within struggles over
rneming, socio-cultural hegemonies and material resources. In this chapter I explain the
feminist poststructuralist toolkit I have assembled for analysing how these dynamics impacted
on the introduction of primary school co-principalships in this country within what Foucault
called a discourse/power/l<nowledgenexus.
In the previous chapter, iexplained how shifts in my thinking led ine to feminist
theorists and researchers who have variously critiqued, appropriated and/or elaborated
elements of the work of Foucault as part of developing their own post structuralist approaches
(Blackmore, 1999; Davies, 1989; 1 993; 1997; Jones, 1991; 1997; Hekman, 1990;
Middleton,l993; Weedon, 1987). 1 argue here that these approaches can be usefully
supplemented by a reformulation of Gramsci's notion of hegemony (Nerinessy, 1993; kraser,
1997) to assist analysis of the ways that social differences can become patterned forms of
social inequalities. I-Iennessy argued that her materialist feminism6"s a "way of reading that

66 Materialist feminism has bcen defined by Hcnnessy (1 993) as having been built on British socialist
feminist critiques of patriarchy and capitalism and a poststructuralist conception oSsub.jectivity as discursively
constructed. She dcfined Gramsci's concept of hegemony, as "We process whereby a ruling group comes to
dominate by establishing the cultural common sense", p.76) and elaborated on how it can be an important tool
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need not shrink from naming social totalities in order to address the complex ways in which
subjectivities are differentiated" across intersecting gender, race, class, sexuality divides (1993,
pp. xii, 5). In her suggestions for a way to theorise similar concerns, Fraser (1997) proposed
a pragmatic approach to discourse. In taking elements of the work of both of these theorists,
the poststructuralist toolkit that I am adopting is thus one that has "a strong materialist bent,"
as Rlackmore (1999, p. 16) recently put it when describing her own theoretical orientation.
I begin my discussion by introducing the main arguments of a feminist
poststructuralism that focuses on language as the core of discursive practices. This focus bas
emerged out of engagements with Foucault's understandings of discourse as interconnected
with social practices, power and lcnowledge. In the next section, therefore, I introduce his
genealogical approach and his analysis of governmentality for this study. I then explain how
feminist materialist analyses can be used to expand on a Foucauldian approach. In section four,
I describe feminist poststructuralist debates around the concept of subjectivity, and discuss
how Foucault's later work on the subject and power could be useful for my later analysis of
how the women in this study were constituting, within available discourses, a 'new3 way of
being and enacting leadership as a co-principal. I conclude the chapter with a summary of
Fraser's (1997) formulation of a pragmatic approach to discourse, which I will draw on to
facilitate my examinations of how individual and collective identities are formed and reformed within fields of circulating discourses and contested socio-cultural hegemonies.

The form of feminist poststructuralism that I use in this thesis uses the term
ula~uurses' to ilieail liis"iiirii;allji, sociallqi afid culti;ra!ly specific bodies GIrnealaing znd

6 ~ : - - - . .

knowledge that exist in and are shaped by language, practices and representations (see, for
example, Davies, 1989; 1993; Fraser &Nicholson, 1990; I-Iekman, 1990; Jones, 1991;McNay,
1992; Weedon, 1987). As such, discourses are understood as constructing a range of
competing and often contradictory ways of giving meaning to the world, of organising social
institutions and processes, and of 'being' and acting in the world. Powerful discourses are
those that have a firm institutional base, having become embedded in law, for example, or in
education or the family (Weeden, 1987, pp.35, 109).
In this approach, individual subjectivity is understood as constituted within discourses
that 'offer' a range of subj ect positions which individuals can take up as part of their own ways
of being (Davies, 1989; MacNaughton, 2000). Some sub.ject posilioiis may seem more
obvious, or 'natural' than others, depending on the widespread acceptance (or normalising)
of particular discourses, a normalising that can limit, or 'regulate' our understandings of
possible ways of being and interacting with others within particular social orders. Foucault's

for feminist analysis of the formation of discursive regimes of truth (Foucault, 1980).
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theorising of the politics of truth has been drawn on to ill~irninatethese normalising, regulating
processcs and the accompanying links between discourse, laowledge, power and subjectivity.
I will explain more in the last part of this chapter how feminist poststructuralists such as
Davies (1 997), Jones (1997) and MacNaughton (2000), have responded to the implications of
these ideas for developing understandings about the way that subjectivity as "thinlcing" agency,
is shaped within discourse. I will look at these ideas in relation to Foucault's later theorising
of individual autonomy and freedom, and explain how a shift away from his earlier thinlcing
about the power of disciplinary practices to form "docile bodics," is useful for the theorising
of resistance and individual agency. At this point though, I need to examine in more detail how
I understand and use the term discourse.
Language as discourse: discourse as social practices
As Weedon pointed out, most forms of poststructuralist theorising have built on
Saussure's insight that "meaning is produced in language, rather than reflected by language"
(Weedon, 1987 ,p. 23). Saussure's theory sees language systems as chains of signs, in which
each sign is made up of an arbitrarily assigned link between a signifier (a word, a sound, a
symbol) and the concept it signifies, the signified. The meaning of each sign is acquired
through its distinction from other signs, that is, in the relationships between signs in a language
"chain". In Weedon9s view, this theory is useful for feminist poststructuralists because it
exposes how the meaning of 'woman,' for example, is not fixed by a 'natural9 world, but
socially produced within language. She further argued though, that feminists needed to
understand how language is used within historically specific social relations of power that have
constructed woman as 'other9 to, and 'less' than, man. That is, tools were needed for
examining how language is "part ofthe power relations of everyday life" (Weedon, 1987, p.25;
see also, Frazer & Lacey, 1993). Saussure's approach to studying language as a unified system
of signs abstracted it from its historical context however (Fraser, 1997 1. Fraser argued that it
is thus a structuralist approach that has ""lirrited utility9' for feminist theorising of discursive
practice, the construction of the subject, power and social change (ibid). Feminists needcd to
be able to exploit, she argued, the implication that if meanings are socially produced, they are
also open to change.
Weedon, along with other feminist poststructuralists such as Davies (1989) and
MacNaughton (ZOOO), found Llerrida's textuai deconstructive approach usehi here. iierrida
(Derrida, 1978) built on Saussure's 'relational' idea of language to develop the concept of
differance. This explained how the meaning of any signifier (word, sound, rcpresentation)
always depends on how it is used in a particular discursivc context. This context will shape
how a sign is being placed in relation to another sign, and Iience how it is able to be 'read.'
Derrida argued Illat binary oppositions between signifiers, for example manlwornan,
whitelblack, lcaderlfollower, arc particularly significant, in that the cmergent meaning of both
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significrs in the 'pair' depends inherently on a relationship between them. Derrida explained
how such oppositions could be deconstructed to reveal that a signifier like 'man,' 'white' or
'leader,' depends on its inverse signifier, 'woman,' 'black' or Yellower,' for its meaning. 'That
is, 'man' only has meaning in relation to 'woman,' from which it is different. Deconstructing
how oppositions appear in particular discourses, can also reveal the embedding of different
social values into the oppositions. Within particular discourses, one side of thc opposition will
be privileged over the other, with the less powerful term being defined in relation to the more
powerful. For example, in positivist research discourse, 'sub.jectivity9can be seen to be defined
as 'not objectivity' in ways that devalue subjectivity.
Derrida9s approach to language analysis is promoted in Wcedon' s and Davies'(1989;
1993) work as enabling analysis of multiple meanings that are made possible in different
discourses. Other feminist researchers have found deconstruction a particularly useful method
in their challenging of language embedded power relations. For example, they have
deconstructed the subjectivitylobjectivity relation (wherein subjectivity has been further linked
to femininity and objectivity to masculinity) to reverse the denigration of so-called feminine
subjectivity by showing how all research is subjective and total objectivity is a myth of a
masculinist rationalism (Jones, 1991b; Lather, 1991). They have also found useful, Derrida's
argument that, as a consequence of the ways that discourses develop over time, meaning is
never fixed. Thus the meaning of a signifier like 'woman,' can shift from ideal to victim to
political agent, depending on the discursive context in which it is being used (Weedon, 1987,
~.25).~~
Feminists have linked such ideas to analyses ofhow such processes of meaning making
are sites of struggles over social power. As I explained in the last chapter, Weiler (1988) drew
-may result in the meanings of a dominant
attention to the point that, although these struggles
group becoming accepted for a time as commonsense, such a hegemony is never fully achieved
or maintained as a total control of consciousness: it is always open to contest.68In Weedon's
poststructuralist language, this idea could be expressed as an on-going "battle for the signified
- a struggle to fix meaning ternporai-ily on behalf of particular power relations and social
interests9'(Weedon, 1987, p.98).
Weedon further argued that discourses are not just a set of language patterns, but are
linked also to social practices (along with representations and such things as the layout of
institutional spaces). Foucault's analyses of the ways that social practices produce, and are
produced by, discourse, lhercby constituting links between d~scourse,knowiedge and power,
arc particularly significant for the form of feminist poststructuralism that I am using in this
67

He further pointed out that meaning can never be completely achieved. It is partial and tentative, with
'other 'meanings always just beyond our grasp as it were: as Derrida put it, meaning is constantly "deferred."
68

In his discussion o f hegemony, Conncll cxpanded that cultural dominance may be achieved for a time,
but this does not mean "the obliteration of alternatives. (I legemony) means ascendarrcy achieved within abalance
of forces, a state ofplay. Other patterns and groups are subordinated, not eliminated (Connell, 1987, p. 182).
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thesis. In the next section, therefore, I explain these ideas and how Foucault shifted fiom an
early structuralist form of analysis of language/discourse to a genealogical approach that was
more explicitly concerned with theorising power.

Fokaeaaelt9sanalyses of diseourselpower/knowlledge
In his archeological studies of the historical development of ideas, Foucault developed
his concept of discourse as meaning scts of statements that represent particular topics and
that make some ways of
knowledges in particular ways, cohering in ""dsc~rsiveformations~~
speaking and knowing possible, while excluding others (Foucault, 1972). I-Xe argued that in
a discourse, there were ""rules for formation9'of objects, concepts, theories (Foucault, 1978b).
Examining how such rules were developed in particular discursive practices could help to
explain "wlly a certain thing is seen (or omitted); why it is envisaged under such an aspect and
analysed at such a level; why such a word is employed with such a meaning and in such a
sentence" (Foucault, 1989, p.52, cited in McNay, 1992, p.26). In his archeological studies,
Foucault saw discursive formations as relatively autonomous and determining what ltnowledge
and subject forms were possible. Everyday events and events associated with "an institutional
field ... political decisions, a sequence of economic processes9'were considered as secondary
to discourse (Foucault, 1972, p. 157).
While he continued to accept that all knowledge was the effect of statements made
within sets of linguistic rules, Foucault came to place an increasing significance on the ways
that socio-historical practices contribute to the discursive production of both knowledge and
power. In doing this, he challenged the value of a Saussurean focus on language as a fixed
system of signs. FIe argued that this was not a~ adequate tool for analysis of "the problem of
the 'discursive regime' - of the effects of power peculiar to the play of statements" (Foucault,
1980, p.113-114). 69 He argued there that the link between discourse and power is forged in
the ways that things and subjects are divided into categories and hierarchies, with particular
speaking positions and topics being authorised or excluded, and 'true' statements distinguished
from 'false' (ibid).
A question that particularly interested him was how an "organised scientific discourse"
could rise rapidly to the status of a "tsuth," sometimes within the space of a few brief ycars
(Foucault, 1980, p.83). In his genealogical studies he aimed to id en ti^ and describe, "down
to the smallest detail," how this could occur, how powerlknowledge connections could be
constructed and brought into play within specific sets of socio-historical practices (ibid). IXe
analysed archival records of everyday practices, institutional arrangements, economic

69 According to McNay, he first signalled a shift from loolcing at the internal rules of formation for
discourse, to examining how exterrial social forces of control, selection, organization and distribution are
involved, in the lecture, The order of discourse (McNay, 1994, pp.86).
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processes and political struggles for his studies of, for example, psychiatry, thc penal system
and sexuality (Foucault, 1973; 1977a; 1978a). His aim was to describe how each discursive
regime had its "own distinctive objects of enquiry; its own criteria of well-formedness for
statements admitted to candidacy for truth or falsity; its own procedures for generating, storing
and arranging data; its own institutional sanctions and matrices" (Fraser, 1989, p.20). From
this work he later argued that it was within a broad social network of "relations of force,
strategic devclopments, arid tactics," rather than in a top-down control by a sovereign or state,
that modern power was being exercised and individuals governed (Foucault, 1980, p. 1 14;
1982).
The genealogical studies involved Foucault in examinations of the "microphysics" of
what he called "bio-power," in which the human body was at the centre of a field of power
struggles. He argued that it is through " techniques of surveillance" at local levels, that power
becomes linked to disciplinary practices which effect the production of "docile bodies"
(Foucault, 1977a). Schools, barraclts and hospitals were examples of sites where "integral
surveillance was carried out" (1980, p.71). I-Ie argued that in thesc places, "people learned how
to establish dossiers, systems of marking and classifying, the integrated accounlancy of
individual records.. . and at a certain moment in time, these methods became generalised"
(ibid). Such sets of rules and classifications enabled the distinguishing of "true and false
statements, the means by which each is sanctioned; the techniques and procedures accorded
value in the acquisition of truth; the status of those who are charged with saying what is true"
(p.13 1). Thus, he argued, in every society there is "a 'general politics or a rkgime oftruth ...
the types of discourse which it accepts and makes to function as true ... and specific effects of
power are attached to the true" (p.132). Foucault's characterising of power effects as
disciplinary, meant that certain practices effect the ""sb.jection of the human body in such a
way as to provide a submissive, productive and trained source of labour power" (McNay,
1994, ~.92).~O
In Discipline and Punish (1977) Foucault expanded on how the institutionalising of
disciplinzy practices in schools, in prisons, factories and barracks, involves the ""iseriion of
bodies" into controlled spaces that are functional sites for surveillance. This surveillance
occurs not just through overt regulatory practices, however (such as in schools, the giving of
detentions for breaking rules). We maintained that it occurs through more subtle partitionings
and rankings of individual activities and positions, along with delimiting of possibilities
achieved through the power ol' the norm to shape individual ways of th~nkingand be~ng,to tile
extent that individuals discipline themselves through internalised 'self regulation. Foucault
illustrated these points by describing Bentham's I'anoptican. This design for an 'ideal9 prison
placed an obscrvation tower centrally within surrounding cells that had windows opening onto

70 McNay (1994, p.92) pointed out that while in these analyses, Foucault was not according to the
economic realm a causal priority, he was arguing that disciplinary power is fundamental to the expansion of
capitalism.
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it and to the outside, meaning that prisoners in their cells would be clearly visible to a guard
in the central tower. Bentham argued that there would not need to be a guard in the tower at
all times, as prisoners would know that they could be watched at any time, and consequently
would "discipline' themselves. Surveillance and self rcgulation was further analysed in the
Ifistory of Sexualily, wliere Foucault explored how sexuality became medicalised and
constructed as an object for scientific inquiry, knowledge and regulation through practices
such as confession. 'The recent explosion oftelevision documentariesand 'reality' programmes
that involve 'voluntary confessions' of intimate details of lives endorses Foucault's argument
that such practices do not 'free9the self, but work to constrain the subject, folding himlher into
a network of ever-increasing disciplinary power relations. Foucault argued that power and
control is not merely repressive, but produced in and through people's bodies and ever more
invisible strategies ofnormalization, self introspection and reporting on the self - 'confession.'
Thus the idea of power as only juridical is challenged in these arguments. This is a
particularly significant point for my interest in studying women9s agency in constituting shared
leaderships within a discursive regime that defined these as not only "illegal," but also
impractical in schools. While a 'top down' view of repressive power might seem to offer ready
answers for the difficulties that were encountered in the establishing ofthe co-principalships,
Foucault pointed out how techniques of power do not work only at the level of the law, the
state or institution. He emphasised the circulation and contestation of power within a broad
network of social practices in which individuals "act as the vehicle for transmitting a wider
power" (1980, p.72). He thus challenged a structuralist notion of power as somehow static or
owned by a particular individual or group, arguing instead that power is '"ever localised here
or there, never in anybody's hands, never appropriated as a commodity or as a piece of wealth"
(1980, p.98). Rather, all individi.~alsare "always in the position of simultaneously undergoing
and exercising this power. They are not only its inert or consenting target; they are always also
the elements of its articulation" (1 980, p.72).
Foucault insisted however, that these social relations of power "cannot be established
consolidated, nor implemented without the production, accumulation and functioning of
discourse" (1980, p.93). That is, individual and group exercising of power cannot occur
without the evolting of particular discursive configurations oI"truth," that shape what can and
can't be said in particular situations, who is authorised to speak and who is excluded.
To identify who is being affected by particular claims to the truth, and how these
claims are being enacted, Foucault argued that an "ascending9' analysis of power is needed.
That is, rather than starting at the centre of "regulated and legitimate forms of power" and
attempting to trace how its mechanisms permeate down into the most "molecular elements of
society," analysis should look at the "extremities ... the ultimate destinations ... those points
where (power) becomes capillary" (p.96). 'This much quoted image effectively encapsulates
the idea 01power coursing through an increasingly fine network of practices, interactions,
regulations and so on, with its effects 'seeping' into people's daily lives and becoming
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institutionalised as a consequence of sets of reoccurring practices. In the same ways that we
are mostly unaware of metabolism processes in our own bodies, we can also be unconscious
of how we are cxercising power or how techniques and instruments of power are working 'on9
and through us. It was pastly as a way of becoming more aware of these processes and effects,
that Foucault suggested that an ascending analysis could start with 6'infinitesimal
mcchanisms," trace "their history, their own trajectory, their own techniques and tactics9'and
after demonstrating these, see how these mechanisms of power have been ""colnised ...
anncxed ... and altered" by ever more global forms of domination that transform, displace and
extend them (p. 99). Such an approach, he argued, could illuminate how economic interests,
for example, are able to "engage" with technologies of power and annex these to their own
purposes.
These arguments opened up for me a way of thinking about how in my study ofthe coprincipalships, I could investigate the working of power through the co-principals leadership
practices. While on the one hand these might be resisting a set of dominant discourses about
managerialism, on the other, the co-principals' arguments and practices might be open to being
colonised and annexed into the building of another "hegemonic bloc," as Hennessy (1993) put
it. As I will explore fusther in Chapter 6, the "new right revolution" in this country in the late
1980s led to the imposing of a new discursive regime, the New Zealand model of the New
Public Management (Boston et al., 1996), on the public service. Since then, market
managerialism has become, arguably, a truth regime across both the public and the private
sector of paid employment (as it has in many other Western countries). Within these discursive
regimes, the development of surveillance techniques such as performance management can be
seen to be extending the power deployed by state policy makers, employers and auditors within
managerialist strategies, which are themselves integrated with 'global market9 industrial
relations that are increasing the power and wealth of multi-national corporates. 'This past of
Foucault's worlc thus provides tools for analysing how the co-principalship initiatives have
been viewed and responded to within these powerful discursive contexts.
As already explained, Foucault called powerful discourses, discursive regimes of truth
(1980). He argued that within sets of tactics and struggles over what counts as meaning, social
organisation and practices, truth regimes are formed in ways that '"cunt out9 marginalised
groups9experiences and knowledges. IIe described these "subjugated knowledges9' as:
blocs of historical knowledge that were present but disguised in systematisiny theory,
disqualified as inadequate to their task, or insufficiently elaborated ... illegitimate ... beneatli
the required level of cognition or scientificity (of) a unitary body of theory that would filter,
hierarchise and order them in the name of some true knowledge and some arbitrary idea of
what constitutes a science and its objects (Foucault, 1980, pp.82, 13 1).
It was likely, it seemed to me, that shared leaderships would be filtered out as
inadequate to their task in a discursive regime that was emphasising single line management
control and accountability as the way to improve schooling. The questions this possibility
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raised for my analysis was if this was occurring, how was it being enacted, and with what
effects? What responses and counter strategies were being mounted? What were the effects
of these?
Foucault saw his genealogical research approach as enabling analysis of thesc kinds
of historically specific struggles over meaning and resources (struggles that are to do with
achieving and holding on to control over both these dimensions), to identify who was being
served by pasticular discourses. In his view, this approach would not set out to construct a new
systematising theory, such as was done in Marxist theorising of class, or early radical feminist
theorising of male domination, for example. (Such theories claimed that social inequalities
could be traced to a primary cause, capitalism and patriarchy respectively.) Foucault argued
that power relations are too complex, fluid and dispersed to be explained in a single cause
theory, that "holds everything in place9'(1980, p. 145). TIe suggested instead using a notion of
theory as a "toolkit". By this he meant using "varying tools9' (p.89) that would be consistent
with a "logic" or set of arguments that power is produced and exercised within social relations
of every ltind. In his opinion, useful theoretical tools should be instruments that, within a focus
on specific social situations, could assist the identification of particular techniques and
mechanisms that connect and extend the exercise of power, integrating it into "grand" or
"global strategies" (pp. 142- 45).
In these ways, a 'bottom up' genealogical analysis could reveal the nature of shifting
historical constructions of links between truth, knowledge and power, and build
understandings of the co-optive power of dominant discourse. It could also, however,
contribute to the building of strategic knowledges of resistances to combat the ways that
dominant or elite groups can accumulate power through political power-knowledge processes.
Foucault maintained that there are "no relations of power without resistances; the latter are all
the more real and effective because they are formed right at the point where relations of power
are being exercised" (1980, p. 142). Thus a focus on identifying, analysing and understanding
local instances of the exercise of power could help us to understand how resistance is
exercised at those points and with what effects. Such work could coniribute to the building,
"little by little," of knowledge that could itself be deployed strategically in work against
oppressive exercises of power.
Foucault's suggestions about the possibility of resistance and an approach for its
analysis, formed part of his thinking about ""gvernrnentality" (Foucault, 1982; 1991). The
questions he was considering in this work are highly relevant ones for this current study of coprincipalship. They are questions such as, "How to govern oneself, how to be governed, how
to govern others, by whom the people will accept being governed, how to become the bcst
possible governor" (Foucault, 1991, p.87).
In exploring these, Foucault's genealogy of government traced how there has been a
shift in modern times, from the exercise of sovereign power througli "the princc" with the
primary aim of holding on to territory, to a much more difliise set of interloclting techniques
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of control for the efficient, productive management of "men and things," the latter including
wealth, resources, fertility, customs, habits (Foucault, 1991, p.93). I-le argued that in the
sixteenth century, "Government did not refer o~llyto political structures or to the management
of states: rather it designated the way in which the conduct of individuals or groups might be
directed ... To govern, in this sense, is to structure the possible field of actions of others9'
(p.221). FIe traced how this idea of governmentality devclopcd in ways that related not just to
juridicial or police power, but also to methods 01 controlling a population that aimed to
increase its hcalth and happiness, as well as its productivity.
In the latter sense, governmentality can appear as benevolent, in that it employs a
"pastoral power9'(ibid). McNay (1994, p. 120) has drawn out, however, how Foucault's work
on modern forms of governmentality identified a two way dynamic between the state as a form
of centralised and centralising power, and the pastoral as a form of individualising power.
While in the latter there is a link between the king, or leader, and the Christian idea of the
pastor as a shepherd, who pays individual attention to each member of his flock, unifying them
and looking after them, there is also a dependence between individuals and the shepherd
pastor, a dependence grounded in obedience, knowledge and confession of self. As McNay
pointed out, such practices are linked to the disciplinary practices already discussed. While in
his early work Foucault saw disciplinary power as somewhat deterministic, as working on
iildividuals and "objectivizing" or transforming them into objects or docile bodies, his work
on governmentality examines power more explicitly as "subjectivizing" (McNay, 1994, p. 122).
That is, it focusses more on "the way a human being turns him - or herself - into a subject"
(Foucault, 1982, p.208). The exercise of pastoral power is significant here he argued, working
to make someone a "subject of someone else by control and dependence, and tied to his own
identity by a conscience or self-knowledge" (ibid, p.212).
Governmentality in modern times is thus the exercise of power both within and outside
of the state, at both centralised and individualised levels. In terms of the latter, individuals can
internalise regimes of truth in ways that mean they carry out surveillance on themselves,
policing themselves against standards and rules of behaviousthat have been normalised within
dominant discourses. The ways that government has become in recent times increasingly
(rejcentralised in state agencies and institutions, however, will be evidenced in this current
study. Surveillance techniques constructed within New Public Management discursive
practices such as performance management, are tightening boundaries around professional
ways of working in educational organisations, for example.
Despite this rather ominous turn of events, a significant further move made in
Foucault's theorising of governmental power needs to be drawn out. He made the point that
when the exercise of power is characterised as ""a mode of action upon the actions of others,"
what is implied is the existence of freedom (Foucault, 1982, p. 221). That is, power understood
as an action on another's actions can only be exercised over "fiee individuals," because if
individuals are not free to take action in response to an exercise of power aimed to control or
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direct them, then there is only slavery, or violence. In making these distinctions in different
understandings of power, what is opened up is a way of understanding resistance as
"freedom's refusal to submit9'(ibid). As Foucault argued, "the crucial problem of powcr is not
that of voluntary servitude (who would choosc to be a slave?) but of the recalcitrance of the
will and the intransigencc of freedom" (pp. 22 1-2).
He was not suggesting here an analysis in terms of an ""essential freedom," but rather
one in terms of "reciprocal incitation and struggle; less of a face-to-facc confrontation which
paralyses both sides, than a permanent provocation9' (1 982, p.222). Once again, to analyse
these ltinds of "agonistic" (combative) relationships, he advocated focussing on pai-ticular,
carefully defined institutions, at points where resistance was occurring, with the aim of
identifying the mechanisms, strategies and struggles that were being brought in to play. In his
view, "a relationship of confrontation reaches its term (and the victory of one of the two
adversaries) when stable mechanisms replace the free play of antagonistic reactions9' (1 982,
p.225).
These ideas have offered me particularly helpful tools for my study of how the three
primary school co-principalships were initiated, and either established or dis-established,
during the 1990s instituting of new forms of governance and management in Aoteraroa/New
Zealand. I will draw on them in particular, in my final analytical chapter which examines
struggles over the meanings and practices of school govcmance, management, and
accountablity.
At this point, I want to look at how feminist theorists and researchers have engaged
with Foucault's analyses.

Feminist critiques and amnropriations
YE'
of a Foueauldian view
of power and resistance for a politics o f change
The feminist poststructuralist writers I have drawn on for this thesis, havc used a
Foucauldian view of power as being produced in interactions between people, within shifting
and fluid social networks and struggles over meanings and practices (Hekman,l990, p.18;
Jones & Guy, 1992). Davies (1989) argued that because individuals use language in practices
that form the social structures in which they live, such structures can be changed. This
theoretical approach, she stated, produces for feminism a way out of the impasse of seeing
individuals as powerless within systemic relations of domination and subordination (emerging
out of capitalism, patriarchy and eth~iicityfor example). Powcr is recognised as variously
available within particular discursive formations (McNay, 1992). Thus, individuals can be
placed within different discursive formations as sometimes powerless, sometimes powerful
(Wallterdine, 1987). As Weedon put it:
Social meanings are produced within social institutions and practices in which individuals,
who are shaped by these institutions, are agents of change, rather than its authors, change
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which may either serve hegemo~~ic
interests or cl-iallenge existing power relations (1987,
p.25).

These feminist Foucauldian accounts of discursive power relations as being exercised
in complcx and shifting dynamics between individuals, and between individuals and collective
social interests, are useful for my analysis. They enable a focus on identifying social struggles
over particular meanings of, and resources for, shared leadership in schools, while keeping in
play the influence on these of wider hegemonic configurations of 'truth' and ltnowledge.
Importantly for my interest in a feminist politics of change in the area of leadership and
management, this approach could help me to analyse how the co-principalship ideas and
practices were being enacted in ways that could either "scrve hegernonic interests or challenge
existing power relations" (Weedon, 1987, p.25).
While feminists have found Foucault's work enormously generative for their analyses,
there have been criticisms of parts of his work, not the least his gender blindness (Sawicki,
1991; McNay, 1992) and what Frazer & Lacey have called his "woefully under-developed"
conceptualising of resistance (1993, p.34). The latter is a fair point in relation to the limitations
of Foucault's theorising of disciplinary power in his genealogical studies. When working with
these analyses of power for a feminist politics of change, McNay's arguments about their
tendency to slide back into bleak depictions of an increasing norrnalising of disciplinary
practices as a "monolithic force," provide some salutary warnings (1994, p.104). McNay
argued also, however, that Foucault over-estimated the repressive effectiveness of such
practices because he did not pay sufficient attention to the views of those being "disciplined."
This last point can be placed alongside arguments that Foucault's conceptualising (in his
genealogical works) of subjectivity did not take enough account of individual's capacity to
thinlk, be critical and take actinn (McNay, 1992; Fraser, 1997) _McNaymaintained though that
Foucault's later work on governmentality opens up understandings that are more useful for a
feminist politics of resistance and change, particularly in the areas of thinking about agency
as freedom's "intransigence of the will" and refusal to submit to the coercion of others
(Foucault, 1982).
Thus, in developing her argument for a feminist politics of change, I-Iekrnan advised
feminists to describe and analyse the categories of ltnowledge/power that oppress us so that
we could "disturb, disrupt and explode" them and develop local solutions to particular regimes
of repressive power (Flekman, 1990, pp. 180, 182). As moral and ethical codes arc historically
and culturally contextual, she argued, then critique and resistance to oppressive codes must
also be specific and contextual, "locally, not universally grounded" (p. 182). In concert with
F-lekman's arguments, Fraser and Nicholson (1 990) maintained that feminist studies and
analyses should focus on specific people, contcxts, situations and discourses and through the
documenting of resistances at that level, build a "patchwork" of overlapping alliances. In this
way, they argued, more global stratcgies of resistance could be mounted.
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Not all feminists have agreed, however, that analyses must focus like this on local
levels. Indeed, some have queried the efficacy of Foucault's approach for an analysis of
systemic domination, such as has developed within social relations of inequality (ITrascr, 1989;
1997; McNay, 1992; I-Iennessy, 1993). Fraser pointed out that while Foucault ""did not shrink
from frequcnt use of such tcrms as 'domination,' 'sub.jugation9 and 'subjection' in describing
the modern power/knowledge regime," his analysis of power as everywhere and produced in
positive as well as negative ways, gave rise to some normative confusions in his work. In
places, she argucd, it appcared "normatively neutral" (Frascr, 1989, pp.28-33). In her view, the
problem was that ""f;ucault tends to call too many different things power, and leaves it at that"
(p.32). She argued that it did not follow, that all forms of power are "normatively
equivalent9'andinsisted that it was essential lor an ethical social theory and practice to be able
to distinguish between better and worse forms of social practices (p.2). McNay also warned
that "Whilst feminists must remain alert to issues of difference and specificity, it is also
necessary for them to retain theoretical tools capable of analysing general structural tendencies
in order to understand how difference becomes inequality" (1992, p. 155).
Both Fraser and Hennessy drew on reformulations of Gramsci's concept of hegemony
as one way to address this issue. I look at their arguments next.

Reformulating the concept o f hegemony within a discourse
approach
To address the question of how difference becomes inequality, in Hennessy's view,
what was needed was the linking in empirical and theoretical work of an "analysis of struggles
over meaning with an ana:jisis of strtiggles over other resofirc;es, (as) modes of i;;",e!!igibi!ity
(including theory) are closely tied to economic and political practices" (Hennessy, 1993, p.8).
Taking up Hennessy's argument, Kenway (1 995) argued for including alongside an analysis
of discourse, an account of "the ways in which social groups and collective identities and
socio-cultural hegemonies are formed and reformed through discourse" (1995, p.45, my
emphasis). She considered that investigating and describing how these links are effected in
analyses that take account of historical and material bases of particular forms of power, could
help feminists not only to develop understandings of inequalities but also to develop strategies
for change through a form of cultural politics that would shift and change according to varying
coalescences of particular interests.
Fraser's formulation of the notion of hegemony was being drawn on here. In a later
discussion of her earlier arguments, Fraser explained that:
Hegemony does not entail that the ensemble of descriptions that circulate in society comprise
a monolithic or seamless web, nor that dominant groups exercise an absolute top-down control
of meaning. Hegemony designates a process wherein cultural authority is negotiated and
contested. It prcsupposes that societies contain a plurality of discourses, a plurality of
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positions and perspectives fro~nwhich to speak. Of co~lrsenot all these have equal authority.
Yet conflict and contestation are part of the story (Fraser, 199'7, p. 154)
There are indeed continuities between a Gramscian understanding of power as
grounded in economic power and enacted through the shaping by elites of everyday
commonsense, and a Foucauldian analysis of the normalising effects of regimes of truth.
Fraser's formulation of hegemony as won and challenged within discursive fields of struggle
is a helpful approach to thinking about these connections in a more positive way that has been
done in some studies of discursive power in education. For example, Anderson and Grinbcrg
(1 998) have applied a Foucauldian view of the panopticon (as presented in Discipline and
Punish), to an analysis of school administration theory and practice as a set of repressive
disciplinary practices that normalise the exercising of power in "institutional relations that
discipline our ways of thinking and acting through self-regulation" (p.334). While my study
of the primary school co-principalships will provide some examples of this kind of regulatory
disciplining power, Fraser's account presents amore open view of discursive power as enacted
and contested within shifting "states of play" (Gonnell, 1987). Within the latter view, I could
analyse the co-principalship initiatives as part of individual and local struggles over what
should count as practices of leadership and management, while also maintaining a 'hold9 on
the simultaneous but uneven sedimenting into commonsense, of liberal market managerialist
discursive constructions of leadership. In this approach, investigation of how gendered
discourses around educational leadership are being layered into particular discursive
formations, at the levels of the state, institutional and individual practices, could also be
enabled. Moreover, as both Smart (1986) and Fraser (1997) have pointed out, although
Gramsci's theory could not explain how a particular hegemony becomes established, using a
Fot~c~i~ldia-n
analysis of power as prodt.lced within discursive struggles could assist analysis
of both the emergence, and challenging of a socio-cultural hegemony.
Perhaps even more significantly for my study of the women's co-principalships,
however, combining Fraser's formulation of discourse and hegemony within a feminist
emphasis on a politics o f change offered me helpful ways of thinking about how a field of
contesting discourses and interests might open up spaces for new knowledges (I-lennessy,
1993, p.xiv), despite simultaneously closing some doors to different ways of 'being9 and
acting. This seemed to be a potentially fruitful way in then, to analysis of the emergence ofthe
co-principalship initiatives.
Hennessy's work also olfered mc some other ideas.
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Contesting power through articulating discursive formations
Hennessy9s approach attempted a marrying of elements of a Cramscian and a
Foucauldian approach in what she called a post-marxist reading of discourse as ideology
alongside of a poststructuralist understanding of subjectivity as it is "constructed out ofthe
available knowledges in a culture as they circulate in discourse and in institutional practices"
(1993, p.37).The commonsense and universal appeal of a hegemonic formation emerges as a
consequence ofthe ways that elements from a widc range oTdiscourses are appropriated and
reshaped into a "coherent frame ofintelligibility," she argued (1993, p.76). The cultural power
of these processes depends on how successfully the previous ways of understanding and doing
things are challenged. This is an important part o f t h e struggle, if elements of opposing
understandings and arguments are to be detached and then incorporated into a new
formulation. If these processes are successful, that formulation will accrue some legitimacy
by seeming to acknowledge and take on board the claims of the opposition, or counter
discourses. The particular contents of a hegemonic formation "can never be determined in
advance" however, as these are "specific to the forces at work in the struggle for hegemony
at any historical moment" (ibid).
Ilennessy's explanation of hegemony illuminates how during the rise of the 'new
right'71in education in Aotearoahlew Zealand, previous arguments from wide ranging groups
(such as Maori, women, the Special Education service) that the education system was hiling
particular ltinds of students were appropriated by the Treasury (1987). These arguments were
then re-articulated by the Treasury alongside their own claims, as proof that the system needed
reform. The Treasury claimed that the best way to improve equity for disadvantaged groups
was to increase opportunities for individuals to choose their own forms and providers of
education. The fourth Labour Government's taking up of these arguments in somewhat
contradictory ways (such as in the Tomorrow's Schools policy for the reform of educational
administration) also illustrates Foucault's arguments that "usually a discursive practice
assembles a number of diverse disciplines or sciences or crosses a certain number among them
and regroups many of their individual characteristics into a new and occasionally unexpected
unity" (Foucault, 1977b, p.200). However, it could also be argued that contradictions such as
that between opposing views of equity as meaning fair and just outcomes for previously
disadvantaged groups, and equity as meaning fair opportunities for individuals to pursue their
own interests unfettered by unjustifiable interventions from the state, remained unresolved

"As Strachan (1997, p.37) and others point out, "defining the 'new right' can bc problematic." It has
"several manifestations: economic, social, moral" (Jesson, 1988, p. 1), but common themes included a return to
classical liberal individualisn~and social contractualism, within a minimalist market state. Conservative versions
of a familial private sphere have bcen evident also in the US and in AotearoaINew Zealand under the prcvious
NationalINew Zealand First coalition government, ironically promoted here by a woman prime minister, Jenny
Shipley.
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within educational policy and practice in AotearoalNew Zcaland. 'This meant that the new right
discourse has rcmained open to opposition, rather than achieving a hegemonic a ~ c e n d e n c y . ~ ~
As 1have been explaining, within a Foucauldian view of social power relations, as a
dominant discursive formation never exists alone, but always within a Geld of contesting and
contradicting discourses, there are always in circulation spaces for resistant ways of being and
seeing the world. Hennessy thus asserted that emancipatory l<nowledges, practices and
institutional forms are produced "through contestation among discourse and not by sheer selfassertion" (1 993, p.37). That is, it is not just through an individualistic liberal assertiveness
training iiitervention for example, that we can learn different ways of being, working and
organising. Rather, new understandings are likely to be sparked through processes of critical
readings of the inconsistencies within and between discourses. Fraser's (1997, p. 154) point
that a hegemonic "ensemble of descriptions that circulate in society9' does not weave a
"seamless web9' echoes Hennessy9s characterising of a hegemonic discourse as stitched
together from parts of other discourses, an image that enables an understanding of how the
lines of discursive suture are vulnerable. Cracks and splits may open up, and it is these spaces
that can give rise to what Hennessy conceptualised as ideology critique, through allowing
recognitions of states of struggle and contesting interests. As Fraser put it, "conflict and
contestation are part of the story" (ibid).
As I thought about how I could approach the study of the emergence of the women's
co-principalships as within a field of conflicting discourses that might be working
simultaneously for and against their initiatives, I found Wennessy9sarguments for a new form
of ideology critique initially very insightul. However, in the light of a Foucauldian analysis of
the ways power is exercised through social constmctions of truth and knowledge, there is a
weakness in her approach. Let me first of all explain her argument.
Idesllog critique?
In Hennessy's conceptualising of ideology critique, there is a clear shift away from
notions of ideology as a grand narrative that can brainwash individuals into an on-going state
of false consciousness. She conceptualised ideology as "no longer a monolithic determining
force, but rather an articulated eiisernble of contesting discourses which produce what comes
to count as "the way it is" (1993, p.76). (This is close to Fraser's definition of hegemony,
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'The National government that came into power in 1990 attcmpted a resolution through attack, for
example, on tlie equity goals of the school charters, which had been developed in 1989. It was argued that these
were part of the I,abour government's "'Orwellian' social agenda" (Locltwood Smith, National Iiducalion
Minister, 1990, cited in Middleton, 1992, p.2) and attempts to implement forms of"'social engineering." Such
"interference" was frained by the National party, as detrimental to the need for New Zealand to develop a self
reliant and skilled worl<force that would enable the country to advance as an "l{nterprise Nation" within a
competitive global market (NZ National Party, 1990, in Middleton, ibid). A market view of education was
accelerated under this government af'tcr 1990, but with the election in 1999, Labour was returned to government
within a coalition with the Alliance party.
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given earlier). Hennessy's approach to analysis and critique focused thcrefore on looking at
meaning making practices that are constantly in flux. 'To reach this point, she acknowledged
that within earlier Marxist uses of the concepts of ideology and hegemony, accounts of social
relations are reduced to secing all of these as being "determined only by the requirements and
relations of capitalism" (p.6). Recognising the limitations of this view, she atternptcd a rewriting of these concepts wilhin an analysis oC the place of language in the discursive
Cormation of subjectivity (p.37). Drawing on Foucault's understanding that something is
formed in language, she argued that " (a)s the medium of social action and the mechanism
through which subjects are constructed, ideology produces what can be seen, heard, spoken,
thought, believed" (p.75). For her, then, ideology could be understood as a material force, not
something that is somehow outside of an objective 'seality.' Rather, ideology:
helps produce and in turn is produced by the econo~nicand political arrangements ...
Understanding the practice of meaning-making as ideology implies that this activity is the
effect of struggles over resources and power that are played out through the discourses of
culture and the modes of reading they allow ( ~ . l 4 ) . ~ ~
Thus, for Hennessy, ideology critique is "a mode of reading that recognises the
contesting interests at stalte in discursive constructions of the social" (p. 15). She advocated
that when undertaken from a feminist position, such readings are made from "a committed
position within a social analytic" whose legitimacy is argued for, not just "on the grounds of
its scientific Truth, but on the basis of its explanatory power gnCJ its commitment to
emancipatory social change" (ibid, my emphasis). This feminist standpoint should itself be
recognised as always provisional and always being redefined, she stated: it is historically
situated and constructed in relation to other challenging discourses (p. 138).
While I thought that these ideas could be useful for my study and its critical readings
of constructions of leadership and management, I also thought that trying to disarticulate the
notion of ideology from its use in common parlance as a form of misrepresentation concealing
an abiding 'true' reality, (and in Marxist analysis, of its part in the development of false
consciousness), was likely to be difficult lo achieve without embedding into my analysis
notions of a somehow false p~sition.~%sFoucault pointed out, "effects of truth are produced
within discourses which are themselves neither true or false ... ideology is thus a notion that
cannot be used without circumspection9' (Foucault, 1980, p. 1 18). I-ie further argued that a
regime of truth "is not merely ideological or superstructural," because it includes both
statements and practices, and through these and the insiitutions where they are Soound, power
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Elennessy explains in this way a gap in Foucault's writing about the link between discursive and nondiscursive practices, an unexplained distinction in his description of the circulation of discourses "in their
particular/material/institutionalcontexts" (p.4 1 referring to Foucault, 1978, pp.7-26). These two spheres are
niutually imbricatcd, or folded into one another.
'4 'Truth' is a contested concept that is used in different discourses in different ways. I am using it in
this thesis in a Foucauldian sense, that is, as constructed and associated with exercises of power.
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patterns of understandings. For cxample, in a preconstructed discursive statement such as,
'boys will be boys,' the subject position of boy is constructed 'as we all know' - as
adventurous, rebellious, or whatever the current meaning of masculinity is. Although it is
unspolten, underpinning this statement is a base pattern of meanings about sexlgender
differences, an eternal opposition between boys as a group, and girls as a group. Although girls
are not mentioned, the inferred statement is boys will be boys, as opposed to how girls are.
There is also a discursive hierarchical ordering of gender at work here: a normalising of
'boyness9occurs through the silencing of 'girlness.' Girls are 'othered9 in this opposition that
seems not to be one. This preconstructed 'what we know' about gender can be illustrated more
clearly perhaps in a different phrase, (one not heard so much now since feminist challenges
of such statements). In "he's such a little tomboy,' girls9 behaviour is more obviously
measured against boys and a threaded-on (unspoken) set of meanings question the girl's
behaviour as inappropriate. What is implied is that she should be more feminine, that is,
masculine (in the form of an adventurous, assertive, active 'Tomlboy). The hierarchical valuing
and approving of masculinity over femininity, and boys over girls is more obvious in this
statement. (It could also be seen to reflect a heterosexual discourse; that is, girls and boys are
a 'natural9opposition - and pairing.)
My examples also illustrate what Pecheux called the transverse in discourse, which
establishes the relation of the part to the whole, cause to effect. In my example, girls are
compared to boys who are implicitly positioned as the norm, the 'whole.' And by being 'such
a little tomboy,' a cause (inappropriate gendered behaviour) is implied for consequences for
this girl that can only be imagined (but which we all 'lcnow,' could include withdrawal of
approval, resistence from those who would see her as 'pushy9or 'stroppy,' or she might get
'left on the shelf - who would want to marry such an unfeminine girl?) As another example
of the transverse in discourse, in Chapter 7 1 discuss historical discourses that have
how Maslow9s masculinist discourse
marginalised women in leadership and I look at
constructed women's nature as part of man's. He argued that, after having her family, a woman
could advance "beyond femaleness to the full humanness she shares with males; for example
the full development of her intelligence, of any talents she may have, and of her own
idiosyncratic genius9' (Maslow, 1970, p.xiv).
Finally, the inlr~discour~se
is the language practice that "crosses and linlts together
preconstructed discursive elements. It appears as intradiscursive reminders, "as I have said",
or "as
that provide subjective coherence and universalizing gestures - "as everyone l~nows,~'
anyone can see" (Hennessy, 1993, p.78). In my examples, these reminders are unspoken, but
evident in the ways I have suggested.
I-Iennessy summed the value of these concepts for fcminist analysis as follows.
As the discursive space wherc thc 'always already there9 secures a hierarchical social
arrangen~entthrough an 'obvious' sct of oppositions, the precotistructed serves as an anchor
in the symbolic order for the articulation of subjectivities across racc, class, gender and other
salient difserences ... (A)s such, the preconstr~ictedconstitutes one ~necllanismby which
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hegemony operates across social formations ... (and) is apowerful site for critical intervention
(1993, p.78).

There are continuities between these ideas and Foucault's (1980, p.82) argument that
within dominant versions of systcmatising theory, subjugated knowledges have been
historically present, but discounted as irrelevant, disqualified as illegitimate or insufficiently
elaborated, and consequently, confined to the margins. He maintained that these l<nowlcdges
are not just commonsense, but local, specific l<nowledgesthat are "in some fashion allowed
to fall into disuse whenever they are not effectively and explicitly maintained in themsclves"
(ibid). Feminist and Maori knowledges have been like this, "confined to the margins" and both
feminists and Maori have engaged in what Foucault called genealogical researches that are "a
painstaking rediscovery of struggles together with the rude memory of their conflicts9'(ibid).75
Struggles also occur within marginalised groups, of course, over what will count as their 'new3
authoritative account, as the case narratives of the co-principalship initiatives will show.
There is one more feminist poststructuralist concept I need to explain at this point,
before I introduce Fraser's (1997) pragmatic approach to discourse theory, and that is the
notion of subjectivity.

Subjectivity
As indicated at the beginning of this chapter, the theorising of discourse as a structuring
force in society has informed feminist poststructuralist conceptualising ofthe ways individuals
constitute their subjectivity, (sense of who they are) within varying constraining possibilities.
Rather than understanding identity as being fixed for life, as previous humanist notions of a
core seif suggest, a feminist poststructuraiist approach argues that aperson9ssubjectivity shifts
and changes as she encounters new discourses, has new experiences, and takes up different
ways of being (Davies, 1989; 1993). Subjectivity is thus theorised as multiple and fragmented
within a particular moment, and understood as marked at times by conflict and contradiction
as an individual negotiates the differing positions available to her (Court, 1995). For this
thesis9 exploration of why and how the women's co-principalships were initiated and
practised, a useful insight of feminist poststructuralists is that it is "the range and social power
of existing discourses, our access to them and the political strength of the interests they
represent" that shape our lives and practices (Weedon, 1987, p.26) . This point will be drawn

75 Jill Blacltmore has employed this approach in her most recent analyses ofthe shifting ways in which
women's varyingI<nowledgesand aspirations within the field of educational leadership have been silenced within
and by shifting masc~llinistversions of a leadership that have become regimes of truth in education (Blackmore,
1999; see also her earlier articles, 1989; 1993; 1995). Hine Waitere-Ang (1999) presented Maori primary
educators' views of their experiences and l<nowledgebases within a tracing of a Maori cos~llologythat has been
confined to the margins of 'legitimate' knowledge about educational leadership.
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on for exploring how the women thought about and worked on their differing and on-going
constructions of a 'new' subject position a primary school co-principal.
While Foucault's earlier work argued that discourse constitutes subjectivity in the sense
of determining possibilities for different subject positions, Weedon's (1987) Davies' (1989;
1 993) and I~ennessy's(1993) conceptualising of an individual's subjectivity, has placed more
emphasis on possibilities for agency. I have discussed at some length McNay9s(1994) defence
of Foucault's later suggestions within his work on governmentality, that the individual has
capacities of autonomy and agency. Despite thcse points, however, "the vexing question of
'agency' has remained a key theoretical debate among feminist appropriations and
constructions of poststructuralist theory" (Armstrong, 1997, p.43).
In recent discussions about the possibility for individuals to both recognise and
consciously choose a discursively constructed subject position for themselves, Jones (1997)
and Davies (1997) have disagreed. Jones contended that individuals can not do this as the
subject is the "discursive practices which produce it" (1997, p.263). She argued that taking the
view that the subject is formed in discourse/language seems to throw us "back into
determinism; everything is determined - not by social structures this time, but by language"
(p.263). Jones seemed to be downplaying here, an analysis of the place of social practices in
the formation of discourse, and reverting to an earlier Foucauldian analysis in his archeological
studies of discourse as determining subject positions and hence subjectivity.
In her work, however, Davies worked from Foucault's later emphasis on the ways that
individuals use language in practices that form the social structures in which they live, to argue
that:
it is in the constitutive force of discourse that agency lies ... The fundamental difference
between structuralism and post-structuralism, is the room for movement that the reflexively
aware subject has once the coristiiuiive power of biscomses is made visible (Davies, 1997,
p.272 - 276).
That is, discourses construct different ways of viewing and being in the world, and
although an individual may not always be consciously aware of the ways that her subjectivity
is being shaped by these different discourses, through the conflict between discourses she can
become alerted to the "possibility of new ways of thinking and new forms of subjectivity9'
(weedon, 198'7, p.39). Weedon a-rgi-~cd,
Although the subject in poststructuralism is socially collstructed in discursive practices, she
none the less exists as a thinking, feeling subject and social agent, capable of resistance and
innovations produced out of the clash between contradictory subject positiolis and practices
(1987, p. 125).
i

Building on these points, Davies maintained that within a poststructuralist approach,
a subject can develop understandings of their own subjectivity as being not fixed, but "in
process;" engage in reflexive readings of "the texts of their selving;" recognise the constitutive
power of discourse to construct particular and contradictory ways of being and consequently
""pay with the possibilities that have bcen made observable through poststructuralist analysis"
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(1 997, p.274). These arguments maintain therefore, that while they may not be totally free
agents, people can be "active players" in constituting their own ways of being within the range
of discourses that are available to them (MacNaughton, 2000). It is useful to consider these
arguments in relation to Foucault's discussion of power defined as "a mode of action on thc
actions of others" (Foucault, 1982, p.221). In analyses of social struggle, what niust be
included is the element of freedom, he argued, as power is "exercised only evcr over free
subjects and only insofar as they are free." I-Ie elaborated that, "By this we mean individual or
collective subjects who are Saccd with a field of possibilities in which several ways of
behaving, several reactions and diverse comportments may be realised" (ibid).
These discussions raise interesting questions for my exploration of the primary school
GO-principalships.They suggest questions for an analysis oS the making of a new subject
position oSco-principal and practices of primary school shared leadership, and ofthe multiple
ways in which individuals may have been influenced and shaped by these discursive
possibilities, while simultaneously acting on them in return. Did these proccsses occur as a
consciously resistant practice, against a dominant set of understandings of singular and
hierarchical managerial leadership? If so, where did the idea 'come from'? Out of a critical set
of reflections on existent discourses, or within these discourses, in the sense that it was
"already always there9?An argument that to be constituted by discourse is to be determined
by discourse, would seem to suggest that the women had no individual agency in constituting
themselves as co-principals; that is, no agency in the sense of a free will choice from a range
ofpossibilities, or in the sense of 'thinlting up the idea from nowhere. ' Rather, the possibilities
were already there within existing discourses, and the resultant co-principal 'subject9 is the
"discursive practices which produce it" (Jones, 1997, p.13). If this is so, what were the
discursive influences that have 'made' the co-principalships? Could these be identified and
traced in the language of individuals andlor texts? On the other hand, if, as Davies suggested,
there is an (albeit complcx, shifting and contradictory) two-way dynamic that occurs between
critically reflexive subjects and the discursive context within which they act, can any impact
or shaping ofthe discursive contexts by individuals be detected? In other words, within each
co-principalship initiative, can any shifts be identified in the expressionlrepresentation of a
dominant or a resistant discourse?
In these ways a structurelagency debate persists within a poststructuralist enquiry and
its questions underpin the other questions tliat I have been asking in this research. 'The shadow
of the debate can be traced in the question asked by one ofthe women at the beginning of tlie
study of her co-principalship, when she said, "What 1 want to know is, is it the people or the
model tliat is most important?" The questions it engages have underpinned the way I carried
out the research, beginning in the field and loolting, watching and listening to the 'doers' of
these practices of shared leadership, but going bacltwards and [orwards through other texts,
looking, in Elbaz's words, "at the praxis of a given community or cultural group through the
various forms of discourse which make up tlie social text of that group" (Elbaz, 1990p.15).
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The debate is embedded in the ways the thesis explores whether, during the mid 1990s in
AotearodNew Zealand, within a particular network of power and discourse, there can be
identified "junctures where discourse is renewed" gmJ where agency can be found, in
"resignification, redcployment, subversive citation from within, and interruption and
inadvertent convergences with other such networlts" (Butler, 1995, p. 135).

Ethical considemtions: irntersrabjectiviQ and social inequaliky
A further area of significance for this thesis is the questions raised by feminist analyses
of Foucault's later work, in which he re-considered his earlier ideas about discipline, power
and freedom in the light of some revised notions of the self. In work such as The use qf
pleasure (Foucault, 1987) and The elhics of a care for the self us a practice of freedom
(Foucault, 1988), Foucault argued that working on and transforming the self as a work of art
forces of governmentality.
was a possibility for individual resistance to the ""sbjecti~ising~~
It could be a practice of freedom that could bring one personal aesthetic pleasure, while also
involving caring for oneself as an ethical practice.
This work has been criticised by feminists however, because it is, once again, gender
blind. Foucault built his arguments on analysis of the interactions of a few Greek elite males,
and in McNay's opinion, their possibilities lor a separate, independent and autonomous
exploration of the self have never been the case for women (McNay, 1992, p. 169). Further,
Foucault's assuming of a "disengaged, u~~encumbered"
self, and "an isolated process of selfstylisation" as the basis for an ethical existence of individual freedom, obscured the place and
significance of social interactions in the formation of subjectivity (ibid). Grimshaw (1993,
pp.65-6, following Eggleton) agreed, stating that Foucault paid lip service only to the idea of
the self as social, concerning himself only with the self in relation to the body and physical
sensations and avoiding considerations of emotionality, intimacy and possibilities of mutual
compassion. She wrote that his conceptualising gave "no sense whatever ... that there might
be a morality ... which aims towards mutuality and collectivity as crucial organising principles
for the conduct of individual lives" (p.68). The issues for feminists are not just ones of care
for the self, she argued, but of how to develop "practices of freedom" that can achieve the
goals of equality and justice for all groups, while still enabling "forms of autonomy and
individuality and care for self without which ideals of commonality and mutuality can
sometimes be as coercive and constrailling as those forms of individuality they have wished
to replace" (Grimshaw, 1993, p.69).
While feminist poststructuralists have brought into their analyses of sub.jectivity
consideration ofthe interplay between bodies, emotions and minds through which one's sense
of self is constructed in on-going interaction with others, as I have earlier shown, those of a
more materialist persuasion have argued that these analyses must be placed within wider
considerations of socio-cultural hegemonies that maintain systerrlic inequalities. McNay
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concluded that Foucauh's ethics of the self cannot translate into a politics of difference and
associated work for deep seated social change (1992, p.162). Fraser (1 989; 1997) further
argued, froin her criticism of the ambiguities in Foucault's work around how we might form
normative judgements about ethical uses and abuses of power, that such considerations need
to be included in explorations of how collective identities are fornied and practised within
wider social relations of inequality.

A pragmatk approach to discourse theory
In thinking about the strengths and limitations of a Foucauldian analysis, I have taken
up Fraser's arguments that such a pragmatic (as opposed to structuralist) approach to discourse
could aid feminist analyses of the junctures between discourse, power, agency and social
relations of inequality (Fraser, 1997, pp. 152-4).76Fraser pointed out that studying discourses
as not only historically specific and changing social practices of communicationthrough which
individuals interact, but also as "set within social institutions and action contexts," enables
links to be made between the study of language and the study of society (1997, p.160). She
argued that an emphasis on the historicity of plural and shifting discourses and on an
understanding of signification as action and agency enables the "thematising of change9' in
ways that are advantageous for feminism.
Firstly, through a poststructuralist understanding of social identities as formed in
discourse in complex, shifting and fragmented ways, previously static, single-variable,
essentialist views of identity could be avoided. We also could see people as "socially situated
agents" who "do things with words9'(p. 152).
Secondly, group formation could be understood as occurring through struggles over
discourse, when people's understandings of who they 'are' shift, in relation to current
discourses, other people and in relation to previous strands of identity that may have been
submerged in their current sense of who they are. These submerged understandings can
reappear in such struggles Fraser argued, "as the nub of new self-definitions and affiliations
with others."
Thirdly, the closely related issue of socio-cultural hegemony could be understood
through the concept of discourse. She argued that "hegemony is Gramsci9sterm for the
discursive face of power" to establish the 6commonsense' of society, "includ(ing) the power
to establish authoritative definitions of social situations and social needs ... to define the
universe of legitimate disagreement ... to shape the political agend$>(p.153). Hegemony thus
"expresses the advantaged position of dominant social groups with respect to discourse."
'These understandings, she argued, "allow us to recast the issucs of social identity and social

""he

links this approach to the work of Baldin, Foucault, Gramsci, Bourdieu, Kristeva, Irigaray.
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groups in the light of social inequality" such as stratification along complcx and intersecting
'lines' of gender, ethnicity, class, sexuality.
Fourthly, hegemony is not a monolithic, seamless, top-down control, but rather a
contested set of discursive struggles over meaning and 66psoccsscswherein cultural power is
negotiated and contested" (p. 154). Thus, by combining thc concepts of discousse and
hegemony, we could analyse the processes by which the "sociocultural hegemony of dominant
groups is achieved and contested" and enable analyses that move beyond a top down
domination towards understandings of how women participate in social and cultural change
(ibid).
While I talte this four pronged approach in my analytical chapters (Chapters I 1,12,13
and 14), I acknowledge that there are some tensions in my arguments. In making the decision
to retain the concepts of hegemony (and hegemonic masculinity) within my feminist
poststructuralist toolkit, it could be argued that I have written back in links to Marxist
theorising that I problematised elsewhere in this chapter in relation to a truth/ideology
dichotomy. Danaher, Schirato and Webb (2000) maintain, for example, that Gramsci's
formulation of hegemony implies that this is achieved through a form of brainwashing of the
subordinate and that this means that domination can only be understood as functioning at the
level of mental states. Thus, if the subordinate are enabled to see the 'true' situation, then they
will be free to act in their own interests. They argue that Gramsci9sconceptualising is flawed
by opposing it with the view of Foucault that there is no truth to be discovered but only
constructions of truth. I do not accept, however, this reading of hegemony as being established
merely through cognitive processes. In this thesis I use the concept of hegemony argued for
by Fraser, to refer to the configuration of ideas and practices that, while made authoritative as
a consequence of "the advantaged position of dominant social groups with respect to
discourse," is open always to contest and challenge within social relations of struggle
(Fraser,1997, p.153).
The tensions in my arguments and seeming inconsistencies in my theoretical toolkit
might be considered to limit my theoretical approach by making it 'impure.' Tensions such as
this are not that surprising within a poststructuralist approach that is premised on an
understanding that multiple discursive constructions and experiences of the world constitute
our shifting understandings of social 'realities.' Further, the value of any theory or concept
must be judged on how useful it is for illuminating the particular forms of social reality that
are being problematised. I consider that thc tensions between some of the concepts I havc
retained and re-articulated, are fruitfill ones, enabling the ulipiclting (among other things) of
thc paradox that is at the heart of this study: that is, the emergence of co-principalships as an
innovative way of being educational teacher/leaders in AotearoalNew Zealand, despite the
subject position of a co-principal being outside of the 'normal9 and legal constitution of thc
principal as the head of a school, and despite the new ~nanagerialistdiscourse lhat seemed to
be gaining ascendelicy as a regime of truth in the early 1990s. I use this combination of
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theoretical tools to analyse what kinds of contesting interests are layered into and around the
women's initiatives and to look at whether and in what ways specific local social arrangements
have challenged & been Yitted into' larger systemic conjunctions. The study explores how
these processes might be simultaneously enabling and exploitative for these women and what
might be the implications, for thcse women and their leadership model, for other women (and
men), and for the wider theorising of educational leadership. Following Foucault, I have
approached this study within "a logic of the specificity of power relations and the struggles
around them", in a step by step investigation that includes "reflection (which will necessarily
be historical in some of its aspects) on given situation(s)" (Foucault, 1980, p. 145).
Because 1 was particularly interestcd in exploring how varying and shifling power
relations might impact differently on different co-principalship initiatives over time, I designed
a study that focused on the three primary schools where, within a year of each other, women
teachers initiated and established shared leaderships. I explain my research methods in the next
chapter.
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CEIAPTER 5
RESEARCH PROCESSES
Introduction
The 'messiness' and serendipitous events that can occur during longitudinal qualitative
studies are not always discussed in reports of a study's research methods. These factors
impacted on my research, however, in ways that became quite important for this thesis. The
original design for the research included discourse analysis of both policy and academic texts
and of qualitative, longitudinal case studies of three schools. Although these methods were
used throughout the six year evolution of my study, I became engaged in debates about
theoretical and methodological approaches and issues, and events unfolded that caused me to
modify some of my earlier ideas and intentions. Consequently, I changed 'tack' while
designing the research approach, carrying out the field work, reviewing literature, analysing
policy and writing up and analysing the case narratives. Such shifts occurring within research
are not unusual. Indeed, because qualitative fieldwork involves the researcher in interactions
with people as they go about their daily lives (Patton, 1990), researcher flexibility and ability
to redesign when unexpected events occur, or new understandings emerge, are judged as both
necessary and appropriate (Hammond, 1964). To capture a sense of the significance of these
shifts within my lived research processes, in this chapter I weave my discussions of
methodological issues in feminist research epistemology, the use of narrative in research and
discourse analysis, into my descriptions of the methods and procedures I used throughout the
study.
I have already explained part of my own research and intellectualjourney towards the
key questions that are this study's focus. Before I take up this account again at the point of
designing the proposal, I will explain how I see this study in relation to feminist research.

Feminist research
Feminist approaches to research have developed within wide ranging debates around
such questions as: who is feminist research being carried out for? what does it hope to
achieve? what assumptions are underpinning its development? A fundamental question, 'what
is feminist research?' led to the development of a range of typologies during the 1980s (Mies,
1983; Oakley, 1981; Roberts, 1981; Stanley & Wise, 1983) and feminists in AotearoalNew
Zealand engaged with these discussions. Shipley, for example, maintained in her study of'
women's employment and uneniploymcnt, that:
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various sociological research methods are neither inherently feminist, nor on the other hand,
sexist. 'The statistical survey is no more a masculine research method than the in-depth case
study is a feminine one, although there may be good historical reasons why feminists find the
latter more productive sociologically. Feminism informs the research process from start to
finish, but it does not constitute the sociological approach (Shipley, 1982, p.1 I).

Early feminist critiques of sexism in research still saw research methods as objective,
not being susceptible to bias or influence. Kelly (19'78), for example, argued that feminism
could only influence the first stages of choosing a topic and the last stage of interpreting the
results. However, in a now classic paper, it was pointed out that there needed to be a
6breeognitionthat personal involvement is more than dangerous bias - it is the condition under
which people come to know each other and to admit others into their lives" (Oaltley, 1981,
p.78). Ann Oakley called for "a reflexive sociology in which the sociologist takes her own
experiences seriously and incorporates them into her work" (ibid). My own earlier studies of
women educational leaders were shaped by this point and assumptions about feminist research
such as those outlined by Smith and Nobel-Spruell (1986). I saw the open presence of the
researcher as intrinsic to the research process, where the researcherlresearched relationship
should be non-exploitative and emphasise collaboration, co-operation and respect and I
understood feminist research as being primarily for women, being based in the premise of male
oppression of women that it was committed to changing. As Lather later put it,
Through the questions that it poses and the absences it locates, feminism argues the centrality
of gender in the shaping of our consciousness, skills and institutions, as well as in the
distribution of power and privilege. The overt ideological goal of feminist research in the
human sciences is t o correct both the invisibility and distorlion of female experience in ways
relevant to ending women's unequal social position (Lather, 1991, p.7 1).

The politics! aim ~f emancipation for women .ass pre-eminent in both of my previous
studies which explored how gender inequalities were being experienced and transformed by
women in educational leadership (Court, 1989; 1994c). I hoped that change would be assisted
through raising awareness about the dynamics of male hegemony, and, through making the
women's stories visible, I hoped to empower both them and other women. In both studies, I
took an "openly ideological" stance (Lather, 1991) naming myself as a feminist researcher with
those political aims.
Studies such as these emerged out of a feminist standpoint epistemology: that is, they
argued for the development of knowledge derived from a committed feminist exploration of
women's experience of exploitation. From the point of view of a 'feminist standpoint' theorist:
ltnowledge emerges for the oppressed only through the struggles they wage against their
oppressors. It is through feminist struggles against male domination that women's experience
can be made to yield up a truer (or less false) image of social reality than that available only
from the perspective of the social expericnce of men of the ruling classes and races ... To
achieve a feminist standpoint one must engage in the intellectual and political struggle to see
nature and social life from the point of view ... which produces women's social cxperiences
instead of from the partial and pcrversc perspective available from the 'ruling gender'
perspective of men (I-larding, 1987, p. 1 85).
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Since the time that these approaches were developed however, there has been a
growing awareness of difficulties around achieving such aims. Poststructuralist critiques of
enlightenment versions of 'the truth' have fed into what Lather described as "unsettlement and
contestation (that) permeate discussions of what it means to do educational inquiry" (1991,
p.2). Such unsettlement has occurred across the social science disciplines. 'The effect within
feminism has been that "many of the certainties of feminist research practice have been
dislodged" (Gibson-Graham, 1994, p.206). As explained in Chapter 3, contestations around
women's diverse realities and experiences, and complex intersections of power dynamics
constructed along the 'lines' of ethnicity, sexuality and class, have challenged attempts to
describe 'women's experience.' Such an aim is now recognised as assuming a commonality
among women and a "female experience" that was "never as Itnowable, as universal and as
stable as we presume it to be" (Fuss, 1989, p.114). Indeed, "feminist social analysts find
themselves confronting an ironic impasse as what have been seen as the unifying objects of
our research dissolve before our eyes" (Gibson-Graham, 1994, p.206). 77
An emphasis on developing understandings about women's diverse and often
contradictory experiences of power and powerlessness has evolved within feminist research
alongside an emphasis on the importance of personal reflexivity on the part of the researcher.
For example, in education, Ellsworth's article about her experiences while developing an antiracist programme in a feminist classroom, critiqued critical theory for its blindness to its own
investments in forms of power. She applied this critique to her own practices, explaining how,
as a white feminist teacher and researcher, she needed to "unlearn" her own privileges and to
change her "own relation to and investments in currently oppressive power relations," in this
case race relations (Ellsworth, 1989).78Gosetti and Rusch (1995) developed a similar critique
of white masculinist ethnocentric educational administration theory and practice; they
described how this critique led them also into reflections on their own embedding in these
culturally inflected power relations. Incorporating personal and theoretical reflexivity has
remained an important part of feminist research since early admonitions of the value of making
this explicit as part of a challenge to so-called 'objective9and distanced research (Jones, 1992;
Oaltley, 198 1;Reinharz, 1992). This current study recognises that personal experience cannot
be treated as a form ofunproblematised ltnowledge (Weedon, 1987, p.125). Within feminist
poststructuralism, the focus is instead on contextunlising experience to analyse how it is
constituted within particular networks of social and discursive power relations.
In 1992, Reinharz compiled a description of the then main themes of feminist research,
which she identified as a perspective, rather than a research method, that "amoeba-like,"
reached into all disciplines and used all methods. This description remains valid, as does

77 As Frazer and 1,acey have pointed out, however, while the category 'woman' has no simple or ~~nilary
content, neither does any other category in social theory (Frazer & Lacey, 1993, p. 11).

78

For a disc~~ssion
of the debate that this paper provoked see Lather (1991, pp.43-49).
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Reinharz's view that the aim of feminist research is to transform gender relations through
strategies such as criticisms of non-feminist research and the use of feminist theory to guide
analysis and recommendations. Alongside this political purpose, there remains also a concern
to develop reciprocal relationships with research participants and a special relation with the
reader. Sometimes the latter is evident in a "forging connections9' dialogue approach, or an
engaging of the reader in analysis of the research material (pp.240-269). In this current study
of the co-principalsliips I have attempted to do the lattcr through my use of a storying approach
to reporting the case studies. (I explain this later.)
Reinharz also identified a focus on women as an impostant part of feminist research.
Although women are the central protagonists in my study of the co-principalships, this
research goes beyond investigating only women's views and practices. In each of the schools
I studied, men were the initial chairpersons of the boards that appointed the co-principals. I
was interested to explore their attitudes (and those of other men) towards the women coprincipals and vice-versa, and how their relationships were worked out in practice, to see
whether any changes could be identified in terms of what has been found in earlier feminist
studies of male dominated leadership in schools.
My original research proposal and rationale stated that:
The discursive field of teamwork and team management includes a range of competing
discourses, includinggendered discourses, which may be opening up opportunitiesfor counter
hegemonic work, as well as the possibility of co-option and capture by dominant groups ...
One of the aims of the research is to explore further how gender is implicated in discursive
constructions of educational leadership in AotearoaNew Zealand.
While my interest in exploring gendered constr~ictionsand negotiations of leadership
within a field of competing discourses has remained as a significant thread of analysis in this
thesis, my thinking about the nature of power and the centrality of emancipation as an aim of
feminist research changed during the course of the study. I will return later therefore, to the
question of whether this research can be described as feminist in terms of a feminist politics
of change. Meanwhile though, to explain how the research evolved, I need to go back to mid
1994, when I developed a proposal for this doctoral study.

Designing the study
My original research proposal was for a study of teain leadership in three secondary
schools. I planned to investigate and compare the characteristics of and relationships within
a 'traditional' senior management team (of a principal, a deputy and an assistant principal), a
'flattcr' co-priiicipal model, and a feminist team leadership model, such as described by
Sewell, at Green Bay IIigli (Sewell, 1989). I wanted to loolt at how tlicse team approaches
were being enacted during the mid 1990s within the prcvailing neo-liberal marltet managerial
approach to cducation. The research was designed to begin with a discourse analysis of earlier
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and current educational policy texts and academic literature to identify thc nature of shifting
discursive constructions of educational leadership in this country. This was to be followed with
case studies of the three schools, using ethnographic methods to generate stories and
reflections about the teani leadership for analysis in relation to the discourses previously
identified and discussed. Although the focus on team management in secondary schools shifted
to a study of co-principalships in primary schools, and the order of the discourse analysis and
case study phases of the research reversed (shifts that I will explain soon), both those research
methods have been retained.
As in my previous studies, I consider case study is an appropriate method for exploring
and describing the views and experiences of participants in specific initiatives, especially when
the researcher does not need to control events and when 'how9 and 'why7 questions are a focus
of the study (Yin, 1989). In case study, research material for analysis is commonly generated
through qualitative methods, primarily interview, but also observation on the site and analysis
of documentation (Anderson, 1990). Altllough some of the findings and analysis may be
generalisable to other cases of the same type, the aim is not to generate 'hard facts' that are
value-free and scientific as required under traditional positivist methods (Stenhouse, 1981).
In seeking to find out "what is going on here?" (Bouma, 1996, p.89) the purpose is to
illuminate particular features and characteristics ofthe phenomena under study to understand
"its activity within important circumstances" (Stake, 1995, p.xi).
Stake (1995) has identified three kinds of case study: intrinsic (focussing on
understanding the unique aspects of a particular case); instrumental (focussing on examining
a case to build understandings of things exterlial to it); and collective (including more than one
case and comparing particular aspects to develop understandings about the phenomenon). My
research included aspects of all of these three types of case study.
As I have indicated, my original focus on secondary schools changed to an
investigation of primary school co-principalships. For this study, I wanted firstly, to capture
the unique qualities of each of the three co-principalships and so I needed to describe what was
happening in each of thc threc schools. I therefore interviewed in each school not only the coprincipals, but also the board chairpersons and members, other teachers and support staff,
teacher trainees (in 2 schools), and in I-lillcrest Avenue School, parents and some students. I
visited the schools at three monthly (or so) intervals for periods of between two and ft"dcyears
(and kept in touch with the women co-principals in each until the completion of the study).
During the focused field work I observed classes and meetings, such as some board meetings,
staff meetings, meetings with parents and special events such as a shift off campus during rebuilding, a parentlstaff barbecue, a special assembly. I studied each school's documents,
including meeting minutes, school charters, strategic plans, curriculum and teaching plans,
school reviews, newsletters and correspondence. All of this material was drawn on in my
writing up of the case study narratives that are presented in Chapters 8, 9 and 10 in Part 11.
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Secondly, to enable a wider examination of how each school's approaches and work
could be explained in relation to the 'external9 system and political issues and requirements,
I went outside of the schools. 1interviewed people in the educational agencies, (the Ministry
of Education, State Services Commission, School Trustees Association), the primary teachers'
union m e w Zealand Educational Institute) and the Principals' Federation, and I analysed
educational policies, legislation, reports (such as ERO reports) and academic literature. This
interview material was used to supplement that gathered from the schools and was included
in appropriate places in the case narratives. My analysis of policy, legislation and academic
literature formed the base for the discussions presented in Chapter 6 in Past 11.
Tllirdly, to be able to draw out differences and similarities in practices, values and
beliefs, and to trace the varying "capillary9' working of power (Foucault, 1980) in each site,
I wanted to carry out a comparative study. This is not just in the sense of comparing school
with school, but also comparing schoollstate, schoollagencies and schoollcommunity
interactions. This level of analysis informed my selection of material for the case narratives
in Part 11, and is explicitly presented in Past 111.
I turn now to explaining how my original research focus on exploring examples of
secondary school team leadership was changed, as a consequence of a series of serendipitous
events, to studying three women's primary school co-principalships.

SerendipiQ one:
Finding the Hillcrest Avenue cs-principalship and modifying the design
After gaining approval for the doctorate proposal, I began thinking about how I could
find participants for the study I had planned. I knew about the Selwyn College co-principalship
and was about to contact them when a colleague told me that a co-principalship had been
initiated in a small three teacher primary school. 1was attracted to the idea of focussing on just
these two initiatives in shared leadership. It seemed to me that this kind of study could not only
generate insights into an alternative to hierarchical school leadership, but also into the nature
of different techniques of power that emerge when previous ways of doing things are
challenged.
As I thought about what such a change in my research design could mean for my
doctoral study, I worried that focussing on a primary and a secondary school could introduce
complexities of sector differences that might pose problems for comparison of the shared
leadership dynamics. Further dilferences were that the secondary school had a mixed gender
team, while the primary team were all women and the secondary team was functioning within
a senior management group of six people, in a very large school, while the primary team was
a completely flat model, where all thrce teachers in a very small school were the co-principals.
'I'liese differences could also, of course, enricli the study. While I was puzzling over this
dilemma, I presented an address about women's leadership and job share experiences at a
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principals' conference, during which I mentioned the co-principalships. Jane Gilmore and Liz
Nicholson, the two women who had initiated the primary school co-principalship were in the
audience. (All the names of schools and participants are pseudonyms). 'They introduced
themselves to me at the end of the session and told me about their shared leadership at
I-Iillcrest Avenue School. 1 was intrigued by their account and took the opportunity of asking
whether they would be interested in participating in my research. They were both interested,
but said they would have to consult with the third teacher involved, Karen Lane. When Karen
phoned me the following week to tell me that all three of them wanted to become involved,
I was delighted. I was invited to meet with them at their teacher-only development days in
September 1994, to explain the study further and to observe, if I wished, their discussion of
their school review survey and their planning for 1995.
I accepted this invitation gladly and began modifying my proposal and developing
information sheets for the co-principals, their board of trustees and parents and participant
consent forms (examples of the final material used are given in Appendix I), which were
submitted to the Massey University Ethics Committee for approval. I attended the two day
workshop the women had organised for themselves and talked with them about what the
research would entail. We agreed together, that if the ethics of the research was approved, I
would visit the school over one year (this period was later extended to three years, and I kept
in touch with the co-principals until 2000). The co-principals felt comfortable about me
observing (after having been given permission) some classes and relevant meetings and were
willing for me to interview and talk with them, both singly and in group discussions, at about
three monthly intervals. We discussed the possibility of me carrying out single interviews with
teacher trainees in the school, support staff, board members, parents and some children. We
agreed that the board would be fully informed and aslted for permission before this research
began. Given this permission, and Massey University ethics clearance, they were happy about
making school documents available to me for reading and photocopying if I wanted. We also
talked at some length about ethical issues such as protecting confidentiality, the participants"
right to withdraw and to read the transcripts and alter any material in them. I will discuss these
issues and explain the ethical procedures of the study in more detail soon.
The women were very interested in all aspects of the research and Liz was particularly
interested in the question of what maltes collaborative leadership work, the people or the
model. I promised I would give her feedback if 1 found out. I also explained to them that as
well as wanting to understand their model, I wanted to look at the possibility oftensions within
a team approach, of struggles over power, for example. Liz, Jane and Karen were intrigued and
amuscd by this. When she was introducing me later to one of the parcnts, Jane said that I was
going to dig for power struggles between them, and laughed.
I stayed on during the co-principals' two day 'vision workshop' (which they had
organised for themselves around Senge's (1993) suggestions), observing their interactions and
planning Sor the comiiig year. After Ethics Committee approval was givcn for the study in
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November, 1994, I sent the women further information about the research and a formal
request to the board of trustees for permission to carry out the research (Appendix l).Soon
after this approval for the study was given by the I-Iillcrcst Avenue School board. Jane told me
that one board member had commented during their discussion of the research proposal that
their school was a go-ahead place, and this study would be good for its profile. She corrected
his perception that the school would be named and the co-principalship publicised through the
study.
SerendipiQ hYo:
Finding two more co-principalship and refining the design

Before I could contact Selwyn College to invite their participation in my doctoral study,
I was told about women in two more primary schools who were developing co-principalship
proposals. I was thrilled to hear this. A study of three primary schools would resolve my
nagging worries about the difficulties posed by working across the primary and secondary
school sectors. Studying three primary schools would be a more manageable project and allow
for more focus. I wasted no time in contacting Brigid Kirkwood and Carrie Perkins at St
Mary's School, and Kate Walker and Ann Howells at Telford School to request permission
to study their initiatives.
Once again, I was invited to meet with the women in their schools and I spent an hour
and a half with each pair, explaining my ideas for the focus, aims and procedures of the study
and inviting their participation. Each partnership was a little uncertain at first. They were still
in the planning stages of their proposals to their boards. They had not yet been interviewed,
or appointed as co-principals. Carrie was particularly worried about their potential coprincipalship being studied for only a year. If she and Brigid were appointed, she said, it would
take possibly longer than a year for them to establish a good working model, given that there
were no guidelines to follow. I explained that I was interested in researching whatever
g
and that even if their initiative was
happened as they tried out different ways of d o i ~ things
not an ultimate 'success,' documenting their experiences would be very valuable. If things
went 'wrong,' this would provide opportunities to evaluate what had happened and identify
what kinds of strategies worked and what to avoid or alter. (In this way, the study was aiming
to build understandings of what Foucault (1 980) called, "strategic knowledges," although I had
not conceptualised it this way back in 1994.) When I said that I could also research their
schools for as long as they were happy for me to follow their progress, each partnership agreed
to join the study, pending the success of their applications and the approval of their boards. At
this first meeting, we informally agreed thdt 1 would focus on three monthly 'tracking'
interviews with the women co-principals for the first ycar, and in the following year, carry out
some interviews with teaching and support stafr and board members.
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And so the year ended. By the beginning of 1995, both the St Mary's and Telford
women had been successful in their co-principalship applications, and alter receiving my
information about the proposed research and invitatioli to participate in the study, both boards
gave me permission to include their schools in the project.
Three schools: similarities and differences

More detailed descriptions of each school are given at the beginning of the case study
narratives in Part 11, so what follows is only a brief introduction. The schools were similar in
some ways but interestingly in different others, enriching this study of their co-principalship
initiatives. Each was a small primary, with three, five and six teachers respectively. All the
teachers in each school were women and each school drew their students from both the
surrounding suburb and much wider afield.
Hillcrest Avenue School was predominantly Pr?kehii/Europcan,and was situated in all
affluent central city location, drawing students from here and from some far flung suburbs.
Parents from those suburbs had sought out the school because of its central location, which
made it easy for them to drop their children off on their way to work in the city and to be more
accessible to them during the day if they were needed. St Mary's was an integrated primary
in a mixed socio-economic area, drawing its students from both its immediate suburb and a
wider area as parents sought the special character of the school. This school had an ethnic mix
of mainly P2kehYEuropean and a significant group of Samoan families, who lived in a
neighbouring suburb. Telford was also situated in a mixed socio-economic and ethnic area.
As well as its two mainstream classes, this school had a full immersion Te Reo class, and its
students lived mainly in the surrounding area. There were also two Montessori classes and
parents from widespread suburbs brought their children to this strand, seeking its different
philosophy and pedagogical approach.
In each school I investigated the research questions that I had planned to help me gather
material that I could use to describe the evolution of each co-principalship. That is:
Why did the co-principalships emerge as they did, going against the grain of
'commonsense9 understandings of leadership and dominant theories and
regulations for 'efficient' school management?
How did they evolve?
o3
What issues emerged?
f3

B

-%

To what extent, and for what reasons, were these forms of school leadership
continued or discontinued?
What, if any, part did gender play in influencing the initiation and trajectory of
the co-principalship?
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I was also interested in investigating questions about power and individual and group
negotiations of dominant formulations (discourses) of educational leadership. My initial
thinlting identified questions such as, what kinds of contesting interests might be layered into
and around the women's initiatives and whether the women's 'local9 initiatives were
challenging, co-opting or being co-opted by dominant discourses of leadership. These
questions, as qualitative research theorists havc pointed out, can be seen as already analytic,
having a ""focusing and bounding function, ruling out certain variables, relationships, and
associated data, and selecting others for attention" (Miles &; Huberman, 1994, p.43 1). The
design of the study was not, however, an "off-the-shelf' model, as Miles and Iiluberman put
it: it was "custom-built, 'revised' and 'cl~oreographed"' (ibid). As I read more in the area of
poststructuralism, my theoretical questions became more focused around explorations of the
discursive constituting and re-constituting of individual subjectivity and intersubjectivity
within the initiation and evolution of the co-principalships. I will explain how this happened
later, after describing in the next sections, the unfolding process of the research and the
interwoven ethical issues that were addressed at the proposal stage and later.

The phases 0%"
the research
I concentrated on visiting Hillcrest Avenue School for the first two years of the study.
Because this co-principalship had been established in 1993, and had already been going for
a year, I thought it was important to gather as many impressions and memories as possible,
before these faded. 1 wanted to know how this co-principalship had started and how the
women had worked together during that first year and I wanted accounts from each of the
women so that I could get some insights i ~ t their
o
v ~ r j i n gperspectives and aspirations fnr
themselves as well as for the co-principalship. I also wanted to know how parents, board
members, children and the agency personnel with whom they had negotiated at the beginning
were responding and taking various initiatives themselves.
This focus on an in-depth study ofthe IIillcrest Avenue co-principalship while carrying
out three monthly interviews with the women co-principals at St Mary's and 'Telford schools,
proved to be another 'bit of serendipity.' Firstly, it was a useful way to manage the
accomplishing of the fieldwork. I soon realised that within the constraints of doctoral study
and full-time university teaching commitments, I would not be able to carry out in-depth
studies of all three schools. Secondly, working in a focused way in one school while
simultaneously building understandings about how the other two had begun and were
developing, enabled me to identify early on some important issues (such as the significance
of different selection and appointments processes and the clash between differing views of
accountability). Thirdly, as I watched and listencd in each school, I found myself intuitively
comparing and contrasting what was happening.
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From the beginning I wrote myself reflective memos (Strauss, 1989) and over time
these clarified some of the similarities and diff'erences between the three schools, the women
and their cmerging co-principalship philosophies. Each of the latter was slightly different and
I became interested in how they were in turn shaping the thinking and practices of the women.
I will return to a discussion of the analytical processes later.

Ethical issues and pr(~eeBdures
Throughout each ofthese initial phases of making contact with the women in the three
schools, I took care to abide by the Massey University Ethical Guidelines for Research on
Iluman Participants. While I discussed the issues personally with each of the women, I also
sought permission from the three school boards to carry out research in their schools. Several
issues needed attention at the beginning stages and throughout the study. I discuss here issues
around confidentiality and anonymity, participants' rights, including children in the study and
developing reflexivity and reciprocity in my research design and methods. I look later in this
chapter at issues around cross-cultural research and maintaining trust through gaining
participant feedback,

As this countsy is so small and there were so few co-principalships when this research
began, there were significant ethical concerns around confidentiality. The principals,
chairpersons and some designated staff such as the school secretaries, could be easily
identifiable, especially in the short term. Issues of confidentiality needed careful and on-going
thought and vigilance on my part as I negotiated with each school access to material, staff,
parents and children, and agreements about the procedures that I would observe to guard
against and protect the schools and their communities fiom any potential harm.
I explained to the board chairpersons, principals and school secretaries and staff such
as the designated principal release teachers, that although pseudonyms would be used and
names of places would be changed, I could not guarantee these people complete anonymity,
especially within the professional educational community. This was not such an issue however
for participating parents and students, whose anonymity I could more easily guarantee through
the use of pseudonyms and the removal or scrdmbling of any identifying details.
Participants9 rights
All participants were informed of their right to decline to take part in the study, and
their right to withdraw at any stage. (Sec Participant Information Sheet and Participanl
Consent Form in Appendix 1 j. 1"rticipants had thc right to refuse the taping of their
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conversations with me (no one refused) and to lteep copies of the transcripts of interviews that
were sent to all intervicwees who requested them, so that they could check for accuracy of
recorded information and the removal or altering of any material they were unhappy with. As
a result ofthese "member checlts" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) there werc very few alterations and
only one embargo on information that could have harmfully identified a person. 1will discuss
other research feedback procedures in later sections.

Including children
The original proposal included an aim of investigating the effects of shared leadership
on children's learning. This was dropped as being far too ambitious for a study having specific
time and resource limitations. Elowever, as I wanted to glean some ideas about what children
thought of' having more than one principal, I did interview and talk with some children at
Hillcrest Avenue School. (Children were not interviewed at St Mary's or 'Telford.) At the
beginning of the research, a notice was included in a school newsletter that explained the study
and requested that any parent who objected to my speaking with their child should contact the
school. (See Appendix 1) No negative responses were received. I also sought the parents' as
well as the children's consent (Appendix I ) before specific taped interviews were undertalten
with children, and these were carried out with the parents present.
On my first visit to the school, I was introduced by Liz to the children during their
whole school hui (an assembly held in an open-plan classroom space). She explained that I
would be visiting regularly to study how she, Jane and Karen worked together as co-principals
and I might want to talk to them sometimes about this. (The Hillcrest Avenue narrative in
Chapter 8 gives examples of how these co-principals talked with the children about their
shared leadership. For example, a group of the older children were asked for their views about
having co-principals as part of the staffs 1994 school survey. This openness with the children
was part of these women's philosophy.)
Over the time that I was visiting this school, I became a fairly familiar figure to some
children. They would sometimes chat to me about what they were doing or ask me for help
with their work and at such times it was a pleasure to forget the research and slip back into
teacher mode. Such occasions were the exception, however, rather than the rule. Most of the
time it was easy to remain fairly inconspicuous. These children were used to having many
visitors in their school and my experience as a teacher and Education Review Officer helped
me to fit in with nornial school procedures and not to disrupt teaching and learning processes.
When 1 did talk with children about what was happening, I did not scribble in my research
notebook as we chatted, but slippcd away unobtrusivcly (I hoped!) into the cloakroom, to write
hasty notes that were as near- to- vcrbatim as 1could manage, of what they had said to me and
what I had obscrved.
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Mliori research principles

Research codes o r ethical principles have typically required that rescarchers take care
to minimise harm to their participants through ensuring informed consent and protecting
confidentiality. Within a rapidly developing literature on indigenous rcsearch, however, Maori
writers have called for acceptancc of research practices that extend beyond these protocols
(Ijurie, 1992; Irwin, 1 992; Smith, 1999; Te Aweltotuku, 1991; Waiterc-Ang, 1999).
Smith located her arguments for "decolonising methodologies" within extensive
critiques of Western research's colonising effects on MGori and other indigenous peoples
(Smith, 1999). Her criticisms include analyses of the limitations of some white feminist
approaches. While noting the value of feminist deconstructions of previously taken-for-granted
""rules of practice" in research, such as critiques of critical theory's silences about the
importance ofreflexivity ("a process of critical self-awareness ... and openness to challenge"),
Smith pointed out that within feminism itself there has been a silence about "organic and
indigenous approaches to research ...(that are) generated from very different value systems and
world views" (Smith, 1999, pp.166-7). In my attempts to avoid this form of cultural
imperialism, I have followed the following ethical principles.
Te Awekotuku (1991) advised that research which includes Maori people should be
guided by respect for the "rights, interests and sensitivities" of the people being studied.
Kaupapa
approaches go beyond this basic principle to include culturally specific ideas
such as those of mana, mauri, mahitahi and maramatanga (Durie, 1992). The first of these
principles (mana) involves being respectful in ensuring that the personal well-being and
dignity of each individual is protected at each stage of the research. This principle guided my
interactions with all participants in this study.
While one aspect of the principle of mauri is that when all participants are from the
same tribal area, tribal authorities should be consulted (Waitere-Ang, 1999)' did not apply in
this study (the whgnau members came from several different areas), I sought to follow this
principle in the gaining of consent in the following way. Kate Walker (all names of research
participants are pseudonyms), represented the whanau within the Telford School coprincipalship, and I aslted her how I should contact them to explain the research and to seek
permission to include them, or their representatives, in the study. I was committed to the
principle of kanohi kitca (face to face interaction) as I believe that potential research
participants need to be able to judge for themselves a researchcr's credentials. This is not j usl
in the sense of their academic qualifications to do the job, but also in the sense of their

Citing Graham Smith's (1997) writing about this, Linda Sinith commented, " ICaupapa Maori is
related to being Maori, connected to Maori philosophy and principles, takes for grar~tedthe validity and
legitimacy of Maori, the importance of Maori language and culture, and is 'concerned with the struggles for
autonomy over our own cultural well-being.' ... (It) does not mean the same as Maori knowledge or
epistemology. The concept of'kaupapa implies a way of framing and structuring how we tliinlc about those ideas
and practices" (Smith, L., 1999, pp. 185-9).
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"political credentials (and) their personalities and spirit" (Smith, 1999, p. 157). This is
particularly the case when research participants come from marginalised groups, such as
Maori. Smith stated that in this situation, researchers "are expected to position themselves
clearly and state their purposes. Establishing trust is an important feature" (ibid). Similar
arguments have been made by feminist researchers (Jones, 1992 Oakley, 1981; Reinharz,
1 992).
In my research at Telford School, however, Kate wanted to be the person to tell the
whiinau about the study and she did this for me at the next whanau meeting. Permission was
given and it was agreed that Marg l'ua and Rawinia I-lunt would be interviewed as
representatives for the whanau. Mere Katene, the kaiako (teacher of Miiori) during the first
year of thc research at Telford, left the school before I could interview her. I later made contact
with her, through a Maori colleague who explained the research (and me!) to her and invited
her to participate. Mere also agreed to be interviewed.
Like the other participants 1interviewed for this study, Marg, Rawinia and Mere each
read their interview transcripts and discussed them with me. They also requested an
opportunity to read the narrative when it was completed. I took it to them, and met with them
later to discuss it and the theoretical interpretations that I was malting in the final part of the
thesis. The principle of mauri also implies that care needs to be taken to be accountable to the
collectives linked to individuals, who have a vested interest on the outcome of the research.
The feeding back ofthe case narrative material to these women, was part of my aclcnowledging
that ownership of the whanau's story rested with Marg and Rawinia as their representatives,
and part of my processes to ensure that no harm would come to the women or to their wider
whanau through any unintended misrepresentation of what they had told me. To help guard
against the latter, I checked cross-cultural meanings, for example by asking during the
interviews whether my understandings of the issues around education that Marg, Rawinia and
Mere were describing, were corrcct from their points of view. (These discussions highlighted
for me the different positions being held by these women and in the case narratives I have
recorded these in some detail.)
Maori researchers have also maintained that research into issues affecting Maori should
be of benefit to those being researched (Durie, 1992; Smith, 1999; Te Awekotultu, 1991).
Waitere-Ang (1999, p. 110) noted the link here to the research principle of reciprocity, pointing
out that this includes the ideas of the researcher "giving back" information to the researched
and both the researcher and the researched "giving out9' knowledge that will nurture the
development of others. In my interactions with all the participants in this study, I tried to
follow this aspect of the principle of mahitahi: that is, a collaborative approach that involves
"working together in a reciprocal manner where meaning is mediated by both the researcher
and the participant in order to achieve maramatanga, a better understanding of the issues
constituting the focus of enquiry" (Waitere-Ang, 1999, p. 100, following Uurie, 1992).
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IPevelopiarg reciprocal relationships
Iieciprocity has been highlighted also as a significant protocol and value within
feminist rescarch (Reinharz, 1992). In this study, I have given it a priority in different ways.
For example, I maintained rcgular contact with the co-principals throughout the process of the
research in their schools and I consulted them and kept them informed of my progress during
the writing up and analysis stages (see the section on writing narrative analysis). During the
rescarch in I-JillcrestAvenue School, when I was perusing the board meeting minutes, I noted
a sentence in a section of the co-principals' report of our first meeting in September, 1994. It
stated, "The Board will be given the opportunity to preview any written materials which may
be used for later publication" (BOT Minutes, 19 September 1994). 1did not remember saying
this, but I kept faith with this understanding and as part of the research verification processes,
sent to each of the schools' board chairpersons as well as the co-principals, their case
narratives and some conference papers that included emerging analysis concerning their
school. This has been an important part of member checking (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Comments I received back were both helpful and interesting. Sometimes these corrected small
errors of fact (such as in two instances where there were errors about staffing) and sometimes
a caution to be careful about what I made public. Some comments were lengthy reflections on
the nature of management and shared leadership, and I have included these in the final
versions of the case narratives and in my analysis.
This feeding back of research material to people in the schools proved to be a way of
also returning something of value (I hope) to the school. In one case, my paper, Women
challenging managerialism: devolution dilemmas in the establishment of co-principalships
in Aotearoa/New Zealand (Court, 1998)' was used by a school board in their negotiations with
the Ministry oSEducation to clarify the legal position of the co-principalship contract and its
accountability requirements. On another occasion, in 1998, I was invited back to I-lillcrest
Avenue School by the co-principals, when they were inducting the second new staff member
into the shared leadership. Jane asked me to present to them my account of the original aims
and my perceptions of the strengths and limitations of their model in comparison with a single
principalship. The reflexivity built into the design of the research enabled this kind of two way
sharing of ideas and insights.
The feeding back of the narratives had some other results that I had not quite
anticipated. At Telford School, the Maori whiinau representatives interviewed for the study,
found that reading their school's narrative helped to put everything that had happened into
perspective and they both felt heartened by the progress that had been made at TelSord School
since the early days of their struggles to achieve an immersion class for their children. They
both requested a personal copy of their school's narrative. Other participants siinilarly found
reading the ilarratives personally helpful, although Kate said shc cried at times. She said she
had not realiscd how much emotional investment she had in hers and Ann's co-principalship
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and some of the memories were painful for her. She also said though, that reading the case
narrative was a healing process. Phillipa and Brigid made similar comments. Phillipa said that
reading the narrative helped her to understand better Ann's perspectives and Brigid said that
in her case, it helped her to move on from painful events.
As in some otlier feminist research (Strachan, 1993), friendships between myself and
some of the women developed during the quite long associations I had with them. I stayed
overnight with Jane and wit11 Karen, for example, and shared lunches and dinners with all the
women, sometimes in a cafk, sometimes in one of their homes. Developing relationships lilte
this could have caused problems. In their letter approving my study, the university human
ethics committee had asked me "to be aware that (I) may be exposed to unanticipated
consequences involved in a shared principalship arrangement." This rather cryptic comment
came back to me on separate occasions in each school, when I had to remind myself that my
role was primarily one of a researcher so that I retained an awareness of the need for discretion
when difficulties within some of the co-principal relationships. Fortunately, I did not get
involved in any situations where I felt impelled, for example by a sense ofjustice or fair play,
to intervene beyond sympathetic listening and maintaining contact. 'This, however, could have
happened, so there was an element of risk in the research approach.
Issues of morality and ethics are never far away in any school situation however, and
I was especially watchful in situations where I perceived that there could be potential
difficulties. One such situation occurred at I-Iillcrest Avenue School, when I was invited to
contribute to the discussion I was observing in a board meeting that was deliberating questions
around whether, or how to continue the co-principalship when two of the original co-principals
had left. The dilemma here for a researcher could be an acute one, if the standard is one of
keeping a so-called objective and neutral distance in order not to impact on the situation and
people one is studying. Not only is such an assumption incorrect, (all research impacts on the
individuals being studied), but I decided that riot contributing was untenable when, as the only
person in the meeting who had been present when the previous board had made related
decisions about the co-principalship, I was holding some valuable 'institutional memory9in
my documentatioii and insider knowledge of what had l~appened.As part of my commitment
to not only document this initiative for the information of others, but also to be of assistance
to the school itself, I decided therefore, to step outside of the researcherlobserver role and to
contribute. I gave information (as I saw it) and responded to questions that sought my opinion
about various options open to the board. I did this with the provisos that the information was
as factually correct as possible, given that 1 had not at that stagc fully analysed my research
material, and that my opinion was only one person's viewpoint. I stated that tliey as a board
should make their decision in the light of their own judgements about what they saw as best
for their children, their staffand their school. (This episode is described in the case narrative.)
The board told me my contributions were helpful, and in my view, the outcome was a good
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one, for the board, the school and the co-principals. I was not aware of any ways in which it
could have distorted or adversely influenced the research proccss.

Interviewing
Altliough I also observed some class lessons, staff and board meetings, interviews were
the primary method used throughout the research to generate material for the development of
the case narratives. The one-off interviews, with people such as representatives of the
educational agencies, parents, support staff and teacher trainees, were semi-structured
conversations (Oakley, 1981) that explored the interviewce's perceptions about the coprincipalships. The recurrent interviews with the co-principals picked tip on issues that had
emerged from my thinking about the content of the previous interview and on events that had
occurred since we last met. Sometimes, we discussed a point that had arisen in one of the other
schools. In the latter situation, as part of the confidentiality agreements that had been made,
I introduced a point in general terms without referring explicitly to the other school. At the
time of the research I was focussing on maintaining the confidentiality of each school's
experiences and I was taking care not to talk about what was happening in the other schools,
unless I had been given permission to pass on a piece of information. Although there were a
few occasions at the beginning of the St Mary's and Telford initiatives when the women or
board chairpersons met someone at Hillcrest Avenue School, the women and board chairs did
not keep close contact with each other, maintaining a certain autonomy and uniqueness in their
approaches to developing their own co-principalships.
When I met with the co-principals (nearly always in their schools, though on the odd
occasion in a home or eaf6) the conversa-tionswoi~ldmostly tart with me asking, "Well, how
are things going?" The talk usually flowed easily, increasingly so as we got to know each
other, although when difficulties arose in both St Mary's and Telford, some tensions became
apparent in the interviews. At those times, there would be some pauses and what I perceived
as some anxiety about what could, or perhaps should, be said and shared. In all cases though,
there was an increasing frankness as relations of trust were built. I was particularly aware that
as a researcher this was a trust that I needed to constantly guard, especially when I was talking
with other people about the co-principalship models and sometimes when I was talking
between the partners in a co-principalship.
The interviews with the co-principals were a blend orgroup discussions and individilal
interviews. This, I decided would give me a good indication of both personal feelings and
responses as well as of the cliaractcr of each co-principalship's relationships and interactions.
On some of these occasions the group iiiterviews also included the board chairperson and this
was very useful Tor my developing understandings about the ndture of these
governing/managing relationships. (There is little material in the literatttre about the emotional
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dynamics of these partnerships, dynamics which my observations would indicate are worth
cxploring further.)
'The group discussion interviews were like inl'ormal focus group interviews. Advocates
of these argue that they "increase the chance tbat talk in response to interview questions is
similar to talk between friends, colleagues and family members" (Dupuis $c Neale, 19998,
p.124), thus providing a naturalistic set of responses that can provide access between
participants to what others have to say about a topic (Morgan, 1993). Creating research
opportunities for this kind of openness seemed to me to be both appropriate and potentially
useful to the participants as wcll as to me as the researcher. In this study of shared leadership
teams it provided the participants with opportunities to judge the nature of my relationships
with other members of their team and to check my trustworthiness, through watching and
listening to the quality of my interactions with each of them. (I did not talk explicitly with the
women co-principals about this, but in retrospect, I think it would be a useful thing to point
out to participants in longitudinal studies such as this one.)

Shifiirag researcher perceptions
During the interviews and conversations, I tried to ltecp my own views out, except
when I was explicitly asked for my opinion or reaction which did happen now and then. I did
not go into the interviews and observations with a "lank slate' or nil set of expectations
however. For example, when I first heard about the Hillcrest Avenue School co-principalship
in 1994, I knew well Codd's (1990) critiques of the educational reforms and his analysis of the
potential harm of a shift away from professional forms of educational leadership to a
technocratic form of business managerialism (Smyth, 1993; Boston et al., 1996). During my
brief year and a half of working in the Education Review Office, I had also experienced the
impact on education of what I later came to understand as the New Public Management (NPM)
market model of 'public service' (Boston et al., 1996). As early as 1991, Education Review
Officers were facing the political possibility of school reviews becoming contestable and I was
both annoyed and dismayed when I was told by a political secretary that, as an education
review officer, I was accountable only to the Minister of Education, that my job was to supply
information to him and that my viewing of myself as a collegial evaluator and advisor to
teachers and principals was totally inappropriate. Within the promotion of a market approach
to education, competition and audit were being promoted as the mechanisms of improving
schooling through increasing the accountability of teachers, rather than collaboration and
professional sharing of knowledge and initiatives. I strongly disagreed with the market
approach, and 1 left EKO soon afier this.
I entered this research then with my own set of understandings and critiques about what
thc new managerialism was meaning in the context of school leadership. 1saw it then as taking
a punitive and controlling approach in its accountability requirements. I saw its insistence on
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documentation for proof that good teaching was occurring, as downplaying the significance
of an individual teacher's sense of duty and commitment to proressional ethics and the sharing
of knowledge and pedagogies. I saw the introduction of competitiveness and the proposal to
improvc performance through managerial 'measurement9 and reward ill 'merit9 pay
increments, as forms of accountability tliat were likely to divide teacher horn teacher and
teachcrs from principals, having long term negative elfects on the building of strong learning
cultures in education.
IIowever, I tried to put aside my worries as I worked with the schools and interviewed
people in the education agencies, so that I could focus on listening to people talking about their
aims and aspirations without imposing on them my own views about the wider educational and
political environment. During the first two years of the fieldworlt, I stopped my close reading
of the academic literature on the restructuring and focused on interviewing, talking and
observing, reading the transcripts of interviews and my observation notes, and thinking about
the issues and dilemmas the participants were describing, so that I could probe them further
each time I saw them. In consecutive interviews and conversations with the co-principals and
in two schools, with the board chairpersons, I aslted them to expand on their earlier comments,
or to give me examples of what they had described as an important idea or practice in the
development of their co-principalships. In this way a large amount of very interesting and
useful material was generated.
Feminist researchers have criticised positivist assumptions that research can be value
free (Jones, 1992; Oaltley, 1981). A researcher's own values and beliefs shape the process of
research even when we are trying to stand back from these to enable understandings of
another's position. As the following episode illustrates though, exposure of our own biasses
can be beneficial to the research process. It can enable a participant to challenge our position
and it can enable us to grow in understanding, both of ourselves and of the situation we are
in~esfigating.~'
During1995 and 1996, I interviewed representatives of the state agencies that
the schools had contacted, to hear their views about the viability of a co-principalship. From
these interviews, I formed my own views about the agencies9 ideas and the roles they were
playing in the attempts to initiate shared leaderships. As a consequence of a discussion with
a New Zealand Educational Institute (primary teachers9union) representative, however, 1had
to rethink the ways I was 'seeing9 and representing the positions of the State Services
Commission (SSC) and the Ministry of Education. I was challenged on my choice of language
in my question, "So you're saying that SSC and the Ministry have not really blocked this
initiative at all?" the NZEI spoltespersoii replied,
You're jumping - aah - in all of these tlii~igsthe language used becomes i~nportantand you've
made several jumps there by using words like blocking or whatever, you know. You can't
necessarily say that ... therc was an awareness there tliat a Iicll of a lot more work had to be

Smith (1 999, p. i 57) has made a similar point in relation to the principle of kanohi kitea in Maori
research.
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done. Was there more resistance from the SSG or the Ministry than from NZEI? Yes. But that
doesn't necessarily constitute a blocking (Interview with NZEI spokesperson).
I realised that this union representative had clearer understandings about the legal
complexities of the SSC position on co-principalships than I did, and that there was also some
sympathy on this person's part for particular arguments that I was challenging in using the
word 'blocking.' I recognised that I had to do some rethinking.
This intcwiew was serendipitous for me in terms of developing my own understandings
about power relations. I experienced a dramatic shift in my own perceptions. Whereas
previously 1had remained rather 'stuck9 within a conceptualising of power as a top down one
way oppressive relation (with the 'subordinated9 only resisting, accommodating or colluding
with the exertion of power over them by the dominant group), 1 now saw much more clearly
that power was not a thing owned by one group - in this case, SSC. I began to understand how
power is produced within complex and shifting relations between individuals and groups. I
saw that NZEI had significant leverage in this discursive field and so, indeed, did 1. In my
capacity as a research 'expert9on co-principalship I could (and did) ask challenging questions
of the state agency representatives and through my research I could perhaps produce some
shifts in their thinking. Those individuals also had powerful impacts on my 'expertise,' my
perceptions of, and theorising about, shared leadership. The interview with the NZEI
representative helped to clarify also how, while particular interest groups may develop 'pasty
lines' of argument, individuals within these groups act out of their own broader
understandings, bringing a range of past experiences to bear on their actions.

Shifting approaches to analysis
Going earlier than planned 'into the field' (as researchers talk about naturalistic
investigations) was also serendipitous in that it meant that I began observing the New Zealand
primary school examples of co-principalships right at the begiilning of my doctoral study. This
was fortunate for several reasons.
Following a common research convention, I had planned to complete a thorough
literature review of any existing co-principalships, and a discourse analysis of educational
policy and literature on leadership and management in AotearoalNew Zealand, before I began
interviewing and obsewing in the schools. As it turned out, I heard the women's accounts of
what they were trying to do without any preconceptions from the co-principalship literature
about how this Sorln of shared leadership had been practised and theorised in other places. If
I had read the American literaturc that I discussed in Chapter 2,I may have been expecting the
women in the three-way Hillcrest Avenue co-principalship to be splitting all thcir
rcsponsibilities with, for cxample, one taking over the technical, plant and systems areas, while
anothcr took responsibility for the educational/curriculum developlnent areas, and another did
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the 'public relations9 work of negotiating with the Ministry, parents and newspapers.
Questions I may have formulated fiom this literature could have led me down quite a different
path of analysis and may even have led the women to think that this was what they should have
been doing. As events unfolded though, my review of the academic literature on coprincipalships was completed much later in the study and it was shaped by my immersion in
three years of listening to and watching the participants in the three primary school coprincipalships, and by my attempts to come to an understanding of the values, beliefs and
particular sets of meanings that each worrlan brought to her practice as a co-principal.
Such an approach fits within "6100se' inductively oriented" qualitatative research that
uses "minimally predesigned instrumentation" (Miles (B& I-Iubernlatl, 1994, p.44 1). It has been
realised that this can help to minimize researcher impact and keep us open to interpretations
that "connect with participants' lived experiences" (ibid). It also fits within a storying
approach to research reporting and analysis.

Story and narrative
The use of story and narrative in research is now widely accepted. For example, within
feminism stories have been used as accounts that reveal how gendered subjectivities are
constructed in daily interactions (Bird, 1992; Davies, 1989; 1993); life history narratives have
analysed teachers' professional lives (Middleton & May, 1997; Weiler & Middleton, 1999);
different conceptual stories have been used as a tool for theorising (Court & Court, 1998);
personal stories have been shared in consciousness raising action research about collective
patterns in experience (Mies, 1991), and in collaborative inquiry 'listening circlesyas a basis
for reflection, understanding a.nd action (Hawk, 1997). There is also a large methodological
literature developing around the terms story and narrative, though there is no clear consensus
about how they are to be understood and used in research activities. It is important therefore
for me to explain how I developed my own approach to "storying' the case narratives.
Distinguishing, and blurring distinctions, beheem stoay and narrative
In research accounts, story has been described as "one species huddled under the
umbrellay'of narrative (Barone, 1995, p.73). A narrative, according to the Oxford dictionary,
is in popular current meaning, "an ordered account of connected events" (Thompson, 1993,
p.591), while a story is "an account of imaginary or past cvents, a tale, an anecdote" (p.901).
Some researchers maintain that careful distinctions need to be drawn between the use of the
two terms in research accounts. Clandinin and Connelly (1994, p. 41 6), for example, argued
for distinguishing story, as meaning the participants9 accounts of experience told to
researchers, from narralive, as meaning the researcher account that has been further refined
through some form of inquiry. They used the term narralive inquiry for the latter. Reason and
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Hawkin's approach used storytelling by both researchers and their research participants, as a
form of inquiry that works "to either explain or express; to analyse or to understand" (Reason
& I-Iawltins, 1988, p.79). Elbaz (1990) further argued that the terms narrative and
autobiography tend to carry positivist assumptions, while story keeps the teller in focus and
assumes a listenerlreader who is making meaning out of the account that is told. In his view,
while a story may be "elliptical and rambling ... (it) involves both the creation of a coherent
meaning and the successful resolution of whatever conflict threatens meaning" (Elbaz, 1990,
p.38).
interested in exploring how individuals have created
Because I was pastic~~larly
meanings around the terms 'leadership' and 'GO-principal,'I was attracted to the approaches
of Elbaz and Reason and Hawlcins. However, it was also clear to me that I had conducted a
bounded inquiry into co-principalships and that my research purposes had shaped the stories
I had been told (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Any case study accounts that I wrote could be seen
therefore as case narrative inquiries, in the sense used by Clandinin and Connelly (1 994). I was
concerned though, that the distinctions made by Clandinin and Connelly between story and
narrative privilege the rationality of the researcher over the thinkinglanalytical processes being
invoked by research participants themselves, when they tell research interviewers (and
themselve?] stories about their experiences.
In my study, therefore, the lines that some researchers seek to draw between story and
narrative are blurred. For example, while I have engaged in a form of narrative inquiry and
analysis, sections of the case narratives will demonstrate how the women GO-principalswere
constructing their own narrative inquiries as they storied their developments of their shared
leadership practices. Further, while I have chosen to call the three case study accounts
narratives (because they are my "ordered accounts of connected events9'), I not only present
many stories within them, but have used storying techniques to construct them. That is, the
case narratives evoke particular historical, geographical and sociallinstitutional settings. They
are each temporally 'plotted' with a beginning, a middle and an (albeit open) end. They
recount events that have involved protagonists and some other central characters. They are
shaped around some common and some different themes, and these themes emerge in
descriptions of the motivations, aspirations and practices of the people who participated in the
shared leadership initiatives. These themes also reflect the wider social forces within which
the co-principals and people acted. As Deiizin has noted, "the stories that members of a group
pass on to one another are reflective of understandings and practices that are at work in the
larger system of cultural uliderstandings that are acted upon by group members9' (Denzin,
1989, p.81).
Further blurring of distinctions around story (telling) and narrative (inquiry) occurred
witliiii m y own role. As a researcher, I became to some degree a part of the storying that
occurred in each of the groups, as we developed together some understandings about their coprincipalships. As a narratorlauthor of the research accounts, however, I have re-presented the
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women's oral stories and 66textualised"them for analysis (Van Maanen, 1988, p.95). 1 have
used excerpts and juxtapositions that attempt to show how the womcn were engaged in not
only constructi~lgco-principalships, but also parts of themselves as 'co-.principals.' As I noted
earlier, pcople "create themselves when they engage in storytelling practices" (Denzin, 1 989,
p.82; Polkinghorne, 1995) and 1 wanted to provide material in the case narratives that could
illustrate how this process might he occurring. I will return to these points again later, when
I explain my feminist poststructuralist approach to discourse analysis.
Overall, this thesis also blends some other different approaches to constructing research
narratives. Van Maanern (1988) idelltifled three main conventions in research that uses
ethnographic and narrative technicjues: realist, confcssional and impressionistic. He argued that
realist narratives use a traditional form of ethnographic distancing of the author fiom the
account, which is recounted in the third person and typically leaves out mention of emotional
responses. The confessional narrative is the reverse of the realist in that its stance is highly
personal and centres the researcher's own experiences and responses to what they are
investigating. Such accounts can also trace the personal journey that led up to the present study
and, through a process of deconstructing her own and other's previous work, point to the flaws
and gaps in that work and the ways the current study and understanding is a "better" approach
or set of understandings, arguing, "It's not that. It's this9'(Van Maanen, 1988, p. 110). The third
narrative convention, the impressionistic style, constructs a "thick description" of the context,
the sights and feelings experienced by the researcher when she was in the field. It aims to open
up this world to the reader through "cracking open the culture" (p. 102). It attempts to bring the
people "alive," giving pseudonyms and describing distinguishing features, so that readers can
be introduced, albeit in part and through the researcher's own eyes, to the world that is being
explored.
I have used the second convention, a confessional narrative approach for the shaping
of this first part of this thesis. Chapters 1, 3 and 5 present discussions that have deliberately
exposed my own theoretical and research journeys and some of my personal feelings about
these, to open up spaces for readers to "dialogue" with my ideas and approaches (Jones, 1992).
I have written the case narratives however, within a combination of the first and the third of
the conventions that Van Maanem describes. In these narratives I stand back, using the third
person and keeping my own responses out ofthe accounts, aiming to bring the co-principalship
initiatives alive through relating, i n their own words wherever possible, the participants9ideas
and opinions, especially as these were related in stories.
At this point, I want to describe how I went about writing up my accounts from the
many stories I was told and how, despite my seeming distance from the narratives, embedded
into each of these is an analysis of the set of research questions that wcrc the initial impetus
for this study.
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Developing the 'storied9case narratives
I'oll<inghorne (1995) has argued that two forms of temporal data can be distinguished
in narrative analysis: diachronic and synchronic data. The former describe "the sequential
relationship of events," including information about consequences and effects on personal
experiences. The latter are organised around the interviewer's questions and concerns,
resulting in a categorical analysis that does not highlight the historical or developmental
concerns (p.12). As I considered the research 'texts' I had accumulated in my bulging
casework files, I decided against producing an account that was organised just around the
categories and themes I could see emcrging (the themes of leadership and management,
accountability and responsibility, democratic organisation and community involvement).
While I wanted to capture a sense of these themes, I also wanted to write in a way that could
reveal and foreground the character of the daily 'meaning- making9 and shifting relationships
that I had often observed. To capture some of this 'unfolding,' I chose to use a (mostly)
chronological story structure that included vignettes of diverse viewpoints and experiences.
I wanted readers to be able to 'get inside' the co-principalship initiatives, with enough material
available for them to make their own interpretations of the narrated events, ideas and
documents.
This is an increasingly common aspiration among qualitative researchers, who take
varying paths to achieve the aim of enabling readers' involvement with their material. For
example, from a longitudinal study of students9views of their schooling experiences, Nash and
Major produced a series of monographs that presented large excerpts of interview transcripts
for the reader to consider alongside Nash's own interpretations (1995). In a later monograph
(Nash, 1999), such transcript extracts and accompanying researcher commentaries were
'framed' within a beginning extract from a conversation between Bourdieu and some French
youths about the youths9 lives. This ""cnversation from the other side of the w o r l d was
reproduced without Bourdieu9s own commentary, with the aim of challenging readers "to
make their own interpretations and connections" (Nash, 1999, p.1). 09Ncillhas also argued
that qualitative studies which give a brief quotation from an interview can give a distorted
impression of the "situated comp1exities"and motivations of the work of a particular head of
depastment, in a particular depastment, time, set of colleagues and external imperatives
(O'Neill, 2000). Both ofthese researchers argued for presenting research in a ""cnversationa19'
mode, with the participants' views standing alonc and then commented on by the researcher.
09Neill called this a "pointillist9' approach that would allow the reader to "come to an
informed position9'onthe researcher's own commentary in the light of their own reading of the
research material. I am attracted to these argun~ents,and to Barone's point that in rescarch
narrative and storying, potential conversations wait between the lines, as it were, not only
between the reader and the writer, but also betwcen the reader and the characters (research
participants) in the narrative.
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While Barone suggested that a storytelling approach can pcrsuade readers to conhibute
answers lo the dilemmas that are posed, he also argued that "we do not always need, within
the same textual breath, to deconstruct in another style and format, the epiphanies they foster"
(1995, p.66). Ile maintained that ""Sometimes the conversation between writer, reader and
characters, should be allowed to wane before additional voices interject themselves into the
dialogue" (p.72). This argument influenced my decision to construct the case narratives with
no comment from myself interspersed within the tcxt and to write separate analytical chapters
that discuss the themes and theoretical issues I saw as significant.
As with all narratives, these cases cannot be read, however, as 'true' histories of 'what
happened.' Not only are they constructions by the participants; they have been shaped also
through the medium of this researcher's eyes and ears, mind and head, 'washed' through my
subjectivity and coloured by my own interests and understandings. In this way then, while my
study supports Polkinghorne9sview that narrative inquiry needs mainly research diachronic
data (which I have used for the storied narratives which explain when, why and how the coprincipalships were initiated), the narratives I developed include also synchronic data that was
generated in the participants' answers to my questions that were probing my research interests.
(An example is the material about feminism which resulted in most cases fiom a question put
to the women co-principals towards the end of my interactions with them.)
In my writing up process, I began with a close reading of all the research material I had
generated over four years of fieldwork in the schools. My focus was on identifying material
that could answer my first set of research questions about why, when, where and how the coprincipalships were initiated and developed. Rather than using a categorising and coding
approach as can be done either manually or by computer, I chose to use a process that involved
on-going reading, selecting, writing, re-reading of the transcripts and other material filed for
each co-principalship case, as I built up for each a story about their initiation and development.
I did this because I did not want to lose sight of the participants' contexts and subtly varying
nuances as their ideas shifted and/or developed in interaction with the other women in their
partnerships and people in their school communities. I ticked or drew a diagonal line through
material as I included it and on completion of the writing of each narsative, I skimmed back
through the mound of transcripts and research documents for that case, to see whether I had
overlooked any significant sections. Selections had been necessary to avoid undue repetition
and, in a few situations, to protect confidentiality or minimise harm to individuals. I was
gratified however, to see that in each case the research material had been richly represented
in the final accounts.
While the writing of the case narrativcs was thus a painstaking process, it was also a
rewarding one that, for me at least, demonstrated how diverse and often conflicting viewpoints
can be reflected in a research account. The interviewing of a wide range of people in each
school and the analytical reading and rereading the transcripts as I wrote up different people's
viewpoints on a particular theme, helped me to kecp intersubjectivity to the fore and to
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develop a multi-laceted view of'liow individuals werc thinking, feeling and acting in relation
to each other in particular situations. The process also enabled me to develop a fuller
appreciation of the complex interpersonal and political dynamics at play in these situations.
In the ways I have described then, thc case narratives are not unanalysed or 'raw' data,
but examples of what Polkingl~orne(1995) has called narrative analysis. Because my shaping
of these accounts could become obscured in the artifice of a nat~lrallyflowing story, I have left
reminders of my prcsence and the crafting process, in a 'paper trail9 of references to the
interview transcripts and documents which provided the original material for the narratives
(Armstrong, 1997). These references invite the reader to see the seams of my weaving and my
stitching together of extracts from separate interviews and different documents, and to
remember that these areXJI accounts of the ideas, events and stories that I saw as significant
for the questions that I was exploring. As has been pointed out, "there is more than one way
of telling a story, and more than one story to be told" (Pagano, 1991, p. 197). Other accounts
of the co-principalships would, no doubt, highlight different storylines. Despite this caveat and
the point that the rather linear character of case narratives imposes a form and a structure that
also belies the messiness and contradictions of day to day experiences, I have endeavoured to
capture some of the special character of each initiative.
Maintainlag trust and protecting particL;pant confidenliaEiQ and in'neegriky

I also sought at that stage of the study, to ensure the significant 'players,' especially the
co-principals and the board chairpersons were comfortable with what I was writing. As
indicated earlier, throughout the research process, I used a range of now well established
ethical procedures to ensure that the participants maintained control over the material they
were generating with me for my analysis. Interview transcripts were sent back to all
participants who had requested them and I talked with them in follow up phone conversations
to receive their feedback. There were no concerns at this stage. While I was writing the case
narrative accounts of conflicting perceptions and accounts of participants who had been
involved in some potentially contentious episodes, however, I worried about some research
ethics issues. I felt the dual pulls of wanting to tease out understandings about issues and
factors that had led to and impinged on the difficulties, and the simultaneous needs to protect
confidentiality, not damage the professional work of the people involved, nor harm to their
relationships or them personally.
I used a staged feedback strategy to help here. Firstly, I fed back to individuals the
sections of the case narrative drafis that involved them, explaining how I had used the material
and that they could withdraw or change any of their material as thcy wished. After each of
these participants had given their approval for what I had written, I then sent t l ~ efull case
narratives to the co-principals and the board chairpersons. 1 also used thc guidance of my
supervisors and comments of colleagues whom I asked to read the narratives, as safety nets
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to ensure that I did not overstep the mark. These strategies worked well. As I indicated earlier,
apart from small changes to correct some factual mistakes and to protect an individual's
confidentiality, I was not required to alter any material, and the co-principals and board
chairpersons said that they learnt a lot from reading thc narratives."
Before I move on to explaining how I carried out the discoursc analyses of these
narratives, and of 'official' and academic texts, I want to reflect briefly on how my case
narratives have used storying as expression, explanation and critique.
Using storying as expression, explanation and critique

Using stories in expressive and representational ways is a research approach within
~ ~ with Witherell and Noddings' (199 1) point that
which I feel particularly c o m f ~ r t a b l eI. agree
lives tell stories, though as Plummer (1995) has so clearly argued:
whatever else a story is, it is not simply the lived l i f . It speaks all around thc life: it provides
routes into a life, it lays down maps for lives to follow, suggests links between lives and
culture ... but is not the life, which is in principle unknown and unknowable (1995, p.168)*

The point of using stories in my narratives has not been not centred around capturing
'a life,' however, nor on whether the stories are the complete and absolute 'truth' or not. As
Barone (1995, p.64) wryly commented, "since the onset of deconstructionism," who can
believe that any text does this? Neither can my case narratives present full accounts of the
stories and experiences of each women in the kind of detail that can be achieved in a life
history. Although that approach may be the most illuminating way to express and explore
women's varying aspirations, experiences and locations within complex and shifting social
contexts, I could not employ this method in this study. It was designed to investigate the coprincipalship initiatives as they were developed over time within three schools and to include
a wide range of people's perceptions of and interactions with the women co-principals.
Consequently, there was not the space to engage in individual, fine-grained life histories, such
as has been done in some other studies of women teachers and administrators (Wall, 1996;
Middleton, 1993; Strachan, 1997; Weiler, 1988). My decision to incorporate into thc case
narratives small vignettes for each ofthe women co-principals aimed to capture enough detail
to give the reader a picture of each woman's background, aspirations, political affiliations and
values and their sometimes changing perceptions about how these were shaping their
aspirations for and experiences of co-principalship. As such these vignettes aim to provide

IHowever, David (the board chairperson at St Mary's) thought that narrative "over-played" gender as
contributing to the breakdown of their co-principalship and that accountability issues should have been
highlighted more. When I askcd some other participants, about this though, 1 was told that the narrative
accurately reflected what had happened. Bridget and Carrie were adamant that thc power relations they Ilad
experienced around both gender and governance/management issues, had been accurately portrayed.
82

In my secondary teacher 'former lifc' I taught literature and language.
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(albeit limited) case histories for the women. Hakim has described case histories as exploring
the perceptions, experiences and situations of people involved in a case, in such a way as to
reveal the influences on "personal decisions that come into play in any series of events"
(Halcim, 1987, pp.65-66).
My decision to construct the case narratives within the storying emphases that I have
described is consistent with research approaches that use stories as both a source of expression
and of explanation, "not as competing modes, but as poles of a dialectic"(Reason & E-lawkins,
1988, p. 83).83AS expression, stories told in everyday vernacular can capture some of the
"dailiness" divcrsity and colour of different environments and perspectives (Barone, 1995,
p.73). Explanation also emerges however, through the ways that both the researchparticipants9
and the researcher's stories have dynamic phases that sometimes "flow together within a
single, coherent structure," such as an early introduction of characters within a human
dilemma, followed by a building and a resolving (sometimes tentative and ambiguous) of
complications and meanings (ibid).
A story can also provide, of course, critique. Elbaz (1990, p.3 1) pointed out that story
is a "basic and essential genre for the characterisation of human actions" that often involves
a moral or a lesson to be learned, voicing criticism in a way that is socially acceptable. He saw
storying therefore, as a particularly fitting form for research that aims to "give a hearing to the
teacher's voice9' (ibid). In the light of the ways that the NPM restructuring of education in
AotearodNew Zealand has marginalised and dis-empowered teachers, deliberately silencing
Elbaz's
their voices within arguments that providers of education had captured this
point is particularly salient for my study. Capper made a similar argument for the use of story
in educational administration research that is trying to open up spaces for those whose voices
have been previolmly silenced by "traditional" research, theory and practice. She stated that
those involved in preparing candidates for principalship and administration have "a moral
obligation to ensure that a variety of stories are told in publications, in course materials and
in the conduct of research" (Capper, 1992, p.122). In this field and others, she argued,
storytelling should not "be confused with disrespect for scholarship," but rather be recognised
as:
a form of cotnmunication (that) is a rich and valued tradition, especially in non-European
cultures. It is especially useful because stories convey multiple ways of giving meaning to the
world, whether it is in the form of biographical narrative or in the form of 'research' (Capper,
1992, p. 105).

Bishop has affirmed the use of story as a culturally appropriate research tool, because
can enable the storyteller to retain control over the representation of different truths (Bishop,

" My approach

84

is, of course, also consistent with many case study approaches (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).

I discllss this fully in the next chapter.
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1996, p.24). And as Ballard has noted, research stories can "promote thc sharing of knowledge
and experiences9' (Ballard, 1993, p. 19).
These arguments are all salient for my study and support my decision to write the case
narratives as I have done. 'They are the heart ofthis thesis and placed centrally in its arguments.
In my view, they contain interesting, insightful and sometimes painful stories that are so rich
it would be impossible in one thesis to dredge them of all their meaning. For the purposes of
this study however, they answer descriptively, and largely in the participants9 own words, the
original research questions of: Why, how and with what effects were the co-principalships
initiated? What difficulties were encountered? To what extent, and for what reasons, were
these forms of school leadership continued or discontinued?

fiveloping micro/macrs discourse analyses
While the case narratives make no explicit references to discourse, my discourse
analyses of the co-principal initiatives began quite early on in this study. My purpose in this
final part of the chapter, is to explain how my approach to this form of analysis was developed
and carried out.
Foucault's discourse analysis has been described by Luke as working mainly at the
"macro9' level of histories of ideas: "Discourses with a capital D," as Gee put it (Gee, 1990,
cited in Luke, 1995, p. 10). And, according to Luke, "one of the key limitations of discourse
analysis in education "has been the difficulty of bridging what we might broadly term "macro"
approaches to discourse with more microanalytic text analyses9'(Lulte, 1995p.10). Foucault
(1980) argued, however, that if we are to understand how power flows in networlcs of social
relations wherein meaning is constructed and reconstructed, we need to go to the "extremities
of power9'and look at how people are enacting in particular sites the effects of truth producing
discourses, while also themselves acting on discourse. During the early stages of my fieldwork
I had become much clearer that, alongside producing descriptive case narratives of the coprincipalship initiatives, what I wanted to attempt in this study was a 'bridging' analysis that
could illuminate the shapinglreshaping of individuals by discourses and of discourses by
individuals. I later realised (following Foucault) that this could be done most usefully through
a bottom-up analysis of spoken and written language and practices produced in both local and
institutionallstate sites.
'S$kmblb%ing9
into a bottom-up discourse analysis
As in all qualitative studies, my reflectivc analysis had begun in the first stages of
planning my study and continued throughout my research fieldwork in the three schools, when
I wrote myself reflective analytical memos (Strauss, 1987) about what I was noticing in the
stories I was being told and the practices 1 was observing. As I listened to the stories of
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teachers, parents, board members and state agency representatives, I began identifying
discursive influences within them. I realised that I was hearing the language of the law
(particularly the Education Act) and individual accountability in some accounts, of educative
goals and individual responsibility in others, of working conditions or women's disadvantage
and under-representation in others. These were discourses with which I was familiar and I was
not susprised to hear thein being expressed. I began noticing also though, how they were being
expressed somctimes in combined and/or contradictory ways.
Although I was thinking primarily at this stage about how discourses as "social texts"
(Elbaz, 1990) can shape people's viewpoints, language, expectations and practices, I was
becoming aware of what seemed to be a 'new' or different discourse that was appearing in
some people's stories and my observations of the co-principals' work. A set of meanings
around mutual accountability and shared responsibility was insinuating itself unevenly and
sometimes unexpectedly, into the other discourses and practices. My interest was sparked in
how these meanings were being constructed within, against and outside of the wider discourses
about educational leadership which were in circulation at that time.
During this stage of my research I was stumbling, somewhat unconsciously at first, into
a Foucauldian approach to discourse analysis. Although my original research proposal was for
what could be described as a 'top down9discourse analysis (that is, first identify educational
leadership discourses in academic literature and policy documents, then look for these
discourses in practices), my analysis was becoming increasingly 'bottom up.' This is in the
sense of Foucault's (Foucault, 1980) arguments for an ascending analysis that examines how
power is produced and resisted within local and shifting systems of relationships, meanings
and institutional practices that form conditions for the emergence of particular sets of ideas and
forms of lcnowledge as discourse (Gordon, 1980, p.237-8).
By the time that I started writing up my first draft of the case narratives then," I had
formed already some ideas about the discursive contours of the field in which 1 worlting.
Although my attention at that writing stage was focused on plotting, characterising and
'theming' the case narrative accounts, some further discursive "echos" (Loveridge, 1999)
surfaced for me during that work. My decision to include in the narratives multiple quotes
from the interview transcripts and school documents, aimed not only to give voice to the
participants and to provide a thick, rich description of each initiative, but also to provide
sufficient material for my later discourse analysis.

85

The refining of the narratives continued sporadically as I kept in touch with the schools, until 2000,
when I wrote the epilogues for cach case.
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Identifying discursive 9(lhemes9
When I began that analysis in a more focused way, I started with my 'micro' level
research 'texts' (the case narratives into which I had incorporated extracts from the interview
transcripts, field note observations and local school documents). I then moved to analysing
more 'macro' level texts ('official9 state policy and review documcnts and some academic
texts), before returning to the case narratives to carry out a further analysis. My aim in this toand-fro process was to try to maintain a 'hold' on both micro and macro discursive dynamics
and forms of analysis.
Throughout this work, I found Elbaz's (1 990) suggestions helpful.dke wrote that we
can think of discourses as "social texts ... particular signifying practices of a given group (that)
are both constituted by and constitutive of the discursive field in which members of the group
live and function" (1990, p. 150). While including practices in an analysis,he recommended
that the researcher focus in the first instance on language, as it is through language that
discursive categories and concepts that impose limits on possible ways of naming 'reality' are
developed. She suggested that the following questions could be considered.
Around what concepts and distinctions is the field organised? What terms are used and what
assumptions, commitments and values underlie this choice of terms? What places are
available in the discourses for possible subjects and who can assume these various subject
functions? What can we say about the way that this discourse is produced and about how it
exists in the world? (Elbaz, 1990, p.15).

T/Vorking with the case narratives

I initially read each of the case narratives to identify and list its broad discursive
patterns. I noted what ltinds of words and phrases were being used, what kinds of subject
positions were being constructed and who was speaking through this discourse. Early on in my
research I had identified how the so-called 'new' managerialism was being instituted in ways
that were making the initiation of the co-principalships difficult (Glenny et al., 1996). 1looked
therefore during this early stage 01 my discourse analysis at whether managerialist
constructions of effective school administration could be identified in the co-principals' and
others9language and practices. I looked too for how a discourse of professional collaborative
leadership that I had been noticing during my fieldwork, was being constructed and I searched
for feminist discourses and discourses of sexuality, class and ethnicity,
It was at this stage that I realised that a critique of elements of professional discourse
was appearing in some of the co-principal's accounts and practices more strongly than a
critique of new managerialism. And although I saw evidence of some feminist discourses
about equality and fairness, male domination and 'women's ways of leading,' a feminist
discoursc about collectivity and democratic organisation was appearing more strongly in the
women's accounts than the feminist discoursc of emancipatory leadership (Strachan, 1997)
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that I had been expecting to find. I also round elements of other discourses, such as a class
discourse and a Maori discourse of bi-culturalism.

Re-searchi~rzgavad re-viewia'ng literatures.
After doing this initial analysis, I turned to re-searching the 'official' and academic
literatures about educational leadership, feminist literatures about leadership and collective
organisation (including Maori analyses). I drafted some reviews of professional, managerial
and feminist discourses and analyses of leadership, and also of collective organisation. I also
carried out an intensive search of the international literature on co-principalships. (My review
of the latter literature was presented in Chapter 2 and I incorporated my review of feminist
liberal, radical/cultural and socialist feminisms and leadership research into Chapter 3's
theorised discussion of my own intellectual journey towards this study.)
Soon after this however, I realised that the reviews of professional, managerial and
feminist collective discourses were not 'working' in the ways that I had hoped. That is, thcy
did not tease out sufficiently the discursive elements and categories that I thought were shaping
the educational policy and practice contexts in which the co-principalships had emerged. What
I wanted to achieve in these pieces was an analysis at the macro levels of the state and
educational system that would convey the nature of on-going political struggles over what
should 'count' as educational leadership in this country. I wanted to capture some of the
shifiing meaning-malting processes involved in the production and maintenance of dominant,
or hegemonic discourses, "truth regimes," as Foucault (1980) called them. In particular, I
wanted to analyse how these processes could be seen to be occurring in AotearoaINew Zealand
in the period between the 1 9 ' 7 0 ~when
~
most of the women co-principals were entering
teaching, through to the mid 1990s, when they were initiating and working in their coprincipalships. In the feminist chapter, I wanted to show how a resistant, or counter discourse
of collective organisation had appeared also and was being expressed.
I decided that what might help was more of a Foucauldian genealogical approach
(1980). 'That is, I could problematise taken-for-granted concepts and practices in the present
by "moving back and forth from accouiits of specific local situations and practices of the past9'
(Anderson & Grinberg, 1998, p.341). From each of the literatures I had studied, I chose some
text examples that were illustrative of the discursive themes I had been identifying in my
research material. I carried out a more finely-grained discourse analysis on thesc tcxt samples
to identify in them particular uses of language, concepts and arguments that I was seeing
appearing (sometimes in contradictory ways) in the co-principalship narratives. I identified
also the nature of both ihc authorship and the historical contexts and purposes of the text
samples I had chosen. These analyses were more useful and I re-shaped my reviews of the
discursive formations of professional collaborativc leadership and the New Zealand NPM
model of market managerialism, and of feminist views of democracy and collectivity, around
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them. 'l'hese discussions are presented in Part 11, in Chapters 6 and 7 prior to the case
narratives (presented in Chapters 8 , 9 and 10).
Before I move on to describing how I extended this discourse analysis into my feminist
poststructuralist analyses presented in Part 1I1,I want to briefly discuss some of the difficulties
I encountered as I carried out each stage of this work.
Discourse boundaries

Like other discourse analysts, as 1 worked I had to constantly make decisions about
what is a discourse, and what is not, and what elements were more characteristic of one
discourse than another. Frazer & Lacey (1993) describe this as deciding on "discourse
boundaries." In my study, the problem of distinguishing discourses related to questions such
as, what are the distinct elements of liberal feminism as opposed to radical feminism? Should
I analyse liberal and radical feminisms as "art of the discourse of feminism, or as 'hybrid'
feminisms in their own right?" (Frazer & Lacey, 1993, p.17). What distinctions am I
identifying between feminist emancipatory leadership and feminist collectivity? Between
bureaucratic, democratic and transformative versions of profcssional collaborative discourse
and between these and managerialism? What are the differences between marlcet and New
Public Management forms of accountability?
1struggled also with the problem of deciding what is, and is not, a discourse. I thought
about the ways that academic theorists can constitute links between power and knowledge,
while remaining blind to these effects and the unequal social relations they are maintaining.
Did this mean, then, that theories are discourses, in the sense that they constitute social
relations of power? (I have experienced, for example, the ways that white masculinist
rationalist theorising of educational leadership has occluded the presence, experiences and
l<nowledges of different women, including in AotearoalNew Zealand, white, MBori, Pacific
Island, Chinese and lesbian women.) As I read more of Foucault's genealogical studies and
arguments (which moved away from his archeological 'pure descriptions' of discourse that
bracketed off questions of power and historical social relation^),^^ I realised that while a
particular theory may become part of a discursive formation and power relations, on its own
a theory is not a discourse (Middleton, 1993). Foucault (1980) argued that discourse included
practices. Thus, public choice theory, principal agency theory and transaction cost analysis are
theories that during the late 1980s in AotearoaRJew Zealand, were taken up and used in
rationales, practices and justifications for strategic actions that embedded a raft of legislation,
rules and managerial practices for governing the public service within an entrepreneurial

8 W c N a y has provided a useful analysis of the limitations oSFoucault's early archeological approacli.
"In failing to articulate successfully the relation between the archive's discursive and non-discursive elements,
Foucault produces, in fact, a rigid taxonomy of discursive potentialities that says little about how discourse
actually functions in a socio-historical context9'(McNay, 1994 , p.79).
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market state (Boston et al., 1996). 'l'his example illustrates how discourse can be understood
as "theories in action" (Smith, 1992, cited in Middleton, 1992, p.xi).
Let me give a different example however, to illustratc how boundaries between theory
and discourse can become blurred. In Chapter 3, for reasons of clarity in the overall
developnnentof this thesis's argument, I mostly referred to liberal, radicallcultural and socialist
ferninisms as theories or approaches. These can be considered also however, as discourses and
part of a feminist discursive field. Although some theoreticians may analyse liberal feminism
in terms of it being just an analytical theory, liberal feminist concepts and arguments have been
enacted in social and organisational practices over the last decade in Aotearoa/Wew Zealand.
For example, a version of liberal feminist theory has become institutionalised in equal
employment opportunity law and its resultant organisational policies, procedures and data
collection, analysis and monitoring 'rules' (Court, 1994a; Sayers & Tremaine, 1994) - "theory
in action" (Smith, 1992).87The opposite movement, of practices themselves constituting and
changing discourse can also be illustrated in this example, in that liberal feminist practices
have co-opted managerial theory in the development of categories such as EEO strategic plans,
EEO reviews.
A Foucauldian understanding of the links between discourse, knowledge and power
can help to explain these dynamics. As I discussed in the previous chapter, Foucault (1980)
has shown how particular ways of naming and describing 'reality' can become embedded in
practices that when institutionalised, can become normalised as powerful truth regimes that
can act to limit other ways of acting, knowing and indeed, being.
Groups who have the possibility o f ensuring that significant aspects of their ow11 reality are
reflected in prevailing conceptual categories thereby exercise power over other groups whose
situation and experience does not have this legitimacy as expressed in names, concepts and
definitions o f their reality (Elbaz, 1990, p.15).

Foucault also argued though, that where power is exercised, there too will be resistance
and the ever present possibility of the construction of a counter discourse and set of practices.
Frazer and Lacey have reminded us that "Social reality is not static. What 'counts' as
'medicine' or "liberalism' for example, varies over time ... and is the subject of negotiation,

87

Socialist feminism has similarly developed both theories (such as the theory about sexual divisions
of labour within analyses of unpaid dornestic labour and the stratified paid labour market) and practices (such
as agitation for the enacting of the Employment Equity Act, 1993, which (briefly) required job evaluations to be
carried out to ascertain comparative tasks, skill and remuneration levels in areas of men's and women's work).
Socialist feminism has not been always successful in winning a lasting legitilnising of its theoretical concepts
and arguments however. For example, the Employment Lquity Act was rapidly rescinded by the National
government, and there havc been protracted difficulties in achieving legislation for increased paid parental leave.
Socialist feminism could be seen therefore as a marginalised discourse. 'This is particularly so in the field of'
educational leadership, where the category of class is not usually problernatised. In contrast, liberal and radical
Seminisms have achieved some recognition for the problclnatic of gender in this field.
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dispute and conflict. We should not therefore expect the boundaries of discourses to be stable
or determinate" (1993, p. 17).88
As I worked my way through these ideas and the difficulties they pose for discourse
alialysis, I decided that a fine-grained argument about the "ategorising' and 'ordering' of
discursive types was not productive for the aims of my study. In fact, it could be counterproductive in ways similar to those noted in Chapter 1, in relation to the limitations of
theoretical taxonomies. I saw that I needed to focus on how discourse function,^ in sociocultural contexts (McNay, 1994). Thus my re-drafting of Chapters 6 and 7 set out to uncover
some of the discursive tensions, contradictions, co-options that have formed the context in
which the co-principalships emerged.
Afier completing this work, I went back to refine and extend my still largely embryonic
discourse analyses of the case narratives.
Using discourse analysis tools for a feminist poskstrrlcturalist account
For that Gnal stage of analysis, my aims were two fold. Firstly, I wanted to understand
whether and how a particular configuration of discourses was opening up sites for the
construction of the counter discourse (Hennessy, 1993; Kenway, 1995) of co-principalship.
In particular, I wanted identify whether and how dominant discourses were being resisted and
challenged, or reconstituted in the spoken and written language and practices of the coprincipalships. Secondly, I wanted to explore a feminist poststructuralist analysis of the links
between discourse and the constituting of individual subjectivities, collective identities and
wider socio-cultural hegemonies.
I decided that neither a very fine-grained linguistic analysis of grammar, transitivity,
field and so on, of the kind described by Threadgold (Kamler, 1997), nor an analysis of the
part played in meaning construction by non-verbal language features (such as pause and tone)
as suggested by Potter and Wetherell (1987), were appropriate for this part of my work. I
considered that these techniques could lead me 'down rabbit warrens' where I could get lost
in a maze of distracting detail. Instead, I kept in mind Elbaz's hcussing questions, and used
some of the critical discourse analysis ideas explained by Lulte (1995). Luke has maintained
that a glossary for critical discourse a~ialysisshould include "text, discourse, intertexuality,
genre, subjectivity, hegemony and ideology" (1 995, p. 12). In my approach, I eschewed the
Marxist term "ideology99(for reasons I explained in Chapter 4), and instead of looking at
genre, 1 used a focus on story and storying, because I see these as having a particularly uselul

88 'I'here are thus alternative possible interpretations of whether particular forms of feminism are theory
or discourse. For example, liberal ferninism could be seen as simply a theory, while EEO is considered as a
discursive formation that draws on other theories such critical theories of race and etl~nicity.Another
interpretation is that both liberal and radical ferninisms are discursive formations, while EEO and sexual
harassment are "hybrid discourses" (Frazer & I,acey, 1993) that have developed within the wider feminist
discursive field.
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place in a fcminist poststructuralist discourse analysis of subjectivity and collective identity.
Let me clucidate this point.
Stories told to rcsearchers are an individual's own constructions and perceptions of
events, and as such, they can be a "window" into how an individual is understanding what has
occurred (Armstrong, 1997, p.79). Further, though, stories told about daily lives ""nw from9'
cultures and back into them (l'lummcr, 1995). Seeing experience as inter-subjectively and
culturally constructed within fluid and often contradictory discursive fields of power and
knowledge can therefore also opcn up "a window inlon to the complicated worltings of
discourse9'(Armstrong, 1994, p.80). That is, not only can a feminist poststructuralist approach
to interpretation of interview texts offer a " more complex and dynamic analysis of subjectivity
than previous feminist accounts allowed" (ibid): in stories, we can document experiences as
"evidence" for analysis of discursively shaped power/hiowledge intersections.
In talting up these points, alongside using the interview transcripts and school
documents as texts for my analysis, I also used the descriptions of thc co-principals'
experiences and practices that I had written during my field work observations and
incorporated into my storying of the case narratives. This provided me with material to move
into the rather ambiguous area of discourse analysis of action. While my storied descriptions
have filtered action through the lense of my own subjectivity, as I analysed these parts of the
narratives I was thinking about how what people do is a significant component of a discursive
field, making up what Foucault (1980) called technologies of power. I found these parts of my
analysis the most difficult: it was a little lilte trying to catch a wisp of steam as it evaporates.
To briefly summarise how I actually did these analyses, I worked within an
understanding of discourse as re-occurring wordings and statements that cluster around a
theme (Foucault, 1972). I carried out a close reading of each sentence and paragraph in each
of the case narratives and I marked words and phrases that were appearing and re-appearing
within an individual's accounts, as well as across the accounts of several people and in the
documents I had quoted. (Luke (1995, p. 13) has termed the former "key words"s9 and the latter
"intertextuality.") As I did this, I noted in the page margins the broader discursive 'categories'
that I saw emerging, such as "professional discourse," "gender discourse."
During this work, I was looking for continuities and contradictions between the
discourses being expressed at the 'micro' level of the co-principalships and those I had
identified within policy documents and academic texts at the more 'macro level ofthe state
and educational academe. I was asking myself, how, meaning in what fornis, were academic
and political versions of the dominant discourses appearing in the ideas, co~iversationsand
strategies of those who were iiivolved in thc establishing of the co-principalships? What
evidence was there of any subjugated forms of Itnowledge? If the co-principalships were

He noted that these construct specialised meanings in a particular field of practice and belief',
dynamically shifting according to institutional and community contexts and in interaction with other discourscs
(Luke, 1995, p. 15).
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contributing to the building of a counter discourse of shared leadership, how was this being
constructed? Was there any evidence of such a counter discourse impacting on the dominant
discourse of school leadership as embodied in a single principal/ chief executive who is
accountable for all matters of school management? By this time, I understood Foucault's
comment thdt 6'usuallya discursive practice assembles a number of diverse disciplines or
sciences or crosses a certain number among them and regroups many of their individual
characteristics into a new and occasionally unexpected unity" (Foucault, 1977b, p.200). I was
loolting therefore for language and practices that might be re-weaving familiar ideas, that is,
disconnecting accepted logics and re-codifying them within 'new' resistant forms of meaning.
Hennessy9s(1 993) discussion of the ways that particular elements of discourse can be
de-articulated and re-articulated was helpful to me throughout my analysis.90Her approach to
ideology critique and analysis of language practices (in preconstructed discourse, lransverse
discourse, and intradiscourse) that contribute to the perpetuating of particular dominant
versions of and social arrangements in the world were discussed at some length in Chapter 4,
and I do not want to repeat that discussion here. Suffice to say that it assisted my thinking
about how particular gendered constructions of leadership were appearing and how new
formulations might be liberating for some women, yet constraining for others.
I used each of these discourse analysis tools alongside feminist poststructuralist
understandings about the ways in which discourses shape both individual forms of subjectivity
and our desires about appropriate ways of 'being9 (Davies, 1993; MacNaughton, 2000;
Weedon, 1987). The latter researchers have shown, for example, how discursive power can
be exercised through the invoking ofpersonal pleasure when we 'get right' particular gendered
ways of 'being.' Although I was 'freed up9 by arguments that there are productive processes
of power within interactions and negotiations over meaning, that is, power is not merely a
negative force, I was also mindful that within discourse, power can "attach to strategies of
domination as well as to those of resistance" (Sawicki, 1991, p.43). Thus I also looked for
ways that language interactions might be re-stitching pre-constructed gender discourses back
into 'new9ways of leading.
My analyses of the case narratives confirmed for me that three main discourses
(professional collaborative, managerial and feminist discourses of leadership and organisation)
were indeed woven through the co-principalship initiatives. I felt that I was beginning to

It also alerted me to areas where critique could be usefully employed throughout this thesis. In Chapter
3 for example, I have loolted at how elements of preconstructed essentialist ideas about 'women's nature' as
opposed to men's, are threaded into feminist discourses such as cultural ferninism's 'women's ways of leading'
and a discourse about feminist leadership as different from feminine leadership. Other feminists have
demonstrated (without using this term) that the preconstructed is "a powerful site for critical intervention"
(Hennessy, 1993, p.78). I look in Chapter 7 at some of their analyses of how a persistent thread of gender
opposition has run within and beneath masculinist leadership discourses that have eithcr silenced considerations
of women's participation in leadership or have constructed women as 'outside o f these practices. Such feminist
critiques o f a dominant I<nowledgesystem have contributed to the building of "counter-hegemonic knowledges"
(Kenway, 1995).
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understand, and hopefully, was going to be able to show "how large-scale social discourses
are systematically (or Sor that matter, unsystematically) manifest in everyday tall<and writing
in local sites9'(Luke, 1995,l I). I saw much evidence of what Foucault (1 980) identified as the
links between discourse, power and knowledge and evidcnce that supported feminist
poststrnctmralist understandings of the formation of individual subjectivity (navies, 1997;
MacNaughton, 2000; Weedon, 1987), collective identities and socio-cultural hegemonies
(Fraser, 1997). 1recorded these dynamics in the page margins alongside my identiiications or
particular discourses (see Appendix 2 for some examples from pp.5 and 9 of the Telford
narrative) and wrote copious reflective notes in my research journal (often in the middle of the
night, in case I lost a 'eureka9 insight!)
As I was beginning this work I read Praser's (1997) article on a feminist
poststructuralist pragmatic approach to discourse. I realised that this could provide me with
a useful way to order my analytical chapters. I could organise them into explorations of the
discursive shaping of individual co-principal subjectivities, followed by analyses of the
significance of inter-subjectivity in the formation of collective co-principal identities, followed
by an examination of how wider socio-cultural hegemonies were being expressed, agreed with
and/or contested within these collective social practices. Finally, 1 could focus on issues of
governmentality in an examination of the intersections between state level discourse and
practices and local school/individual micro level enactments.
This is the structure I have used in Part 111, where I present in Chapters1 1, 12, 13 and
14 my feminist poststructuralist discourse analyses that draw out also the linlts between
particular discursive formations and social and institutional practices that I argue were
significantly shaping how the co-principalship partnerships emerged and developed.

Conclusion: T o return to feminist research and a qulestioln of
po$itics
My description and justification of the research methodology and methods that I have
used show that I have forsworn "the comfort of a single feminist method or feminist
epistemology" (Fraser & Nicholson, 1990, p.35) and ventured into some rather 'choppy'
waters. This study does not Socus on a radical/cultural feminist examination ofgender relations
as the oppression of women by men; nor on an examination of diverse intersections of power
between women of different colour, race, class and sexuality and how these arc expericnced
within wider structuring forces. Altliougli women are central in thc strategies that are explored,
the study does not then "appcar to conform to the definition of politicised feminist researcl~
which was current in the 80s ... equated with collective feminist action as the only viable
form" (Armstrong, 1997, p.70).
Although 1 wanted to find out whether feminism had had any impact on the women's
initiatives, I did not set out to identify a collective approach to leadership as being feminist,
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nor to promote this as an emancipatory practice Sor women. It was not my aim to focus on
whether the co-principals were feminist or not, nor on what could be seen as defining their
practices as fetninist leadership, as was done in Strachan's (1997) study, and explored by
Grace (1995) and Hall (1996). Indeed, I left asking the women about their attitudes towards
feminism until the final stages of my fieldwork in each school, so that it would not feature
centrally in our interactions and ovcrtly 'colour' the women's responses to me. 'This may seem
to be duplicitous in terms of a feminist 'ethic' of 'ideologically open9research (Lather,l991).
However, as I designed the study to generate material that would enable an analysis of diverse
power relations in play around the initiation of a strategy for changing hierarchical forms of
leadership, that could in turn contribute to feminist understandings about such power relations
and the development of further strategic knowledges that could benefit women, I consider that
my stance is justifiable.
In that the research focusses on women's initiatives in three specific and different
socio-economic and ethnically mixed sites, it can be seen, however, to be conforming to what
has been suggested as a postmodern feminism that is "comparativist rather than universalising
... attuned to changes and contrasts instead of to covering laws ... replace(ing) unitary notions
of woman and feminine gender identity with plural and complexly constructed conceptions of
social identity" (Fraser & Nicholson, 1990, pp.34-35). Drawing on a Foucauldian approach,
it attempts an, albeit brief and limited, genealogy of "local struggles" within and against "the
effects of centralising powers" (Foucault, 1980, p.84).
In his commentary on Foucault9s writings, Cordon maintained that Foucault's work
raises the following kinds of questions.
(I ) A genealogical question. What kind of political relevance can enquiries into our
past have in making intelligible the 'objective conditions' of our social present, not only in its
visible crises and fissures but also the solidity of its unquestioned rationales?
(2) An archeological question. How can the production in our societies of sanctioned
fornis of rational discourse be analysed, in ways that include an adequate consideration of the
material, historical conditions that made them possible as well as drawing out their governing
systems of order, appropriation and exclusion?
(3) An ethical question. What kind of relations can the role and activity of the
intellectual establish between theoretical research, specialised knowledge and political
struggles?
(4) And a related question about power. What 'proper' use can be made of the concept
of power, and the mutual enwrapping, interaction and interdependence of power and
knowledge? (slightly adapted from Cordon, 1980, p.233).
I have found each of these questions instructive and they have influenced both my
research and the shaping of the final form of this thesis. in the process of this study 1have also
coi~ieto have considerable sympathy with Gibson-Graham's view of her role in feminist
research. She wrote:
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As a feminist researcher, I am coming to understand my political project as one of disc~~rsive
destabilisation ... Conversations can produce alternative discourses that entail new subject
positions, supplementing and supplanting those that currently exist. These new subject
positions crystallise power in new sites, enabling novel performances - individual or g r o ~ ~ p
interventions in a variety of social locations...In this way the creation of alternative discourses
subverts the power of existing disco~rrsesand contributes to their destabilisation (1994, p.
220).

In some ways the mid 1990s discursive field of competing characterisations of
cducational leadership in AotearodNcw Zealand could be seen as a central 'character9 in my
doctoral study, though perhaps that image is too strongly reifying of a set of often impalpable
forces. It is a significant focus ofmy analysis however, as the field of power relations in which
the action that the study documents occurred. As I explained in the previous chapter, power
is conceptualised in this study not as a top down, one-way force of oppression, but, following
Foucault, as weaving through both the people and the discourses which constitute their wdys
of 'being9 and acting, as school leaders, policy makers and enforcers, governors, parents,
students.
I do not see my study, however, as constructing new subject positions or 'enabling
novel performances" as did Gibson-Graham (1994, p.220). Rather I see it as documenting and
analysing women's resistances and agency, in partnership sometimes with men, and mostly
with each other, in their practices of a new form of primary principalship. In this way, I see the
study endorsing the importance of understandings of inter-subjectivity and inter-dependence
I
in human interactions. My hope is that it will contribute to our understandings of how women
and men can engage together in building strategic knowledges that will assist us to bring about
change towards a more just and inclusive society. As such, this study can be seen as feminist
research that is political.
Lather called for research designs that would allow both the researcher and the
researched to be in the words of the feminist singer-poet, Cris Williamson, ""the changer and
the changed" (1991, p.56). This research has certainly changed this researcher. It remains to
be seen whether 'the researched' have also been changed and whether the above goals can be
achieved.

CONTILNUITlES AND CONTRADICTIONS:

THE DISCURSIVE CONTEXT
AND THE CO-PRINCIPALSHIP NA

Apparatuses ofpower are always liable to forms ofre-appropriation,reversability and
re-utilisation, not only in tactical realignments from 'above,' but also in counteroffensives from "elow' (Gordon, 1980, p.256).
It is usually the case that a discursive practice assembles a number of diverse
disciplines or sciences or crosses a certain number among them and regroups many
of their individual characteristics into a new and occasionally unexpected unity
(Foucault, 1 977b, p.200).
The years between 1970 and the mid 1990s, when the women who are the centre of this
research entered teaching, developed their philosophies of education and leadership and
initiated their co-principalships, were a time of increasing discursive struggle over the nature
and purposes of education and educational leadership in this country. Within wider political
discourses of social democratic liberalism (the 'liberal-left9)and market liberalism (the "ew
right9),two ?mainstream' discourses of professional collaborative leadership and neo-liberal
managerialism came into kollisionj9with the latter winning ascendancy in the reform of
educational administration in the late 1980s. The hew' managerialism was embedded into a
string of education policies and legislation that shaped the conditions for teachers' work during
the 1990s - and the context for the emergence of the three primary school co-principalships.
For several reasons, the word shaping is important here. Policy making at the level of
the state is not a simple linear and neutral process of formulating guidelines for the
organisation and work o f a particular field. Policy statements are the outcome of debates over
political purposes and social meanings in specific economic, political and institutional settings
(Codd, 1994). As such, they are part of social struggles over "the ensemble of rules according
to which the true and the false are separated" and over which discourse will prevail (Foucault,
1980, p. 132). Further, policy making is a discursive practicc that procl'uces officially
saiictioned forms of truth and knowledge (Ball, 1993, p.14). In inalting possible some ways
of sccing and speaking reality while obscuring others, policy making and policy statements are
therefore not only linked to the exercise of power (Codd, 1994): they also shape subject
positions and possible ways of being (for example, ways or being a principal, a teacher, a
school trustee). 'Thus, struggles ovcr what meaning will 'count' in policy and legislation

involve also struggles over how identities, needs and relationships should be named and thus
constituted, or "brought into being9' (Yeatman, 1990, p. 154).
In the first two chaptcrs in this central part of the thesis, I use these Foucauldian tools
of analysis to discuss educational administration in Aotearoflew Zealand as a discursive field
of struggle over how educational leadership should be defined, practised and controlled. I do
not attempt to provide a full genealogy of the historical conditions that led to the emergence
of the discourse of market managerialism in education. For my later analyses of the coprincipalships, however, it is important to convey a sense of the contested nature ol' the
conditions that both enabled and constrained their initiation and establishment. In Chapter 6,
therefore, I focus firstly on the ways that social democratic discourses of professional
collaborative leadership were being constituted during the 1970s, 80s and 90s. I then discuss
debates within and between these constructions and those of the neo-liberal market
managerialism introduced in the re-structuring of the educational system. Following this, in
Chapter 7 I examine what could be called an area of subjugated knowledges (Foucault, 1980),
those of feminist critiques of hierarchical authority and leadership and a feminist discourse of
collective organisation. This chapter's analyses link with those presented earlier in Chapter3
and provide my interpretations of the ways in which feminism has become variously
significant in this country, in both public and educational leadership, including coprincipalships.
In these two chapters I am aiming to provide discourse analyses that work at the macro
level of state and educational system policy, as well as at the level of academic analyses of
institutional practices. I have selected some text samples that are illustrative of the ways that
particular discursive themes were being constituted and debated, focussing on uncovering the
discursive tensions, contradictions and co-options that have significantly impacted on the
initiation and trajectories of the three primary school co-principalships.
Then, in Chapters 8'9 and 10, I present the three co-principalship case narratives. Each
of these begin with a description of the school and its staff, in particular, the women who
initiated the co-principalships. Accounts of how the proposals for sharing the leadership were
developed, discussions and events that led to their appointments, negotiations around their
contracts and how the women developed their own models of co-principalship follow. Issues
that became significant in each school are detailed and an epilogue that explains the current
situation completes each narrative.
These three chapters provide in narrative form, descriptive answers for the first set of
research questions that I developed for this study. That is: Why did the three primary school
co-principalships emerge as they did, going against the grain of 'commonsense9
understandings of lcadcrship and dominant theories and regulations for 'effYcient9 school
management? I-low did they evolver? What issues emerged? To what extent, and for what
reasons, were the shared leaderships continued or discontinued? What, if any, part was gendcr
playing in influencing the initiation and trajectories of these prinlary school co-principalships?

The narratives describe the ideas and events that were seen as significant by the coprincipals, other staff, board members and, in the case of Hillcrest Avenue School, by teacher
trainees, parents and some of the children. 1 have also woven into each account commcnts
from my interviews with people in the education agencies. Extracts from documents held in
the schools (such as board and staff meeting minutes, the principa1s"To Do' Rook, school
review surveys, Education Review Office reports, curriculum planning documents and so on)
are used to illustrate or expand points. Hillcrest Avenue School was the first to establish its
co-principalship and this successful co-principalship is significant for this research. I begin
with its narrative and then present the Telford School and St Mary's School narratives, which
highlight different issues that contributed to both those school boards deciding to revert to a
sole principalship.
My purpose in each of these three chapters is to present rich and detailed material that
wherever possible lets the participants speak for themselves. Thus, within the constraints of
available space and the focus of this research, I have used many quotes from the interview
transcripts and school documents. Quotations that are taken from interviews with individuals
(all of whom have been given pseudonyms) are referenced by the interviewee's name or role,
the page number of the transcript of a single interview, preceded by the number of an interview
if there were more than one with that person. After the first mention of a single interview, only
the transcript page number is given subsequently.
In Part 111, I will interpret the co-principalship case narratives in the light of the
Chapter 6 and 7 discussions and my feminist poststructuralist toolkit. I will show how the coprincipals were variously drawing on often conflicting discursive elements and the gaps that
those contradictions exposed, to formulate their own counter, or resistant discourse (Hennessy,
1993; Kenway, 1995) of shared school leadership, and their own versions of a 'new' subject
position in this country - that of a co-principal.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCOURSES OF PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP
AND NEW PUBLIC MANAGEMENT (NPM)

Theoretical concepts of leadership and management do not "float freely in the
textboolcs of educational administration or in the prescriptions of technical primers of school
management" (Grace, 1995, p.26). They are embedded in and emerge out of shifiing historical
and cultural contexts, in which competing discursive versions of 'what counts' as knowledge
circulate. As such, the conceptualising of leadership and management is part of a wider
"general politics or rirgime of t r u t h in which normalising discourses are both produced and
contested (Foucault, 1980, p. 131). In this chapter, I identify and discuss shifting constructions
of and contestations over educational administration and leadership in AotearodNew Zealand.
My aim is to draw out particular socio-political contexts and discursive elements that I
identified during my research fieldwork as significant in the emergence and trajcctories of the
three primary school co-principalships.
In his analysis of the discursive formations of school leadership in thc UK, Grace
(1995) identified an educational professional collaborative leadership discourse as constructed
within the language and practices of post second world war social democracy. The latter aimcd
for social reconstruction that would provide better public services and increased democracy
and social j ~ s t i c efor all citizens. Grace described the "deal leader type9'that was seen as
needed in Britain's public service of the time, as "professionally expert (an example of
meritocratic success), committed to innovation (a modernizer) and consultative in operation
(a team leader)"(Grace, 199qp. 30).
In New Zealand's post-war development of a Keyncsian welfare state, some similar
public service aims and constructions of educational professionalism developed within
egalitarian, public good conceptions of education (Fraser, 1939; Department of Education,
1978; Renwick, 1979; Gordon, 1992). Educational administration was seen in this context as
"embodying values of consensus and social justice" (Codd, 1993, p. 154) and educational
leadership was understood as practised by the teaching profession as a whole (Department of
Education, 1976). In a rather unique (by world standards) close partnership with the national
Ilepartment of Education, teachers contributed to the development, as well as to thc
implementation, of national educational curriculum and teaching service policy (Capper &
Munro, 1990; Gordon, 1992). Gordon has pointed out that while there were democratic
advantages in this professionalism, in that it enabled teachers to expand their role beyond
teaching and enabled civil society to rnalte some demands of state education, there were also
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some limitations. Up until the 1970s the teaching profession was little motivated to
"investigate and solve the structural bases of social inequalities of class, gender and ethnicity"
(Cordon, 1992, p.26). It was not until the 1970s and 80s, that the education system began
responding to calls from women and Maori in particular, for changes in curriculum, and to a
lesser degree, in educational leadership representation.
In these contexts, the 'good school principal9 in AotearoahJew Zealand could be
described as very similar to the 'good headteacher' in Britain: a gifted teacher and leader
amateur, who was a cornpctent organiser and administrator, consultative and focused on
pedagogy and people (Grace, 1995, pp.34-5). Professional educational leadership during the
19'70s and early 80s in Aotearoa/New Zealand, was also influenced, however, by various
management theories and approaches 'imported' from overseas, especially from the US and
the UK. Blase and Anderson (1995, p.141) have noted that in the US9 although the
principalship began as the notion of ""principal teacher," through the influence of scientific
management, principals became increasingly distanced from teachers and more involved in
administrative concerns. In the UK, Grace has described how management discourse and
practices were introduced in Britain within the comprehensive school reforms ofthe 1960s and
70s, which resulted in larger schools and an argued need for enhanced management strategies.
A new literature of education management:was created by educational researchers and local
headteachers ("gifted amateurs") who created training manuals that, among other things,
"legitimated concepts such as 'the senior management team,' management by objectives,' the
'management of human resources"' (Grace, 1995, p.35). The consultative version of
bureaucratic school management which emerged in Britain was theoretically informed by
human relations concerns. This "attempted to realise notions of professional collegiality,
consultative management and shared decision making" and to more fully involve community
members in partnership with school professionals (ibid, p.3 8). Grace concluded, however, that
limitations in achieving the broad ranging socially democratic goals for school leadership (for
example, individual headteacher styles could endorse autocracy and there was reluctance on
the part of some professionals to enable greater community involvemcnt in their work)
provided the conditions for New Right ideological attacks on state education in the UK and
the introduction there of market forms of managerialism (p.39).
Grace's analysis helps to illuminate the ways that professional school leadership was
being constituted and challenged during the 1970s, 80s and 90s in AotearoalNew Zealand. In
the first part of this chapter I focus on professional constructions of leadership discourse. 1
analyse some Department of Education documents and academic texts, to show how dil'ferent
educational professio~~al
lcadcrship discourses have constructed teamwork within the language
of collaborative planning, shared decision-making and collegiality. 1 will demonstrate
however, that a (sometimes masculinist) hierarchy and elitism, and a professional/'lay9divide
have remained threaded through the prcvailing collegial, collaborative democratic professional
discourses.
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In the second part of the chapter, I draw on the writing of academics Boston, Martin,
Pallot and Walsh (1996) and other scholars to trace how, during the 1980s, politicians, in
alliance with powerful economic interest groups in the Treasury and the Business Roundtable,
were working to create an education market 'regulated' by both competition and legal
managerial forms of accountability. I describe how particular discursive elements can be
identified in the Ncw Zealand model of public management (NPM) that was imposed across
the whole of the state sector in the late 80s. Then, in the third part of the chapter, I outline the
main asgumelits of review reports, policy documents and legislation for educational
administration, which were produced as past of the corisequcnt restructuring of educational
ad~iiinistration.These discussions will demonstrate how in the NPM discourse in education,
the school principal is required to be a chief executive, who will rationalise staffing, finances,
plant and curriculum offerings to male the school more efficient, effective and competitive
within an education market environment. I will show also, how the skills and aptitudes
endorsed for school leadership are those associated with economic, technical and rational
forms of management (Codd, 1990). These analyses are followed in the fourth part of the
chapter, by my discussion of professional educators' wide ranging criticisms and resistances
to the rationales and practices of what Peters and Marshall (1996) have called the
"busnocratic" discourse of corporate school leadership.
In the final section, I present a discourse analysis of a report entitled Professional
Leadership in Primary Schools, which was published by the Education Review Office in 1996.
My aim here is to show how elements of both professional collaborative leadership discourses
and market managerial discourse have been incorporated into the 1990s state discourse on
educational administration.
As these discussions are read, it must be remembered that until 1989, within the
centralised bureaucratic education system in AotearoalNew ZeaIand,9' primary teachers and
schools were positioned differently to secondaryteachers and schools. There was, for example,
a different promotion system: Department of Education officers inspected and graded primary
school teachers, while secondary teacher advancement was supervised by their heads of
department and principals. Primary schools have also traditiolially encouraged and enjoyed
much closcr relationships between teachers and parents than secondary schools. In the reviews
and restructuring of educational administration in the late 1980s, however, primary and
secondary school teachers were treated largely as a homogeneous group. I have chosen
therefore, to discuss in this chapter text samples that illuminate views of schooling structures
and practices that have been commonly applied to both sectors.

" The education system was centrally funded and governed by national Education Acts and regulations
which gave inspection powers and advice1suppo1-troles to the national Department of Education. As I have noted,
the Department was responsible also, in partnership with teacher proressionals, for initiating and supporting
developments in curriculum and pedagogy. While primary schools were administered by regional Educational
Boards, each secondary school had their own elected parent Board of Governors. The latter formed the
'prototype' for parent boards of trustees in the Tomorrow's Schools local school management model.
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Three versions of professioraafi leadership discourse
Over the last three decades in Aotearoa/New Zealand, professional school leadership
has been variously constituted within educational versions of bureaucratic," cultural" and
democratic ideas and practices. In the 1970s the principal was constructed as primarily an
instructional leader who had administrative responsibilities (professional discourse). During
the 1980s, a bureaucratic version of this discourse became more prominent. This positioned
the principal at the head of senior and middle management structures, working ~ollaboratively
with staft More latterly in the 1990s, in a 'hybrid' version of that discourse (Frazer & Lacey,
l993), the principal has been conceivcd as a builder of a school's shared vision and culture,
whose role is to transform teaching and learning through encouraging teachers' collaborative
reflection on their practice (transformative, cultural management. discoursc). In both the
bureaucratic and transformative/cultural management discourses, the principal has been
positioned as the school's communicator, negotiator and figurehead in relations with the
school community, with community partnership configured as professional consultation with
parents, or reporting to them. Although these leadership discourses have largely normalised
a split between professionals in the school and parents in the community, a more democratic
partnership has been in circulation also throughout these years,
discourse of school/comm~~nity
as the following discussion will show.

A professional democratic discourse: Towards P~rknersh@((19%)
In the Department of Education review report, Towards Partnershe (1976), a
democratic cliscolrrse was promoted in arguments for an increased involvement of parents and
students in school decision making. Such arguments have surfaced periodically during the last
three decades, running against the grain of the more hierarchical bureaucratic and managerial
discourses. I want to show, however, how elements of a professional discourse that constructs
a professional/lay divide, have weakened these arguments. My discussion will also draw out

92 Ball (1987) has succinctly defined bureaucratic educational leadership. Organisational control is
position-oriented rather than person-oriented and information and influence are constructed as flowing through
"formal channels and structures . . . with duties and responsibilities fixed and limited at each level" (p.101). The
principal is constituted as "a chief executive.. . surrounded and supported by a senior management team . .. each
with delegated areas of responsibility specified in written terms of reference and job descriptions," working
within a formal structure of meetings and committees, which have written terms of reference, an agenda and
recorded minutes (ibid). 'The principal relates to the rest of the staff througli this team, often through memoranda
or formal announcements. Teaching and learning goals for the scliool are set out in terms of aims and objectives,
against which achievements can be rncasured.

" Cultural as used here, refers to organisational culture (Schein, 1985). 'This perspective examines
cultures that form within group interactions and the sets of valucs, beliefs and practices that develop and
influence 'thc way we do things around here,'
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how leaderslnip in education was being understood at this time, as the domain of all teachers,
not just the principal.
Towards Partnership was the report of a review of secondary education produced for
the Department of Education by a team of predominantly education professionals - eight
school principals, four tertiary educators, threc school board members and three Deparlmental
. ~ ~ team investigated participation in
officers, along with three 'community' r n e r n b ~ r sThis
school decision making and the conditions for enhancing community involvement in schools.
Their report supported devolution of central a~lthority,power and responsibility to local
schools (Department of Education, 1996, p.78).
The reviewers strongly supported teachers' professionalism, to the extent that I could
find only one specific mention ofthe subject position ofprincipal: "In large secondary schools,
the principal and senior staff spcnd much oftheir time on administration" (p.79). The current
divide between principals as managers of teacher workers was not evident at all in their report:
indeed, they wanted all teachers to have "increased training in management skills9'(ibid). 'The
main concern though, was to promote democratic learning partnerships between teachers,
students and the school community. The reviewers noted that "Although the teacher has a
leadership role, he (sic) is also a partner in learning ... To be both leader and colleague is
difficult but this is the role expected of the teacher9' (p.62).
Thus, unlilte the Treasury report of 1987, which characterised education as weakened
from "provider capture," the Towards Partnership report did not 'knock9 teachers or teacher
collegiality and participation in decisions such as those "affecting their supply, service and
conduct" ( ~ . 7 5 ) Teachers
.~~
were implicitly criticised, however, for the ways that parent
participation had been "confined" to matters of little consequence. The centralising of most
decision making in the Department of Education was identified also as a factor militating
against the growth of good relationships between schools, parents and communities. The
reviewers argued that school professionals needed to find ways to build closer partnerships
with "the community" ("lay" people). Towards that end, they advocated that ""shoo1 boards
need to report to the local community, if they are to look after and transmit the interests of that
community" (p.36).
It was further argued that democratic processes of collaboration and consultation
needed to be extended beyond involving parents, to include students in the running of the
school and in the development of school curriculums, within the national guidelines (13.37).
The reviewers stated that, "If the school is to become a learning community, students must bc
given responsibility and trust" (p.63), through involving them in such things as choosing
options, planning programmes, deciding on rules and discipline. Echoing (though not
O4 From IJEB Industries, the Catholic Women's League, Trade Union. Ofthe 21 members ofthis review
team, only 5 were women.

95

It is somewhat ironical then, that parts of their argument that individual school autonomy should be
encouraged, foreshadowed the restructuring of education in 1989 that eroded teacher professionalism.
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ltnowingly) ideas being promoted about this time in Norway, during the initiation there ol'
shared school leaderships, the reviewers argued that:
schools should do inore to foster democratic values... Students need to know that group policy
is notjust the sum of its various separate members, but somethingworked out co-operalively...
with a corporate responsibility to democratic decisions (p.64).
For this thesis's later analysis of how the primary school co-principals negotiated (and
in some cases, tried to reconstruct), varying notions of sharcd decision making and democratic
involvement of different communities, it is worth looking at how 'comm~mity'was being
represented by the authors of Towards Partnership. They defined it as meaning "those people
living in a geographic area together with those who, for various purposes, spend a considerable
amount of time in that area, and those people who share social relationships and cultural
values" (p.29). It was also pointed out however, that New Zealand society was "pluralistic,"
with "communities that are not homogeneous (but) composed of people with differing ideas,
values and hopes" (p.3 1).These conflicting consensus and pluralist meanings were threaded
through the report's central arguments, giving rise to some contradictions and rather tangled
arguments in places. For example, while advocating increased community participation in
schools, the reviewers were concerned that this "lay" involvement should not threaten
teachers' professionalism, nor under-mine their confidence (Department of Education, 1 976,
p.31). They wrote, "We do not accept that parents and the community should make
professional decisions about education that affect what is taught and how it is taught" (ibid).
Asking who is speaking in this part of the text can alert us to how a professional form
of power was being exercised here. 'Ihe majority of the reviewers had professional affiliations
and it would seem fair to assume that their view prevailed as a consequence of an exercising
of their institutionally based power to define the terms of any debate over the nature of a
professional/lay divide. It needs to be noted here that during the 1970s educators were
engaging in political struggles over their claims to be a profession. Although it was
acltnowledged in the Marshall Report on the registration and discipline of teachers, that
teachers were employees of the public service who had a "captive clientele" because ofthe
compulsory nature of education (Department of Education, 1978, section 3.2), teaching was
being claimed as an area of specialised service by those who possess a body of expest
Itnowledge. The latter, it was argued (by both Department of Education officers and teachers)
gave educators the right and the responsibility to regulate and discipline their members within
professional codes of ethical practice (Department of Education, 1978; Renwick, 1979).
Struggles between teachers and the state over thcse matters and more latterly, teacher
accountability, continued throughout the 1980s and 1990s, culrninaiing in the attempts by a
coalition of the slate and business interests, within the restructuring of educational
administration, to re-regulate control over educational provision and worl<forces(Capper &
Munro, 1990; Gordon, 1992; Robertson, 1999). These struggles over tlic meanings and
practices of teachers' professionalisni, which include struggles over what should count as
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professional leadership, are a significant part of the context in which the co-principalships
emerged.
It was the struggles between teachers and parents that were the main focus of the
Towards Partnership report, however. In a section sub-titled, Who spealnsfor the community?
the reviewers noted that teachers often faced "conflicting pressures from active minorities ...
and the most vocal group does not necessarily represent community opinion9' (p.3 I)." The
writers were of the opinion that it was partly as a consequence of these pressures, that parent
participation in school decision making had been confined to ""matters that are often
inconsequential or of low level assistance" (p.34).
It is interesting to think about who is being silenced in this part of the reviewers9
discussions of "the community." Silence has been identified by feminist and indigenous
researchers as a significant factor in the dis-empowerment of minority groups(Court, 1989;
Smith, 1999; Waitere-Ang, 1999; Weis & Fine, 1993). In Towards Partnership, a rather
complex silencing dynamic can be detected in the way that some parents were marked as
"vocal minorities" in contrast to those described as the "inarticulate majority." It is implied
here, that by claiming attention for their own issues the minorities were somehow
disenfranchising the majority. This construction obscures, however, how the assumptions and
opinions of a dominant group do not actually need to be articulated: they are largely
normalised, taken for granted as 'the way things are9 (Gramsci, 1971;Johnston, 1 998).
Yet, on a closer reading of the report's constructions of the community as made up of
either "vocal minorities" or an "inarticulate majority," all the parents seem to be 'damned if
they did and damned if they did not' speak up. As members of vocal minorities they were
construed to be applying pressure to 'get their own way' and as members of the 'silent9
majority, they were judged as standing back and not taking part. The reviewers advocated that
parents needed to be awakened to their responsibility' to become involved. However, in
discussing teachers as professionals and parents and community members as "lay9'people, the
report positions teachers as superior in status and knowledge to parents. Thus, a
"lay/professional" divide that discursively legitimates a view that parents should keep out of
areas of teachers' 'expert' work, was being re-inscribed, despite the stated views that a
partnership should be developed.
What I have been trying to show in this part of my analysis, is how links between
knowledge and power can be forged tlrrough discursive "dividing practices" that
groups (Foucault, 1980; Waitere-Ang, 1999).The case narratives will
disenfranchise partic~~lar
illustrate how the professionalllay divide posed difficulties for some parents in the co-principal
schools and my later analyses will open up how this discourse of differelice can be probiematic
for the development or more democratic and fruitful teacherlpare~itpartnerships ill education.
My discussion here has also drawn attention to the ways that groups designated as niinorities

" This statement incorporates moves fsorn a pluralistic to a consensus view oi'community, without
problematising the inherent contradictions.
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can be presented as potentially disrupting a so-called community consensus and lzarmony.
Social differences of gender, class, race and ethnicity, and the ways that such factors may have
been impacting on struggles between parents and teachers over decision making in schools,
were not considered at all in this report however, and so those differences were 'counted out9
of consideration: that is, subjugated, as Foucault (1980) termed it. 'This supports Gordon's
(1992) claim that teacher professionalism was not adequately giving attention to social
inequalities in their communities. Issues of social inequality constructed around the divides
of class and ethnicity emerged as particularly significant in my research at Telford School,
though the thrcads of gendered inequalities emerge also in the narratives of the other two coprincipalships.
The influence in education of a libcral feminist discourse can be detected, however, in
the comments in Towards PartnershQ that the under-representation of women in leadership
positions was "seinforcing sex stereotypes for students who do not see women making
important administrative decisions in the school community or in education generally"
(Department of Education, 1976, p.7). Two pages of descriptions of the constraints on
women's promotion anticipated the findings of the later research into teacher career and
promotions (Whitcombe, 1982). It is worth noting here that Ros I-leinz, an active feminist
educator, was a member of the review team. A normalised masculinist view of school
leadership persisted in the report, however, in that the principal and teachers were still refessed
to as "hee throughout the report.
Professional bureaucratic discourse: Managemend and Ahiaisdratbn (41984)

It is interesting to compare the tone and arguments of the previous report with a
document about management and decision making produced by the Department of Education
nearly a decade later. This docurrlent presents a 'snapshot9 of how the work of principals and
middle managers in schools was being constituted by the Department of Education within a
more explicitly bureaucratic discourse. Management andAdministration (1984) illustrates how
this discourse was incorporating the collegial team management and management by
objectives approaches, which were noted by Grace (1995) in his analysis of the UK discursive
constructions of social democrati~professional leadership. Significantly, there is no mention
of teacher leadership at all in Management andddministration: the principal was constituted
as the school leader. The document is also interesting for the ways it reveals that little
movement had been made in Aotearoa/New Zealand (as in the UK) towards breaking down
the laylprofessional divide in school decision making.
Produced by two (male) inspectors in the Department of Education, in collaboration
with a seconded secondary school principal, Management and Adminislration was intended
as a nianagcrnent training resource document that inspectors could use during their work with
teachers in schools. Its purpose was to help them "to effect change towards improving school
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management and developing the professional expertise of those involved," by "creating
awareness of 'key areas"' in thc work of management and administration (Department of
Education, 1989.2). The resource document included an overview and sets of questions for
each ofthc "key areas considered important in school management and administration" (p.2).
These were listed as ""communication, environment and climate, professional development,
resources, school development and goals" (p.3).
A bureaucratic view of management is clear in the way the principal was positioned
as heading up senior and middle management personnel. A top-down pyramidal chain of
communication and control from principal senior management + heads of dcpartment -,
teachers, was unproblernatically noted as the structure of an "effective" school. Lines of
communication were formalised, detailed as passing "upwards, downwards and across the
school" through "meetings, newsletters, manuals, assemblies." Within this bureaucratic
hierarchy, job descriptions were advocated as necessary "to clarify roles and assist the
delegation of tasks."
A 'softer' human resource management hybridyof bureaucratic discourse appeared
in statements that middle and senior managers were expected to be exercising with "their"
staff, skills such as being able to listen, observe, build relationships and morale, develop self
esteem, promote equality and job satisfaction. School worlting relationships were constituted
in this way as collaborative, with both heads of department (middle) and senior managers
(assistant and deputy principals) described as "worlting with" others within the staffing
structures. In the further specifying of "instructional leadership" as "the development of
others" through "in-class supervision ... in-service training ... and observation opportunities"
(pp.4, 9- 1O), elements of a specifically educational version of bureaucratic management
discourse also appeared.
A liberal equal opportunities discourse (Middleton, 1992; Sayers & Tremaine, 1994)
was articulated alongside the previous discursive strands, in statements that managers should
work for the inclusion of6'marginalised groups," and in questions about whether managers'
communication methods ""sow cultural sensitivity9'and whether their management practices
"acknowledge equality of opportunity." While these phrases indicate a recognition of the
existence of unequal power relations, the challenge to these does not go beyond toleration of
difference and an acceptance that equal access to opportunities is beneficial. As I noted in
Chapter 3, an EEO discourse does not enable an argument for increased democratic decision
making through a dismantling of structural hierarchies, (an argument that was proposed in the
I-Iillcrest&venue co-principalship - scc Chapter 8) as it is framed within assumptions that
equality can be achieved by a re-ordering within the given hierarchies and structures.
While Management and Administration positionecjl the principal at the top of a
hierarchy of control within the school, it also coilstituted the principal as a co-ordinator of
"collaboration between professionals and communication with their school community." On
Grst reading, the last statenlent sounds rather like the version of democratic discourse
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articulated in Towards Partnership. In Management and Administration however, the
professionalllay divide was not problematised at all. On a closer reading it is clear that
collaboration was perceived as occurring "within " the school between school professionals,
with only communication '?om " them ""2 the community. In this relationship, the principal
was positioned as a negotiator and public relations expert, who needed to "listen, be courteous
and balance the rights and needs of minorities and majority" and to "explain decisions" to
parents and the community (p.40). In these ways, the community was placed outside of the
school. Underpinning a silence about any involvement of parents in the making ofdecisions,
are assumptions that a professionalllay divide was natural and neutral and that the principal
was in a legitimately hierarchical position of authority to mediate this divide.
In this document, the Department of Education can be seen to be positioning itself in
a collegial relationship alongside teachers and principals. The writers envisaged that
Management and Administration would be given, during "school rcport visits ... to staff, who
will, if time is short, respond in writing to areas in it that strike responsive chords9'(p.3). The
final phrase indicates a level of choice for school personnel that was certainly not part of the
1990s' Education Review Office auditing brief. (I explain this later.) The collegial character
of the relationship that existed in the early 80s between some Department of Education
inspectors and teachers in their liaison schools, can be illustrated by the following personal
anecdote. In 1984, when I was worlcing as an assistant principal in a rural co-educational
secondary school, during a school inspection I aslced an inspector what the Department was
developing in relation to management training and review. We talked about the management
by objectives approach and a week later, I received Management and Administration in the
mail, with a note that it was at that stage confidential, but that I might find it useful. This kind
of collegiality was to be characterised by Treasury officials in 1987 as "provider capture" and
approaches to improving the quality of teaching and management within a new right
managerial discourse of linear and legal forms of accountability were argued by them to be
necessary to break down these kinds of "interest group9'collaborations. It was these arguments
that made the initiation of the co-principalships difficult, as the case nasratives will show.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the rising currency in education in the UK and the US
of business forms of managerialism during these years, that discourse also made an appearance
in Management and Administration (Grace, 1995; Korba, 1982). It was stated that "specific
training in management slcills is as much needed for educational managers as it is for managers
in industry" (p.37). Ball (1 987) has pointed out similarities between the hierarchically ordered
"

divisions of roles and control lines in bureaucratic and business or irldustrial models of school
managerialism that work within "the structures, rclationships and processcs of the factory "
(Ball, 1987, p.96). There are some differences though, between the management by objectives
approach being promoted by the Department of Education in Aotearoa/New Zealand in 1984
and the business matrix, or split roles approach, that was suggested for some co-principalships
in the US in the early 1980s.
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As 1 explained in Chapter 2, it was argued in the US that the instructional leadership
and administrative management tasks of principalship should be split between dual coprincipals (Thurman, 1969; Shockley & Smith, 1981; Korba, 1982). In the 1984 Department
of Education's suggestions for a professional management by objectives approach, however,
the links between teaching and management were emphasised, not the divisions and
distinctions between the two kinds of work. Thus an educative management was proposed, in
statements such as: "There is overlap between the skills you use in managing a classroom and
those required to manage aspects of a school's operation"; "the prime task of school
management is to improve the quality ofteaching and learning" (p.37); "the student is always
the first concern9'(p. 1). Although within the new managerialism in AotearodNcw Zealand,
these links were later severed,97in two of the co-principalships, the linking of teaching and
management was a specific goal, and this was developed in practice in all three.
The co-principalships also prioritised the place of values in educational leadership.
This element of professional work was not really highlighted in Management and
Administration, although it did note that there were limitations in focussing on only the
structural aspects of management. It was stated that "To be complete, any approach must also
focus on the ends to which school administrative structures are directed, the values of the
school - those beliefs and practices that make one school more effective than another"
(Department of Education, 1984, p.2).
Thus, this document illustrates the kinds of intersecting and sometimes contradictory
discourses that were in circulation in the field of educational leadership and management
during the 1980s: professional, bureaucratic, managerial and the beginnings of what I call a
cultural discourse of education management. (All these discourses are evident in tlie case
narratives of this study> This document was both reflecting some existing school
administration practices and contributing to the development of new ones. Here too, we can
see similarities to what was happening overseas, where acadeniics were collaborating with
school professionals to constitute 'new' discourses of educational leadership (Grace, 1995).
Ideas advanced in nilanagement and Administration were incorporatcd by the Department of
Education into introductory pamphlets on school management that were made widely available
during the mid 1980s and which drew on the academic writing and in-service training work
of Tom Prebble and David Stewart. 1 look at this area next.

97

In the New Zealand model ofNPM roles were split across the whole education system. Ilivisions were
instigated between those who make policy (the Ministry of Education), those who govern implemcnlation (boards
of trustees), those who manage implementation (principals), those who carry out thc actual work of
implementation (teachers) and those who audit implementation (ERO).
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Transformative leadershiplckalture management: The R@flecdil"ve
&"ri~c@a&
(1993)

A collaborative version of leadership that can transform leadership/followership
relations is the heart of an organisational culture management approach which has becornc
increasingly influential during the last decade, both here and overseas (Angus, 1989; Carlson,
1996; Gronn, 1996; Stewart & Prebble, 1993; Sergiovanni, 1 99 1 ). In this section, I want to
show how both bureaucratic and managerial discursive elements persist within constructions
of this educational leadership approach in Aotearoa/New Zealand. I have chosen for my
discussion, some texts that were familiar to the women who developed the co-principalships.
Indeed, most of them attended courses on developing reflective practices in school leadership
run by David Stewart and had his books in their school staff libraries.
Stewart was a practising school principal who became a university
academic/consultant. He collaborated with academic Tom Prebble, in thc writing of three
influential boolts which were included in both university courses and practical training courses
for educational professionals aspiring to, or worlting in, school leadership positions. The stated
aims in the first book, School Developmenl: Stralegiesfor Eflective k n a g e m e n t (Prebble &
Stewart, 1981) and its sequels, Making it Happen (Stewast & Prebble, 1985) and The
Reflective Principal: School Development Within a Learning Community (Stewast & Prebble,
1993), were to provide a ""laining resource for ... practising school administrators ... a set of
good working theories, conceptual tools which can be applied in everyday work" (Prebble &
Stewast, 1981). The first two boolts described how a principal could manage a whole school
developmental approach to on-going improvement through involving staff in an action
research cycle of investigation, intervention, reflection and action. In the third book, The
Reflective Principal, Stewart and Prebble acknowledged that many schools could not muster
the level of commitment and energy required and they narrowed the focus on to what they saw
as the central roles of the school principal in school improvement.
In The Reflective Principal, the principal was constituted as a transformative leader
(Burns, 1978),98whose work was pivotal to the success of the self managing school. Stewast
and Prebble described the transformative leader's role as follows: to generate a shared vision
for the school learning community and to build stafrs critical reflection on practice (Schon,
1987; Sergiovanni, 1991; Smyth, 1989b) and mutual accountability (Kraus, 1980) through
involving them in pasticipatory decision making (Leithwood & Montgomery, 1984). In this
role, the principal should identify a set of core values, bcliefs and practices and socialise
teachers into these, so that organisational members will develop a "passionate coinmitmcnt"

" Burns (1978) defined transformational leadership as occurring when "one or more persons engages
with another in such a way that the leaders and the followers raise one another to higher levels of motivation and
morality ... worlting for common purposes ... (having) a transforming effect on both" (p.20). Stewart and I'rebble
cite Sergiovanni's pithy distinction between .transactional leadership, as "what gets rewarded gels donenand
transformational leadership as "what is rewarding gets done" (Sergiovanni, 1992, pp.41-45) to support their
argument for the latter approach.
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to the core culture, transforming it into a learning community (1993, pp. 188-9). Careful
management of the school's culture by the principal was argued to be an effective and
necessary way to achieve this work (Schein, 1985). Some "explicit, structured and shared"
activities were suggested, including aspects of the writers' own earlier school development
model alongside techniques of total quality management such as quality learning circles
(Stewart & Prebble, 1993, p. 121).
While the development of a learning community is a laudable aim and the accounts of
transformational leadership endorsed shared planning and decision malting, symbolic hierarchy
was normalised in Prebble and Stewart's portrayal of the principal. For example, they stated
that:
(I)n a very real sense, the principal personifies the school, its culture and its mission. In this
respect, the principal is like the decorated prow of a ceremonial canoe: at the head of the
institution, showing the way, leading by example and extremely visible. The figurehead role
may ... convey an aura of wider authority on school leadership ... as a trusted community
leader (p. 19 1 ).

Fusther, despite Stewart and Prebble's disclaimer that "The study of control takes us
not into the technology of domination and manipulation, but towards the values and practices
... of participative management" (p.43), their presentation of "strong leadership" as culture
management advocated what arc, in effect, manipulative strategies. They stated that "careful
management of communication networks within the school will be a key tactic" in achieving
the goals of transformative leadership (p. 190). Principals were advised to use hislher "unique
position, to channel communication and debate9' (p.190, my emphasis), to act as an
"i~iterpreter~"
and to encourage all members ofthe school "to relate all their plans, expectations
and perceptions to their understanding of the core culture9' (ibid). Neither the implicit
hierarchy, nor potential for manipulation within transforrnative ieadership discourse was
problematised by Stewart and Prebble, however. Indeed, they argued that culture management
was a "useful mechanism9'for the principal to develop cohesion, continuity and agreement in
their school, where "norms of behaviour are established, rituals and taboos are adhered to, rites
are recognised and celebrated, and events and relationships form a web of consistent and
confirming interactions9' (1993, p. 188). A Foucauldian view of power as exercised through
disciplinary practices and the discursive construction of cultural norms illuminates the
'underbelly' of these so-called collegial, collaborative cultural management strategies.
Foucault argued that modern forms of governmentality are not just about regulating
individuals through rules and surveillance, but also about "employing tactics ... to arrange
things ill such a way that such and such ends may be achieved" (Foucault, 1991, p.95). The
question must be asked then, within such approaches what exactly is being transformed?
'I'he ethical problems that can arise within a principal's use of their status and authority
to 'transform9a school culture, through shaping and controlling information channels and what
people are expected to do and think, are not commented on by Stewart and Prchblc.
Contradictions arise within this ?ransCormative culture management' amalgam ofthe elements
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of collaboration, participation and mutuality with an implicit promotion of one pcrson9sview
(the principal's) of what counts as vision, direction and worthwhile values. For examplc, a
view of the principal as a transformational leader who is responsible to "shape and share a
vision which gives point to the work of others" (Handy, 1992), hooks us into old ideas of
leadcrship as based in personal charisma, as reflected in Carlson9s (1996) view of
transformational leadership as "facilitating change ... through having and articulating a vision,
creating enthusiasm and support through charisma" (p. 142). Such a view of leadership has
bcen criticised as exclusionary and impositional by both critical (Angus, 1989; Grace, 1997;
Smyth, 1989a) and poststructuralist analysts (English, 1994; Maxcy, 1995). These writers have
called for radical re-evaluations of hierarchical and 'salvationist9 or 'hero' mindsets that lead
people to accept that some people are born with leadership qualities and that institutions and
organisations need such people.
Critics have pointed out also, the disjunctions between claims of democratic
collegiality and school micro-political realities of hierarchical power relations where the
principal holds veto power and final accountability for all management decisions (Ball, 1987;
Blase & Anderson, 1995; Hargreaves, 1991; Wallace & Hall, 1994; Weldon, 1993). While
arguments for an empowering and collaborative leadership that builds "mutual accountability9'
pervade The Reflective Principal, significant dilemmas and contradictions emerge in practice
when principals are identified in law as individually accountable for the management of their
schools. Stewart and Prebble themselves alluded to this difficulty in their criticisms of the
system of teacher and principal appraisal and performance management, which is now
mandatory as part of the new public management in education. They pointed out that "if a
team is at work, it does not make much sense to look closely at the activities of one member
in isolation from the team9' (1993, p. 199). They attempted to solve this problem by arguing
that in collaborative school cultures, principal appraisal should become more like school selfreview (ibid). It seems from their account, however, that principals can tale the lead role in
changing the ways teachers think, act, work and take the figurehead status and higher
management salary for leading a learning community, but when it comes to judgments about
the worth or success of what they have put in place, then responsibility and accountability is
to be shared. There is clearly an ethical problem here, if the principal can claim praise for
vision and direction, but the teachers may get the criticisms when things go wrong.
Angus (1989, p. 87) argued that in a more democratic approach, "power and authority
would be regarded as reciprocal, relational concepts... and reform can be assestcd from below
by participants," supporting Foster's (1 989) view that leaders have to engage in dialectics,
exchanges with followers that involve negotiations around visions and ideas. Iostcr argued
that in such situations, the followers "may in turn, become leaders themselves, renegotiating
thc particular agenda" (pp. 42-43). Foster was pointing here towards a democratic
reformulating of leadership, but the problem remains that embedded hierarchical structures
persist in schools, weakening any efforts made towards an equalising of power. I-iierarchical
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splits between managers and teachers place principals at the apex of salary and status pyramids
of control, caught in both ethical and practical dilemmas if they wish to share power fully with
others in their school comm~mities.Within a school management model that places the
principal as in charge, or ""svercign"as Southworth (1993) put it, a collaborative principal can
be perceived as "only developing teacher interaction as a vehicle for the implementation of his
or her wishes."
I-Iargreaves (1 99 1) termed the latter "contrived collegiality." 1-Ie argued that this can
result from "the exercise of organisational power by control-conscious administrators," where
collegiality could be "either a managerial imposition . .. or a co-opting ofteachers to fulfilling
administrative purposes and external mandates - ie. a management of consent" (I4argreaves9
1991, p.5 l).9%e described the features of contrived collegiality as administratively regulated
and compulsory (as when teachers' collaboration is required, such as in mandatory peer
coaching, team teaching);'OOimplementation oriented; controlled in terms of purposes, time,
placement; and predictable in outcomes (1 991, pp.53 - 4).
T o sum up &;busfar

Collaboration/collegiality and community/partnership have been significant, but
contested, themes in the literature about school leadership throughout the last two to three
decades. While Southworth (1994) identified the elements of collaborative leadership in
education as 6'co-operation, communication, continuity, co-ordination, collaboration,
b CP v\
consistency, coherence and collegiality9'(p.29), it ha~~pomnted
out that professional collegiality
can be contrived as a result of managerial manipulation of teachers9 involvement in an
imposed 'shared' school culture (EIargreaves, 1991). In the examples of the discursive
formation ofprcflessional collaborative leadership that I have discussed, there has been a shift
from this being constructed as exercised by all teachers, to being basically the role of the
principal. The principal has been positioned somewhat contradictorily, as a team person who,
while believing that leadership is something you do with other people (Wylie, 1997, p.3), is
also 'in charge' of the work of teachers and representing them in dealings with the school
co~nmunity(parents). The collaborative principal has been constructed as consulting others,
but implanting and building a vision in the school, and as an educative leader who is focused
on improving teaching and learning by 'working with' teachers through relationship building
and participatory decision-making. In actual school working relationships however, such

O9 Blase and Anderson (1 995) showed how the latter can occur through a form of cognitive politics what they call the control of ideology.

'0° For example, the use ofquality learning circles could become requircd, such as happened in Norway,
when teachers were required to meet in school time for organised collaborative work on planning and decision
malting, resulting in them feeling powerless and apathetic (Klette, 1997).
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partnerships have been enacted within bureaucratic hierarchical structures and micro-political
dynamics that divide administrators and teachers and parents from educators.
In the next part of this chapter I explain the background to the rise of new public
management in AotearoalMew Zealand and outline its main features. The section after this will
trace how existing contradictions within constructions ofprofessional collaborative leadership
and conflicts between these and market managerialism have been exacerbated within the
"contrary currents" (Wyl ie, 1995) of the recent restructuring of educational administration.

New Public Management (NPM)
In the discourses that have become known in this country as market managcrialism, the
theme of 'management for efficiency and accountability9 can be seen as the lynchpin of an
emerging 'regime of truth' that has been "linked in a circular relation with systems of power
which produce and sustain it, and to effects of power which it induces and which extend it"
(Foucault, 1980 ,p.20). In the following discussions, I draw on this idea and a Foucauldian
understanding of power (as produced and dispersed within social interactions and practices)
to examine the constituting of market rnanagerialism within the public sector in AotearoalMew
Zealand.
Background to the rise of a daiscursbe formation

Policies for the restructuring of the state and of education emerged in this country
"within the nexus of government, the Treasury, State Services Commission, the Reserve Bank
and the Business Roundtable," being constructed at "the intersection of power and influence
exerted by a relatively small, close knit group of politicians, businessmen, bankers and
bureaucrats" (Peters et al., 1994, p.266). During the mid to late 1980s, this convergence of
political and economic interests was successful in 'rolling back' the welfare state (Codd et al.,
1990, pp.7-21 ) . In what has been termed the "sevolution" in the state and public sector
management (Boston et al., 1996), a competitive market economy was introduced (Kelsey,
1995).
The genesis for the promotion of this "enterprise culture" (Peters, 1996) has been
attributed to a range of factors. There is general agreement though, that it emerged out of a
decade of prolonged economic crisis in the aftermath of the oil shocks of the 1970s, and
declines in profit that were due partly to a breakdown within the country, of the capital/labour
compromise under Keynesian welfarism (Roper, 1991, p.46). The ensuing crisis of political
legitimation prepared the ground for a withdrawal of the state. In the reformers' discourse it
was argued that the proliferation of governmental bureaucracies had accelerated overspending
and contributed to the economic crisis, so thcre was a need to reduce costs and improve
"allocative and productive efficiency9'(Boston et al, 1996, p.4). As well as this however, the
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focus was turned onto improving "the effectivcness of government programmes and the
accountability and the quality of goods and services produced by the public sector" and onto
reducing "the opportunities for non-transparent use of public power" (ibid). The latter was
linked by the Treasury with the notion of 'provider capture.'
In their Brief lo the Incoming Governmenl: Economic i2lanagemenl, thc Treasury
(1984) argued that the main role of government was management of the economy and that a
restructuring of the public sector along competitive market lines was necessary to improvc
accountability and remove exploitative provider capture. Treasury stated that "without the
constraints of the market there are opportunities for public service providers to maximise their
own interests rather than to maximise the interests of their clients5'(1 984, p.257). It was further
maintained that giving all individuals in society opportunities to exercise choice in their social
as well as their business transactions, would force providers of public services to improve the
quality and efficiency of their service or goods. That is, competition would act as a 'natural9
control over provider capture and ensure the increased accountability of public servants,
including educational professionals.
The promotion of market liberalism by the 1,abour Lange-Douglas government has
been linlced with what occurred in British Thatcherism and Reagonomics in the US and the
introductions there of competitive market economies (Codd, 1993b; Whitty, 1997). In
Aotearoa/New Zealand, however, it has been argued that neoclassical economics "has been
spectacularly successful in giving ideological coherence" to the reformers' agendas for state
economic lnanagenient (Roper, 1991, p.47). This coherence, along with the speed and extent
of the state restructuring, is perhaps unique to this country (Boston et al., 1996). The Treasury
has been identified as a 'key player9 here. In a time of economic crisis, the Treasury was
particularly strategically placed to promotc its own economic rationalism and theories about
a wide range of social and political issues. Commentators have pointed out that the
combination of the highly centralised naturc of the New Zealand state and Treasury's
"traditional function of financial controller" enabled Treasury officials to become involved in
the "whole gamut of governmental activities" (Whitwell, 1986, p.20) and to have a huge
influence on policy making. Indeed, Codd maintained that the Treasury briefing papers to the
incoming (Labour) government, Economic Management (1984), provided "the blueprint" for
the Labour government's monetarist reforms (Codd, 1994, p.45).
After they were elected to government in 1984, Labour moved rapidly towards
m~netarism,'~'
with the introduction of 'Rogernomics' driving the programme of economic
deregulation and the shiFt from public service to commercial activities by the state. After their
re-election in 1987, the changes from a social welfidre state to a minimalist state and market
economy were rapidly effected through a carefully planned and organised restructuring of all
state agcncies within the new public management model. Roger Douglas, the then Minister of
101

This move occurred despite their campaigning on traditional Labour platforlns that included equity
policies for disadvantaged groups silch as women and Maori (Middleton, 1992).
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Ikance, commented later that reform should be implemcnted "by quantum leaps. Moving step
by step lets vested interests mobilise. Big paclcagcs neutralist them. Speed is essential"(1'eters
et al., 1994, p.259). While Olssen and Morris Matthews (1995) have warned against oversimplified understandings of the restructuring as a conspiracy hatched between business and
knew right' politicalleconomic interests,lo2Douglas showed in liis spcech just how carefully
planned were the moves to shifi New Zealand into an enterprise culture.

NPM: knitting a 'new' model of state administration
Foucault argued that within 'newly' emergent discursive formations there is likely to
be a re-combination of several pre-existing threads "into a new and occasionally unexpected
unity " (Foucault, 1977b, p.200). Many commentator^'^^ havc illustrated the cogency of this
insight in their analyses of the theoretical threads in the 'new' public management model that
was developed and imposed across the public service during the restructuring of the state.
These analyses have shown how a view of individuals as acquisitive and motivated primarily
by self-interest is common to all four of the theories of public choice, principallagency
relations, transaction cost economics and the 'new' managerialism. The amalgamation of these
theories not only informed the arguments and model for the restructuring of the public sector;
as I will show in the last part of this chapter, they were later embedded in policy for
restructuring educational administration, in some contradictory combinations with elements
of the professional educational leadership constructions I have already discussed.
What then, are the arguments and viewpoints of the discursive strands of the new
public management?

Public choice theory
This theory emerged out of studies of the motivations and behaviours of individuals
as politicians, voters and bureaucrats, which were analysed within economic rationalism, a
discursive construction of all human interactions as economic exchanges. Tulloclc (1 965)
argued that individuals' political and economic behaviour is conflated; that is, individuals will
seek to maximise their own economic and political advantage, whether it be through their
cfforts to make a profit in business or to win votes as a politician. In public choice theory
people are constituted as "rational utility maximisers" (Buchanan, 1978, p.17); that is, as
primarily seeking opportunities and malting choices that will better their social, economic and

lo2 'I'hese writers also notcd that while the 'new right' is a term that has been used to refer to an alliancc
of business, economic, political and conservative social groups, "the cohesiveness of those groups should not
be exaggerated" (Olsscn & Morris Matthews, 1995 ).

'03 See, for example, (Roston et al., 1996; Codd, 1993a; Wylic, 1995; Robertson, 1998). See also the
authors in a special two volume edition of the New Zealand Journal of Educational Studies (1 999).
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political situations. Thus there is no such thing in public choice theory as 'the public good'
because as Middleton put it, society is only a set of "atomised, competitive and acquisitive9'
individuals (Middleton, 1998,p.10). Indeed, according to Boston et a1 (1996, p. 17),the concept
of public service, or ethical concerns about the public interest, have becn treated with some
cynicism by public choice theorists because these arc seen as areas that can be easily
manipulated.
Influenced by this view of people's behaviour as governed primarily by self interest,
public choice theorists have maintained that powerful interest groups can rise, particularly in
the political and bureaucratic arenas, and capture resources (through building up their own
constituencies or department budgets for example). It is argued that 66institutionalrigidities"
(such as top heavy bureaucracies whose processes are weighed down with 'red tape9) can
develop in ways that "threaten individual liberty" (Boston el al., 1996, p. 18). Although the
pursuit of self-interest in the marketplace can result in some socially desirable outcomes where
the whole group may benefit from the entrepreneurialism of particular members, this is not
seen as occurring necessarily by design.lo4For these reasons, it is argued that society needs to
develop institutions that will align an individual's opportunistic behaviour with others, "so that
individual behaviour will further the interests of the group, small or large, local ofnational"
(Buchanan, 1978, p. 17). Minimising the role of the state is seen by public choice theorists as
one way of protecting society against the worst excesses of political self-interest. So too is the
separating of policy making from policy implementation, so that 'bias' can not occur.
The Treasury took up these views to argue, in Economic Management, that competition
between providers of a service or goods would give individuals opportunities to exercise
choice in their transactions, and so through the mechanism of the market, individual freedoms
accountability could be enhanced (The Treasury, 1984). In Codd9sview, this Treasury
document was particularly influential in the discursive construction of a form of economic
rationalism that:
advocated the replacement ofthe state's distributive role with the allocative role ofthe market
and promoted the view that market exchanges extend the domain of choice, thereby reducing
the amount of government intervention in the lives of citizens and promoting the sum total of
individual liberty (Codd, 1994, p.45).

Woven into the New Zealand model of public management alongside public choice
theory is principallagency theory. This views all of "social and political life as a series of
'contracts,' or agreed relationships, between one party (a principal) and another (an agent),

'"t is ironical that self-interest within the marketplace can achieve social good, but self-interest within
professional groups is seen (by the Treasury in its 1987 analysis of education, for example) as a provider capture
that militates against social benefits.
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where the agent agrees to carry out various taslts or responsibilitics for a principal in return for
a mutually agreed reward" (Boston ct al, 1996, p. 19). This version of exchange theory sees
contracts as the most rational way of ensuring that conflicts of self (and group) interest are
avoided and/or controlled. Contracts can be both formal, legally explicit documents (such as
a lease agreement, or terms of employment), and relational - that is, relatively loose
understandings that are based on mutual trust and co-operation, such as marriage (p.20). In
both kinds of contracts though, it is thought that it is important to work out "optimal
contractual arrangements" (p.2 1).
Within this approach, attention is focused on devising smoothly functioning contractual
arrangements that can exploit the opportunistic self interest of the agent, as a motivating Factor.
The aim is to exploit this opportunism to the maximum level possible within the hazards of
various uncertainties, such as incomplete information and the difficulty of not being able to
observe all of an agent's behaviour. Principallagency theorists see this past of contractualism
as hazardous, because all individuals (agents) are understood to be "self-seeking with guile9'
(Williamson, 1985, p.45). There is a concern, therefore, to tightly specify all parts of an
agreement so that agents will not be able to get away with "shirking, deception, cheating and
collusion" (Boston et al, 1996, p.20).
Avoiding multiple accountabilities is also considered important. To reduce
opportunities for agents to 'slip through the net9and to ensure that accountabilities can be tied
to particular individuals, agents should not be placed in the position of having to balance dual
or conflicting demands of more than one principal. It is this kind of reasoning that resulted in
the delineating of single and straight-line accountability structures, (recently tied to
performance standards and pay) as the preferred management approach within the competitive
and contractual state settlement that emerged at the beginning of the 1990s (Robertson,
1 998).'05Contractual forms of labour control were institutionalised across all of the public and
private sector, beginning with the contracting out of particular services to consultants within
tightly framed agreements on all aspects of the tasks, and moving into the widespread
'unpiclting' of collective labour agreements and the passing of the Employment Contracts Act
in 1991, which legislated these forms of industrial relations. l o b
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This approach coheres with other aspects of the NPM institutional model for the public sector, such
as a preference for divided over inclusive responsibility, short hierarchies, like with like (on the basis of purpose
or the kind of service) and single purpose over ~nultipurpose organisations (Boston et al, 1996, p.8 1).
I o 6 During the time of this research, individual employment contracts were agrccd between the Ministry
of Education and principals of primary schools. Tlie aim of dismantling collective 'provider capture' by
professional school leaders in this sector of education, was to all intents and purposes then achieved, it seemed.
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Transaction cost economics
Within the Ncw Zealand public management model there are two other theoretical
approaches, transaction-cost analysis and the 'new' managerialism, both of which contribute
alongside the previous two theories to the enhancing of hierarchical control. Transaction-cost
economics is an approach to economic management that also sees individuals as self interested
and oppostunistic. In its aims to cut costs however, its focus is more on devising cost efficient
structures for organising exchanges of physical goods, than on the individuals involved (as in
the focus of the previous two theories). This approach examines "comparative costs of
planning, adapting and monitoring task completion" (Boston et al, 1996, p.22). Such systems
arc seen as important because people are argued to have only a 'bounded9form of rationality.
'This means, according to Treasury exponents (19887, Vol. 1.1I), that humans lack the ability
"to comprehend fully the nature of their eiivironment, to anticipate or devise strategies to cope
with change or to communicate effectively with each other9' (presumably such bounded
rationality does not apply to the Treasury officials who wrote this document - a strange
contradiction!)

This narrow view of rationality is parallelled in the knew9 managerialism, which
assumes that a generic form of management can deal with a range of variables in every area
of private and public entesprise. As a consequence of an assumption in the NPM model that
business and private sector systems are more efficient than public sector practices, there is a
lifting of business practices (and the language of business) into the public sector, including
education. To support the drive for efficiency, a raft of managerial strategies is promoted, such
as tightly specified job descriptions tied to performance monitoring and strategic planning.
Ironically, this is not new, but merely a reinvented technicist approach that draws on Taylor's
(191 1) system of so-called scientific management (Codd,1990), Taylor specified time and
labour components of tasks and organised their completion in assembly line processes. ']The
aim then, as now, was to cut costs.

The main elements of the New Public Management model have been summariscd by
Boston and his colleagues (1 996, p.26) as embodying:
the belief that private and public organisations can and shoi~ldbe managed on more or less
the same basis;
a shift to accountability for results (output, outcomes, performance targets);
an cmphasis on generic inanagesnent skills;
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the devolution ofmanagement control coupled with the development of improved reporting,
monitoring and accountability mechanisms;
the disaggregation of large bureaucratic structures into quasi-autonomous agencies, and
separation of policy advice from delivery and regulatory functions;
a preference for private ownership, contestable provision and the contracting out of most
publicly funded services;
a shift from relational to classical modes of short-term and tightly specified contracting;
the imitation of private sector practices such as strategic planning, performance agreements,
new management information systems and a greater concern for corporate image;
a preference for monetary incentives rather than non-monetary incentives, such as ethics,
ethos and status;
a stress on cost-cutting, efficiency and cut-back management.

The managerial discourse that has emerged through the amalgamation of the above
approaches and theories constitutes social and work relations as existing in a market in which
people are positioned as providers, clients, sellers, buyers. Social interactions are constituted
as being about making choices and taking initiatives that are predominantly to do with
consumerism. Although the notion of choice is promoted, because this discourse constructs
a managed market (Scott, 1989), choices and subject positions are not as equal, or equitable
as they may seem at first glance. Powerful positions are those of the chief executive, the
manager, the employer and arguably, the client; a less powerful position is that of a worker and
the unemployed person is positioned %t the bottom of the heap.' Whatever the subject position
that is taken up, within the New Public Management version of market managerialism, people
are seen as primarily opportunistic - rational utility maximisers who are basically selfish and
untrustworthy because they are motivated primarily by self interest. In this discourse, provider
capture emerges as almost an inevitable threat to be guarded against. Thus, contractual forms
of agreement and management systems that define and tightly specify tasks, performance
criteria and accountability lines, are constructed as necessary, as well as the most efficient and
effective forms of control.
For the purposes of the present study, it is significant that this has become a dominant
discourse for public management in AotearoaNew Zealand, including the field of educational
leadership. There is little mention of the word leadership in this discursive formation,
however. In a separation between governance and management, leadership is subsumed in a
technicist approach to policy making and separated from management, which is constructed
as merely implementation (through strategic planning, co-ordinating, monitoring and reporting
on task and goal achievement) of policies that are made 'elsewhere.'
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Restructuring education 1987-1990: state discourses of
edllacational mamagement
In the following discussions, I set out to show how the thcoretical underpinnings of the
Ncw Zealand market NPM discourse, were taken up and articulated in the Labour
government's policies for educational reform alongside some ofthe elements of aprofessional
discourse of educational leadership. Unsurprisingly, there are some contradictory
consequences. My discussion outlines the main arguments of significant policy documcnts
produced between 1989 - 90, and these will then be further analysed and critiqued in the flnal
part of the chapter.
Goverament 8aanagemend (3987): Treasury and the anarkectising sf education
The reform of educational administration largely followed the blueprint for state sector
reform. 'The discourses and rationales outlined in the previous section emerged in the central
arguments of the Treasuryio7in their brief to the incoming (Labour) government, Governrnenl
Managemen2 Vol 11: Education Issues (The Treasury, 1987). It was argued there that education
needed to be more closely linked into the needs of business and the economy and should be
subject to the same kinds of analysis as other areas of the market (Treaswy, 1987, pp. 27,33).
This reflected Treasury's view of education as a commodity, a service that could be chosen
as a private individual "choice9'for developing skills needed in the market, rather than a public
good to be provided for all.
Treasury maintained that the model of state funded and controlled education had not
perhrmed well, despite ii~creasedfmding (pp. 37-38;140). This ""n;ediocril.j" was linked to
a situation where teachers and other educational providers were argued to be more motivated
by self-interested agendas than by concerns about their "consumers" - students and their
parents (pp.37-38). The Treasury can be seen to be co-opting here the earlier calls for the
greater involvement of parents in an education 6partnership."08 Rather than calling for
collaborative partnerships, however, competition was argued to be the best way to improve

'07 Although the particular Form of state restructuring in this country was in many ways the 'brainchild'
of 'Treasuly and their political partners (particularly Iioger Douglas, as finance minister of the Labour
government), the State Services Comlnission also had significant input into the planning and implementation of
the changes. In Dale and Jesson's (Dale & Jesson, 1993) view, the SSC recolnmendations to Goverlilnent about
a bureaucratic re-organisation of state agencies halbeen more influential in education than the Treasury
recommendations about competitive privatisation. For most of the period involved in this research (ie. 1994-99),
the SSC remained influential in education as the government's employing agent.

'08 Within the restructuring of education, these arguments were rearticulated however, into a new public
management discourse that split local school governance as the role of parent boards of trustees from
management as the role of principals.
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accountability to various constituent groups. It would also eliminate the proIessional 66"povider
capture" that had contributed to inefficiencies and inequities in schools.
Alongside this form of market accountability, the Treasury also advocated national
monitoring of schools to ensure that they could be held accountable for the use ofpublic funds
and resources @. 1 08). Thus, within the Treasury's promotion of a deccntralised market model
of education, centralised control over and monitoring oC funding was maintained.
Accountability was tied into state level economic agendas and shifted away from professional
claims that accountability involves ethical forms of service within mutual relations of
responsibility and trust (NZEI, 1986).
If this document is viewed in the light of the documents I discussed in the first part oS
this chapter, Towards Partnership (Department of Education, 1976) and Management and
Education (Department of Education, 1984), it can be seen that there were some grounds for
the criticism that schools were distancing themselves from parents and their communities. The
call in Towards Parlnership (1976) for more parent involvement in schools, was supplemented
by reports revealing weaknesses in the bureaucratic system (Barrington, 1991). The
Curriculum Review (1987) carried out between 1985-6, confirmed that many parents,
especially MSiori parents, felt dis-empowered. Within the long-standing effects of earlier
assimilatory policies and institutionally racist practices in education, Maori claims for more
equitable provision of education for their children were clearly justified. Struggles over
equitable provisioil of schooling for girls also indicated that professional accountabilities did
need some revision. Despite the Treasury claims that the education system was an inert, topheavy bureaucracy ripe for radical overhaul, the Curriculum Review (1987) provides evidence
that the educational state agents were already moving to improve educational provision, and
that they were working through extensive consultation with schools and their parent groups.
Throughout the 1980s, however, as had been the case earlier, parent school committees had
little say in matters of curriculum, pedagogy or school internal management - these remained
in the professional sphere.
Adnzinisterimg f i r Excellence (1988): contradictions and compromises
In July 1987 a team appointed by David 1,ange (the then Minister of Education) and
headed by Brian Picot (a successful business man), was given the task of reviewing the
education system. The Picot Report, Administeringfor Excellence: Eflectjve Administration
in Education - Reporl of he Tuskforce for the Review of Educational Administrution
(Department of Education, 1988a), reflected much of the language and themes of the ~ i c w
public management approach to restructuring. Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the mix of people
in the review team (it included educational professionals, business peoplc and a T'reasury
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representative)'09,it also contained many contradictions in the views it presented about the
educational workforce and the ways efficiency and effectiveness should be achieved.
In terms of the education system as a whole, this was described as being on the one
hand, a ""culture of dependence," with individuals and institutions relying on excessive central
decision making (p.25), and as slow to respond to schools' requests and the needs of particular
groups. The latter criticisms were often made by teachers and principals with wliom I have
worked. On the other hand, the system was also described as being "vulnerable to pressure
group politics" where consumer, professional or geographical interesbvere intent on capturing
resources to furthcr their own self-interests (p.23). The inf-luence of a public choice and
principallagency view of individuals is evident here.
However, schools were described also as needing to be "partnerships between the
teaching staff (the professionals) and the community" (p.xi), where teachers and parents would
together "determine what is to be taught and learned" (p.46). Throughout the report, an
emphasis was placed on collaboration and partnership. The principal was positioned as a
"helper" of teachers (in collaborative appraisals) and as "a professional and instructional
leaderyywhose collaborative relationship with staff "must be protected and enhanced," so that
all staff members "are able to contribute towards a continuing examination of what the
institution is for" (pp.5 1 -2,68). The many endorsements of collegiality and partnership read
as if they have been taken out of Towards Partnership and The Re?JlectivePrincipal, where
collaborative relationships were presented within a context of professional ethics and trust.
The constructions of collaboration and partnership in the report were placed, however,
alongside the advocating of a model of executive management, where, for example, "only the
principal can make final decisions on professional matters" (p.52) and where the principal was
required to control andjudge teachers9performance (p.5 1). This hierarchical form of executive
management was endorsed in statements maintaining that effectiveness could be achieved only
through defining "a hierarchy of objectives and priorities at all levels of the administrative
structure" (p.42) and through clarifying the nature of individual accountabilities. 'lo achieve
the latter, it was stated that:
care should be taken to separate particular activities: individuals or organisations must not
have responsibilities that are in conflict ... those who are accountable must know who thcy are
accountable to: the lines of accountability must be clear (pp.42-3).
'l'he school's charter was to "define the purposes of the institution and the intended
outcomes for students." As "the 'lynchpin' of the structure," it was to "act as a contract
between the community and institution, and the institution and the state," and to be used for
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1he team included some prominent educators with varying views and understandings about equity
and educational management - a school principal, an academic and a College of Education teacher educatoribtiik.
two
representatives from the State Services Comrnission and [he Treasury (seconded, part-time), a Department ofp
A f i i r s researcher, and two businessmen, both company directors.
r 7
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independent review and audit to ensure that each institution could bc held accounkable for
meeting its objectives (ibid). "O
Overall then, the Picot recommendations for changes to administration can be seen to
be pushing in two directions - towards a democratic form of collaboration between educational
professionals ill partnership with their local school communities, and towards a hierarchical
system of line management. Within the arguments about the need for linear, single line forms
of individual accountability, a principallagency theory view of accountability as an issue that
needed addressing was evident. The perceived need to control opportunistic individuals
underpinned recommendations that there should be a 66"sparatingof particular activities" to
avoid "overlapping" and conflicts in responsibility. 'The latter were constructed as a problem
as they could muddy the capability of management to sort out who could be called to account
for mistakes. 'The assumption that the holding of multiple responsibilities opened up
opportunities for individuals to collude with others to promote their own interests, can be seen
to inform the recommendation that "Those who have responsibility for a particular task cannot
also be the sole judge of the effectiveness of performing that task" (p.42). At the level of
policy it was stated also that ""'Tokeep policy free of self-interest the Ministry will have no part
in the provision of education services." Rather, the separating of policy malting, from
implementation and from auditlreview of that implementation should be ensured. Thus the
establishment of an independent Review and Audit agency was recommended to provide a
mechanism for holding each institution accountable "for meeting the objectives set out in its
charter" (p.xi) and that agency should itself be accountable to the Minister.
A basic mistrust of individuals that emerges out of the theorising of individual
motivation as only ever tied to self interest has shaped the arguments in the report that
accountability needed to be carefully 'tied down.' For example, it warned that:
On occasion accountability can be split, with a particular individual or agency being
responsible to more than one other individuallagency for different aspects of the same task.
When this happens, the different accountabilities should be clearly delineated and there
should be no conflict between them (p.43).

Codd (1 999) later called the policies that arose out ofthese recommendations, "policies
of distrust," because they paid little or no respect to professional autonomy and responsibility.
While I have been indicating that a rosy idealism should not cloudjudgements about the nature
of professional accountability, to undermine its conceptualising as endorsing altruism and
ethical service (as in the NZEI Code ofEthics, 1986, for example), was running the risk of
6tlirowingthe baby out with the bath water.'
Accountability in terms of achieviiig an efficient use of public funds was also
emphasised in the Picot Report (p.43). This is not a goal that nceds contesting. I-Iowever, a
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It was recommended that the charter be approved nationally by the Minister through the Ministry,
and that the principal should bc responsible for the development ofthe charter "within national guidelines ... in
consultation with staff and the community."
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public choice reduction of social interactions to cconomic exchanges redefined the rclationship
between parents and teachers into one of "consumers and providers." Here, open
communication was reportcd to be needed, not just to provide each of the people centrally
involved in a child's learning with information that would assist that learning, but also to
provide "consumers with a way of checking on the exercise of power and responsibility within
the system" (that is, a way to control professional provider capture). It was needed too,
according to the report, to provide consumers with "a basis for choice." {Jnspoken in this
statement is the Treasury9s assumption that consumer choice will lead to competition between
schools, ensuring improvements in teacher standards and accountability. In this market form
of accountability (where parents, as consumers of education for their children, have the right
to shift their children if their needs are not being met in a pasticular school), choice is limited
to the exercise of exit, as Gordon (I 994a) has pointed out. Further, this market playing field
is not equal: for example, the cost of bussing a child across town is out of the reach of some
parents.
At the time of the release of the Picot Report, two themes were given prominence in
the media: an over-large, inefficient education bureaucracy had been captured by educational
providers and parents should have more 'say9 in the running of their children's schools. As is
clear from the focus of the document Towards Parlnership and the findings of the Curriculum
Review, these themes were likely to evoke support for reform.

Tomorrow's Schools (1988); Education Act (1989): contracted autonomy and
governance/maraagement ambiguities
The state policy document Tomorrow's IS'chools (Department of Education, 1988b)
released soon after the Picot report, began with a personal message from David Lange headed:
""The Education of Our Children - Your Chance to be Involved" (p.iii). In this document,
increased partnership between "the professionals and the particular community in which (the
school) is located" was heralded, but simultaneously hedged in the statement that this would
occur "within the overall national guidelines set by the state" (p. 1).
Tomorrow S Schools encapsulated most of the recommendations and arguments of the
Picot Report, but the emphasis on collaboration did not appear. This policy constituted the
principal more as a middle manager, responsiblc in the first instance to herlhis school's parent
board of trustees, and in effect, running the school for the board. The emphasis throughout the
first 19 pages of the 43 page document was placed on the responsibilities of the board.
Although it was noted that the board should work in collaboration with the principal and/or
the staff9the principal's role as a "professional leader9'(p. 10) was diminished to management
responsibilities. 'These were detailed in half a page as: preparatory work on the charter,
allocation of duties among stalf, ddeelopmellt of perforniance objectives for staff atid measures
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to assess that pcrf'ormaiice, supplying inibrmation about registration of beginning teachers and
keeping parents informed about thcir children's progress (p. 1I).
Partnership with parents was a dominant theme throughout Tomorrow ',s Schools, but
a tension between local autonomy and central control is clearly evident in this document,
particularly in the sections on the place of the charter. In a shift of responsibility from the
principal to the board, it was stated that "While the board is responsible for the overall
preparation of the charter, thc dctails will be determined by the community and the teaching
staff working together9' to decide the school's aims, objectives and standards "within the
national guidelines9'(p.4). Charters here sound somewhat like a provisional educational plan
for development - a familiar and useful conccpt for most educators - and the community
participation theme sounds exactly like the recommendations made in the review report
Towards Partnership. In carrying over the Picot recommendations that the charter be "a
contract between the state and the institution," as well as "between the institution and its
community" (p.4), contractually agreed requirements between the school boards and the state
were embedded to auditing schools' meeting of national requirements and objectives.
When the new system came into being with the passing of the Education Act 1989, a
separation of education policy and audit functions and accountabilities from each other, as well
as from those involved with the implementation of policy was achieved through abolishing the
central Department of Education and regional offices. Together, these had previously dealt
with matters of property, finance and personnel supervision, as well as professional guidance
in staff and curriculum development. These institutions were replaced with a central policy
making body (the Ministry of Education), audit agency (the Education Review Office), and
as a consequence of the Education Amendment Act, a standards setting agency, the
Qualifications Authority (as well as several other single purpose agencies, such as the Careers
Service, the Special Education Service).
Governance of each school, within the terms of its charter signed with the Minister of
Education, became the responsibility of local school boards of trustees that were made up in
the main of parent representatives elected every three years. As governors of their local
schools, boards of trustees were given some discretion in decision making across a wider range
of administrative areas than was previously the casc, including resource allocation, staff
appointments (including the principal), support services and staff development. However, as
noted abovc, limits were set on local autonomy through the mechanism of the cliarter and its
contractual form of accountability to the state agencies at the centre.
The principal was constituted now as botli a member of the board and its ""c~icf
executive," charged with the management of the school and its implementing of cliarter
policies. Clcar distinctions between governance and management were not made in the
Bduca~ionAct, 1989. Section 75 stated that: "a school's Board has complete discretion to
control the management of the school as it thinks fit," and Section 76 stated that "the school's
principal is the Board's chief executive in relation to the school's control and management ...
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and shall comply with the Board's policy direction." Section 76 also stated howcvcr, that the
principal "has complete discretion to manage as the principal thinks fit the day to day
administration." The word "management" was applied rather loosely here to the roles of both
the board and the principal (O'Sullivan, 1998). It appears that while the board has overall
management "control" (does this mean authority to make all final decisions?) the principal has
"day to day" management control. The boundaries between these two spheres of influence and
control are blurred. In a later attempt by the Ministry of Education (I 997a) to clarify board and
principal responsibilities and roles, it was stated that the board "should not be involved in the
day to day running of the school." As O'Sullivan has pointcd out, however, the usc of the word
"should" rather than "must9', indicates that the Ministry was only expressing an opinion rather
than a legislated requirement (O'Sullivan, 1998, p.180). The applying of the word
"management9' to the work of the boards of trustees indicates also, that they are not policy
makers in their own right, but more like agents of the state, required to work within tightly
constrained and stringently audited requirements for school administration (Ballantyne, 1997,
p. 18).
Foucault's (1991) questions about the nature of government within dispersed, yet
simultaneously centralising exercises of power, resonate with this analysis. These are questions
such as: "How to govern oneself, how to be governed, how to govern others, by whom the
people will accept being governed, how to become the best possible governor"(Foucault, 1991,
p.87). Such questions have become increasingly significant within widely dispersed postmodern challenges to traditional forms of authority and sovereign forms of power. While in
recent years power relations in many western societies have become progressively elaborated,
rationalised and centralised within state institutions, Foucault pointed out that where power
is exercised, there too is resistance (Foucault, 1982, p.224). This thesis explores these
dynamics within the co-principalship initiatives, which illustrate how distinctions between
board governance and principal management roles as constituted in the educational
restructuring in this country, have remained unclear for many boards of trustees and parents.
The ambiguity of the distinctions has contributed to opening up opportunities for some rnultilevelled struggles over power, between school boards and the state, between boards and
parents, between boards and principals.

Today's J'chools (1998): reyview,and the rising star of managerialism

A review of the implementation of the reforms, instigated a short time after their
commencement, stated that these had not golie far enough. In Today's Schoolkc.,the Lougll
report, the review team (headed by Noel I,ough, a retired Treasury official) more sharply
defincd the principal's rolc as primarily a chief executive/manager. Eschewing any references
to professional leadership, the report stated that the principal's f~lnctionwas to implement an
administrative system that would include "objective setting, planning, effective managcment,
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internal monitoring and reporting and external reporting" (L,ough, 1990p.19). A greater
clarification of role definitions and responsibilities, along with ltey performance indicators
developed for all areas, would lead, it was argued, "to greater accountability, which in turn,
improves administrative effectiveness" (p.20).
In the next section I discuss reactions to these reports and the reforms, exploring
criticisms ofthe economic rationalism and contractually linear form of management that was
being imposed on education.

Criticims, challenges and (rc)captarre(s)
'The arguments and reforms of new right proponents of an education market that is
bolstered by managerialist strategies to assist the control of self-interested "provider capture"
(for example, Treasury, 1987; Lough, 1990) have been challenged from the outset of the
restructuring of education in this country. Foucault argued that resistances "are all the more
real and efkctive because they are formed right at the point where relations of power are being
exercised" (1980, p.142). In his thinking about governmentality, which he saw as relating to
structuring the "possible field of actions ofothers"(Foucault, 1991, p.221), he also argued that
resistance can be understood as "freedom's refusal to submit9'(ibid).He was not suggesting
here an "essential freedom," but rather a freedom to act, within a field of power relations and
struggles that involve "reciprocal incitation - less of a face-to-face confrontation which
paralyses both sides, than a permanent provocation" (p.222). These ideas illuminate how
critical responses were provoked by the reformers9 construction of education as a private,
individual choice. Educational academics advanced professional and social justice arguments
that education is a service and a primary public good, which must be freely available for all
(Codd, 1993a; Peters, 1995). In response to the managerialist constructions of the principal9s
work and responsibilities, it was pointed out that educational leadership is more than an
executive management that relies on task specification and contractual obligations (Grace,
1990; Stewart & Prebble, 1993).
It is clear from even a cursory reading of the Treasury and Picot reports, that Codd9s
(1993, p. 157) claim that "the political forces behind the restructuring have been strongly
imbued with an ideology of hierarchical managerialism" and driven by economic rationalism
and a market view of education, can be supported. Lange's statement in Tumorrow 's Schools
that "Our children will not receive the education to which they are entitled unless our
administration of education is effective" (Department of Education, 1988b, p.iii) holds an
assumption that ""changes in thc way we administer cducation will improve iearning and
teaching in schools9'(E3allard& Duncan, 1989, p. 15). The restructuring 01administration was
not to enhance teacher professional collaboration and collegiality, however, despite
international research findings that this is a significant factor in improving schools. Indeed, in
his early critique of the Lough Report, Codd (1 990) identified the 'new9 managerialism as
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merely a 're-invented' form of l['aylorism, a bscicntific' model that saw all work as able to be
broken down into particular taslts and responsibilities that can be delegated to individuals who
can then be held accountable for completing or achieving them satisfactorily. Codd warned
that this management model could set up an organisational culture that was "hierarchical,
competitive, individualist and highly task oriented ...an instrumental culture where people arc
valued only for what they produce" (p.22).
In the lead up to the restructuring9it was argued that parents needed more say in how
schools were run.It is thus doubly ironical then, that despite the emphasis placed witliinpublic
choice theory on devolution and decentralisation, policies enacted to achieve the objectives
of the state restructuring kept control of key governmental powers and responsibilities (such
as the setting of resource ceilings) with central agencies. As Wylie (1995) pointed out, in the
Treasury's applications of principallagency theory, any opportunism of the principal (agents
of the state like themselves) slipped from view. Within "centralised decentralisation9'
(Rlackmore,l995, p.45), the potential for elites, such as politicians and those whom they
appoint, to accrue power and control is obscured, while accountability becomes focused on
those who implement at particular sites the centrally generated policies and legislation. 'The
constraints on local management and leadership in schools that result from these "contrary
currents" (Wylie, 1995) have been particularly significant for the initiating of co-principalships
in Aoteasoa/New Zealand, as the case narratives in Chapters 8 , 9 and 10 will show.
The reforms set out to eliminate wherever possible multiple accountabilities, so that
the principal could be held "accountable by the board for the performance of the school" and
the board accountable for reporting to the community (the electorate) and the Minister, through
the Education Review Office (Ballard & Duncan, 1989, p.12). Yet Ballard (who was brought
into education from forestry to manage the implementation of the administration reforms)'"
himself drew attention to the multiple reporting responsibilities of the principal. In the
discussion of the school's accountability mechanisms, the principal was placed at the centre
of an accountability 'web9in a diagram (see Figure 1) that had reporting lines connecting up
to the board, then 'the community9(arethese the taxpayers?) and then the Government; lincs
connect out to parents; and more lines connect down to staff and students (p. 14). Although it
was argued that "communication flows both ways," the diagrani represented a hierarchy where
the principal was shifted from being at the head of the school to being very clearly in a middle
management position in relation to the board and the state.

Ill

'This fact illustrates the assumption within the new managerialis~nthat 'generic' inanagernent sl<ills
are all that is needed to increase efficiency and effectiveness. "Dr. Ballard was not a professional educationalist,
but his experience in corporate planning and his understanding of management procedures made him ideally
suited to the job" Statc Services Commission Chairman 11s. Munn said" (Wuikato Times, 3 August 1988, cited
in Middleton 1990, p.76).
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Figure 1: The Pri~ciparlas a-focal point
Reporting Communication Lines

Government

-

-

-

charter
objectives

-

charter
objectives

Board

(students' progress)

(Ballard & Duncan, 1989, p.14)
Although the principal has been 'netted' in these ways in multiple accountability lines,
the local school boards have been constituted as also accountable to their communities and to
the state for everything that happens in their schools. Barrington (1991), however, argued
early on that increased community participation in schools was being enabled by the
restructuring of administration. And a set of events did work (ironically), to empower some
school boards' challenging of central control. In 1990 the wording of the charter was altered
as a consequence of the realisation by Ministry of Education personnel that the original
contractual nature of the school charters bound the government (as principal) to provide the
necessary resources for the school (as agent) to meet its (own) goals. 'The charter "agreement"
became an "undertaking" by the school boards to the Minister of Education and reference to
the Ministerial commitment to fund schools was removcd. Thc changes that were mads to the
charter "extended only to those aspects of the charter framework which could have
implications for the state" (Codd and Gordon, 199 1, p.2'7). That is, what had previo~islybeen
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a public service responsibility was being transferred to voluntary agents drawn from the
community and the risks which might emanate fiom their potential opportunism and bounded
rationality were being minimised within the regulatory framework of the charter. This
effectively leB the boards carrying responsibility for poor achievement that might actually be
thc consequence of inadequate funding -froln the state.
There was huge protest about the alterations to the original clauses, from both parents
and professional members of school communities. Consequently, government passed
legislation that made boards a body corporate, limiting the individual responsibility of each
school trustee. This change, as the case narratives will show, has empowered some board
members to take action in ways that tread fine lines between 'thumbing their noses at'
(disobeying) their political 'masters,' and abiding by the rules for governance and management
accountabilities.
Some other commentators have argued that the rise of market liberalism has not,
"despite the efforts of business associations, Treasury and other partisans of the New Right,
engendered a fundamental transformation of the popular consciousness" (Roper, 1991, p.47).
For example, O'Neill commented that "There are few who now believe that the state
explanations for policy changes have any locus other than the economic" (O'Neill, 1996b,
p.77). The limitations of public choice and agency theory had become clear to many in
education. To return to school boards of trustees as an example, as agents, the boards have an
independence from the government (as their principal, that is, their funder), because unlike
government employees they are "not bound to reflect in public only govemmerlt views"
(Wylie, 1995, p.157). The boards also have levers, such as the fact that they work for a
pittance, (they are essentially volunteers) and there is not a queue of people lining up to take
their jobs. Wylie's research has further demonstrated that "people in schools do not behave as
government agents, and the relationship between a school principal and a board is more likely
to reflect the ethos of ‘partnership' which was emphasised in the initiation of the reforms, than
the hierarchical control which is the hallmark of NPM" (1995, p. 157). Wylie has drawn on her
NZCER surveys (1990 and 1993) to show that boards of trustees do their voluntary work
because they are motivated to do things for children and because they enjoy being involved,
as part of a team, in their school's decision making. This picture does not square with the
opportunistic, economically driven, self-interested individuals that agency theory posits, nor
with the top down control embedded in the new managerialism.
Other researchers have expressed concerns about the consequences of the marginalising
of teacher involvement in the direction of the reforms, and the likely development of a lowtrust hierarchical system rather than a high-trust collegial one (Sullivan, 1994; Codd, i 999).
Studies have show11 increased workloads for professional staff (Rloor & I-larker, 1995;
Sullivan, 1994), with a heightening of teacher stress, a steady decline of teacher morale and
"quite a high turnover rate for principals" (Wylie, 1995, p. 163).
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Perhaps most impostantly, critics have alerted us to how the economic rationalism
underpinning marlcet vicws of education silcnces important dimensions of human life and
dignity. For example, transaction cost economics cannot account for ethical or moral
considerations as matters of social cost. Although principallagency theorists did include in
their analyses "relaiional" contracts (Williamson, 1985, p.72) that rely on large degrees of
mutual trust, co-operation and commitment to long term relationships (Boston et al, 1996,
p.20), these kinds of contractual arrangements have not been taken up by the architects of the
reforms. 'Ihere are several problems here that I will take up in more detail later in Part Ill's
analyses of how ethical issues that are largely ignored within the NPM discourse, have been
confronted and negotiated in different ways, with different effects, in the co-principal
initiatives.

Reconstructing 'the principal9
In the debates about which discourse of educational provision and management should
prevail, the role of the principal has remained a significant site of contest and stsuggle in this
country (Robertson, 1997; Strachan, 1997; Wylie, 1997a). In this last part of the chapter, I
want to illustrate the discursive shifts that were occurring in the constituting of 'the principal'
during the mid 1990s under the National government's pursuing of an increasingly
"buusocratic" (Peters, 1996) form of managerialism for education. The Education Review
Office Report Number 7, Professional Leadership in Primary Schools ( 1 996) illustrates the
official representations of the work of the principal and educational leadership at that time,
while also documenting professional views that are at odds with6business management
constructions. The report provides an interesting example of the effecting of discourse shifts
through the de-articulating and re-articulating of language categories (Hennessy, 1993), with
the reconstituting of leadership a s management being pasticularly evident.

Professioc~kzcelLeadership

Primary Schoob (1996)

This report began with a description of the roles and functions of the principal that
lifted out some of the traditional elements of a professional leadership discourse and then
rearticulated these alongside an account that privileged a marlcet managerial discourse. The
discussion began by treading familiar ground, with professionals defined as having "a high
degree of skill and knowledge9' and ""bund by codes of ethics that outliile how they are to
operate in their professional life" (Education Review Office, 1996, p.4). These characteristics
were reported to "create a collegial environment amongst members" (ibid) and the degree of
respect accorded to a profession was linked to its maintaining of standards through self
regulation of their practices and members.
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Into this professional discourse however, there was inserted the language of the NPM.
It was stated that the purpose for professionals9 ethical codes of practice was that these were
necessary for safeguarding "the best interests of their clients rather than their own interests"
(p.4). Both a market view of education (as between providers and clients) and a
principallagency theory mistrust of self-interested individuals were Illus insinuated into the
way the professional leader in education was being constituted. Slhe was not positioned as
working with 'parcnts' or the 'community9as in the reports discussed in the first part of this
chapter, but (as in the Picot Reporl) with 'clients,' in a business relationship. Simultaneously,
there was a silencing of a professional morality that emphasises altruism in a construction of
educational work as "personal service to others through concern for, and responsible
promotion of, the education and welfare of children, students and teachers" (NZEI, 1986).
Instead, in the ERO document's use of a market discourse, an ethical code is required to
protect clients from the exercise of selfish opportunism on the part of teachers. The argument
that discourse constitutes what can be said and what can't be said is particularly salient here
(Cherryholmes, 1988).
A hierarchical split between principals and teachers was also reinforced in this
document. Distinctions were made between teacher professionals and "professional leaders."
Teachers, it was stated, "do exercise professional judgments9' in their work, but their job was
to "deliver" curriculum and ""povide educational services" to their students (p.5). Thus,
teachers were not positioned as leaders (as they had been 20 years earlier in the Department
of Education review, Towards Partnership), nor as partners with the state in terms of policy
development and/or creative developers of curriculum, as they had been in this country up
until the late 1980s (Capper & Munro, 1990; Gordon, 1992). Teachers were constituted as
merely workers, implernenters of curriculum planned and developed by others. This is an
example of the proletarianisation and deskilling processes identified by Apple (1 986) and
discussed by Capper and Munro (1990) and Gordon (1 992) in relation to the eroding ofteacher
professionalism in Aotearoa/New Zealand. Although teacher leadership has been promoted
as necessary for effective educational refosm in countries such as the US, in this ERO
document professional leaders were constituted as 'principal managers.'
Although a dual role of management and leadership was acltnowledged for the work
of the school principal ( p . 9 , the emphasis was firmly placed on their technical, task oriented
management responsibilities. These were listed as: "managing the day to day operation oftheir
school and
putting into practice the board's policies for: managing curriculum, managing
teacher and student activities, maintaining school property and managing finances'' (p.6).
Primary school principals were also represented as necding to ""protect the reputation of their
profession" (with the unstated implication that thcy seek to ensure that their own status and
rewards will not deteriorate?) "by eellsuring their staff deliver high quality education" (p.6).
'The latter was to be achieved not through leadership fiom within the group as in collegial
teamworkynor through example, as in instructional Icadership, but rather through being "the
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leaders ... of assessment of student achievement" (whatever that might mean) and the
"monitoring of teachers' performancc9' (ibid). Outmoded Taylorist approaches to leadership
that rely on tests and measurement are evident here, in an implied need for surveillance and
control of teachers9 work.
In this document the "regulatory framework" for the principal's roles and
responsibilities was also emphasised, with a summary of the relevant sections of the Educulion
Act 1989 and the Nationul Adminislration Guidelines (Ministry of Education, 1993). ' I 2 (The
Education Review Office early on gave priority to carrying out compliance audits, to check
that schools were meeting their legal requirements, thus tightening constraints around areas
of professional autonomy and judgement.)
'The document also noted that boards of trustees were to employ and "control thc
management of its chief executive, the principal," but in emphasising that the principal was
also "a full member of the board" (p.9), it reinforced the blurring of lines between governance
and management that I have already discussed. Principals were constituted in the report as
"chief executives," but within a middle management paradigm that emphasised their
positioning at the centre of a multi-layered accountability sandwich, and their role in
implementing government policy. The language of the market emerged here in statements that
principals were "responsible for managing state funds and assets" (p.8) and accountable to the
taxpayer for ensuring a good return on investment (although principals of primary schools
were described as "accountable for the management of less Crown revenue"(p.6) than larger
secondary schools).
The wider political agenda for the marketising of education was made even more
explicit in a section entitled, "The principal as the manager of a business"(p.9). It was stated
that "There are similarities between the management responsibilities ofa school principal and
those of a manager of a private business"(ibid). The product being sold was termed "delivering
high quality education" and the implication was that in carrying out their daily business, a
successful principal would ensure that their school stayed ahead of the competition (other
schools). The report stated:
Tile bottom line for a manager of a business is profit and staying in business. The bottom line
for a principal is roll numbers and keeping the school viable ... Just as the shareholders of a
private company may withdraw their capital if the firm performs badly, so may parents
withdraw tl~eirchild if the school performs badly (ERO, 1996, p.9).

' I 2 The NAGs were produced by the Ministry of Education and published in the Education Gazette on
29 April, 1990 and revised and re-gazetted in April 1993. The latter version stated that "Boards of 'Trustees and
Principals respectively, are required to follow sound governanceandmanagement practices involving curriculum,
employment, financial ancl properly matters" (Ministry of Education, 1993). The specit'ic guidelines in each of
those areas, plus those of health and safety, documentation, self review and administration were promulgated
to provide direction beyond that underpinning the school Charter. Both the NAGs and the Chaster were to be
used as a basis for reviews of the schools by thc Education Review Office.
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ERO also advised that a stratcgic management by objectives approach was the way to
keep in business, as it were. A successful principal would focus on ""dveloping strategies,
determining goals, providing means to achieve them, using resources efficiently, managing
people and ensuring the quality of outputs" (p.9). Embedded in this section then, is a view of
market forces holding schools accountable for providing top quality education through the
person and position of the principal. In these ways, market managerialism can be seen to be
becoming ascendant in this state agency's view of the principal's role.
As critical commentators have pointed out, and as the co-principalship case narratives
will illustrate, professional accountability needs to be thought about in more complex ways
than this (Edwards, 1991; Pascal, 1989; Scott, 1989; l'imperley & Robinson, 1996). I will
focus on exploring issues around struggles over different forms of accountability within the
three co-principalships in the final chapter of this thesis.

To conclude
In this chapter I have argued that several different discourses of school leadership and
management have been in circulation over the time that the women in this study came into
teaching and formed their ideas about and aspirations for school leadership. I have analysed
these discourses as falling into either a professional collaborative discursive formation or a
market managerial configuration of NPM discourse.
My discussions have traced how, over a 20 year period between 1976 and 1996, there
have been some quite dramatic discursive shifts in the construction ofprofessional educational
leadership. From being a function of all teachers in the 1970s, leadership in schools became
increasingly constituted as the right and responsibility of the principal, who in the early 1980s
was positioned as a professional instructional leader working with teachers to improve
classroom practice. A bureaucratic management by objectives approach introduced at that time
was modified in the early 1990s, into a constituting of professional educational leadership as
transforming the work of teaching and learning through the principal9s adept management of
a school9s organisational culture.
Discursive shifts in the constituting of management can be traced also within changes
to what 'counted' as professional educational leadership. From management being the
administrative "desk work' carried out by principals, school boards of governors and Education
Boards in the 1970s, there was a shift in the early 1980s, to it being the management of people
by the principal (and a team of senior and middle managers), and thc management of
classroo~nteaching by teachers. By the late 1980s, management was becoming constituted as
the primary work of the principal, who was positioned within thc restructuring as a school
(Crown enterprise) "chief executive."
As I have shown, in 1988 the latter subject position for principalship was embedded
into educational administration policy, legislation and regulations. Within thc NPM discourse,
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the principal's work was then officially constituted as focused on the management of staSfing,
finances, plant and curriculum to make the school enterprise more efficient and effective, and,
therefore, competitive, in an educational market, where parents, as clients, could exercise
choice over which school their child attended. Within this discourse, management controls
over staff and plant were introduced with the rationale that this would enable a principal to
oversec the driving up of standards that would help a school to win and lteep clients (parents
and students). School managers (principals) were still constituted as team leaders, but like their
business counterparts, this was in the sense of being strategic planners and lean1 builders who
skilfully select, motivate, monitor and reward their worlters to ensure that they pull together
to improve the school's image and product.
While professional discourses of collaborative leadership and shared decision making
were not been eliminated during the years of educational restructuring, they have been
subjected to what Foucault has described as discursive filtering processes, such as arguments
that disqualified them as "insufficient to the task" (Foucault, 1980, p.83) of developing an
education system capable of producing an "enterprise nation" for participation in a competitive
global market (Peters & Marshall, 1996).
The case narratives presented after the next chapter will show how the norlnalising of
the NPM discourse in education has created difficulties for the devclopment of shared
leadership within co-principalships. This thesis is arguing however, that it has also been within
the struggles over what should "count' as school leadership, that the opportunities for shared
leadership opened up. This was partly because during the last decade in particular, the gaps
and contradictions between and within the two 'high profile,' different, and often
contradictory, discursive formations of leadership and management that I have been
discussing, have been made quite visible to some people. In this situation, as active players in
struggles over meaning, individual women and men have been able to weave new meanings
and practices into their ways of leading and organising the work of teaching and learning.
Before I move on to present the case narratives that describe these events, ideas and
practices, though, I need to build on my discussions in Chapters 1 and 3 of feminist discourses,
to show in the next chapter, how a discourse of collective democratic organisation emerged
within feminist critiques of masculinist hierarchical authority. This discourse has also been
a significant influence in the coilstitution of the women's primary school co-principalships.
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CHAPTER 7
FEMINIST CRITIQUES AND CWNTER DISCOURSES OF
COLLECTIVE DEMOCUTIC ORGANISATION

Conflict and contestation has been a themc of the previous chapters and it continues
in this one. My purpose in this chapter is to build on my earlier discussions of feminist theories
in Part I, extending them into analyses of issues that are central to feminist notions of the
democratic, ideas and practices that have been influential in shaping aspects of the co-principal
initiatives.
I begin by looking at feminist critiques of a masculinist discourse of citizenship that
has been built on narrow rationalist notions of authority and leadership. I will draw out how,
while this discourse has underpinned and legitimated women's subordinated status in public
institutions such as education, it has been also resisted. Women have found ways to create
their own "public spaces" and political activity (Fraser, 1997). In the second part of the
chapter, I describe how the development of feminist collectives and feminist democratic
discourse have been part of this resistance. To enable an explication of links between these
discursive ideas and practices and those of some of the women co-principals, I examine some
articles about New Zealand women's collectives, examining the language, ideas, values and
practices that have typified them. I argue that these collective approaches have reflected
elements of a radical feminist discol~rseof differences between women's and men's
organisational approaches, mediated by understandings and acknowledgements of differences
within the category of women. I then draw on international literature about feminist collective
approaches to discuss the ltinds of difficulties that have emerged in feminist collectivist
practice. In the third part of the chapter, I look at Mary 09Regan's approach to 'marrying9
feminist leadership and collectivity within the New Zealand Ministry of Women's Affairs.
While she was the CEO of this Ministry, a parallel MiioriIPiikehii structure was established as
part ofthe Ministry9s commitment towards partnership with tangata whenua. Such an approach
can be seen as part of New Zealand feminist engagements with 'difference' debates and
attempts to build more democratic organisations. Finally, I discuss recent developments in
feminist tl~eorisingof democracy that have re- examined issues of difference within a context
of intersecting social inequalities. Fraser has called here for more carefully articulated analyses
~ for both cultural recognition and
of thc effects of6'differentdifferences" in analyses of t h need
rcdistributive justice (Fraser, 1997). I will draw on these analyses in my discussions of the
different co-.principalship attempts to build more fully democratic communities in their
srhoo!c.
--A-
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Feminist critiques of masculinist indkidualism, rationality
and authority
Although not necessarily influenced by a Foucauldian approach to discourse analysis,
feminists researchers who have investigated links between language, social practices and
power, have examined how gendered oppositions of what it 'means' to be a man or a woman
were linked in classical Greek philosophical splits between what was understood as the public
and private spheres. In the Greek view of the world, all dimensions of life were understood as
falling into two spheres of activity, that of freedom or necessity (Cox & James, 1987; Warner,
1976; Helcman, 1990). Oppositional categories such as culturelnature, mindlbody,
rationalitylemotionality, spiritlmatter, publiclprivate, were conceived as "tting' into one or
other sphere. The first category in each pair was associated with freedom, while the second
was seen as necessary for life, but of lesser value. Significantly, the place of free men was seen
as in the publiclcivic sphere ofpolitics, culture, mind, rationality and spirituality, while women
and slaves were linked with nature, the body and sexuality, emotionality, matter and work in
the private world of home and family. These associations were argued to be a 'natural'
consequence of men's and women's different biology, as well as of 'natural' laws of
domination, wherein the conqueror had rights over slaves and "the male is by nature superior,
the female inferior, the male ruler, the female subject" (Aristotle, Politics 1,11,9, 1 1- 12, cited
in Cox & James, 1987, p.211). Thus, in the Greek formulation, the only role for women and
slaves was to provide for the necessities of bodily material existence, ' I 3 to allow free men to
carry out 'their' work as citizens, policy makers and leaders.
Such discursive associations of freedom, rationality and authority in the civic sphere
with whitc, elite men, were particularly endorsed within eriliglitenmeiit epistemology,
becoming embedded in the bourgeois civic sphere (Fraser, 1997) and persisting in varying
ways across the centuries in AngloIEuropean societies, resurfacing in recent times in
masculinist and rationalist forms of managerialist organisation (Blackmore, 1999). I-Iekman
investigated how a construction of rationality as a "specifically masculine mode of thought9'
was developed within historical developments of learning, logic and lcnowledge (Hekman,
1990, p.5). In earlier times in wester11 societies, it was argued that as a consequence of their
'superior9 intellectual, spiritual qualities and destined work in the civic and religious spheres,
only boys should be educated. This not only gave them access to established bodies of
knowledge, but also legitimated the ways that traditional fields of knowledge in European and
Anglo societies have been created over many centuries by "a circle of men," philosophers,

"'An example of how Greek thinkers devalued women's role in reproduction is Tertullian's argument
that "In birth the whole fruit is present in the semen" while women's menstrual blood provided only the matter
for the development of the embryo (Warner, 1976, in Cox & James, 1987). Cox and James commented, "In a
society in which matter drew contempt and form belonged to the realm of the rational and the spiritual, such an
argument reinforced the misogyny of Aristotelian philosophy" (1987, p.4).
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politicians, poets and policy malters, who have been writing and talking to each other about
the issues that are important to them (Smith, 1978). What has developed is a discourse
available to particular groups of men that "allows them to represent themselves as people,
humanity, mankind," while in contrast, however differently they may be constituted in
different practices and discourses, women have been "constantly and inescapably constructed
as women," 'other' to and less than men (Black & Coward, 1981, p.85).
I-Iekman also noted that within male educational practices and understandings of logic
as adversarial disputation, boys learned to debate in Latin as opposed to the vernacular, the
'mother' tongue (Hekman, 1990, p.32). Much -feminist work has been done on how language
practices powerfully shape social relationships. Spender's (1980) radical feminist
examinations of historical practices wherein elite men "captured" language for their own
advantage, described how, for example, English male grammarians in the 16th and 1 71h
centuries dcveloped semantic rules that enabled the generic use of %he9 and m a n ' to
encompass 'she' and "woman.' This practice effectively subsumed women within men's
viewpoints and expressions of experience. Spender also showed how women and femininity
have been denigrated and devalued through specific pejorative and abusive language practices.
l h e links between discourse, power and knowledge have been made clear in such analyses and
those of language that has been used to denigrate 'others.' Working class people and 'race' and
ethnic minorities have been categorised also as deviant, deficient and devalued in largely
unspoken comparisons with the norm of the dominant group - elite, white men.
More subtle forms of logic and argument effect power inequalities in ways that are not
as readily open to critique, however. In classical liberal discourse, for example, in order to
make generalisations or universal statements, there was a "decontextualisation, or abstraction
of real events and people from their situation9' (Blackmore, 1989, p.108). In effect, 'the
individual' was disembodied and each person, regardless of their gender, class, 'race' or
ethnicity, was treated as having similar status and experience. This probably seemed a
reasonable tool for treating everyone as equal, but the public individual was termed 'universal
man.' Thus individuality and masculinity became literally linked, while the individuality of
women was rendered simultaneously invisible (ibid).
The liberal individualist conception of citizenship (and its associated privileging of
practices that led to positions of power and authority for men) has been criticised as a
"patriarchal category9'(Pateman, 1988). Feminists have shown that it has been based on what
men did (in relation to national security and state politics, for example), de-legitimising and
devaluing women's qualities and activities as civically and politically insignificant. The
currency of these ideas made it possible for Rousseau to argue that, while all individuals
should be considered as equals, with their opportunities restricted only by innate potciitial and
abilities, the only point of education for women was to equip them to ""pease ... and make
theniselvcs useful to men" (Ritchie, 1988, p.49). Such statements co~11donly be made within
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a social environment that was built on the discursive constructions and legitimations that I
have been describing.
Liberalism's basic tenet that everyone is equal is a normative neutrality that obscures
the facts 01individual embodiment in material relations of gender, race and class power
inequalities (Frazer & Lacey, 1993, p.74). Thus liberal feminism's argument that cveryonc
should have equal opportunities regardless of ethnicity, class and gender, worlts, of course to
obscure the very real differences those embodied social relations entail. This is a consequence
ofthe abstract disembodied individualism of liberalism, which provides inadequate theoretical
tools for analysis of how power is embedded in social institutions and relations (ibid).
Although liberalism argues for equal rights and individual freedom within the law, this
argument is about rights to participation, rather than the substance of participation (Pateman,
1986).
These factors, among others, have contributed to the accumulation of power by white
bourgeois liberal men in most western societies, and the resulting exclusions, until very
recently, of 'others9 from civic and institutional positions of power and authority
(Hekman, 1990, p. 2 I). Further, white, masculinist discursive constructions of different groups9
'natural9characteristics and abilities have legitimated the exploitation of the labour ofwomen,
working class and minority 'race' and ethnic groups, and the marginalising of these groups
from meaningful and well paid employment in socially valued areas of work (Fraser, 1997).
While such practices are changing, and while arguments such as Rousseau's may not
be expressed so openly today, the legacies of masculinist white liberal individualism remain
as embedded strands of preconstructed discourse in what often continues to be taken for
granted as 'natural' rules that shape our lives (Hennessy, 1993). Foucault's (1980) theory of
discourse is relevant to understanding how such discursive dividing practices authorise
particular viewpoints and speaking positions while excluding others. For example, the
persistence of a masculinist discourse that divides men as a group from women as a group, and
allocates authority to men while excluding them from so-called 'private' caregiving
responsibilities, is clear in the following quote from an influential psychology text published
in 1970. In his analysis of human motivation, Maslow wrote:
It is possible for a female to have all tlie specifically female Iulfilments (being loved, having
the home, having tlie baby) and then, without giving up any of the satisfactions already
achieved, go on, beyond femaleness to the full humanness she shares with males; for example
the full development of her intelligence, of any talents she may have, and of her own
idiosyncratic genius (Maslow, 1970, p.xiv).
Middleton (1990) has shown how similar ideas were embedded in the 'Z'reasilry9s
arguments to the incoming New Zealand government in the late 1980s. The 'f reasury described
women's desire to have children within employment market relations as "irrational," but by
implication, 'natural' as a consequence of their femininity. Thus, to follow these masculinist
discursive arguments, if women want to become part of the 'normal '(that is, male) world, they

necd to be more 'rational9 by not involving themselves in family responsibilitics. ('The ironies
here do not need to be spelled out!)
Feminist critiques of rationalist educational leadership discourse

While Maslow's and the New Zealand Treasury's gendered views of human motivation
have been strongly criticised (Shakeshafi, 1987; Middleton, 1990), these arguments have been
very influential in educational administration theorising. They have contributed to legitimising
the gendered hierarchies within schools organisational structures and the under-representation
of women in leadership. As I indicated in Chapter 3, a residue olthe gendered dichotomy that
linked rationality as a so-called 'higher sphere of the mind9to masculinity, in opposition to a
feminine so-called irrationality and affective nature, has been a significant discursive thread
of assumption that has worked against the acceptance of women's leadership capabilities in
education. There is now a large body of feminist literature analysing the effects for women of
the constitution of educational administration as "a masculinist enterprise" (Blackmore, 1999).
Blackmore has reminded us, however, that the persistence of these factors is not necessarily
a conscious conspiracy, but more the effect of:
an on-going set of discursive practices favouring particular interests centred around
fundamentaltheoretical binaries (rationalitylemotionality) and the gendered division of labour
between administrationlteaching (Blackmore, 1999, p.50).
Blackmore's (1 989) earlier analysis outlined how liberal individualism's construction
of 'the citizen' in abstract, neutral and universal terms stressed the necessity for individual
autonomy and rationality. She identified the links between these arguments and those
underpinning Webers' 'ideal' type of bureaucratic organisation, where "leadership is justified
on the grounds of rational necessity, individual behaviours and opportunities" within
hierarchical structures of control and command that have been constructed as a "technical
necessity" for the co-ordination of subdivided tasks (Blackmore, 1989, p. 118). This
bureaucratic discourse's emphasis on linear procedures of rational decision making reflects
a positivist privileging of facts over values. As a result, bureaucratic organisational rationality
has required all situations to be treated according to a set of rules that has left out the particular
and ignored feelings: the latter have been seen as subjective and likely to bias judgement. As
women and femininity have long been equated with emotional empathetic qualities seen as the
opposite of objective rationality, Blackrnore argued that it is not surprising that women have
been seen as unsuitable in the realm of public decision malting (ibid). Conversely, men's
authority as rational leaders has been talten for granted as a normal part of their kasculinity.'
In AotearoaINew Zealand these gendered distinctions have been grounded historically
in the cult of domesticity, a discourse that has constructed women's nature as fitting thein for
domesticity and caring roles, legitimising both their 'place' in teaching (caring for and
nurturing children) and in supporting men (in Ihe horne and in their paid positions). rather than
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in positions of leadership themselves. Despite changes in women's workforce participation,
there has been little change in gendcred divisions of labour in the home, with many women
now carrying dual responsibilities at home and at work (Court, 1997), as well as carrying out
much ofthe emotional labour in their paid workplaces (Blackmore, 1996). This is not to argue
that all women arc caring and nurturing of course. The practiccs of some managerial women
can secrn more macho and authoritarian than those of their male colleagues (Reay & Ball,
2000). It is to argue though, that preconstructed discourses of hierarchy and gender difference
can persist in ways that are difficult to change. Interview and ethnographic studies in
educational and other bureaucratic and corporate organisations around the world have revealed
how thc legacies of these combined discourses have made it difficult, until very recently, for
many women to either consider or gain promotion into any positions of management and
leadership in public organisations (A1 Khalifa, 1989; Cockburn, 1991;Kanter, 197'7;Neville,
1988; Pringle, 1989; Sampson, 1987). And while subject positions of 'feminine' and 'feminist'
leadership havc recently been made available for women, elements of these positionings still
clash with the position of entrepreneurial competitive marltet manager where it re-endorses
so-called 'masculine' toughness and competitiveness as required for educational leadership
(Blackmore, 1999; Leonard, 1998; Strachan, 1999).
At this point, it must be noted that in Aotearoa/New Zealand, women are now breaking
through the glass ceiling in national and local politics and in some large corporations (indeed,
cartoonists are now targeting 'the matriarchy'!) This supports Foucault's argument that
wherever there is power, and a dominant regime of truth, there is also resistance and the
possibility for individual agency (Foucault, 1982). In education however, there has been much
slower change in the advance of women into leadership positions. Perhaps this is partly
because there are such obvious links between traditional gendered oppositions of a so-called
'feminine' nurturance and the development of children in positive supportive learning
environments, and the recent ascendancy of a masculinist marltet managerial approach.
Despite the recent research interest in re-examining the schism between rationality and
emotionality, and findings about the significance of emotionality in the constitution and
exercise of intelligence and leadership (Blaclunore, 1996; Beatty, 2000; Court, 1995;
Hargreaves, 1997; Sachs & Blacl<more, 1998), the resurgence of masculinist individualist
versions of autonomy and rationality is strongly evident within market liberalism (O'Neill,
1996a; Peters, 1994). This means that the gendered problems associated with liberalism have
not been dissipated by (some) women's arrival in the "corridors of power.'
To sum up the arguments 1 have been malting, in tlieiI critique of liberal
individualism's reliance on "abstracted, transcendent features of personhood" as the basis for
political theory, Frazer and Lacey (1993) pointed out that questions oC form rather than
substance have been the centre of analysis. That is, liberal individualism has focused on
questions about the status of citizenship and the holding of rights, rather than on questions
around differentiated access to power or the worth of political rights to particular people or
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groups (ibid., p. 99). Feminist critiques of this approach (and its associated arguments in
relation to authority and leadership) have highlighted how the values and processes of liberal
individualism disadvantage women and other groups, and have emphasised instead the
impostance of social interconnectedness (ibid., p. 100).
Counter discourses: new regimes of truth?

Feminist leadership counter discourses are not without their own problems, however.
As I have been indicating in this thesis, cultural feminism is particularly problematic. While
it has co-opted discursive constructions of 'feminine power sharing, caring and nurturance'
as an argument for appointing more women as educational leaders (Albino, 1992; McCrea &
Ehrich, 1999), a cultural feminist 'women's ways of leading' discourse ignores the variability
of womcn's natures, values and attitudes (Blaclcmore, 1999, pp.57-8). As such, it works to
constrain different women's approaches within its own universalising meta-narrative (ibid).
That is, cultural feminism can become a regime of truth that sets up 'fences' around possible
ways for women to 'be' and to act.
In E31ackrnore9sview, the development of a feminist emancipatory leadership that
highlights the need for improved equity and social justice for all social groups, is a more
effective approach (see also, Strachan, 1997; 1999). As I explained in Chapter 3, this discourse
incorporates a caring orientation as a significant component of educational leadership, but
extends this idea into advocating for the recognition and valuing of differences (of gender,
ethnicity and culture, sexual orientation, class, for example) and to addressing issues of
deprivation and exclusion. Feminist emancipatory leadership thus endorses shared leadership,
decision making and teamwork as part of its agenda for sharing power across all levels of the
organisation.
As I also indicated in Chapter 3 however, there is a significant tension within
arguments for a feminist emancipatory leadership. Feminist educational leaders, along with
all collaborative leaders who work within the existing marketlbureaucratic organisational and
institutional structures, face the dilemma that, while they may espouse and promote an
emancipatory, power sharing approach to leadership, they are themselves still placed in
positions of influence, privilege and status at the top of a hierarchical division of
managementlteaching labour. This is the same tension that exists in representations of the
principal as a collaborativc leader who facilitates shared decision malting as 'morally9uplifting
(Foster, 1989; Sergiovanni, 1991) within a largely unproblematised acceptance 01the
hierarcliical structuring of school workforces. Such structures rely on tcchnicist distinctions
between those who manage (and as a consequence of their position power, assume the right
to control through the authorising of decisions), and those who teach (and implement decisions
authorised by managers). While a poststructuralist analysis ofthe discourse/powcr/ls~~owledge
ncxus can alert us to this inhercnt contradiction (between sharing power while keeping final
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decision making authority), most thcorists of feminist cducational leadership (to my
Itnowledge) have not yet really confronted this tension and its accompanying dilemmas.(Karen
Sewell (1 989) who whilc she was principal of Green Bay High school in Auclcland did not
exercise her principal veto over collcctivc decisions made by the staff, is a rare exception).'I4
This tension lays feminist emancipatory leadership open to criticisins such as those of
L,ynn Davies (1996). While Davies agreed with thc importance of critical reflection for
emancipatory forms of leadership, she challenged Grundy's (1993) view of an emancipatory
leader as one who has time and space Cor critical reading and reflection. Such time and space
was "not available to other members of the educational community" and principals should not
have "a monopoly on critical thinking time9' or on the development of visions for the work of
a school (Davies, 1996, p.307).'I5 Those promoting a discourse of professional collaborative
leadership may argue that this difficulty can be addressed through strategies such as prqject
teams or quality learning circles, but another dilemma persists. Collaborative, collegial leaders
can find themselves walking a fine line between empowering and manipulating others.
"Contrived collegialityncan become the order of the day when leaders and directors require
that subordinates become involved in planning and strategising exercises within wider
organisational conditions over which they have no control (Hargreaves, 1991). There are also,
of course, elements of elitism in the whole notion of empowering 'others' (Angus, 1989).
Embedded within the emergent discourse of feminist leadership then, is a preconstructed
strand of hierarchical leadership.
Feminist organisational theorists and critics of bureaucracy have identified the kinds
of dilemmas I have been discussing as inherent in organisations that are structured around
stratification and hierarchy (see, for example, Fergusson, 1984). Rather than trying to modify
hierarchy through caring or emancipatory forms of leadership, as has been done in the feminist
leadership approach advocated by Blackrnore (1989) and researched by Strachan (1997; 1999),
feminists who advocate a collectivist form of organisation have argued for egalitarian practices
that dismantle hierarchy. I turn now to examining their arguments and approaches. Elements
of this discourse resonate strongly with some of the arguments and practices that were being
taken up in the primary school co-principalships that are the focus of this study.
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The arguments of some of the women co-principals who are the focus of this current study, drew on
a different feminist discourse, that of collective democratic practice, which enabled some ofthem to avoid some
of the dilemmas that inhere in existing conceptions (including feminist) of the collaborative, power sharing
principal.
'I5 From studies of the worl<loads of principals in Aotearoa/New Zealand (Sullivan, 1994; Rloor &
I larker, 19981, it could be argued that even principals do not have time for critical reflection. Despite this caveat,
the model of the reflective principal is still promoted as a professional ideal here (Stewart & Prebble, 1993).
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In her analysis of masculinist bourgeois versions of the public sphere, Fraser showed
that while this has been exclusive 01women and minority groups, both of the latter havc
constructed paths to public debate and political life, through building their own, albeit
"subaltern," public spaces (1997, pp. 74-5).""61n such spaces members of subordinated
groups invent and circulate counter discourses, which in turn permit them to formulate
oppositional interpretations of their identities, interests and needs" (Praser, 1997, p.8 1). Fraser
suggested that such subaltern groups had dual functions oC withdrawal and re-groupment as
"training grounds" and bases for agitating in the wider society (ibid). Feminist collectives
illustrate these kinds of dynamics.
The (JS feminist collectives emerged there during the 1960s and 70s, as part of the
women's liberation movement and wider anti-authority movements that gave rise to a range
of alternative organisations, including student and union organisations, food cooperatives,
communes, medical clinics and research collectives (Rothschild, 1994). Grounded initially in
radical feminism, they sprang up all over the US as consciousness raising groups of six to
twelve women. These small egalitarian groups formed to support women who were seeking
to understand themselves and their most intimate relations with men in ways that would help
them build their confidence and strength to combat patriarchal domination (Mansbridge, 1994,
p.546). A positive outcome for many women was membership in groups that developed a
sense of community and sisterhood based on "bonds of friendship, equality and respect9'
(p.55 1). Mansbridge reported that this enabled individuals to develop strength, new ideas and
new energy (p.547). Similar consciousness raising groups also arose in Aotearoa/New Zealand
during the early 1 970s, alongside more politically focused action groups (Dann, 1985)."7
While the different groups that developed during these two decades had some different
purposes, depending on how women perceived the needs of their members and their wider
communities, some common characteristics became evident (Leidner, 1991; Sirianni, 1994;
Vanderpyl, 1998). All of the collectives had the dual aims of educating their members and
bringing about change in specific issues affecting women. In many of the early feminist
collectives the size of groups was kept small, to enable direct, face-to-face meetings that could
use participatory and consensus decision making. This was seen as a challenge to the
impersonal and hierarchical structures of bureaucratic, masculinist organisations (Rothschild,
19943. Egalitarianism was stresscd as a fundamental value; every inember was to have equal
status and rights of participation. It was argued for cxamplc, that the creation of "tars9 through

' I 6 Examples are the suffragette movernent, women's publishing houses, the ICohanga Reo (MBori prescliool i~nmersionlanguage centres) movernent and academic courses in both feminism and radical race analyses.

' I 7 For example, groups formed to protest sexist advertising, agitate for equal pay, challenge health and
education provision, protest male violence, especially in rape and dolnestic abuse.
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practices such as some women becoming spoltesperson to the media, should be avoided.
Indeed, leaders and leadership itself was eschcwed because it was viewed as an offshoot of
'male' competitive ways of operating.
The following text examples, Crom articles in an early edition of the New Zealand
feminist magazine Broadsheet (1975),'18 illustrate the tone and categories of a discourse of
feminist collectivist organisation that was being constituted in AotearoaINew Zealand during
the1 970s. The case narratives presented in the next part of this thesis illustrate how some of
these ideas and practices of 'women worlting together' fed into the initiation and development
of the co-principalships.
Discursive themes of feminist collectiviQ

Providing refuge; support and political education
In 1974 a group of women in Christchurch decided that there was a need in the city for
a "a place of refuge providing temporary accommodation for women and children leaving
violent and oppressive domestic situations, and a sanctuary for women to be together, share
ideas and problems and support one another9'(Diane, 1975, p.20). Diane's herstory outlined
the establishing of the Christchur~hWomen's Centre, the first of its kind in the country. She
described how, with "plenty of womanpower," the collective found, set up and maintained a
building suitable for their dual purposes of providing a shelterlrefuge and meetinglsupport
space. It was agreed that the house would be a woman only space, and simple rosters and
procedures were agreed on. ""Women on the roster generally write in the day book what has
been happening. This serves as a record for women dealing with a particular case and also
keeps Centre women in communication" (p.20)."
The interweaving of educative, supportive and political purposes of the collective can
be seen in the following comments.
We realise that the Women's Centre is just treating the symptoms ofmale dominated society
by providing refuge for women ... We realise the great need for change in attitudes and
expectations placed on women in our society. Thus there are groups of women using the
women's centre to raise their awareness of feminism. To me the centre is a place where
women can come together to discuss and act on fe~ninistideas. It would be good if some of
the women who stay at the centre, could, on leaving, combine with other wornen to set up cooperative living arrangements so that they could support each other and face their common

'l81hecollective began when four women who had been involved in the women's liberation movement
and who were "in consciousness raising groups, had been to seminars, discussion groups, had read books,
magazines and women's liberation literature, felt ready to initiate some prqjcct that would further the ideals of
the women's movement", to make "a solid contribution to changes in people's lives and in Society overall9'
(Coney & Cederman, 1975, pp.30,35).

"'Some of the co-principalships used as similar strategy in their Principals'

'1'0 110 book.
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problems together, rather than each family going off to their own housc again to struggle on
with problems that are still there (pp.20-21, 24).

Diane's article presented a picture of women as strategic agents working together in
resistance to male domination, educating themselves through collective consciousness raising
and problem solving. A radical Ceminist discourse (of women as subordinated by male power
and as finding shared strength within a sisterhood) can be seen to be undcrpinning these
arguments. Diane's use of her first name only also made a statcment of resistance to
patriarchallpatrilineal naming practices.
A 'sisterhood9that acknowledges d q f e ~ e n c e ~ ~
Although there was an ascendancy at the time ofradical and lesbian feminist discourses
(Jones & Guy, 1992), in the collectives established in AotearoalNew Zealand during the
1970s, there was also, almost from the beginning, an awareness of the importance of
acknowledging differences between women. This was articulated by Diane in terms of
differences of sexual orientations, political persuasions and feminist theoretical positioning.
She wrote: "There are the usual divisions that are apparent in the feminist movement as a
whole - between lesbians and 'straight9women, between socialists and non-socialists, between
lesbian and lesbian/feminists, between feminists and radical feminists9' (Diane, 1975, p.24).
The different political opinions within feminist collectives were presented by Diane
as a positive factor that could contribute towards building 'sisterhood.' Sharing and debating
ideas was an educative strategy that was not only necessary to build a cohesive movement, but
also, in her view, energising. She wrote:
In New Zealand we are !ucky that we are sma!l in numbers. We a!! have to stick together
really or at least keep up contact with each other ... but as long as we have a central place like
this, we'll keep coming together and sharing ideas and energy and the whole feminist thing
will grow and develop (p.24).

The Broadsheet magazine9s editorial collectivc was particularly committed to the goal
of education through debate, and its articles about collectives represented different feminist
ideas. For example, two viewpoint pieces written by two members of the Auckland Women's
Centre discussed the issue of whcther women's centres should be women only spaces. One
member wrote that "the large majority supported it because the oppression that women feel
when men are present inhibits thcm from speaking as freely as they should" (Saari & Coates,
1975, p.5). The other woman said that while she agreed with the original decision, she felt
embarrassed when she had to tell her male friend that he was not allowed in. She reported that:
Naturally he was hurt and bitter ... I feel now that it is too great an ideological sacrifice to be
making. Poor community relations ... The only people whose presence seems illegitisiiate to
me are those who come to hassle. And I'll throw them out, whether they are male or fernale
... There is the justification of creating a women's centre for those unbalanced individuals
who need a place to hide. This is fair enough ... but maybe tlic centre should be more
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concerned with political change, Women will not be enlightened as to the meaning ofsexism
if they see that we interpret it as a battle of the sexes" (ibid).

The tensions between different feminist understandings of gender relations and the
rationales for the work of collectivcs are illustrated in these two pieces. In the first writer's
comment there is a radical feminist understanding of both systemic patriarchal oppression of
women and the assumption that within interpersonal interactions, (all) women are
disempowered by (individual) men, whose merc presencc can silence women's free and full
expression of their ideas and feelings. In the second writer's statements, a liberal feminist
discourse is evident in the understanding of equality and fairness as meaning treating men and
women in the same ways (having equal acccss to the Centre; being equally 'thrown out' if they
cause trouble). Alongside this is an acknowledgement that fairness may also require different
treatment for individual women who may need support and assistance to build their
assertiveness and ability to 'make it' on their own. Individual women are stigmatised,
however, as deficient ("'unbalanced") in this account; they are presented as the problem that
needs fixing. The hurt feelings of the rejected male friend are also presented as a problem, but
here there is a sense of obligation to not upset "community relations" (meaning the 'normal'
patterns of expectations and relationships between men and women). The l i k s between
discourse and power are evident in the ways that normality is linked with a heterosexual view
of gender relations, where nien have right of access to women and women's facilities, and
women who can't cope with these 'normal' relations are "unbalanced." Some of these
dynamics emerge in the St Mary's narrative (see Chapter 10).
While the normalising effects of a masculinist liberalism can be seen to be shaping this
Broadsheet writer's understandings, it is also clear that she was aware of a radical feminist
view of sexisin as power struggles between men and v\ioiiieii, deseribcd as a ""btt!e of the
sexes." The extract reveals this woman's thinking about different discursive possibilities for
action and we could read her liberal feminist response as a "more comfortable" position for
her to take up than a radical feminist focus on difference as conflictual (as Blaclunore (1 999,
p.196) suggested in relation to the liberal feminist positionings of some of the Australian
women principals she researched). The Broadsheel writer's argument in favour of a liberal
feminist approach of bringing about change at the level 01rationality (enlightening women)
and perhaps legislation (political change) is indeed constructed within normalising liberal
discourse. It could also be read, however, as a strategic political response of worlting within
the system to avoid what she sees as the 'poor community relations' that may result from a
more separatist policy for the collcciive. 'The extract thus opens up considerations of how
individuals can think about and take action within discourse, as a "feeling subject and social
agent, capable of resistance and innovations produccd out ofthe clash between contradictory
subject positions and practices9'(Weedon, 1987, p. 125). This is the kind of analysis developed
later in Part I11 of this thesis.
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'The simultaneous circulation within this collective of different discursive constructions
of 'woman3is also illustrated in this article. Women who helped at the centre were constructed
by one writer as basically strong, enlightcned and politically active, while those being helped
were seen as oppressed, unenlightened and/or passive. There is an assumption in both accounts
however, that all women deservc the care and nurturaiice of their 'sisters.' Interestingly, in
"3
each of the Broadsheet articlcspave discussed, a discourse of caring sistcrhood was built
around a liberal tolerance of differences, rather than an explicit analysis of power inequalities
between women. Some of these kinds of discursive negotiations, debates and dilemmas
surfaced also in the co-principal initiatives, as the narratives which follow this chapter will
show.

Eschewing hierarchical orpnisational structures.
While there were these kinds of differences within and between the early collectives
overseas and in AotearodNew Zealand, studies of them and documents written by collective
members, indicate that they were all highly critical of any form of elitism or hierarchy (Diane,
1974; Freeman, 1973; Leidner, 1991 ;Mansbridge, 1994 ; Vanderpyl, 1998). The early
feminist collectives wanted to evolve alternatives to what they had experienced in male
dominated organisations that excluded and/or oppressed women. Radical feminist ideas about
male dominatiodfemale subordination that drew links between hierarchical forms of
leadership, impersonal systems of control and men's practices in public organisations, were
drawn on as women developed different forms of organisation that they thought would more
appropriately suit their aims and ways of working together. The Broadsheet collective's
statement was typical of the approach. "We believed in the idea of a loose collective where
everyone who was around was involved in decisionmaking"(Coney & Cederman, 1975, p.3 1).
For many of the collectives, having any farm of structure was viewed as building
hierarchy. For example, a member of the Dunedin Collective for Women (a women's
liberation group which saw itself as more radical than women's rights groups), commented
that:
We are very different to NOW (the National Organisation for Womei~)as we do not have
elected officers ... From the very beginning the Dutledin Collective for Women has striven to
get away from such hierarchical structure ... Women's liberation groups emphasise personal
involvement, high attendance at frequent meetings, and a deep commitment froin wornen ...
I'l~eyprefer to use de-centralization (ie. small groups) and rotate tasks to avoid becoming a
'top down,' elitist, hierarchical organisation (Levesque, 1973, cited in Dann, 1985, p. 10).
A desire to change the structure of the principallteacher divide was a significant
motivation for the initiation ofthe Millcrest Avenue School co-principalship (see Chapter 8).
As I suggested earlier, the antipathy in some feminist collectives towards hierarchical
organisational structure equated this not only with malc domination, but also with bureaucracy,
whic;h was cr iticiscd as i i i ~ i ~ e i i i a l raiiona~isi
lji
and cciiitrollii-ig (!;crgiissc;n, 1984). !ndeed,
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some American scholars have seen the rise of all kinds of collectives as driven by an antibureaucratic 'movement.' Rothschild (1 994), for example, has analysed distinctions between
the ideal types of bureaucratic and collective organisation, identifying differences along eight
dimensions of their definitions and use of authority, rules, social control, social relations,
recruitment and advancement, incentive structure, social stratification and differentiation (pp.
45 1-62). Distinctions in the basis of authority were seen by Rothschild as "the heart" of the
differences (p.45 1). She wrote that while bureaucratic authority is held by an individual as a
consequence of rank or expertise, in the ideal collectivist-democratic organisation, authority
resides in a consensus of the collectivity as a whole and is based in shared substantive values
(such as equality). This consensus is treated as fluid and open to negotiation, with decisions
being made in relation to particular cases.
Rothschild observed that control within the ideal democratic collectivist organisation
is based in personal and moral factors, rather than enforced through direct supervision, rules
and sanctions (p.453). She acknowledged however, that contsol is enhanced in both collectivist
and bureaucratic organisations, (particularly at the top levels of the latter), through the
selection of an homogeneous membership, those who share similar life styles and world views
(p.454). However, while bureaucratic social relationships have been generally characterised
as impersonal, role based, segmented and instrumental, in the collective-democratic
organisation, social relations are ideally holistic, personal and of value in themselves.
Rothschild noted that friendship and similar socio-political values are sources for membership
of a democratic collective, whereas formal qualifications and specific expertise have been used
in recruitment into bureaucratic organisations. Friendship in an 'in-group' can also be a source
of power and control, however. I will return to this point later
As part of their dismissal of hierarchy, collectivist organisations also typically
eschewed careerism. Rothschild observed that they rely more on "value fulfilment and
solidarity incentives such as friendship" for motivation than on material incentives (1994, p.
455). She also pointed out however, that even for voluiiteers there is likely to be a
"coalescence of material and ideal interests", such as skills acquired 'looking good' on a CV.
A strong incentive for those who choose to work in a collectivist organisation is the potential
for increased control over their own work and working together with others in ways that are
"congruent with their ideals" (p.457). The egalitarianism that is such a prized value of
collectivist-democratic organisations, is practised typically through the minimising of
differentiations in salary and privileges, and the sha.ring or rotation of tasks. Teamwork is

advocated as part of educating all in specialiscd knowledge areas and as part ofbreaking down
distinctions between intellectual and m a n ~ ~ labour.
al
"In the fully democratic organisation,
everyone manages and everyone worlts" (Rothschild, 1994, p.459).
The co-principal narratives presented in the next part ofthis thesis reflect many of these
characteristic scts of beliefs, values and practices. As with all social practices, however,
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collectivist forms of organisations have inherent dilemmas and problems, and some of the
dilemmas and difficulties I turn to now.
Difficulties in ""structurelessness"

While all the above ideals of egalitarian, supportive, educative, consensus and personal
values and structures have souglit within feminist collectives, early in their development there
came a realisation of di-fficulties that can emerge in highly informal organisations. In
Aotearoa/New Zealand, for example, the Broadsheet magazine collective's attempts to work
as a loose collective that welcomed anyone who wanted to help struck problems.
We found conflicts arose when people had goals or methods which were different from the
majority and when people made decisions which were not based on either knowledge or
commitment. We found that it is unrealistic to expect women who put in a few hours a month
into Broadsheet to bear the same responsibility and to have the same share in decision-making
as women who put in over one huudrcd hours a month and have done so for a long period9'
(Coney and Cederman, 1975, p.32).

Negotiating tenslions between Ieadershk, power, consensus

Although they wanted to achieve minimal structure, some feminists quickly recognised
what Freeman (1973) called ""the tyranny of structurelessness." Martin later clarified
organisation structure as "an intentional or emergent plan of organisation, strategy and goals
that may or may not be reproduced in official tables of organisation, constitutions and job
descriptions" (Martin, 1990, p. 185). In a very influential paper that was circulated widely in
~~
pointed out when formal structures are not
the US before its p u b l i c a t i ~ n , 'Freeman
established in an organisation, informal structures that coalesce around the most powerful in
the group, emerge. Freeman noted that the effect of the lack of formal structure in a group or
organisation, could be a masking of unspecified rules that were shaping how decisions are
made and leading to the formation of an elite (often fricnds) within the larger group. A small
friendship group that socialised outside of the organisation could become a powerful, perhaps
the only, communication network. Freeman pointed out that if a group did not select who
among their ranks will exercise power, it did not get rid of power, only the right to demand
responsibility from those who exercise it.
Elartsock (1981) thus later arg~aedthat it was no! lea.dershi9 that was the problem, but
rather the desire of some individuals to assume undue control. What was needed, Hartsock
maintained, was not the throwing out of leadership per se, but strategies for keeping leadership
accountable. This feminist call for accountability strategies in their organisations may seem
ironical, given my previous criticisms in this thesis of narrow managerialist forms of
' ? O Sirianni (1994, p.558) considers that Freeman's essay was important in "triggering a process of
critical reflection" that has continued ever since within feminist collcctivities.
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accountability. Freeman and Elartsock proposed, however, more democratic strategies to
ensure responsibility was adequately talten up, such as negotiated delegations and distribution
of authority as widely as possible through rotation of taslts and a supported apprenticeship
approach, along with systems for ensuring frcquent diffusion of information and equal access
to resources. As the next chapter will show, each of these strategies were used in the Hillcrest
Avenue School co-principalship.
'The Broadsheet collective realised that they needed thesc kinds of "minimal structure"
to resolve the problems they had cncountered in their initial attempts to operate in a
'structureless' way. Consequently, they decidcd to have weeltly planning1 problem solving
meetings and a monthly policy making meeting, and they agreed that all decision making
should be by consensus, "no matter how long it taltes" (Coney &i, Cederman, 1975, p.32). They
were adamant that as a group they should "try to adhere to this principle of the women's
movement: that women should eschew a patriarchal hierarchical structure" (ibid).
In their banning of leadership, some collectives had also found that they had opened
themselves up to an insipid consensus that enforced a 'grey sameness' of opinion. It was
reported that some individuals suffered a loss of their sense of 'selr andlor felt guilty about
their own desire for recognition and personal initiative when these conflicted with the aims of
the group (Riger, 1994). Within a discourse analysis of the formation of subjectivity, what
could be identified in the latter situation is an individual confronting a clash between her
emotional investment in a liberal individualist discourse of personal autonomy and success as
opposed to her desire to be a feminist collective member. In the collectivist approach, the
former subject position was explicitly denigrated and excludcd in favour of a submersion of
individualism within a group identity. (Once again, this kind of dilemma emerged for some
of the women co-principals, as I will explore later in Chapter 12.)
Sirianni summed up the problems of the 'structureless' collective as:
Informal dominance, expressive manipulation, leadership trashing, false consensus, enforced
sisterly virtue - all these were problems that, to a considerable degree, were generated by the
very attempts to prefigure an ideal of participatory openness and egalitarian process (1994,
p.562).

A Foucauldian analysis could suggest that these difficulties were themselves "refigured' in the genesis of feminist collective organisation as the antithesis to masculinist
organisational structures and practices. That is, collectives were set up within arguments
shaped by the preconstructed discourse of gender difference discussed in the first part ofthis
chapter. This knitted into feminist collectivist democratic discourse the cultural feminist notion
that all women are naturally predisposed to the egalitarian approaches being espoused and that
any form of leadership or rational kinds of organisational structures were linlced to patriarchal
practices of men and therefore needed 'trashing9 and avoiding. Not surprisingly, womcli
worlting in the collectives found that these ideas arc flawed.

... and between unily and dqfererzee
Difficulties in achieving an ideal of equal exercise of influence persisted within the
experiences of feminist collectivities. While drawing on an cthic of care (Gilligan, 1982)
married to a belief in a radical form olparticipatory democracy, feminists of different political
persuasion and material circumstances came into conflict over what was 'counting' as the
ground values and aims of their collectives and wider (loose) federations (Riger, 1994;
Sirianni, 1994; Vanderpyl, 1996). A New Zealand example described in Chapter 3, was the
criticisms levelled by Maori and lesbian women at white heterosexual feminists in the
women's movement in this country. This conflict split apart the hegemony of any assumed
sisterhood. ' Vanderpyl ' s (1 996) study analysed (among other things) how such splits were
experienced within the development of a New Zealand Rape Crisis centre. 'Dhis study is a
useful one for opening up the ltinds of issues that emerged in the Telford School GOprincipalship initiative. In this school, although the issues were not exactly the same and the
dilemmas were played out differently, misunderstandings around differences of ethnicity and
culture became significant.
The feminist organisation studied by Vanderpyl exhibited in its early 'ccration stage'
and second 'collectivity stage'(Riger, 1994), most ofthe characteristics of the ideal type of
collective identified by Rothschild (1994). Its structure was largely informal, there was a
sharing of jobs and the aim was to provide support for women. While the collective
acknowledged differences of race and class between women, it was itself a largely
homogeneous group of mostly Pakeha educated women (p. 13). When a Maori women's group
joined the collective, they wanted to admit men. While dissension over this issue was resolved,
inter-relationships were damaged. In her discussion of the resulting decline and dispersal of
the founding membership, Vanderpyl showed how a feminist collective is not immune to
charges of institutionalised forms of racism. While claiming to respect and acknowledge
diversity as part of a commitment to anti-racist practices, "appeals to sisterhood and common
feminist values ... fail to recognise that 'woman' and 'white woman9 are not the same,"she
wrote (ibid). Vanderpyl reported that in the collective she studied, the cultural values of the
Maori and the Pakcliii women were directly opposed and the only solution was separation. For
one of the Maori teachers in my study of the Telford School co-principalship, separation began
as a political strategy and ended as a coping strategy (see Chapter 9).

While the small size of collectivist deii~ocraticgroups was seen as impostant for
developing and maintaining egalitarian practices, studies have shown a collective can be
propelled towards increased formalisation (Riger 1994). As its membership grows, tlic
cxccssive time talcen to reach conscnsus and to rellect on proccss was f o ~ ~ ntodbe hindering
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productivity and thus some collectives initiated a formalising of procedures. Riger has
identified this as a 'third stage9of growth in a collective (the previous two being the creation
and collectivity stages). This stage can include the institutionalising of policies and procedures,
initiation of specialised positions and a hierarchy of titles, as well as increased reliance on
more impersonal forms of communication (Riger, 1994, p.283). By 1990, for example, the
National Collective of Independent Women's Rcf~igesin Aotearoa/New Zealand (NCIWR),
had developed a marrying of some bureaucratic approaches with earlier strategies that aimed
for democratic egalitarianism within feminist collectives. While each refuge remained
autonomous, the national office developed a manual of guidelines to assist "the formalising
of your working structure" (NCIWR (National Collective of Independent Women's Refuges
in AotearoaINew Zealand), 1990, p.2.1). This manual defined a collective, its purposes,
responsibilities and accountabilities, principles of collective decision making, positions, tasks
and responsibilities, and gave some detailed guidelines for practice. The NCIWR
recommended that both of the positions of convenor and treasurer should be shared by a Maori
and a non-Maori woman working together, as a practical way of facilitating parallel
development (1990, p.2.8). Guidelines for responsibilities ofthese positions, and others, such
as the meetings facilitator, meeting recorder, were also detailed.
While this kind of development may have been judged as necessarily 'bad' by early
radical feminist collectivists, recent analyses have pointed out that there are advantages and
disadvantages in both collective and bureaucratic forms of organisation (Riger, 1994; Sirianni,
1994) and elements of both can be amalgamated. The focus on elements of collectivity as the
only characteristics that qualify an organisation as feminist, has been judged also as being too
narrow. Martin (1990, p. 184), for example, defined a feminist organisation as "pro-women,
political and socially transformational ... allow(ing) feminist programmes in mainstream
organisations to be counted as feminist."
Many feminists in Aotearoa/New Zealand have remained committed to a collective
approach and some women working in state organisations have tried to initiate this approach
there. The following is an example that became widely known among women in this country.
As such it has formed a significant part of tlic discursive realm of possibilities for democratic
forms of shared leadership in public sector organisations, including schools.

'Maraying' feminist leadership arad feminist collectivity?
Mary O'Regan9spractice as thc first chief executive of the New Zealand Ministry of
Women's Affairs, was an attempt to build not only a governmental dcpartment that would
"work for women to influence policies and legislation so that they were better for women" but
also to use feminist organisational principles to "provide a model of a way of worlting to
wliicli women could relate" (O'Regan, 1992, p.98). I-ler approach is a particularly interesting
r stud"J of ths wor?lcn's primary school cn-principa!ships, as ?he W O I ? ~ P ICO~
one f ~ this
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principals faced some similar constraints as they initiated collectivist approaches in their
schools.
091iegan9sstyle as a fcmocrat combined elements of both feminist leadership and
collective discourses. She described this as trying to minimize hierarchy through collective
decision-making and consultation with women nation wide. The latter was driven by the
Ministry's viewing of women's life experiences as past of the "expertise" they needed to tap
into (O'Regan, 1992 pp. 201-3). There are many similarities between O'Regan9s view of a
feminist leader as holding a "strong vision ... Sorging team spirit and shared commitment ...
and developing relatioilships on a personal lcvel" (p. 199,204,s) and that of the professional
transformational leader described in the preceding chapter. Ilistinctions emerge in several
areas however. For example, 09Regancommented later that her position should have been
shared - if not as two heads of department, then "the positions of head and deputy should have
been thought of together, with salaries split equally, even if we had had to do it informally.
One of the positions should have been designated Maori as this would have presented a model
ofpartnership" (p.204). This illustrates the commitment of many feminist leaders and feminist
organisations in this country to bi-cultural partnership and parallel development, a
commitment that can be traced back to the working through of issues around racism in the
women's movement in late 70s and 80s. Although she was not able to share the leadership in
the way she wanted, the Ministry did set up a parallel MilorilPiikebii structure.
O'Regan also demonstrated a commitment to establishing working relationships that
were as egalitarian as possible (p.205). Frazer and Laccy have commented that as part of this
ideal in feminist organisational approaches, there is a "constant scrutiny" of habits and
established ways of doing things in groups (1993, p.122). In the case of the Ministry of
Women's Affairs, 09Reganreposted that "this soul searching about what feminism meant in
relation to organisational practices, involved the whole staff' (p.205). Coterminous with these
concerns was the aim to minimise status and salary distinctions, though these attempts were
curtailed by the wider public service career and en~ploymentstructures and rules, (a constraint
the co-principalship initiatives also ran up against). Acltnowledging women's personal lives
and the dimension of emotionality within organisational processes were further elements
distinguishing 09Regan'sapproach and that ofthe educational collaborative leadership model.
In the mid 1980s as O'Regan was establishing thcsc processes and approaches within
the state Ministry, women around AotearoalNew Zealand were made aware, through the well
attended women's forums and media reports of thcm, of how a discourse of feminist
collectivity could be 'married9 with a feminist approach to management. 'T'his possibility
became part ofthe social imaginary for many women, providing for them model orhow things
could be done differently within a public service organisation. 'I'he widely consultative, open
and 'flat' management organisational approach O'Regan was employing was much tallsed
about, ever1 in the tiny rural town where 1 was then living. As such, it formed part of the
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discursive possibilities for enhanced democratic practice that the women primary teachers who
later initiated the co-principalships could draw on.
Unfostunately, a salutary warning followed upon O'Regan's retirement. When Judith
Aitken was appointed as her succcssor, she immediately dismantled most of the collective
processes in the Ministry and re-shaped it within the New Public Management model. (She
literally remodelled the open plan working spaces, as well as re-instating hierarchical worlcing
relationships). The lesson for feminists was that not all women, not even feminist^,'^' have the
same goals and aspirations for democratic practice in workplaces.
Feminist interest in finding ways to efkctively theorise and practise democracy in the
workplace has continued however, as the co-principalship initiatives show. Before I move on
to presenting those case narratives, I want to introduce some recent developments in feminist
theorising of radical democracy, as I have found these arguments particularly useful for my
theoretical analyses of the ways in which individual subjectivities as co-principals and
collective co-principalship identities have been formed and negotiated within the primary
school initiatives I have studied.

Prom a feminist politics of 'difference9 to radical democracy
Earlier in this chapter, I refersed to Pateman's (1988) defining of liberal notions of
citizenship as patriarchal. To correct this narrow view of a universal, abstracted, disembodied
individual and the gender inequalities it legitimated, she called for a ""sxualIy differentiated"
definition of citizenship that would include women's role and work in motherhood. Mouffe
later pointed out though, that Pateman's solution, of valorising women as women and their
m!e In rnot_h_erhood,remained ""tapped" in the "very opposition of men/women9' that she
wanted to challenge (Mouffe, 1995pp. 322-3). Mouffe argued that a new conception of
citizenship was needed, wherein gender differences are no longer pertinent. She argued for the
formation of a "radical democratic citizenship ... articulated through new egalitarian social
relations, practices and institutions ... and achieved through the transformation of existing
subject positions9' (p. 327). Her definition of the social agent as "an ensemble of subject
positions, corresponding to the multiplicity of social relations in which it is inscribed" (1995,
p. 323), resonates with a pos-Cstructuralist understanding of subjectivity and analysis of
possibilities for agency within complex and intersecting social power relations.
Young also argued for a radical democratic re-visioning of citizenship. Her refornulation was based on a "politics of difference" within a lieterogeneous public that was
open to '6unassiinilatedotherness" (Young, 1990a,p.320). For Young, what was important was

''I Ailken was involved in the women's movement and in 1980 published a book, A woman's place?
A study of the changing role of women in New Zealand. In 1991, shc was appointed as CEO ofthe Education
lteview Office, and she drove that Office's NI'M model of educational audit in schools until the end of the
decade.
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the representation and recognition of different groups, who could retain their own collective
identities, while negotiating with other groups to find common interests in issues that
concerned them all. Youlig conceptualised democratic action and political agency as groups
of people building shifting alliances across difference to combat varying forms of oppression.
While Young argued that her approach could enable change for groups affected by
material exploitation and deprivation (most notably class groups) and those suffering cultural
discriminations (including women and racially markcd groups), both Mouffe and Fraser (1997)
were of the opinion that Young's analysis privileged an ethnic model of collective identity
centred on a shared cultural af'filiation. Fraser pointed out that while this works well for ethnic
groups, it does not work so well for groups such as working class people, whose interests and
identity are rooted in political economy factors (1997, pp.201). Mouffe further criticised
Young's vision of a group differentiated citizenship and democracy because in her opinion,
Young's version of a politics of difference was conceived as "a process of dealing with
already-constituted sets of interests and identities:" while this "rainbow coalition" approach
might enable dialogue across multiple interest groups, in Mouffe's view this could be only a
first step towards democratic equivalence (Mouffe, 1995, p.327).
For Mouffe, the aim of radical politics should be the creation of egalitarian social
relations, practices and institutions, and this could only be achieved through the transformation
of existing subject positions (ibid). Thus, she argued that feminist politics needed to give up
pursuing the interests of 'women as women.' She pointed out that a poststructuralist critique
of the essentialism of this notion has demolished any unitary form of politics. Rather, a
feminist radical democracy should work with an understanding of the ways that the subject is
constructed through different discourses and subject positions, to identify how particular
categories imply subordination. The aim should be to "reveal the forms of exclusion in all
pretensions to universalism and claims to have found the true essence of rationality" (p.329).
Thus the critique and deconstruction of all forms of essentialism were the necessary base of
a feminist democratic project (ibid).
Fraser agreed with the point that a politics of difference as presented by Young was
limited because its argument for social justice revolved primarily around affirming cultural
differences and fostering cultural diversity (1997, p. 196). Fraser interpreted Young's version
of coalition politics as an additive pluralist approach that did not take sufficient account o l
how disadvantaged groups differ from one another in root causes of their powerlessness
(p-202). Fraser made a hrthcr argument here, however. In her view, both a pluralist
multiculturalism (such as Young's) anda radical democracy (such as Mouffe's) remain largely
tied to a cultural politics analysis, and both of these approaches fail to fully appreciate that
""cultural differences can be freely elaborated and democratically mcdiated only on the basis
of social equality" (p.182). Fraser argucd that a radical democracy which focused on a
deconstructive anti-essentialism as its primary tool, was only part of what is needed. Shc
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advocated instead atwo-pronged feminist strategy for analysis, rescarch and action in the areas
of both cultural and economic social justice (p. 185).
Fraser9s distinguishing of two understandings of injustice in sociological and
philosophical analyses is useful and worth repeating here. She argued that:
Socio-economic injustice is rootcd in the political-economic structure of society. Examples
include exploitation (having thc fruits of one's labour appropriated for the benefits of others);
economic marginalization (being conflned to undesirable or poorly paid work, or being denied
access to income generating labour altogether) and dcprivation (being denied an adequate
material standard of living) ... The second understanding of injustice is cultural or symbolic.
Here injustice is rooted in social patterns of represcntation, interpretation and communication.
Examples include cultural dolninatiotl (being subjected to patterns of interpretation and
communication that are associated with another culture and are alien and/or hostile to one's
own); non-recognition (being rendered invisible by means of the authoritative
representational, communicative and in interpretative practices of one's culture) and
disrespect (being routinely maligned or disparaged in stereotypic public cultural
representation and/or everyday life interactions) (Fraser, 1997, pp. 11-1 2).

Thus Fraser argued that it is important for a feminist refor~~iulation
of democracy to
connect a cultural politics of recognition to a social politics ofjustice and equality in analyses
that integrate the two dimensions (ibid). This is particularly important in her view, for analyses
of group issues related to gender and race, areas that are particularly difficult to deal with
within the kind of cultural definition of grnup that ~ o u n $favoured throughout her book
Justice and the Politics o f Diference. Fraser pointed out that both women and racially
differentiated minorities need the dual strategies of cultural recognition (to re-value their group
characteristics) and political economy restructuring (to overcome the material realities of
exploitation that have been suffered by many as a consequence of their <difference9from the
dominant group and their marginalising from areas of socially valued and well-paid work)
(199'7, p.202). As Fraser put it, "both redistribution and recognition are required here to
overcome a complex of oppression that is multiple and multiply rooted" (ibid).
As part of her suggestions for this kind of "credible vision of radical democracy"
(p. 186), Fraser maintained that feminists need to make normative judgements about the value
of "different differences," by interrogating their relation to social inequality (p.203). In her
view, a liberal humanist version o f differences oppresses the latter as outside the norm, thereby
"stunting skills and capacities." Such differences should be abolished. Some forms of
difference that have been devalued, such as feminine nurturance, or indigenous people's
connection to the land, should b e re-valued and universalised, being made available to all.
Variations of cultural differences that are neither "ssuperiorities or inferiorities9' should be
valued and enjoyed for their own sake. Fraser concluded that such a more carefully
differcntiated politics of difference would enable a critical theory of cultural recognition that
could more sharply focus on "versions or the politics of diffcrcnce that coherently synergise
with the politics of redistribution" (p.204).
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Despite the seeming fragility of attempts to bring about democratic change in
organisational work practices, there has been a recent resurgence of interest in this area in
education. Abstract disembodied individualism, of the kind embedded in the NPM discourse
of organisational accountabilities has been found to be "ill equipped to focus constructively
and critically on social institutions and relations9'especially on the inequalities that are effected
through social stratifications of gender, race, ethnicity and class (Frazer & I,acey, 1993, pp.534). In my analyses of the co-principalships in Part 111,I will argue that feminist theorists of
radical democracy such as Mouffe and Fraser in particular, could assist the reconceptualisation of community in current efforts to build the educative potential of a more
fully democratic participation in the work of schools (Apple & Beane, 1999; Beck, 1999;
Furman, 1998; Shields & Seltzer, 1997).

In this chapter I have built on my discussions in Chapter 3 of feminist discourses that
have formed part of the discursive context for the emergence ofwomen's initiatives in primary
school shared leaderships. While those discourses and the feminist critiques of masculinist
hierarchy and exclusionary forms of organisational practices that I have discussed in this
chapter have not been significant for all the women co-principals in this study, developments
in the constituting of feminist collective organisation discourse and practices in AotearodNew
Zealand are particularly relevant for this study. I have shown how these developments have
influenced not just women who have set up small voluntary community collectives, which
have aimed to bring help, education and support to other women, but also women who work
in politics and public service organisations. As such, a feminist collective discourse has
formed part of the social imaginary for the women who initiated shared leaderships in primary
schools. I turn now to presenting their stories.
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CHAPTER 8
HXLLCREST AVENUE SCM08LdNARRATIVE

EIillcrestAvenue School initiated its co-principalship in 1993. At the time this research
began in 1994, it had a roll of64 students, most of whom were Pgkeha: there were two Maori,
2 Samoan, 1 Chinese and 2 Iranian children in the school. As a 'normal' school (that is, a
school which took a large number of College of Education student teachers throughout the
year), it was funded for 3.2, then 3.3 full time teachers. Two of these wcre senior teacher
positions (funded by the 'normal' school allowance) and one a principal position. (Usually
schools of this size would have a principal, a senior teacher and an assistant teacher). The
school was located in a wealthy middle class area and had a top socio-economic decile rating
of 10. Although there were a few single parent families, most of the children lived in families
which had both parents working in highly paid and often prestigious professional or
managerial careers. Many of the latter parents employed nannies to assist with child care.
When Jane Gilmore and Liz Nicholson took up their co-principalship at the beginning
of 1993, joining ICaren Lane, the other teacher in the school, there was a great deal of upgrading work to be done on both the school grounds and buildings. The classroom block was
too small, resulting in cramped spaces for children and staff, and outside there was a need for
better storage for play and sports equipment. The fencing needed to be extended, paving
redone and the trees needed pruning to make them safer. The women worked hard with parents
to achieve all these things, though it took until the end of 1994 for the reconstruction of the
building to get underway. When that happened, the whole school boarded two busses and
shifted out to temporary accommodation in a large hall in a nearby area, returning six weeks
latsr.
When the work was completed, all three classes were accommodated in a most
attractive two storeyed building that opened on to a covered verandah and a small, but
attractive paved playground area which included a timbered adventure fort and a well equipped
sports' shed. Although the children had no grassed area for ball sports and athletics, the
teachers walled them to a nearby sports-ficld for these activities.
On thc ground floor of the building were the staffroom, two open plan classrooms that
had interesting work spaces for the children, the cloalcrooms and a good sized storeroom, that
doubled as another working space when the children were working in small groups, practisiiig
aplay for example. 'The classrooins wcre partially separated by storage units and wall hangings
and opening off one was a lciva, a round discussion space with tiered seating and a glass
domed roof. To the right of the ltiva was a staircase leading up to the third classroom and the
new scliool ofice that had been added above the cloaltrooms.
Before the building extensions, the stafSroom on the ground floor had doubled as the
p hot water aiid small fridgc), rnecting space and
tea room (equipped with the usual sink, ~ i for
worltspacc for the staff, as well as housing the school photocopier! Afier the extensions and
the shifting out ofphotocopier and soilic files into the new school oSfice upstairs, the staffroorn
had becoine a reasonably comfortable spacc for stafl (and for cllildren who needed a quiet
place during lesson time). On the walls at the far end of this rather narrow room werc display
siiclves fur tlic staffbooits, bulleiiiis aiid iiliigaziiies sii~lias ihe hiest NZEI pat~iphlcts~ f i the
d
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Education Gazette. A whiteboard term planner and a weelcly noticcboard werc on the wall just
to the right of the door.
Upstairs, the new school office was a joy for the staff. It had been carefrxlly planned,
in consultation between the builders, the three co-principals and the school secretary, to meet
the need Cor a staff worlcroom as well as a school office. It was well equipped with work
benches, shelving, filing cabinets and later, a prized new possession, a fax machine. 'The
school photocopier was placed inside the door, which meant that there were often students in
and out of the room, but the school secretary and co-principals did not mind this: although the
noise and the interruptions were inconvenient, the co-principals in particular liked to keep in
touch with what the children were doing when they were working on administrative taslss
during their release time. (In fact they often lefl their administration work for a brief tour
around the classrooms, to see what 'the ltids were up to').The office was sometimes used for
small meetings, such as the weekly meeting with the board chairperson, or discussions with
student teachers or parents. A new separate stairway entry enabled visitors and parents to reach
the office without having to walk through the classrooms.
The parents held very high expectations of the school. 'They were described by one
parent who helped in the school as having the conzdence and lhe know-how to get what they
want. They would not hesitate to come into the school and say, My child is not achieving so
whal are you going to do about it? (Parent 10/3/95). In a written description of the nature of
the community involvement in the school, Phil Cody, the board chairperson in1 993 -1994,
stated that, Amongparents ... there is aperceplion of a high rate ofparentparticipation in the
school affairs. This has been afactor of the inzportance hat parents place on their children 's
education and facilitated by the cultural power lofeel lhat a meaningfiul contribution can be
made. It has beenfurther intensiJiedby community struggles in the mid 1970s and 1990s over
suggestions that the school could be closed. In this sense there are a series of active political
involvements that the community has had in the school. This irzvolvement, however, seems to
be at a cognitive level rather than upracticalparticipatory level - it is participation by word,
biro and chequebook rather than by spade and whiteboard marker (Phil 2811 1/94: 10).
The members of the board of trustees of Hillcrest Avenue School throughout the time
of this resezrch, 1994 -I??R, were highly skilled, professional or business people, well
endowed with middle class cultural capital. However, although they knew quite a lot about
how to get 'the system9 to work for their school, the negotiations for establishing the coprincipalship were protracted and sometimes difficult, as the following narrative will show.
There are seven main sections in this narrative:
6l

I)

a

a
63

a
s9

initiating the co-principalship;
establishing shared leadership;
negotiating the contract;
building shared accountability and responsibility;
thc school comm~mity'sviews 0 1 t h ~co-principa-lship;
what happens when one leaves?
an epilogue: 1997-2000.
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Ilni$istting the co-principalship: challenge and contestation
When the positions of principal and senior teacher in It-Iillcrest Avenue School were
advertised in 1992, Liz Nicholson and Jane Gilmore put in a joint application and proposal to
share the two positions as co-principals. As a consequence of their past experience and
reflection about a variety of approaches to school leadership and management, they believed
that collaborative planning and decision making contributed to the devclopmenl of better
teaching and learning programmes. They had also come to believe that traditional management
hierarchies were not the best model for school leadership, and each of them had separately
considered ways of malting a more fully shared leadership viable. Karen Lane, who later
became the third member oi'the co-principalship, was working as a senior teacher in the school
in 1992, and she also applied for the principal's position. This situation could have caused
problems, but it ultimately turned out well. This first part of the narrative introduces Karen and
outlines how she came to the school in 1990 as one of a team of three teachers. It then
introduces Liz Nicholson and Jane Gilmore, describing the factors in their backgrounds that
they saw as significant influences on their decision to jointly apply as co-principals at the
school in 1992. The board's response to their proposal is followed by descriptions of the
interviewing processes and discussions that led up to their appointment as co-principals at the
end of 1992.
Karen and the previous team at Haillcrest Avenue School

Karen Lane came into teaching late. Having gained her Social Welfare qualifications
and working for four years in this field, she had married, had a family, and talten seven years
out of the paid workforce while she cared for her children. During this time she had studied
part-time and attained her BA degree, with suhjec~schosen, she laughed, because they were
at the right times jor creche and school and other things (ICaren 1:I). In 1978 she found
herself on her own and needed to be able to earn enough to support her family. She decided
to enter teaching and went to teachers9 training college, again because this fitted in with the
childsell being at school, meaiiiiig that she could look after them herself %adnot have to put
them into after school care programmes. Ifelt myprime responsibility wa,s as aparent and to
them (1:l).
When she considered what factors had led her to seelz promotion, shc said, It was only
ajter my children became less dependent that I decided that I would look at going up the
ladder a hit educationally. That was ajter my first appraisal, in 1989, when someone told me
that I should he applyingfor deputy principalpositions, that I'd be good at it, that I thought,
ooh, I didn't realise I was a good teacher. It had been a very lonely existence, on my own with
thefamily andguiding them through their education. Iguess I hadn't had much time to rejlect
on how I was going (1 :I).
When all three positions of teaching prit-~cipaland two senior teachers at F-lillcrest
Avenue School were advertised in 1990, I<areii suggested to hcr then colleagues, Jim Webb
and Felicity Vault, that they all three apply, because in her opinion we had complementary
slcill,~and were used to cooperative ways of working together.... you really neededpeople to
be united in their approach in a school the size qf'Hillcrest Avenue (1:2). 'l'he three had
contacted thc then board chairperson, and explained that they wantcd to work as a team. If the
school was interested in them, they said, Jim would apply for the position of principal, and
1:elicity aiid Karen for the senior teacher positions. The board chairperson had thought this was
a very good idea and after the due interviewing processes, Jim had been appointed as principal
and then Karen and Felicity as senior teachers.
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Karen, Jim and Felicity worked as a team, planning together the teaching and learning
programmes. Kareii said that Jim was the leader though, in the sensc that, Ik wore the
principal 'badge. ' I'm sure other people saw it as a very male hierarchical arrangement
where we were the ladies in waiting, though he wasn't that kind c!f'male at all. IYe was a very $minine sort oj'male leader... hut he was the official welcomer, fareweller, the presenter c$
awards, the dealer ofpunishment. FIe did all the principal-type tasks, like the March returns
and writing the annual reports, the mail, dealing with the Ministry, parents, going to board
meetings.... he was thejinalpoint on the line of communication (1 :4-7).During the two years
they worlted together, these three did not change the traditional principallteacher structure,
despite the fact that ,Jim used to say, lhis is ridiculous. We should he taking the principalship
a turn about, one term each. We were thinking in terms of one principal at a time - we didn 't
think leadership could be shared (Karen1 :6).
Karen's perceptions were corroborated by parents and board members. Mary Stevens,
who was on the board at that time, said, .Jim, Felicity and Karen came as a team. They knew
each other very well, and they sociali,sed together and there was an element of trust already
there. They came as a group. I didn't necessarily see it as an equal team though, because Jim
was the principal ... he was always the nominal leader andwhen it came to the crunch, .Jim led
the discussion, Jim represented the school (Mary: I).
1-Iowever, despite this group's collaborative ways of working, the pressures on the
teaching principal were huge. Karen thought that it was the demands of parents and stress of
having to be a good teaching practitioner, as well as an efficient administrator, that took their
toll on Jim. There were always interruptions - he was ,forever being called awayjrom his
teaching. He had one release duy a week and that meant that he had to devise aprogramme
to cover the whole day.for the release teacher... and there came apoint when he couldn't
sustain the energy it required any more (Karen1 :4).
When Jim decided to move into a different kind of educational work and Felicity also
resigned to move to a different part of the country, Karen was sorry to see them leave. She
decided, however, to stay in the school - and to apply for the principal's position herself. She
wanted to move up another step in her career and decided that she was ready to try for the
principal's position. She had a strategy planned ont, modelled on the one she, Jim and Felicity
had used. She contacted two people s l ~ lea e w she could work well with, and told them that if
she won the position, the two senior teacher positions would be advertised, and would they
apply? They agreed, and Karen prepared her application, unaware that Liz Nicholson and Jane
Gillnore were also preparing their applications - and their proposal for sharing the two jobs of
principal and senior teacher as a co-principalship.

Liz, Jane and the idea of a eo-principalship
Although they were not close friends, Liz and Janc had met several years earlier whcn
they joined thc same women's group. They had subsequently worlted together on several
occasions. 'rhcy had bcen (separately) invited to participate in a I,opdell House course, to
prepare resource material ror the dcvclopmeni ofnon-sexisi cui-i-iculurnmaterial and teaching
approaches. Later, they had both participated in a reflective principal training course, and
following this they collaboratcd in organising and tutoring a similar middle management
course for teacliers. The two women held many similar belicl's, particularly about the value of
shared decision malting and collaborative management practice in education. 'They had read
the research about the links betwecn these practices and effective schools and a commitment
to this approach was a significant factor in thc idea oftheir joilit principalship application.
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Liz: skralegic 6women-cenkred9jk?minis~
and power sharling
For Liz though, it was feminism in particular that was driving the idca of a coprincipalship. She explained that feminism was why il happened - we were testing out an idea
to see ifyou can make it happen (4: 10). Whcn describing some of her personal background in
relation to the initiation of the co-principalship, she talked at some length about her feminist
beliefs and the ways she thought tliese had coiitributed to the initiation ofthe co-principalship.
She said, I think there was a stage in my lijie when I would have very slrongly said 'I am a
feminisl. ' I feel le,sLsstrongly about /he label now, but as strong aboul the ideas ... especially
the acceptance of diference within women's styles of worlcing and valuing the dfference
within woman-ness. I suppose for me, women are the most important thing in the world,
women and relationships with women ... Given that there are lovely men too, bul women as
a group, I like the way they work, I feel more in tune with them philosophically (4:2). She
mused that she had a very strong sense cd'l?miniksm.I wouldprobably he a reasonably radical
feminist in my personal belief;^ (4:3). Over the years she had learned that to say such things
publically would not be wise, however: that would just gel me a label straight away, and
you 'dprobahly get a backlash.
Liz was strongly committed to working for change and had thought carerully about the
ways that she could be most effective and the approaches that were comfortable for her. She
had observed some of the more destructive sides of early women's groups, when some became
caught up in struggles around identity politics. She said that there were somc incredible$ghts
between radical, that is, lesbian feminists and other women, when they were challenged with
questions like, Why on earth aren't you a lesbian $you like women.? It was so ugly and
unplea.sant. Those battles just seem so incredibly destructive (Liz 4:3). She had also worked
however, during the early 1980s, with NZEI women activists who were challenging the
government's broken service
and proposing a re-training scheme for teachers who
had had time out of full-time teaching. (These women argued that the policy was
discriminating against women who had taken time out for childcare.) Liz was inspired by this
NZEI group of strong women. They gave me a strongpolitical sense qf myselfand an a n a h i s
qf~yse,lfcl,.
a wn,zan and as an activist (4:4). She described herself as not M r s t line person a radical who challenges ahsolutes just to make people feel really uncomfi,rtable ... I thinlc it's
more useful to do something with ihe discomfort. I like to see somethingpositive coming out
qf it... and I've learnt to temper myselfas I've got older (4:4). She said that as a young person
at secondary school she was a really quiet, mouse-ish person - ljust used to sit there and be
terribly good (4:5). She never felt she fitted in to the quiet rural town where she grew up, but
her mother was an early strong influence on her thinking, giving to her and her siblings a sense
of there's more to the world than here ... She told us to get oul and do things wiih your lifi.
'This was significant for Liz. Straight after her secondary schooling she left to train as a
teacher, and then worlted over a period of 11 years in several different schools. During this
time she had two one year breaks from teaching and travelled overseas, aiid had become
involved with union politics.
Reflecting on her recent experience, shc said that her desire to bring about change in
schools was not in the scnsc of trying to end the oppression ofwomen. She said that she might
have used that kind of languagc ten years earlier; but now she focused on a need to be strategic
and to work in focused ways on pasticular issues. At this stage in her life she was worlcing

Iz2Thiswas introduced in 1975 as a response to the surplus of bonded teachers. It meant that Education
Boards were "required to put to one side the applications of teachers who had not had continuous service
(Phillips, New Plymouth Education Board, personal comlnunication June 1989).
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wilhin the structures o f educalion to bring about a specific change in the hierarchical ways
that schools are run, so that there could he a morepower sharing way of working (4:s). She
said she learned from her earlier experiences of worlting with the NZEI women she had
realised how powerful women can he (f they group together - they can be really good at
thinking through a strategy, and can he really cunning and wise... and in this group, you were
accepted as being whatever you wanted to be. You didn't have to be stroppy, you could be
quiet, and that wasjust,fine. Everyone has a valuable way o f actually contributing something
to a group and that the parts together make more than a whole (4:s-6). While she believed
strongly that womeii had feminine qualities of being inter-connective, sensitively listening,
caring and nurturing, for her being a feminist was stronger than that. It's more than just those
characterisiics. It"s aboul a change in a power slructznre in sociely and a belief in the
importance and power of women in the world So jeminism takes all the good in women and
makes them do things with itfor change (4: 6-7').
Liz tried out her feminist beliefs about collectivity and power sharing during the time
she was seconded into a school liaison team as an advisor and while she worlted in a very
collaborative deputy principallprincipal partnership. She also tested out her ideas in relation
to academic literature that theorised the effectiveness of collaborative and diffused leadership
styles when she participated in a reflective principal course. Rose Fleming, who was a lecturer
on this course, (one that Jane Gilmore also attended), said that Some of the key ideas in the
leadership courses were about tran,sformational leadership and having a kind of difused
leadership so that all the teachers in the school were sharing that role. We were talking about
i2 in theory, but I knew that ,Jane and Liz were doing it in practice - already - in their work as
deputy principals in their own schools (Rose:l). Rose had worked in a professional
development role with both Liz and Jane in their schools, and she said that it was a
combination of their broad understandings and practical experience that made the middle
management course that they later organised and taught together such a terrific course that
other teachers got a lot out of (Rose:2).
For Liz, the idea of a co-principalship seemed to arise out of what she saw as 'natural'
development of her personal and professional beliefs and approaches to management and
teaching. She hoped that the cc?-principalshipwnald not only benefit the women who would
be working together, but also that it could be of benefit for the children and the ways they see
each other. They might not necessarily take notice or believe in it, but they will have
experienced it. Otherwise they think thal things always work the same way (4:8). She thought
that, from worlting with Jane on the middle management course and from knowing her during
her earlier involvement in the women's group, that Jane seemed to be a natural choice for a
partner in the challenge of creating a new kind 01school structure.
What, then, was Jane's background, and what experiences and beliefs did she see as
significant in her thinking about shared leadership?
Jane: teamwork,fairness andfeminism
Jane had originally iraineci as an occupational thesapist, choosing h i s because, she
laughed, jf I'm really honest I thought everyone gets married, so I'll choose the thing I'll do
,fbr the longest length oftime - the training I mean, not the work! (Jane1 : I ) During this time
she observed different ways of leading, but when she was offered a supervisory position, she
lookfright, thinking that she did not have sufficient experience h r this responsibility, and left.
She then worked in a Steiner home for children with special needs before she travelled
overseas.
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On her return to New Zealand, she decided to enter teaching, but at the time when shc
completed her training in the early 1970s, there was an over-supply of teachers and she had
difficulty getting a perinanent position. In her first 10 years of teaching, shc worked in
relieving positions in seven different schools, with 14 different principals. She said she had
many opportunities to observe principals in action and one she worked with in the early 1980s
particularly impressed her. He gave quite a dgerent view of leadership. Ife involved all the
s t a f i n a review q f the school. This was quite innovative then, about twelve years ago. Scale
A teachers' ideas were considered equally to those who held positions of responsibility.
Anyone could bring a point lo the whole s t q f a n d it could be debated and changes did occur
because of this... He also believed that a ,%ale A teacher could be in charge qf syndicates there was a lot qfpower sharing. And so there I was, a relieving Scale A teacher, and I was
the leader ( f a three teacher syndicate. That as quite influential for me (1 2).
While she was teaching full-time, Jane was also studying, to prove I could do it! she
laughed (1 2 ) . She completed her BEd then did honours in education. She remembered that
worlting with two other students on a collaborative research project was a really worthwhile
experience and set of learnings - we were a good team. The other two were young things, were
fairly academic, but I added the wisdom. It was just a dijerent skill we had (1 :2).
Thinking about feminism while she was at university had also been influcntial for her.
I think intuitively I was a~feminist- not consciously, but doing a Gender and Education paper
made me think about things that haven '1felt right ... things like,fairness. ... andsome awful
things have been done to women, myselJincluded (1 2 ) . She described an earlier experience
where she had not been able to get back into teaching after taking more than three months out
to look after her brother's children when he and his wife split up. When her appeal on
compassionate grounds was turned down, after thinking hard about what she could do, she got
about eight people to write to dgferent W s , and it was just political - it was appalling,
because I then got a letter to say that I was being classiJied as having continuous service
(which meant I couldget back in). I was quite shocked. .. It was he classic, you know, who do
you know (1:3). She realised then that there were things about the system that were wrong
(1 :3). This realisation fed later into her thinking about possible new ways of restructuring the
work of leadership and teaching in schools, she said.
Jane talked too about her attendance at many valuable sessions on beliejs about
learning and teaching, and the way she was mentored by an inspector who graded her and then
fed her educational articles that he thought might interest her. She was invited to the Lopdell
I-Iouse course that worlted on developing resources for improving gender equity in schools and
was encouraged to think about applying for positions of more responsibility. She described
how she then applied for a position at Awanui School (a six teacher school) as deputy
principal. She won this position, but before she could take it up, the principal left. When she
was then asked to go in as acting principal, Jane's response was to go to the school and say to
its staff and board, Well everything needs to be open andhonest. There are two options. Either
I come in and do it with all of you helping, and it would need to be a co-operative-type
approach, or they can second someone else ( 1 :5). When she was made acting principal, she
said that she ltept to her belief that everything should be open and honest. I w w quile upfront
with people - like with a strong, rather strident feminist, who was quite difficult really, I'dsay
to her, I disagree actually, and that worked with her. That was a good learning experience
(1:5).
After the new principal was appointed to Awanui School, (Jane did not have the
appropriate grading to apply), Jane worlted closely with her for four and a half years. Rose
Fleming, who was involved in a scliool development project with them, said they worlted
~ u-~ e i l iii.i
e rii veTy 'j/shai.ingandeqiiiil wiiy; f ~exa~iiplz,
r
thcji wcrc ttic on!j principal and dcputji
&-
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principal wllo had sent all their staff to a residential professional development course. They
put a lot of resources and energy into sharing around the leadership and notjust holding on
to the knowledge (Rose:7). Jane remembered this experience as being quite influential in her
thinking about collaborative approaches to leadership.
She also remembered having tallted often during these years wit11 a teaching colleague,
Anne Fletcher, about how nice it would be to work collaboratively with a friend. While in the
same school, they had worlted in a team teaching situation. I used to say to her, now once your
children grow up, you and I will apply and get into a little lwo teacher school and we'll do
something nijiy - one qf us will get in as the principal and the other as a leacher, and then
we'll change it all so it becomes cooperative. Funnily enough, at thal stage I didn '1 think of
attacking the structures until we got in there. Our base would have been more that of being
jriends rather than of having a similar idea, like when Liz rang me up about the HillcreLsl
Avenue School ad when it was in the Gazette (Jane1:7). She said later that the conversation
with Liz about sharing the leadership had quite a different focus: It was not so much a
relalionship thing, it was because of the b e l i ~ f i ncooperative methods ofworking. (2:1).
EIowever, when Liz aslted her what she thought about joining her in proposing a coprincipalship to the board of Hillcrest Avenue School, Jane wanted a couple of days to think
it through, to clarify her ideas about how she saw herself as a leader in relation to Liz. I saw
Liz as strong and charismatic and vibranl, and therefore would I be up to it? With her? I
thought I wouldjust be the backup person ... Bul that was my problem really. 1 thought, il S
not her,fault i f I don't say anything - il was no use expecting her to sensitively watch my little
self being pathetic. I decided thal I would have to be a bit bolder really. If/ was going to go
into it, I had to be honest and say something aboul me, or i f 1 wasn't happy with something,
that was the appropriate way. So I,faced this. I thought I'm not making a commitment to work
in a particular way if I haven't thought about how I am going to cope in that situation
(Jane1 :7,8).
Jane also knew though, that she had pasticular sltills that were different to Liz's. I had
learned a lot ofparental skills ... and I knew I was able to see lots ofpeople's points of view
(1 :9). So she said to Liz, Yeah, great idea. Let S go for it -,feeling at thatpoint that I was going
to be the key learner.

Developing the joint application and proposal for a structural change
The two women met to talk through how they could work together as co-principals.
They focussed on identifying and clarifying their shared values and goals about leadership and
management, teaching and learning. Liz said later, I used to think good principals were
charismatic visionaries. I don't think that any more. Vision is important, but no one individual
is more important lhan anyone else (1 :6-'7). It seemed logical to her therefore, to change the
position of principal from being synonymous with a single person, to being a position that
helps to carry the ideas. Liz and Jane agreed that such a reconstruction of the principalship
would not only enliance the quality of leadership in the school, but also the quality of the
teaching and learning, as a consequence of the greater involveinent of teaching staff in the
planning and decision making about all aspects of school life.
They also agreed, however, that such a shift could only be accomplished through a
structural change. 111 Jane's words, It's no good,just saying we'll make it shared. You had to
validate it through structural change. that'^ the crunch really (1 :1 1). As she cxplaiiied later,
I f the principal is just one person, they hold the philosophy really, whereas once it !s all lhe
people, the philosophy is held in the instilution. It's held in the people, lhe,fubric qf'the school,
lhe childfen and the i . i i ~ i / ~ ~ i i(l;ecausc
i i l ~ , 1'1 ean'l /;c kcld in alyl l';~di.iidual(I:! I ) . Thus, whilt
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they were proposing was a conscious challenge to he struciure andlhe system ofmanagement
in schools (Liz 2: 1).
In the proposal they developed, Liz and Jane rejected a bureaucratic managerialist
approach to the co-principalship. 'They did not want to develop job descriptions with separate
tasks and responsibilities detailed for each ofthern, but wanted to be allowed to develop ways
of working that would enhancc a collective responsibility and a sharcd approach in as many
aspects ofthe principal's work as possible. And they did not want to spell out in detail exactly
how the collaboration would involve the third teacher in the school and include support staff
and the board of trustees; they wanted this to evolve as they worlied together with these
people. Jane was particularly committed to creating partnerships between herself as a teacher
and the parents of her pupils: It is critical thal we work together... I genuinely believe lha/
we're ull equal. I jusl happen to be trained in a speczfic area..
'They agreed that priority should be given to establishing systems of communication
at all levels ( between staff within the school, between the principals and the board, between
staff and parents, between staff and the widcr agencies) and that there should be a mechanism
for regular review (by both the staff and the board) of the structures and practices they
developed.
Liz and Jane's application made it clear that theirjob-sharing of the principal and senior
teacher positions would involve both philosophical and protocol issues. Their proposal that
accompanied their joint application also highlighted the place of shared vision and laid out
goals for the children as learners and for the school.
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By the time that they had written up their proposal, the two wornell were utterly
convinced that this was what they both wanted to do. Jane said that doing the appliculion
clarified it - y o u think of all the reasons, and then it becomes terribly obvious ( 2 2 ) .
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Board of trustees9 response to the 'flat management idea9

The board appointment committee were, in the words of onc of them, initially blown
away by thc whole idca of a shared principalship. Mary Stevcns (who was then the board
chairperson), Naonli Grant and Phil Cody had had experience in the areas of education
research, teaching and management and industrial relations, and they quickly saw advantages
in what Liz and Jane were proposing.
Naomi was particularly thrilled to have such strong women applying. She had been in
many schools in the process of her work, and she had found it quite disheartening to find
again and again one male, and he was the principal (Naorni: 13). She identified herself as a
feminist, who had constantly questioned the male managenzent model. / had personally
experienced that as a deparlment head and hadn't liked it ... and lotally supported the idea of
women sharing the leadership (17).She saw the co-principal proposal as a strong gender
strategy. 1 brought out all he statis6ics about the number of women in the principalsh@ in
primary schools, and we didn '2 want that in our day and age. That was the model our school
had had previously - always a male principal, and recently two women senior teachers
supporting him. We wanted to change that whole approach... Andwe felt il was crazy in such
a small school to have one chief and two Indians, so we were keen on the flat management
idea (5).
Mary did not think that gender was an issue, though she said, I did think it was very
good f w e hadfemale principals (1 8). The central thing was that the board shared Liz and
Jane's strong commitment to the best inlerests of the children (Mary:$). The appointment
committee was also very clear that their job was to assess all aspects ofthe proposal and make
the appointmentprocessfair (Mary:$). The committee thought they had been very careful to
set up good systems for the selection and appointment process. They had identified a very full
list of criteria for each of the positions to help them shortlist from the good pool of applicants.
When they read Liz and Jane's application and CVs, they were thrilled with the calibre of both
women as individual professionals, and were excited about the idea of a co-principalship.
However, they recognised that there could be practical and industrial problems around sharing
the principal's position and so they sought advice from the State Services Commission, the
Ministry of Education, the School Trustees Association (the school boards' organisation) and
the primary teachers union (NZEI).
Consulting the agencies: aecountabiliegi, aecountabiKltgi, aecountabiliq

State Services Commission (SSQ
The legality of Hillcrest Avenue School's proposal was a major issue for the
Commission. The SSC was concerned to ensure that there was someone to be accountable for
the school's management and practices. An SSC representative rccalled later that the board
had been told that ithe Education Act (1 989) defines a principal as one person. This definition
is because there has lo be someone who eventually carries lhe can and takes the ultirnale
decisions ifthere's a disagreement ... that's accountability, the one who is clearly responsible
(SSC: 5). It was stated that fjob sharing' a Princ@al'sposition is not within the law, because
the Education Act talks uboul "& Chiej Executive of a state school, of an institution
established under this A d . " S o that indicales to us an individual. And there are
re~pon~sibililies,
like 'Subject to sub-seelion 2, &principal o f a state school may suspend any
student. " ,Co there are sorl oftasks that are given to &g Principal and we don't see thal the law
. .
really allows there to hc more than one pn~czpal,lo actually legally qYi!cl lhe dulies aud
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rexponsibilities that the Act lays down ... . ,Section 94 talks about " m e Board o f a state school
shall comprise no more than seven and no fewer than three parent representatives, and one
principal" being one. -principal
ofthe school (SSC: 1-2).
Accountability for this SSC spoltesperson meant that somebody is. responsible ,for
something in particular, and if this splitting of responsibilities and tasks did not occur, and
these were shared, then there would be no particular responsibility for anything (2). In the
view of the SSC this meant that job sharing aprincipal'sp~~sition
is not within the law ( 1 ) .
When he reflected later on what SSC had told them, Phil Cody commented that, within
the education bureaucracy at a state level, and he included here the School l'rusteees'
Association (STA), and the primary teachers'union (NZEI), there is a very,fixed idea of the
way in which labour relations and industrial matters work and are resolved It's very
hierarchical, and it's very much an old governmental model. And so what you '11Jind,for
instance, is a number of concerns being raised about authority, about responsibility, about,
accountability within the schools and the ways in which a collectivised model of leadership
subverts those lines, particularly of accountability. A colleclive leadership is seen as
dangerous therefore (Phil 2 2 ) .
The SSC officer had also pointed out to the appointment committee that if there were
problems, it would be the children who would suffer. Mary, Phil and Naomi were very aware
of this, but they also thought that this model could be good for their children's education. In
Mary's words, We have so many hierarchical models - and I think hierarchies can work well,
but at the same time, Ithink it is important for children to be exposed to other models. It gives
them more options (1 0). They found SSC difficult to persuade about this however. Mary said
that, The main things for them were lo do with accountability and appraisals. SM were
dSJicult here too.
School Trustees 'Associatiokz (STA)
When Mary and Phil consulted STA officials, (this organisation represents the interests
of the school boards as employers and governing bodies), STA said that they were particularly
concerned &out the issue of accountability This STA representative recalled later that there
was concern because there is the statutory employer role that a board has under section 75
ofthe Act (Education Acl 1989)for governing. At the end ofthe day the board will hold the
principal ofthe Hillcrest Avenue School accountable for certain outcomes because under
Section 76, the principal is the day to day manager and theprojessional leader. So ifsomeone
wanted tojob share aprincipal's position, how does that impact on that accountability line?
(STA: 1) However, STA didn't want to come from aposition ofsaying don 't do it though. We
are there to represent and a,ssiksthoards (1).
The board were also asked to think about what they would do if one of the principals
turned out to be incompetent: who would actually be accountable? STA was worried about
how a board, in that sort (8scenario attempts to run a competency on one third of the
princip~l~~hip?
11 'spretty hard to argue that all three have an equal re,sponsibilily when infact
he dgficiency is clearly one ~hirdqf lhe equation (STA:6). Othcr praclical diflculties, and the
possibility that things are likely to slip through the cracks, also worried STA. They asked the
appointment committee cluestions about the resolving of potential anomalies betwecn differing
qualification levels, requirenients for sick leave, superannuation contributions and so on.
Although Phil Cody thought that going through the proposal with tlicm, problem by problem
not
was incredibly useful (Phil 1 :S), Mary found this process less helpful: STA voa,s ,svvingi~~g,
quite sure which way to go (Mary: 12).
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Minisfry of Education

When the appointment committee consulted the Ministry of Education, staffthere were
also very cautious about the viability of a co-principalship. Once again this caution centred on
the need Tor there to be a clear and single line ofaccountability, as provided for in law. 1 was
told later, 7'he Ministry is strict on what the law says - the Ministry has to be there when things
go wrong (Ministry: I).
The board found that the Ministry generally followed the SSC 'line,' although Mary
remembered that in regard to the problem of how to pay the women, they were told as long as
the board did not expect to get more money to pay each of the co-principals at the principal's
rate, how the women's salaries were to be paid was not a problem. 'lhe payroll sectioil in the
Ministry Management Centre was very good about that, she said (Mary: 12).
A Ministry spokesperson said thatfiscal neutrality was a constrainingfactor ... We are
obliged to support self-management, and we are committed toflexibility, but the regime we
work in is very dificult - within the Orders in Council and the Public Finance Act we have to
be fiscally prudenl in what we can do, and we have central resourcing- other resourcing
models are broader (Ministry:l). A second person added that the Ministry is bound by
Governmentpolicy to give schools moreflexibility, andas long as lhey don't exceed lhe money
given to them, we don't have a view on how schools should manage their resources. When a
school over spends then the Ministry has aproblem - we're to lookafter the taxpayers'money
(Ministry: 2).

New Zealand Educational Institute: advantages, disadvantages?
'The appointment committee also consulted with the union, discussing issues around
teachers' contracts and terms of employment. Mary thought that the NZEI were very
supportive when she and Phil talked with them. Phil said though, that in his discussions with
NZEI national executive members, he was told that there were mixed reactions to their
proposal. The union had concerns about the way that the possible co-principalship would
straddle two contracts (there was a principal and a senior teacher position involved in the
collective leadership). They told the appointment committee that negotiating contracts for the
co-principals could prove to be quite complex.
Later, a union representative said that some benefits of co-principalships had been
recognised, such as widening career paths for women, increasing opportunities for people to
experience the principalship, supporting collegiality, pooling of people's different strengths
and the bringing in of different perspectives. However, this NZEI spokesperson remembered
that concerns had been expressed to the board about what could happen $sharing unravel,^.. .
It's much more complex than some people realise ... and lhere is a lot of homework to be done,
because unlil all these praclical things are sorted out, we cop the mess. Like the Ministryjust
sort of says, "Efere's the problem, you sort it out (NZEI:3).
Practical worries around salary arrangements were still then one of the primary
concerns for the union 'These were not so much the issues about one person who is not
working as hard as another, but earning the same pay (a point made by the SSC). 'l'he NZEI
ofiicial was morc focussed on salary difficulties related to industrial conditions of
employment, such as how to sort out what happens when one person is on sick leave - does
the other person also lose some ortheir sick leave entitlement? This concerti around salary and
employment conditions was linked to the other main worry of NZEI, that the shared
principalships could damage career structures. NZKI remained opposed to a merging of two
w e e r positions, such as the disestablishing of the dcprjry principal position for it to merge into
"
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a co-principal position. The two posilions must remain separate. This is all tied in io the whole
queslion ofbulkfi~nding.It's very easy to break d o ~ ~tafling
~n
schedt4les. It's a hell o f a taxk
to get them back up again. The ability to make improvements could be lost jbrever. If the
deputyprincipa position was disestablished, those task,^ would not go away. Someone would
have to pick them up - with or without a salary allowance (NZEI: 4 3 .
In his comments about what the NZEI had told the appointment committee, Phil said
that, It's my reading that there is a lobby inside the NZEI that sayysit's in their collective
inlerests to protect the existence of the senior management contract ... jor a number of
principals in particular. They gain a lotjrom being conlractually distinct from their teachers.
That S sorl of an inlernal union politics lhat would be quite interesting to watch to see how
they sort it out (1:3). IHe reinembered that at the time he and Mary were consulting with them,
/here were a number qf'people in the national executive who recognised the worth of
collectivising the position, hut there were some other people there who had some problems
with it. 7'here was a long debate. But they ended up saying, yes, lhis is probably a good thing,
and let's try it, let S support it. IIe also remembered one man being particularly cautious and
throwing up difficulties that the board should consider. He found this a useful thing to have
to respond to though. The consequence, he thought, was that later, what wefinished up with
is a regime that lakes account of as many of the potential problems as we can put in place
( 1 14).
Shortlisting and intemiewirag
Despite their own excitement about the potential of the co-principal proposal, Mary,
Phil and Naomi were concerned about the issues that had been raised during their conversation
with the agencies. They were also worried about what the parents would think of such a radical
change to the school's management structures. They considered interviewing Liz and Jane
separately. After reading Liz and Jane's CVs and referees' reports, each of the appointment
committee had thought either woman would make an excellent principal.
They decided to meet with the two women and suggest that one of them could apply
for the principal's position and the other the senior teacher position, and then, if appointed
work together in the way they were proposing. Rut Liz and Jane said, No. It is either the two
of us, or nothing. Jane remembered later (with some awe!) hearing herself saying in a firm
disappointing. She was surprised at her own audacity and firmness! The
voice, This is
committee were impressedthat they were notprepared lo compromise the ideal of the shared
principa1,ship (Naomi:6). Liz explained to me, It was about an ideal. We wanted to try out this
model which was important lo us. We were like a package (2:1).
Because the agencies were continuing to giving them many negative messages
however, Mary, Phil and Naomi then decided to discuss the issues and what process they
should follow from there on, with the whole board. &uite,fmvzkly, we didn't know what to do,
Mary said. So we asked the whole board whether to go ahead with considering this proposal
alongside the other single applications. A j e r much discussion, he whole board voted 5 to 2
that we should have a look at it ( 1 2).
The appointment committec lherefore short-listed 1,iz and Janc, along with Karen and
two other applicants, and they invited a school advisor to assist thein with the interviewing.
I~ierviews:round one

After intervicwing the fivc applicants (Liz and Jane in ajoint interview), Mary, Naomi,
Phil and the advisor spent many hours discussing the candidates' strengths, weaknesses and
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potential contributions lo their school. They went back over the pros and cons of accepting the
co-principalship model and the nagging questions: Who answers the telephone? Who is the
Principal? What are the parents going to think? Naomi said that they realised that cn lot of the
parents are in management positions and they may not support this style of operation
@laonii:4). The committee were also particularly worried about bringing in two people in a
shared position, while there was a third teacher in the school. What f y o u are excluding
someone -you '11 have two people against one... Wefelt that we would insult Karen, and we
wanted her to have equal status and.fiel comfortable with the whole process (Naomi:3).
At the end of their deliberations the four of them came to a unanimous position. We
wanted to have our cake and to cat it as rb~ell,Naomi said. We definitely wanted Liz and Jane.
We thought their proposal was fabulous and that it would work really well in our school. It
would also model innovative styles and structures to other schools and to the teacher
trainees...But we also wanted Karen. We wanted all of them for the range d s k i l l s lhey
brought . .. Jane 's expertise with new enlranls and parents, Liz's skills with music and the
middle school and Karen because qf the stability it would give the school and her slcill in art
and with senior students (2). So the appointment committec decided to present to each of the
threc women their
proposal for a three-way principalship.
A three-way share?

The ncxt day, Mary, Naomi and Phil met at the school and called Karen in to discuss
this suggestion with them. Karen remembered later her shock. I had never heard ofsuch a
thing in all my life. I'm quite a 'nuts and bolts' person - I wanted to know how it was going
to work. I said to Mary, how are you going to pay us, I mean, Isaid, you are going to get two
for the price ofone - that S wonderful for you but where does it leave us? I was trying to think
quickly on my,fiet (Karenl :10). She asked for time to think about it and for permission to meet
the other two applicants: Because, she said, I can 't say yes or no without knowing who it is
you 'reproposing to put me with. So I rang Jane, who had also been rung by the appointments
committee and asked to consider a three-way share ... then Liz, Jane and I had a quick meeting.
I had some questions, like, well we have this Lnro,nosal.hut whal about the implementation
plan.? And Jane just smiled and said, 'I don't know how it will work, but I believe il could
work ifthe three of us agreed to work logether. ' They said, 'Karen, we realise that you are in
a very dfJicult position, but you must say exaclly what it is you feel and you must do what is
importantfor you. ' They were absolutely marvellous. Icouldsee that they were people IcouM
work with. Liz 's sense c.fhumour came through and Jane 'sphilosophical outlook. I was trying
to be really collecled about it all, so I said to them, 'Look, I'mJinding this very dif&?cultto
make a decision, um, and I don't think we've had enough time... I f 1 say no, it's not because
I've hated you on sight. ' Iprobubly didn't say this very d@lomatically, but 1 wanted to let
them know that. And they said yes, they understood. And I went home and toiled and thought
late into the night... My$rst reaction was I could learn,from this, but I was worried that it
could be a disaster. I wanted to work with these people firsl. So I spoke to lhe hoard
chairperson and said, l o o k I'd rather not commit myself lo lhis struclure -- so what happens
nexl.? 'And she said, 'Well it's back to the drawing board Everybody will have to go through
the procedure again. 'But I thought stuf it. Ididn '1 have enough information. It was a risk that
couldwork, but then the school could also end up in a shambles. So Isaid no, I can't go along
with il at he moment (Karenl: 12).
Mary9s response was because there had bcen prcssure mounting in the community over
the ijir~iessof the interviewing procedure. Several people felt Karen had not bcen given an
l
had ;:~t
equal oppoi-liiniiyto presci?i her visioii of a tearxi management for thc s c k ~ o (she
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talked to the interviewing committee about the women who were keen to work with her in a
similar style to hcr prcvious colleagues).
And so a second round of interviews took place.

Interviews: round two, and the decision
'This time thc whole board was involved in the interviews with Karen and Liz and .Jane.
The women were asked to come with a presentation oftheir vision for the principal's work in
the school, and Karen was invitcd to bring support people with her if she wished.
In their second interview, Liz and Jane stressed their commitment to the idea of
achieving shared leadership through structural change. Jane remembered that Liz said, It's no
good,just saying we'll make it shared You had to validate it lhrough structural change. That's
ihe crunch really (Jane1 :11). Naomi remembered that Karen presented her vision for the
school as having one person to lead as principal. Although tlie board valued her contribution,
they were more interested in the proposal to change the management structure and they
decided to appoint Liz and Jane.
When they informed each of the candidates of the decision, the committee found it very
difficult to tell Karen that she had not been made principal. They were hoping, though, tkat she
would be able to accept the decision and be able to see that the new approach could benefit her
too, particularly if the three women were able to develop a three-way co-principalship.

Parents: partners or protestors?
When the news became public, however, there was an uproar from the community. The
committee 's failure to consult the parents resulted in some fiery challenges. There were big
public meetings andpeople yelling at each other and the board. The community was saying
we weren't consulted on this. This idea was so new and many had faith in Karen and wanted
her as the new principal (Parent 9/3/95:3). Some parents thought that there was an injustice
in the single candidate being put against two. And also a single person might have difficulty
working with two coming in. (Parent 1014195:1).
The board, and the appointment committee in particular, were deluged with angry
phone calls. There were objections to both the board's lack of consultation with the whole
parent community and to the job-share model itself. Several thought that the proposal was
crazy and would not work. Some rather nasty micro-politics occurred. Someone implied that
the appointments committee had been "got to9'by Liz and Jane (the implication being that they
had somehow 'pulled strings' with their contacts in the Ministry). Some parents charged that
what the board had done was industrially illegal. There were a lot of threats made to us, said
Naomi (4), and there was lobbying against the board chairperson in particular. Mary said she
was told that some of the parents 'wanted her head.' She waspersonally attacked by some of
he board members - there was a big split on lhe board. She brolte down briefly as she
describcd what it had been like. I'm sorry, she said. It really was quile a time - - even now I
fie1 quile sorry - Ifound it hard I hudn'l hod /hat kind qf experience bejbre. I'm not a
political animal... There were sonze board members who were quite supportive. One member
inparticular was very d$ficull though, lobbying behind the scenes, you know, demanding thal
the board vole me o f a s chairperson, that kind o f thing (Mary:23, 1 1). She reflected later on
thc difficulties for a board. People have given responsibili~yl o the board - we are the people
who make the decision - we were elected /o do that. We want to keep people infbrmed andyou
don't wan/ /o leave /he communily out. nu/ it's u very digicult ihing lo actually keep
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confidences and to have a negotiatedproces,~with the community. You're treading a very,fine
line ( 1 3).
The appointment committee decided to call an open meeting Cor all the parents - an
opportunity for them to audit the board, as Mary put it. It was a bit like lancing a boil (13).
They also invited NZEI representatives to attend to answer any industrial questions from
parents (and to ensure that each of the teacher's rights were protected). The meeting began
with the appointments committee describing what they had done and explaining thc reasons
behind the processes. They aimed to show that it had been a,fbir process, with each applicanl
having equal opportunity to put their case and explain what they had to ofer the school ... And
we argued why the co-princip~l~ship
was the most attractive mode1,for our school (Mary:4).
At this meeting some were persuaded, but not all.
The unrest simmered and another meeting was held for Liz and Jane to explain their
proposal to the parents. Jane said, We knew what was happening (though we were not
supposed to know). And the community 'meet Liz and Jane' meeting was incredibly
uncomfortable. We came knowing that most would have preferred to lhrow darts really. We
each gave a liltle talk, andpeople, I have to say, were very well-mannered ... though I think
some might have been thinking that we were going to be raging I@-wingers, wearing sqfron
clothes sort o f thing! (1 :1 1). Most parents had their doubts assuaged at this meeting however.
In the words of one parent, I soflened when I met them and heard them talk about what they
were proposing (Parent 2014195:1). Veronica Cowley, the principal release teacher, and a
parent in the school community, said later that this meeting was a turningpoint - it changed
attitudes (Veronica 12).
Veronica was then asked to talk to Karen, to woo her into staying, to tell her how good
it would be for the school, but also for her. (Veronica 1:3). Karen felt later that this was a bit
unfair, but she decided nevertheless, to stay on.
A co-principal partnership

Liz and Jane's GO-principalshipthus became a reality at Hillcrest Avenue School.
Karen decided to work alongside the two of them to get to know them and to explore the
possibilities of a three-way shared leadership. She was by no means convinced that this was
viable, but she was prepared to give this possibility 'a go.' At the end of an eventful and
stimulating, though at times painful and stressful third term in 1992, the three agreed to meet
before the beginning of the1 993 school year, to discuss how they could work together.

Establishing shared leadership anad reeonastructirag "&he
principal9
'Clearing the air9 and focussing on teaching and learning

During the selection and appointment processes, each of the women had feit that these
were fraught with lobbyings and mixed messages. I,ater, Jane and Liz said they had felt
particularly sorry for Karen, because she was in a dificulf situation - she lcnew the community,
andprobably knew what they were saying ... Liz and I couldpretend we were outside ( f a lot
ofthose things. So ihe early dficulties therefore were probably trying lo he honesl with each
other and nl,so trying to consider each other (Jane 2: 18).
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To help this process, at their first meeting in mid-January, Liz suggested that they
should have a frank and open discussion about the appointmentsprocess (Karcnl :14). Karen
remembered, It turned out that we had all~feltthat the way the appointment had been done had
been unfair ... but it wasn't until we came together that we couldput the pieces together. ,Yo
that was a really constructive Ihing for Liz to do, 'cos we then, you know, declared openly thal
we were lhere to work, a ~ l dwe talked about how we were going to operate together ( 1 :14).
This discussion cleared the air and enabled the three women to move on quite quickly
,from the awful things that had happened during the appointment process ... That messy process
made us workout very clearly how we were going to go about the shared leadershb - and that
we needed lo do it quite,formally... We stepped very quickly on to a very prc?fissional basis...
to ~hink,we are heresfirthe learning ($the children, and so that 's he conzmon purpose (Jane
2: 1 8). Liz said later that they agreed to take it all back to what you are therefor - teaching and
learning, j'br the children. That is what you focus on. You don't focus on personal agendas
(4:6). She also said, Although the situation wilh Karen at the beginning was a real mess, we
hadfaith that it would be all right (4:4)
Part of' Liz and Jane's faith was grounded in the fact that they saw Karen as an
articulate, capable woman, and as Liz put it, r y o u can 't articulate what you believe you don 't
really know what you believe (4:4). Liz and Jane had learned through their past experiences
to not only reflect on their own values and beliefs in relation to those of the groups they were
working with, but also to talk openly about these in group situations. They valued this
approach, and were delighted to find right at the beginning that Karen shared their belief that,
You've got to be able to say to the rest ofthe people what you feel - you've got to equally
share that. /fKaren hadn't been assertive and willing to do that, [don't know that it would
have worked (Liz 4:4).
Karen reflected later that Jim, Felicity and herself had never sat down and said, how
are we going to work together? She pointed out that, ,Jane, Liz and I were in a situation where
we were,forced to say, what is our best course ofaclion and what do we want to achieve?
(Karen 1:15) She thought that this turned out to be a very useful way to begin and said,
Althoughpeople thought thut it must have been terribly dijficult for me, in.fact Jane and Liz
made i f very ecrsy for me and t r e a t ~ dme with utmostpro$ssional respect, and we were all
equals rightjrom the start. And we were all very very focused on the fact that we had to get
busy and do the job thut we were there for (ICarenl:l4). Liz commented later, Building the
collaboration was not a dilficultprocess, because Karen in her nature is not a barrier 'putter
upper'(3:3).
Before they finished this first meeting, the women planned an agenda for their first
teacher only day to be held on January 29, 1993. They agreed that Veronica Cowley, the
principal release relievi~lgteacl~er,should be invited to help them do two things: plan a school
wide Cocus for the children's learning programmes for the next few months and assign various
curriculum and liaison responsibilities.
Identifying a teaching and learning foeus for collaborative action
Veronica Cowley had worlted at Hillcrest Avcnue for some time, under both thc two
preceding principals, and she remembered thinking that having ajoint leadership was pretty
much what was happening in thc school with Jim, Karen and Felicity. So I said well there's
nol going lo he that much change ( I :5). (She changed her mind about this later). Afier thc
difficulties of the appointment processes however, she was a little worricd about how the three
women would sort out working together. So, at the ineeting on January 29, she watched with
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great intercst as the three women discussed their teaching and learning focus and decided who
would u'o what.
'I'he womcn had already agreed that they were focussing their thinking, planning and
action on the development of shared and agreed educational purposes, goals and approaches.
Following up on what she and Liz had proposed to the board during their interviews, Jane
suggested that their class programmes could focus on the children 'taking responsibility in
learning.' She thought that this could begin with something quite small and practical. As thcy
considered various possibilities for learning activities, Karen told them that a lot of the
children in thc school were cared for by nannies during the day and the children were not used
to taking responsibility for themselves. One of the manijestations of this was always the
overjlowing k j t property box. We culled it 'leji' because it was never lost, it wa,s just
discarded. So I said to Jane and Liz, can we look at taking responsibility ... in relation to
operating on lhis box as the first stage c?f learning? (Karen 1: 5 ) 'This was agreed to as an
appropriate needs-based beginning point.
Leading and managing together: who does what?
Veronica remembered that when it came to deciding responsibility areas, Liz, Jane and
Karen already had a list of all the responsibilities, all the curriculum and other areas, and I
remember writing their names up on the whiteboard and the three ofthem sat there and Iwenl
through the list and they called out i f ihey were going to take the responsibility - or often
someone else's name flhey ihought they should he the one to do it... Iwas thinking - ooh, how
many Ls and how may .Is and how many Ks (laughs) - like, is it going to he a fair and
equitable split? But they didn't uctually count at the end as to who had what. They talked
among themselves about who was better to have that responsibility, you know, who had the
talent that made it sensible that they should have it. Like when il came to science, Jane said,
Liz I think it would be sensible ifyou took that one. Idon 'tfeel confident about that one (1 :6).
What made a real impression on Veronica was the speed with which the women were able to
come to an agreement and to take responsibility, and the way they were really open to each
other. Yeah, that was neat, she said.
At the beginning, when I.iz and Jane were working as paired co-principals, they did not
tale time out to set up elaborate management systems. As Liz said later, We sorted out our
management strategies as we went along. We were really hairy to start with, but we got better
and better at it (1 :1). To begin with, she and Jane were sharing tasks such as dealing with the
mail, writing reports for board meetings and newsletters for parents, and liaising with various
people and organisations such as the College of Education and the people who ran the after
school care programme. They split their principal's release time of one day a weck so that one
would work on administrative tasks during the morning and one during the afternoon. (Their
'office' was then a table in the shared stafflphotocopier room.) They alternated, week about,
the responsibility for dealing with the mail, noting down any tasks that needed completion.
They changed their first system of filing everything by subject (for example, rlewsletters to
parents) to one where a copy of all inward and outward inail was put in one large folder: this
speeded up finding material. A separate file was set up for any correspondence the board
chairperson needed to read and deal with.
Because Joan Fletcher, the school secretary, finished work at 11.30ai11, while the
women were involved in teaching, a notebook was used to record questions and messages (that
flowed cacl~way), as well as any tasks the co-principals wanted done. Joan was also
encouraged to write down everything she did, so, said I,iz, if vve wanted her for extra hours,
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we had injbrmation lhal we could use to show that she was aclually doing more than her job
description. We were able to increase her two hours a day to three this way (1 :2).
To kecp track of all the taslts that arose from their staffmeetings and during day to day
events, Liz and Jane decided to write them all down in an excrcise boolc. They called this their
Principals
To Do Rook, and it remained a central part of the syslcms they evolved for their
-shared management. It helped them to ensure that the paper work was dealt with in an orderly
fashion, with both of them having quick and easy access to a written record of what the other
person had done, as well as to what still needed doing. During their 'office9times, thcy turned
to the boolc, picked up the next task on the list and worked on down it, ticking completed tasks
I love ticking things ofi.? Jane said one day as she whipped down a list of completed taslts
(Fieldnotes 2/6/95). Sometimes lhc women wrote short explanatory notes or questions beside
an entry. Simple strategies like these were used by Liz and Jane to keep each other, and other
stafiFl informed about details that needed action.
Later in the year, after the women had agreed that they wanted a three-way coprincipalship, and the negotiations with SSC about their contract were being focused on issues
around accountability, the three women revisited the question of how the various leadership
and management responsibilities should be shared. Their system of rotating liaison roles is
described later.
Building shared decision-ma~ngand planning

Although Liz and Jane were talting responsibility at first for the administrative tasks
there was much face to face three-way talking together with Karen about what was happening.
During 1993 Karen remained as a senior teacher, but she said that, Really there was no
division between us, except thut they wore the responsibility andperhaps had a bit more work
in terms of opening the mail and doing the returns and things like that (1 :14).The women
talltcd together about their teaching and how the children were responding, as thcy dropped
in and out of each other's classrooms, grabbed lunch and coffke breaks (often on the run) and
met more formally in their scheduled staff meetings.
These staffmeetings, with specific agendas that included long and short term planning
for teaching programmes and separate meetings for management issues, were timetabled into
each term. The women commonly used a brainstorming approach to problem solving and
decision malting in these sessions and they often also concurrently explored their values and
beliefs about the processes of communication and decision making.
They recognised that some planning and decision making needed to occur 'on the
hoof,' and often engaged in 'off-the cufF responding to and reflecting on particular situations
... During the day to day flux and flow of events they needed to be both proactive and reactive,
identifying for themselves issues that needed addressing, and responding to issues raised by
other people. Their approach to planning and decision making stressed the importance of
flexibility, of being fluid, as they later described it. They reflected often on what they had
done, and when a particular approach was judged by all three as having been successful, this
was built in to their systems and ways of operating together as c~-principals.
Developing open communication

Jane and Liz had been aclamarit wlie~ithey dcveloped thcir proposal for thc coprincipalship that there must be clear systems of communication and decision making. The
me.ssiness of what they described as the lobbying and the lelephone tree politicking among the
par~riisduring ihc scleciion and ~pp~iiiiiiici~i
processes Eurther convinced b0th 0ft1:em that
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they would need to emphasise right from the start, a school culture that practised open and
honest communication. I,iz said, We thought that what huppenedduring the appointments, the
lobbying and so on, may be the way these people worked in their own sectors, but we didn't
want that to be the way we worked here, it.felt dishonest ... We did not want that to be the
culture ($this place. So we tried to insist on having clear systems andprocesses and to lead
by example (Liz 2:4).

... between themselves
l'hc sharing of their feelings and opinions about the appointment process was an
example of how the women began opening up communication between themselves, trying to
have an honest relationship with each other. (Liz 2:4). Thcy built on this in a more formal way
during their first teacher-only day, when they agreed on some 'ground rules' for their own
internal communication.

These ground rules were written up on the white board as a reminder to each of them,
and to all who came into the staffroom, of the basic principles they wanted to follow in their
meetings and their work with each other. They remained on the whiteboard throughout the
time I visited the school 1994 - 1998, noticed by other people such as the relieving teachers,
2nd the student teachers, who said they were p2rt of the ci-ilture of the school.

... with the chi!&@
In their work with the children, the teachers wanted to build on the Hillcrest Avenue
tradition that the children's opinions were important and would be considered in the decisions
that were made. In the existing School Charter there was a specific policy on student
participation that stated: Children need to learn about decision makingprocesses andproblem
solving strategies thal will allow them to work in an injbrmed and mature way and to
contribute lo lhe school community. Ensuring that children have a grasp of these skills is
perhaps the most important thing that they can acquire,fmm their school year,^. 'rhe guidelines
included this statcmcnt: Where appropriate, the school will seekstudent input lo policy making
and will encourage lhevvz lo submit their ideas ahoul the jorm and content qf particular
policies. In 1992 the board had met with senior students to explain to them what the board of
trustees did in the school and to discuss issues of concern to the students. Among other things,
the children had told then1 they would like more I'E equipment, sarer trees, more storage space
inside (Board minutes, 271511 992).
Jane, I.iz and Karen did not want their openness towards the children's input lo imply
that 'anything goes' however. An incident in the first week illustrates the approach they took.
'171
1 ne childreri were in the 'r~a'r~ii
uf ridirig tlieil bikes iii the playgroiiiid, biii Jme and l,iz thought
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this was dangerous. After discussion with ICaren, they decided to tcll the children this, and to
ask them to come up with some good reasons as to why they should be allowed to continue.
Otherwise, they were going to ban biltes in the playground. Jane said, None of them did come
up with anything though, so we said, Right! That S it! No more bikes!
When I was talking to some of the children later in 1995,I aslted them, Do you get a
chance to say what you think about things? 'The responses of Deirdre, a Form 1 student, and
Jill, who had just started as a third form student at her new secondary school, were typical.
Deirdre said, Yes. Thal happens at hui. At hui time we can talk about any subject we worry
about (laugh$ or wan/ to have a co?~zmenton. It S kind of like a sharing thing (2).Jill said,
Yeah, there's much more sorl ofcommunication between the principals and the students (than
before). They sort ($tell us everything that goes on. With the other principal lxfore, we would
sort offind out guile a while later, but with these ones, we are sort ofthe first ones fo know.
And they are always telling us about things ... Like when the building was begun, we got told
as soon as - befi)re they had even decided, we knew they were thinking about il.

... with parents
The three women also wanted to establish that they would consult parents widely
whenever possible, discussing with them where improvements needed to be made, sharing
rcasons for particular decisions and reporting regularly on what had been achieved. In the first
week of school, however, before they had time to do very much, a potential conflict situation
arose with some parents who were unhappy about their Std 1 children being placed with Jane,
in the junior class. (Std 1 children previously went into a Stdl12 composite class.) The way the
women dealt with this situation was to prove to be significant not only for their interactions
and communicating with parents, but also for their developing 'model' o f a co-principalship.
Veronica Cowley was present when the women first heard about the parents9
displeasure. She said, The first response was Liz and she said well 'Welljust blow that! It's
just going to have to stop. I'm not going to have that. I'm not going to be told what to do. 'And
Jane said, 'Well I think we should maybe go hack and ask them to explain just what the
problem is G Z a~zd
~ let us sort it cul. 'And IYaren m r t ~fsal'd,'IYhat's the policy? What's o21r
policy? You know, how do we go about dealing with ~his?'AndI thought my goodness, three
completely diferent responses to the problem. I thought how are you three going to get on.?
But in.fact they're probably three very good combinations. You know, they sort of covered the
gambit of approaches that should be brought to aproblem in this school. And they talkedthen
amongst hemse elves and - I'mpretty sure it was Jane that time who led them into what thefirst
step should be (Veronica 1:7). She said that aAer expressing their own different reactions to
the situation, the women moved on to collectively explore how it could be handled. When Jane
suggested that she tallt directly with each parent, L,iz and Karen agreed that as the situation
concerned the parents of the children in her class, it was a good idea that she be the
'frontperson' in the first instance. They discussed how this was also an opportunity for Jane
to model ihc direct, open and negotiating style that they wanted to become the norm in their
communication between themselves and parents. It was agreed that clear messages about the
reasons for the decision that had been made needed to bc given and they talltcd about these
together before Jane rang the parents.
Janc said, Mosl were happy, but one said, 'Everybody else is,furious and I've been
talking to so -and-so and so-and-so. ' And I said, 'Well you are right to talk to everyone, but
unless you talk to us /here will be no change. Unless we know there '.s a difficulty, we won't
do a thing. I'm not saying we'll do anything now, but at least we'll know. And I think it's
important that we talk face l o face aboul this. ' S o h a t Sunclay, h e y all curne u'owvr, ovie a f i u
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another, and toldme lhal they were worriedaboul things like their childwouldn '1 be extended
and so on. Si, I said, 'Are you prepared lo give me a lerm and have a di,scussion then to see
whether your child's met the standard?' This was agreed lo. I added that even lhen I was not
promising I'dshifl fihem!And they saiu'thing,~like, 'Well I'm still not happy, but Ican see why
you're doing this. And, at leas1 I know that I mightn't always agree wifh you, hut if1 say
something, you'll listen, even f y o u disagree with me. ' That was a sort ? f a compliment in a
way laugh,^) (Jane 2: I I). 'l'bus the issue was resolved to cveryone9ssatisfaction.
In the event, Janc had to tread a fine line between negotiating agreements with the
parents on hcr own behalf and working to what the thrce womcn had agreed would be the best
way to handle the situation. While keeping open options about the placement of the children
after term one, she had been careful not to promise anything the co-principals might not be
able, or want, to deliver. She reported back the conversations to Liz and Karen, so that they
could revicw the situation together. They agreed that this approach of shared strategising,
individual action and shared review had worked well.
They also identified another useful outcome Irom the incident. Jane commented that
some parents thought that the involvement in decision making that was promised in
'Tomorrow's Schools ' meant getting their own way (2: 11). 'The women were concerned that
a small minority of parents would continue to lobby. Jane's face to face directness had shown
parents that the co-principals were professionals who were willing to be challenged about their
decisions, but they would not succumb to 'behind the baclt' ltinds of politicking.

... with the board
The women used a similar approach in their communications and work with the board.
During first week of school in1993, while Liz, Jane and Karen were 'settling in' to their
teaching and working together, they were aware that, The community was waiting wilh bated
breath to see how his threesome was going to work out. There were all sorts of people
popping in and out at lhe end of the day, you know, sort of almost observing us, seeing how
we inter-related. Andwhen theyjound out that infact, you know, they could hear us laughing
and we were actually smiling at each other, they said, hey all right, it's working! So the
pressure came again from the board and lhey said, now what about a three-way
princ@alsh@.' (Karen 1 :15)
The women decided that it was too soon to malte this kind of decision however. Liz
said, Wt! lalked about it and decided to take control ofil. We said no, we would spend a year
getting lo know each other and working on our personal philosophy and seeing how the
management system worked in a two-way thing and then we would let them know what we
believed should happen (2:2). They wrote the following letter to the board.
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After discussing thcir letter, the board accepted their proposal and the date for a full
school review. I think they were quite relieved really, Kasen said later (1:15). The
announcement was made to the parents in the school newsletter and in this way, the women
established for themselves time and space to work out a fully shared approach to both the
management and teaching and learning in the school.

... and the board chairperson
To ensure that regular communication was maintained with the board chairperson,
weekly meetings were set up with Mary Stevens. At these meetings, Jane and Liz kept Mary
informed about the direction the co-principalship was taking and planned the agendas for the
board and wider parent mcetings. The discussions ranged wider than this though, and explored
each other's views about the role of the board, the way particular meetings could be run and
the effects of particular kinds of decision making processes. Mary was impressed by what she
saw as a shift in management and decision making styles. When Liz and Jane came, systems
became very explicit. Befire, we (the board)just kind ojdid things, like the treasurer held the
purse strings. She did not share information. But ,Jane and Liz said, 'No, we need to have
g m ~ decisims
p
here... We need lo ~iecidewhat ~ h g r n c e swill
s he, nt'gotiot~this and so come
to agreement. ' That was quite a lesson Jor me, that sometimes I just imposed things on
the appointmen2 thing... I learnt,from them the usgfulness
people ... like in some ways Ijust
of making it open, making it.fair by making things explicit and transparent (Mary: 19).
Liz and Jane stressed to Mary their aim of being very open and honest with the board.
Reflecting later about this, Liz said, v w e though2 something was not good enough, .Jane and
I wozlldsay so ... Like, it S not /he chairperkson'sjob lo sorf out the correspondence and keep
it all and read it all. It is the responsibility qf the whole board. When one of the hoardpeople
said, To,I'm not interested in anything else, I'm just interested in my hit, ' Isaid, 'Well I don't
think that's actually good enough. Ifyou don't want to look at the global issues ofthe board,
maybe you need to be co-opted to do the finances, not be an elected hoard member' (2:4).
Mary thought that Liz and Jane's skills in communication contributed to their ability
to open up discussions and maltc these inore explicit and ti-ansparent. She said that both
womcn were very good at reading body language fi)r example. Even when things were not
being said explicitly, /hey recognised that there might be a problem, and they would say,
'Look, I think there's slill roomfor talking here, we haven 't quite covered the issues ' (6). She
found that this approach surfaced for discussion by the board and thc parents many aspects that
had becn previously rather taken for granted. She said, for example, that under the previous
principal, there had seemed to he a shared vision, hut it wasn't openly discussed. It wusn 't
explicit (1). Shc aiso found ihai she ncecied to change her owil ci~aciingof the board c;hair9s
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role, as Liz and Jane expected her to becomc more accountable. She needed to move from
being a board chair who had rather coasted along under the previous principal, to one who had
to become much more involved in the development of the school's shared leadership and
philosophy.
Building a shared philosophy for elhilldren9slearning
'To help facilitate the developmcnt of their own common educationul philosophy and
clear understandings ofshared leadership, as they had put it in their letter to the board, early
in term one 1,iz and Jane suggested to Karen that she do the reflective principal course that
they had both participated in beforc they came io t Tillcrest Avenue School. ICaren was pleased
about this opportunity, and she attended the 1-4 March course. (This was funded from the staff
development budget.) She said she gained from the course an improved understanding of'the
role ( f a leader@ractitioner and about alternatives to traditional leadership styles (Karen's
diary:2), and that going to the same course the other two had attended also gave the three of
us a shared language, and through that we were able to exchange ideas and yzlestion our
meanings (Karen, Vision workshop:43). During the course, ICaren had time to stand backjrom
the situation and think about it. I drew up what I called 'our double agenda.'..We were
establishing a set ofcore beliefi about how children learn and ~hingswe should be seeing and
doing ij'they were learning the things that we believed in... And we were trying to actually link
those ideas across from he classroom to the community (1 :15).
Liz, Jane and Karen wanted both the board and the parents to be fully involved in
building a shared vision for their school, so as the three of them were meeting together and
getting to know each other, Liz and ,Jane were also meeting the community and getling to
know lhem (Karen 1:15). The women agreed with the stated aim in Tomorrow ',s Schools of the
need to build partnerships between teaching staff and the parents in the school community.
They suggested to the board that as part of clarifying and coming to wider agreement on the
school's purposes and goals, it would be useful to involve parents in reviewing the school's
charter mission statement. The board agreed, and at a subsequent meeting nearly half the
schoo! c~mmunityattefidec! aad talked 2t length about wh2t they wactec! as the important foci
for their school. The community consultation committee then worked for several weeks on
drafting, consulting and redrafting the mission statement, until agreement was reached. They
decided individual and grou-p learning should be put in, und we.filt that reflected thefact that
there was a group modelling leadership at the top (Karen 1:17).
Then during March, as part of their data gathering for their school wide planning, the
staff (Liz, Jane, Karen and Veronica) held some workshops for parents to discuss with the
teachers, goals for their children's learning. What emerged from these meetings was that the
parents basically wanted their children to learn and to be happy and they wanted to be reported
to regularly about how their children were getting on.
To improve their own ltnowledgc about what the children were actually doing during
the various learning activities, and as pal? of thcir follow up on the parents9 aspirations for
their children, the co-principals decided lo give four of their Friday's principal release time to
Veronica Gowlcy for her to monitor ihc children's on tasl<lofftask behaviours. Thc women
then sct aside a teacher only day to put together all the information they had collected to clarify
their scliool wide philosophy and approach. This meeting was facilitated by Rose 171cming,
who said, however, At the end ofthe day I went home and thozlghl, well they didn't need me
a1 all! They'd already gathered infirmation about what people thought and wnnted and they
were pulling il together (Rose 4). From this information, the teachers felt confirmed that the
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original locus for the teaching and learning programmes was the right one for the children in
this community.
'Taking responsi/)ilityfor our own learning, in y artnershil,~with others'

The women wanted to Gnd ways to alter the balance of teacherlchild input to the
children's learning (ICaren's diary:J). After investigating a variety of different learning styles,
they decided to ernphasise a problem solving approach in their next units of work. They agreed
strongly with the statement in the school charter that "children need to learn about problem
solving strategies9',but wanted to develop this further into encouraging the children to become
more responsible Tor themselves and their own learning objectives and achievements. Karen9s
description gives a good picture of how they worked with their students. We realised that a
lol of these children were waitingjbr somebody to come and you know, tend lo their needs.
At the beginning of theyear, children would arrive at school and say, oh I haven'tgot my togs,
my nanny can't have put lhem in my school bag. And we would say, well who was going
swimming, you or your nanny? Well how do you think your togs could get into your school
bag, yozl know. 1's there another way that you could be sure? Ooh, I could do ii myself And
that was the first sort of basic step. And then we decided that children had to realise that we
had roles in order to fulfil our responsibilities. ,Yo we created a social sludies unit uround
interdependence and,pomfive lhrough to tlzirteen the children were learning how groups
worked. Some ojthe learning was done inpeer groups, some of it was done in vertical groups,
and they had all sorts of practical, ah, sort of formal learning type situations where they
actually had to solve problems in groups, each group having a facilitator, a molivator, and
a supporter and a recorder. So that was our needs-directed focus (Karen 1:15).
The educational philosophy on which the women were building agreement, both
between themselves and with others in the school community, was described by Liz. We want
to think, to be able to think things through and to have some ofthe skills, h e
these kidLEs
attitudes and the knowledge,for them to be able to make choices... But it is also the idea of a
partnership ofparents and kids and teachers in a commitmenl to learning ... we all have to
work at it together (Liz 2:11).
Jane developed a very practical strategy to assist this partnership between the teachers,
the children and their parents. Each child was given an exercise book which was called their
Communication Book. The teachers wrote weekly newsletters to the parentslcaregivers,
describing what was happening in their class programmes and what work at home could focus
on. This was pasted into the book and sent home with each child. Parents often wrote back,
with a comment or a question and sometimes on-going dialogues occurred between parent and
teacher. One of Jane's letters illustrates the tone of the communications.
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Although the women were aiming for the children to have a developing independence
in their learning, this was within an expectation that others would become involved with them
in this process. 'They said they wanted to help the children to build their ability to be
autonomous, but within a concern for and connection with others. This aim was grounded in
a wider vison of the 'good society' that Karen put this way: I believe the essence of a
democratic slate is that every citizen takes respon.sihilily.for themselves... in ways that means
you're always keeping in mind the well being of the group as well (Karen 1:18). This
philosophy simultaneously underpinned and was supported by the women's belief in and
practice of shared leadership. Karen said, Ifyou are taking responsibilily then you don 't need
a strong leader over you, telling you what to do (1 :19).
Evaluating progress. Term 2,1993

Mary resigned as board chairperson in the middle of term two. She was sad to do this
as she had found worlting with Liz and ,Jane's two sets of ideas and energy coming at me
stimulating. But I couldn't manage the workload with the long hours I did in my paid work
(22). Phil Cody was elected by the board to be board chairperson.
By the end of the second term, Liz, Jane and Karen agreed that they were getting to
know each other and that they felt m~itiialljis~pportcd.Eowever, they felt that they had run
out ofsteam. For two terms we had workedfullpelt and we needed a bit ofconsolidation time
(Karen 1:18). They thought they had achieved a lot and they wanted to slow down, and if
possible, be more relaxed about work.
By this time they all agreed that their collaborative approach to the planning and
implementing of the teaching and learning programmes had worked well and although Karen
was not yet fully involved in sharing the management, she had decided that she did want to
officially join the co-principalship. I-Iowevcr, because the women wanted to refine their coprincipal structures and systems, and because Phil Cody had been having difficulties getting
the co-principal contract sorted out with SSC, they decided to wait until 1994 to announce the
three-way share. They agreed that during the final tern1 of 1993 they would clarify the ways
they ihought about and sharcd the various responsibility areas involved in their teaching and
management.
Claribing leadership liaison roles. 'Term 3, 1993

As in most primary schools now, Liz, Jane and Karen had each bcen taking
responsibility for various areas ofthe curriculum, carrying out within these spccif'ic tasks, such
as answering mail, drafting reports, setting up meetings and being the contact pcrson for
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con~munication.This did not mean that the only person others could refer matters to was the
person with a particular responsibility however.
In the original proposal for the co-principalship, as part of their belicf in the value and
sense of sharing tasks and rcsponsibilities, Liz and Jane did not want to divide all the various
leadership and management taslts into delineated responsibility areas and then split these
between them. During the contract negotiations with the SSC, however, SSC insisted that
accountability lines needed to be clearly defined. As a way of accommodating this requirement
and to make il easier for the board or someone else to have someone to contacl, (Jane1 :14)
the women decided to identify some responsibility areas, such as property, finance and liaising
with the educational agencies (including the Ministry of Education, the Education Review
Office, the Payroll Division, NZEI and so on), and with the school secretary, the Spanish
teacher, the principal release teacher, the cleaners, the after school care supervisor. They called
the responsibilities thcy each undertook, their liaison roles and shared these among the three
of them.
They stressed that these were liaison roles, not knowledge or control roles. This was
because they wanted to emphasise an approach where each co-principal would involve the
others in decisions that had to be made. As Jane said, We wanted to make sure that other
people would have lo notice ihings in each area .. not like the husbands (Jsome ofmyfiiendAs,
who say, ijyou just tell me to do the vacuuming, I'll do it! And the wifi says, but I want you
to nolice! Like I'm the properly liaison person, but I don't wanl to have to he the one who
always has to notice that the tap is dripping, for example(1:14). Calling the responsibility
areas liaison roles was thus careful choice of terminology, indicating that each role was not one
of sole responsibility or expertise, but rather that: 1) the person in the role was a first point of
contact for parents or other people; 2) this person would pass on information, requests or
questions to the other co-principals or other people as appropriate (the latter if they could not
deal with a matter themselves); and 3) the role involved responsibility for keeping up to date
with information and keeping the other co-principals and staff fully informed. This often
required, for example, reading in-coming circulars from the Ministry and other material, such
as publishing blurbs, related to their area, and summarising important information for the other
staff or alerting them to material they needed to read for themselves.
It was also decided that they would rotate the various roles so that each of them would
have the opportunity to develop the full range of lulowledge and skills required in each area.
I,ater, in 1995, they wrote up some guidelines, rather like an informal job description, for the
roles they were currently working in, so that the procedures they had developed in the role
were recorded and lodged in their 'Management Systems' folder for the next person who took
over. For example, Karen developed guidelines for liaising with the teacher of Spanish after
asking her how she lilted to be informed, (whether this was by being phoned ahead of time,
for example, or by a memo in her mail tray), and how often she wanted to meet with her
advisory committee (Fieldnotes 16/3/95).
'The co-principals took a very flexible approach to the ways they carried out their work
in the various liaison roles. They wcre always w i l l i ~ ~toghelp each other and to move across
the various responsibilities at times when one person was overloaded, or not well. Liz said,
Even though we have our responsihilily roles, there's a lot of swapping around - especially
ifyou notice the energy is foundering, you sort ojget in andpul a bit ($0 zap infothat person
... lhere '.s a lot of 'reading' each other and the situation. Like saying - scrap that meeting this
week, cos everyone seems really tired. To me, that'&steamwork. Zkamwork is not taslt oriented,
it ' s actually noticing people, the olher people around you ( 3 :15).'They realiscd too that three
heads were often better than one to complete a d i f i c ~ ~task.
l t For example, during one of my
J,,,,,
i O ; t c tc: thc school, Jzme was drafting 2 letter tc a parent md shc showed mc wl~ercshc had

.
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written a note to Karen and Liz. It asked, Is lhis over he top/ harsh.? She said that one of the
real advantages of the co-principalship was that Whenyou are dealing with a matter, you can
sort of be braver, cos there's three ofyou. You know thul ifthe other two don't agree with
what you 've done, like in this letter, they ''I1delete or change bits (Fieldnotes 2/6/95).
A three-way eo-principalskip has evolved
By September 1993, thc thrce staff had agreed that a three-way co-principalship, with
an equal sharing of all the leadership and management responsibilities and accountabilities,
viable. Indeed, by then a close collaboration was already happening. They were pleased
about the ways they had keconstructed' traditional notions of 'the principal,' by removing the
single figurehead component of the traditional principalship and the structural gap between
'the principal' and 'the other teaching staff.' Liz said, Wi. removed the gap physically. What
is good about this school is that there S only three full-lime stufand we're all equal (2:8).
Karen said, While we were setling up some structures, we were pulling olhers down, so we
were going through a restructuring weren't we.? ( 1 :8)
Throughout the whole of 1993,while the women had been establishing their ways of
working together, Phil and Naomi had been meeting with the Ministry and the SSC to sort out
how the co-principals' contracts should be drawn up. It was not until the end of this year,
however, that a resolution that was acceptable for all parties was achieved. These negotiations
and the details of the contract are described next.

Negotiating and formalising the contract
When the board appointed Liz and Jane as co-principals at the end of 1992, none of
them realised the procedural diJJiculties we would have to go through later to get the coprincip~l~ship
formalised (Phil1 :1). In hindsight, Phil Cody thought that this was because the
shared leadership is such a sipzficant change ,for the lvay we zlnderstand management
siructure~to work. Eie was refwriizg here io illc perceptioii that if an organisation is to fcnction
efficiently and with accountability, it needs a chain of control and command, with one person
who has an overview of all systems and functions and final responsibility for decisions. The
Hillcrest Avenue School board had to develop a contract for their co-principalship that would
satisiL SSC9srequirements for this kind of leadership accountability, yet also 'open up9these
constraints to enable the sharing ofresponsibility.
The discussions with SSC about formalising the shared principalship were dirficult and
protracted. Naomi Grant remembered later the personnel committee's disappointment about
the constraints they encountered. She said that they had thought that within the requirements
of Tomorrow 's LS'chools,boards had been given devolved re,sponsibilityjbr appointing stag
and qfier months ofwork we came up with a system that we thought would work well. But we
were told, no, you haven't got all that much responsibilily andpower. And that was pretty hard
(9).
'The eo-principals thought that Phil's past experience in the union movement and his
uilderstandings of industrial law, along with Mary and Naomi9sIcnowledge of and experience
in the educational, proved to be invaluable as the various contractual and legal issues were
hammered out. Phil, oil behalf of the board, argucd with the SSC that, he principal is a
position - it's structural, and i f we tala the rhetoric o j Tomorrow's Schools at ils face value,
then .school,s havc. the power lo Jill that posilion any way [hey like (1t'hil:I :I). 'Thc board
proposed that the school could have three people in [he ponition, and that hey would be n
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third of the principal and lwo thirds of a teacher. Phil said that SSC was adamant, however,
said.
that this couldn't be done, because the Act required that there be a princ@al. The
And ,Yi(iC7 said no - and quite properly argued case law and precedent which showed the
principal was being interpreted as a person (Phil1 :7).The board considered going to the
Employment Court to get a change in the case law. But as Phil pointed out, it would have hcen
long, it would have been expensive and lhe chances of us winning the case were loo slim. So
we backed right off that.. We were also lrying lo straddle two contracts - ~ h cSenior
Management contracl and the leathers' conlracl as well, and that causedproblems with bot
S I X and he union ( 1 :1-2).
The constraint on initiating a shared principalship because there is no one person in
a position 01accountability had been challenged in 1991, however, by the board ol' Selwyn
College (a big co-educational secondary school in Auclcland), when that school was
investigating the possibility of a co-principalship. A civil rights lawyer, Rodney I-Iarrison
(QC), (at that time a Selwyn College board member) saw a loophole in the legislation and
proposed that two people could rotate the role. After some lengthy correspondence, the
Commission had agreed. Phil found out about this precedent and used it to win the SSC's
consent for a similar model to be set up in the Hillcrest Avenue School co-principals'
contracts. I3e said, We asked the SSOy, 'Can we do a rotating scheme like Selwyn does? ' A n d
they said 'Yeah. We've got aprecedent. '. . So it was simpler jbr us lo bend the rules rather than
trying to have them changed (Phi11:7).'23
The Hillcrest Avenue School board of trustees thus took a pragmatic approach, and
decided that each of the women's contracts would specify that one of the co-principals would
be designated 'the principal' each year. Along with Liz, Jane and Karen however, the board
were concerned that the principle (that is, the vision and values) of an equally shared
leadership should not be jeopardised. They won an agreement with SSC and the Ministry that
the rotating of the principal's role would not be made public knowledge. As Jane said later in
one of our group discussions, We 're not transparent in that area (Jane, Liz, Karen1 :10)
The shared concern here was that if people knew who was being designated as 'the
principal,' then they would treat this person as the one in authority in the school. It would have
cha..zged the dy.nczwrics,just like that, i f t h ~ knew
y
it was rotating! Liz said (JLK 1:10). The
women were adamant that there were a substantial number of people in the school community
who, as Liz put it, had no commitment to shared leadership. Whalsoever. Their commitment
to the school is to do with it going really well... andfor some people at least, they would like
to have one person in charge because they'd be more lilcely to be able to nail them (JKL 1:1 1).
(The women's doubts about the depth of parental support for iheir shared leadership
philosophy persisted, despite the positive comments from many parents in the 1995 teacher

12' When I interviewed the SSC spokcspcrson, I was told that this was a rotation situation where you
may manage the school in a way where you share responsibilities, hut in each year there is one &finite person
who is exercising the role and responsibility cfprincipal and is accountable fbr everything that is done in the
name of the principcxl. And there's another suggestion that one person is accountablefbr certain,functions and
another uccountable,for other functions. So that is split taslcs - there's some kind c!f'certain/ythen,fi,r the stqg
and the pupils (SSC spokesperson 1 1/12195:3).The practice of rotating principals was understood as likely to
he unsettling and un&sirahle,fiom a long-term edzlcationcrl point qf view in a school. It was because of these
lcinds of concerns, that SSC decided that when boards asked for information you do need lo provide the board
wi!h rhc worse (:ass(?
,scenarios to enable them lo be able to sort out the situation ... And there'll he a lot cfhoard,~
then who won't choose to do this (SSC:8).
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initiated school review survey. The co-principals wondered then whether people were just
giving them the answers they thought they wanted to hear.) '24
SSC concerns about accountability 'lines' shaped the final agreement between SSC and
Hillcrest Avenue School that the contract would namc one person as 'the principal9each year.
What the board and co-principals finally had to agree to was, in Phil Cocfy's words, a rpgime
where each ofthe three people is designatedprincipal in terms o f the stufing schedulejbr one
year and one day. And then it rolls over lo the nextperson. Under the terms ofthe Collective
Employment Contract, you have to have been at the positionfbr a year bejbre you're eligible
for aperjfbrmance pay. (Laugh) It's as simple as that. I mean there's no olher reason.fi,r the
year and a day bit. On the 36613.1day of their lerm as principal, the pay increase takes ~ f e c t .
l'he only way we "vegot lo adjusl salaries is through performance pay on a range cfrates. And
that's workingJine (Phil 1: 2).
At the end of 1993, each of the three women received from Phil Cody (by then the
board chairperson), a comprehcnsive document that spelled out thcir contract and the
understandings that had been reached during the long process of negotiation. The document
included a letter of appointment as a co-principal of Hillcrest Avenue School, effective from
January 29, 1994, wit11 an accompanying preamble letter and the statements and agreements
listed on the preceding page.
Letter of appointment

This letter formally confirmed the agreement about the rotating nature of each woman's
appointment, as principal-designate once every three years and as senior teacher in the
intervening two years. It noted the right of the board to renegotiate this agreement if any ofthe
three women left the school. In a section headed up Terms and Conditions, the board referred
the co-principals to four documents that they saw as defining their employment agreement.
'These were the Teachers' Collective Employment Contract; the Principals,' Deputy and
Assistant Principals' Collective Employment Contract; the Co-principal Job Description, and
the Co-principals Appraisal and Performance Agreement, with the latter to he determinedjrom
timr. to lime by negotiation between the Board and the Co-Aprincipals.It was further stated that
if one of the co-principals left, the remaining two will continue to hold the subslantiveposilion
ofco-principal qf Hillcrest Avenue School and the position of senior teacher will be deemed
to be vacant.
A preamble was attached that explained some of the pressures the board had felt in
relation to the financial constraints around their decision to appoint co-principals and around
their financial accountability for the use of taxpayers' money. These two issues will be
described later in the section on the co-principal salary arrangements.

Job description
A concisc job description had becn drawn up and agrced to. It detailed tllc ltey
respor~sibiliticsfor the co-principals under tlie headings leadership, charter and policy,
management and lirnctional relationships. Responsibility for providing leadership for each
other and maintaining and developing the personal professional skills of all stqf was placed
flrst in the list ofresponsibilities. Co-opcrative work between all stafl'membel.s ill planning,
organising and implementing units of works in different curriculuin areas across all levels of
''I Later in the research process, I gave them some feedbaclc about the positive evaluations parents I
interviewed gave of both them and their model of shared leadership. (I talked with 36 parents in the school).
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the school was noted as part of the management responsibilities (alongside the usual
management taslts of producing a school development plan and budgct, managing staffing,
promoting the school and complying with the relevant statutes and regulations and ensuring
liaison with relevant agencies.
Accountability was sharply dcGncd in the job description as jointly held by the coprincipals. 'l'he co-principals were required, subject to the provisions of'this contract, to
satisfactorily perJorm, between them, [he customary duties and responsibilities qf principal
and senior teachers within the school and lo be held joinlly accouniable,for this performance.
This section was linkcd to a statement on disciplinary procedures.
Disciplinary principles and procedures

This statement noted that, in any alleged misconduct of any one of thc co- principals,
the Boardshall not suspend a Co-principal withoutfirstallowing the Co-principul concerned
a reasonable opportunity to make submissions to the Board about the alleged misconduct and
the appropriateness ( f a suspension. The Board will take into accounl any such submissions
by the Co-principal concerned befijre determining the matter of ksuuspension.It was also statcd
that an oral warning should usually preceed a written warning and that the co-principal must
be advised in writing of the specific matters causing concern as well as of the corrective action
required.
There was therefore in the Hillcrest Avenue School co-principal contract, provision for
the disciplining of an individual co-principal. There was no requirement that all the members
of the co-principalship would be investigated on an accusatioil of the mis-conduct of'onc of
them, though the board allowed for that possibility. h this section of the contract however, the
board stated clearly once again that the co-principals would be held joinlly accountable for the
responsibilities detailed in the job description. In the understandings ofthe various board chair
people who worked with Liz, Jane and Karen during 1 994-96, and in the understandings of the
three women themselves, there were moral and ethical dimensions to this agreement about
shared accountability and responsibility that are not easily captured in the contractual
statements. Their views 2boct these dimensions are given later.
The statements about the procedures that would be followed to facilitate clarifying
accountability reflected the board's and the co-principals' agreement with SSC as follows.
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Co-principal's appraisal process
This agreement was collaborativcly drafied by the three members of thc personnel
coinmittce (who became the review panel for appraisals) and the co-principals. It stated that
the co-principals were to be assessed jointly, in a shared interview with the review panel
(twice yearly, in MayIApril and SeptemberlOctober) against specified and agreed objectives
in the performance agreement. Further, With the agreement of the review panel, the coprincipals will nominate a person who will assess educational andprojessional leadership
within the school andprovide information on thiLs.forthe appraisal. This person woulcl not be
required to attend the appraisal interview, although this possibility was not excluded. The
review panel was to produce a written reports (for the co-principals and the board) and
recommendations for action in the light ofthe appraisal. (Recommendations could includc, a
review of objectives, specification of the process and date for the next performance appraisal,
areas of development on which the following appraisal would focus and a statement relating
to the satisfactory or otherwise nature of the performance.)
A partnership approach was taken to the appraisal of the co-principals and it was seen
as appropriate for all stages ofthe appraisal process to be negotiated between the board and
the co-principals. It was stated that the format (purpose, manner of the interview), role of
principal's nominee, any canvassing of the school community to be undertaken by the review
panel and the process for completion of the written report would be agreed to by the coprincipals and the review panel.
The co-principals and the board also agreed that the appraisal was to be carried out as
ari evaluatio~iof how well the respoiisibilities of the shzred leadership had Seen performed.
That is, it was an appraisal of the position of principal (held jointly by all three women) not
of the one person who was in a given year designated as 'the principal.'

Principals9 performance agreement
The purpose of this agreement was To establish performance objectives in accordwith
Charter requiremenis and the job description so that the principals' performance can be
assessed. The document detailed specific performance objeclives in accord with charter
requirements and the job description, and covered the usual areas of aprincipal's teaching and
administrative work.
'The goals for the principals' work included an aim to: jilster a strong parent and
community commitment to the school, through continuing consultation and involvement in the
school's educational programmes and activities and by ensuring that the school continues to
respondpositively to its pupil,^, parents and communifyneeds. Within the three main sc~tions
of (1) educational and professional leadership; (2) instructional leadersliip; and (3) personal
professional involvement, collaborative work was further eniphasised to:
&s
Promote professional interaction between stafwhere possible.
Promote communicalion with purenfs and community where possible.
Participate in teaching programmes in all areas.
@a

@a
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Be easily accessible to talk with parents/curegivers aboul programmes of
learning.
a
Collaborate on meeting agendas and notzjication ofmeetings.
It was also stated that: Assessment ofperfirmance will he linked to changes in the
principals' salary, within the award guidelines.
@

Salary arrangements

The board's position on the financial constraints on the co-principalship agreement was
explained in the preamble letter that accompanied the contract, which stated that because of
the salary limits iinposed by the Collective Employment Contract, each woman could not be
paid more than one third the global amount allocated to the school for thc three positions of
a principal and two senior teachers. This amount was determined by the quallJicution levels
ofthe ho2der.r of these positions ... in a G2 school. The advice we have received is that lhis is
'ffiscally neutral" and therefore,falls wilhin the Minisky's guidelinesjtw sa1arie.s. The board
was careful to point out that: The effect qfthis is thatyour maximum salary will not be as great
as it would be ij' you were a sole principal covered only by the Principal's Collective
Employment Contract.
The board stated that, Wejeel under some pressure in regard to the overall,financial
implications of the scheme. We are required by virtue ofthe trusteesh@ to ensure that public
money is used in the most efictive manner within the school. This becomes important when
we recognise that this arrangement results in three staflin a school with a teaching load of
3.2 beingpaid on the principals 'scale once the system enters its thirdyear. As a result of this
requirement embodied in trusteeshb, we feel obliged to note that we expect more effective
school management by three Go-Principals than we would expect if there were only one
principal. At the time ofwriting, we.feel that this is most likely to be confronted as an issue
in labour relations during the perfbrmance review process, although it may not be restricted
to that, andwe mayfrom time to time place demands on the three Co-Princ@alsthat we would
not place on a single Principal. The letter assured the co-principals that the board isjully
suppr?rbivenf the Cn-principalporitio~sand it concluded: The Board of Trustees is very happy
with the way the teaching stqfhave worked as a team this year, and more generally with the
way the school has been eflectively managed by all staSJ: We loolcforward to this coniinuing
(Preamble to Letter of Appointment 1994).
Phil said later that the board had wanted to pay each woman on the same rate. The
problem was that two of the women were graded at G3 qualzj?cation level and onewas at G2,
so there was an equity issue there (1:21). (Liz had not finished her bachelor's degree.) The
board also felt themselves to be caught between the demands of fiscal and moral responsibility,
on the one hand to the community and the state, and on the other to the co-principals. On the
one hand the board was worried that school trusteeship required a financial accountability to
taxpayers for efficient use of their money. On the other, they were concerned that they might
not be paying each woman as much as she was worth. This was particularly worrying given
that their salary increme~~ts
would be constrained by the requirement from SSC that the
initiative be ""fically neutral". At the time of'the agreement, the board had some leeway here,
as they negotiated a salary 'pool' for t11e school that was a figure made up of the inaximuln for
a principal with a 6 3 qualification (a bachelor's degree or the equivalent) and two teachers on
the senior teacher salary. 'Thc board also won a concession that each of the principals can be
paid at the rate that is equivalent to them being principal once they've been designated as
principal. We can't increase them until that time though. Bul qfler that, that extra component
uhove the ieuctiers' vale is proieciedpay ... as long as il doe:; ;zol exceed /hc total pool. 7;4af
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means we've got six yearspotential movement ... but the downside is that the highest any o j
them can be paid is one third ofthe way up the principal's scale(Phil 1:23).
'Throughout their negotiations, each ol'the Hillcrest Avenue School co-principals was
well aware ofthe salary limitations of the co-principalship arrangement, and of the dow~~side
to the arrangements for achieving salary increments. The arrangement meant that each of the
women became eligible for the principal level salary only after she had been 'designated' on
paper as principal, and eligible for a salary increase only once evcry three years, rather than
evcry year, as she would if she was in a single principal position. 'The women agreed that this
was an equity issue. Howevcr, they said they were not in this job primarily for the money, and
as Liz pointed out, the salary increments were szlch a piffly amount that it was not worth
worrying about. (The dil'ference betwccn the principal's and senior teacher salaries in a school
ofthat size at that time was only about $1 200.00.)
Industrial issues

During the negotiations, the three women were also very aware of the industrial issues
around the co-principalship that had been raised by NZEI, that is, the potential for harm to
their colleagues' career conditions if the wider education workforce contractual conditions
were altered. Liz, Jane and Karen were all adamant that they must remain within the NZEI
collective contract arrangements. None of' them would contemplate an individual contract,
even though this may have expedited the negotiations around establishing the shared
principalship, and perhaps have advantaged them individually. Their board could have
increased their salaries, for example, without having to stay within the regulations for moving
through a set range of rates.
Phil Cody agreed with the women's arguments here. In a later analysis, he wrote that,
The negotiations with the SSC would have been much easier, had we decided to opt in to the
hulk,funding 'trial' or had been prepared to sign an Independent Employment Contract with
the principals. It was our assessment as a board however, that not only was bulk funding 12'
politically objectionable, it carried risks o f a huge exposure to the vagaries ofschool rolls.
Opting out of the Collective Employment Contract was simply not an option we were prepared
to entertain. Phil also pointed out that, The crucial factor injinally reaching agreement with
the S§C that guve us an efective job-sharing of the three positions, was h a t we have been
able to negotiate a performance agreement that considers the work of all three co-principals
as a single evaluation. This is a fundamental reassessment of the basic industrial relations
regime under which we worlc (Phil 2811 1/94: 10).

The contract is signed: the three-way co-principalship is official
On December 13, 1993 Phil was able to finally present the contract documents to Liz,
Jane and Karen to sign. All were thrilled that an announcement could be made to their school
community that their three-way co-prilicipalship was oficial.

Bulk funding is a form of direct resourcing of individual schools, enablinglrequiring those school
board to take full responsibility for all aspects of resource allocation in their schools, including teacher salaries.
Bull< funding has been vigorously opposed by teacher unions and some oards of trustees.
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Building shared ~ ~ c ~ ~ n t a b and
i l i frespomsibility
y
Throughout the long period of the contract negotiations, the thrce womcn had got to
know one another and werc well down the traclc in evolving ways of working together
however. 'They had built a base of shared understandings and goals and had set up systems for
sharing the leadership between thc three of them. This next part of the narrative focuses on
how understandings about, and practices of sharcd accountability and responsibility were
clarified and refilled during 1994 and 1995, by the co-principals themselves and by others in
the school community.
Appraisal processes

Because the board was tired from the processes of getting the contract formaliscd, at
the beginning of 1994 the women themselves drove the setting up ofthe appraisal process. We
needed to do that, legally, Liz said, (Jane & L,iz:20). Jane added, We needed to do it.for
accountability. But it's also for the inji)rmation guthering, and it really does make us pause
and lhink. It's like a good spring clean, isn't it? (JL:24).
After a~nelldiiigthe performance agreement originally made with Jane and I,iz, to
include Karen, the first appraisal was carried out by the board in April, 1994. Phil said that his
board had identified performance indicators for all aspects of the principals9 taslts and the
purpose of the appraisal was to assess how well these responsibilities were being achieved.
The co-principals were judged along a range of )recess in place and working well' through
to 'nothing's happened' (Phil 2:lO). After this appraisal, the review panel deemed the
achievement of Karen, Liz and Jane, under terms of their Performance Agreement, to be most
satislfaclory (Report to BOT on the Performance Appraisal, April 1994).
The panel and the co-principals realised, however, that not all the objectives in the
performance agreement could, or should be assessed in one review period. Rather, specific
areas that they together identified and agreed on as priorities (in relation to the overall strategic
planning and the stage of development of the co-principalship), should be focused on. For the
: ov~rseeingthe setting
second appraisal period, they decided that there should be three f ~ r i i(I,)
ofjob descriptions, objectives and appraisal arrangements for all s t a g (2) objective setting
and evaluation and asLsessmentthroz~ghoutlhe curriculum; and (3') working with the treasurer
and board oftrustees to produce an annual budget in accordance with exisling.financepolicy
(Report to the BOT on the Performance Appraisal of Jane Gilmore, Karen Lane and Liz
Nicholson, Co-principals, IHillcrest Avenue School, September1994). After this appraisal was
completed, the report noted in regard to the first and the third objectives, that the process was
in place and the co-principals' were achieving well. For the second objective, it was rcported
that good progress had been made, but that the entire process has been complicated by the
developmenl qf the curriculumframework ... New systems need to reflect this framework and
it is simply too big to allow signijicantprogress to be made rapidly. Overall the report stated
that, 11 is clear to the Review group thal ,Jane Gilmore, Karen Lane and Liz Nicholson are
setting a high standard qfperformunce in all areas meaAsured(Report on f-"crformance
Appraisal, 13/7/95, p.2).
I,ater, the co-principals said they knew that ihc board would not 'rubber stamp' thcir
assessments. They pointed out that one of the board members was a teacher who usks good
ed~~cationally
based questions about things. Andwith Beth it will he credit where credit iis due,
hut definitely questioning. They jeel responsible lo he informed so that they can answer
parents ' questions (Jane, JI,: 19). However, Jane had some concerns about thc effectiveness
of the appraisal system. She said, ?'here is no opporiunily , f i ~a challefiging of jiiiur
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philosophy. Allhough the old grading system was fraught with diJficulties, thal possibility
could happen then, and it was yuile exciting really. That wouldn't happen now... the board
can't necessarily dig deep. We're hoping to have another principal come in to do a peer
appraisal - though that won't necessarily be straightjorward either. The cynic in me .say,s you
almosl have to get someone who lookis at thing,^ the same ways as you du to get the
understanding, and then they 'dpossiblyjust agree with what you're doing.
It was because of these kinds of concerns that the three women invited Veronica to join
them in their own six monthly peer appraisal to provide some more in-depth analysis for each
other. They paired up to carry out individual evaluations ofparticular areas under the headings,
teaching and learning, communication, pastoral and spccific responsibility. One peer appraisal
focused, for example, on what was wantedlexpected in the children's behaviour around the
school. It itcmised such things as: walking inside, no put downs, sensible use qf the trees,
acknowledgement of other people in the school - eg: the school secretary and visitors - a ~ d
so on. Each person worlced with her peer appraisal buddy to devise appropriate routines for her
children to develop the behaviours that were wanted. In the follow-up interview, judgements
were made together about how well the objectives had been met, and strategies planned for
improvement. The co-principals drew on these peer appraisals as well as their formal
appraisals to help identi& their staff development needs.
By March,l995 however, Liz said that they had had to give up the peer appraisal cycle.
She said, We ran out ojsteam - this process was pretty high-powered (Field notes, 16/3/95).
However, the willingness of the co-principals to try a peer appraisal system as well as the more
formalised board appraisal is an example of what Nicola (a student teacher who was in the
school for one of her teaching practice periods) summed up as the teachers' heightened sense
ofresponsibility. She said, Here, all the teachers seem rather accountable to each other, you
know (Nicola: 4).
Personal integrib and aceountabililgi

ICaren summed up the complex net of accountabilities the co-principals felt when she
said, I was accountable 10 myselJ accou,nt~blefo Liz aad Jane, ncro~~ntahle
t o the board, to
the whole school community - including the students, and accountable to the government ... hut
in my hierarchy c?f accountabilities, integrity is the most highly regarded value. I have got to
jeel that I actually live up to m y beligf that I have integrity (2:16). The women shared a
strongly ethical view of personal accountability, which they saw as an important part of their
commitment to what Karen described as my, .Jane's and Liz ',s agreed code uf conduct when
we came together. We made an agreement with the board. .. and we promised the community
that we would abide by what they wanted (2:16).
While holding themselves both individually and collectively accountable to, and for,
each other, Jane pointed out that there are times when you carry each other. Like ifsomeone's
having a low - or is stressed, or so~.~zething
(2:16). She commented on how her menstrual cycle
mcant that for her &re 's a cylical thing - there '11 be a couple of days when I'll admit il 's not
good,for me to get into an urgumenl (.TI,: 17). Liz agreed. Yes I'm very aware now 1ha2Iktere
are some days in my cycle when I won 't even try to do some things with students because I
know I'll become very intolerant very quickly. But if I think I'm becoming a malingerer, I'm
off to the doctor to get it sorted (Liz, JL: 17).
Whilc trying to keep aware of monitoring their own and each other's health and
welfare, they also 'called each other to heel,' as it were, if they thought this was necessary.
Jane said, You do have to he reasonably tough. Like if1 had to be carriedf0r ages, Iwould like
to think the others would say 'Vfe 've had enough. i ihink ii:r iri~1~ipl-oprial'ep~ijfissiiiiialIj/,fiir
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that to go on too long (Jane 2: 16). Rcing accountable for each other meant doing things like
reminding another person that she had forgotten she was meant to be out on duty or keeping
an eye on each other's teaching. Jane said, I f someone said I was running a useless social
studiesprogrumme, Liz and Karen are accountable for that a,s much as me (JL:16). Li7 added,
This puts pressure on me, because I don't want .Jane and Karen to be accountable for my
,slackness!
Jane, Liz and Karen did a great deal of thinking about personal and collective
accoulltability and responsibility during thc second half of 1994. 'I'hey had realised that all the
work to get their systems up and running, along with the number of initiatives they had been
involved in, had crowded out a fair degree o j prqfessional lhinking as a deliberate
managemen1 process. A commitment was made to schedule reflection limes (Karen's diary
1994:14). They felt tl~atthey had talked a lot during the previous year and a half about their
beliefs, ideas and approaches, but they wanted to spend some time on distilling all that.
Relicvcrs were organised so that all three women could meet together out of school for
professiol~aldevelopment on the refining of a collective vision.
Three 'vision worltshops' were held, in July, September and October, 1994. As ICaren
told me, the women wanted to spend time thinking again about our purposes, and this will
improve our leaching and learning (Fieldnotcs, 8/10/94). These three staff development
sessions were facilitated by Karen, who structured them around Senge's (1992) series of
questions for individuals to answer and then discuss with the others in the group, with the aim
of clarifying a shared vision as a way of building shared meaning in an organisation. '26 At their
October 1994 staff development workshop,'27 the women distilled a set of key words to
describe the ways they valued working. On a large piece of white paper they wrote the
following list: shared re,sponsibility; partnership; connec2ivenes;JluidiQ;commitment; shared
management; clear definitions and messages; group discussion and support; calmness; open
to ,ruggestions; part of' the 'big picture'; high expectations; a commitment to learning
(Fieldnotes, co-principals 'vision workshop,' October 1994).
Clarifying 'open honest eommnnieatlion'
Liz was particularly adamant that honesty is integral to efiective communication ...
about profissional things... Imean for realprofessional collegiulity. She equated honesty with
not giving mixed messages. Like when Karen wasn 't on duly I just told her, rulher than
playing silly games. I said you need to go out, because we 've got that commitment (2: 17). She
added that, As I've got older Ijusl believe so much in honest communication. Like, ifI'm

'26 In July 1994, the questions the women talked about were: What does vision mean 20 you? Why is it
an imporlant concept What four visions are at odds? How can we bring our personal visions together to make
a collective vision? (Karen's diary, 1994 :15).On the afternoons of September 12 and October 8 of 1994, the
wonien continued these discussions. They explored the questions: Ilow do we work wilh the :stakehol&rs ' 3 How
do we produce value? What is out- irnagtge? What is our unique coniributlon3 What 2,s our impact? W h t doc,^ our
school look like? In what ways is it a good place to worlc? What are our va1ue.r' flow do people treal each
other? How are people recognued.7 llow a'o we handle the good times/thc hard times' ('The mornings of'these
two days were devoted to reviewing their strategic plan in the light of'the results of a school survey that parents
thc budgct for 1995.) (Fieldnotcs,
had completed as part of the school's internal school rcvicw; and in pla~~ning
1219194; 8110194.)
'27 1 observed both [he September and October meetings and noted the ease and sense of trust bctween
the thrce wornen as they explored their ideas, somctimcs challenging each other, solnctirncs probing, as they
clarified both the characteristics of their shared leadership and issues they ncedcd to address..
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feeling annoyed or irritated with us as a group, as stajfmembers, because I,fi;;elit hasn't been
discussed, 1'11 say can we have a meeting about this because Itm@eling I don't know what !s
happening. Now can we work out a way to make sure thal I know and everyone lcnows.~
Because a1 the moment I don't like to be in a situation and all q f a sudden there 's a surprise
for me. Andso that's the way we talk. When I could not resist rcsponding to this comment, But
not everybody's brave enough actually to be honest ~hough,Liz replied, No. No they're not.
And of course, I'm not always brave and honest all the time either, but Ijust realise how
important it is.
For Jane having open and honest communication meant being straightfi~rwardThings
don't get complex. For example, with lhe children, things are declared. There's usually no
great hidden agendas. Ifwe want them to do something we'll tell them what we want to do and
f i t hasn't been done adequately ... we ask, why hasn't 21 been done? She added that being
explicit and open was also quite imporlanl in our dealings with eeah other. Thal 1s something
we've really slressed that we need to communicate clearly. LYometirne,swe get it wrong, but ...
Liz completed her sentence for her, We're gelting better at being very straight about whal we
want or whal we 're going to do. Karen agreed that they were straightforward ... giving clear
messages (Vision worltshop 2,26-27). This meant the women avoided what Liz calledplaying
silly games with each other. Jane explained, that in relation to herself, I realised that it's
actually cruel of me to expect other people to notice if they had irritated me. Thal 's quite
exhausting, to have to check out ifyou 've pleased or annoyed someone else. And you have to
trust that they will tell that you've over*steppedthe mark, or whatever ... Liz agreed. ,To we'll
say to each other now, 'Hang on a minute, you didn't talk about that. ' I think we've improved
on saying what we wuntfrom each other. (Liz 4 5 )
Shared accountabiliQ/responsiIbilitty:where ds you draw the boundaries?
During the nearly two years that they had been working together, the women had built
up good understandings about what shared responsibility meant for the three of them. They
were clear that they each had responsibilities to both watch out for and check each other. As
they talked during their October !994 vision warkshop however, they were not as clear about
what shared leadership and responsibility meant in relation to how they worked with other
'stakeholders9 in the school. (They defined a stakeholder as anybody who has a link lo the
school). The difficulty was where to draw the line in regard to responsibility and partnership.
In the next few pages, quotes are talten from the transcripts of their discussion in October,
1994, to illustrate how they were confronting and thinking about some particularly knotty
problems in this area.
Liz and Jane agreed with Karen that it was important to have clear definitions ofroles,
though wilhfluidity.. . within the roles . .. and to have par/nersh@. Jane nodded and raised the
example of student teachers talting initiatives in the school. She referred to a situation when
a person came in off the street and immediately went to Alec (a student teacher) to ask if they
could usc the phone. She said: It would have been a polite thing,fir Alec to say like, is thal
okay, f t h i s person goes and uses he phone? Liz agreed. Really, what they Phe student
teachers;)need to do is check it out, to make sure that,fits in with the way things work. ICaren
wondered, though, whetherpeople sense when lhey come here that everyone is equal. So thal
is their role - to be equal too? Are we working wilh u double standard here? Liz replied, Yeah
- we want them lo use /heir initiative, hu/ we want them to check it oul!
Karen voiced the dilemma the women were facing: There are some decisions that
aren't appropriate ,fiw student teachers to make, like taking children oul of the school
grounds ... So by a clear defini~ionofroies, whai we vrlean i,\ ihai we have tojrinly esluhlish
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to anybody coming into the school that there & a leadership system in place and that their role
is lo share in carrying out the decisions that have been made by the leadership. Jane observed
in passing that tlie women studciit teachers would check, but not the mcn. Karen agreed, saying
the men student teachers ooze wilh conJidence. They were a bit annoyed about this situation
but as they ltept talking, they realised that there wcrc some fairly blurred expectations around
the sharing of decision making and responsibility, and maybe the studcnt teachers weren't all
to blame here. They decided to develop an induction checltlist of how they saw the teacher
student teachers' responsibilities and roles in this area.
From this discussion, the women began thinking about how far, or iiideed whethcr
accountability could be shared out to others in the school. Liz said, Like I mean it S our role
to he looking qper the children and we're accountable for their learning - but lhey (meaning
the children) are as well. Karcn thought that, Ultimately we 're the accountable people. But we
do try to make people yesponsible ,for things,.. It is shared responsib&. As they thought
about this distinction between accountability and responsibility, Liz mused, Mmm. We
encourage children to be accountable.fir their actions, but ultimately they canfull apart. And
we're not going to let this destroy them - and as for student teachers, ultimately we won't let
them fall apart, will we? Jane said adamantly, No! And Liz went on, We 'd save them in the
end - though some o f t h e third years, we'd let sink 'cos in fact they're not really good as
teachers. Jane interjected, Though we'd try and make them reflec~.L,iz agreed, Mmm - and
with parents, we're accountable to make sure ihe parents know what the school vision is and
how things work... But w e can't he accoznntablefor what theyfeel about it - can we? Though
we have to make sure that we do as much as possible to involve parents.
Karen was sure that, There is so much that we can be accountable for within lhe school
programme, but that accountability is also shared by theparents, in that they have to support
the programme, and by the students, in that they have to take responsibility. 270 there is that
shared accountabiliiy too, isn't there, that's parlicularly focussing on learning... so are we
lhinking here about our legal accountability? Jane thought that this was the case. Yeah. Imean
we 're not accountable,for a lot of the things the children do really - we can't do anything
about them. Karen nodded, and Jane went on, And thal S the thing that is open most
frustrating. Karen agreed, Yes. Y e 're accnunt~blein a legal sense, hut j f y o ~ ~ ' r~hinking
e
ahout
sort of a moral responsibility and accountability, it is shared In mock 'doomsday' tones, Liz
intoned, Moral res~onsibili@!And Karen laughed, We'll be getting onto outrage next!
What about moral responsibilities?

The three women began here to think about to what extent they, as teachers, could be
held accountable for children's learning about issues they saw as having moral consequences.
They told mc about an incident that they all had felt shocked by. Jane said, My kids were doing
a 'work at home' activity - we're doing this health thing. And they were taking responsibility
.for their clothes by lookirzg to see whether they're clean and putling them away and putting
~ they had to monitor il with their
them in the wash themselves, and all that sorl o j s t u And
parents. And Stephanie, one oJ my children, said, 'Well I don't think I can do lhat becuusc
that's my cleaner'sjob and Mum is very annoyed ifthe cleaner doesn't do what she 1s asked to
do. 'And Isaid, 'Wellyou need to check that out with your parents whether you could practice
all this week doing it without getting the cleaner in trouble. ' ,So she did and that was all right.
I mean you can% it's not her problem. Liz nodded and said cmphatically, No! And she did
check it out and it was.fine.
Jane continued, But it!s just a hil horrifying when you hear it - and you ~hink,what
allitudes the adult has. And also you think what ihe percepiioui i~ ofhow you live iui life. I[ can
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only be deJined by what she knows. I mean no wonder she never picks up things round the
place. She's waiting~fOrNut to do it. That's what she's learned is appropriate action. Not that
she's being horrible.
ICaren interrupted, But this is what gave rise to the leji property box. That was the
nanny culture. It was the nanny's job to make sure that all of the things were piclced up and
that infact children went home with the stuflhey came with. And things like, 'My nanny didn't
put my things in my hag today. ' 'Why haven't you got your tog,s? ' 'Well my nanny never did
it. ' She threw her hands up with a shrug of her shoulders.
Liz said, We've really challenged that. I mean we have actually taken some moral
responsibility or authority on that, andsaid in this place you will organise yoursel$ Bul we've
ul.so laken itjikrther: you will be orgunised~jorschool. So it requires you getting your togs in
do it. It's actually not good enough to say thut
your bag, you making your lunch and that,
my nanny didn %
The women said they were concerned that 'the nanny culture' seemed to be developing
in some children a self-centeredness that expected others to wait on them. Thcy described this
attitude as emerging out of some parents' attitudes and practiccs around employing people to
work for them in their homes. Icaren summed up, That S how things get done -you employ
somebody to do it. You write a cheque - and the people, by the mere fact [hat they are
employed andgetpaid, they lose their whole persona. You know, they 're not people any more
- they become faceless, and you don't have to consider whether /hey 've got,jeelings... Their
value is in a cheque ( 1 3). The co-principals said they were trying to challenge this attitude.
Jane said that they were coilcerned that the children learnt to think more about other people
and about forms of interdependence between people that involved more than money
exchanges. As part of this goal, Liz said that they had set the children activities where they
asked them to practice the skill of interacting, giving them problems to solve in groups.
By this time, the co-principals' had realised that defining boundaries for various
accountabilities and shared responsibilities was a complex task. Karen said, Talking about
shared responsibility in this context is quite a tricky question, isn't it? Where do you draw the
line? They came to the conclusion that, It depends on the issue as to how clearly and how
tightly you dmw !he 11'~es.Karen mused, This is whal we mcnn when we talk about the
importance ofhaving,fluidity in our approuch, isn't it?
Fluidity was not only seen by the three women as an important aspect of deciding who
had responsibility and what could be expected of different people in different situations. It also
emerged as an element that the women thought distinguished the ways they were working from
more rigid, rules based approaches. Jane said, I think it is much easier to deal with school if
lhere are very definite rules that say that 's what we do - so it's black and white. I'm not saying
it's good, but it's eusier. Our way takes a lot of thinking, partly because we see it as a
partnership - between us, the children and the parents. Liz added, Yeah, our way is more
complex... It moves things to a deeper level c?faccountabilityfrom everyone... a rules based
approach doesn't work. Jane agreed, No. It's too simple. And people aren't simple. Karen
nodded and said, And I ~ h i n kwith a more,fluid type ofpractice there is more recognition c?f'
ihe value of others.
Widening the responsibilitgi 'net': ' a deeper level o f aecoumtabilitgi from everyone9

The issues that the women explored in this conversation during their teacher only day
had becn thought about by others in tl-reschool community. Veronica said she felt much more
included within thc co-principalship than when she had worlted as the principal rcleasc teacher
for Jim, and that as a consequence 1wunt to tuke on more r esponsi'biliiy.1 .want ti) hi^ in :here
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and be apart ofthat leam (1 :15). Anne Fletcher said that as a consequence of' being included
by the co-principals and having her opinions not only welcomed, but also sought, this was not
only veryflattering andyou sort offeel very important (laughs), but also, then you-fie1 a sense
of responsibilily towards the school and the children and the sluff - that you wouldn't
otherwise,fiel (Anne: 3). She described an example of how the parents had been told by the
staff through the children's communication noteboolts, that she was relieving, and on thefirst
day, I received several notes ,from parents addressed to me! I took responsibility .for
maintaining that homeLschool communication. In another situation that blew up after Anne had
been in the school for only a weck, she said the co-principals soughl my opinion as both an
outsider and as someone who was part of lhe team. It was u wonderful fieling to be so
accepted and valued (Anne:6).
Dean, a board member between 1995-7, saw a widening ofthe responsibility 'net' as
one of the particular strengths ofthe co-principalship. I thinksocicnlly we tend to sort cdtry and
pass the buck up or down, rather than collectively sayingyes we're all responsible. One of the
features about this school that I like, and that I know olher parents like, is ihe whole area of
social responsibility - doing things co-operatively and taking responsibility, not only@)ryour
own stufbut also,for lhe weljbre ofothers and things like that. And to me the co-principal
model and the way it works here is reinforcing that shared re,sponsibility and shared
accountability and I just think that it 's a really valid model (Dean: 1).
Most people approved of the widening of the responsibility 'net,' but some parents
talked about the pressures they felt as a consequence. One woman said, There is an expectation
in this school that you will put your childrenfirst. Ifeel terrible that I didn't go to the AGM..
Myjob means I have less contacl than I'd hoped to be able to give, and I,feel I'm letting he
side down... I'm allfor parent involvement, and I have served on a b o d of trustees, but I'm
a single parent. I have afull time job. I can take a day ofl but it will come q f my annual leave
(Parent 21/4/95). On the other hand, a double income' couple said, We both,fiel involved in
decision making - hut us an artifbct o f Tomorrows' Schools, which was predicated on the
single income~family,it is assumed that there is aperson.free to be involved in the school. For
double incomefamilies there are dEfJiculties - we can 't get to meetings always or be involved
GS mmuch L ~ Swe ~ ) e d like
d (P~irents,1014195).Focussing on a different aspect, another womari
said, Ijeel I should be more involved bul I can't stand being in the classroom - I,found it a
nightmare. I feel some pressure.fio~nmyselftltat I'm not there (Parent 20/4/95).
Although some of these parents felt what they called a gentle pressure from the coprincipals expectations about involvement, when it came to the 'crunch' of staff sharing
accountability, Veronica Cowley said that the co-principals were very kind. She described a
difficult situation where she had been involved in a conflict with a child and parent and When
Igot a personal letter from the parent, I took it to Liz, as everyone else was busy - and it was
aparent of a child in her class actually. 1,felt terrible, and I was happy to respond to it, as 1
was the teacher who was responsible, but I wasn 't sure how unemotional I could be talking
to the parents about it. Theprincipals decided to deal with it themse1ve.s in this case, Rut hey
kept me.fully informed and the situation was resolved. I was very gralk;'ful(l:1 5).
Challenging individualist hierarchy

The co-principalship was seen as challenging common understandings and practices
of hierarchical and singular forms of accountability. Screna, who was a student teacher, was
intesested in thinking about school inanagcment structures and while she was working at
Hillcrest Avenue School she observed the co-principalship closely. Shc described it as shining
from an uuihoriiy siructure io ui.i accouniability and responsibililjl slruclure ... whknrc 1h2
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dijfirent principals or teachers have re,sponsibility ,for slightly diJjirenl things. .Jane has
responsibility for those parents who are new to the school in terms ojnew enlrants and she
has contact with them because that's her classroom, and she S accountable lo do herjob. She
is accountable to the other two for that, because they share, and if oneper,son.fails, then they
al1,fail. So it's accountabili2y, not authority (Serena:2).
After he had becn involved in the negotiations with SSC over sctting up the coprincipalship, Phil Cody was very critical of the ways that the central agencies had taken up
highly individualised inanagerial and market models of accountability. IIe saw Ilillcrest
Avenrie school challenging thcse ideas. Without being too aware of it to start with we've
challenged 'market speclk ' - we've taken Ihe market diLscour,c.eandsaid okay, we 'I1 talk about
autonomy atzd choice, bul we'll talk in terms qf groups rather than in terms of individuals and thal's scary! They don '1 want us to he a group (Phil 2:8,9). Dean, who became a board
member in 1996, commented on the difficulties that could erncrge when the l ~ v osystems of
collective and hierarchical accountability collided, as he put it. Collective responsibility and
accountability isn't an easier struclure to operate. It's a more complex structure. And lhat
means that it makes it d@cultfor organ is at ion,^ that like to keep lhings simple to interface
wilh that. They may understand how it works but they 'reprobably horriJied at the thought cf
having to deal with it on even a small scale, because there are no mechanisms. I can visualise
the situation where perhaps lhe school got into dificulty in some wqy and if one qf the
authorities, one ofthese organisations like lhe State Services C'ommission, had to get involved,
jOr them it would become dificult, because they can not see a clearly de$ned responsibility
struelure that draws a very clear line around various people and says you are responsible jbr
this particular aspect of things andyou are responsible for that. Blame is the word thutpops
up very easily. In other words they say our responsibility stops with you because everything
below you is your responsibility. Whereas with a sort of a muchjatter slructure their ability
to actually allocate blame, or deJine accountability, becomes much more difsicult. Theirjob
becomes much harder because they 're now looking at a greyer area that sort ofmore or less
blurs out into the community, where the State Services Commission has to say to the
community at large -you are all partially responsible jor this situation occurring. And well,
I c a imagine
~
thrxt f h q woi~ld
find that rather. ah. daunting ... I mean it's like the government
saying to the electorate at large, you're all to blame for this mess. They don't say that - they
like to~ficuson individuals or speciJic bodies (Dean:2).
Beth Lawson, who was the board chairperson between 1995-7, argued though, that
there S no reason why a collective unit can 't be equally responsible (2:9). She was adainant
that for the shared leadership, accountability must be judged by measuring the yrinczjml as an
entity, and in terms of the objectives that have been outlined in the charter and the
performance agreement (2:9). She had thought carefully about the arguments that had been
put up by the SSC on the need to have one person in the position of the principal wlio can be
held responsible for dccisions. She said, One person can justify their decisions in their own
mind any way they like... It ',s much harder-for three people to hide their true values, to have
hidden agendas. In the collective lendershQ, eachperson has to bring their own jzwtificalions,
reasons and values and then ifsomething doesn 't slack up the lhree have lo colleclively deal
with that omission or hole in an argument - but one person could easily sweep any holes aside
(1 :13). She pointed out too, that the shared leadership had of course, the external chcck of the
Education Review Office reviews. Although these provided a uselill validation, (see next
section), Beth maintained that the internal checks 011 accountability were likely to be stronger
in a co-principalship than in a single principal model.
Beth also said that she regarded hersell as being perhaps jusl as accounlable as an
employee (jf ihe school in some re,specis... I have un equal re:;yi;nstbilily i;z a 102 ,?f ways
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(1 :15). She said that the splits between board and principal's accountabilities are very blurred
... If we talk about a governance management split, what is trying to be established there is
ajbrm ojaccountabilily hierarchy. But the objective is the same - to provide qualifyeducation
for children, and here we are all involved - the board, the principal,^, and the parenls too
(2:8).
When 1 interviewed the board members at the end of 1996 to see whether they thought
that any problems had emerged around the area of share d responsibility and accouiitability,
Dean summed up the responses I was given when he said, r a l l the principal's duties are
being carried out, there is not issue - it is not a concern for the board as lo who within /he
p r i n ~ i p a l group
' ~ ~ was doing what (Dean: 11). When asked whether it would be a concern if
one person wasn't pulling their weight, the answcr was, That becomes an issue within the
group ... and they resolve il. Perhaps within the group there has to be a self and peer
assessmenl type qfprocess, again with the assistance perhaps of an independent person who
. but if the employing body is happy with the group, and
comes in andjkcilitates theproces,~..
it 's not afecting the performance of the group, then it's not an issue,for anybody outside dhat
group - it's really up to them (1 I). In William's opinion, though, as a good employe^, the
board would have to voice its concerns - but it would he ina~q~ropriate,for
the board to say,
for example, number three is not performing and we're laking her out ofthe co-principalship.
The board should work through the group to resolve the issue.
William, the longest serving member of the board of trustees, turned the focus on
school and community responsibility around. FIe was frustrated about the Ministry's failure
to be accountable to the school in not picking up what he considered to be their responsibilities
in relation to school maintenance. He said, We be got a drainage problem with our surface,
where it flows over into the playground. We 're trying to induce the Ministry to see that as
partially their problem, but / d o n '1 know ifthey will - we 'llprobably have t o j n d lhe money
ourselves. They say they 've transferred lhe power to the board hut then every day there 's a
directive. You have to ask the question you know, who is really running the school? I mean
there 's so many hoops tojump through (4).

The school community's views of the co-principalship
This section summarises people's views of the significant characteristics of this coprincipalship. The many advantages and few drawbaclts of the shared leadership that were
identified by teachers, student teachers, board members, parents and children, are described
and some stories are told to illustrate some of the gender factors that people commented on.
A team of equals sharing leadership: 'here there is no boss'
The co-principalship was seen as functioning differently to the ways parents and staff
were accustomed to cxpect Gom 'the principal,' or even from a team leadcrship. Sevcra!
people, including the co-principals themselves, described a shirt from the notion and practice
of team leadership as meaning 'a leader who builds a team,' to meaning 'a team of equals
sharing leadership.'
Liz told me that in their co-principalship, A leader isn 'd the person al the fronl any
more. A leader is a person who can take on any role - fi~ran idea to be succes,sful, everyone
has to ,fie1 at some time that they are leading it... you have to actually take on that
responsibility... I/ 's ownershir, (Liz 2:13-14). Other people saw this being enacted. Nicola, a
student teacher, put it lilte this: I don 'd see the co-prznczpais ' j o b as clearly defined as other
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principal,^ who sit in their oj$ce and don't teach, who have a set task, to make sure every other
teacher in their school is achieving to a certain standard and handling the work - they get that
information through their senior teachers. Ifere you've cut out all of that andyou have three
people on a completely equal footing and with their good communication, its much better
(4,5). Cherie Clark, who was appointed as a senior teacher when Karen resigncd,12' said, This
is definitely a team without a caplain, where everyone is equal - it's a total team <fort,where
you can lead wherever your strength is, but you are still responsible as a team member (6).
Beth described it as a unit of equal partners (2:2).
Mary Stevens l ~ a dworlted as board chairperson wit11 the previous team of teachers in
the school as well as with the co-principals, and she compared the way the two groups carried
out management and leadership roles. Although she saw these as to some extent shared by Jim,
Felicity and Karen, she said that in that team qf'teachers the roles were more set, where their
strengths were and where they could contribute and where they couldn't - cnnd,Jimwas always
perceived us the leader (2). She thought that the co-principals' approach to their liaison roles
was more fluid and more negotiated than that of the previous team of teachers. In her opinion,
this had inlluenced the way parents viewed the leadership team. It is quite clear now that no
one person represents the school and parents don't see any one person as the leader (2).
Phil Cody was convinced that the principle of equality within the leadership team was
a significant advantage for the work of teaching and learning in the school, enabling all three
staff to contribute fully in the development of a whole school approach to meeting the needs
of the children in the school community. In his reflections on the differences between the coprincipalship model and current views of team leadership, he was critical of the current
industrial regime and the whole sort of team management stuff ... The notion of quality circles,
for example, does two things - it breaks down the horizontal connections between workers and
it incorporates workers into the decision making process without actually giving them any
significant influence or power . .. It's a very nice way of hegemonising the model and the
power ojthe,foreman as the manager, as we can only make suggestions in that model. We
can't efect change. The advantage of what we've got (at Hillcrest Avenue School) is that all
the teaching staff have the same status. This came home really clearly to me last year, when
one of fhe kids, in n diisrussion with .Jane ,raid, 'Well the difference between this school and
others is that here there's no boss' (1 :1I).
Workring logelher across yersonaliq dgferences ...
person and
The majority of people saw each of the t h e e women as very much her
that their varying skills and different approaches were factors that contributed to the success
of the Hillcrest Avenue School co-principalship. Rose Fleming commented that the women's
differences were very complementary. Veronica's story earlier in this narrative, about how the
three women responded to some parents' discontent about which class their child was placed
in, is an example of their personality differences. Liz described thcse differelices one day. She
said, We have three way,s of working, three w q ~ ofs thinking. We do ihinlc quite dijferenily. I'm
an 'I,fiel'person and I g o -pow! which is ($ten goodsometimes. Because Imean some isLsues
I deal better with because I have thal emotive reaction. And sometime.^ it's not good.
Sometimes it's off'the top of my head and inappropriate, it's too hot ... Karen's sort of quite
analytical. .June has this sort ofwonderjul sensibleness about her (2:8). Anne commented that

'"

This situation is described in the next section.
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the womeil ncgotiatcd their differences sort qf casually, like dropping ideas into a pot and
getting responses, judging reactions ( 9 ) .

... toform a team that is 'connected, ' 'like one organism'
Although there was this acknowledgement and valuing or diIferences aniong the
wornell, Beth 1,awson drew out how within the co-principalship, they had built, as it were, an
alliance across their differences. Beth worlted for a big corporation as a business analyst in the
areas of decision malting and problem solving, and she said that in her experience, Whenyou
lalk about management by consensus, or a high performing team, what is usually the case is
that you've got many different characters thal are each bringing their own skills. That kind
of team member idea doesn'l seem that clear here though. li is a very integral model here the whole team is a high perfirming leader or manager, and it's not because qf individual
skil1,s or weaknesses. It S j u s t the ability to interlock and integrate their own personalities
perhaps ( 1 :4). One parent said, It seems to he quite seamless (Parent, 3 1/3/94). Anna, a student
teacher, observed that They all go in the same direction in whatever ihey do ( 3 ) .
As she searched for words to describe the co-principalship, Beth said, It's a
conglomerate ... The management is not split into categories. It',s not linear. And it's not
vertical. The structure is quite round - that 'sprobably the besl way lo describe it. So it has no
beginning, it has no end There's no deJinahle points ... It 's a process that is circular, sort qf
like a solar system that S revolving, with the centre point being the need to administrate, to
manage. But thatpoint doesn'tjull on aperson. That's contained in the centre perhaps as a
gruvitationa1,force by the revolving ... And it's an even,,flat structure - there are no reefareas,
and no weak links. Though it S not even a chain. It S quite connected and whole ( 1 :3). When
I asked, What is keeping it connected? Beth replied, I'd have to say, intuitively, it's just the
conzmunicationJlo+v,the openness. They have very clear and unlJied objectives, so there's no
need to segment or to appoint project leaders for example - where there's a gap, you fill it...
and there's an equal ability, it seems to me, to,facilitate and mediate (I :4). In Beth's view, the
fact that there seemed to be no obvious structure in the co-principalship model, was because
t,lzepIannl'~gpocsss~s
~ . Y PL ~ O M CSO smooihly it S m r t qf like it's already there. They've just
got this big game plan.'2"li ',s easy toforget that there's a lot ofwork and <fortthal goes into
that, because the administration side is wholly invisible as there's such a cooperative <fort
in the shared leadership (1 :2).
Karen laughingly commented that the co-principalship was a hit like a three-headed
monster! Not negatively, bul sort qf like one organism. Personal agendas got put aside when
it came to thinking about major school issues and three became one to carry out the idea. That
was how our shared leadership worked (Karen 2:5-6).The result of many exchanges of views
and careful listening to each other was that once shared understandings had been reached, then
that's it, there's nofuss, no bother, you move,forward We were like one brain, one organi,sm...
totallyjocused on what we were there to do... It was almost like you were the servant qfthe
idea and there were three qfyou to carry it out (Karen 2:4). Dean commented, Sometimes I
,jbrgei who I started a conversati'on with, whether it .~.vas
.Jane or Liz.I sort ~falmostcarry cln
a conversation with the other one and ifthey don 't know what I'm talking about, they pick it
up very quickly and nolhing is lost ... They are very much he same person in some ways ( 1 5).

120

Although the three women valued fluidity in their approach, thls did not negate for them thc place of
strategic planning. I ,iz said, You rnuJt have forward ~hlnklngandplans, for teachlng and learning, the budget
crnd organurng ~lnfJingand reiourcmg o f thrnp hut wrth a sfrateglc plan you don't iet it in concrele If all of
a 5udd'c.nthere I T a cr~si),
you change dlrectlon ( 1 : 16).
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At a board meeting in October 1995, when board members were agreeing that there was vcry
good communication and that they cach found the co-principalship very easy to work with in
this regard, William, who took responsibility for maintenance issues said, I always pretend
they are one person. Ijust see whoever is nearest. The communication is there. Arthur, the
treasurer agreed. We can just-feed in to any one ofthree. William added, It ',s a bit like having
/ e r m i ~ a leverywhere!
s

4"4"ocusedorz professional ~ollegialify~
iinclusive of other people
A common perception among many of the people who talked to me was that a coprincipalship would not work if the people in it were not friends. They referred to their
perception, for instance, that the previous team of Karen, Jim and Felicity were friends who
had worked and socialised together before they came, as a team, to the school. A distinction
was made in the co-principalship however, between friendship and colleagueship. Liz, for
example, commented, I don 't want to be Karen 's.friend particularly, cos she has diferenl
interests and things. But I'm really interested in her as a projessional colleague. .. And what
impacts on me in this job aboul Jane as aperson, is her commilment to the job (Liz 2:8). In
fact, Liz, Jane and Karen thought that one of the things that contributed to the strength of their
shared leadership was that they did
begin from a base of being personal friends.
Consequently, they could not work from assumptions, but rathcr had to learn about the other
people and respect what they believe (Karen2:2 ).
Staff in the school felt valued and included in this co-principalship. Veronica and
Anne, who both worked at different times as principal release teachers, talked about feeling
part of the team. Anne said, shared leadership is practised d l the time and all the s t a f a r e
given power to be involved in decisions about even very minor details (1). Serena, a teacher
trainee, said We are ackno~lledgedand the school secretary said, I get lots of opportunities to
be part of it andjeel free to suggest ideas (Joan:6).
The three board chairpersons commented on the collegiality of their relationships wit11
the co-principals, and talked in terms of us as a group (Phil) and about working y
i
t
J the coprincipa!~.Eeth said, WhenI c ~ m here
e it ',s a learning, hhelpi3g s i l ~ ~ a t iThey
o ~ . 're leaching me
things about the school ... and aboul my role as chairperson. And I can bring in my
experiencesfrom my own different environment, ,feed in ideas (Beth 25). Mary Stevens found
a diflerence to her previous working relationship with a sole principal The line was through
him to the teachers ... but with Jane and Liz (Iwasn '1 chairperson with all three co-principals)
it was very much apartnership (Mary: 15).
Parents said they felt fully consulted and made to feel welcome in thc school, and saw
the co-principals as being very receptive to parent S ideas (Parents 2014195). This feeling
remained, even when the co-principals disagreed with a group of parents who wanted their
children to be given morc homework: We keep saying it and they keep disagreeing - it 's very
amicable - and we are quite happy overall (Parents 21/4/95). Typically, parents commented
that the school was being run as one part of an extended,fomily (Parents 2 1/4/95).
The children were observed by parents and other sraff as also being included in the
management ofthe school. When I asked one 01the girls whether the co-principals aslted the
children what they thought about things to do with the school, Jill replied, Yeah. Yeah, when
Ihey were doing a plan for the playgrc>und, we could pul ideas in as well. The other
playground was too big fi)r the younger children they kept hurting themseh~esand stufl lS(~
[heyasked us about it (Jill 1-2). One of the student teachers coinmeiited that a mutual reLspec"t
had been dcveloped between the co-principals and the children. If'or example, ifJune is talking
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with a child and one of the other principal,^ comes in, she doesn't stop talking to lhe child she jinishes whatever it is, and says 'Excuse me' and turns to the adult (Phocbe:3).
Built on a shared viA~ion
...
Serena, a student teacher, summed up the opinions of many people in the Hillcrest
Avenue school community when she observed that thc shared philosophy was at the centre of
the success of the women's co-principalship model. She said, Unless you've got an agreed
vision o f where you are heading and what sort of structures you want to put in place it's
impossible. It would never work - and you'd have to have the authority structure as in the
hierarchical model, where you 've got this person who holdksthe overall control and who can
work as a mediator between otherpeople (3). Most people agreed that the key philosophy of
this co-principalship focused on developing children who could take responsibility for their
own learning while also caring about others and assisting them to develop. Mary was not
implying that these qualities can not be evident in other leadership approaches, but she wanted
to draw attention to the way this co-principalshippz~lledtogether these things in a common
vision, a common understanding, that drives the systems and the processes.

... and on-goinig reflective dialogue and review
In the views of people such as Rose Fleming, (who observed the three women during
some of their professional development days), Veronica Cowley (the principal's release
teacher), the student teachers, and the three board chairpeople who worked with them between
1993-97, it was the commitment of Liz, Jane and Karen to on-going dialogue and reflection
about all aspects of their work that was a most significant factor in the success of this coprincipalship. In their views this facilitated the development of their shared vision for the
teaching and learning programmes and from this, common purposes for their sharcd
management.
When they described how the co-principals talked with each other, each of the board
chairpersons (Ma-ry, Phil and Beth) was impressed with the ways the women constantly
focused on the educational purpose of their collaboration, linking teaching and learning to the
leadership practices they were engaging in. Mary gave an example: It 'S recognisedthat Karen
is the person who is very talented and inlerested in art, bul the women might say, 'Would it
be good to not have Karen present the url work in the showing? Let's lhink about this a hil
more broadly. What would it mean to the children if someone else presented it? (Mary 3).
Student teachers also noticed how the co-principals blended their teaching and management,
rather than becoming removed.fiom everyday i,ssues in the classroom (Anna:3).
Many people also commented on how much honesty was stressed in the women's
communication. Mary said that explicitness was what she saw as significant herc: It's not so
much that the core values are sacrosanct. It's more that you make them explicit, so that they
a he chullerqged .. It allows you fo open up and be trnnL~parent,
not to be thrente~edto deal
with lhings in a verypractical, reasonable way (20).Anna, onc ofthe student teachers, noticed
that the co-principals really are more direct with us and each other than I see in other
workplaces (3). Terencc, a board member, summed up the general approval of what he
describcd as having honesty within the administration and shared responsil3ility... and when
you have honesty, good things h q p e n (Hoard meeting, 10112/95:7).
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In this co-principalship, there were times when the co-principals disagreed with
something that one of the other two said or proposed. Jane commented however, that because
of their agreements over their base philosophy,probably we argue more, have more rigorous
debates (2:1I ) . At times when the women disagreed with something one of the others had said
they would weigh up whether it was significant enough to say anything. Jane said, I would
think, is this something I want to go into battle on?(2:13) I f she thought it wasn't she'd let it
pass. All three of them were pragmatic about the wisdom of sometimes 'letting sleeping dogs
lie.' Karen said, Out of conJlicl though, you have growth (2:14).
Anne commented that because the three women were each very strong in different ways
some people thought that it might be very hard because they might clash. Bu2 they believe in
the importance ofcommunication and the acceptance ofd@irerztpoints ofview, and they had
the ability to work through any problems (9-10). In Anne's opinion, lhe talking is actually
reducing the conflict. I think havingplenty qfopportunity to talk about things means you don 't
have a (winnersand losers ' mentality (1 1 ) .
'There were occasional 'spats' with a parent or board member. On a few occasions,
these could not be resolved to everyone's satisfaction. Jane said that there were parents in the
community who thought they could tell you what to do, meaning directly to your face, and that
they were not always happy when disagreed with. They are lhe 'cut and thrust' type, Liz said,
and Jane added, When they are annoyed, they '11 think of every avenue that's likely to bring
results. There ' s a small number like that (JL: 11). One parent recounted how a board member
was really into technology and was pushing aparticular system and he said that the women
were anti-technology. There was clash over this and he resigned from the board (Parent
10/10/95:1). Soon afterwards, however, the school was featured in a news article as
"responding to the IT challenge9'by using a Ministry initiative to ensure all children had access
to information technology throughout their schooling.
In the view of one parent, the shared leadership model couldpush down some conjlict
(Parent 10/10/95:1) and she described how she was not happy about one teacher's approach
to teaching her child. She felt that not enough direction was being given. She said she could
not talk to the teacher, because I know I get her back up. And I'm not happy about lhe
swearing in the school - I'm old fashioned about that. v y o u swear you got stood in a corner
and wrote a 100 lines. Discipline should be more direct. This woman was not comfortable
about talking to either of the other two co-principals about these matters either, because they
would all agree (Parent 211 0195:1).
Jane, Liz and Karen were aware that they could be seen by others as collectively
formidable, and they had tried to counteract this by, for example, not all being present at a
meeting with a parent. They were also realistic about the possibility of others disagreeing with
them however. Liz reflected, Three years down the track ifpeople were stillfeeling completely
enamoured of us Iwould be very worried, because you must be disagreeing sometime - it 'sjust
the nature qfa community. I believe though, that ifyou have conflict or disagreement you deal
with it prc?fessionally, and pro&ssionally lo me is out in he open, honest. Il's not game
playing stufl Whenpeople are playing that sort ($game with us we deal with it straight hack
to them (JL: 10). Although they were concerned about the possibility that someone might not
feel able to come to them, they were also adamant that they would not get into what they callcd
guessinggames about such possibilities. They relied on openness and people coming to them
to talk through issues with them. If I heard through a lhird party about something, said Liz,
I would just have lo wait,for them to come to me. I'dsuggest lo the other person that they tell
the;^ t ( j do this (-11 ,: 1 I).
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Along with the large inajority ofpeople in this school community, Beth was impressed
by the willingness of each of the thrcc women to meet, mediate and negotiate. Iflhere was a
problem, it was, 'Well, can we resolve this? Should we have another meeting?' (2:7) Soon
after the above conversations, it was rccognised by the women and the board, that the school
needed a clearer process and guidelines for any parent who might have a problem about
something happening in thc school, but did not want to approach any of thc co-principals about
it. In 1996, they agreed that when children were enrolled at the school, parents would be
informed that if such a situation arose, in the first instance the parents should go to the board
chairperson, or a board member, and a resolution worlld be mediated with the co-principals.
A note was put in a school newsletter to the same effect.

... and the building oftrust
Although some peoplc outside the school had said to Anne, one of the co-principals'
relievers, there would be too much talk and would anything ever get done? she pointed out that
because the women had developed a common core ofknowledge, trust had bee11built between
them that meant that one person can do a task or make a decision that the others are going to
be happy with (1 I ) . Beth considered that it was a commitment to open, honest debate and
sharing of ideas, that enabled the building of a foundation of trust, which meant there was as
an on-going Sounding board'for each member andfor others, something that i s so valuable
in problem solving, and planning and all other aspects of management (1 :2).Many people
mentioned also that there was increased trust not just between the staff and between them and
others in the school community. In an October 1996 survey of the parents, in which the coprincipals asked them to comment on the advantages and disadvantages of the shared
management, trust was mentioned by a majority of parents as a strength of the approach.
(There was a 95% response to the survey.)

Advantages of the approach
The advantages that emerge in the preceding sections can be summarised as including:
increased democracy and mutual accountability in organisational relationships, both between
teachers and between teachers, board and parents (thus breaking down some aspects of a
professionalllay divide and a governancelmanagement divide); enhanccd opportunities for
drawing on different strengths and abilities of a wider range of people; enhanced involvement
in development and implementation of shared educational purposes; improved transparent
communication and quality of professional commitment and reflective review.
There was wide agreement in the school community that this co-principalship was a
great success. Some people whom I interviewed thought that the chief factor contributing to
this success was the quality of'the people involved, as Charlotte, a board member, put it. Thcre
was almost unaiiimous agreemelit among the 36 parents 1talked to 13' that each of the women
was an outstanding teacher and highly committed to the school and the shared leadership.
Some were also of the opinion that the small size of the school was a significant advantage.
Their comments were echoed in the ERO Effectivencss Review Report statement that in a
small school ... communication is easier and more eflective than in a larger organisalion
(1994, p.5). It was widely agreed, however, that as well as good communication, it was the

110

One parent was not liappy with the way one of the women was teaching 11er child.
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shared philosophy and the systems that had been put in place that made the co-principalship
'work.'
'The 1996 parent survey specifically mentioncd the rollowing factors that parents
appreciated in thc co-principalship:
en
trust it generates
a
sense of cohesion in the school
@
family atmosphere through lack of hierarchy
@
greater collaboration between teachers promotes grcater collaboration with
parents and students
e
no communication problems; someone always available
each teacher is out of the classroom for management time, but one not out
more that others; no class is penalised or given less attention.
introduces managcment that is not bureaucratic, autocratic or hierarchical
@
no pulling rank
el
children are comfortable with it
good role model. (1: will return to these last two points in the next section.)
&9

c3
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During the research, some further specific advantages were identified as follows.

fiofessional development for the s t a n
lntcllectual stimulation and professional development was highlighted by the coprincipals as a major benefit they enjoyed. After eighteen months of worlting with Janc and
Karen, Liz enthused, I used to think leadership was liring, and I didn't know f I wanted it. I
liked to effect change, but I didn't know i f I wanted to do all that by myself Ijust,felt like it
was too much, too much, couldn't do it all. But I'm loving it here. My favourite projessionul
time is now. It's so stimulating. We have these wonderjul meaty discussions on issues. I have
thoughl more carefully about whal Ido us a teacher than ever before, and because qfworking
with Karen andJane I think I'm a much better practitioner (Liz 2:9). Karen said, Therek been
such intellectual stimulus, more than I've had that any other time in my teaching. Being with
Liz and ,Jane has been a great learning curve for me (25). Jane said, Every day there's
something,firing my mind about the impact ofwhat I'm doing It S quile exciting (1: 13).
Other people, such as the board chairpersons, the relieving staff and the student
teachers, also learnt a great deal from the women's approach to sharing leadership, as is
attested in their comments in earlier parts o l this narrative.

Reduction ofpriaciprel sbess
Most people recogniscd that this factor was a significant benefit ofthe model of shared
leadership. For example Beth Lawson recognised the complexity of thc work of principals and
said that the principal is /he meat in the sandwich in that they are answerable to everyone to the school community, to he children, the parents, and to the board And IheyJre
answerable to SSC' and the Ministry ( I : 10). She was adamant that such a situation ham to be
stressf~ll,and thought that the co-principalsl~ipmodel enabled a reduction of this stress. It
would be unusual, she said, i f the principc2.1,~here all had the same level of stress al lhe same
time, s o there's always a sounding board and an anchor - someone there lo say, 'Yes but ...
don 't,forgel... ' and someone who knows the situation (Beth, Board meeting, I0110195 : 11).
Liz illustrated this whcn she commented, 7'he o~herday with u problem, we talked
about it,fi,r lwenly i-niizuies and lhozlght ofall the possible w u j we
~ could clo I'l, !~~orkced
oul a
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plan of action and the consequences of each slage and how we would support each other. She
pointed out that for her, I f I was a principal on my own, even though I could delegate some
of my workload, I would.feel worried about thal I didn't overburden people ... And lo try and
be a teacher and l o adminisler at dhe same time, wouldfrustrate me because I wouldjkel like
I was doing neither ofthem parlicularly well and I would strive to do them better and then I
would end up 24 hours a day doing nothing else... And also the other thing would be the
emotional pressure of me being the Principal. That would he too Lstressjulforme... %osI
worry. Istill do worry now, but I don't stress out about worrying, am I doing Ihis right? (Liz
2:8). 'Ihe principal release teacher's comments validated thesc I~ealthbenefits of shared
support: I don? see the co-principals having to go o f t o the doclor like he previous principal
was having to. The principal b<fi)rehim also wanted out because q j health issues and because
his .family lij'e was being compromised so much. Under the shared leadership, they have
supportfor each other (Veronica: 10-1 1 )

The advantage for the school of continuity, at times of principal release for
administration, and of staff illness or change, was gradually realised by the board. Asthur (the
school treasurer) said in 1995 that IJ'a sole principal was sick, then things would grind to a
halt unlilshe got better. We don 't seem to have those conlinuityproblems here (Arthur). This
advantage became very real though in 1996, when first Karen, then 1,iz left the school. That
situation is described in the last part of this narrative.
No disadvantages?

Throughout 1994-1997 there were no broadly agreed on disadvantages identified by
parents, children, board members or teaching staff. Indeed, the parent surveys carricd out by
the co-principals explicitly stated that there were no disadvantages. When Jane asked the seven
F 1 and 2 children if they thought there could be any difficulties in this structure, they replied
in hypothetical terms, suggesting that, There could he a problem (f the lnrincipals didn't
communicate or said a disferent thing - like one saying it was okay do go outside he gate and
others said it wasn't; could disagree; it takes time topass ideas onfrom one person do another
and to make sure everyone agrees and knows what is happening (Form 1 and 2 children,
1994). The children were perhaps reflecting the comments of their parents here, as the issue
of time was mentioned by several people as a potential concern.

Timefactors
There were mixed opinions about this issue, with many of the observations being
expressed in hypothetical terms. The 1994 ERO Effectiveness report commented that, ,S'tqff
meetings are held a1 a separate time,from management meetings, and the hoard chairperson
meeis once a week with the princ@als. These meetings are lime consumiizg and could bc a
di,sudvantage ufthis,form of leadership (1994:5). Some people ihougl~tthat sharing leadership
would mean that rcaching consensus on decisions would be very time consuming, and
therefosc a disadvantage. Othcrs, though, made the point that slow decisions are usually better.
It gives a chance to explore every evenhalily. And because deci,sions are colleclively made,
there ',s usually a greater commitment to lhose decisions (Phil1 :18).
Some parents thought that the thrce women worked very long hours. They 11ad
observed ilie women leaving school quite late aftcr having arrived zt '7.1 Sam. 'The point was
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made by the board chairpersons, and the co-principals, that the teaching principal job was big.
Phil said, I've ohservedprimary and secondary teachers working enormous hours ( 1 :25).
Veronica Cowley had worked in the school under the previous principal, and she thought that
in comparison with the time that he was having to put in as a teachingprincipal, it would be
about the same amount q f time the co-principals were putting in. At the beginning they all
wen1 to every meeling, but they've learnt to have a representative go and report back to the
others. At first they seemed to have meetings every day, but that S been hugely cut back (1011).
Each of the co-principals pointed out, if she was a principal on her own, she'd still be
spending the same number of hours, but she would be getting stresscd about the work and
responsibility. Liz said, Most days I work from 7.15 am to hulJi?astJive at night. A couple of
nights a week I might put an hour in at my own home, and on a Friday night I'll stay as late
as I need to get all my preparation done jbr the next week. Though once a month, say, I'll
come in on a Sunday and hang lots qf things up. I've got two meetings here next week, at
night, but thal doesn't happen lots. So I'd work between 50 and 70 hours a week - depending
on what's happening. We probably did spend longer in the jirst year, but it S shorter now
because we've got so many systems in place. And we know each other. And it's just
experience. I mean, I didn't know what principals do - and we're all getting better at that. Liz
thought that she was a very good manager of lime. I'm now very fierce about what happens
in my life - I mean the school has this much - I will give this much energy to it. I'm really
happy to do this, so long as there's other things in my l f e (2: 17). Liz had no children of her
own, and enjoyed what she called a quiet existence out of school. I'm a gardener, I'm a sewer
and I g o to concerts and out to dinner and I spend heaps of time reading. She, like Jane and
Karen, however, had care giving responsibilities wit11 her parents and wider family mem bers.
Jane began to keep a record of the time she spent working one week, but stopped,
horrified when she'd reached 40 hours by the end of Wednesday! That was jusl bad luck, she
said. I had three evening meetings - and that is unusual (2:20) She thought that she probably
did between 50 - 55 hours in a week that had no evening meetings. She said she'd also thought
she didn't do much work during the holidays, but then added up the hours she had done in the
May two week holidziy,just out oJfinterex!, a d I ' d worked 40 hnurs! (2 1). During a mid-term
break, she had also worked,from 9 until one orlock each day - Ifind writing reports quite
difJicult and I wanted to trial doing it then. That was quite satisaing, cos Iwent out to lunch
at one, and in the holidays, one o 'qlockfeels quite early, whereas in term time one feels the
day should be over! (2 1).
Although Jane and Liz were reasonably happy with their workloads, Karen was less
so. She had had no management training before she joined the co-principalship, and she
completed Advanced Studies for Teachers papers during the first two years, as well as
attending a reflcctive principal course. She said that for her, at the beginning the coprincipalship consunzed a tremendous amount oj'time. Karen liked teamwork, but shc also
liked having autonomy ... at times, I wanted to say, let's do it! Let's act! But I had lo learn to
be patient and to hear olher people S views right lhrough (2:5). She felt that some of the
collaborativc processes the co-principals engaged ill tl-ien could have been speeded up if we
had been prepared to have been a bit more rulhless. But because ojthe conditions around our
coming together, we were very cautious, very sensitive with each other and trying to he
extremely prqfissional and not let anything cloud the issues (Karen 2:2). Perhaps it was
because of these factors that she did not tell Liz and Jane that, there were times when /go/
impatient, and I thought, you know, we wclre perhaps agonising over things a bit loo much.
She thought though, that my personalily was a.fbctor in my wanting quicker solutions.
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Karen also said that, There was a lot to do and we've fried to u'o a lot. It's been
productive .for the school, but on the personal side I think it's been probably
counterproductive, in that I have become quite dissati,$ed with the amount qf'time I've got for
myself to pursue my own interests, to develop friend,ships, and to actually still be a parent, a
caring parent. My greatesl difJiculty has been trying lo achieve a balance in my lifi. Though
I think if I'd been aprincipal on my own I would have spenl a lot more hours in the night
worrying about things I wasn't doing, whereas now Ifind I don't actually have sleepless nights
about thejob (1:20).

Karen also raised the issue ofremuneration and recognition. She said Ithinkour labour
and our services and the dedication we feel just gets abused There's no official recognition.
Not that you only work to get recognised but, you know, we've got a contract but we haven't
had an c?ficial salaries sorl of agreement. You get very little lhanks for what you do. In
general, primary teachers are not recognised and we haven't had a salaries increase for.five
years ( 1 :20). Karen was particularly concerned here about issues to do with the general level
of payment for primary teaching. The NZEI was negotiating pay parity for primary teachers
in relation to secondary teachers at this time. The specific difficulties around salary issues in
relation to the co-principalship were described in the third part of this narrative. Neither Liz
nor Jane raised this as a problem for them in relation to the model they had established.
Was gender an agenda in the shared leadership?
This was the only area where there were distinct disagreements in people's judgements
about the shared leadership. Although some people thought that there were clear advantages
in having three women in the shared leadership position in terms of improving gender equity
in education and in terms of having 'role models' of women in leadership, others were not so
sure about these gender factors.

kVomen9sgerninine) wny of leading?
Some people thought gender was influencing the character oi'this co-principalship in
terms of the leadership styles that were being enacted. There were comments such as, The tone
is all to do with thefact it is women making the decisions (Parent 21/4/95:2), and, Their style
is a woman's style versus male management - Jane is right in the middle, bringing others in
and coaching them, making them part o f t h e team - it is much more democratic (Parent
2014195 :1). Serena, a student teacher, saw the co-principalship as not having the same power
structure ($a single heador principal. Ithink thefact that they're,females makes a dijference.
In the one principal model, you go up a hierarchy, and the boss is the principal - even though
it's the board of trustees... cos they have he right to hire and firire, I think it is very much
viewed as the principal is the boss, because he, and I use he hccause the majority of them are
men in New Zealand, he has the authorityfor a lot ojthe decisions made in the school. And
his authority is thought of very much as in the wordpower ... Whereas in the sharedleadership
it 's dqfinitely an uccountahility structure anda diJJeren.1atmo,sphere, a healthier environment
wliere everyone ha3 a say (6).
Anne was convinced too Illat, The-fact/hat it's ~hreewomen helps enormoz/sly in this
model of shuredpower and negoliution... Women have a head start here. l h e y are used to
working in thui way. I'm noi s w e ![/rii',sa nalurat' 07 a learnl behavii;ur - i l k proh~lblya
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practised skill - but women ',s skills oJ' negotiation and communicating and listening are
definitely more well developed. And the whole model of 'one leader' seems to me to be very
much a male thing. Mosl oflhe men Iknow feel a lot more comfortable vvilh sort qf'black and
white - sort ofi a decision is made andyou~fi,llowthat decision until it 'sproved totally wrong.
You don 'tjluctuate along the way (I I). Shc also said that, The shared leadership requires a
lot of talking, and this is something a lot ofmen, I think,.fiel very uncomfortable with, because
of a feeling thal you're not
anything .. Talkingfor lhem is a means to an end, much less
people oriented Ithink though, thatfi~rwomen tallcingb how the job gets done - andwe don't
only tallc about aprohlem, we talk about what is working (1 1).
Cherie Clark said that she could think of only one male who I could worlc with
comfirtably in a model like this, and I've worked with three or jour in every school I've been
in. That man was very philosophical and into the learning o j children and he shared
everything in the syndicate (all women teachers;)that he worked wilh. And he was veryflexihle
(16).
Others wondcred about these ideas and conlparisons betwecn 'male9and Teniale' ways
of working, and were not sure about whether gender was influencing the model or not. One
wolnan said, Idon 't know whether it is their gender or the model. Like bejore we had a male
as headmaster, and I don't know whedher it 'sjust people S perception of the mule being the
masler of the ship, hut there
more hierarchy ( 3 1 /2/94:5). Another parent thought that men
are more inclined to hierarchy than women and more inclined to choose a leader. 7he status
thing is important to them (Parent 7/4/95:10). Several had difficulty imagining the model
working well with three men in it.
Still others were adamant that it wasjustpersonality, not gender that was the key factor
(Parent 6141955). Charlotte, a board member, thought that it's the qualilies that they bring to
the shared leadership that are more important (12 ) and another parent pointed out that not all
women can get on with each other, or are co-operative (Parent 1014195). Cherie agreed that
not all women are collaborative. She described a male and a female principal with whom she
had worked. Both had used team management, but the man would delegate everything, to the
point that basically left him with no responsibility and where people wanledguidance or help
or things like that, he would say 'Oh go and sort it out yourseg9 The woman principal was
much more for shared responsibility. But although she preached Sergiovanni and truly
believed in that sort of thing ... and she got everybody on board and was into team building
and things like that, there were still times when decisions were made solely by her and when
her vision wasn't with everybody else's.. rf anyone stood in her way thal wasn't on. She was
a fantastic principal and the parents loved her, but she was captain of the sh@. I feel better
with this school - with fIillcrest Avenue. Cherie also noted that there are lots of women who
couldn't cope with this shared leadership philosophy. She said, This must sound awful, very
stereotyped, but basically there are a lot qf'women who just want lo teach because il$tks in
with theirjamily and school holidays. And this style is one that they couldn't manage. It's not
someone telling them and directing them and giving them straight leadership. They are the
stereotypical 'women. ' Most of lhem arc) older women, in their 40s and 50s (15-16).

A jkminist /collectivist approach ?
When Jane and Liz were appointed, Naomi, a board member on the appointments
committee who identified herself as feniinist, was particularly adamant about the importance
of the need to appoint more women into leadership positions to improve gender equity in this
field. One parent commented, however, that she had had real qualms about the shared
lcadcrship right 2t the beginning beca~ssccCher oxs~!.~
experiences when she !?iorkc.-,d~~i/hgroup~
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ofwomen where there was no leader, like during Nalional Women S Year back in 1979. There
were no structures, no systems in place. It was all supposed to be anti- hierarchical but
basically very little actually ever got done from one meeting to the next. It was veryfrustrating
(Parent 7/4/9552). She said that she was very relieved when she saw the co-principalship
getting things done. She added, Indeed they have achieved much more than had been done
under previous principals.
As explained earlier, the co-principals were themselves, not in total agreement with
cach other about feminism or a specific form of feminist collectivity. Karen's aims were not
about feminist politics but inore about slandards and being rigorous in trying 20 achieve and
driving hard I know thal in our group we had very strong beliexs in equity, but I don't know
that I would call myselffeminist ... and I'd he surprised ifanyone else labelled me that way.
I call my.self aperson who happens to he,fimale (2: 10-11). Liz had set out to 'test' a feminist
collective model for primary school leadership and both she and Jane were working for change
in organisational structures and worlting relationships. Liz saw their model as also working
for a change in the power structure of society - based in a beliefin [he imporlance andpower
ofwomen as key stakeholders in he way the world works (Liz 4:7). She added though, that
I've learnt over the years not lo bang my head on a brick wall ... I've learnt to be wiser. I'm
sneakier, better at thinking a strateby through. Here, we're putting our energy and
commitment into the ideas ... It doesn 't$el right in education that there should be a hierarchy,
and now, I think about that cause. I'm strategic. I actually want some movement on this ... and
I want the parents, the kids to see that it works (8-9). Jane (working from her largely liberal
feminist base) had similar attitudes to Liz's in relation to being strategic. Iwouldn 't nowpul
my energy into consciously banging against things unless I really believed they needed to be
changed ... but if others don't want to change the hierarchy in iheir school, I'm nol going
waste my energy on trying to do that in their school (Jane 3 :16).
Gendered power struggles?
A few people made references to what they saw as gendered power 'politics9 as
'colouring' some people's views of and reactions to this co-principalship. One woman
commented that her husband who used to workso hard for [hesct6ool has now turned uguinst
it - he 's so sexist (Parent 2014195). Another woman said her board member partner, who holds
strong,free market views, wouldn't get intofighting with these strong intelligent women. They
are dejinitely @minis[ women, and I wouldn't want to he in a fight with them about
male/Semale issues! (Parent, 10110195 :2)Her partner told me separztely that, I wouMsay that
while the business world is built by men, the education and child-rearing world is run by
women and it S equally sexisl. As for the co-principals, Liz calls a spade a spade -she is more
direct and ,Jane is more tactical, but she is no slouch - she will stand up for hersel6 But if I
start lo ,feel trampled on in any area of life, I'll say my piece, then get on with it (Parent,
11/10195).
At the board meeting in October, 1995, when I was reportiiig back on some of tlie
research, during a discussion of the shared leadership there was a brief bantering exchange
between four male board members. William raised the question of what might happen in a
situation if this present 'happy ,family ' did unwind. Other board mcmbers pondered the
possibilities of personal andlor philosophical clashes, and were generally optimistic and in
agreement with Karen's commcnt that In a situalion ofconflict we just have to keep reminding
ourselves, us we do in the good times, that wejust think about what we 're here,fir, which is
,fi)r the children, And we have lo,li,cus on lhat (I I ) . William persisted though and said, I can
E'nmgi~wthe scenario t!zat y o z l ' , ~all wavzlivzg t c ) censure a st~,fjc,t;t2ernher
- a,ndyoz~'d1 ~ 1 to
)

~
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ask her to go out c?f the room so you can talk about it. Ofcourse they'd know exactly why.
Dean chipped in, ,Yo we can send them all out and they won 't know which is which! Amid the
laughter, William responded Keep it random! 'Terence joined in, We '11 draw straws! and
William said, Five minutes of terror! Arthur actded, Power! and William aslted, We '11 try lhat
next time shall we.? None of the women board members joined in this 'game' and none of the
women co-principals rose to the bait!
Jane cominented about this time that she was aware of shifts occurring in her own and
others' thinking about and enacting of gendered practices. She said, This is one ofthe first
schools I've been in where I've had men ring me to enrol their children and where they 've
brought the child in to visit. Which is good for me actually, because I have to lhink about il
diffirently - I have to tell myselfthat this man knowsjust as much about dressing his child and
organising the lunch as a woman would. Some ofthe men, lilce this man, are very very earnest
about being nurturing and caring, and he told me he,fill anxious about leaving his child. She
laughed as she added, And I'm probably more praising of men like this in my head - like,
thinking, isn '1 this man wonderful - and I have to resist wanling to pat him on the back!
What can be said about the educational effects of the women's co-principalship on
children, both generally and in relation to gender issues?
Educating children within a co-principalship
While an in-depth focus on the effects of the co-principalship on children's learning
was not able to be developed in this study, comments were made about this by teachers,
parents and children that are worth reporting. Teachers and the majority of the parents thought
the model was generally educatio~iallygood-for the children as the fbllowing comments
illustrate.

Educational benefitsfor the children
There were several factors here. Liz said that in her opinion, the children got a much
be&r /Je/rl,fi~).~~
2s as teachi,~gprinc@als
... because a n w C,~U,F ore distracted by the admin.
Here the educational and the institutional leadership are equal ... Our leadership is all about
learning and because ofthe way we ,split up our principal release time, we never really go cgf
and leave our kids (2:18) The parents I spoke to particularly appreciated this factor. A
comment in the 1996 school survey summed up their opinions: Each teacher is out ofthe
classroom,for management time, hut one not out more that others, no class is penalised or
given less attention. This was certainly the case each time I was in the school on a Friday,
which was the women's principal release day. Whoever was worlcing in the office had the door
open, and children came in and out, with requests to help with photocopying, to show their
teacher a piece of art they'd just completed, to aslc their teacher's opinion about a problem
they'd encountered. Each of the women left the office regularly. As Liz said one day, I'm
going o f n o w for a lour - I hate being in here by myselj and I'm really poky! I like knowing
whal ihey 're all doing (Fieldiiotes: 7/10/94).
'The value ofthe co-principals shared Itnowledge in tcr~nsof their conimunicaiion with
the children was observed as a significant educational advantage by student teachers in the
school. The-ytell each other whal they 're doing in situations and the kids aren '1 getting double
messages (Nicola:4).One of the children confirmcd tliis opinion. Dierdre (agedl2) said, When
we had only one principal in the ,school, all the teachers didn 't know what the princ@al was
talking ahout ,sometinzes. With thir; shared responsibility all the teachers know what they 'ye
talking about (4).
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Anne saw this as spinning offto the children's understandings that lalk is learning and
while learning is their own responsibility they also are responsible for sharing their learning
with others and not to stop them learning (12). 'The 1994 ERO Effectiveness Review ICeport
confirmed this opinion. It stated that The emphasis on students heingre.s~7on,siblefop.
their 0 ~ 1 1 2
learning and being required to co-operate with others is enhanced by the Board's appoin fment
of a stc4ffofthree rxsjoint principals. The main.factor influencing student achievement is the
cooperative workofstudents, parents, stajcfandBoard. ..l'he (collaborative) management style
is efective and is dependent on factors such us personnel, strong communily support, the
structures in place and the determination to make it succe,s,ful. The three principals share a
similar philosophy and their goals are commensurate with the school',^ mission statemen/.
They bring a variety ofcounplementary slrengths (1 994, p.5). In Anne's opinion, the result of
these combined factors was that the co-principals were achieving a lot more here than in a lot
qfschools I see, in terms of curriculum things (12).
The 1994 ERO report further noted that: The collaborative leadership model is
implemented in the classroom. Students have the opportunity to volunteer toperform a number
of tasks and take a range c?fresponsibilities. They are publically commendedfor their efforts
(1994:5).The 'role model' argument, in terms of providing children with an alternative
leadership approach to the traditional hierarchy, was a factor in the original appointment of Liz
and Jane, and in the board's encouragement of them to develop a three way co-principalship.
Liz, Jane and Karen believed that $you have apower sharing way of working, those sorts o j
values will reflect in the way the children see each other. They may not necessarily take notice
or believe in it, but they will have experienced it. Otherwise they will just think that things
always work the same way - in a hierarchy (Liz, 4:8j. This element was commented on by
many of the people who spoke to me - parents, student teachers and board members - who said
things like, The co-princ@alLsare modellingfor the children that they could maybe work in
a group or a &am rather than to have the control (Parent 9/3/95:3). Charlotte, one of the
board members, said that she had noticed that in some activities, there was some sort ofshared
leadership going on a2 the student level. Automatically. Il looked like a hit of aflow on (1 1).
Some of the children did notice that the three women had different ideas, and that their
negotiation of these meant better decisions eventuated. Jill (aged 10) said, It's good to have
dgerentpeople's opinions cos then you get - like if one of the principals had an idea then
maybe the other principals might have a diJfferenl idea so - they would add on to the other
person '.s opinion - so like we 're getting - um - better opinions (Jill: 3). Deirdre, another one
of the children, said, I like it a lot this way. It S not as strict like bejore when the principal had
the idea and that was the end, there weren't any dijjerent ideas. But now, maybe one ieacher
comes up with an idea and the other teachers might change it a hit... so it wouldn't be so
strict, like I made this decision andyou can't change i/ (3). Jill also noticed that the teachers
were making these processes explicit to the children. She said, Lilce sometimes they say, 'Oh
last night we three we discussed - we talked.for a long time about this and we had so many
djflerent ideas and we came up with this one conclusion' - they usually say that (laughs)(3j.
Jane had talked about the shared leadership modcl with the seven Form 1 and 2
children in June 1994, asking them whether they had any thoughls about having three
principals, or any difirences you might have noticed from having one principal. This is no/
about the individual people bul more about the structure. These four girls and three boys saw
several advantages: everyone gets /o share their ideas; /here seems to he more interaction
between people; children can talk to all of the principals equally - ifsomething happens you
can tell anyone; there is equal teaching time per teacher, like one teacher doesn't have a
whole day out of the classroom; it means you have a range o f skillLs- someone might he good
a1 budgeis, bui ,someoi.le else good ai orgai.ii,sing lr47~;more things cox get dcnc?- one can be
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doing one thing while another can gel on wilh something else; because all are equal, no-one
gets stressed out; no one person is really bossy or in charge - everyone has their say; if one
person is sick, you can still have decisions made; you think ofthe people as leachers more before people could he sent to the principal.
Educating childrenfor gender change through 'role mohlling '?

Jane said that early on in their co-principalship, a parent who was enquiring about
enrolling her child aslted as her opening question, Does this ,school have a~fiministbase? I
said that it probably did and tell me u.bit aboul yourselj! She was wanling her daughter lo
have strong,female role models (2: 1). From the following three stories, however, it seems
unclear whether having three women as co-principals provided a role model for children of
strong women leaders.
Anne's assertion that there were lots cfempo~leredgirls in the school, girls who are
quite good at taking on leadership roles, like Phillipa and .Jill and Antoinelte and Casey, is
illustrated in the following vignette.
A class meeting On 23 June, 1995,I observed Liz at about I 1.10 am with her class of
7-9 year olds, as slie introduced the idea of having a class meeting - like he older children do.
We '11 run them weekly and you can bring up issues you want lo discuss. Now who is going to
facilitate? We need a leader - not aperson who bosses, but someone to run a sensible meeting,
help /o keep people talking sensibly. And we need a recorder to lake ihe minutes - someone
who can write down what happens - someone who can write quickly. Think about who would
be goodat these lhings and think about an issue you'd like to talkabout. We'll do this at about
ten past twelve, until h a y p a s t - lunch time. We '11 have an election jbr the people to be
facilitator and recorder.
When it came time for the meeting, the children moved into the ltiva (the school's
round discussion space that had tiercd seating) and expectantly seated themselves on its circles
of tiered seats. Liz called for nominations for the facilitator. Phillipa, Andrew, Tammy and
Murray were nominated by the children. Tammy looked very concerned at first, when she was
nominated, but when she saw lots of hands go up when Liz called for seconders for her
nomination, a small pleased smile crept over her face. When Liz explained what the
facilitator's job was, however, Tammy interrupted and told Liz she did not want to do it. That
is okay Tammy, said Liz and then she told the class to think carefully about who would be the
best person to do this job. Phillipa was elected with a wide margin. The recorder, Katy, was
quickly elected and Liz facilitated a discussion about of the issues the children had previously
suggested they wanted most to discuss that day. They agreed on the topic of swearing and how
to stop it around the school.
Liz put a chair at the front of the ltiva for Phillipa and she toolt her place with a grin
and asked for comments. As the children made some comments, Philliparespoiided often with
a comment like, Yes, lhat 's okay, and quite often went on to offer an idea of her own. 120r
example, she suggested, [f you dig a hole in the ground and then swear into it and bury it,
that's a good idea. Sometimes she explained why a suggestion might 1101 work. Liz soon
interrupted, Phillipa, you don't have to do all the lhinking! She explained to the class,
Phill@aJsjob is to allow everyone to tall.
'The discussion became more animated and three boys who had bcen sitting up at the
back of thc ltiva, and had been doing a lot of the contributing up to this point, moved out of
thcir seats and gradually down to the front, until they were sitting in the fsont row, two
Itiieeliilg up oii the beilch aild the other sy~iatlingright at Phillips's kc[. 'They Ira:! their hallds
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up most ofthe time, eagerly engaging in what became a lively four way dialogue with Phillipa.
These boys seemed to respcct Phillipa's opinions as well as wanting to impress hcr perhaps,
and she seemed to be enjoying the exchange.
While several of the other boys in the class contributed to thc discussion, very Sew of
the other girls had anything to say, though Liz told me that this topic was one that had been
raised by some girls. They had said to her, Whal will he younger children he learning if they
keey hearing swearing around the school,? It was, however, definitely a topic the boys wanted
to talk about and Phillipa was an authoritative 'adjudicator' who steered a mainly wise path
through their suggestions.
After the meeting I was interested to find out more about what some of these girls
thought about the way their friend had handled what became a 'full on' sct of dcbates with the
boys. I talked with a group that included Kate and 'l'ammy and asked Tammy why she had
talten her name off the list of nominations for facilitator. She said, When Liz explained what
you had to do, it didn't feel like me. I didn ' I feel I could do it. It didn 'lfiel righd -you have lo
have the right answers. And I didn 't want to have everyone looking at me. I nodded and said,
You didn '1 want everyone looking at you up at thefiont there.? and she agreed, No - Ididn 't
want lo be facilitator, cos you have to sit up lhere with everyone looking at you. Her friend
Kirsty said, Ohyes - I didn't want to bejucilitator cos il would he embarrassing wilh everyone
looking atyou. And, brolte in Amelia, iJ'theyslart arguing, you 've got to keep it under control,
and fthey start disagreeing, Ijust say, 'That's it! Have it your own way! I'm outa here!' She
raised her eyebrows and shrugged, Someone else can take over! Phillipa lhough, she knows
what to do - she's good at hat.
Samuel was sitting at the same table and he said quietly, I didn't want to do it either.
His friend Peter said, But all it is really isjust making sure people get to talk. Maty agreed with
Amelia though, and added, I don't like to take that seat at thefiont. I don't mind wriling the
minutes, but I don't like sitting on the seat like that - I like to just sit on the.floor and do the
writing.
I said to the children that I had noticed that the boys seemed to do a lot of the tallting,
and I asked Tammy why she didn't say very much. She answered, I don 't want to argue. When
T .we someone up there like Phillipa, I sort o f see how she might be-fieling. 1,fiel what she
,feels - so I don 't want to make it hardjor her. Later on I talked with Phillipa, aslting her if she
liked being the facilitator that morning. She said, Oh yes! I like doing that, being up in,front
qfpeople. I replied, Oh -you don 't mind doing lhat? and she said, Oh no! I love it! I take every
opportunity like that. I like talking to people like [hat and acting and things like lhat. I grinned
and asked, So what do you think you'd like lo do for a job when you leave school? Her
response was swift. Be a botanisl, or an actor. I'm getting my photo laken,for an advertising
agency next week. Liz told me later that all the children respected Phillipa. They all see her as
he leader because she thinks so clearly and is so confident.

While this story does illustrate how girls can take authoritative leadership positions,
it is also noticeable that few of the otl~ergirls in this class felt comfortable with such an 'upfront' role. The next story illustrates how another girl enacted a different leadership style. It
also illustrates another point made by Anne, who said that children very easily,full back into
traditional gender roles. Like I think there's a,feelingamong the boys /hat they can sort of lake
over without doing he work - lhere ' s /hat whole sort qfstatus thing among the boys, /hat ' I
can wander around sort of macho ' - that ' s there (Anne: 1 5 - 16).
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On another occasion in the school, I observed what happened when, after
a lesson on dcaling with bullying, talcen by a policc educator (on 20 April 1994)' Karen sct her
class of 9- 12 year olds a group activity. The tasks were to sort out behaviours that could be
classified as bullying and then to rank these in order of seriousness. She divided the children
into groups, handed one person in each group a handlul of cards (on which situations and
behaviours were written), and told them that before beginning their taslts they should sorl out
their group roles, reminding them of the followillg chart that was pinned up on a wall in the
kiva.

I watched Cynthia's group of six children. Cynthia (aged 11) had the cards and she
asked, Right, who wants to he the leader? Robert (aged 11) answered, I do. Cynthia said,
Okay, you 're the leader. Now who will be the recorder? Okay ,Jane, she said, then showed
Jane (agcd 9 and a half) where to place the heading on the large sheet of' white paper they had
bccn given for reporting back. She then askcd Theresa (aged I 0) if she would bc the rcporter
and got 'volunteers' for the roles of group rncmbcr (Tony - 10) and cncourager (Evelyn - 9 and
too.
a half), sayiilg, I'll he a .s~~g?orter
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All the time she was doing this, Cynthia held on tightly to the cards, clutching them to
her chest when Robert tried to take them off her. 1Ie looked rather frustrated, but joined in the
first part of the talking about the first situation Cynthia read to them. Then his interest waned
and he began watching his friends in another group. After looking back at Cynthia, he left his
groups and went over to the other one, hassling some of those children about their comments.
Cynthia and the others in her group ignored his going and quiclily finished their task of sorting
out and ranking the cards.
At this point Karen called to the class, Think aboul how you will present your work on
a chart ufler you have reported back. Cynthia asked her group, What do you lhink? Someoiie
suggested a bar graph, and when they all agreed on this, she coached Theresa about what to
say at report back time, reminding lier to end up with, We are going to do a bar graph. Is that
all right? Just as Karen called everyone to the front of the room, Robert came baclt, saying
he'd help with the report baclt. As the class gathered, Cynthia went to the back and Robert
jostled a couplc of children for a place at the front near Theresa. When their turn came, he
stood up beside Theresa, smiling broadly around the gathered class as she spoke and adding
when she had finisl~ed,Yes, we think the bar graph is the best way to do the chart.
At the end ofthe lesson, Karen congratulated the children, telling them, That wa,sgood
group work and some good leadership. I was interested, however, in what the children in
Cynthia's group thought about this, so while the class was doing art during the next hour, I sat
alongside each of them and asked, In that last lesson, who was the leader in your group?
Evelyn said, Robert was the leader. I was a supporter - to help people. Robert wasn't a very
good leader though, cos he didn 't tell people what to do. Jane said, Robert was supposed to
be an encourager or supporter or something. He didn 't do much - he mucked around. I aslted,
So did anyone lead ihen.7 and she answered, Cynthia did. She toldpeople what lo do. I was
tired though, - tiredcfsitlingfor so long. Tony seemed to have recognised what had happened.
He said, Um, Cynthia - or Robert - but Robert didn't do much. I liked our group though,
because we didn't argue or anything. I wanted lo be the reporter though, cos I like talking 20
the class. Theresa said, I d o n 't know who was meunt to be the leader. I asked her, What is the
leader meant to do? She replied, Oh the leader takes charge and sorts people out. The
~eco,rderlakes notes, the reporter reports hnrk and the supporter encourages. I asked, So was
there anybody being the leader [hen? And she thought for a moment and said, Cjinthia
actually. She took charge. She's a good leader, cos she S sensible. When I found Cynthia and
aslted her who the leader was, her brief answer was I was the leader. I asked, What about
Robert? She said in a matter-of-fact tone, He wasn't doing anything, so I took over and
organised things and made sure lhe work got done. I gave people jobs to do. When i finally
talked with Robert and asked him, In your group befi~reRobert, who was the leader? he
replied without hesitation, I was the leader. It wasfun - I got to boss people around! 1tried to
hide my smile and said, Oh - and didyou have to do that much today? No, he replied. Only
when others bossed me. 1 asked, So what was Cynthia doing in the group? He said, Oh she
was the second leader, like the secretary - like in my Dad's business - she was getting things
done. I was the leader, to give in some good ideas. Like to tell Karen thal we were doing a bar
g r ~ p h .C'os everyone elAsewas doing televi,sion reports, and we tvanled to do something
d@erent. I like working in groups, cos then you don't have to work so hard
It is worth noting that during the group activity, 1liad heard one group oftwo girls and
a boy saying to Karen part way through their discussion, We don 't have a leader, jzist like
school! 1 could not hear Karen's reply, but when I asked her later about this, she said tliesc
threc were a very mature group.
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While Karen had not noticed what had happened in Cynthia's groups, the teachers werc
very aware of what Annc described as some of the boys ' macho behaviour. Like the whole
lhing qjthe boys sitting at the back and challenging things all the time - like sitting on the
tables when there's a clear policy in the school that you don't do [his. And some of the
bullying boys who put down olher boys, like Samuel, who is smaller andgets on very well with
the girls. It's very hard (Anne: 16). The co-principals said that their teaching about how to
work in a group and about how to deal with bullying, was not just about encouraging girls9
leadership and voicing of concerns. It was also about trying to change some boyLs' macho agro
hehaviour (Liz 3:17), bullying put downs (Veronica:$) and 'big boy' hehaviour (Karen,
Fieldnotes 23/6/95). Liz described how the boys tend to take over. She said she had initiated
a 'wait time' strategy to counteract this. Some c ~ t h e mhave lo waitjor lhree otherpeople to
speak before lhey open their mouth again. I'm just sick of it so told them you can start
controlling thisyourself(3:18). She was working to encourage other children to intervene by,
for example, saying herself to one of these boys, Oh you are taking up too much time, then
saying to the class, Does anyone else jeel like this.? Can you tell them then? I don't want to he
the only one - it makes mefie1 naggy. You tell hem, 'You interrupted me (Liz: 17) She thought
we should do things like that - give them tile language (1 7).
Liz added though, that it was just as difficult to change the girls' resignation and
atlilude of 'just get on then, ifyou want topontzficate, 'as it was to change the boys' negative
behaviours. She said, Thal is the,females opting out - and Ithink they shouldkick lhem along
a bit (17). The stories show that some of the girls were quite capable of doing this in their own
different ways, but they give also an indication o f a 'mixed9 picture about the effects of 'role
modelling' and teaching interventions in relation to gender equity and children's learning.

What happens when one leaves?
In October 1995, Karen was invited to relieve in an educational agency position for
seven weeks. The board gave her leave of absence for this period and she was replaced by
Anne f ~thc
r first three weeks and Ver~nicaf ~the
r fallowing feu. Beth La~ixisonnoted in her
letter to parents informing them about this, The request from the agency) has served as a
reminder o f how much we take for granted the high calibre ofthe teaching s t q f w e huve. It
is a credit to Karen's abilily. Their support qf this assignment also highlights the wonderficl
management skills and spirit of co-operation of Liz and Jane (Beth Lawson, chairperson,
9110195).
Karen returned just before the end of the school term, and helped Anne and Veronica
with the writing of the children's report cards. She was amazed at how much work had been
done in her abscnce. She said, There 's so muchpaper work! It ',s relentless! And newproposals
have been written, ends ofold ones tied ojJI (Liz, Jane and Karen: 12). She found that coming
back into the co-principalship was not like just slipping iiito a comfortable old shoe thougli.
Dare I say it's pinching a bit? I,feel like I've been popped into a canon, shot out into sort of
millions ofpieces! And I've found /hat I'm the sort ofperson who likes to,fi)cuson one ihing
at a time, actually. Coming back, I know what I like - it's being able to sit down and u'o my
work nt my desk, neatly! she laughed. Liz told her that it was great for her to have ihuiid out
herprefirredthing and Jane said, You are wonderfulat analysing~hings(LJK: 13). They were
sad, but not surprised that ICaren had acceptcd another further sccondrnent for two terms in
1996.
Liz said that the first change was not such a huge transition as we knew Anne and
Veronica were so compelent (Liz, T,J1<: i). Ncither Veronica nor Annc could relicve for such
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a continuous period in 1996, however, so the school had to advertise for a new reliever. In
December, 1995 Liz and Jane realised that they were going to have to think carefully about the
next transition. They said that they had probably got very used to not having to explain things.
The systems are there and you just keep going (Jane, JI,K:4). Liz thought that the camp right
at the beginning of term would provide good opportunities to induct tlie new reliever, without
pressuring them, into being willing to work in ways where children take responsibility.for lheir
own learning (Liz, LJIC5). They included this point in their advertisement and decided that
they would dig with rejkrees to find this kind of person. Thcy were a little worried t h o ~ ~ g h ,
about the amount of energy they would have to put in to support the new teacher at a busy time
of year. 'They thought about doing things like staff meetings where the ,ficus is somehow
getting the feel of lhe place ... and making the culture visible, and like making sure we do our
clean-ups (Liz, LJK:6). Liz said, I'm not feeling anxious about the management side of'things,
cos we '11just tick over on that. We don 't expect the new person to do any of /hat. It 's the
teaching and learning. I mean Iget anxious about the student teachers being in here! The copril~cipalswcre also focused on supporting the children through the changes. Jane said, They
have just woken up to the fact that you can 't alway,s have jusl one person who is precious to
you ( 3 ) . They were thrilled to hear one usuallyflappy child reassuring a younger one that
Change is good. Jane said, We are timetabling our worries about it all.for the beginning of
next year!
At the end of 1995, Jane and Liz concentrated on getting someone to relieve. Because
it was a relieving position, the co-principals did the advertising and interviewing. They wanted
the board to be involved, but the board were quite confident that they could handle it. As term
ended, they appointed Jackie Starlc to the relieving teaching position.
1996: a year of changes

Jackie relievesfor two terms
Jackie relieved for the first two terms and she coped reasonably well, according to Liz
and Jane. However, Liz said at the end of February, I miss the deeApphilosophicalstufJ? Ifeel
like I'll never have a big idea again! We've been a bit bogged down in the classroom stufland we saw that we'd have to sort the filing cabinet out, sort out how we do things. (Liz &
Jane: 1). Jane said, We didn 't have a lot ofstuffwritten down at the beginning because we were
sorting out our philosophy - and we knew each o f us was competent and we could let each
.Jackie can'/ be lejl - she needs help. Both women
other get on with it at that stage. NOMI
appreciated having Veronica continuing as a point 3 principal release. She gave them
continuity and worked really hard.
Jane described how some parents, however, reacted badly to Karen leaving. They
thought she should have resigned. They had the attitude, 'How dare she inconvenience us?
This came from some people she would have regarded m.friends. There was some ~elfi~shness
andself interesl there ( I,J: 1 ). The co-pri ncipals and the board presented a unitedjront to these
parents. Liz and Jane thought that the parents9 attitude was a direct result of Tomorro~i,s'
L%hools- there didn't use to he that 'ownership' c!JstafSbyparents (Jane, 1,J:2).
Dean covnmented that tlic parents' attitudes were shortsighted. Karen can leave and
we've lost a really goodperson and all her teaching skills and everything else hut we 've still
go/ a principal. We've still go/ someone who understands how the school works and
everything else so there should be hardly a ripple in terms ofthe running ofthe school at thal
level. Any other school ifthe principal le$ there 'd be this sort cd gasp! while everything gets
hack up to speed and he pri~cipallearn:; how everyihi,rhr's done and re-establishes all those
"
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working relationships andperhaps introduces their own philosophy and everything. So one
of /he things /hat's come out o f f h eprocess we've been going through isjust this whole thing
of continuity, ~he.fizclthat il will smooth out a change. 7ke new person coming in will add
their own perspectives and have their own ideas to bring in bul the school won't do a sudden
step lo the lefl or the right or anything else. They will he pulled into the culture qf the school
at that lime (Dcan: 14).
Karen resigns
In the middlc of the ycar, when Karen was offered a permanent job with the agency,
she decided to acccpt it. She resigned from the school at the end of July. Jackic agrecd to stay
on until Septembcr, to enable the school to appoint a permanent replacemcnt teacher.
When she reflected later on her time at thc school, Karen said, At times when I was at
Hillcres/ Avenue School I worried that Ialways had /wo people to bounce risks o f befire I
made a judgment and I used to think, oh if1 have to make a decision on my own will I be
strong enough and brave enough to stand up and say, this is the way? ,Yo I'm quite pleased
that I wasn 'I in that mode1,for any longer. I'nz not saying I lost my autonomy - I'm saying
though that Iworried that this could have happened (2:8). Karen said that she had learned too
that, I am a person who likes t o balance my teamwork and my individual work. I work
collaboratively in a team, but I value the opporlunity to make decisions on my own as well...
but there are times I'm happy to sit back and let someone else make ihe decision (9). In her
new job, she was able to achieve this balance.
A new staff member is appointed
When Karen resigned, Liz and Jane worked with the board to find a replacement for
her. Together they decided to advertise the position at the senior teacher level, with the
potential for the appointee to join the co-principal team in the future. Among the applicants,
Cherie Clark had the credentials, experience and values they were loolting for. She had a
degree, had worked as an assistant principal in a large primary school and as a whanau
(syndicate) leadcr with responsibility for 5 staff and 150 children. She believed in sharing
leadership and had demonstrated that she was able to do this. She was appointed in September,
1996. Soon after she had started work at the school, she said, This is a big learning curvefior
me ... Coming in, [filt nervous - that 'sprobablyjust me not being very selfconJdent, and just
the,fact that I thought these two have been together,for,fouryears and know each other really
well, and who was I to make a suggestion? But it wasn 't like that at all, and I was valued as
much as they were and that was nice. Ireally like it here, and this model (Cherie 1, 5).
Cherie had been surprised, however, by the reactions to her appointment by others she
knew, who said things to her lilte: Why do you wanl to get into that sort qf thing? Why can 't
you just accept that there is one principal? Isn't this a bit trendy 1efly.P I never expected that.
People were afraid qf what would happen if I didn 't get on with the others - they said i/ ',s a
very small school and you'll gel claustrophobic, and, you know, that one person will really
he in charge (6). She found none of thesc situations or feelings eventuated. She said, I.fi?lt
welcomed and everyihing is so open - like lhose ground rules up there. They really work by
them. And /here '.s much more philosophical thinking, more time making decisionAs,more
negoliation on everything, much more talking and communicating - sitling down and listening
and valuing what other people have to say (8).
Cherie found the children very ope11 to learning and she was delighted by being able
to tekich. I'm nol being a nzlrse. IJrizno1 hzing a dietitian. I'm not.feeding chil~lren.1'7% no?
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dealing with behaviours that arejust caused by a lack ofparenting or by violence in the home
(12). She did worry a little though, that these children, ifit was at all let go, could be arrogant
and things like that (12). She said that at the beginning she was a little nervous about the
parents in this community, but she found afler ajish and ch@s evening, that they are very
nice. But we have these hugely intellectual con versa lion,^ /ha/ I wasn't used lo having wilh
parents.
She also was a little unsure about which co-principal did what in at the beginning. Like
when Islarled, my salary was all up the whop with Datacom and q/ course, ihe principal was
the only one who was allowed to deal with it. So I thoughl, do Igo to both qf'them and explain,
or what? Well, bolh ofthem do it actually - but because Liz had mostly done it all, she knew
it better, so she took the role with me. Il's not like one person does his, and one does that it's what skills they have - though actually, yesterday wa,s ,Jane's release time, so she did it!...
But if somelhing wusn 't done, because everyone S so open, you jusl say it straight up - like,
I want my pay sorted out and are you going lo do it or ifyou know you don '2 have time, shall
I ask .Jane? (14 )
In Cherie's opinion, the kind of person who would fit into the Hillcrcst Avenue model
of shared leadership was a person who was assertive and confident within yourseg hut you
can't also be somebody who wants the limelight - the star. You have to be able to co-operate
and work with other people (15).

Liz resigns
Then, soon after Cherie had settled in, Liz decided that she really did want to go to
university to complete her bachelor degree. She had only four papers to complete and she had
wanted to do anthropology for a while: the way groups and clans work together fascinate me,
she said (4:ll). She said that after having thought about the possibility for a long time, she
finally decided that she would get a part-time job for two or three days a week and become a
student again. I feel really good about it all - pleased about doing something that S been
different, andjeeling that it's been done really well. And Ifeel absolutely dejinite that I would
never do thisjob unless /did it in a shared way (4:12). She said that she had found the shared
leadership so wonde?ful and so exciting that you just obsess - obses,~!(13 ) She had come to
the opinion that it was important for her to diversi& - to be not so wound up in work. So when
Ifinish university, 1am just going to teach - you see, I want my life back! (12)
The board deliberates the future of the shared leadership
On 3 October 1996, the board met to discuss this new challenge and to decide what
they wanted to do about the shared leadership structure. Liz said that she and Jane opled to
stay out qf the session, because we think they need to make a decision about the model. So now
tlze crunch is coming (Liz 4: 1 1).
Beth Lawson facilitated the discussion at the board meeting. Shc began with a
statement that from the school review survey that had bcen carried out with pa.rents, it was
clear that they were happy with the shared leadership as a structure and process. She said that
it would be helpful though, for the board to consider whether the co-principalship had met the
original aims that Liz and Jane had set for themselves and the school when they were first
appointed. She read out from 1,iz and Jane's original proposal each of the philosophical aims
and protocol issues they had listed and these were discussed. There was a consensus an~ong
the board mcrnbers that, We have seen all those things come to reality (Beth, board mccting:2).
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The board were faced with sevcral problems liowever. There was the issue of whether
to appoint Jane now as sole principal, or whether to encourage Cherie to move into the coprincipalship with her straight away. Jennifer voiced somc concerns. Jane has been established
for a while, so when we bring in another person lo share the leadership, then .Jane would he
deemed to be, in the community's eyes, ihe principal (3). William thought that altho~rgh
initially there might be a reticence on the part of parents to approach the new person, this
would pass.
The board was worried about the possibility of losing the culture of co-operative
management that had been established. Edwin suggested that a new person could be inducted
into the shared leadership during a transition process, so people develop into their roles and
,Jane, having been here longer, carries the culture until lhe new people develop into it (Edwin,
4).
William pointed out a diiifcrent concern about the fhancial constraints. If the board
disestablished the co-principalship with its protected salary pool, they would have difficulty
wiiining this back at a later stage. William also tallted about the advantages of career
development for potential co-principals, but added, We have go1 competing interesls in terms
ofthis idealised slructure versus how much of the vote do we give 20 Jane (8). The board were
afraid that if they did not offer the principal's position to Jane, they may be insulting her. They
did not want to lose her, but neither did they want to force either Cherie or the next appointee
into sharing the leadership either too soon, or against their wishes. The difficulties were
seeming to become enormous.
'The board members began to think about what kind of person they needed for their
preferred shared management model, and they considered again whether Chcrie had enough
management experience to equip her to move into the management job straight away. Dean
said, We actually need to decide what the minimum qualificalion,for a co-principal is... And
before we adverlise this next position we have got to decide, probably in consultation with
.lane, exactly what, you know, the best sort of a threshold is, which says that the person comes
in as a senior teacher, co-principal or what - and what the qual~ficalionsand experience
requirements are (9). At this point I offered to contribute a point from my research into coprincipalships, and when the board accepted this offer, I endorsed Dean's point. I suggested
that the bottom line for the board might be for them to check out as thoroughly as they could
a candidate's abilities to do the job, on their own ifnecessary, so that each ofthe co-principals
had competencies that would enable a partnership of equals. Unintentionally, this planted the
idea that the board should offer the position to Jane. They knew that she Iiad a co-operative
style and would run the school in ways they were happy with.
Dean intersupted however, saying that a model of at least a partnership of two was
more likely to ensure that the co-operative structure remained in the school. There was a
danger of losing that with an individual leader, he suggested, however skilled and wellintenlioned they may be. IIe reiterated that the advantage of continuity was not included in the
original proposal, and we need to think about what would happen ifJane lefi (Dean 1 I). 1Ie
argued for the advantages of having a halfchange in lhe management - new tensions, new
direclions, bul also the advantage qfhavingsomeone there who already knows the syslem. The
other board members took his point. Change would happen, bul it would not be as abrupt, said
Patricia (1 1).
The board then explored how they could appoint a new person in an 6apprentice'
position, with the aim ofmoving them into tlie co-principalship after a probationary period and
a review of their readiness. Dean reminded tlicm that when Chcrie's job had been advcrtised
it had been indicated that there was the potential to move into the co-principalship.
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By this timc, the board were becoming more comfortable with their options. 13eth
asked, Ilave we a p e e d ihen, that shared leadership is a reasonable and viable mode1,for
Hillcrest Avenue School.' Dean suggested that this could stronger - lhat shared leadership is
the appropriate nzodelfor the school (1 6). Others nodded and Beth noted the point and Dean's
next comment that, 7'he consensus is that you don't shove somebody inlo that co-principal
position cold, lhal there is aprobatio~zperiod(Dean:
16). William said though, that he for one,
needed to hear what Jane S views, and to get her response to their ideas (William:16).
At this point, Jane and I,iz were invited into thc meeting. Beth gave them a summary
of the discussion and the issues the board had considered. When she asked Jane what she
wanted, Jane replied, 1 would totally support a shared principa1,shiy. I would prefer, in arz
ideal world, prefer Cherie, ,for her sake, to have more lead in time. I don't know how the
lloard jiel about this, but I would like Cherie to be approached before Liz resigns ofJicially
and asked ifshe would be willing to move towards to it at the beginning of nextyear. Because
I think that if there is any gap, and I was principal on my own, ii would be very difJicult then
,for it to be perceived as shared (20). William said, We saw another option. Yes, said Dean, We
thought you might want t o be principal. Jane replied, It 's not that I don't think I could do it
on my own, butjust thal I 'm concerned.fir the shared management structure. She paused and
Liz said, I'll say it,foryou! We,fielvery protective of ihe philosophy and at this stage, the idea
ofshared management stillfeels very.fiagile (2 1). Jane agreed and said she was also concerned
that Cherie should not feel pressured to move into the co-principalship, though she pointed out
that Cherie had come into the senior teacher position with the ltnowledge that that was not
exactly the expectalion, but getting close. She said, I would be doing more of the behind the
scenes sort of stqfand Cherie would be apprenticing it. Obviously I would have a bit more
knowledge, but I don't think her status should be any difjerent. Bul I think it would be fair
enough to have an appraisal at the end ofDecember, say (22). Jane also suggested that the
next replacement position advertisement should give a clear indication that the position was
a senior teacher position, but with an expectation that the new teacher would become part of
the shared management team, or something like that, and lhat the job description should say
that this will be worked toward (23).
The board agreed with these points. They decided that they would discuss with Cherie
the possibility of moving her into the co-principalship at the beginning of 1997 and that they
would, together with her and Jane, agree on what she needed to do to ready herself for this
move. They recognised that this would help them to form the criteria for ail appraisal at the
end of the year. As Dean pointed out, this would also give them aprototype,for developing the
job description orjob progress needed for the nexlperson so they Itnow what to expect, even
at the interview stage (23).Beth agreed and added, And it's not jusl management skills we '11
be lookingfor then, but also we 'I1 be looking at Cherie and,Jane's skills and see whal they
both want in the newperson (24).
Patricia was still a little worried that moving Cherie up after just one term in the school
might be too soon. Jane said that this could be the case fiom Cherie's point of view and that
the board nccded ask her quietly how she~fell(24).
A process for inducting new stafl is agreed
Beth drew the discussions together at that point, saying, I like the terms we 've been
using - like upprenticeship, and.junior partners and ,senior partners and the way it points io
,finding the right person ,fbr lhe job and how we need lo say, righl, what's the diflerence
between this level and the next level and how do we as,sess that.?And in thinking ahout pulling
:his xharcd management Into oz~rcharier, 14)salsc! need to ~ h i n thnr
k i f should never he a given
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in the sense that it~f0rcesan incumhenl into aposition that 's not righl,for them (25). Yes, said
Jane, They come in with the knowledge that they work towards that, but it mightn't work
that S what you are saying - correct? Beth answered, Yes. So that shared leadership is what
we want to stick lo and what we would expect, but we need lo have procedures to ensure lhal
changeovers will work as smoothly as possible.
The board agreed that a 'probation9 period such as had happened at the beginning with
Karen, was the basis of the model they were now evolving for bringing new people into their
shared management structure. They added a requirement for guidelines to be developed with
the 'probationer' or 'junior partner' for what this person needed to achieve, and for an
appraisal process to be completed satisfactorily berore the "junior partner' was formally moved
into full co-principalship.
Jane was really comfortable with these decisions. She said later, It's the cunningest
way, because Cherie came in while Liz was still here, and while she was finding her,fiet we
were modelling the culture (3: 4).

Gherie moves into the co-principalship
This process and model was put in place, and negotiations with Cherie were
successfully carried out during the last final term of 1996. At the end of the year, it was
announced to the wider school community that from beginning of 199'7, Cherie was to be a GOprincipal alongside Jane.
Jane said, When Cherie wasJirst appointed, I had a feeling she was the right person
and I ~ l a very
s excited when, within a week little things that she would comment on made me
realise that she was right. Like one day she was in the ofice and she said, 'I'mjusl doing my
ownplanning, but why don't I g o through the mail and see fthere's things to file?' The fucl'
that she took the initiative and she alLsotook responsibility was great - like she came in.from
outside and said, 'I'vejust noticed that there S a crack in the fort post' that was really greal.
... She was worried that I would be carrying her, but I said that was not the issue, and that
when Liz, Karen and I were together, we did carry each other for a time when one qf us was
sick or whatever. It was whether we could say to each other when it had gone on too long,
make a comment about it (Jane3:2-3).
Jane was also excited about the new possibilities, about making it work in a new way.
Like Cherie has suggested that she coach netball a$er school next year and we've never done
that. Ii would be cunning to do that -. to just introduce something totally d g ' r e n t and that
makes a markfor her as a member of the team (33). Jane was also encouraged that Cherie
knew about things like transjbrmational leadership - you know, she's done some papers at
Massey and actually, she's much keener on the model than Karen was four years ago. So it
will be dffirent... and it's also a challenge, because four years ago, we were coming in new
and the only way was up. Now that it has worked, we've got further to fall (4).

... and another senior teacher is appointed
During the last term of 1996, the position Liz was leaving was also advertised. The
advertisement was for applicaiits Sor a senior teacher position, but stated that the appointee
would have the opportunity to work towards beconiilig a member of the co-principalship. In
the information pack scnt out to applicants, the following statement about shared ma~iagernent,
that had been written by Beth Lawson for iiiclusion in the scliool's charter, was includcd.
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Jane said that having included this material was a filtering mechanism in the sense that
it would put o f l a person who wanted to work in hierarchy.
The board included Cherie, along with Jane and Liz, on the selection panel for the new
staff member. Cherie said, I have been majorly involved. I've rung referees, I'm on [he
interview panel, i've short-listed. 1 mean, I'm par1 o f i i... We read ihe applicali'ons iogeihsi.
and we talked together and then we divided up equally ringing referees. In my last school, only
the principal rang referees - and that inside knowledge becomes power really. So it's great Liz is also on the interview panel as the scribe, hut she gets to have her say as well at the end
(Cherie: 19-20). Cherie found the board members very open and they listen to suggeslions, but
they have their own ideas as well and they are not afiaid to challenge and to ask. It's very
much aparinership. She said that when they identified the qualities they were looking for, the
board and co-princ9als defined essentials and desirables and lhey made shared management
as an essential thing. The desirables were things like music thal Liz had had, and we might
not be able to get that. But I think we will be able to get someone who is ready for
management ( 2 1).
Alter the selection process, 'Terri Jenkins was appointed as scnior tcaclier, with thc
expectation that after a year, she would have the opportunity to also become a co-principal.
She began teaching at the school in 1997.
And so, by the end of 1996, co-principalship had becornc cstablished at IHillcrest
Avenue Scl~oolas the accepted leadcrship approach and structure.
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Jane, Cherie and Terri

During 1997, Jane told me that there were n lol qj'praclical things t o work through.
Making things visible is lhe hard thing when you've been used to doing a lo1 o j il intuitively,
she said. She and Cherie invited me to the school again in March 1998, to spend some time
with thcm and Tcrri as part of Terri9sinduction into the co-principalship. Jane asked me to
explain for the others the way the co-principalship had been set up in 1 992/3 and to give them
my observations of how I thought the eo-principalship was different from a sole principal
position. 1 produced a summary sheet for them, and we discussed it together. (See Appendix
3.) Terri was a littlc anxious at this time about how she would fit in. Her comments sounded
very like those Cherie had made when she was contemplating becoming a full member of the
shared leadership. She made the transition very well however.
Charter

In 1998 the board up-dated the school charter to include the following statement.

(Iilillcrest Avenue School Charter, 1998)
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Go-principal contract

In 1998, the board also entered into further discussions with the Ministry of Education.
They wanted to regularise lhis arrangemen1 and have il legally acceptedandrecognised. They
sent to the Ministry for review, copies of the principals9job description, classroom teachers
.job description, the principals' performance agreement, a specimen principal's contract and
the policy on the co-principals representation on the Board of trustees. The letter concluded:
we believe that accountability can reside with more than one person. To interpret the
education act in a way which requires there to he only 'one 'principal is unduly restrictive.
Further, EEO guidelines would seem to juvour job sharing and it seems anomalous to the
Board o j Trustees that, rxs a good employer, we should he required to consider RE0 iniliatives
in all but the area ofprincipalsh@ (Ilillcrest Avenue School letter to the Ministry of
Education, 1 5/9/99).
A statement about principal succession was added, as follows:

The wording about accountability was refilled in the 1998 co-principal9s contract to:

The section on salary entitlements was also refined.
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Karen
Icaren continued working with the educational agency. She enjoyed thc challenges she
was hced with there and remained committed to working with teachers and principals to
improve children's lcarning.

After leaving Hillcrest Avenue School, Liz wrote to me that she had a wonderful year
in 1997! She loved her university study and completcd her degree. She worked part-time as
a release teacher for a beginning teacher, did some visiting lecturing in a college of education,
and did some private tutoring. In 1998, she began studying towards an honours degree in
history and continued with her three past-time work positions. She saw Jane regularly, she
said, as she missed her yuile a lot. I miss the 'philosophical' high qf Hillcrest Avenue, hut I
don't miss teaching,full time! Mypassion.fir the ideas probably inlenszfied my commitment
to thejob and the amount ofenergy I p u f into it. She continued with these activities in 1999
and 2000, completing that year her final paper for her honours degree in history. She was
considering doing a history thesis and becoming involved in research in the implementation
of thc art and music curriculum. Liz retained her interest in developments in shared leadership
models in this country and around the world.
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In 1994, 'Telford School was a full state primary with 32 students on the roll.
'Throughout 1995, after the establishment in the school of a Montessori and a full imn~crsion
Maori class, this roll grew, until at the time this research began in 1996, there were five
classes, serving between 95 and 106 children. There were by then 53 girls and 53 boys. Sixtytwo of these children were Pakcha, 41 Maori and 2 Pacific Islanders, with one child classified
as "other' (Ministry oS Education, 1996).
The school's socio-economic decile rating was 7, but like St Mary's, this rating belied
the diversity of its school community. Telford's application for 'Targeted Funding for
Educational Achievement (1 994) pointed out that While some of the surrounding suburbs are
among the highest average income in the country, in the area immediately adjacent lo the
school, which supplies the bulkofthe children to the ,school,,familiesarepredominantly Miiori
and in low income jobs. Under the regulations for 'MMaori as a proportion of the school roll,'
Telford was classified as in socio-economic decile 2. Later, in 1997, with the entry of some
new families into the immersion class, there was a higher proportion of professional parents
in the whanau. Several of these families lived in ad-joiningsuburbs, as did many of the children
in the two Montessori classes. A high proportion of the Montessori children hadprojessional
parenls andparents from higher socio-economic levels (Montessori board member:8).
In their 1995 charter, Telford's board, staff and parents described their school as
"unique. "

(Telford School Charter, 19952).
In 1995, the roll generated staffing entitlement for Telford was 5.4. Five full-timc
teachers worked in the school, two in the original (state system) classes, two in the Montessori
classes and one in the Maori immersion class which included children Srom new entrant to Std
3 level. There were also two part-time staffi the principal relcasc tcachcr, who worked for the
equivalent of two days (this being the .4 staffing allowance), and the kaigrahi reo (assistant
Maori language tcacher), who worked in the immersioil Maori class alo~~gside
the lsaialso
(teacher). The latter's salary was paid fiom Maori language factor funding, which in 1996, was
at level two for 16 students (Ministry of Education 1996 records).
I%rtly as a cor~sequcnccof its special character and its provisioii of both Montessori
and full immersion Maori classes, during 1994-96 Telford expcricnced on-going staffing
teachers who wcrc fluent spe~kersc;lrte YCG
difficulties. It was diffizull to firid fully t.laiiiect
.-
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Maori to teach in Telford9s immersion class. And in the Montessori strand of the school,
problems around gaining Ministry of Education acceptance of Montessori teachers9overseas
qualifications were compounded by fluctuating roll numbers. One year there was a sudclen
surge in the new entrant enrolments in the Montessori class, overloading that class while the
numbers in the othcr new entrant class in the school remained constant. Because ofthe special
character of the teaching in each strand, the school was unable to spread the increasc evenly
and the Montessori teacher had to cope with a larger class.
In 1997 however, the school was fully staffed with qualified teachers who remained
in their positions throughout the year. The earlier problems were eased also by the school
having two first year teachers who brought entitlements to .4 support teachers, and one teacher
who was working .8 instead of her full-time entitlement. Thus the school had another part-time
teacher that year. In that year, as in 1996, all the teachers in the school were women. (In 1995
the kaiarahi reo (Maori language assistant) was a man.)
At the beginning of 1995, when 1 first visited Telford, some building alterations were
not quite finished. Two of the classrooms had been relocated and the building noise and the
loss of adequate resource storage space over a long period of time had resulted in a stressful
working environment for both staff and children. The staff had also been upset by the lack of
consultation between themselves and the contractors (who had been funded by Montessori
parents), and some parents were annoyed that a previously safe and visible playing area was
lost. In the end, however, the physical environment of the school was an attractive one.
A pleasantly landscaped entry and drive gave access to four blocks of buildings that
lay to the sun around an asphalted netball court. Beyond this was an expansive grassy playing
area; in this respect, Telford was more fortunate than either St Mary's or Hillcrest Avenue
school. To the left of the drive into the school was the two classroom block where the original
classes worked. Ad-jacentto this was the building housing the Maori immersion class and the
staffroom. These rooms had big windows that faced onto the netball court and a vista of the
hills beyond. Next was the Montessori two classroom block and the block housing the
Montessori pre-school, the school library (such as it was) and the school office space.
The staffroom was a pleasant space comfortably furnished with low lounge chairs
placed arouild a coffee table that was often strewn with papers, the latest Gazette or some
magazines. On two walls were the usual pinboards holding the agenda for staff meetings, the
notices about up-coming meetings, racks for the Education Gazette, union newsletters and so
on. Books purchased for the staff library were displayed on raclts beside the noticeboards. To
the left of the entry into this room was a small alcove with sink, fridge, hot water zip and tea
and coffee making facilities. Visitors to the school were often welcomed into this staffroom
and introduced to any staff there as well as to children who might be using this staff space for
working on a project or some quiet audio-taping. Throughout the school there was an easy
friendliness between adults and children, with all the children calling the teachers by their first
names. A mutual respect was usually evident, apart from one day when a recalcitrant and
grumpy misbehaver who had been placed in the small hallway outside the staffroom lay on the
floor and flicked the legs of all who passed by!
The school secretary worked in the outer of the school's two office spaces, located in
the library block. The photocopier was placed here, to the side of a small walltway into thc
principals' office. This quite good sized, but drab room, was furnished with three brown
armchairs, a desk and some shelving. Despite its rather tired appearance, Kate Walker, one oS
the co-principals, found this space was a haven sometimes. The room did have a feeling of
being cut oll'fi-om the rest of the school and after shc had become co-principal with Kate, Ann
f'o~~nd
working in it a rather isolating experience.
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The board of trustees of 'T'clford School reflected its three strand special character.
'There were two representatives for each of the original State schooling strand, thc Maori
whiinau and the Montessori strand, along with the principal and the staff representative. Kate
said later however, that each strand was a tightly knil group and thcre was little feeling of therc
being a united team. This daunted her somewhat when she first thought of the idea ofinitiating
a co-principalship.
The narrative of the events that led up to initiation of this school's shared leadership
at the end of 1994 and its subscquent fortunes is told in the following main sections:
@

@

a

a
@

@a

@

Ann and Kate come to 'lclford School;
initiating the co-principalship;
beginning work together;
what happens when one leaves?
can an alliance be forged across differences?
reviewing the co-principalship;
epilogue.

Aura and Kate come to Telford School
Background: Tellford becomes a three strand school

Parents remembered that the early 1990s were a time of struggle for Telford School.
Peter MacDonald had been appointed as a non-teaching principal at the beginning of 1991, but
by the end of the first term, his position reverted to a teaching principalship because the
school's roll was declining. This drop continued and some parents thought that the school was
under threat of closing. Rawinia Hunt thought that this was a consequence of zoning being
lifted and people were tuking their children away from Telfilrd and sending them to schools
in (neighbouring suburbs) ... though they weren't willing to come out and say what the
problem was, why ihey were leaving (Rawinia, Marg & Rawinia. I). Marg Tua (who became
a board member in 1995), pointed out that the school roll was then over 50% Maori. She and
Rawinia thought that some 'white flight9was occurring, but that some Maori parents were also
taking their children elsewhere because they couldn 't see anything Maori happening in the
school (Rawinia 2: 1). ICate Walker later agreed there was real dissati,fixclion with the school
(22). Phillipa Beecham, one ofthe Piikebii parents who later became a board member in 1994
and board chairperson in 1995, remembered that it had been a real eJfjbrt to keep our little
school going, with only a few people with the time and resources tofocus on its continuation
(2)
In 1992, as a way of increasing the school roll, Peter MacDonald explored the
possibility of establishing a Montessori unit in the school. Ann Howells, who was a
Montessori teacher and a member of the Montessori Association, said this association had
earlier approached Telford about the possibility of renting or leasing the emply classrooms io
set up a class in the school, but they had been turned away. Ann said that to her ltnowledgc
a meeting ofthe parents was held to ask them about this possibility, and she had been told that
the Maori parents agreed thal it was a good idea to invite Montessori in, hut qfler a bilingual
class had been set up ,first. At the beginning, we (Montessori) were unaware c$ all the
backgroundlhough (Ann 1 :2).Ilnmediately after this meeting Ann was contacted by i'cter and
aslted to put in an application for the job of Montessori teacher. Ann said later, I thinlc the
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principal's view was thal Mondessori were upper socio-economic people who would come in
with all lhis money (I :2).
Ann Howells comes 'into a hornet's nest'
Ann had trained as a teacher in the state system, graduating in 1968, after which shc
had taught for two years in junior classes before travelling ovcrseas with her husband. While
in England for two years she had taught for a while, but on her return to New Zealand with a
pre-school aged child, she could not get a full time teaching position, because the Educadion
Board had a policy at the time of not employing married women who had had a break in
service (Ann, profile). She worked part-time at a university creche, and then part-time with an
interior decorating firm, having another child during these years. Between 1977-1991, she
worked for a time as a long tern1 reliever at a girls' college and in two different Montessori
pre-schools, gaining her Certificate in Montessori Method of Education, 0-6 years, and
becoming directress in the Montessori pre-school where shc was workiiig at the time that Peter
MacDonald phoned her about the Telford position.
She remembered later that Peter had said that she would be responsible for setting up
the new Montessori unit at Telford School, as well as teaching its first class. She was attracted
by this challenge, so put in an application and waited for a call for an interview. This did not
happen: rather, Ann said, I was just rung and told I had the job (Ann 4:1 ) . When she asked
Peter, 'What happens i f l d o n 't accept?' he said 'Well it will alljust go - nothing will happen'
(Ann 1:2). Ann had felt appalled at the way she was appointed without any interview or
checking. They had no idea what Iwas like. You can'tjustput someone in and hope for the
best, she said (4:1). She accepted the position though, and from then on, it all happened very
fast - Iwas appointed on a Thursday, deacher only day was on the Friday and we had to open
on the Monday - there was a class of three children (1 :2).
Ann quickly discovered that the Montessori group had come into a hornets ' nest that
we weren 't really aware 96 The whiinau werefurious, understandably I think, because setting
up the Montessori class hadpre-empted the establishing of a bilingual unit (Ann 12).
Rawinia endorsed this view. She said that the Miioriparents had been struggling for
years to get a bilingual class up and running. It had been very difficult to get any Miiori
activity going in the school. We wanted kapa haka for our children, we wanted their needs
met, but that had been overlooked for a long time (Rawinia, M&R: I). She said that Maori
parents weren 't heard - we weren 'd taken seriously by ihe management in the school and we
were really upset when Montessori was invited in. Then all the Miioriparents jumped up and
down. We were not going to give in easily (Rawinia, M&R: I). A public meeting was called,
which Ann and the few Montessori parents attended. Ann said, We went along to support it
and say we agree, but it wasn 't construed like that and we were asked to leave the meeting.
It was very unpleasant uclually. We were sort oftold that we were privileged (Ann 13). From
Rawinia' s and Marg's perspective however, the Maori parents were angry about having been
ignored. Marg remembered that Peter MacDonald was not vely ,syrnpa/heticlo ~hingsMZori.
You'd he trying to talk lo him abour ihe class and he'd jusl stand there and listen lo you, but
Ihe next minule he'd be saying something lo someone else while you were trying to have a
corzversation with him (Marg, M&R:2). Rawinia added, He 'dwrite something done when you
talked to him, as i f he meant lo duke action on it - but nothing ever happened. IIe just didn't
worry about us. I Iowever, the Maori parents continued putting pressiire on the l'elford board
and principal, and this effort, combincd with ihc previous lo1 (!/work by a few dedicated
people over ahoui a three monthperiod(Rawinia, M&R:2) was finally successful. In Rawinia
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and Marg's view, I'eter MacDonald waspushed into setting up the bilingual unit - he couldn 't
get out of it (2).
Telford consequently became a three strand school. Ann remembered that as she was
establishing her Montessori class, working from scratch wit11 parents who set up a trust to buy
equipment for thcir classroom, Mere ICatene, a young teacher in her first job, was working
alongside the Maori parents who had formed themselves into a whallau s~~pport
and
management group, to establish a bilingual class.
From Ann's perspectivc, the two groups encountered similar problems. She saw both
groups as having a vision of where we were going, hut meeting dificulties as well as
advantages in being separate units in a state school. We in Montessori had seen the
opportunity and thought - let's grab il. We couldn't expect lhe state topay.for everything, but
we had the opportunity to he within the system and to mix with the whanau. That was quite a
big drawcard - so the parents were prepared to pul money in to be able to do it. For some
parents that was a struggle, but they believed in it (Ann 1:3).
The Maori parents also believed in thcir bilingual class, and Rawinia said that she
found Ann helpful when she spoke with her sometimes about what was happening in each of
their strands. However, she also pointed out that when we got our bilingual unit established
we were almost isolaled. We didn't have the skill level or the knowledge level to do what we
wanted to do in the class or to understand the whole system (Rawinia, M&R:2). Neither did
the whanau have the financial resources of the mainly better off Montessori parents. These
differences persisted, causing some tensions between the three strands in the school.
Introducing Kate Walker
Kate Walker was appointed to Telford as a relieving principal, halfway through 1994,
after Peter MacDonald resigned and moved to another school. Kate's teaching background was
a wide one. After graduating from teachers' college with a Diploma of 'reaching, she had
taught for 20 years across the range of Std 1- F2 classes. For six of these years, she taught in
England, worlcing in three different primary schools, each with a woman principal. When she
returned to New Zealand, Kate was shoclted at how under-represented women were in school
leadership positions and she was surprised that a hierarchical management model was still
strong in New Zealand primary schools. She said, In 1989 it was predominantly male
principals and male deputy principals. But Ijust kind of rebelled against the style that was
commonly used, the style ofwhat I used to call the classic male primary teacher who created
a sort of image in the school ... They were always doing the PE sheet and they were the
di,sc@linarians and the kids had to be sent to them - the school couldn't possibly junction
without them, sort cfthing. I worked in Brixton at the time of the riots in London and we had
not one single man in our school, and it made no diJference. Bul back here, there was a sort
of controlling byfear (2:6). Kate was disappointed to find that even the few women principals
she knew then were also tending to work in hierarchical ways.
In the early 1990s, when she was appointed to a new school, she was delighted to find
herself working with a iiiale principal who was really interested in education and as an
educationalist he didn '1 have the image thal a lot of other 'male-lype' principals had l f e
wasn't 'one ofthe boys' at all. 'I'hat he was so dfferent made it dificult for him - he wmn't
purl of the groups lhat was there at the time. He had been influenced by another man, an
inspector who had quite advanced ideas on management and schools ... I-Ie had some vision
h
I learned a 1ot.fronz him (2,:6,10).She said that this
and worked very collahoratively w i ~ s/uft
inan encouraged her to sort of go ,fir promolion, a career decisioii that coincided with a
decision to also havc a Cai~iily.1was determined ;hai I ciiiild do liolh. S(; 1 I;ccamc a scni::r
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teacher around lhe same time as I had myfirsl child (2: 10). Not long after, she was again
promoted, this time to the school's deputy principal position.
Later, she moved to another school, again as a deputy principal, to get a different set
of educational experiences. At this time she got very involved in helping the creche where she
had placed her children. This workload became almost as demanding as a thirdjob, and this,
along with strcss emerging out o r an increasingly unhappy workplace in her school, led Kate
to decide to resign fiom her teaching job. I lcnew that by resigning I was making a decision lo
actually cut the career path. li was very very hard - it was jull of grief ... o$regret.fbr lost
opportunity (2:11).
It was just as Kate was getting used to the idea of giving up her career aspirations, that
she saw the advertisement for the 'I'elford relieving principal job. It referred to the bilingual
unit and this appealed to her. She had always been interested in tilcanga Miiori, perhaps
because I had grown up in Glen Innes, which was predominantly Miiori, she said. I took
School Certtficate Mliori andconlinued with it while I was at Teachers' College. Then, while
she and her partner were in England (between 1978 - 84), she had seen the documentary 'New
Dawn' and this had a profound effect on her. I was excited and moved by the Miiori
renaissance andthe documentary ignitedfor me a strong bondwith the country we had chosen
to slay away from and il awoke for me a sense of who I was as aperson (Kate 6 :1). In 1984
the couple returned to AotearodNew Zealand, and Kate decided to become as fluent as
possible in Maori. While she was on maternity leave, she attended a six week full imnicrsion
te reo Maori course for begillness, and followed this with another more advanced six week
course. She said that as a result, she was able to use the language in her teaching. The Telford
job requirement for bilingual sltills appealed strongly to her. She said that she had heardabout
his school and thought it would be interesting to work there ( 3 :1 1). Although she had gone
through the trauma of cutting offfrom teaching, she thought that as the Telford position was
a relieving one, she could just see what it S like and if1don 't like it I can leave ( 3 :11).
The Telford teaching principal job description
The information pack Kate sent for included a job description for the position of G2
principal at Telford School. This stated that The primaryfunctions (in order ofpriority) are
classroom leacher, stufleader, administrative manager. The board's legal responsibilities
were described as being in three broad areas of responsibility: policy and planning
resourcing and review and evaluation. These responsibilities extend across all school
activities including curriculum, staK finance and property. The principal's role was then
defined in relation to these board responsibilities: to operate within legal requirements of
legislation, employment contracts and the school charter; lo be responsible,fbr the dajj-to-day
management and adminislration of the school; to be responsible,fbr all professional decisions,
classroom programmes, curriculunz issues, teacher activity and pupil progress.
Thc job description further spelled out the 'administrative model' that the Telford
board operated within, stating that: In a school with a leachingprincipal it is acknowledged
lhat the ideal Govemance/Managei7zen/ rclalionship between the Board of7'ruslees and the
Principal is not always achievable. 7'he board's priority is ,for leaching excellence and
accordingly it is accepted that the principal will not be able to adequately+fulJillall the
adnzinistrative tasks that are required. It is lhe I-'rincipalJsresponsibility to identvy all
administrative tasks and to seek assistance from the Board of Trustee,s~arentsas required
(Telford School, G2 I'rincipal's Job Description, 1994.) Following this wcrc dctailed the ltcy
tasks Ihr the position under thc hcadings of classroom teacher, professional leader, staff
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manager, pupil welfare, community relationships and administration. Therc was no mention,
however, of skills or aptitudes related to the bilingual class.
Not put off by that omission, Kate sent off an application. She was interviewed and
won the position, being appointed to relieve as acting principal for the second term in 1994.
1994: Mate begins working at Tclford

Kate enjoyed her first term at Tclford, finding a strong sense c!f'enthz~siasmamong the
people there and a kind ofrelease of tensions that had built up in the school. She said that
apart from the tensions around the setting up of the bilingual and the Montessori classes, it had
been really a quite unhappyplace to work, with conflict between one stafmember and the
principal making things unpleasant - everyonejust retreated into their classrooms ( 3 :4). Afier
those tensions; I could have been anyone and it would have been lovely, she laughed (Kate
2:2). She said that she and Mere, the kaiako Maori, worked well together. Kate strongly
supported Mere's aim to make the bilingual class a full immersion te rco Maori, an aim that
was achieved in the third term of 1994. Although philosophically she was not in such close
agreement with the Montessori approach, Kate found that she and Ann Howclls shared similar
ideas about how a school should be run with open and shared decision making.
Philippa Beecham recalled later that the board were delighted with Kate, with her
energy, her vision, her way of managing staff(2). James Kent, the board chairperson at that
time, agreed. We were very impressed with Kate - she was a unique character ( 1 ) . The board
particularly appreciated that way that Kate could relate well to each of the three strands in the
school.
Ann had decided before Kate had arrived, however, that she wanted to move from
Telford. She had not enjoyed working under the previous principal, who she said did nol share
information. It was very much, 'I'm the principal, you're there ' and he would say 'I'm not
lettingyou know about such and such because I'm protecling you from that --foryour own
good. ' We had no idea what was actually going on in our own school (Ann 1:2). Mere agreed.
She said that there were no structures in the school - everything was ' I'll tell you what to do
andyou do it. ' l t was really hard (Mere:2). Ann had become increasingly uncomfortable with
this, and because she also wanted to see how another Montessori school worked, when the
opportunity to shift to one came up, she had applied for, and won, the position. Despite the
happier atmosphere that developed after Kate's arrival at Telford, Ann honoured her
commitment to the Montessori school, and she left Telford at the end of term two.
The board meanwhile, had decided that they did not want to lose Kate. They asked her
to stay on and to apply for the permanent position that they were advertising in the third term.
The board minutes for the August meeting record the following note: Kate is happy to stay on
as Acting Principal for he third lerm to retain stability in class andprovide more lime to
appoint a permanent Principal. The position will be re-advertised. The Board Chairperson
will contact applicants advising that the appoinlment will not be made at this stage and
requesting thal they re-apply when the position is re-advertised (Board minutes, 1 5/8/94).

Initiating &heco-prnineipalshiip
The idea o f sharing the principalship emerges: Term 3,6994

Kate enjoyed the enthusiasm with which the school community had welcomed and
supported her. IHowever, she was wise enough to recognise that in a school, when there S new
blood lhere is a new enthusiasm, hut i f you don 't sort out lhe ~Mproblems,they come hack.
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I knew lhat we had to address several issues (1 :3). Kate was particularly concerned about what
she saw as a lack of unity within the board and across the three different strands in the school.
Along with many parents, she was also worried about staffing problems, including the number
of relieving teachers the school was having to use. Of the -live full time staff', three were
relievers and the Montessori reliever was not Montessori trained.
'The board were lceen for Kate to apply for the permanent position of principal, but she
felt torn. Although she was really interested in and enjoyed the challenges of the teaching
principalship, she did not believe [hat thc old model of the principal as the driving forcc for
change was a good one. She felt disillusioned with the managerial emphases in the restructured
approach to educational administration, especially with the emphasis on control - and the
stressing of clear boundaries as lo where the responsibilities lie. Idon 't like what's happening
with accountability, where you've got to he seen to be running a tighl ship sort of thing. And
there's the expectation from a number qf people that management doesn't have to be
connected to an educationalphilosophy - lhat what counts isyour administrative abilily (Kate
2:7). Despite her resistence to this, she was starting to find that her energy was being
increasingly talcen up by administration. She said, I could almostfeel myseljmoving that way,
where suddenly the administration stu~fwasbecoming more important than what I was doing
in he classroom, and I was starting to lose sight of the balance (2:7).7'he problem was the
pressure qf lhe work - the sheer workload of the paperwork, like in applying,fir the Mliori
language factor ,funding and getting un extra teacher and having to read everything that
comesfiom the nilinistry really carefully, so that you don't miss out on somelhing that you
could get,fir your school. Financially we are really badly o f . There are so many things
needing to be done though, and we were spending money we didn't have (2:7).
Kate was also beginning to get a bit resen~fulof the way the job was cutting into the
time she could spend with her family. She said that the idea of sharing the leadership came to
her partly as a logical way of achieving a sharing of the workload, but also as a way of
developing a more collegial management model for Telford School. She said that she had
always jilt that a hierarchy is not a suilable way to organise aprimary school, and especially
not appropriate in a small school like Telford (2: 1). This idea had been reinforced during her
time in England, when she had observed what she described as the different leadership styles
of the three woman principals with whom she worked. She said, Each of ihoseprincipals used
to invite participation - things didn't come down as commands. No-one ever questioned the
person 'sposition and status ... hut there was less distance between people and their positions
lhan in schools Iremembered in New Zealand (Kate 2:5). When she returned to New Zealaiid,
she was shocked at seeing how hierarchical many schools were, but I workedfor a time with
a principal who shared a lot ofresponsibility with me. She said this approach was furlher
reinforced through her reading a lot of SergiovanniJsstufl while on a reflective principal
course during 1994, where lhey talked aboul the collaborative managemenl slyle. I'd also read
a little bit about the ,%lwyn (iollege model and/ knew about what was happening at Hillcrest
Avenue school (Kate 2:3,4). Each of these experiences was identified by Kate as shaping her
ideas about shared leadership.
A way o f 'mergimg the stmnds9
Kate's thinking about a collaborative approach to school leadership and management
at 'Telford School extended beyond involving just the teaching staff in more decision making
however. She thought that at this school, thc staff and the board needed to work more closely
together to find ways to straddle thc differences between the three strands and to develop a
mzll~agerxcidarid Icadcrship xodel thd w~v,!dreflect and en11811cc the value ufdiversily in l!~e
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school .- the different backgrounds, aspirations and approaches to learning. ICate thought that
a co-principalship could make a good contribution to this work. James ICent remembered later
that she suggested to the board that a co-principalship would be a good way of merging the
strands together, and she gave us the idea that she wanted to do a co-principalship wilh Ann
(1 1.
During the third term of 1994, Kate had been keeping in touch with Ann and she had
talked with her about the possibility of sharing the principal's position. She suggested that if
Ann agreed , she could represent the Montessori strand, while Katc could represent both the
state strand and, because of her fidmiliarity with te reo Mgori, the immersion strand. Kate was
hoping that Mere could later join herself and Ann in a three way co-principalship. Although
she said that she talked about this with Mere, Mere did not remember this conversation. In any
case, at that stagc it was not appropriate as Mere had not yet completed the work required for
her to be certificated as a fully registered primary teacher. Mere also had somc doubts about
being so fully involved in the wider issues of the school when as a beginning teacher, she
needed to be putting a lot of time into her class teaching. There was no reading material and
we had toJight to get back our Miiori language juctor.funding in myJirst year (Mere:3)
Although a three way share was not possible, Ann was attracted by the idea of a two
way GO-principalship.She said later, Idon 't know how much Idid wan1 to apply though! Being
honest about it, I had never thought of being aprincipal. It was not something Iwus interested
in. Philosophically I didn't like that hierarchical aspect and I could never see mysexfitting
into that. And also being a working mother, I wasn 'tprepared lo work those long hours at the
expense of myfamily ... But I'm the sort ofperson who likes a challenge ... and I knew I could
work with Kate. I had had a term with her as a relievingprincipal (Ann 1 :3). Ann said that
she remained a little apprehensive about what she would be taking on though, and Kate
remembered that she, too, felt quite nervous that it would continue to be quite dificult - like,
winning thejob is a bit like winning the booby prize! (Laughs) We knew all the issues, though,
which was good, and thought that ifwe could get through it would be great (Kate 2:3)
Kate suggested to Ann that they could contact the teachers at Hillcrest Avenue school,
and see how they had gone through the process and what they were doing. Ann decided that
she either had to leap in and do it now or not at all (Ann 1:I), so together they visited Liz and
Jane. After hearing how the Hillcrest Avenue women were working together and their views
about the advantages of their shared model, Kate and Ann decided to go ahead with applying
for a co-principalship at Telford.
Mate and Ann develop a joint application for a eo-principalship

The two women met at Kate's house to work out their shared application, aiming to
develop a model of shared leadership that suited them and their school. Ann said that Kate had
a clearer idea about how the shared principalship would work than she did. I had been out of
the system,for a while, teaching in a Montessoripre-school, and she was in lhe system, and
in the school a s nctingprinc@al (Ann 5:2). Ann had had no management experience in the
state system and although she had set up the PIAontessori class, she had not held a senior
position in the school. Howcver, the two women thought that they had similar philosophies
for building collaborative teaching and management cultures. Ann said, Even though I come
,from Montessori und she comes~frommainstream, we have a very similar approach in our
beliefis... like the idea qf sharing as u good role mode1,for he children ( 1 :I). Consequently,
they prioritiscd an aim to try to iiivolve all the staff in the development of shared decision
malting and responsibility. Ann said, We didn ' I want il to be Kate andlup here, al the top, 1)ut
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more circular where everybody.fiel,s thal they 're of value and cf importance. Like at staff
meetings we wanted to have everyone having input and taking a turn at leading it ( 1 :1 ) .
Kate and Ann also agreed that the board needed to be more fully involved in what
happened in the school and that this point should be conveyed in their proposal. Kate said, We
tried to subtly include a sort qfstatement that they woznld have lo lake on dealing with the
problems that the school had been experiencing in a bit more of a constructive way. I did talk
about this with some cf~hern,hut Ann and I sort qf'tried to make it clear in our proposal thal
we fell there needed to he a lot more consullation and a whole process set up, which wouM
come under he heading of writing a charter, as he existing charter was totally nonrepresentative (1 :4). And to a large exlent, our applicalion and the proposal we pul in was
laying a sort offoundation for the board - like saying here is he model we want to work with,
and the model the school and the parents shouM.fdlow too (Kate 1 :3).
'6he proposal

The proposal Kate and Ann developed began with a Maori quotation and rationale that
they felt captured the spirit of Telford school's unique character. Then, following Liz and
Jane's model, in the second section they outlined the purposes for this co-principalship, some
guidelines for how they would go about achieving these and how the model could be assessed.
We borrowed some of Liz and .Jane 's ideas and added ours, Kate remembered.
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(Kate Wallter and Ann I-Iowells, 1994)
Intelwiewiing and selecting, or selecting and intewiewing?

James Kent, who was chairperson of the board, could not remember much about tlre
short listing process for the principal's position, but said that someone helped him do il. Ile
said that when thc 'I'elford board had easlierput the appointment on hold, we wrote lo the three
other applicants whom we had considered.for the position, and toldthem we would reconsider
their applications when the position wu,s re-advertised (1). Other board membcrs also said
they had only hazy memories about how the selection process had occurred, and there is no
record of any ol'the discussions. 1;rairccs Edwards, who was the tcacher representative on the
board at that tirne, could ilot recall seeing ally rcferces reposts and said Iatcr that fiom my
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memory, the proposal came to the board and it was approved by the board and that was it
(Frances: 1).
Kate remembered that she had advised the board not to disregard any of the other
applicants, but she had the feeling that by the time of the interview a decision had already been
made to accept her's and Ann's proposal. The tone of an item on the agenda sent out for the
December meeting would seem to support her opinion. It stated: NB. Please note the earlier
time of 7.00pm start. The hoard is invited at 7.00pm,for the interview of Kate andAnnfor the
Principal'Lsposition,prior to 2he start ofthe Board meeting. Could everyone also bring a plate
for supper! (BOT minutes: November, 1994).
Kate said that It was a very informal meeting. We were having a normal board meefing
and I was there and we'd arranged a time,for Ann to come, and at that stage I went out and
stood outside with AnnJbr a while they discussed a series of questions they were going to ask
us (5: 1 ) . Ann remembered that when she and Kate went in together to the interview, They
asked us some questions. Only one stands out in my mindand that was when one of myparents
asked Kate why she wanted to be a co-principal when she was making such a goodjob of it and Kate answered that (Ann 5 2).The question that stood out in Kate9s memory was to do
with how decisions would be made. She said that this board memberfell that theprocesses of
decision making would be so slow and cumbersome that nothing would ever be decided
quickly. He had an assumption that that was how decisions were made. But any worthwhile
decision making doesn 't work like that (Kate 5: 1). She was waiting for the board to ask some
really challenging stufi but it never came. It was more like a chal.
The board did not deliberate on a decision but agreed unanimously to offer the two
women the position. Ann recalled, We were just told there and then that we had thejob (4:2).
The board meeting minutes include the following record under the heading of S t y f
appointments.

(BO'I' meeting minutes 12/12/94).
Both women were surprised by the appointment process. Kate said that it was like an
in-house appointment, and added, It wouldn't happen like that with the present board (5: 1 ) .
When she reflected later on what had happened, she said, I guess they knew my work. 1 had
worked in the school jbr two terms and the hoard could see that I related to all three strands perhaps they knew that this was the sort ofperson they needed in the school, though they
didn 't at that stage operate as a whole group. That board never discussed the fuct that they
each represented seI3arate very tight knit groups. I guess too that they saw us suying in our
propo,sal thnl we would make the ,sharedprincipalship work, so why not have il? (Kate 5 : 1 )
'The staff representative 011 the board, Frai~cesEdwards, corroborated Kate's view. She
rcrncmbcred that although some of the board mcmbers had had a fcw qualms about the idea
c?flhe sharedposition, they were prepared on the slrengths of Kate 's ability in the school to
sort of go with it (Frances: 1). l'liilippa Rcecham, who was a new board member at the time,
said later that she greatly admired Katc's skills and shc would have done anphing to keep her
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So f a shared leadership was whal she wanted, flhose were the lerms on which she would
conlinue as principal of our school, then lhal was,fine. That's why we accepted it. She had
clear ideas on how it would work and on ihe responsibililies ofthe principal (1'hilippa:J).
Ann had some remaining doubts though. She said, I can remember walking home
afterwards ~hinking,do I really want this? Ifavc I done the right thing? (4:2)
(Not) eonsultirmg parents

The wider parent community was never consulted about the decision. Although many
people were in favour of the idea, seeing it as a helpful way of reducing the stress and
workload of the principal (Parent), Rawinia remclnbered that the whiinau got a hit of ajolt to
see the Montessoriperson in there being co-principal (Rawinia, M&R: I ) . Shc said that We
in he whanau were no1 consulted and I was no1 too happy about he co-principalship at the
beginning. Not surprisingly however, the Montessori parents were very pleased with the idea
of the sharing. One parent said that when she found out about it she thought, Oh good, our
Montessori teacher is right up there, sort of a1 the lop of the school management, we won't
be overlooked, you know, we will be as important, will be seen as equal with the resf... this
was especially as our other co-principal has no real contact with the Montessori strand
(Felicity: 2).
Salary arrangements

On the matter of how they would be paid, Ann and Kale had agreed with the board that
they would work out how they would split their salaries, and it was left up to them to organise
this. They decided that they would add the deputy principal's and the principal's salaries, and
divide these by two. Kate wrote to the payments' agency, explaining that she and Ann had
been appointed to a shared principalship. She informed the agency that the salaries for the
deputy principal and the principal's positions were to be added together and equally divided
between herself and Ann. She said that there were no problems with this and Ann said that hcr
salary advice notice always recorded the deputy principal salary and an extra arnou~~t,
which
was noted as a lop up.
Kate said later that salary was not an issue for her. The salary is a hi1 of a joke -you
know, anolher $2000.00 doesn 't make much dijference (2:12).13'Kate was clear that what she
wanted was satisfaction,job salisfaction, but the board needed to know thal money relates 20
how people are valued. So what we wanted was for the board to agree to us being paid at lhe
top ofthe available rate.for a principal and a deputy principal in a school ofthis size and then
we would splil it. That came out lo us each being paid $37,500.00, which is less than I was
being paid as an acting principal (2: 13).
Both women wanted to stay within the collective contract. As Kate put it,
Philosophically, I'm committed to thal (2:13) and Ann agreed. Because it was a shared
position though, they were not initially clear about how the contract details would have to be
sorted out. At thc begirxing of 1395, Katc said, We '11 have to negotialc thal. I don 't wanl to
be on an individual contract, but Ilcnow thal lhe Hillcrest Avenue boardchairperson has spen1
a lot of time negotiating something on Jane's and Liz's behaijf (2:13). Shc and Ann realised
that some principals were negoliating really good deals~fbrthemselves on individual contracls,
but the two women did not want to jeopardise the profe.ssion or olhers who will never be in
a position lo do lhut (get good deals.fbr themselves) (Kate 2: 13).

'"

'This was the case before the NZEI won pay equity between primary and secondary teachers.
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A 6 ~ o n t r a ~istassumed
9
A formal contract was never signed with Katc and Ann, however. According to James
Kent, there was an understanding that the women had been appointed jointly m a way of
building inter-strand unity. Neither could assume they had the position as qf right. r o n e lqft,
the other could not assume the position on their own ( 1 ) . Ann recalled latcr though that,
Requirements ,for diferent responsibilities and so on were never established by the hoard
(4:2). She added that Lt'here was not even a letter ofappointment. Kate thought the board
chairpcrsonjust genuinelyforpt to write the lelter. II was he end of the year and near the end
of his term (Suffice.
Althougl~they were not too concerned about this at the time, later both women said that
these processes were too loose. Ann said, I'd like to think that the BOT had some idea ($what
their expectations would be, as well as us (4:3).

6995: Begilrnlrnirag work together
Aiming to involve all the staff and the board in sharing responsibillily

At the beginning of their work together in 1995, Kate and Ann agreed that they both
wanted all the staff to have a shared responsibility, as Ann put it, not Kate and I up here, but
more circular where we'd all have an input, and take turns in leading staf meetings for
example. We want everyone to feel that they are of value and of importance (Ann 1 :I). Kate
reiterated that taking a shared responsibility meant both staff
the board taking a more
active role in decision making and also some of the administrative work had to be done. She
gave an example of collaborative work done in the previous year, when she had some input
from Mere and some of the whanau parents who contributed guidelines for the development
of the school's application for Maori language factor funding. Kate had found while she was
acting principal that the pressures of a teaching principal are huge. I didn'l mind the
administrative work, like developing he funding applicalion, but when il came on top of
putting in tendersjor a driveway and checkingplansfor buildings, it was too much. I needed
to be able to ring someone up and say, 'Here 's a letter from the Ministry on tenders that needs
to be actioned. ' I needed that sort of support, and a lot of the parents in this community are
very highly skilled ... One ofthe aims then o j the shared 1eadershQ is to set up a style of
management that wil1,filter through to others, so that there will develop a community that's
really jocussing on its work here logether (2:8).
During her first two terms in the school Katc had also realised though, that a11approach
of being consultative in decision making and committed to giving,feedback was not practised
by everyone in the school, and indeed, some people are not ready to, or perhaps committed
to taking on that way of working. It's easier to work in a model where someone is telling you
whut to do (25). Before their interview therefore, she and Ann had made sure that all the stqf
hadseen the proposaljor the co-principalship. That was really important, that they'd kind of
adopt it, agree with it (Kate 2:4).
Frances Edwards, who taught in the JI-Std 2 mainstream class and was the staff
representative on the board, said that when I h t c and Ann talked to the staSf about the coprincipal proposal, Kate made it very clear that the intention was that all he teachers would
he part ofthe management structure and that they would he expected to make a contribution.
It wasn '[juslgoing lo he twoprincipals (Frances:S). Both Frances and Abbie Smith, who was
thc principal release teacher, accepted that in small schools like 'Ielford all the staff have to
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co-operatc. Abbie said, The jobs have to be shared out otherwise it S an incredible load~for
oneperson (Abbie: I). These teachers were both attracted to the idea oSa co-principalship. As
Abbie put it, it was a supportive, collegial model that was also a good model.for the children,
particularly in a school like this where you have such diversity. It is goodfor them to see the
sharing oJ're,spon,sibility (I). According to Ann, Deborah Cartwright, the other teacl~erin the
Montessori strand was also supportivc. Kate said however that Mere was objecting to the
proposal that all the teachers should become more Sully involved in school wide decision
malting and administration responsibilities. Mere said that shc did not want to become more
fully involved in school wide decision malting and administration responsibilities because she
saw her primary responsibility being to the immersion class. Kate felt a little worried about
this but said latcr that she realised that she and Ann would have to work round that (Kate 2:5).
Ann to begin as "ale's

apprentice'

Frances summed up the teachers' expectations at that stage for how the shared
leadership would be developed when she said, We thought that Ann would be Kate '.F
apprentice and little by little she would acquire knowledge and then they would end up in a
sharedposition (Frances:4). Kate and Ann had been clear that the co-principalship would take
a while to work out, as Kate put it (2:4).
The new co-principals began by attending each of the meetings held for the parents of
the three strands in the school to explain their proposal, leaving copies with each group. They
also used their proposal on their first teacher only day before school started, as a way of
in~roducinga brainstorm with the other teachers, Mere, Frances and Deborah, on what the
focus of'the school should be and what we should be doing as a staf(Kate 2:4). Mere said
later that it was great to be geiting some structures established (2).
The first month passed quickly and Kate and Ann did not find time to work out any
practical details of how they would work together as co-principals. At the end of February,
Kate said, Look ul those three piles of mail there! We haven't actually had a chance lo sit
down and work out a system where we can both kind of deal with it - and deal with i2 quickly
(2:8). While she had been acting principal, Kate had developed her own 'system': Iwouldzip
in here at lunchtime, ,flick through the mail, take out something lhai I knew I had to read
thoroughly and save it$~rhome, and throw the other s t u f t o wherever it needed to go.And
$I didn't do that at lunchtime then I'd do it straight after school (Kate 2:8,9). Kate thought
that perhaps both she and Ann would have to do this sort of thing. She was hoping though, that
they could develop a similar system to that used by Liz and Jane at Hillcrest Avenue school,
one Kate described as a diary system for keeping track of the jobs that have to be done.
Kate was thinking a lot about how to best develop a good worlting relationship with
Ann. She felt very conscious that she needed to give the collaboration time to develop and she
thought that she needed to hold back. I'm trying not to be bossy! she laughed (Kate 2:9). She
knew she was a forceful person. Frances described her as ~erypa~ssionate
about her personal
vision. She's greai - she comes up with some really amazing ideas nobody else would think of
and that we might think are not possible and she can he very keen,fir you to go her way. So
you have to stand up to her sometimes. Lilt;. in one situation her priority jbr me was in one
area and my priority was in another. Igave all her all the reasons why Ididn '1 agree wilh her
and in the end she was happy with that, because I could show her why I wanted to do it
differently (Frances:5). Kate had lots of ideas about things that could, indeed Srom hcr point
of view, should be dolie in the school, but she did not want to rush Ann. She was adamant that
Very rarely does a decision have to ljle made slraight away on any is,sue, very very rarely.
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as long as we can make time to sort cftalk about the things that come up it will work out - as
long as there is trust, and I do)el there S a good sense of trust here (2:9).
Kate was grateful that although the~firstthree weeks had been chaos, I haven't been
alone in it, and I wa,s last year ... The difference is that I can talk /o Ann about what's. going
on and she can share her,fielings about whattLshappening. Andjust being able to do that
actually relieves the slress. Whereas before I was actually taking work home and ],fill I win
really carrying il all, I don'l feel that now. ,Yo yeah, it's just been less stres,sjul (Kate 2:14).
For her part, Ann was feeling comfortable with how things were going. She said that
she and Kate have a very similar approach in our outlook and our beliefs ... Anything that
comes up, I'll give my opinion or she'll give hers, and we'll both say, yes I agree with
that ( 1 :I).
A change of plans: Kate is pregnant
Before the two women had a chance to work out systems and processes for sharing the
leadership together, however, they were dealing with what for Ann was potentially a crisis.
Kate found that she was pregnant. Ann said, I immediately saw that it S going to be me. And
Ipanicked - I thought that's not something I ever wanled. I thought, Idon 't even know ifIcan
do this. Kate's got more experience than me - she's been in the mainstream longer and she's
been a DP (1: I). Kate and the other teachers were not overly worried about this situation
though. Indeed, several people thought that it was actually good that when Kate went on
maternity leave for the third term of 1995 this would give Ann an opportunity to develop, take
the reins and put her own stamp on the shared leadership
The two women decided that Kate would keep in touch at that stage, and return to the
school at the beginning of 1996, if all was going well in her family and with her own and her
baby's health.
Kate identifies issues to be dealt with
Mate was concerned though, that during the first month of their co-principalship, she
and Ann were working in what she described as a react mode (3 :3). In her view, several issues
were posing difficulties. She said that there were all kinds ofpressure stufl and it wasfeeling
a bit like being on a roller coaster. She realised that this was not allowing for any long term
thinking, so she sat down at home one weekend and wrote down all the things that were going
on, and why and what we had to do (3:3).
Kate's list of issues at both the whole school level and at the level of her's and Ann's
shared leadership identified the following concerns. 'The building and driveway reconstruction
had dragged on five months longer than expected, causing disruption to classes and causing
storage of resources difficulties. There were negotiations with the Ministry of Education about
these issues and the fact that there were complete strangers wandering around the school ihey were builders and archilects: rnaki~gdecisions between each olher, but not taking any
nolice ofwhai ihe siufhad recorded as iheiu-prqferred op/l'onfior the alteralions (Kate 3:2).
Kate was also picking up negotiations with the Ministry about reinstating propcrty deferred
maintenance and then there was the annual Ministry of Education March rclurns to be
completed.
The board of trustees' elections werc also about to take placc and the principals' report
needed writing for the AGM. Something needed to be done to ensure that children's special
needs were being met and overall curriculum planning needed to be better co-ordinated, as did
ihc orgariisilig o f elass trips arid iaiiips. Coiniiiiiiiic;iiio with ptirenis had bcgm throug!; the
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meetings she and Ann had attended, but the school newsletter was due. 'I'he mail was piling
up and she and Ann had not yet worlted out how to best organise their principal release time.
There were also staffing issues that included dealing with I>eboral~'squalifications as a
Montessori teacher not being recognised. The principals needed to advocate on her behalf so
that they could keep her in the school. The staff job descriptions needed revision and an
appraisal system needed to be introduced. Kate jotted down her idea for an approach that
would include shared planning and supervision.
When she loolted at the list she had drawn up, Kate thought that she wanted to
prioritise the development of open communication and shared decision making with all the
staff. Because I>cborah and Mere had had little experience in the state system (Deborah had
just arrived from overscas and it was Mere's first teaching job), it was Kate's view that
Everything had to be diiscussed, like decisions on spending money, lhe issues around the
classroom relocations, everything had to be talked aboul (Kate 3:4). She thought that release
time to do this needed to be built into the staff development budget and some of the coprincipal release time could also be allocated to staff with specific responsiblities. She
scrawled at the bottom of her list, What can we do? How to plan a sy,stem to cope wilh
managing it all?
On Monday, back at school, she said to Ann, Look, I sat down at lhe weekend andjust
jotted down all the things lhat are going on here. You might like to look at it andyou might
like to do the same thing, whal's going onjor you (3:8). Kate told Ann that she thought that
before she left at the end of the next term, it would be useful for Ann to share with her any
issues she saw as needing addressing. Kate said that although Ann agreed that the issues Kate
had identified were important ones, she did not get back to Kate with her own list, nor raise
any matters during the following weeks for them to discuss together.
Kate sets rap some systems -For shared planning and decision making

Soon after, Kate suggested to the staff that she could arrange a new system for inschool shared planning. On a Friday afternoon everyone could be released except one person
(and they could take turns as to who this is) who would work with the teacher aides and the
principal release teacher to run sports for the whole school (Kate 3: 18). During this time the
other four teachers could either work together or pair up with a colleague in their own strand
to develop specific policies or to do shared planning. It was agreed that this would be done and
Kate invited the itinerant resource teacher Maori to come in on these days to worlt with Mere.
Mere was delighted about this opportunity for professional development in her own area. She
said, It was a reliejfor me to have someone who had been teachingfor afew years to sit down
and talk lo about what I could do - like, I'd say, " Now the school want me lo do this - how
could I implement that into something MZori.7" ( 3 )

- but is worried about 'driving it' and 'being bossy' with Ann
By the end of the first term, though, Kate was becomirig worried that All11 was not
putting more time into building a shared Icadersl~ipthat involved working equally with her in
thc scllool wide admillistration and school decision. 'To her it seemed that Ann did not realise
how much worlt there was to be done. Kate did not really know how Ann was reeling, as
despite her attempts to talk about things wit11 her, the two women had still not bcen ablc to talk
through how they would work out their adrninistrativc systems. Kate. said, 1think that Ann 'k
vision,fbr the school would he very close to mine, but it S the practicalilies ofgelting there -
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in nitty gritty terms of doing the mail and communicating with each olher and working out
what is important - that I want do talk about (Kate 3 :10).
Kate's consciousness of being the one who 's kind qf 'driving ' it (meaning the coprincipalship) was making her feel nervous about talking to Ann. I'm really conscious that I'm
actually, you know, quite bossy - I'm quite opinionated and in mji two ierms in the job, I've
questioned and challenged quite a lot what was going on. Ann is not like that, so all the rime
it is kind o j me saying, Why don't we do this, or that (3:7). Kate was feeling even more
strongly that she had to draw back from doing this. She was reminding herself thal when she
first arrived at the school shc herself did sit back and listen and suss things out,,for mosl of'the
term really . She thought that probably things were much the same for Ann.
As a way to open up discussion with Ann, Kate decided that she would suggest that she
read David Stewart's book, 'The Reflective I'rincipal.' Katc had found this boolc very
interesting, and she thought it would be helpful if she and Ann could talk about the job
description and appraisal models Stewart described before they developed their own. She
thought that as Ann had never done any management training, this might also be a good way
for Ann to begin some development here. She wondered too about suggesting that she and Ann
go on some managenlent training courses together, but reiterated, I aln a hit nervous about
discussing it all. We do need to do it to build up - so that Ann can give me some kind of
feedback on what I need to do, to actually withdraw, to allow her to come forward. That is
what I want - what I want to hear is whether she wants me to hack off:Imean it is very open
on my part 'cos Ijoke with her about it, saying, 'tell me to keep my mouth shut. ' But she kind
ofsays, 'No - what you are saying is really important. ' She can offer good insights you know.
Like at a rather difJicult meeting with Mere, she did ask a really brilliant question at one
point, which did indicate that although she was very quiet all through the meeting, she was
churning over what was being said, and she asked this crucial question. Merwards she said,
Zook I'm sorry I didn't say very much - I couldn't. But I thought thal what you were saying
was excellent and Ijust didn't know that I could add anything to it. 'And Isaid, (No- what you
did say was brilliant, ' S o we give each other these little strokes, which I think is important
(Kate 3: 12).
Kate thought that Ann was going to have to take what she called a more dominant role
however, particularly in board meetings. She was concerned that if she didn't, the boardmay
see it as unbalanced and I want them to have respec1 and.failh in her ability to do the job
( 3 :12). However, she was reluctant to bring up this topic with Ann because she did not want
Ann to think that she had not been doing the job properly. I don 't wanl to undemzine her
confidence at all, she said. And I don't want her tofeel that Ijeel any sort of resentment, 'cos
I don't. Ijeel quite okay about the work that I've done and about what has happened so far
(3: 12). She thought that the best way to handle it was to ask Ann to tell her about any issues
she thought she'd need to he clued up on before Kate left. At this stage, though, she was
feeling reasonably confident that Ann would cope.
Ann i s pleased about 'a good term of working together9

Ann did not seem to be aware of ICatc's worries at this time. Indeed, she did not think
there had been any difficulties in developing thc shared leadership. To my knowledge, I don '1
think we 've disagreed on anything, she said at the end of the first term, one that she described
as a good term qf working together (2:5).Rather than feeling conccrned about not enough
communication, Ann saw it as a good thing that she and Kate had never had to sit down and
nul something out so thal we go with a united view to h o ~ r dn~eeling~sfor
example - we
or",vlOusly~igree things (215). She thought that the time would posslbjy c0Ee w l l e ~the.J'
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would find they disagreed about something, but she said that by then we will have built up a
trusting relationship so neither of us will get upset by the,fuct that the other doesn'l agree.
Ann was particularly pleased with the way that the staffmeetings had developed a feel
that is more circular than hierarchical (2:2).She thought that perhaps this had happened
because we've got all women stafand they all immediately latched on to what we were aiming
for. We didn 't have to explain it. And in a small school we are all lending to share and take
responsibility anyway. Now Frances is leading special education ... and we have all the
teacher aides and all staff at the meeting on TuesdayLsfor ,special needs children so that
hopefully everyone,fiels they are a part of it ... The meeting on Tuesday lunchtime isjust.for
half an hour and the school secretary also attends that. We each take turns to chair the
meeting and we have an %en& hoard that everyone can raise things to do with
'housekeeping' like playground duty. Then we can keep these things out of the sta~f'meeling
that i,s.forpolicy and curriculum ( 2 3 ) . Ann felt that the shift to a rotating chair for meetings
made it sort of like a collective (2:4).
Ann was not concerned about the way the shared leadership was functioning. She
acknowledged that at that stage some ofthe parents see Kate us being /he princkal. That
doesn 'tparticularly bother me though, because it 'sjust afact. She does have more knowledge
and experience than me - and in a way, I've been more like a deputyprincipal(2:4). She was
beginning to feel that she did know a little more aboul how the systems works andl'm learning
what I can, I must admit, befive Kate goes.

- but is worried about Kate's pending departure
What was of concern to Ann was Kate's pending departure at the end of the second
term. She said, That gives me huge panics. 1feel a little bit better about it now than I did at
the beginning o f the year when it was just about enough to make me run. I never envisaged
doing it alone and the thought ofher vanishing -yes i2 didpanic me. At this stage though, I'm
pushing it to the back of my mind - facing it when it comes. It's a bit scary - and it's looming
up fairly quickly now - it's not thalfar away (2:4).

- and workload
She was also becoming a little worried about her worltload. She said that she and Kate
had thought that having two of them in the principal's position would have meant that the
worltload would be cut back, but she was finding that she was working very long hours. She
kept a record of one week in May and found that by Wednesday she had already worked for
60 hours, and she'd had three weeks like that. Ann was hoping that perhaps a little further
down the track she and Kate could take turns to C2'0 things like atlending board meetings,
rather than both having lo go (2:1).

- a:zd Moirztessori issues
Ann's most immediate worries were in the area of the Montessori parents' relationships
with her. She described an incident when two Montessori parents went to Kate with a concern
about interactions between another child and their daughter. When Kate handed it back to Ann
to deal with, she found that They wanted me to remove the 'c?fkndingJchild from the school.
13zct I told thcm we could no/ do that and assured the parents that the school would speak to
both children. Al the end of term, though, it suddenly hit me that t h o s ~parents are no/
speaicing io me, hut uvoidtng pic. They were ~ i i i ' i i ~iiig speak 10 hi' i i f h ~ tcaehcr,
r
and
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normally would have perhaps come up and spoken to me. I lhought, now this is inkresting.
It's obviously got something to do with that issue ... Perhaps they don't see me as being sort
ofyou know, the principal, or perhaps they see me as being thejunior partner - or do theyjeel
that we as a school haven't decnlt with it in the way hey wanted? (Ann 26). Ann was also
noticing that the Montessori parents were definitely not as .friendly - they've put me on a
slightly diferent level I think, which is inleresting, because I don't think I've changed at all
(2:7). On thinking some more about what was happening she said, When I was a leacher they
would bring aproblem to me and discuss it. Now they expecl me to correcl it. Reflecting on
what might havc caused this change, she said that her initial group of parents was very
supportive, and we were more of a group. They were donating a lot in a monetary way to get
things set up because the equipment was not provided, and perhaps when you are donating
like this, then you have more of a 'hands on' thing -you know, I have a righl to see where my
money is going. Perhaps it started there. The Montessori parents question everything - why
are you doing this or that (Ann 2:8).
The comments of one of the Montessori board members, Felicity Wright, corroborated
Ann's points. Felicity said, We expecl ourparents lo be involved and most Montessoriparents
are professional people who are not intimidated by teachers. Allhough I would not try to
second guess Ann in the classroom, some of our parents would ... We ofer suggestions and
advice to our teachers ... We have this idea, because ofour involvement in the parents' cooperative in he Montessori pre-school, and because this whole 'Tomorrow's School' thing
justifled it, we have this idea that the parents employ lhe teacher ... And the equipment our
teachers use is paid for and owned by the parents so there is a sort of much greater feeling
of ownership of a class of special character. Among our parents there has evolved a feeling
that they are sort ofguardians o f the Montessori philosophy ... and we want to be sure that
Montessori principles are being.followed (Felicity: 10- 1 1).
To help meet her parents' requests for information, Ann started writing a monthly
newsletter,just to Montessoriparenls. The Montessori Trust add in a bit about what they are
doing (Ann 28). She also started using her Friday principal release time to interview
prospective Montessori parents. She did this so that she couldfind out a little bil about the
child before they start, like illnesses and that sort of thing. Rut it rxlso gives them a chance to
Jind out about Montessori, so they can't say laler that they are not aware. I think that may be
where some problems have arisen. I'm also doing a Monlessori handbook, which will have
all of this written down. Ann was hoping that getting this kind of work done in the first half
of the year before Kate left on maternity leave would help her to get things stabilised so lhat
when I am principal on my own, nzy time won 't be Montessori dominated (Ann 2:9).

- and worried also ahout tuhdinau meetings
Ann was beginning to realise too, that another area of concern was that Kate has
always been able to go to whznau meetings, because she speaks Miiori, and I don't. So I'm
nol quite sure what will happevl there. There is no point in me going because they .yspeakMZori
all the iirne basically, LsoI wouldn '2 Icnow what ihey were talking about. Kale and 1have to sil
down and lalk about that. Ann was feeling weary. She said that she had got to the stage of
even thinking about leaving teaching. I said to my husband 'I'm actually very tired of having
everydhing on my shoulders ' (2:1 4). She added that when ICate was on maternity leave, at least
she'll only be aphovle call away. It would be good lo just have an ear - not to sort of expect
her to come in - but just to talk to (2:14). Ann did not raise any of these issues with Kate
however, and she did not seem t o be aware that she was not talking to Kate as much as Kate
warlied hcr to do. l'herc sccined ia be a iornmunicztiiin stalciiislte bcliiiccn the Iwc; womei-i.
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What happeers when once leaves?
Term 3,1995: Ann tries to 'lteep things stable9

When Kate went on leave at the end of Term 2,1995, Frances E~lwardswas appointed
acting deputy principal for the third term. Frances took on this responsibility expecting to get
some direction from Ann about her tasks, but she said there was nothing there to say what my
responsibilities were (Frances:2). To Frances, it seemed that Ann was actingprincipal, not
knowing what she was doing while I was deputyprincipal not knowing what I was expected
lo do. It was a very dgicult situation (Frances:2).
Indeed, Ann described it as finding herself in a sink or swim situation (3: 1). She said
that Kate had put it very well at the beginning when she warned me that at times you'llfind
it like a runaway roller coaster. And that's exactly how I digfind it in the beginning. Almosl,
I almost couldn't cope (Ann 3: 1).
Coping with lMvntessori staff changes

At the end of August, Deborah Cadwright, the other Montessori teacher, left. The
Ministry had continued to refuse to recognise her qualifications and she was losing $15,000.00
a year on what she could earn in her own country. Ann was particularly worried about the
consequences of Deborah's departure. She said, The main aimfor the third term was to keep,
try and keep it stable andjust keep it running in terms of the classes (3:2). She was worried
that if the Montessori parents became concerned about who was teaching their children, then
they might take their children away. I thought we're going to have topluy this very carefully
this term -you know, being a small school we can't afJbrd to have parents sort ofwalking out
en masse and it only takes one or two and they can go. So I didn't want to take too many
principal release day,s, or put anybody non-Montessori in my class because I thought, you
know, parents are a little bit like lhat ( 3 9 ) . She seemed a little surprised that Frances Edwards
had also had complaints from the original strand parents that she was out of the classroom so
much. She kepl telling me to keep reassure her parents il.i he newsletters. Ann wondered
whether these complaints were new and thought that she needed to ask Kate about whether she
had experienced them.
Tryling do balance teaching and administradon demands
Because of the Montessori staffing situation, Ann said that while she was acting
principal, she only took three or four principal release days, when I've been able to use a
relieving Montessori assistant. She quickly found that it was difficult to keep up with the
demands of teaching while also trying to cope with the oflee work - if has been heavy (Ann,
Kate & Ann 1:4). She reiteratcd that some of the parents thought that being a teaching
principal is a problem. They would ralher I was there all the lime - in the classroom, I mean
(Ann 3 3 ) . In this situation, shc said that I was really glad to re-read the principal's job
descripfion, where it said that the teaching came first. And I thought yes, I must put lhis into
perspective. I think that without realising it hadgot the other way round.
Kate later sympalhised with Ann here, saying that the demands arejusl on you all the
time. I hadfilt thal lowards the end qflast year ... and at the end ofthe first term this year,
I was beginning to feel it again too (Kate, IC&A 1:4). Ann said, I hated it. I f I f i e l my
classroom 's slipping away, yes, I hate it. You've got to put everything else aside and come
hack in lo your clu,ssroom (Ann, K&A 1 :5). Kate agreed, saying, ?hat S where you're gettlng
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your$edback, @om the children, and also, when everything S working well you've got heaps
ofenerbyJt)r anything else.
Ann found though, that she did not cnjoy spending tirnc in the office. There was one
Friday when I wa,c loclced in there until 4. OOpm, and I hadn 't even got out and seen anybody.
I went over to the claLssroomand realised that,for a whole day things hadgone on that Ihadn 't
been part of and I thought, I don't like this (Ann, 1<&A1:6). She said that on her iirst day in
the office she had a long list ofthings she was going to do, but by the second Friday I realised
thal you just don '1 do any ofit ... people know that thal is your duy in the ofice and then they
show up on the Friday to see you - and so it's a very wasteful day in some ways (Ann,
K&A1:6). Unlike Ann, Kate enjoyed the 'people9work that was part of the principals' role,
and before she wcnt on leave she had spent her release time tallting with the secretary, the
caretaker, observing in Mere's class (as part of her required supervision), rather than trying to
do admin stufl that you have to do for the Ministry that can require a lot of concentration
(Kate, K&A1:6). Kate had got into the habit of sometimes coming in to school on a Saturday
at about 2.00pm and working through until 5.00pm to catch on that kind of work.
Ann was either not aware of that, or had forgotten that was what Kate did. She said shc
had not realised that there was so much Ministry mail to be read and processed and she found
that she had to tale it home to read it. I couldn 't sit in the olice and lake it all in, she said. As
the term went on, she became stressed by the pressure of tasks that mounted up. I became
terrified that I was going to misplace something, or forgel to do something. There was one
point when people would tell me things and I would have absolutely no recollection of it. So
I bought a bigfolder andput 'Ann aclion now ' on it in red and sat it in the staffroom and said
to the stag 'If there S anything that I have to do, put it in there so I'm not going to lose it
amongst paper. ' But even though I thought I was being organised, I stillJourzd I was losing
things (Ann, K&A 1:8).
Kate eases back in

At the beginning of the third term of 1995 when she went on maternity leave, Kate
stayed away from the school. Although she made herself available for relieving, Ann said that
they tried not to use her, to give her a break after her baby was born. But then we gol
desperate in the immersion class and she came in for a while. And in the last month ofthe
year, she was ob~iou~slyfieling
better and starting to feel like getting involved again. Her
main 'coming back' was for our teacher only day on 12"' November, which was strategic
planningfor next year. She joined us for that day (Ann 3:3).After that, Kate attended each of
the staff meetings and she joined Ann for two of her principal release days, which they used
for planning. Kate enjoyed being able to work on things like developing a peer appraisal
system during this time.
Then, two weelts before the end of term, Mere, who had become pregnant and had been
going to take maternity leave in 1996, decided to resign. (Thc issues related to this decision
are described in the next section.) Kate felt very disappointed that with the loss of both
Deborah and Mere, Telford would bc facing beginning 1996 with either relievers in a
Montessori and the immersion class, and if not relievers, there S a big chance that we will
have beginning teachers, because there are sofew trained teachers out there in either qfthese
two areas. hTowe are likely to have two people that will, once again, need a lot of input.from
us. She sigl~ed,adding wistf~illy,It would just he nice to know that eventually that we will be
able to have an equalify of level ~fdi~scussion
about curriculum development, Imean equality
in terms qf experience. It's been a bit ofstruggle really in that respect because we have had
with i;ur sys/cnz
reachers who huve been eiiher begiviviii.ig leuhers, or iwchers noi~f~mlli'ar
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in this country (Kate, IC&A1: 12). Kate's own teaching load had increased dramatically during
the Grst half of 1995. She had been teaching 16 Std2 - F1 children in 1994 and she described
that class as heaven. At the beginning of 1995, however, the roll rose to 23, with a group of
older children coming into her class from the imlnersion strand and, by the time she went on
leave in the third term, there were 29 children. The newcomers were mainly Miiori children
comingjiom (another school in a neighhouring suburb), whose parents were making a choice
f i r Tel'ord There was ulso quite a large group o f 'needy 'children, who were not reading well
- so it is quite demanding really ... with the administration and management and making
decisions on top (Kate, K&A 1:4,5).
Kecsgnising that collaborative management is not an approach wanted by all

Although both Kate and Ann had hoped that all the other teachers would willinglyjoin
with the co-principals in sharing the decision making in the school, this had not eventuated
with all the teachers. Towards the end of the year, Ann said that it had surprised her to hear
one of the part-time leachers saying /ha/ it would be good to go to another school and have
a boss at the top where she could go and say something and he'd just say, u'o his, or do thaf
(Ann, K&Al:lO). She was surprised that not all women teachers necessarily liked a
collaborative approach, you know, a circular kind of thing where everyone has some input.
Kate thought that although this might be so, the teacher's comment also reflected the high
workloads of all teachers in smaller schools that had teaching principals. As well as carrying
extra responsibilities, the stufiave to have more initiative and he more self-directing, though
with the kind ofpeer appraisal system we are setting up, that does not mean there is no-one
watching you. Rather, ihe contribution you have to make in all areas of the school is quite a
big one (Kate,K&A 1:11). Ann agreed, saying, And because there 's onlyJive of us, ifone stag
member is not pulling their weight, then it puts pressure on to four others. Both the coprincipals were beginning to accept that some saw aproblem with a co-operative style o j
management in that it does demand more frompeople (Kate, K&A 1 :I 1). Like Ann, though,
Kate was somewhat surprised to find that although she had made assumptions at the beginning
that all the stqj,Twozlldreally jump at it, that's not actually what's happened (Kate, K&M 1 :15).
In terms of their own shared leadership, at the end of 1995 Kate and Ann were aiming
to sit down and work out whether we can actually split some of the responsibilities and still
keep an awareness of what the other person is doing (Kate, K&Al:8). They thought that it
would be sensible for Ann to take responsibility for all of the Montessori tasks and for Kate
to work with the whiinau. As explained at the beginning of this narrative, trying to build
alliances across the three strands was an important aim for this co-principalship, however. 'The
next section focusses on the work that was done towards this aim.

Can an alliance be forged across differences?
At the end of 1994, after she had worlced for two terms as acting principal, Kate had
felt strongly that The board needed lo set a direction,for the school, because really there were
three things going on hut no one kind of lalking openly ahout what their aspiration,sfor the
school were. No shared vision (Kate, K&A 1:23). Although Kate's pregnancy and nlaternity
leave interrupted hcr's and Ann's work together, during 1995 the new board, under thc
leadership of Phillipa Beecham, had taken responsibility for revising the school charter as part
of the work of developing with each strand an agreed shared vision for the whole school.
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Towards developing s shared vision through revising the school charter

Phillipa said later that Kate pushed andpushed.for revising the charter (Phillipa: 17).
'Thc existing Telford charter had been written in 1989 and in ICate's view it was fairly
mcaninglcss in relation to the currcnt situation at the school as it didn't have any mention of
the immersion class or the Montessori class. Kate recognised that in many schools the
importance given to the charter had diminished. Shc said that For many schools the National
Administration Guidelines have sort qf taken the supreme role now, and people say /his is
what school,^ are aboul. For most schools probably thatrs,finebecause of the homogenous
groups of people who are in them. (Kate, IC&Al:22). She was concerned though that at
Telford, no processes and ground rules for working together were ever ,spelled out. Theyjust
sort ofgot pushed together and there were times when people on the hoard seemed to think
they had to represent lheir own particularjuction, rather than understanding the role qf the
hoard as one governing body (Kate 2:2). Kate felt that it was only because the groups of
parents were quite keen to ensure that there was equity between the three strands and were
quile committed to making it work, that the school survived all the hiccups (2:2). She thought
because of the continuing divisions between the three strands, an agreed charter was an
essential founding document for Telford School.
Although Kate kept encouraging Phillipa to take responsibility for developing a new
charter, the board chairperson was initially slightly reluctant to get involved. Kate said later,
I don't think Phillipa understood how imporlant having an agreed charler was until she
started talking to a jriend ofhers who's on a board oftrustees too. Phillipa talked about the
sorts of things that we discussed at our hoard meetings and this other woman said, 'What?
You mean you talk about everything like that? You know, our meetings are over by 9.OOpm. '
But they don't have people pulling in other directions ... like we have a large number ofpeople
coming ,porn outside o j the local area with particular reasons for being here. It had to be
important that they accepted what the school is about (Kate, K&A 1:24).
Eventually Phillipa agreed. She said later, Kate was absolutely right. One of lhe things
that 1value about her so much is that she has such a clear idea ofnot only the vision for the
school, bul ofhow that vision has to be worked oul andpractised She was really clear that
the school charter is absolutely essential as a corner stone of a vision ,for a school.
Particularly I think, i f you have got a community that's likely to have some areas of
disagreement as indeed we have (Phillipa: 1'7). Phillipa said that these were a consequence of
the way that the thrce strand character of the school had come about as a pragmatic
arrangement, rather than because of any educational rationale. The Montessori parents, ,for
example, were choosing to send their children here not because we are a three strandschool,
but because they are choosing Montessori, which happens to be located at Telford. But they
,just can't come here and ignore the rest ofus. That is not the buLsiLs
for the school. That 's why
re-writing the charter was so valuable. We had big debates about are wejust three cells here,
sharing the same site? There were enough of us there that were not happy wilh staying as
three separale 'cells, ' so we battered oul something lhat says we are more than thal
(PhilIipa:25).
ICate described the process that Phillipa Iacilitatcd. Every parent was asked to-fill in
a queslionnaire about why they sent their children to Telfbrd School and then the strands met
statements. l h e n all that injbrmation went hack to Phillipa and
to discuss their own miksLsion
she wrote a drqfi ofthe charler. That went out to parents io comment on and then it went to
this.full parenl meeting qf all three groups. People read it through and [heypulled certain
words out of each oJ the categories and some of those were discussed ].felt in that meeting
lhaz il was very cieur ihal some people were unhappy uboui ihc way in whict~ihe iFreuiy,ilie
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expectations qfthe l'reaty of Waitangi, were in there, hut everybody basically ugreed in the
end, that ihis was the direction that he school should go (Kate, K&A 1:23).
The Telford School Charter

The following extracts from the completed revised charter indicate the importance
given by the board and parents to the aim of building a strong core of values with which each
of thc strands could agree.
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8996: valuing, or tolerating diversity?

Kate said later that she felt pleased about how the new board had really got to grips
with their responsibilities. She admired the way Phillipa Bcecham had personally facilitated
the process and worked really hard on producing the revised charter. Kate said, For me this
was now kind ofour bible. Everything that we do relates back to this and what we do can be
justij?ed, hopefully (Kate, IC&Al:$). Ann thought that the process of developing the charter
had also pulled the Montessoriparents on board and some of them have realised lhatparents
in other strands have got similar issues (Ann, K&A 2:16).
Phillipa countered the view that there was general agreement however. To be,fair I
think lhere are some ( f o u rparents who feel really happy with lhe charter and our direction,
who really value the diversity that the school offers and there are others lhat simply tolerate
it because they can get the style ofeducation thal they want for their children. S'o we are no1
talking about completely homogeneous groups of agreement here (25). During 1996, there
certainly was some talking past each other between each strand, as well as differences of
opinion within the strands, about a shared vision and/or the benefits of being in a three
stranded school
The Mntessori strand

In Ann's opinion, the original group of Montessori parents definitely wanted it to be
one school and that was how they saw il. They tried really really hard to mix in wilh other
parents and be involved in mixedfundraising. Unfortunately, just lhrough their work, lhey all
moved on and then there was a second wave that came in with disferent agendas (Ann,
K&A1:24). Despite her feeling that the charter exercise had developed some better
understandings among the current group of Montessori parents, she thought that they remained
more focused on building up their own strand than on making linlts with either the original
strand parcnts or the whiinau.
One of the current Montessori board members pointed out though, that there was a
range of opinions among the Montessori parents about the value to them of being involved
with the other two strands in the school. Felicity Jones said that when the board had met on
a Saturday morning at the end of 1995 to have what she called a strate~ymeeting to lalk aboul
the whole general piclure ~fwhere we thozght we were going, it became apparent ha/ wc.
were different schools operating on the same site ... andsome of us have diferenl objectives
that are at odds with /he objectives of the other 'Lschools' (14). It was I7clicity's understanding
that the immersion class basically wanted to be independent, to huve nothing to do with
anyone else. 7'hey want their own school and that's what they are growing towards. 7'he only
reason we can work with that is that they are not growing that.fust(14).Felicity thought that
this was~fine.Shc said, To some extent the Montessori lot are like hat too, but I thinlc we can
see be:zeJ&sin the olher slrands.
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Pcrsonally, 1:elicity and her partncr did not want their child to just mix with our own
type ofpeople. She said they thought it was a real bengfil to have the immersion class on the
site ... Allhough my child is in a strand less yfected by lhe Miiori language, even he will
correct me on he pronunciation of various Miiori words ... He is getting more sort of firmiliar
with the culture than we are. We would like him to be more comforlable lhan wr arc with
Miioriprotocol and diflerences (Felicity: 19). The benefit to the Montessori strand of being on
a site where state schooling was provided was not as inllnediately obvious to Felicity. She
pointed out that parents had choscn Montessori education for their children for different
reasons. It is my perception though, she said, that many parents send their children to
Montessori because they see it as a tvay ofpushing thcir child. However, I like Monte,ssori
because of its philosophy that you provide children with opportunities to learn, and then step
hack (Felicity: 13). In her view, statc education was authoritarian, with teachers telling children
what to do and my child does nol respond well to that.
The original s t a n d

From her perspective in the original 'state' strand, Phillipa saw the Montessori strand
as a well resourced, articulate, energetic strand ojparents ... who value dgferent things.from
what I do (22). She laughed as she aclcnowledged that she was what she called an inverse
snob. I have tofight my prejudices againstpeople who go toprivate schools (26). As the board
chairperson, Phillipa resisted attempts by some within the Montessori strand to give extra
resources to their classrooms. Like Felicity though, Phillipa also valued the opportunity for her
children to attending a school where there was an immersion Maori class. I value diversity. I
want my children lo be brought into conlact with people whose lives are differentjrom theirs.
My children are going to learn more ahout themselves as a consequence and how to be in l f e
(22). However, Phillipa felt that in the Montessori strand there was a group qfparents who are
quite inward looking really and they support Montessori because they say it is very child
focused. It is, hut they are also very structured and the children choose what they want to do
from quite a proscribed range of activities (Phillipa:23).
Although there were these disagreements over the 'best way' for children to be
educated, lilte the Montessori parents, the original strand parents seemed relatively happy with
the charter and their position within the school. The principal release teacher, Abbie Smith,
commented however, that finding a common core for the three strands to come together on
some activities would amount to worlting within the original strand structures with some te reo
added (6). Phillipa supported the immersion class though. She had a long standing interest in
things MCori as she put it, through her professional background when she had been exposed
to bicultural debates. But she also agreed with Kate's opinion that the Maori children in the
rest of the school needed more assistance than many of the whiinau seemed prepared to accept.
This issue is described later.

The ilaarne~sio~
slr~rzd
Although both the Montessori and original strands valued the presencc of the
immersion class, and although Marg and Rawinia said that they saw themselves pcrsonally as
part of the school, Marg said that /he whZnau don '1 see any value in the other ,strands.for the
immersion class (Marg, M&R:9). Some of the whiinau parents had not Sound the policy and
charter writing exercises a totally positive expcricnce. Marg remembered that when tlic
whiitrau group wrote their policy statemcnt for the immersion class, it wus very direct in
sciyl';zi;,y3.u.k;m'v'i,iiZir ~trarvidshould ecme firs!. The board lhoughl i1 was
good, !IU? the!?
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they wanted to know what we thought of the rest ofthe school, what we thought the rest o f the
school could qfer the whanau and whether we see any value in being within this school.
Rawinia said, They wanted to know whether we see ourselves as separate. It seems really
funny thal (Rawinia, M&R:9). Marg said that when she was aslted this question by a board
member, I didn't know where she was coming .from and 1 said 'I really don 't know - we
haven't thought aboul it. ' A n d when I brought il up at lhe whinau meeting lheyjust sul there
and looked at me and some said 'Oh my god what do they want? Do they want to give us
money? Do they want us do give them money.? Rawinia interjected, If they want the meat (fl
he bones, then show us the bones, you know, and then we cun get on wilh it. We haven '1 go2
time lo run around trying to decipher whal they really want. Marg asked, How much do they
expect from us.? I don't know (M&R: 10).
The question about the whgnau secing themselves as separate could havc emerged out
of the development of a marae in the school. As part of creating their tcaching environment,
the Itaialco, Mere ICatene, had worked with the kaiiirahi reo and the immersion children, to
transform their classroom into a marae. This was a very special place for the immersion class.
Mere pointed out that The children helped us lay down the tikanga ojthe room - went through
the whole process. By the time w e were j(ini,shed they were the only ones who knew the true
meaning of lhe marae (Mere:8). Some in the school did not fully understand the significance
of this however, and saw the setting up of the marae as separating the immersion class from
the rest of the school. Mere did not speak of the marae as excluding others though, but
described the Montessori approach as one that was highly individual and they separated
themselves from us in that way, because oftheir way of learning ... lhe children weren't
grouped like lhey were with us and the mainslream (Mere:l2). Mere felt that it was a
consequence of this emphasis on a highly individualised approach, that some ofthe Montessori
children did not give Ann the respect due to her as an elder and she commented that her
children noticed this in relation to what she was saying to them - I was teaching my kids
respect to elders, end of story whether you like it or not (Mere: 13).
Mere found that for her, some other conflicts arose out of the differences between the
aims and teaching philosophies across the strands. For example, she felt somewhat
compromised by having to speak English with other adults or children, such as when doing
ltapa halta with the whole school. She said, I found that really hard, because I spoke Miiori
with my kids, but I had to swap in front of them~forother adults and they were sitting there
going, "Oh but you said you had to tallc Miiori to us all the time" (1). Mere did prioritise
talking and teaching te reo with her children, because she saw this as what she had been
employed to do. She said that she and the kaiiirahi reo had a job to do and that was to teach
Maori to the immersion class children (Mere:l 1).
Rawinia9scomments reinforced this view when she said, We want our kids to learn
Miori. We like to share our Icnowledge but, you know, all our energies need to go into getting
this up and running and we can't do that ijwe have to keep giving out all the time. They (the
board) seem to want so muchfrom a small group ($people. She gave an exaniple of wl~atshe
called a classic kind of request from the board. When Marg presented the immersion class
policy, a board member wanted the whiinau to give a definition oftc tino rangatiratanga. At
the time Rawinia had said, No. They have to find that out fir themselves, because there's a
depth to that that we can '1 give them in a definition on apiece ofpaper. Marg agreed and said,
[ f they want to support whad we are doing in the immersion class, they shozild already know
these terms. Iiawitiia added, And,funding is set aside for that, ,sojust go and do il! (Rawinia,
M&R: 10).
As one ofthe whanau representatives on the board of trustees, Marg found her position
. irli
diffjcuii. She saiu,
I ne wiziFnau iiselfhusn '(jcllediogeiher luiely, xu when Kiiie asks me lhkgx
t
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like, 'Now would the whznau see this, ' 1 have to be honest and say I don't know. I don't like
to speak,for other people, I don't know whal they think - I can only speak.for myself (Marg,
M&R:2). Because oS this, Rawinia had written to the board about appropriate consultation
procedures with the whZnau. She said, The board has /o learn that consultalion is not, like,
one hour - it S not like, now - y e s or no. Il takes lime and they need to learn that. Rawinia
added, Iget veryfrightened~forour reps on lhe board, because they are there representing our
whiinau and I don't want them being jumped on hy the hoard and then being,jumped on by lhe
whiinau tohen they have been pressured to ,speak and give an answer for the whole whiinau
(Rawinia, M&R:4). Later, Rawinia coinmcnted that there was a lot of ialkingpast each other
happening (Rawinia 2 2 ) ..
What is the ro%eof the eo-principals in negotiating these differences?

Marg and Rawinia had different opinions of Ann's and Kate's roles in relation to their
issues. Rawinia thought that Ann was sympathetic to the wh2nau9sstruggles and saw some
similaritics between her own strand's negotiating of different purposes within a state school
site and the whanau's wishes to have ownership over their class. She said that Ann clarified
things for her sometimes. Mere also commented later that she saw Ann and herself
experiencing some similar difficulties negotiating the demands of their parents. She said, Ann
was a lovely lady personally. She had a big heart. ,She was there to teach lhe kids and she was
a kind lady ... but like us in the immersion class, it got stressjul, because Ann wasn't always
able to initiate what she wanted to do because it was always the parents -parent orientated
and parent driven. Very very demanding - like Ann was asked, nol asked but told, by her
parents that they wanted this and this, you know ... and she had to accommodate it. I
sympathised with her huving to cope with that - I was going through the same sorl ofthing
(Mere: 12).
Marg found Kate better to talk to than Ann though. Marg saw the complexity of Kate's
work, as she worked with the immersion strand while also carrying responsibility for the
original strand and the whole school. She said, I see she does have diJ/iculties to overcome and
they're not easy, so I ,sy.mpathise with her in whai she tries to do jbr the class. Rawinia felt
though that in doing things,for the benefit ofthe whole school, sometimes our unit misses out.
Marg pointed out though that there were some people who don't see the dfjculties and stand
back and kind ofjudge at a distance. They don't know the whole story, the liltle minor details
of things that you've got to do. There are stages or procedures to go through in order to get
whal you want. Youjust can't click your3ngers and away you go. But, said Rawinia, while
that process is going on lhere's still a lack with our children. My main jocus is with my child
and if she's got to lose something because the rest ($school ',\. going to bengfit, it doesn't sit
right - yeah it doesn'~sit right with me (M&R: 1 I). Marg and Rawinia wondered whether there
was a need for someone in the co-principalship who did not wear two hats and could therefore
fight more for their children and their issues. Mere later made a similar commcnt. She said,
As 1 look al it now, fbr a co-principalshb to go really well, all the slrand&shave to he quile
sirong in iheir arenas o j educuiion arzd have had enough experience lo cope wilh what is
going on ( 1 7).
Speaking from the Montessori perspective, Fclicity was personally really ill favour of
the co-principal model. There is a lot of work for a teaching principal to do and it is better
that that be shared But perhaps even more important is thal there is a ,fundamental
philosophy in our school is this idea of diversily and having /wo principals encourages this
idea qfdifferentperspeclives working logether (1 8). However, Felicity also said that hcr group
k
prlviiiely, i51itil in
of parenis had no ia'eu cyf c o u r ~ euboui how Kuie ~ l n dAvin w o ~ icigeihe~
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public, Kale is always the spokesperson. Ann very rarely spealc,~,even at board meetings, so
il is perceived that she is not sort ofpushing the Montes~oriper~spective
... This is a concern
,for the Montessori strand, because we feel that Kate doesn '1 understcmd us ... Kale is quite a
jbrcefulperson -,fairly assertive. This is good, but we open wish that Ann was more as.sertive
too (Felicity: 17).
From her perspective within the original strand and as board chairperson, Phillipa was
becoming increasingly concerned, however, about what she saw as an unfair load being carried
by ICatc. This was in terms of administration and staff management, but particularly in relation
to the difficult work of balancing the three strands in the school. Phillipa thought that most of
this work was falling on Kate's shoulders.

Id iSferent agendasfor shared decision making and likanga M ~ o n in
' the school*
From ICate's point of' view, negotiating differences between the strands coalesced for
a time around her relationship with Mere. Kate said that in 1994, when she first came to
Telford, she and Mere had a very good working relationship ( 3 :14). It was her view though
that, polilically Mere slurled to change I think, and became a lot more separafist in what she
lhinks is important in the ways ihat her class should be in relation lo the rest of the school
(Kate 3:14). Kate acknowledged that when she first arrived at Telford, she and Mere had
discussed Mere's job description, and they lallced about what sorts ofthings we could include
in the school wide area, the school management area. Mere said that she should not have to
do any of those sorts qj'lhings. She said that I was the principal (Kate 3 : 17). While at the
beginning this was not a problem, Kate felt that from the introduction of the co-principalship
in 1995, Mere's resistance to the aim to involve all the staff in school wide decision malting
and planning and activities was posing a dilemma for the approach she and Ann were
promoting. Kate said, I talked to Ann about it, so she's really aware, but she is quite nervous
ofthe whole thing (Kate 3 :14). Kate found herself grappling with this issue largely on her own.
For example, when Mere told all the staff at the beginning of 1995 that she did not think it was
appropriate for her to be part of school wide things like assemblies and the sports, Kate
responded, 'Well, we won't discuss that here, because that's not actually going to he your
then thal's
decision. r t h e parents would like their children to be taken out of all those ~hinb.~;
what we'll do ' (Kate 3: 14). Kate thought that Mere was becoming politically committed to
establishing the immersion class as a separate entity on the Telford School site, more like a
'school within a school' than part of a three stranded school community. She decided to raise
this with the whgnau, but, she said, as it turned out, she did not have to, because at the next
whiinau meeting il came up - under the heading ofthe kind qf directions for the clws. The
whiinau made it absolutely clear then that they do not want two separate entilies in the school.
They really want to be very muchpart of the school (Kate 3: 14). Rawinia said that the whiinau
felt that Mere was wanting to take them uwayfrom the school, like to set up a lcura kaupapa
and this was hard because we did not want that.
Indeed, some of thc whiinau parents were asking Mere to cnsure that their children
aclnieved equally in te reo and English, tiltanga Maori and thc mainstream curriculum, and they
wanted Mere to teach exactly the same curriculum to their children as was being covered ill
thc original strand. When she reflected later on what was happening here, Mere said, Really
some ofthe educatedparent,~were loolcing at it in what I would cull a Pakeha way. They did
not have afull understanding ($what we were doing ... Like they would come in and we would
be having karakia or mihimihi and they would say, "Why does it take so long lo do /hat? In
the mainstream it only takes ten minutes. I'm having to exj7lain myselfand to sticlc upf i r ihe
wds a TCdil ,Tipainfir fl;ie, beciriise fhese pa;~eiil,;.didfl'/bclicve /heir /<idrwere
kidy.
"
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achieving ... And they wouldn't accept Maori on the children's report, hut it was easier for me
to stay in one language. If they needed to talk to me they could come and see me, but some
.said 'My child does immersion, not me. ' That really killed mji heart - it was a big kniJe in my
heart afier a while. I would be teaching their kids all about whclnau and how we need to have
all the Mclori values and it wasn't happening infront ofthem at home - only at school, nine
lill three ... Theparents who hadn't hadeducation themselves werefine. All they were worried
ahout was that their child was happy and loved to go lo school. They couldn't believe it that
their kids loved to get up in the morning and go to school as it was a change.jrorn the older
children kids lhey had, who by seven didn't wan1 lo go to school. It was more the ones lhat had
gone back to school that said, " You 're not up with the mainstream". Bul Iwas concentrating
on te reo - I had no inclination lo go into the mainstream. I/ got really stresLsful@er a while
though. WhZnau hui were really horrible,fi~rme because it was always "Why haven't you
done this? Where's lhis.? " A n d I ~hought,I've explained to you what we are doing, where we
are going, and it tvasn 't good enough - that S how Ifelt, it wasn't good enough.for a lot of
them (Mere:7). She was aware that not all of the whiinau felt like this. Marg and Rawinia said
that they were really pleased with what was happening in the immersion class. They
appreciated that Mere used a lo1 ofher own waiata and stufffrom her iwi and her partner was
very strong with the boys - the level ofknowledge and tikanga and reo was very strong (Marg,
M&R: 8).
Mere remembered though that she had felt under pressure to achicve 'on all fronts9as
it were and as past of keeping her focus on her aims for her class, she stopped going to the staff
room for morning tea. She said later that she and her partner, the kaigralli reo, sort of lost
contact with what was happening in the rest ofthe school in a way, not by choice, bul because
we didn't want to get involved in the politics and in the running of it all. I didn't think I was
capable enough to go into those other management ,sides ofthe school because I wus onlji
getting certzjicated as a teacher. I was getting caught in the middle of all the polilics ~hough,
like with the Montessori parents being very business orientated and knowing how to do lhat
managemenl sort of stujJ and our parents saying, "Well why can ' I we get those resources and
things?" Well I looked at it that i f the Montessoriparents had oflered the school a whole new
building,for example, I thought well they have the money and can afford it, so that's good let
them do it. But some o f m y parenls worried about the political side of things, sorl ofasking,
what are they aper? I was more worried about the kids I had and what I had to do as a
teacher to julJill my curriculum stuf (Mere: 14).
The other teachers saw Mere as withdrawing from them and thcir work in the school,
however, and Kate felt that although she did attend staff meetings, Mere was pasticipating only
on her own terms, with no input into discussions on the vision of the school whatever. This
was hugely disappointing for Kate and in her view, it had a kind of demoralising eflect on
everyone else (Kate 3 :14). With the windows of the immersion classroom blacked out, (when
the immersion class had been transformed into a marae, ltowhaiwhai patterns had been created
on black paper that was pasted over the windows), some of the other teachers felt that some
separatism was being instilled also in the children. One teacher commei~tedthat the windows
are flow black, you know.
There seemed then, to be some 'classic' talking past each other occurring at several
lcvels bctwecn difrcrent groups 01people during 1995. While Merc was being seen by Kate
and some other teachcrs and Piikcl~iiparents in the school as becoining political and separatist,
Mere saw herself asjust keeping on doing what I was employed to do - teach Miiori (Mere: 12).
?'hen, in the middle of 1995 an issuc blew up around the taking of ltapa halta for thc
whole school. Kate explained that Fifryper cent ofmy class is Miiori, and some ofthem have
been in lhe inzmerxion unit ~ ~ ~ c l i h ecome
~ ' t . ec / ~beLau,re
i
qf ihelr age, I ; C C G ~ S C/ha/ ckz,~,c
c11.21'i
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goes up to standard three. Mere and the IcaiGrahi reo refused to take kapa hapa with all the
senior school though and that became a source of conflict between us (Kate 3:4).ICate felt that
she had to discuss the issue with the whole board so that she could gage what their position
was (Kate 3:15). She wrote in the principal's rcport to the board that thcrc were a large number
of Maori children in the school who were not getting ally language maintenance or cultural
maintenance, and that the board needed to address this issue. At their meeting, the board then
asked why people in the school already couldn't do it, and I said thal they felt thai their
energies should only go into the immersion class and not to anyone else. The hoard said ihat
there's no money to employ anyone else, so they are going to have to do it, and that it was my
job as manager to make that clear (Kate 3: 15).
Kate thcrcforc wrote a letter that formalised a request to the kaialto and kaiarahi reo to
talte ltapa haka an hour a week with the senior class. She said, We had actuallji had a number
o j discussions about it, but when the letter came they took a great oflense with it and said
'Well, ifyou're going to make us do that we will resign.' Kate felt confident that the whanau
parents supported her stance however, and she told the two teachers, You work here and I
suppose this is where the bottom line is in terms of the shared vision. This is the kaupapa of
the school. This is what we are doing here. Basically the proposal we had accepted by the
board is what it's all about and you are part ofthat or you are noi. And i f it doesn't suit you,
you've got tofind ajob somewhere else. I didn't say that, but that was what was implied (Kate
3: 15). At the time Kate said she thought that Mere really understands where I'm coming~fiom
and respected her for her efforts to learn and speak Maori, but in Kate's view, Mere was
seeing her role as changing the parents' views, so that they become politically aware of the
political issues around separatism also (Kate3: 14).
The three of them agreed that once again, they needed to discuss the issue with the
whiinau, who were by this stage nervous about losing these two talented people (Marge &
Rawinia:4). At a meeting attended by Ann, Kate, the chairperson of the whanau, Marg, Mere
and the kaiiirahi reo, it was agreed that the two Maori staff would not resign and that Marg
would suggest at the next board meeting that the board employ someone extra to take
responsibility for cultural and language maintenance for the rest of the school. This was done.
Privately Kate thought however, that this undermined the authority ofthe principal, because
I shouldn '1 be told by a group ofparents that particular teachers shouldn't do this or that. I
felt that he two teachers should not be pulting all their energies into the immersion class hut
into the whole school. I don't mean by this that they should be teaching Piikehii children, as
the kaiiirahi reo is appoinled to work with MZori children. What I was askingfor wasfor them
to work with all the MUori children. The application,forfunding that Ipul in to the Minislry
in 1994, that had been developed with input from the whznau, outlined thal view and it was
on those grounds thal we got the funding (Kate 3: 16).
Negotiating struggles over resources
Both of the co-principals and board members found that issi-~esaround limited hnding
and difficulties in finding and keeping trained staff took up time and energy in ways that
produced anxiety and stress. Representatives from each strand spoke about the ltinds of
di fficultics they were encountering.

Marg: negotiating board and whclina~ld e m a ~ d s
Although Kate thought that the whiinau supported her stance about the ltaiako being
- .
;~lvoliiediii some teachiiig of lcapa haka to PJlac;ri children acrcss the school, the v h ~ ! efiinding
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area was a thorny oiic for them. Rawinia said, We wantedour ownjunding isolated so that we
could know what we were operating on, what our limits were. But the board accountant
alwuys said that hey can't do that. It's too dificult to do because they all join together
somehow. We don 't have enough knowledge abouf how the whole thing works (Rawinia,
M&R: 5).
Marg said that as a consequence of being on the board, she saw both sides qf the coin.
She said, I explained to the whdnau that the hoard had to workjbr the whole school, hut some
(Sthe whanau couldn't see the whole picture. These people felt that the Treaty of Waitangi
meant theat we, us the tangata whenua, should comefirst. They thought that the whkllnau was
more imporlant than the whole school. It was Marg's view that all of the whiinau nceded to
understand that the money that came illto the school was rigidly controlled and that even
though there may be $60,000.00 say, that 's not ours to spend, because we have to pay wages,
and like salary,for our kaiarahi reo, resources for the class, you know. And the money that
comes in is not jusijor the whiinau - it 'Lsforall the Miiori children in the school. But some qf
the whdnau get a bit of tunnel vision when they look at the Mdori class. They think the Treaty
says that this money ,should be directed into that classroom. But that's not how it is. There are
Mdori children in Kate's class whoseparents - I don't know whether they don't want them to
know about things Miiori or whether they are just not interested and they just send their
children off'to school - but those children are the ones you need to target (Marg, M&R:5).
Marg could understand the whiinau's concerns but she felt that the whole situation was more
complex than some whiinau members were willing to acknowledge. She said, It S st@ng
levels and lots of lhings. It's more than the school or the board can handle. You know, we are
bound hy so many things. It is very draining (Marg, M&R:'7). She pointed out thatfinding
fluent speakers in urban areas is very hard. You /mow, they conzepom rural areas to teacher,^ '
college or wananga but they always go back home to lhe rural areas (7). Rawiiiia saw that
Marg's situation was like being caught between a rock and a hardplace in this issue and in
others.
For the whiinau, these struggles had a long history. They and their children had not
been served well by mainstream education. Marg said, Those parents who leave, well you
know that they hove given up. I've thought of leaving and then I think, no, I was here at lhe
beginning and I can see that it's going to take time. These things won '1 happen overnight. And
even though you feel that.your child S a guinea pig, that she's the one in an experiment, she's
one stage better qfthan my mother was, you know, when they wouldn't let then?speak Maori
at all. Now she can talk to her nanny - she and her nanny just rattle on to each other. ItS
really exciting and my kuia tell me, 'Keep it up girl' (Marg, M&R:7). Rawinia agreed that it
was important to continue with the struggles. She said, I'm at the stage of having to learn
myseZL and it :s hardfor me to keep up with my daughter who S wuy up here. Ninelji percent
ofus in the whanau are like that, having lo deal withfinding out our own identity, plus,finding
out the rights that go with that identity, plus coping with all this stuff that's going on in the
school,.fighting thepolitical struggles andjinding out how things operate (Rawinia, M&R:7).

FeGctIy: ideiztii~and owners!z@ and h a 3 far skouM the rick subsidise Ik~lzepoor?
Issues of separate identity and ownership of an educational philosopl~ywerc also
interwoven with issues of funding and staffing within the Montessori strand. 1;elicity said that
she was not herselffanatical about the Montessori philosophy and there is a range c!f'opinions
within the group ahoul it, hut we do get liltle ' heart burnings ' ahout il every so ($en ... And
I think, ,porn listening lo the whdnau representatives talking at board meetings, the whlllnau
believe
own the Immersiiin sti"~nicJIn he sanzc wiiy the Pdontcss::ri parents own lhel'r
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strand ... The whiinau are only here really because they can not aflord to be on their own. I
don 't see them wanting to be part o f the whole school - [heywant their own school. And that S
,fine - to some extent the Montessori lot are like that too.
From hcr point of view as a Montessori board member and the board treasurer, Felicity
felt however, that a lot of the school'sprob1em.s come down to not having enough moneyJrom
the government - we, theparents, have to make up the diference. Iguess we expect more now
- like computers in the classrooms, a whole corner of lovely books ... and your expectations
difer according to what you have in your own home. I mean we have thousands ofdollars
worth of books in our home, we go to the library once or twice a week and we get books./br
our child every month from [he book club. We worry though, about the children who are
deprived because we have aparlicularly wide range in the school in terms of socio-economic
background ... We are a sort ofmicrocosm of'the New Zealand community. ZhereS an issue
here ihat is an issue in the society at large, in to what extent should the rich subsidise the poor
as it were - like to what extent should the Monte,ssori parents subsidise other parents who
don 'tput a lot of money in.? (Felicity:7-8). Felicity said that a difficult issue for her, apersonal
one that I have never quite resolved, is that it is expected that the Montessoriparents pay f i r
their own teacher aid ij'they want it but it is expected that ifthe imvnersion strand need it, the
school will pay for it (20). Although she acltnowledged that the school did have Maori
language factor funding that covered this, she saw the other two strands having an assumption
that the Montessori strand can pay jbr its own things - it annoys us (20). Further, it was
Felicity's view that the original strand would have died by now if it wasn 't,for us coming on
to the siie ... Now we have got all this new playground, new equipment, and we are,financial
again, but we are not sure that lhe original strand appreciates lhis. We have alwaysfilt that
lhe original strand begrudged us being here ... Wepay twice as Montessori parents - we pay
school,fees, bui we alsopay into the Montessori Trustfor our classroom equipment ... and the
Montessori parents have put in a lot of effort, in developing the playground and the library
for example (Felicity 15 - 16).
Philliga: negotiating resourci~gas a social justice and Treab issue
As an original strand parent and the board chairperson, Phillipa found herself also
negotiating tricky issues around funding and resourcing between the strands. She
acknowledged that the Montessori parents have ,found it very diJ$cult that the board has
refused, on a couple of occa,sions, to let them pay for additional things fbr their part of the
school. I have some sympathy with them because I can see that they are mystifiedby this. They
say, ' Bul we are prepared topay.for it. We are not asking the board to pay for it. 'And we say,
N o , sorry. You opted into a state system, so sorry guys, but you are basically running by the
rules of a stute system, not having the bengfits ofyour teachers paid by the state system and
being able to lop that up-foryour own strand, with extra teachers, extra trips and so on. ' It's
more a board issue than a principal issue. I'm not prepared to see one part of our school
become very clearly better resourced than another. I just think that for the long term jiilzlre
qfihe ihree strands, thoi is aan unheal~hymove (27).
Phillipa was a little uncomfortable however, about what she called copping out a hit
in the area of Miiori-Piilcehii politics. We don't challenge the whiinau about it in the same way
that we challenge the Montessoriparent,s. Yeah, they don 7, the whiinau don'l participate much
in the rest ($the school and one of the things that [find really hard ahou/ it, and it's prohably
just my lack of understanding is that they are very cavalier in their attilude to the other Maori
children in he school. I supported Kate that some portion of the language Junding be
aliocaied to he children who were noi in ihe irnrrzersloi.i ~liisn'and [he whalziiu 'v'icrc t ' c q
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opposed to 2hal ... I had diJJiculty with thefact that the whiinau seemed to not care about what
the agendu i,s.for those other children. I'm sure there are all sorts ofreasons.fi)r that and I'm
very willing to admit they are a very committed group ojparents, but they are perhaps even
more inwardly looking than the Montessoriparents really. A1 least the Montessoriparents sort
of acknowledge that there are issues there ahout their place in ihe school and their
relationship with the rest ofthe school. And 1 have to say, in their defince, /hat Montessori
parents are very good al doing things like being involved in fund raising and if there is a
school concert or whatever, they will turn up in big numbers, so they certainly do their share
,fbr the whole school. l'he whiinau don't - well, the only times hey willparticipate is if it'sput
to them as their deal and can he on their terms. Like sometimes it's a hangi and the immersion
strand will do it on their terms and the rest of us will contribute to it, but jf it's anything that
is being organised elsewhere there's very unlikely to be any input .from the whanau
(Phillipa:30). In Phillipa's view Mere had taken a lot ($the whiinau with her in her thinking
that ' tve are here to do our otvrz thing and tfyou don T support us; then you aren't szpporting
the lcaupapa ' . She was a great teacher and her kids' selfesteem was great, but in terms o f the
rest ofthe school, it was really quite difJicult (30).
In relation to the fundraising issue, Rawinia said later that past of the problem here was
that fundraising things like a wine and cheese evening at $2.5a ticket is nol something many
of the whznau could afford or would like to do. We would do a hangi. Many of us have
worked in that way on marae, and we knew how to get things duwn quickly. We'd open it up
to the school, but the other parents didn't have the contacts we hadjor, say a side ofpork, and
didn't know how to mass produce food quickly. It was easier and cheaper to do it ourselves
(Rawinia 22).
Phillipa had considerable sympathies for the whanau and she found herself caught
between these and her desire for what she called social justice jbr all the children in the
school. She said, Ican see that it must take, at all levels, in all ways, an enormous anzount of
energy and resourcesfor thosejamilies to set up and continue a very different systemfor their
children and wanting their kids to succeed in Pakeha ways as well. So ifthey need to conserve
their energy, be inward looking and Stuff the rest ofyou, ' that's more or less$ne. Well, not
completelyfins, hut as n PZlcehZ ;,and as a board, we have obligafion,c under the Treaty - so
I don't actually require too much backjrom them. Idon 'tjeelpersonally or as a hoard member
sort of shut out. I can live with that. She did worry though that she felt differently about the
Montessori parents and required that they get into line over this and that, and be part c.fthe
school and they look at the whznau and say, 'Well, it's not happening over there!' (38). She
said that her husband told her to Just ask them when the Treaty ofMontessori was signed! But
they don "I seem to understand that the Treaty gives us, both individually and as a board, a
different relationship with the immersion strand to what we have with them.
Phillipa was hopeful that a solution to these complexities could be reached at 'Telford
School. It could work, she said, ijeveryone hccd enough of a shared vision and values as well
as an individual vision (Phillipa:43).
Building collegiality into new staff appoinhrrrnts
Kate tried particularly hard to devclop this balance of iridividual and sharcd vision
within the staff relationships. Despite the difficulties that had been encountered during 1995,
she remained convinced about the value of opcning up the leadersl~ipand of working to
involve all the staff as f~lllyas possi blc to have goals collectively decided and collectively kind
of managed, with re,sponsibility shared. I've worked in a school where I haven't felt very
supporied and ilve shui rnyselj'in the c l u ~ ~ r o o~rl~r ~iihuughi
ld
never mind afiyfiiidji else, ycah -
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I'm here and I'm with my kids and I'm going to do ~ h i s lhis
, and this and that'sfine. But il's
lonely. Il 's so lonely. And Ijust don't think you can sustain this, particularly like here, where
we've got demanding children and demanding parents (Kate, K&A 1 :8). She said that a f er
the disagreemcnt with Mere over staff involvement in whole school decision making, she felt
it was important when new staff were being appointed to make it clear topeople that there are
these expectations,for shared responsibilities in the school (Kate, K&A1:8).
Mere and her partner resigned at the end of 1995, (Mcrc said that she had burnt out
from the struggles over aims and worlting with minimal resources). Although Katc drew on
her wide networlts to help in the search for teachcrs to replace these two talented pcoplc, it was
not until just before school started again in 1996, that a young teacher graduate was appointed.
Ruth Thomas was not fluent in te reo, so the whgnau did not want to appoint her for the whole
year. In the end they had to agree however, that it was unlikely that another fluent in te reo
would be found quicltly. An uneasy compromise was reached in their agreement to appoint
Ruth as a reliever for a year to allow the school to mount a search for a permanent teacher for
the immersion class. Meanwhile, the ltaigrahi reo position had also been advertised and this
position was filled by Janette Wright, a flucnt spealter of te reo, who began working with Ruth
at the beginning of the first term, 1996.
When Ruth was interviewed for the ltaiako position, the expectation that she would be
ly
involved in some school wide activities and shared decision making was explored f ~ ~ lwith
her. Ruth was happy for this to happen. The new kaiiirahi reo, Janette Wright was also
supportive of the idea that at times Ruth might work with the other strands in some whole
school activities.
At the beginning of 1996 a new teacher was also appointed in the Montessori strand.
The search for a fully trained Montessori teacher had been unsuccessful, but Narita, who was
a state trained teacher with past experience in three state schools, had begun studying for her
Montessori qualifications and was strongly committed to the Montessori philosophy. She was
also committed to collegiality between teachers and principals and was attracted to Telford
because she had heard that it had a co-principalship. She said, I was really excited that Ann
was representing Montessori in the leadership. I dhought this was a really good model
(Narita: 1).
Kate said that with these three new staff appointments, the previous tensions among
the teaching staff dissipated. Janette and Ruth both joined the other staff for morning tea and
Narita and Janette cominented that, There's always a bit of joking going on. Janette
appreciated that she was invited to staff meetings, but she said that she felt that Ruth is the
teacher and she should go. I've chosen nol lo at dhe moment. I've also got four kids and the
meetings are always ufter school (Janette:3). Botli Ruth and Narita also became involved in
taking up a curriculum responsibility across the whole school. Narita was keen to share her
skills in physical education. Shc said, I could see that the school needed something doing in
the PE area. I've been given the PE budget. PE and Health is my my area. Kate is supporting
me though - she has told me thad she'll come down with me to the PE shed and help do the
invenlory of the equipment, so Ijust have l o buy the malerial and organise /he PE shed (6).
Rut11 took responsibility for the curriculum arca of Miiori technology and she became involved
in school wide staff meetings and activities. Janette said however, that It was. hard jor Rulh,
because she got a bit of:flak,jromihe whanau because her language was not up lo scratch. I
tva,s ~here,fi)rher support though, and I made ,sure thai the children gave her respect a s the
teacher (Janette: 1). Janette had grown up within a family that spoke Maori at home while she
spolte English at school. She used English as her main laiiguage when shc went back to her
coinm~liiity,because, she said, Iknow others don 't lcnow A4Zori and Iu'on 'i like to show inyse(/
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up andput them down ... I can work with anyone though, tuakana, teina, it doesn 't worry me.
As long as I am treated wilh respect, I will give il too (Janette:2).
Building links b e k e e n the children
'The new staff believed that it was important to teach all the children in the school to
value the differences between them, while also finding a common ground of respect. Narita
said, I think the valuing qf dgferences has got to be worked on and the teachers can be the
modelfor that. Diffirences have to be celebrated. Icome from Singapore where there are,four
cultures. We grew up where we could all ,speak our language and all our nalional holidayys
were celebrated. V I had a Malay friend and they were celebrating a special day, they would
invite all their Chinese and Indian.friend,s to their house and we 'd do the same, so lhere w m
copz.stant cross-cultural grouping and you wanted to know about each other. Thal is what1
would like to see happen here. But there is some real arrogance coming from both h e
immersion and the Montessori strands, arrogance in the sense that some children are getting
the idea from their homes that they are more special than others. I just ,find that SO silly.
You i.e special, but so is someone else and let S do more than acknowledge each other - let's
learn from one another (8-9).
At the end of 1996, after a year of worlting in the school, Narita said, I like the various
cultures in the school. I like the idea of the three strands and watching it grow ... We 've done
a lot ofwhole school things like going swimming, like having our technology challenges, like
we did a Sun Smart thing - having a hat parade and we all had to make and wear sun hats.
The whole school has come together in things like singing, and the school sports day. We \e
had thejunior andsenior kapa haka, -which means that with the childrenfrom right across the
school working together according to their ages, so it S been cross grouping children. Il will
take time though. Like last week in the Montessori strand we celebrated international day and
the children came in whatever their backgrounds were or ifthey wanted to represent a certain
country that 's,fine.Some of the Miiori kids were going 'Oohyuck thal$lla 's. wearing a skirt! '
because someone had come in a kilt. But Ruth said to them, 'It :s no duerent to wearing a
puipui you know, ' and it suddenly hit them. We're only just beginning, bul I'm hopejul to see
it grow into something really strong (Narita:9).
Narita was puzzled by what she saw as separatist stances by some of the Montessori
and the whiinau parents. She said, How can they expect the cultures to grow together ifthey
don ? offer it? I know why you have to retain who you are. I do thal. I m bringing up my
daughter to be able to speak my language and I 'llpush it to the limit you know, but we still
have to live in a mulli-cultural environment and you have to be able to relate to and value
another one's culture you see. Though I think the Maori people are right in wanting to have
their language and their culture re-established. It 's vital to who they are (Narita:8,9).
'The teachers thought that a mame style stay over at school, held within a week of
teaching and learning activities focused on tiltanga Miiori, had supported this aim. Kate said
that it had raised the profile ojMZori language because all the kids had to learn a mihi. l'hey
had to undersdand thal the mihi was about connections and it 's about yourselfand ahout your
past and where you come.fiom and all that, and so all ofthe Pakeha kids had an opporlunity
to tullt aboul those things as well and value them. There is still u little bit ofnervousne.ss in
these sorts ofgatherings, like, you know, [Ican't u'o kupa haka' - or whispering 'I can't speak
Maori, ' hut when a kid gets up and does a mihi it raises the prcjfile jbr Maori kids (Kate,
IC&A2: 14). Ann said, I think it has pulled the school together. There were two ,speciul things
that were lo do with b o ~ hadults and children. 7'he morning ufter the marae stuy over, serving
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breal$ast, all lined up together, were parenls.from the original strand the Montessori strand
and the whlinau. And sitting at the tables were the children, all mixed up. (Ann, K&A2: 1I).
Janette was a little saddened however, by the response of some members ofthe wbal~au
to the wcck of focus on tikanga Maori. Ifell that they lhought thal those experiences like noho
marae, bone carving and kapa haka shouldn't have been taught to the other kids. Tho/ was
theirs and shouldn't have been given oul. I totally disagree with that (Janette:3). Janette did
not agree with the whiinau members who seem lo think they should be by lhemselves. Bollz
Ruth and myselfwould like lo go across to lhe other strands, but some members ofthe whlinau
just want to have their children taught in Mliori all the lime - any time spenl in other classes,
like technology, would be time wasted tvhen they should he learning le reo. That's what /hey
want their children to have (Janette: I). Kate acknowledged, however, the validity of thejears
of the whZnau lhat their own focus might become watered down in such interactive projecls.
That's,fuir enough, she said. They are a threatened group in many ways (Kate, K&A 2:13).
Janette agreed that the whiinau's focus on te reo in the immersion class was important. That S
their right she said, but I do think lhey should lel their children experience other things too,
now and then. They've got to l ~ a r to
n mix and to know other people's views ( 1 ) .
Kate and Ann thought that by the end of 1996, some of this was starting to happen.
Although the children had gone back to their own groups at the end of the week of tikanga
Maori, for example, both Kate and Ann thought that there was a little bit more interactioil
occurring between the children in the different strands. Kate said, The kids in the school are
becoming our best advertisement,for what we are trying to do here. People are hearing about
us and they are jinding it really inleresting. I think we need to promote that, andpromote the
school as being a very differentplace, one that is united by its common philosophy ofrespect,
respect for each other (Kate, K&A2: 13)..
Respect for other people was a value held strongly by both Ann and Kate. It was
perhaps Kate's respect for Ann's personal qualities and being as a person that took precedence
over her ability to challenge her when it became apparent that Ann was not contributing
sufficiently to the work of the co-principalship. The next and final part of this narrative
explains how this situation, which had become problematic early on in Telford's shared
Leadership, led to the demise of this co-principalship.

ReviewiPng the co-principalship
At the end of 1995, after her term as sole principal, Ann said that it had probably been
good for me to leap in and have to do everything (33). She thought that as a consequence,
providing we're both still doing it next year, then we '11 be able to divide it better than we
could in the first half of this year (3:2). Her proviso suggests that she was not surc then
whether the shared leadership would be continued.
As has been noted in earlier parts ofthis narrative, Kate had become concerned that she
was probably carrying the shared Ieadersh@, but throug1.1out 1395, she had found it very
difficult to tallt frankly with Ann about several tliings that were 'not yuiie right' in ilie GOprincipalship. Rather than being direct with Ann about her lack or input, she continued to
worry about bcing too "bossy' or 'taking over.' 'nie shared leadership continued therefore into
1996, assisted by the increasingly happy and co-operative teaching worlting relationships
described iri the previous section.
The teaching staCf all thought vcry highly of Katc's abilities as a leader and
administrator. Janette said, IIer style as a leader is slrong, approachable, easy lo get on wilh,
not aulhorilari~m- ,size speaks l o you on the same level and values people's opinions
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(Janette:3). Ruth thought that Kate was a greal person. She models shared leadership and
works really hard-forthe whiinau ( I ) . She illustrated Kate's collegial approach by describing
how she was Kate's peer appraiser, observing students' behaviours while Kate was teaching
and Kate's pronunciation of te reo. Ruth laughed as she described how she had to reassure
Kate that the kids who were not keeping on task were always pretly bad anyway (Ruth:3).
Narita described Kate as a brilliant administrator. I've never come across aprincipal who I
jiel so comfortable wilh. She never makes you feel anything bul her equal andshe S so relaxed
in your company. She never tells you what to do - it's always a suggestion, so in the stu/ffroom,
.for example, people,feel comfortable about disagreeing and saying, like, 'I don 't think that
will work Kate. How about this?' This is pod.for new teachers in the school - you can
actually voice your opinions (Narita:4). Kate was also admired by the staff for her strong
vision for the school operating as a collective cooperative ... She is great because she comes
up with some really exciting things that nobody else would have thought qf and all /he rest oJ
us might be thinking, 'Oh no - thatJ,s not po,s,sible!'and she shows how it is possible
(Frances:4).
While the staff agreed that Ann was a really nice person, they were very aware that the
co-principalship wasn't working as a fully shared partnership between Kate and Ann. Frances
said later that it was very dificult for the staif to actually get a clear handle on what the coprincipal position actually meant in practice because Kale took the role ($principal. I mean
she always facilitated stajJmeetings and there was nothing to indicate to any o j us that Ann
was actually doing anything in aprincipal's role. She did not even lead an assembly. V K a t e
wasn 't there, one ofthe others of us would have to step in because she - I mean it 3 just not
in Ann's nature really to take that kind of role. She :r. such a gentle person - secure in her own
clasLsroomwith younger children, but older kids and working with the whole school and stufl
arejust not her forte really (5).
Within the Montessori strand it was also clear to Felicity, a Montessori board
representative, that Ann was not comfortable in a leadership role. Felicity commented that Ann
is not assertive enough. She is such a nice person and lovely with the children, so it is not
surprising that she is not very good at administration ( 1 8). Narita admired Ann's ability to
relate to children - she never raises her voice and it's amazing how she can get them to work,
but I think that she is not a p e n andpaper person. She tries to carry everything in her head
and there comes a time when you willforget - and she does,forget things. Like she can arrange
a meeting with aparent and then not turn up (Narita:3). As noted earlier, Ann herself worried
about forgetting things.
Frances expressed some sympathy for Ann's position, however, saying that Ann was
thrown in at the deep endearly on, with no support. Frances thought that the co-principalship
may have been more successful if Kate and Ann had been able to give it more lime together.
She qualified this point l~owever,by saying In any sort ofshared job though the parties
involved both need to be really committed and keen and clear about what it means,for them,
individually and collectively and I think it would be very diflicult to set that model up
successfully if one person was quite u lo[,you know, stronger (Frances:4).
By thc middle of !996, the board chairperson had become increasingly concerned about
the imbalance within the co-principalship. Phillipatalked with Kate about this, telling her that
she was very worried that she (Katc) was going to be burned out and leave (Phillipx3).
Although she was tempted to talk to Ann hersell; Phillipa said, I knew that the inilialive to
di,sczlss it had to come.from Kale because I thoughl that Ann did not actually realise that she
was not doing thejob. Kate aAssuredme that she would talk to Ann, hul after about six or eighl
weeks she,finally told me that it was too hard andshe couldn't talk to Ann (4).Phillipa Sound
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politics whcre she had no difficulty confronting peoplc and stating her point of view. She canic
to the conclusion that What I think has compounded Kate's d@culty, and she probably
wouldnfl mind me saying this, is her pride. Kate has,felt terrible because she organised the coprincipalship and she hasfell so responsible,for landing the school in this situation that it has
paralysed hei*@omdoing anything about it. What she has done is work harder and harder and
harder herself in an eflort to make sure that the ozctput q f t h e principal arrangement is
adequate. And it is - it is more than adequate, I mean it 1s great. Kate is a wonderful principal.
I just can't speak highly enough of her, but I am disappointed that she has been unable to
tackle h i s matter wilh Ann (Phillipa:3 - 4).
By July of 1996, Ann was recognising that her own skill levels were not on a par with
Kate's. She said, Kale always seems lo be six months or a year ahead of me ... She has not
only hadllP experience but she also has a wide network ofpeople that she draws on and ideas
that she brings in. It has not been as sharing as it could have been (Ann, I<&A 2: 1). In Kate's
view, this was partly because the two of them had been driven by the demands ofthe job and
we don't spend a lot qftime sitting down and working out a vision, ifyou like, of the sharing
(Kate, K&A 22). Kate also thought that because Ann hadn't had much experience in
management, at the beginning we should have taken a role of me demonstrating the way a
deputy principal worked.
The matter of whether the co-principalship should continue or not was soon to be taken
out of their hands however. As time went on, Phillipa decided that she had to do something
herself. She told the co-principals that it was time that a principal's appraisal was carried out,
and she wanted this to be an individual appraisal with each of them. Kate was very keen for
the position to be the focus of the appraisal, but I really was not, us this would not help our
situation. The job was being done more than adequately - it just wasn't being shared
(Phillipa:5). Phillipa could not therefore, see any benefit in the co- principalship and she
wanted it to be discontinued. I wanted Kale to continue as principal and lo have the extrw
release time and the authority. She was making all the decisions anyway, and I thought that
she did not need all her enerby going in to keeping up a charade o f a co-principalship (6).
Kate was upset that Phillipa had insisted on going ahead with personal appraisals, and
had challenged Phillipa, Look, i f f h ejob is being (lone, why is it a problem? She wanted to
finish defining tlie principals' job descriptions and performance agreement first, but said lhere
was never enough time and Phillipa pointed out that the appraisal process has to happen so
in the end I accepted that(4:14).
Go-principals9 appraisals and revising the job descriptions

Phillipa worked with two other board members using material rsorn tlie Ministry of
Education to construct a questionnaire for feedback on the co-principals' performance. These
werc sent out to between 15 and IKpeople with whom [he principal,^ have key re/ationsh@s,
asking them how well Kate andAnn perfirmed in each area, what their areas ofstrength were
and what areas. they needed development in (Phillipa:5). Phillipa then collated the cornrncnts
and discussccl tlic arcas that had been identified with each of the co-principals. Most people
felt that the co-principalship was not an equal partnership. Phillipa discussed this with both
women and identifled areas wherc she thought some professional developnient would be
lielprul.
After these meetings, the two co-principals and thc board chairperson agreed that
before any professional development was embarlcecl upon, more clearly delilied job
descriptions needed to be written. The three womcn met together every Monday for a number
of weeks to work uii this task. ICate feli ihoiigh, t l i ~ilshc
t wiis~i't gelring eiiro.u.gh.fiedh~ckfiom
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Ann to indicate that she really understood whal it all meant (4: 13). She decided to suggest to
Ann that they should go back to Kate being principal, with Ann as UP.
Ann said later that going back to a sole principalship was in the back ofmy mind and
Kate must have been thinking about too, because on one Monday towards the end of the
second term, when Phillea could not come in, Kate brought this up and said to me what did
I lhink about it and maybe we could talk about it. I said you know, that 's okay by me. Ijklt a
bit disappointed, but also relieved (4:4).
Reflecting on what went wrong and what could have helped

When she looked back on what had happened over the nearly two years of the coprincipalship, Ann said I'm not looking for excuses, but I think support has quite a bit to do
with it. We went through apersonal crisis at lhe beginning qfthe year. My husband merged
in another hzisiness and thalfell apart, leaving my husband and his partner with a huge deb1
andpeople suing them. It was absolutely horrors and-forsix months he didn'1 lake any salary
oul. It all had to go to pay back the debt ... Then out ofthe blue, my ,father in law died in
England and we went through trying to work out, do we go to England or do we not. So that
was really stressful and o n top of that, in my class, there's always thisfieling that some of the
parents only tolerate me until they can get an overseas teacher. Lust year I was really, really
annoyed that a Montessori board member suggested lhat I talk to the parents and say how I
wa,s~fitto take the children in a Montessori way, and I thought, no-one else has to gel up in
punt of everyone and say that. I'm not doing it (Ann 4:1).
Although she did mention to Kate that her husband's business was in difficulty, Ann
did not talk to anyone at work about these matters. She said her mother had brought her up to
not talk about personal things. She had hated this and conseqlxently, in her own family she
said, we share everything, but she did not talk about her own worries with her colleagues. She
said that at the time of her family difficulties she thought that she was coping,fine anyway. I
didn't realise what I was like until we had a teacher only day and Kate had our itinerant
teacher who has also done counselling, do a session with us on workload and stress. I found
it incredibly djficult. We were meant to lalk about our stresses and how we were feeling and
I couldn't do it because I knew if1started I would burst into tears and I thought I'm not coping
as I thought I was. So I said to Linda, ' I think I'm going to need to talk to you privately. ' But
lhen I didn't need to because I thought I'm coming out of this, I'mJine. So I haven't done
anything about it (Ann 42). She added, somewhat wistfully, that Kate was really open, really
communicative, but for herself, Ijind il really hard to talk, to open up. Really difJicull. That 's
where I think a course o n communication skills, something like lhat would be really good.
Kate isfortunate too, in that she has a great sense of humour and she can make people laugh
and that's a great thing to have ... I can't crack jokes and I envy people who can do lhat,
because it helps (4:3).
Ann wondercd too whether one ofthe problems was that she was not a very organised
person. She described how onc day Mate had come in to the staffroom and said how she was
in a siafroJ'airy.fairy people - or something like that. She said 'Ann has got little piles all
over the place! ' A n d I do. I do at home too, and I keep trying to organise them but I don't, you
know. Kate was laughing and we were all laughing andjoking about it hut I don't Itnow, I
mean maybe, maybe she,found that hard (Ann:4:4). She did not feel able to bring this up with
Katc howcver.
From hcr point of view, Kate agrced that for a co-principalship to succeed there needed
to be very good communication. It depends on the degree to which somebody can be open and
j/(jEr iji'.Y'n,
,+Bars ( K d Z 4 5).!(ale had tor; fide$ so,";.,:: =f' her feelings
cope, or be in touch
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about thc problems within the co-principalship to Frances Edwards, who had said to her, Don ' I
tell me - lell Ann (Frances:8). Frances recognised the clifficulty of the situation, but in her view,
in a co-principalship each partner had to give to the other permission to be honest (8). She
believcd that sometimes it can be more damaging ifthings are let go. Giving things time to
work themselves out can just make the problem worLse.When she reflected later on her own
between herself and Ann, Kate said however, IJind
part in the breakdown of comrnunicatio~~
it very difJicult tofront up to people who I don't think emotionally will take it very well. Lilce
I would be concerned about doing dunzage to Ann ',s self esteenz - she seenzs too-fragile really.
It sounds a bit ' matronising, ' but Ann doesn't have a power base, like the board do for
example (4:7). Kate remembered that someone once told me too that I was quile,frightening.
I know I can be, like in a union situation I don't have any problem about getting up and
ranting infront of a crowd of 400people, you know. But socially I'm quite shy really - I knew
that I had to do something about it all, but it just got harder and harder (4:8). ICatc's solution
had been to just get on and do the work. In Frances Edwards' view though, there was no
advantage in being a martyr to thejob. Kate seemed to always be prepared to keep taking
everything on, but ifyou do that then other people will allow you to do it. Being a superwoman
can kind of alxo diminish other people '5 conJidence in a way too. It's when you say 'No, I'm
not going to do this because I haven't go2 the time, ' that's when other people are forced lo
start taking some of the responsibility (8).
Kate realised later that when she had invited Ann to apply with her for the coprincipalship, she had not really worked closely enough with her to really know her approach
and particular slcills. In hindsight, she thought that this was a factor important for others
contemplating sharing a leadership position. She also pointed out that the board selection and
appointment processes had not been thorough enough in their case. Phillipa aclcnowledged
this. She and Kate both said that when appointing co-principals, checking people's
qualifications, experience and ability to do different aspects of aprincipal's work was crucial.
Phillipa said that if a similar situation arose again, she would lookjor demonsaable skillsfrom
both applicants (43).
Phillipa also said that she would require afirm commitment jrom the candidates to
discuss the process as it was going on, discuss it ifnecessarj)with the bncxrd chair. or on their
own. It needs a clear recognition from the start that the job share itselfneeds some attention
but the processes
regularly ... so you review it, not just the performance of the princip~l~s
happening in thejob share itselJ; andyou set upfrom the outset how this will be done (43,45).
From her perspective as staff representative on the board, Frances agreed that the board also
needed to monitor more carefully what was happening, right.fiom the beginning, andput more
adequate supports in place, like assisting with the development ofjoh descriptions earlier on
and requiringfeedback about some of the processes and what eachperson was doing and was
it appropriate (Frances:9).
A commitment to shared leadership remains at Telford
Although Ai~ii.and Kate's co-principalship was disestablished, both original strand and
Montessori strand board members supported the principle of shared leadership given the
provisos outlined in thc previous section. An original strand board member said, I am
enthusiastic about anything that increases~flexibility,fi)r
women and I would always support
it ifother women wanled it. Felicity remained convinced that co-principals are theprqferred
model in this school. Il.fits in very well with our charter and our emphmis on diversity. I think
iz is importcrnt to have yrincipalsfrom different baclcgrounds working together and I'nz really
saa' ir hasn 'i worict.u7oui ihis lime bui i ' v v ~siill very positive oboui ~o-pi..i'n~ipals
~zlc;itjj:22).
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I'hillipa would also support a co-principalship though slie personally preferred to work on her
own, becausc this allowed her to just rattle through things and get things done (I'liillipa:6).
Marg and Rawinia were a little doubtful however, about whether a co-principalship was such
a good idea, although Rawinia thought that she could go with lhe model at 'Ielford School if
it was a three way share. That could be nice, she said (Rawinia, M&K: 12).
Despite the difficulties they had experienced, both Kate and Ann remained believers
in co-principalship as a leadership approach. Ann hoped to try it o~rtagain some time in the
future, perhaps in another scliool, and Kate said that she would definitely re-consider it with
someone else. Kate worried about the failure of the Telford School co-principalship, however.
She said, /get concerned about hotvpeople perceive the.fbct that il hasn 't worked and this will
confirm all their prejudices about it. That really bothers me. I f i e l worried ihal it could
reinforce a dependence o n sole leadership ... It has not been a complete failure in this school
though, because during this year the other stag have taken on a lot ofresponsibility, ,so it is
becoming more shared in the sense qfthe whole staff(4:3).
The teachers who worked at Telford in 1996 agreed with this view of a shared
leadership that went wider than just a co-principalship. Abbie Smith summed up, I'm agreal
believer in co-operative teaching and collegial sharing and I see all the teachers taking part
in shared leadership, not just the principals. You can be a leader in terms of projessional
development, you can have vision but you also need skills of leadership with children. In this
school, it is important that all teachers are proactive, that there is leadership on all sides, in
all strands (6).

Ann Howells continued as deputy principal at Telford School until the end of 1998
when she was granted study leave by the board to enable her to gain her Montessori
qualifications in primary teaching. She resigned from Telford soon after however, and took
up a teaching position in a Montessori pre-school. Later, after she had read this case narrative,
she wrote to me that reading it had been helpful for her. She had found being in the coprincipalship was a valuable learning experience for her and she had goEe into her next job
being more assertive.
In 1997, a teacher fluent in te reo was appointed to the position of kaiiirahi reo, and
although Janette Wright described her as more radical than herself, the immersion class
remained involved with whole school activities. Janette went on into teacher training herself,
and in 2000 accepted a full-time position in the second Maori immersion class that was
established in the school. Rawinia said after she had read this narrative early in 2001, Things
are improving at the school, and though [here still needs to Re some growth in the area of the
Treaty and biculturalism people are approaching the issues with more respeci (Rawinia 2:2).
Marg agreed. She said that by then the children were mixing more across the strands and slie
was proud of what had been achieved in the provision of ltapahaka for the whole school.
Narita corilinued to talte initiatives in involving the Mol~tcssoristrand with the other
strands and in i999, Frances Edwards and fibbie Smith were appoinied as co deputy
principals, job sharing the position on a 2.5 split.
Kate remained as principal at 'I'clford School. According to Iicr, Phillipa coiitinued
malte a big contribution, articulating issues for the school and clarifying governance and
maiiagcrnent issues. The issues a r o ~ ~ nfinding
d
C~~lly
trained Montessori staff, and around
autonomy, ownership and control in terms of thc school's three strand structures kept corni~ig
up. This was all exhausting, Kate said wheii I spoke to her in September 2000, but she added
wrth somc satisfaction that there i s a maturzly in the diiscussions now.
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CHAPTER 10
ST MARY'S SCHOOL NA

St Mary's School was a Catholic integrated full primary school. During the time of this
research, it served a roll of between 111 - 124 children, from J1 to Forrn2, that is, Year1 to
Year 8. In 1995, of the 62 girls and 49 boys, 77% were Pakeha, 3% Maori, 17% Samoan, and
3% Asian. This ethnic mix remained fairly constant between 1995 - 1999, during which time
all the teaching staff and the school secretary were Pakeha women. Funded for 5.7 teachers,
there were five full time and two past-time staff, the latter being a .2 reading recovery teacher
and a principal rclease teacher employed for 12 hours a wcek. The school's physical size and
situation meant that its roll was capped at 124 students.
'The school had a relatively high socio-economic decile rating of 8. It served, however,
a community that was described by Wayne Anderson (who was board chairperson 1992-95)
as a very diverse pool ofpeople, %fromthe extraordinarily wealthy to the very impoverished
(Wayne: 11). I-le, and others, said that the school was not well off, despite the fact that many
parents contributed heavily to fund-raising events to improve its facilities, such as increasing
the stock of its meagre library and fund-raising $70,000 in 18 months when a new building
was needed for the school's survival. In its original chaster, the school community described
St Mary's as a small parish school with a low pupil/leacher ralio. A close relalionship exists
between the children, stufi Parish Priest, parents andparishioners. It is one of thefew schools
in the (area) which mainlains the tradition o f celebruling a weekly mass and lhe staflextend
these Christian values into allfacels of school life. Parents share a slrong commitment to the
school, to a degree usually associated with rural communities, and assist with cultural,
creative and sporting activities (St Mary's School Chas-ter:3).
Living in the school9s immediate environment of a pleasant and green suburb of mainly
villa and bungalow style houses, were the majority of the Pakeha families, a group described
by a board member, as a very tight knit community. These were mainly two parent families,
(in many instances, both parents being professionals), who held high expectations of the
school's provision oIeducation for their children. Most of these parents were very articulate,
not afraid lo stand up and be counted They know what they want, they know where they're
going - they're looking lo employment and success later on (Board member: 6).
The small group of Samoan families whose children attended the school, lived further
away, in a poorer, ex state housing area. In many cases there was only one parent living at
home in thcse families, and\or only one parent in paid employment. One of the Samoan parents
thought that it was this situation, combined with what was described as trouble with the
language and shyness with the English parents, that contributed to the fact that these paretits
ofen ,send fheir lcids to something happening in the school rather than going themselves. The
teachers are lrying to have more Samoan in lhe school and the co-principals w e very good
But I don't think lhat some qf the English parends thinlt very much c?f our parents as we are
low income people. They don 't understand us (Samoan parcnt: I ) . The board chairperson said
the school board had difficulty maintaining Samoan representation among its I'akelia
membership.
In 1995 thc school's three small classrooni bloclts wcre tuclccd into a fairly small area
adjacent to the local church. These buildings encircled an asphalted playground - like many
other ci+,jiprimary s c h o ~ i there
s
were n:, extensive grasscd p!aying fields. To a cas~a!obscrvcr,
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the school buildings, painted a quict grey, loolted to be in rcasonable rcpair. I-Iowcver, when
the drains blocked, the women co-principals dug out the mucky mcss. It was also they who
painted their tiny coiiverted storeroom office, transforming its dingy interior into vibrant
emerald green and royal blue walls sparkcd with a bright yellow frieze.
Just along the corridor from this ofilce was the staffroom. This multi purpose room had
been converted fiom an uiiused classroom and had three main areas. In the ktaffroom' section,
partially screened by movable room dividers (covered with pinned up notices and
information), a large round table doubled as meeting and eating space for all the staff. Along
one wall was the 'kitchen' - sink, zip h r heating water for drinks, fridge, a small microwave
ovcn, and in pride of place, a dishwasher that had been donated by a parcnt. Pinned up on this
wall was a series of cartoons, (one bemoaning, Cjodpul me on earth to accomplish a certain
number ofthings, hut righl now I'm so far behind, I will never die), wise sayings and the
cleaning-up roster. On the facing wall were weekly planners and notice boards detailing cvents
that were underway or about to happen. Here too, a whiteboard on which staff wrote agenda
items for the weekly staff meetings. Below these boards were raclts of year planncrs for each
of the subject areas, with information readily accessible in neat clear file folders. A developing
staff library filled the rest of the wall.
In the second area of this large room, placed to the right of the corridor door, was the
school photocopier and work space. Beyond this was the 'school ofice,' a space baclting on
to windows that overlooked the playground and accessible to that area through an outside door.
A curved workstation, separated from the rest of the room by an upstand bar, furnished this
office space where the school secretary worked: processing accounts, dealing with the word
processing and the faxes, answering the phone and children's, staffs and parents' queries.
Between 1995-97, the board of trustees included four Proprietors9 Representatives
(from the Catholic church), four elected parent representatives, one staff representative and the
two co-principals. Wayne Anderson was the board chairperson who facilitated the introduction
of the shared leadership at the school. He was a man who believed in thinking things through
very carefully, considering the potential problems and hhat ifs ' a zillion times, according to
David Sullivan, his close friend and successor in the board chair role. Wayne's careful
approach, combined with a strong belief in open communication and wide consultation, was
important for the way the co-principalship was initiated at St Mary's according to Brigid
Kirkwood and Carrie Perkins, the two women who were appointed to share the leadership in
1995.
The narrative of the St Mary's School co-principalship is told in six main sections:
%d

a
e
a
B

initiating the co-principalship;
negotiating the contract;
establishing shared leadership;
tensions in governance/managenient rclationships;
what happens vrbeii one leaves?
epilogue.

Ilinikiatiasg the co-principalship
Introducing Brigrid Kirkwood and the idea of a eo-principalship at St Maq's
Brigid Kirltwood was described by teachers and parents who knew her as an
outstanding teacher, dedicated to her job, enthusiastic and sltilled. She had entered teacller
training straight from school in 1978, and after graduating and teaching for a year she travelled
overseas. During two ofthe six years that she was overseas, shc worked in part-time teaching
positions and after returning to New Zealand, between 1987-93 she taught across all year 18 levels. In 1993, she won promotion to the deputy principal position at St Marys' School.
Brigid was a person who believed strongly in teamwork and she worlted closely with
Fred Lewis, thc then teaching principal in the school. She said, Working closely with other
people isjust the way I've always liked doing things - like I always asked advisors to come in
and watch me in my teaching and help me by making suggestions. li S commonsense to me I don 't know really why. Perhaps it came from being brought up in a,family with five sislers,
where we always sat down and lalked through decisions together - like going on holiday, who
would do what, and when my.father died, deciding about thefuneral and so on. Perhaps it was
living in big jiat,s with lots of other people when Iwas away overseas@r six years - everyone
had to muck in and do lheir bit. You didn't survive f y o u couldn't get on with others. Even
before I became DP at St hi(ary's, I'd sit down with Fred and talk things over with him. I could
see that he was getting snowed under and was struggling, and I didn't think il was,fair that
he should have to carry it all (Brigid 2:2).
During 1994, Fred Lewis found the increasing demands of the teaching principalship
more and more difficult to deal with (Fred: I). As deputy principal, Brigid tried to support him
as much as she could and she helped with many of the tasks, but she felt that there was a sort
of'distinclion there - I didn't have lhe knowledge, and I didn't feel that I was in a position to
take things over and say, well I'll do that (Brigid, Brigid & Carrie 2: 1).
Then in mid 1994 a crisis occurred and Fred tool< extended sick leave. Brigid was
asked by the board to take over as acting principal. She did this, but said that she did not enjoy
the experience. She said I was swamped by the paperwork. 1didn 't have enough time do sit
down and think about it, let alone do it (Rrigid, BC 2: 12). She also found it a very lonely job:
Ojten at the end of'the u'ay, I waas the only one left here doing things and making decisions (8).
Brigid did such a fine job however, that when Fred decided to retire, the board asked
her if she'd be interested in applying for the position. Brigid did not jump at this suggestion.
She had felt herself under huge pressure during the stressful time of the principal's leaving,
and her belief that one person shouldn 't hold all lhe responsibility (Brigid, BC I :1) was
reinforced by the experience of being acting principal. She did not want to apply for the
principalship at St Mary's.
About this time one of the other teachers in the school resigned and an Education
Review Officer (who had been involved with the review of the school earlier in the year and
who knew about the iiiiicrest Avenue School co-principalship) suggested to Brigid that
because there would be two vacancies in the school, she could apply for thc principal's
position in partnership with another teacher. This idea of a joint application for a coprincipalship had great appeal for Bridget. She was attracted to innovatory ideas, and said with
a grin, My sisters say things like, lher~7goes Brigid - doing her,feminist k f i y thing again. And
it '.s.funny, 'cos I wouldn't say thal about myself. Perhaps it's jusl because I'm very different
to them - always have been really, right,from being a small child (2:2). Thc idea of setting up
a co-principalship seemed to her, though, to be a very logical way of dealing with the huge
worl<loadissues that beset sole teaching principals. As she considered the review of'ficcr's
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suggestion, she thought that her friend Carrie Perltins would be the perfect person to share tlic
leadership with her. There are very~fiwpeople I'd be happy to apply for a co-principalship
with bul I knew Carrie was an excellent teacher and thought along the same lines a,s I did. I
knew I'd love to work with her in the school, she said (Brigid 1 :8).
Carrie Perkins

Four years earlier, Carrie had worlted in Bridget's classroom as a third year student
teacher doing her solc charge teaching practice section. Although around the same age as
Brigid (both women were in their mid thirties), Carrie had entered tcaching as a second career,
after first worlting as a lab technician, and then caring for her family of four children. She and
Brigid developed a close friendship during the time that she was relieving in St Mary's for six
months after graduating from teacher training and completing her NA (Education), and they
kept in touch when she got her first permanent position.
Carrie was also a very talented teacher and she quicltly won promotion to deputy
principal in her school. Although she felt a littlc ncrvous when Brigid invited her to join her
in a joint application for the principalship, she also felt excited and honoured as she admired
Brigid greatly as a brilliant teacher. Although the idea for sharing a principalship had come
out ofthe blue, it felt right and there was a certain serendipity about its timing for her. While
deputy principal in her own school she had worked briefly as acting principal and she felt
ready to move into this position. She saw the opportunity to share the teaching principalship
with Rrigid as a good opportunity to learn and as she said later, My long term goal is to
become non teaching at some stage, go into a non teaching principal S position . .. 1want to
go out and give it a go (Carrie BC 3: 4).
Carrie was a little worsied that she hadn't had as much experience as Brigid, having
taught at that stage for only three years. She said, I was thinking, I hope I can live up to your
expectations of me (Carrie 1:2). However, she knew that she had a good knowledge of
education and that she and Brigid agreed on their basic philosophy about teaching. She had
also done lots of other things, like I've had my ownfamily and I've worked on committees and
liftle ~hingslike organisingparent groups. When I was a lab technician I ended up running
the lab - I seem always to take on the leadership thing. People seem to look to me lo tidy up
shambles (1 :6). She said that as a deputy principal she didn't have a clear job description and
lhere were a lot cfthings I did thal as a deputy principal Iprobably shouldn 't have done. But
it was ajoy to be able to change some things when I was briefly allso actingprincipal (Carsie,
BC 1:9). She saw Brigid's suggestion as an opportunity to work in this way with her.
Both women agreed that sharing the responsibilities and tasks of a principal was not
something to be entered into lightly however, and they wanted Wayne Anderson, the board
chairperson, know their intentions before he received their formal application. They agreed
that Brigid would tell Wayne immediately that they would be putting in a joint application for
sharing the positions of principal and deputy principal as co-principals.

The board's reaction: consult, consulk, consult

...

For Wayne, the idea of having a co-principalship was a shock to the syslem - draw
breath and think ahout that! ( 1 :4)I-Ie rcalised immediately that there was a lot of groundwork
to be done, starting with a search (with himself as theprimary sleuth) for infornlation about
whether the school could even consider such an option. Ilc began consulting straight away.
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Cons.uEtingthe agencies
The State Services Commission (SSC), the Catholic Education Management Board
(CEMB), the Ministry of Education and the primary teachers' union (NZEI), were all aslted
for advice. But, Wayne said, they 14)erenot particularly helpful, other than to say no, you can'/
do it. The primary reason was the law says you have lo have g principal ... NZEI were quite
sympathetic, as they$lt that in the contract rounds there would he some,facility,for shared
principalships. But they still said, at the moment you can't do it (Wayne1 :8,9).
Wayne had a strong awareness that he was consulting on behalf or the St Mary's
School board, and despitc the advice the agencies were giving him he was determined to lteep
an open mind on the issues that were raised. IIe told the SSC representative, You are
essentially advising us, hut we are in charge. I'll listen to your advice but you have to bear in
mind who 's running the ship, and we are, notyou. At the end of the day we'll do what we think
is best for the school community, and fthat means going againsl your advice, well - so be it.
I knew this was what the hoard thought - we'd discussed that sort of thing There was a hi1 of
a gasp and a gulp when I said that, but I meant it quile seriously and I invited them to sack us
as a hoard if they didn't like what we were doing They didn't wish to do thut really (1 5).He
said that was probably not surprising given the huge amount of time he was putting into the
work of St Mary's School board, about 20 hours a week on average. He did concede though
that what these people had to say was useful, in thut it got us to consider a lot of the
ramifications ( 1 :6). Consequently, he said the board educated our,selves about what the
options were, both in terms qf traditional and co-principal concepts (1 :12).

ConsultLng education prmsionals
A teaching principal in another school was consulted and she told Wayne that she did
not really agree with the idea of sharing the position as she thought that the work could be
done adequately by one person. She was interested, however, to follow developments and
agreed to help the school with its interviewing and appointment process. (Ironically, this
principal left her position six months later as a result of stress caused by a heavy workload).
A senior teacher in a different school who was known to have experience in staffing
matters and a background of work with NZEI was also asked for her opinion. This person
thought the idea was worth a go, though she warned that some variation from the collective
employment agreement might be needed. She raised a concen~about the possible effects of
teachers with different grades or qualifications being appointed, asking, What fone ofthe lwo
gets sick of dragging the other up to a p u y rate that one of them would not have obtained
normally? (Wayne's personal notes, October '94). When the Catholic Education Management
Board was consulted, a different set of issues was brought up. The GEMB officer was
concerned about three things: setting anational precedent, issues ofaccountability and legality,
and how the idea would impact on the Special Character status of the school.

Wayne took careful notes from all orthese discussions a ~ l dtook them to a meeting of
the board appointment committec held on 24 October 1994. 'I'his was thc flrst of several
spccial board meetings that were held to explore the issues and the potential consequences of
csiablishing a co-principalship. A lol of tiwe was spent mulling it over, Fay O'Reilly, one of
the board members, said later (1 :1).
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The appointment committee meeting had been originally arranged to action some of
thc initial tasks involved with finding a new principal (such as drafting the job advertisement)
and to advertise for a junior teacher. As this committee discussed the pros and cons of
introducing a job share situation, they identified the following questions.

The question about where the principal(s) would teach particularly worried some
members of the committee. Their concerns centred around the need to make the best use of
resources, in relation to the principal release time and the needs of the children in particular
class levels. If the teaching principal was placed in the senior class, when those children went
to EBIS, release time would be available for the principal. On the other hand, in a class that
included Std 4 children with F1 and F2 children, this arrangement would not work as the Std
4 children would still need teaching. The committee also knew that some parents were worried
about whether it was desirable to have children preparing for secondary school not being
taught solely by their own teacher.
The committee decided that the whole board should meet to discuss the questions they
had thought of, and a notice was sent out requesting all board members to attend a special
meeting to be held the following week. It began, We have,for some lime been working towards
restructuring the management of the school. We must now ensure that the necessmy
j?amework is construcled in order lo provide a working environment sati,sfactoryji)r the BOT
and school management in the foreseeable juture. Please read and consider all lhe material
provided and be ready to discuss the issues raised(Notice to all Board Members 24/10/ 94).

Consulting the Hillcrmt Avenue School board chairperson
Wayne began this board meeting by explaining that an adverlisemcnt had becn placed
that included the point that role-sharing would be considered for the position orprincipal, as
well as stand-alone applicants. During his consultation on behalf of the board, it had been
pointed out that if role-sharing was not mentioned in the advertiseincnt aiid this option was
pursued at the intcrview, then there could be criticism fiom the NZEI.
Wayne had invited Phil Cody, the chairperson of Hillcrest Avenue Scliool, to
contribute to this meeting and after introducing him, Wayne opened up the discussion by
asking Phil to describe liow the Ilillcrcst Avenue co-principalsl~ipworlccd. The meeting
minutes recorded that Phil said that the arrangement eases lhe workload.for the principal, and
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recent surveys had shown an increase in principals' workloads. The effect on school cullure
and the sorts of modelling lhal getplayed out are beneficial in three ways: i) positive changes
in community relationships al the school belween pupils and staffandparents and school and
a greater sense c?fcomforlbetween parents and the school; ii) relationships between the board
and the staff have changedfor the better; iii) changes in the ways in which leaching and
learning takeplace (Board minutes:3). I'hil commented latcr that he saw increasedconjidence
and selflreliance in lhe children. He had noticed that the I-lillcrest Avenue School children
were taking a more active role in resolving playground disputes. He conceded though, that the
latter effects could be because of the calibre of the staff they had in the school: 7'hey are very
good at motivating the children, he said (Board mecting minutes 2 /1 1 / 945).
Phil also told the St Mary's board that he saw two downsides lo role-sharing options
,for Hillcrest Avenue school. The entire stafloflhree share in the position so all spend more
time in meetings and discussion,^, and there was more work involved for the board in setting
up the co-principalship (though he suggested that this could be easicr for St Mary's as a
consequence of the information people like him could share with them).
During the meeting's ensuing wide ranging discussion of the appointment committee's
list of questions, Phil offered advice on vario~rsissues. Fle outlined how E-IillcrestAvenue had
dealt with the ultimate legal requirement,s,for one person to be named as principal each year,
by using the Selwyn College model of having one of the co-principals designated each year
as principal. He explained that in effect they rotated (in name only) through that position title,
although in reality they all had the same job descripiion and conditions under which the
management was shared (Board minutes:3) He said that in developing their model, the
Hillcrest Avenue School board had drawn on the teachers' collective contract and the principal
and deputy principal contracts to define responsibilities across each of these areas. These had
been collated into the co-principals' job descriptions, which were also linlted to specific
performance agreements. In regard to questions about how the principals' duties should be
allocated, Phil said that at Hillcrest Avenue School it was up to the principals as to how they
split up their duties. I-Ie saw them as quite different individuals but the good balance of sl<ills
and goodwill between the three co-principals meant that there was no sign of any uneven
workloads or shirking ofduties. He also thought that a peer appraisal process worlted well for
them.
Issues of competency worried Wayne however. He aslted Phil, Whal happened ifone
partner wa,s not playing their part, something that could impact on the performance of the
rest. What does the board do - sack one person, or all in the shared role? (Board minutes:4).
Phil Cody suggested two approaches here. Either an individual competency approach could
be used, based on the individual's contract and overall work. Or a 'take a break' method could
be invoked, whcre the one who was not performing well applies for leave and the board brings
in a long term reliever who would not be part of the principals' team. He preferred the latter
option, counselling that it is not easy to say you two are nolperforming. There would be a
need jor close liaison by board unembers (Phil, Board minutes: 4).
In the sit~aationof one principal leawing he suggested that thc board needed to always
give yourself an 'oul ' - the remaining one bccomcs lhe principal, and lhen you talk ahoul the
shared position (Board minutes:3). Hillcrest Avenue's approach to the payment of the coprincipals' salaries tl~rougha pooling proccss was also described. Here, Phil stressed the point
that othcr funds could not be transferred into the salary account.
Theresa Powles, who was then the staff representative on t l ~ eSt Mary's School board,
was asked how the staff Sclt about the issue of what was described as ganging up, meaning
how woulcJ the staff feel about having two principals presiding over them. Theresa said this
. .
jii-(jiildi i ~be
t ail issiie l%rthc staff: indecd shc said that they t!loug!:t !:avir,g a co-pr~~~ctpalship
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would be bettcr for thcm and the school becausc of the sharing of the work of the
principalship. Brigid added that it was possiblc that parcnts and staffwould relate better to one
principal or the other and Phil commented that EIillcrest Avenue's parents had found it more
comfortable to talk to their child's teacher who just happens also to be the principal (Board
minutcs:7). Waync pointed out though, that there could bc a potential problem if parents
wanted to complain about their child's teacher. Who could they take an issue to if that teacher
was also the principal? Phil suggested that he, as board chairpcrson, co~rldgo with the
complainant to one of the other staff members.
The last topic raiscd was the question about where, in the sense of class level, the
principal should be located and the board explored whether they had the right to get involved
in this kind of decision. They agreed that they have to be able to say what /hey think, although
dijjJicu1tie.s arise when lay people express interest in these things. The$eling was that the
Board does not have the right to dictate the location of teachers in the school, bul should be
able to express interest (Board minutes:9).
As the discussion was concluding, one of the board members expressed interest in the
possibility of all five teachers sharing the principalship. Phil advised caution here though, as
he thought too much change all at once could be harmful.
At the end of all this discussion, it was moved that the Board accept in principle the
concept of role-sharing and take it into account when appointing a new principal (Board
minutes: 9).
Consulling (educating?) parends
After having reached this agreement, the board decided that the next move was to tell
the parents that they had accepted in principle the concept of a shared leadership and ask them
what they thought. One board member said that there wax a needfbr a major education
programme for the community and that this would be a big job, but the board should not be
pul o f b y the enormity of the task (Board minutes:9). Phil endorsed this, saying that discussion
with the school community was vitally important (an opinion that was not surprising, given
the furore that had occurred in his school colnmunity when the board did not take this step
early enough).
So a newsletter was sent out to all parents, inviting thcm to come to another board
meeting where a discussion and vote on whether or not the board would accept applications
on a shared basis would be placed first on the agenda. Wayne was expecting some opposition
at this meeting to the idea ofjob sharing. I-Ie said, We were already getting notesjrompeople
saying it's a great idea, and others saying ifyou do this we are going lo take our children out
of the school (1 :13). Fay 09Reillypointed out that in their school community, Parents are very
keen on voicing their opinion and very forthright ( I ) .
Only eleven parents turned up to the meeting held on 16 November, however. Wayne
began the discussion by reminding everyone of the stress suffered by teaching principals and
the role this had played in Fred Lewis's resignation. He explained that Brigid was inlerested
in applying.for the position along vvilh another leachcr, and tlhc school has the opportunity
to look at role sharing as a means of 08-loading work,Pom the teaching principal (Board
Meeting with Parents 16/11/94, Minutes: I). He outlined Ilillcrest Avenue School's
procedures and history and said that while the board had voted to look at role-sharing, they
were clear that they were loolcing a/ the bestpackage for the school, whether it he stand-alone
or role-share (Waync, Board minutes: 1 ).
The issues already discussed in the prcvious meeting were re-canvassed, but some
differeiii points were raised by some par~iils.One cibjcctcd l o the rolz-share as a s~lulior,to
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the work overload problem, arguing that it was the principal release time that needed adjusting,
because there was not enough of that. Funding would be needed to boost this, and the school
would need to raise the diference, was the answer from Waync. Another parent thought that
the role-share should be trialcd for only12 months. Wayne responded that the collective
contract made this lcind of arrangement difficult and thus the school had to get it right at the
beginning. The school could have to enter into a variation on the collective contract with the
,';SC (Board minutes:3). Qiicstions about the how the model would work in practice were
raised, with a particular concern focussing around Who would aparent see when they had a
concern..~ l o u l dit be oneprincbal one day andanother the next? Brigid answered thatparents
would be able to choose to go 20 the person theyfelt more comfortable with (Board minutes:
4).
'The inceting got a little heated towards the end of the time allocated for discussion,
when one parent wanted to move that another open meeting should be set up for the wider
school community. The minutes record Wayne's response: This meeting has been well
advertised with 8 days warning, and ifmore people had wanted to be there, they would have
come (5). Wayne recalled later that it was at this point that he felt fed up. I thought they were
out to shanghai /he meeting and Ipointed out that only board members could move motions.
There comes a time where you have to draw a line in the sand, andIguife$)rciblypointed out
thal we had been elected as a group of responsible parents to run lhe school. We'd been here
jor three years slaving our guts out and, I said, you come along here having given something
a couple of minutes thought over a beer and tell us how it S going to be. Ifyou had been
prepared to make these decisions, you'd be here on this side of ihe table! I thought you've got
to give them an out though, so I said ifyou lot go away and organise apetition of 10% of the
school community that you want another meeting to give some instruction andguidance to the
board, then that's what we will do. We never heard any more-from them though, and that was
the end o f that (Wayne 1:13).
Before they left the meeting though, one of the parents asked the board how they were
going to go about making the appointment, as she knew of some schools who had made big
mistakes. Would they go in with an open mind and loolcfor the calibre of applicant or tend to
look towards the role-sharing? (Board rninutes:6). The minutes recorded that Wayne replied
that the board would be absolutely open and had the ability to make awkward decisions (7).
The day after this meeting, Wayne sent a fax to the CEMB, stating that There has been
open opposition.from only four families and they, I believe, are opposed due to a reluctance
to accept t-he need to reduce the workload q f a Teaching Principal. (Change the face and all
will come right) (Board chairperson personal fax record 17/11/94). I3e also informed the
CEMB that because the school might not end up with ajob-sharing situation, not all the details
had yet been worked out fully at that stage. Thus a role-shared job description would not be
developed before the selection ofthe new principal, but the existing principal's job description
would be sent out to applicants.
Later, Fay recalled feeling a little surprised at how the community accepted the idea oJ
a co-principalship, She added though, that on the whole the parents trusted us as a boardand
took our word that it would work (Fay:3).
Brigid and Carrie's joint application

While the board was undertalcing all this work, Carrie and Brigid were developing their
joint application. 'Together they wrote statements detailing their aims and bcliefs and their
collective slcills and experience in management and teaching. They submitted these statements
along wlth their i::divldua! CVs, which were quite different in chaactcr. This, !hey thought
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was a strength of their application. They said later that they had found the process of
developiiig their application very valuablc in itself. It made us evaluate and assess what we
were doing, said Brigid (RC 1:4).
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(Rrigid ICirkwood, Carrie Perltins, December 1994)
The selection process

There were not many applicants for the job. As David Sullivan who became board
chairperson in 1995, said later, To be a principal o j a Catholic school, you have to be a
Catholic, so that knocks out a loi of applicants (David 12). Wayne commented that the job
was huge, and asked, Who would want to be a stand-alone teaching principal? (1 :14).
However, the board did receive enquiries from some people who wanted to know what the
board meant by job share and asked, 'Willyou accepl an applicationfrom someone on a stand
alone basis? 'They were told, yes (Wayne 1:14).
The board appointment committee short-listed for interview one stand-alone applicant
Brigid
and Carrie. Wayne said, Nobody had the inside running. At that stage none ofthe
and
board had met Carrie. She was a dark horse. We interviewed Carrie and Brigid both as
individuals, put them both through what we put the stand-alone applicanl through - and we
asked both, fthey were o f i r e d the position, would hey lake it on a stand-alone basis (1 :14).
This was done in fairness to the single applicant. The board was also concerned that if they
decided in favour of a co-principalship, if it doesn't work any longer, or one leaves or
whatever, then one ofthem would be able to carry on as actingprincipal (Wayne 1:14). Carrie
commented that The hoard was making a new issue out of an old situation here really,
because jf aprincipal leaves, then the deputyprincipal takes over (BC 1:14), as indeed, had
already happened at St Mary's.
The selection process was describcd by Brigid and Carrie as a grilling. After the
morning interviews, the appointment committee told Brigid and Carrie that they wantcd them
to make a presentation on their proposal in the afternoon, to sell the co-principalship to us, as
Wayne put it (1:16). Carrie said, And so we went off lo the caf2 and sat there .frantically
saying, OK this is what we 'll do. In the ujiernoon we started it c!f but then they juxl began thi,s
bombardmenl o$ questions (Carrie, BC 1:5).
Brigid felt that during thc selection process, some of the board responses were quite
negative (13C 1 :5). She described how they were asked how would parents lcnow which person
to go to with a problem and how when she said that parents would have a choice about who
rhcy could seej the response was, Oh come on Brigid! But, shc said, Ireally believe lhis is a
strength cfthis approach. People do have preferences and~findsome peopl~easier to talk to
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than others (BC 1:5). She thought that this question emerged out of a perceived need to have
someone to nail to the wall, and she did not think she l ~ a dpersuaded this person to change her
mind about this issue, despite the fact, as Carrie pointed out, they actually get two people to
nail to the wall (BC 1: 5).
'The two women felt that many of the issues that were brought up were ones that occur
in a stand-alone principal situation. l'hey thought the board's view at the time was that the
principal and the deputy principal worl<edin the way that Brigid and Carrie were saying the
co-principals should work, so they discussed with the board the differences they saw in these
two kinds of relationships. Carrie explained that The deputy principal and the principal do
work together o3en, bu2 at the end ofthe day the principal is the one that can lake the lasl ,siep
(Carrie 1 :4). Brigid added that as a deputy principal, she had not felt she had enough
knowledge to be able to take part equally in all aspects of the principal's work.
Fay O'Rcilly recalled later that the two women couldn't rcally tell the board exactly
how the co-principalship would worlc. Wayne thought that Carrie and Brigid were a little
vague on this, what he called the nuts and bolts ofit. However, one of the things that appealed
to Theresa Powles, who was on the appointment committee as the staff representative, was that
Carrie and Rrigid didn 't bring too many hard and fast ideas to the job. They "d both been in
to have any set ideas about how thing# should
a position ofresponsibility but not long er~ougl~
be done. So they didn't talk about what they were going to do precisely, bul said, 'We '11 see
what works besl. ' We sort of got the,feeling-that they were going to try various combinalions
(Theresa I :I). She thought that this was a good thing. Theresa was also impressed with all
aspects of the interviewi~igand selection process. We had an outside principal ax part ofthe
team and this helped us cover all things - the teaching aspect was looked atfirst and then the
sharing c,fresponsibilities (Theresa 1:14).
Throughout the whole of the selection process, the board felt under no pressure to
appoint: they were willing to advertise again if none of the applicants was felt to be
appropriate. The committee took their time to discuss each of the applicants, using a technique
of looking for negatives, asking 'Why wouldn't we give this person the job?' in their
deliberations.
Although one of the board members had told Rrigid and Carrie in their individual
interviews, 'I'm not really in favour of this,' she shifted in her opinion after hearing the two
women present their case during the afternoon session. Wayne said that during this session
Brigid and Carrie 'sold' the idea of the shared leadership very successfully (1 :16).
Co-principals are appointed
In the end, the committee was happy to take the plunge and appoint the lwo because
we knew the s t ~ f a p p l i c a n thad
. ~ everything to lose and we as a board had everything lo gain
(Wayne 1:16). The committee felt that Carrie and Brigid were both very keen and very sincere,
and very aware that they were taking a step out of the norm and that it was going to be a
milestone in lheir careers, perhaps their tombstone ij they didn't get it right (Wayne 1 :16).
The consensus was that One of the two women was no1 quite ready, buf ~ ) o u l dmake an
excellent principal, especially with the other person there to hold hands and confer and talk
at times. The other we thought would make an excellent principal too but didn't have the
confidence to do it on her own (Wayne 1 : 16).
Although there were some rescrvations about changing the leadership model, the
appointment committee thought lhe benefits would hopefully outweigh anylhing thal came up
as a disadvuntage (Fay:3). 111 particular, the board hoped that the shared leadcrship would case
ihc: high workload arid poteritial stress atiaclied to ilie ieachii~gprincipalship. 1hi: parish priest
r
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commented, In our situation we have two ladies who seem lo get on very well togelher and
who will he able to work well together, so we are prepared to make an honesl atlempt 10
address some serious issues with leadership roles in our schools ... As far us the board are
concerned we appointed a joint leadership that would he on an equal.fooling, people who
c
able
would he complementary one to he other to share he leadership and lighten ~ h burden,
to discuss as equals problems and is,sues that come up. We coz~rageouslywent ahead,
convinced that this was the right way to go (Parish priest 1 :1).
On 22 December 1994, the board held a special meeting to ratify the recornrncndation
from the appointment committee to invite Brigid and Carrie to take up the appointment of
principal and deputy principal. This wording was deliberate and significant, as will be
explained in the next section.

Ncgotiating the contract
The next steps were taken over the Christmas holiday period. Wayne was mid way
through his study at the time for a Diploma in Industrial Relations, and he was particularly
interested in the whole employment thing (Wayne 1 :12), so the board were happy for him to
negotiate the co-principalship agreement with Carrie and Brigid on their behalf. Carrie said,
We didn 't talk to SSC or the Minisky - we jusl did it ourselves (BC 1:14). The results of the
discussions between the three of them were recorded in a Lelter of understanding that they
signed in the presence of a witness on 5 January, 1995.
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Keeping it legal by naming a principal

The St Mary's board had decided that they would not challerige the legal requirement
to have a single person named as principal. They wanted a legal agreement rather than what
was seen as the Hillcrest Avenue school's es,sentially i l l e p l arrangement (Wayne I :S).Thus
Wayne negotiated with the two women that Brigid would be appointed as acting principal until
Carrie could join her in April of 1995, when she would be named (on the contract) as
principal, and Brigid's acting principal status would revest to deputy principal. (It was
important for Carrie that she be named as principal, even though this was not going to be made
public.) Fay saw this as just one oJ those technical things lhat have to be done (1 2).In his
letters orrering Rrigid and Carrie the positions, Wayne wrote, The stal'us is.for recognilion by
oul'side agencies. Within St Mary's ,School you will be Co-Principal with all the attendanl
re,sponsibilities (Letter offering employment as co-principal, 5/1/95.)
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Wayne said later that the St Mary's board members agreed that there was a need to
prepare job descriptions that would amalgamate the existing oncs for the principal and thc
deputy principal. Flowever, they did not feel comfortable with the model of cacb person
rotating through the principal position. We wanted it to he quite clean, somelhing that ifthe
school hoard was sacked, would be irreversible ... or if we all resigned en nzasse, the stqf
would be secure in their jobs (Wayne 1:7). Hc said that it was important that the agrecrnent
also ensured that if the ncxt board was unhappy about the co-principal arrangement, they
would nol be able 20 undo it without going through a,fair process ... so we were trying to
protect them (the co-principals) ... and I think we have done that quite well. For all these
reasons, he was pleased that the agreement meant that We have aprincipal in law ( 1 :7).
Although they agreed that on paper Carrie would be named as principal and Brigid as
deputy principal, all three were all hoping that the NZEI negotiations in 1995 for a ncw
collective contract would include details that covered sharing the principalship. Carrie said,
We 're counting on that really, counling on the negoliations sorting this out. Brigid added,
Because the slafldon 't know that's the way it is. We don 't want people to know - it's being
kept very quiet (BC 1:15).132

... and lteeping it quiet
The board agreed that the information about who was to be named as principal should
be kept confidential. Wayne said thatfor the co-principalship to work in the community, it was
imporlant that they were seen in every respect to be equally important .. . IJ'somepeople had
discovered that a pecking order had been established, the co--principalship as it works cooperatively could be undermined and that was something we didn't want. The onlypeople in
the communily who know the detail are the co-principals, myselJ; the current board
chairperson and the parish priest. We wanted the school community to see them both as being
on the same level so they cozlld go to either and get a similar result - and so they woznM bolh
be seen to be speaking with an equal level ofauthority (Wayne 1:9).
Fay was a witness to the signing ofthe contract, and she knew at the time who had been
named as principal. She said later that this w m 'b an issue and really, no secref was mmau'e
about it, though I can 't say we broadcast it from the hilltops (Fay 1:2). (In fact, she did not
remember accurately who the named principal was, saying later that it was Brigid.)
After the new board was elected, they were informed that The current legislation
requires the school to nominate our Co-princ@alswith one as Depuly and the other Principal.
We have done this but it will not be known by lhe community (Board minutes, 19/4/95).
Sallav arrangements

The board had some difficulty accepting that they could not pay both women a
principal's salary. We have aprincipal in law being paid lhe principal's rate c?fpay, and we
have a depulyprinc@al in law, being paid /he deputy~rincipul'~~
rate cvpay (Wayne:7). Pay

131

During the 199516 contract negotiations, NZEI was under pressure from SSC to agree with bull<
funding. At this time the primary teachers' union was also negotiating a pay parity claim for primary teachers
that would mean that primary and secondary teachers with the same level of qualification, responsibility and
years of service would be paid the same salary. A clever media campaign included the use of a striking set of
e
makc on the salaries of their teachers.
posters and leaflets asking what difference a learners shoe s i ~ should
After a difficult period of negotiation and conceding on pcrforrnance related pay progressions, this claim was
won. Unsurprisingiy, the isc,ues around shared ieadership at t i e icvci of principais' posi~ions,were not apriority
during the contract negotiations.
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said though, that when they were interviewcd, the two woinen assured us that this was the
leas1 cftheir problems and they 'dsort the money out between them. We never heard another
word about it so Ipresume they are happy with it (1:2).
Wayne thought that the women had come to an arrangement whercby they "ivied' up
their salaries so they were both paid an equal amount. IIe said, I guess they sit down every now
and then and have a cup oftea and a cheque changes hands (7). In fact, Carrie set up an
automatic payment into Brigid's account, putting in each fortnight a sum that equalised their
salaries. The difference in superannuation was sortcd out by the piJfling amount (as Carric
called it) being paid into a savings account.
Thc effect of thesc arrangements was that,from the actualpayment ofsalaries side qf
things and.fiom the Ministry side of things, the co-principa1,ship doesn't exisl (Wayne1 :8).
Wayne felt however, that the St Mary's School arrangement was the right way lo do it, in that
we are getting what we want, and we are also obeying /he law (1 :9).

Fay O'Reilly had some particular concerns about accountability. She said,
Accountability was an area I was a little wary of right at the beginning. It S very easy to pass
the buck if there are two ... and 1 was a little uncomfortable as to how will they stand
responsible for their actions, either as separate people or as joint people.? (Fay 1 :4). The
parish priest felt comfortable however, that Carrie and Brigid were compatible in their
temperaments, teaching abilities and philosophies. For him, this was the important thing in
terms of accountability within the co-principalship. In his view, Although the law requires
there to be one person who would be accountable, the law is one thing and human nature is
another. And we have never been able to legislate entirelyfor human nulure. People who are
appointedas co-principals must be people who are able to work together and complemenl one
another. Ifthat isn't happening, then there will be no accountability and it won '2 work. It will
just collapse, it won't last (Parish priest 1:s).
Worries about tracing accountability within the co-principalship were not an issue for
Wayne Anderson. He said, We have a contr~ctwilh them that says they are equally
responsible in every respect to the St Mary's School Board for the management cfthe school
(1 : 8). He could not see any reason why this should not work. He reflected, I guess the problem
is that we are used to having a hanging tree and kicking [he box outfrom under somebody's
feet and3elin.g justice has been done. But I'm not sure that having any one individual who
is held responsible in a school siluation is going to he@ (1 :9). Wayne compared it to the
situation of a pilot and co-pilot. Ifsomething goes wrong, they both die with the aircrafi. So
the co-pilot will have no hesitation in telling the captain that, 'with all due respeclyou should
reconsider what you're doing, ' and the caplain will do the same... ln the co-princ@alsh@,
someone can be responsible .fir one area and someone for another, and while that person
might be responsible, the other one isjust as re,sponsible,forkeeping an eye on what they are
doing (1 : 1Q-11).
Wayne was also confideni that the agreemeni lic had sorted out with Cari-ie and Grigid
would work to ensure /hat they ausapair couldn 't gang up on us as a board or we as a board
couldn 't gang up on them. There was a facility for the board or the co-principals to call in an
outside agency or person who will act as an advisor ... ( f we couldn't resolve any problems
ourselves (Wayne1 :17). The letter of appointment to Brigid and to Carrie was supporiive and
stated that The S1 n/lary's ~l'choolBoard is commilted to ensuring lhal our ('0-principals are
given every assistance possible in order to ensure the smooth and eflicient running of our
school (Letter offering empioyment as co-principal, 511 11995j.
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On the evc of Carrie's arrival at the school, Wayne wrote to Brigid on bchalf of thc
school board, expressing their gratitude for thc work she had done as principal during the
preceding twelve months. I-le statcd, I have been impressed by your dedication, commitmenl
andability. Your open and honest approach to management i,ssues has made it a realpleasure
to work with you. I wish you well as you embark upon lhe new management of St M a r ~ ' ~ s
l%hool as &-Principal (Letter to Brigid Kirkwood, 27/3/1995).

Establishing shared leadership: 1995
While Carrie was working out her notice at her school, she and Brigid continued to
have a lunch or coffee together. We 're good at cuj'jumping! Carrie said. Wlien they met they
talked about thcir schools and their hopes for the Suture, but they agreed that they should not
become involved in planning at that stage, because they thought that there was a danger of
formalising things loo much. We needed to see how thingspan out (Brigid, BC 1 :1 3). They did
attend together a meeting where David Stewart (a Massey University consultant) talked about
job descriptions for principals and staff, but once again decided to wait until Carrie started
work at St Mary's to begin designing theirs.
Carrie took up her position as co-principal at St Mary's School on 3 April, 1995. She
felt a little anxious when she first arrived at the school, especially about living up to Brigid's
expectations, but after two months in her new job she said she was feeling really lucky coming
to a school wherepeople have been so supportive. Carrie's previous job had been fairly ffull
on ' and she found herself walking down the corridor at St Mary ',Y and thinking 'What is it I'm
not doing? ' I had this feeling that suddenly something's going lo hit me! (Carrie 1 :6). For
Carrie, the biggest challenge was to get to know the school in afew week,^. For example, I
knew we had a problem with the school roll being closed, but when there was a phone call
from a parenl who was coming into the area and wanting to enrol her child, I had to say,
'Look I'll take your name, but I can 'tpromise you a place, ' go and check it all out and then
get back to her.
Communication and shared practices grounded in personal friendship

Carrie and Brigid quickly found that, not only did they agree in relation to their
philosophies about teaching, they were also on the same wave length about how to manage the
school (Carrie1 :1). They said they did not have to talk much to each other about the process
of establishing their co-principalship because they knew each other well enough to get going
straight away, finding practices and approachcs that would work for them as they went along.
Although they were bothprelty independentpeople, they said it was their friendship and prior
relationship that enabled them to move so quickly into supporting onc another as they shared
the work (Carrie, I3C 1 :14).
'Theresa said iater that she thought that the whole essence ufihe co-principa1,ship is the
friendship that they had before they even considered doing lhis job ( 1 :4). in Theresa's view,
you'd have lo have that basis really, to make it work. Slic said, They obviously have very good
communication between them - you know that when you speak to one, lhe other will hear
about it, so that's good (1:l). The othcr stalf agreed that the two women very quicltly
developed a shared ltnowledge and understanding: as Holly Morgan put it, They bolh equally
know what's going on with everything. In thc co-principals' view, this was facilitated by their
early decision to do most things together, 80% collaboralive, 20% other, said Rrigid. Even
things that I was used to doing automatically, we did logether so that C'arrie could see how
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lhose things work. And I've quite enjoyed being able to talk about things with her. When I
explain how something is clone, she'll say, 'IIave you thought about doing it this way.?' Il S
great having her bringing in her ideas (Rrigid 1 :8).
Carrie com~nentedthat people open ask, 'Now do you sort out dgferentiating the
roles?' People really want to know what each of us does. But ifwe d(flerentiated the roles it
would make it quite diJJicultto manage quite a lot c?f things. And the bonus ($this approach
is that it doesn't matter who is available because we can both deal with something (Carrie,
AC3 :5). She added that if'we had delegated roles, we would both still want and need to know
what the other person is doing, so you'd have to have thal getting together andreporting hack
anyway. She said that their shared approach also gave them more confidence to act decisively:
Like ifthere are ~ w ufyou
o
sayilzg about a piece oj'rnail, 'tip it into the rubbish' lhen yozl do
that and move on. It's quite reassuring really (5).
Building shared leadership that involves a collaborative teaching team

During 1995 the shared work of the co-principals was focused first of all on
administration and management tasks, but then more on finding ways to involve all the staff
in planning and development, a team based approach to teaching and learning in the school.
The next sections describe how this happened.
Organising the sharing of administration time and tasks
At the beginning Thursdays were allocated as the co-principals release day for
administration, but, Carrie said, We saw straight away that it was going to be quite
complicated dividing up our principal release clay because the morning and a$ernoon hours
were not equal. So we switched around: one person does the morning this week and the
apernoon next week and vice-versa (1:l). The two women noted tasks they had to do on a
sheet of paper to begin with, but soon realised that a folder could get messy, so we starled an
exercise book. We meet together first thing on a Thursday and we keep the minutes of our
meeting written into that book. Any tasks that have co~neup during the week are also written
inlo it. So on a Thursday the person in the morning just basically goes through, doing the
tasks, noting down any relevant details, ticking offjohs. Anything that still has to be done gets
done in the uflernoon (Carrie 1 :1). Holly Morgan, a year one teacher noticed how at lunch time
the two women would up-date each other before the changeover: she commentcd that thc coprincipals had good communication between them (I-Iolly:2).
Marie Watson, who was responsible for the junior classes, noticed that later on Brigid
and Carrie split some tasks so that each could do what they liked best. Carrie loves doing he
mail - she gets all excited when she sees the mailbox,filling up and Brigid hates that part oJ
thejob. She's happy to hand it over, whereas she loves the whole PE thing, and I'll go to her
,for anything to do with that. And I go to Cd7arrie,fbr
anything about technology - she's really
info computers (Maric 3). Carrie explained later how the co-principals developed some
~
distinction in their two diSferent areas of curriculum strength. I've never been intophys P C hul
it S a big thing in this school as it's not only in the curriculum, but it's in the attitudes in the
school and the playground and lhings like that. Hrigid is really taking that on board and I
support her morally rather than physically (Carrie 2 2 ) . Tlolly Morgan said that the coprincipals had strengths that complement each other, however shc also pointed out that they 've
both given me good advice on a whole range c?f things (2). 1,ilte Theresa and Marie, she felt
comfortablc about going to either woman whcn she needed help or information, as did
1% -1 lrcl esa.
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Developringjob desc@lions and a collegial approach to stajJappraisals

At the time when Brigid and Carrie were appointed, the Ministry of LJducation was
rcquiring all schools to dcvclop appraisal systems that wcre linked to clearly dcfined job
descriptions. A priority task for the co-principals, that had been agreed with the board, was to
develop both and they focused on these tasks during April and May of 1995. Carrie said, Wi.
did our initial planning for our job descriytions, and the stqfls, ' on a ilYundayqfiernoon at a
caJ2. They went through the David Stewart model, but felt it wasn '1 rightfor us. We developed
working documents thai hopgfullypeople will refer to in their work. We'vegot a section called
jllction ' where people can comment, 'I haven't managed to do this, ' or 'I'll get help to do
this. ' We 're encouragingpeople lo scribble and cross things out (Carrie 13).
'The co-principals used a staff meeting to explain the job descriptions and appraisal
system to the staff, telling them that in preparation for their appraisal interviews, We want you
to think about what you're doing well in advance, and how you're going, anything you want
help with, anything you think you'd like to share. We want you to tell us ifyou 've got a betier
idea about somethi12g we've written here, or have some~hingto add or you don't like
something (Carrie 13). Carrie reflected later, We sort of tried to make itpositive, rather than
an interrogation. We hadsirong feelings about lhings we saw as possible goals and changes,
but you have to try and sort of draw those things out ofthem, without telling them. Appraisals
are sort ofmore at the level of individual development, the teacher's weekly plan, and their
cla.ssroom management and so on (Carrie 115). Brigid thought later that being able to work
with Carrie on the planning and carrying out of the interviews as well as the later writing up
was very valuable. We were able to discuss the wording of the records in quite a lot ofdepth
(Brigid 1:7).
Their approach was appreciated by the teachers. Each of the slaffmet for their appraisal
interview with both Brigid and Carrie, but teachers did not feel that there was a 'ganging up9
situation, such as has worried some of the board earlier. Theresa said, It S really nice to have
both ofthem there as they have dfferent suggestions to make... and ifwe panic and say like,
oh I haven't got everylhing ready, they say, well neither have we but we '11just work on what
we have managed to do, and this makes you get on and do it (1 :1I). Her comments summed
up Marie's and F-Iolly9sfeelings when she said, Appraisal is there to help you improve what
you do. It S not there to pull you down (1 :10). The November 1995 Education Review Office
Assurance Audit Report on the school noted that Stqf consider the new approach to
~
ohservation and individual
performance apprai,sal, bused on interviews with s t a classroom
goal setting ... to be apositive and constructive experience (ERO, November 1995, p.6).
Achievkg a balance between management and teaching

At the beginning ofworking as a co-principal, Brigid found balancing her teaching and
principal work rcquircd a lot of work. She said that when he was relieving for her one day Fred
Lewis, the previous teaching prii~cipal,told her thai she would have to accept that your
classroom work is not going to h~ as up to scratch as il would he ifyou were a straight
classroom teacher. IYe said that he could see that I hadn't accepted that yet - that all my
record,: were up to date and my planning was thorough. He said, ' I just think you have to let
something go ' (Brigid 1:13). Rrigid acknowledged that she was vcry hard on hersel S. But shc
was adamant that Allhough I could see that we can 't be expected to always have everything
perfect, you can ' I let your class suffer.
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Carric agreed. She said, The classroom programme is so important, and as u manager
qf the school, it's important that you ensure thal 's your key aim. She felt less tension about
balancing teaching and management than Brigid though. For her, the most satisfying and
successful thing about thc co-principalship was being able lo run a classroom and he n
principal - logether. There's alway,s more work to do, but I feel like I'm surviving (1: 7 ) .
(Indeed, David Sullivan took some pride in pointing out later how much had been achieved
in terms of new curriculum initiatives and establishing of management systems by the end of
1996.)
Despite Rrigid's initial worries about balancing her teaching and her management
responsibilities, a rather unexpected bonus of having Carrie in the school emerged early on.
Brigid described how when one of the teachers was sick, Carrie and I took our children
logether and we really enjoyed it. That hadn'l happened here before ... and I love leam
teaching - it's really exciting -for us, anulfor the children too. For me it's-great lo be working
in a room with another adull and I love lhe sharing of strengths. Like Carrie's got lhis bent
for art, and she S given me a lot qf such good ideas. And I've given her a lot ofmy resources
loo and ideas for her children. And now, we're hoping lhis will spread, to the other leachers
(Brigid 1:9).
From this experience, the co-principals saw that more team teaching throughout the
school could help enrich programmes while also providing some relief in planning through the
sharing of ideas. In the second ha1 f of 1995, therefore, they focused on developing strategies
that would enable closer co-operation between all the teachers.

Involving all the stagin sharing knowledge and resoarces
They began by suggesting that everyone could take responsibility at staff meetings for
reporting on the curriculum area each had responsibility for, up-dating staff for example, about
new resources or issues that had been communicated by the Ministry. The co-principals
modelled what they wanted to happen in the way they both facilitated other meetings. One
morning, they went through Ministry mail and brochures that had come in that week, giving
staff a potted summary aboM the content of each, a.nd telling them where it was being filed so
that those interested could find it later and read it themselves.
They found though, that staff were not coming to the weekly staff meetings adequately
prepared to report on their areas, and too much time was being wasted. Some were bringing
material to the meeting and reading andpresenting it at he same time, Brigid said. So we
talkedabout it a couple oftimes at the stafmeelings, hul in the end weformalised il - we gave
lhem all a memo that said how we wanted [hestaffmeetings to be. Carrie said, We had to make
it sort of 'of?cialJ and it is now working much belter (BC 2:8). The staff quicltly got into the
habit of writing up their agenda items on the staff mecting agenda whiteboard in the staffroom.
Marie Watson later attributed the teachers' increased sharing of information and
resources to the co-principals' collegial leadership approach. She described how they worlced.
Carrie mighl start a meeting by saying, 'Well loday we 'll all go through lhe science cupboard'
- instead cfielling us io go and look, we do it logelher. I now ltnow what resources ure in he
school, lhings I wouldn 't have known were there! (Marie: 10). She said that Brigid had
similarly involved her in the asscssmellt course that she was attending, and how that had
brought a consistency in the assessment techniques and recording systems ill the senior and
the junior school.
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- in problem solving
Early on in their shared leadership, the co-principals found thatpeople were of-loading
their worries andfrustrations at the sta(jc'meetingsand hey were dragging on (Brigid, BC2:9).
They decided to sct up a separate meeting for discussions about special necds children and
requested that topics for discussion at this rneeting be entered on the weeltly agenda. Now we
use a special Wednesday morning meeting specifically,for discussing any problems ana'j5r
brainstorming suggestions,for either dealing with behaviours or for resource people who
could help (Brigid, BC 2:9). 'Ihis not only resulted in each of lhe staff meetings becoming
more defined and streamlined as Rrigid put it, but in staf' fecling more supported in their
teaching.
'Theresa had taught at St Mary's for several years and she said that it had been the slyle
in the school for teachers to work together, but the co-principals had enhanced shared decision
malting. She said, At meetings now, after we 've been discussing something, someone will say,
'Wouldyou like me to go away andjormulale something and come back with a proposal? 'and
the rest of us will say yes (1 :7).

- in school wride curriculum planning
In 1995, the co-principals also began involving staff in planning for particular
curriculum initiatives. They both believed that this was apositive way of encouragingpeople
to come on board with the development. Rather lhan saying, let us help you do this, you make
it into 'Let's all do this together,' said Carrie (BC 2:9).
They began with a focus on physical education initiatives. This was Brigid's area of
special strength, but Carrie said that Brigid did not take control of the initiative. Rather, she
asked the PE advisor to come into the school and work with everyone, she and Carrie included,
to plan and develop a school wide PE curriculum. Marie Watson particularly praised this
aspect of the co-principals' work, which she described as a woman's way qfdoing things that
resulted in all the staff becoming more enthusiastic and knowing what was happening in each
~f the class levels (Marie:9).
Marie also commented on the value for the staff and the school of the co-principals9
ability to network with other people. They know what is going on, she said, which Fredjust
didn 't really have time jor, because of his workload (Marie:9). She said that by the end of
1996, the staff had been really brought up to date, in the social studies and technology
curriculum as well as the PE area. Brigid said later, I think we 've used every advisor there is!
It's been fantastic and I lold them how lucky wejeel to have them come in. They said that they
enjoyed beingpart ojthis school, and if they didn 'tfiel valued they wouldn 't come (BC 2:10).

- in taking responsibilityl o r budgeting
As part of their aim to involve staff more, the co-principals gave each teacher
responsibility for spending in their curriculurn area. Mai-ieexplained that VIhave bought seine
boolcksfi)rsocial studies, I have to wrile it in the book how much I've spent and how much is
l e j and that',~open,fir the whole stuffto look at. l$nd it a hit duunfing at time,s, but /here is
more accountability as a result (Maric: 1I). In Marie's view, because St Mary's School had
a very small staff, cvcryone had to work together, and it was important for each of them to
realise that one ~lecisioncan arecl someone else. You can see when there's no more money,
say.for thejunior area ( 1 I). She saw the co-principal's more open leadership style liclping to
deveiop this awareness and she appreciated the increased respoiisibility. 7%eccii-~i.i'i.i~i~iil:iii~~
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the ball hack in our court - like ifthere's still money in our budget and we need something,
Carrie say,s, 'Well go and spend it. ' They make us re,sponsible, which is good
The co-principals9 'low key' leadership and management style

As they established their co-principalship, Brigid and Carrie were aiming not to 6' nf orce
the shared leadership model on people, but to keep it quite low key (Brigid, BC 2: 12). 'Their
'low key' approach to shared leadership and maiiagement was reflected in the ways they
carried out their own planning and meetings together. Carrie said, We tend to chat. We '11go
and sit in a cafk and chat over things. We'll go out,fi,r tea and take paper and have halfan
hour sharing ideas then put it away. It S good to get away o u ~of the school - away from
interruptions. Sometimes we'll come down to the school at the weekend. They're not the sort
of meetings where you get stressed out. It S quite nice really ( 1 :2). They would also grab a
moment, such as five or ten minutes before school, or at lunchtime, to talk over something
(Carrie I :2). As Brigid noted, an important spin off was that she worried a little less. And i f
I worry now, I can ring up Carrie and we can spend some time on the phone - it S shared. It's
good to know too that w e worry about the same things! It's also been a lot more,fi~n- I mean
we've been able to laugh about things, so the enjoyment side of it has risen,for me (1:14).
Their relaxed style influenced the way they carried out management tasks such as
preparing principal's reports for board meetings. Carrie said that she usedto spendmany hours
slaving over principal's reports - it S a real trap. But we do them together. We gei our diaries
out and talk it - we've got a fabulous secretary who shorthands itfor us and then wejust go
through and amend bits andpieces (1 :1).
Being relaxed did not mean being unsystematic though. Carrie described later how,
while they talked about an area needing work, One of us will say, 'Well, I'll get that done. '
And we'd do it. We'd be quite ,systematic. And we 've been able to trust each other that when
we say we'll do something, we know it will get done. We've trusted each other all the way
along (2:4). Marie said, You hear them at lunchtime, when Brigid will say to Carrie, 'Willyou
.finish that osfatplaytime? Istarted two phone calls on it, but didn't.finish. 'Andyou know, that
must he a help to each c?f them, to be able lo go back to their classes and know lhat a job will
be finished that day (Marie: 18).
When asltcd how she would describe their leadership style, Carrie said that she saw it
as being able to take on board what people arefeeling and wanling and helping them to move
forward Like in a staffmeeting when people say, oh I wish we could... then saying well how
can we muke that work.? It's like looking at the whole picture andpulling the threads together
and helping people 20 move.forward (Carrie 1:3). Carrie summed up their approach as being
facilitative. It's not us standing over people and saying right, now we 're going to do this or
that. I f things aren ' I moving along and you have to do that, or inspire people to get the ball
rolling, I don't thinlc that works, because it's not owned Part ojour leadership job is to muke
sure that everybody owns it. She felt that as leaders, you do have to set up your vision andyour
long term piclure, but you don 't have to do this by yourself You do it ul, say, your teacher
only day, where every::nc! looks at where you're going. Yozl look al what the needs are ralher
than imposing your own views.. . that way you build on what people have already got and you
leurn.from others too (1 :4).
Brigid said, There are a lot qfcomponents qflendership - like someone leads by
example, has a clear vision, works collaborntively. Bringing other people on boardmeans lhat
you talk to other people about your ideas, but to me it is important that you talk to them about
& ideas, not my wcy all the time. Vkion is a u'ireclion, where you look ahead and say this
,,
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whole stafand say, 'What is your vision jor the school? What do you see as important?' We
did this in a,frame-up. What you have is like a picture frame, and oulside o,fthe.fmme is the
question. They write down all their ideas and then each person tall,c about whal they have
written down. Then ifeveryone else agrees with what they 've said, it gets written in the middle
ofthe.frame. ISo you end up with what you 've collectively agreed to. This is quite a structured
way to be collaborative, but I think it works well. There has to be a shared vision (3:6).
The staff appreciated the co-principal's approach. IIolly Morgan said, We allfeel apart
of it because il is so shared They keep everything very open with us. We know what's going
on. Perhaps this is also part of being a small school. They are out there teaching as well, so
we see them all the time (3). As a first year teacher she found it really good to see what is
involved in running a school. ?'he older teachers also commented on how much thought and
time Brigid and Carrie were putting into their work together. Marie said, This gives me
conJidence - I know lhings are being done. Fred was so slressed and ~hing,sseemed to pile up.
He was nipping in and out of the qfJice all day. They seem less stressed and il 's a bit (?farelief
really (1-2).
Marie also described the co-principals' leadership style as being quite a gentle
approach (1). She thought that some people might be misinterpreting this though. She had
served on the school's board before she had come back into teaching in the school and she said
- like at board meetings they
that Brigid and Carrie's manner might slack some parents
listen to people right through, and answer questions by saying, We do this because... .. ' Ojien
lhey talk quite quietly, and I sometimes think that i f they said things more loudly, they would
sound more authoritative (4). These are interesting comments in the light of the simmering
governance/management tensions in the school. These are described later.
Co-principals' appraisal

When Brigid and Carrie were appointed, Wayne Anderson did not like the requirement
for boards to appraise principals. He said, As a vet, I'm not sure that I would accept a teacher
assessing my performance, so therefore I'm not sure that I can assess a principal's
performance (1:9). Wayne said he was condemned by ERO for not doing a principal
appraisal, but Ipointed out to them that Ididn 't think I was qualified to do it. I refused (1 :24).
He felt that the board had enough to do without us meddling in professional education issues.
Let S have someone who is quallJied come in and do it.
In June 1995 however, the new board set up a sub-committee for employment matters
and their responsibility included the co-principal appraisal. Carrie said at that time that she and
Rrigid would be appraised by the committee, probably separately and maybe together as
well ... and that will be interesting, because there has never been an appraisal system,for the
principal inplace here (1 :2). Both women were comfortable with this. The board appraisal did
not eventuate though. The ERO Assurance Audit Review noted that At the request of the coprincipals aperformance appraisal, in terms ofthe job description, was undertaken in August,
by anolher principal ( 1 995, p.6)
Brigid said that at the local principals cluster group, other principals were talking about
how they were doing each other's appraisals, so she and Carrie decided to ask another woman
principal to appraise them. This involved a shared interview and observation of what was
being done around the school. The evaluation was tied to the principal'sjob description which
listed the key responsibilities to lead, co-ordinate and facilitate the learning community,
manage and develop the school culture, take responsibility for school communication
networlts, play a figurehead role in rcprcsenting the school, and engage in professional
..
. .
development. !r, her rep~rt,the appra:s:ng pr::~c:pa! noted many ac!~ievcmer;lsill cach area.
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I-Icr comments included the following statements: Three parent injOrmation evenings have
been held relating to the learning,focus ... co-principals have used many advisors and many
leaching and learning modes have been presented to stafl... Staflregularly set goa1,s which
are achievable ... An outstanding ,system of interview, recording and evaluating of staff ...
Assertive discipline policy most succes,sjul and peer mediation proce,rs being implemented ...
Limited facilities have been re-organised to optimise space available ... A strategic plan ji,r
communicalion within the whole school community has been drawn up ... Principals are
respecled by colleagues, parents and board members known to the appraiser ... The way the
school is managed r@ects a wide breadth of knowledge based on sound educational theory
(Co-Principal Appraisal Report, August 1995). Thc appraiser concluded: Icongratulate Brigid
and CA7arrieon their wonderjul efJbr2.s and the management slrategies they have pul in place
over an extremely short period of time. I have come away with some greal ideas.
Rrigid and Carrie had not thought of involving the board in this first co-principals'
appraisal, as they thought that it was like the teachers' appraisal, like,for us, Brigid said. The
women noted though that ERO pointed out in their report that, The board needs to jormalise
proceduresforfuture appraisals ofthe co-principals ( E K O 1995, p.6), and they recognised
that the board do need to know, so next year we '11have David involved as well (Brigid 1 :23).
In1996, David joined the principal appraiser when she interviewed the co-principals and he
said he was really happy with it. I was new to it and I was watching what was going on. They
concentrated on curriculum (David 2:l). He thought that the work the co-principals were
doing in that area was amazing.

Tensions in governsaneelmanagemen& relationships: 1995 -7
In the ERO Assurance Audit Report released in November 1995, it was stated that The
Board has been innovative in appointing co-principals to the school. This has achieved the
planned objective ofreducing the heavy workload o f theprevious principal. New management
structures are negotiatedand developed as a result o f the appointment. These support ejJective
curriculum delivery (1995, p.2). This report was very complimentary about what had been
achieved in the first nine months of the co-principalship. Some tensions in the area of
governance and management that had been evident before the appointment of the coprincipals, were continuing to simmer throughout this period, however.
Earlier tensions
Fred Lewis, the previous principal, had found that under Tomorrow 's Schools9the job
of principal had grown enormously (Fred 1:I). IIe had helped the first board develop the
school's policies and charter, but as Wayne later put it, hc was having to work with a board
that didn't really know what lhey were supposed to be doing (Wayne 1:3). Wayne described
ter~sionsthat had arisen when that board started to take control and have more input into
running the school. Fred didn 't,find that easy to accept to star1 with, bul he had 20. When we
came in as a new board though, we relied on Fred heuvilyfor the.first six months and lislened
to his advice and counsel (Wayne 1:3).
However, Wayne's board then decided that thcy wanted to tighten up Ihc budgct and
they began to take over rlimre of the financial management. There developed what Wayne
described as aperiod cf mistrust... We as a board wunted~oget more control, have more input
... in order to prolect and assisl the staJJ.Their workload wa,s high ... and i f anything did go
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wrong they weren 't the ones to be held entirely responsible... So we were trying to be.forcq5ul
and supportive at the same time . .. This was dfficult ,for the principal (2-3).
Wayne explained that Brigid, as deputy principal, had watched all this happen around
her ... but she stepped in and did afine job when Fred took stress leave (4). Wayne was very
impressed with Brigid's worlc, and whcn he negotiated the co-principalship contract with her
and Carrie, he was determined that the agreement would protect them from any possible
intervention by a new board that might attempt to underminc the shared leadership contract.
This was a possibility that he thought was quite likely.

W h o answers t o w h o m in the new eo-prineipallboard relationships?
After Brigid and Carrie were appointed, at the last meeting of Wayne's board there was
some debate about whether thc co-principals should have one or two votes at board meetings.
Wayne thought that both women should have a vote, but it was decided by his board that this
matter should be left over for the new board to decide at their first meeting (Board minutes,
19/4/95). At that meeting, David Sullivan, the new board chairperson, reported that Wayne bad
suggested that both the principals should be able to vote, but he also pointed out that under
Section 94 qf the Education Act there is one trustee principal, and ther~foreco-principals
should only have one vote. After some discussion, the new board accepted the parish priest's
suggestion that both co-principals should attend board meetings, but take turn about to vote
(Board minutes 2/5/95).
A more volatile issue emerged at this meeting however. Brigid described how one of
the board members said to the co-principals, You 'd better behave yourselves girlies, because
we 're your employer,^ now (1 :3). David Sullivan said later that when he heard the board
member say this he thought, Oh no! Right you 're o f t h e hoard! but he did not intervene at the
meeting. Brigid took exception t o what was said though. I wasn 't going to let that pass, she
said. I knew I'd take it home wilh me otherwise - it had to come out in the open, so I said,
"That sort of comment is inappropriate' (Brigidl:2). Although the board member responded
that it was just a flippant comment, Brigid said that similar comments were made at the
following board meeting. She felt then that the governance/management thing was something
we had to sort out fairly smartly ( 1 2 ) . She was surprised and concerned that at the veryJirst
meeting some people were so outspoken and I thoz~ght,gosh, ifthey ure saying things like this
at the first meeting! I said to them, 'I think people need to realise thal we all want the same
thing, you know, to have the very best for the children in the school' (l:16).
Brigid found this new board a completely dflerent kettle oJfish - this kind of thing
didn't happen with the previous board. Previously I j i l t all the board were on our side, bul
now there are some people who are making things really quite difjcult (Rrigid 1 :4). At the
time, she thought that two of the new board members have hidden agendas for coming on to
the board and they don ' I realise the dynamics qf'how boards work (Brigid 1 9 ) . She illustrated
this with an account of an issue around one board member's disruption of a board subcommittee's development of policy in ail area that affected this board member's son. She said
that during this episode, there was considcrablc tension at the sub-committee meeting, with
anothcr board member asking whether the questioner's concerns were grounded in her own
vesled interests or in thc interests of the school as a wholc. It was obvious how stressed
everyone was because everyone just kept making excuses to leave the room to make a cup of
tea (Brigid, UC 225).
Colleen Murphy, the school secretary, observed some of what was happening between
the ncw board and the co-.principals.She commented latcr, The boardrxre not /here to manage
ihe sc~iool,biii /hem iire soine wllh G bll i f a silLy al'ritude ~ h ~[hat.
u t A lot ofboards have a
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bit oftrouble sorting out their governance and management and it tends to place a lo/ of
demands on the princtpals, Ifeel, until the board gel their head around the-fact that they are
not /here to tell the principals how to manage the school or the stqg or how to run their day
to day work (Colleen:2).
Brigid continued to worry about what wwas happening and she contacted anotl~er
principal in the area to ask her whether she could come to talk to the board about governance
and management. This person advised Brigid to use STA, as otherwise it might beperceived
that this is just another principal coming in. She gave me a couple ofnames and I suggested
it to David. The board were actually going to a training thing that night, so he said, %et 'sjust
see how that goes and whether it irons out any ofthose sorts of things' (Brigid 1 :16). Whcn
nothing eventuated, a few months later she contacted a representative from Teacher Support
to see whcther anyone was available to offer the board some training. She suggested to David
that he follow up oil this person's offer to work these things through with the board (Brigid,
BC 2:26), but she said he did not seem to think the person was appropriate and the training did
not eventuate at that stage. Brigid remained concerned about this, but did not want to be telling
the board that you have to do this, this and this. I'd like them to,find outfor themselves. She
said at that time, she and Carrie were also sort ofletting David.find his way too (Brigid, BC
2:27).
Although they were experiencing tensions in their board/principal relationships, in the
beginning Brigid and Carrie felt that overall they had an ally in their board chairperson.
Although they thought that he did sometimes need to have things pointed out to him, they said
he did listen to what they had to say. Carrie gave the example of when they told hini that we
were infact being bullied about some things by some of the people on the board to do lhings
in certain ways, and that he needed to say no to this, he said 'Ohyeah, I can see that' (Carrie,
BC 2:27). Brigid said that he was very supporlive of Carrie and1 Early on he made one of the
dijjcult board members the secretary to keep her busy, he said, so she won't have the energy
to put into too many extra things ( 1 :5).
David acknowledged later that it was a tough board - demanding. Full of highly
talented, but emotional people (David 1:5). He wanted to help the co-principals and
commented; When I said at a planning meeting with the co-principals, 'What else can I do?'
they said, :Just keep the board off our backs' (David 1:4). He supported the co-principals
during some debates that arose around the introduction of increased principal release time.
An issue over co-principal 'release time9

During their first six months in the job together, the co-principals found that when a
crisis occurred (such as a suspension case) they had to get in a reliever to release them from
their teaching so that they could deal with it. They also realised that they needed more time out
of their own teaching responsibilities if they were to achieve the whole school curriculum and
professional development that they wanted to embark on. So, Carrie said, we started taking
cm extra release day. We talked about it wilh the budgel person on the board and il just sort
qfgrew into apaltemfrom that (Carrie, BC 2: 1).
IIaving the release teacher in for aiiothcr day caused a problem with some parents
however, according to David. He said, Whenever the regular teachers are out uf their
clas,sroorn,s,,fbrwhatever reason - whether they are sick, or on a course or whatever, what will
happen is two or three parents will go in to pick up their children and the teacher's not there.
They then say to a board member, 'Why is there a relief teacher in there with my child? ' A n d
it built up 10 several parents complaining about the number of relief teachers in the school.
. .
And iJie hijard get qci~eibecause lhej; say lhe cij-prii.iclpals
haveiz'l lold thcEz(I>avid 1 5 ) .
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David had some sympathy with the co-principals here thougli. He said, The co-princEpa1,s
haven 't told the board why they are out ofthe classroom, because they won't say, Zoolc we
were dealing with a sexual molestation case, ' or 'We were dealing with social welfare, or the
police. ' 'I'hatS not something the community needLsto know ... One qj'the board members is a
bit q f a gossip and he takes things home ... and nothing travels,faLsterthan rumour you know
(1 :6).
David supported the co-principal's request to the board that they allocate a sum of
$2000 to fund the extra releasc time for thcm until the new Management Responsibility Grant
(MRG) would be available to the school in the 1996 financial ycar. IIc pointed out that with
only one release day, there was too muchpressure. It was incredibly unfair as lhere is exaclly
the same amount qf work,fi,r a school this size as what there is,for one with 500pupils where
you would have a walking head (David 1:2).
One member of the board remained unhappy about the expenditure however, and
wanted to see some more justification for it. So Carrie and Brigid prepared for the December
1995 board meeting a report which began: We realise that in order jbr you to supporl us it is
important that you understand the nature of the teaching princ@al ',s job and how the
provision qf an extra release day has contributed so positively lo school development (Memo
to board of trustees, 411 2195:l- 2). They listed the details of their work with advisors and
initiatives in science, maths, art, religious education, music, English, health, physical
education, maths, technology, 'brain gym,' Maori and Samoan, many of which they said,
would not have happened ifit were not for the extra release day (p.2) They also recorded
developments in the staff library, a policy review calendar, new report forms, development of
the caretaker's job description and appointment of a new office person. They concluded, One
release day each has also meant that we have been able to keep up with nzail. In the past we
have missed out on ofers which would have benefited the school, particularly in regurd to
availability of advisors. This list is not exhaustive, but we,feel it will give you a useful insight
into what ourjob entails andwhat the extra release time has meant (p.3). This report appeared
to satisfy the board member and the issue quietened for the time being.
The extra .06 principal release time not only helped both women cope with what David
called the big and uglyjob of a teachingprincipal, but also ens-bled them to rationalise their
contributions to teaching. They employed a release teacher for four mornings a week, during
which time she took Brigid's class for maths from 9.00 - 10.30, and Carrie's class for maths
from 11.00-12.30. Continuity for both the children's learning and the co-principal's
management work was more easily achieved. We can start one job one day, and either.finish
it or over morning tea I'll tell Carrie, 'These are the things I've done, ' and she can carry on
with it. Carrie added, And instead ofhaving to leave if for a week, it can get compleled. Both
women were grateful for the extra release time arrangement: It takes a huge loud ofl our
shoulders. We don 't have lo plan,for a whole area of the curriculum (Brigid, BC 3 :1).
Relationships of trust andlor accountabiliQ?

Although from ihe co-principals' point of view the issue around rclease tirnc and the
use of relievers was successfully negotiated, they found the episode a strain. By the elid of
1995, both Carrie and Brigid wcre feeling that the new board did not trust them. Carrie said,
Il 's a hit o f a 'them and us ' scenurio - it 's a bit (fapower game actually (Carrie, BC2: 13) and
Rrigid felt that from the beginning of the shared leadership, the co-principals were having to
deal with a lot oj'confronlalion (Brigid 230).
Thc underlying tensions here were not apparent to the Education Review OSficers who
A~iditReport stated
visited the school in November of 199-5howcvcr, arid the ERG I"~ssurai~ce
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that, The governance and management issues thal existed at the time ojtheprevious Education
Review Ofice visit (in 1994, before the co-principals were appointed) have been resolved. The
appointment of co-principals from the start qf 1995 and the Board elections in March
provided an opportuni&.fir a redefinition c?fgovernance and management responsibilities.
Governance is now delegatedto all Board members through sub committees in which stafare
a l , involved.
~
Each commillee has defined tasks which are staled in a slrategicplan aspart
of the board strategic plan. This organisalion has resulted in positive working relationships
between Board members and s t u 8 Mutual respect is evident between the Board and the coprincipals. All of these .factors support co-ordination and unity o j the Board and stqff in
establishing and implementation plans jor school development (ERO, November 1995, p.3).
As part of their commitment to their shared leadership, both Brigid and Carrie attended
the board sub-committee meetings at the beginning of their work together. Thcy thought this
was important both for the guidance of the new board, and for their own development and
keeping in touch with what was happcning. Brigid observed, Although it's taking time now,
it will lessen the workload eventually (1:15). Thcy said later though, that not all the
committees remained as focused or unified as ERO reported. The co-principals felt some board
members were not as committed to their areas of responsibility as they hoped and some other
board members did not trust them to make decisions but kept asking questions and wanting
documentation. When Brigid told the board that it seemed to her that Ifpeople really trusted
us they would not grill us as much as they do, someone said 'I think you're taking it too
personally ' (Brigid 2:3 1).
Fay 09Reillywas one of the board members who was asking for reports that would
prove to her that the co-principals were accountable in their administration of the school (Fay
1 5 ) .Fay felt frustrated that she had no idea what they are supposed to do asprincipals, so
how am I supposed to be able to judge whether they are accountable or not.? ... I will say to
David Sullivan, 'Gee it cheeses me oj? 'and he S very good, but he 's very naughty. Ife says,
'Gofor it! 'He enjoys a goodfight on the board, a strong disagreement, something that gets
the adrenalin going. He feels it brings out diferent aspects ufboard members and he knows
I'm a right bolshy bitch and I'm quite happy to argue something because he's asked me to or
because Ifeel strongly about if ,Yo he would quite ($en prod me, or raise an eyebrow andl'd
wade in with another question (Fay 1:6).
While she was on the board Marie was frustrated by this sort of thing. She described
how Carrie was qui~zedover making sure the computer she was recommending was suitable
for the school, with the board telling her to make sure it could take the school rolls - but
anyone walking into the s t a f room would Icnow lhat Carrie is up to date in that area
(Marie: 12). In Marie's opinion, some of the board did not understand how competent the coprincipals are.
Tensions around communication with parents

The issue around the principals' release time also became entangled with some issues
arouiid comui~icationwith parents. Some saw this as inadequate communication from the
co-principals to parents, while some others saw the problems as being caused by the board ~ i o t
lillfilling their co~nmunicationwith parents adequately.
'I'he fact that some parents had complained that they did not get enough information
about what was happening in rclation to the number of relievers that were being used in the
school, was seen by David as, to some extent, the co-principals' fault. Although he thought
that the school had very able teachers, and that both Brigid and Carrie were doing an excelle~~t
. .
job in I eliltioii io ihcir ot.\iii iediliii~gand leadership (ifthe schocil, in his vieiv, thc cc;-principals
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were not good at dealing with the community... We have committedparents and iher~forewe
have huge expectations. I tell them they've got to get out to the front gate more (1 :7).
I Iowever, Marie Watson said, Iwouldn 't say the lack ofcommunication usually comes
from the co-principals. It S the board not keeping people informed (14). Marie saw
communication to the parents about staffing matters as being the responsibility of the board
and she felt that in this matter, tlie board should have been correcting a misunderstanding on
the part of the parents about the role of teachers who wcre, in fact, not relievers, but part-time
permanent staff employed for principal release and for reading recovery. This did not happen
and the discontent continued to be felt by some parents.
Colleen Fleming, thc school secretary also pointed out that the parents ' expectations
here are probably unrealistic and a lot ofparents tend to not ,find out all the information
before they sound qfl.. Parents here are incredibly demanding of the school and the principals
and their own children ( I ) . Colleen had children in college and had served on that school's
board as well as St Mary's parent teacher committee. In her view, With the new 7omorrow's
Schools and new boards, parents have been expected to take more ofan interest. It's very easy
.for aparent to come in though, and say 'My child's not achieving, and what are you going to
do about it?' rather than 'My child's not achieving, and what can I do to help.?' It can be
pretty stressful for a teacher in those situations (1).
Brigid did find some of the parents very demanding, though she felt that as a group,
the parents in this community are just wonderful (Brigid 1:12). She described how in the first
year, a lot of them came and asked, 'How's it going.?' It's nice that people are genuinely
interested to see fthe co-principalsh@ is making a difJirence and it 's nice to be able 20 say
that I think it's going wonderfully well. I feel as f a load has been l@ed qf my shoulders
(1:17). However, she also said, But Iguess it's like anything -you getyourfiw who make l f e
very dificult. There are a few parents here, who, jf they don't like something say 'Well, I'll
tule my children away. ' They say those things, and they say that other parent,^ say them.
on one occasion I actually rang Ihe parents. I said, (Look,I hear that you're maybe going to
take your child away because (name) is teaching in your child's class. 'And she said, 'Oh I'm
sick ofpeople saying I say things that aren't true! There 's no way I'm going to do that!' She
said 'I am going to move Janice, hut that's because I always said that at Ihe end oJ',<;fd4, I
wanted her to go to (name) college. She's been booked in there since she was a baby. ' S o then
I rang and told the other parent this and I said to her, Zoolc, I think you should check your
facts are correct before you start saying that sort ofthing ' (Brigid 1:12). Brigid thought that
it was much better to be direcl in this way, rather than to lct issues simmer underground.
The parish priest wondered though whether perhaps the co-principals were not
promoting themselves and their achievements strongly enough with the board and the parents.
He said that the co-principals had a gentle approach and he approved of this because lie did
not like stridentpeople. However, he added that to lead... you 've got to he up ~he,frontand out
in pant of people. You've got l o be seen - and I think that maybe when you've gol joint
principals, maybe they tend to step backfrom that responsibility ... There could be times when
they need to be up there saying, like, we arc achieving, he children are achieving ... like, trusl
hat they have a vision (I'aristi priest 1.7).
Later, after David had been putting some pressure on the co-principals to get oul lo the
fronl gate withparents as he put it, Rrigid describcd somc ofthe parent information evenings
they had r u i ~and said, We 13communicating with parents, but one or two complain. And
actually, part of the problem is there's still one board member who doesn 't listen when she
has things explained to her. ,She is focused on her own children's needs and has not really
worked out that she is there .fir the good oJ all /he children. It S quite exhausting really
(Brigid, BC3: i Oj.
15'0,
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By thc end of 1996, David acknowledged that communication problc~nswith the
community were not just centred on the co-principals. He said that the board PR person hadn 't
been very successful al communicating with parents and she would get o f t h e board ifshe
could. She said that she was sick and tired qf hearingpeople saying that they are no1 infirmed
of what's going on. She wrote a board newsletter every week and they still said ihal (Llavid
1:10). Ile also said later in 1997 that he himself had had some difficulties in communicating
with the community. One of the things I thought I'd he really good al was communicating with
the community and I've.fiund it much harder than I thought it would be. You get to the poinl
where you think, oh **** them, I've told /hem so many times ... There are 10% of the
community who niggle and nag and there are 90% who are really happy with the school. You
can't afford to be constantly aware qf the 10% who take your attention away,from the YO%
(David 2:3). Ile said he had not talked about these experiences with the co-principals though.
Gender and leadership: entangled issues?

During 1995-6, a set of gendered dyndmics was also simmering within what thc parish
priest called an entangled area of perceptions about the shared leadership. He said that while
there was certainly a wide satisfaction with the co-principalship at the moment, there were
some people in the community who were finding the co-principalship a little - um unsa/isfuctory I suppose. I have asked one or two und afew have said, 'Well you don't know
who you should be seeing when you go there. ' Others lhen say hey think that, well, you know,
we have an ull.fimale stafi but we would like some male members on the staff ... I think that's
it. The other is that people see the play area as being small and there's not really enough urea
for play and lhatperhaps the Mo principals don't encourage the children, particularly boys,
to - ah (laughs) to be involved with certain sports like cricket and rugby. Others may have a
very high expectation, and others say 'I like to go along and meet the person who is in charge
and who'll be prepared to accept responsibility ... and those people might be very well
satis$ed f i t wasjust one person there ... II is a very entangled area and I f i e l that working
the whole thing through with these people, well you might very well be intruding in an area
which is better 1eP and at lhe end cf the day yo11 may achieve nothing except to stir (Parish
priest 1:2-3).
Marie said that the community was quite conservative in terms of some of its attitudes
(Marie:22). She saw the cricket match episode as illustrating some underlying gender politics
that were being challenged on the one hand by the co-principals and teachers in the school, and
being resisted on the other by some parents who she saw as having quite entrenched attitudes
in this area.
That9§not cricket!

Marie described how Brigid has really promoted fair play within the school - like
inslead of F2 h ~ y dominating
s
lhe ?.vhole.fieldwith crickel, she said that lhe girIs musl huve
a turn in the space . . . and I lhink this has got up people 's noses (Maric:20). She reme~nbercd
hearing David telliilg one of the parents to go down to the school to see the-fiminist down
there (meaning Brigid) when he was asked about a cricket match that some of the dads wanted
to organise between our school and another one. Thisparenl rang me up and said would I ask
that,fernini~.tin North Street ifshe would talk to the slufabout if. fie said 'We want a dads'
mulch. ' S o Ifilled him in on how we have this.fuirplaypolicy within the school and that i f it
was going under the school name, it would be good to have both males andjkmales andjust
call iz aparenis ' maich. Weii ii gui infothis great big ihirig with le/ters,fiiiighere iind llirerc -
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I don '1 think lhe community was ready,fbr it. But it ended up being a parents ' match on the
,flyer that Jinally went out.
On the day cfthe match, one of the men hit the ball right out [he park jbur times in a
row and there was all this cheering and carrying on! And I said to the person sitting next lo
me, 'Just wait till the women get out there - it will go right over the houses!' Rut, well none
of the women even got a turn to go out there. One woman who turned up with all the white
cricket gear on (and didn't know any qf the wrangling that had gone on beforehan4, well ,she
hadput her nume down, quite high on the list because she gol lhere early. We jusl thought it
was, you know, firsl in first on the field sort of thing. But she never got called up. She was
nzost upset.
On Monday, we talked about it a,s a staflbecause we did reallyfeel it was a slafSissue,
although it had come originallyjrom aparent. We decided that if anylhing went out under St
Mary S name again, it would be parents as such. [fi~llowedzp and spoke to the chap in charge
and I said that it had to be a fair thing, you know, first in -first play. But we haven't had
another game (Maric 2 1-22). Marie remained amazed that people think in those wayLs,and are
,still so firmly entrenched. I f ' s stupid isn't it?

Rrigid said later that One of the higgesl dfficulties we have is the community being
quite traditional. I think a lot ofpeople would like to see a male principal slill. We got a lot
offlack about introducing other sporting activities in the playground. The boys used to totally
dominate it before we put our foot down , but now we have people saying it is a girls'
playground and the boys are not getting a fuir go. At the end of last year we had this
wonderful concert, hut there's been a lot oftalk about the fact that we had the boys holding
hands for the jolk dance. l'his is the kind of lhing we are working against. There are some
people who think we just can't change things in these areas (Brigid, BC3 :10). She described
how when the EEO policy was being developed for the school, it came up that we 've got no
men and that we should be actively seeking men. I said we should be putting down that we
nlways seek the best person for the job, whether that be a man or a woman. I also pointed out
that we should be actively seeking a Samoan person, as it is important to recognise ethnic
minorities and we have an important Samoan community in this school (Brigid 3:5).
Brigid felt dishearteiied by what she saw as minimal effosts by the board to involve
the 17% Samoan community in the work of the board. She felt that cultural factors around the
style of board meetings and procedures put Samoan people off. In her view, It 's another aspect
of this traditional community that the hoard just don't realise what an asset the LYamoan
community are ... Carrie and I have run a couple ofparent evenings in their suburb, taking
the school out lo them, but other things have taken over and it's never beenfollowed through.
We went to White Sunday last week- I hadput a notice in the school newsletter invilingpeople
to attend and I was really impressed that one ,family did turn up and I saw ,four Sirmoan
families go up lo them and really look aper them. And I thought dhaf f i t had been reversed
and a Samoan family had come down here, they 'dprobahly get ignored. Il would have been
nice fsomeone from the board hadgone along - that 's what needs to happen - the board need
to get to know the Samoan community (Rrigid 3:7).
David said later that the board had tried to gct more Samoan parents involved on thc
board, And we had one Samoan person come along and unfortunately it was right in the
middle qfa suspension and he lookeu'al the wuy thispulungi board went at each other'foqfive
hours and he didn 't wan/ any ofthut, so he hacked oft Others did the same (2:11). In his view,
our principal,^ are iiery tihiiugh~f~il
qf the Sii;~iiii;icc;;lz;.;lzlnily... and we do care greally abozll
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them, bul they are happy no1 to be represented. One of the Samoan parents described some of
the difficulties she had experienced, though. She had becn asked three times to go on I'he
board, hut, she said, I'm too shy and my English is not so good. People talk too.fuastand they
use those hard words to undersland... The pressure is language, working, solo parenting and
being too shy. Our parents were never involved in the school - in Samoa, they lqji the teaching
to the teachers ... My community is very hard to communicate lo also. V I come lo them.from
the board with something to do, some will do it, buf some will say, 'Yeah,yeah, yeah ' and then
they don't durn up. ,Some of my.friends told me that some won't listen lo me, but when an
English person tell them, they do it. They mighl listen !fMiss Kirkwood and Miss Perkins
came to a meding and told h e m that we want all the conzmunily to get involved in the school
... The teachers are trying to have more Samoan in the school - Mi,ss Kirkwood likes us to
come and do Samoan things with the kids, and I like to do that too, but my diJJicultyis to
explain things clearly (1 :2).
One of the staff members described Brigid as a change agent particularly in equity
areas. Brigid herself wondered how much the co-principals' pushing for improvement in
equity issues had contributed to their difficulties with some parents and board members. In a
community such as this, I'm seen as a feminisl. Isee il as a way of lije ... though Ilel it go thad
David conlinues to call us girls, she grinned. Bul, I think that ij either Carrie or I had been
men, we mighl not have been challenged as much as we have been (35).
Despite these difficulties, the co-principals were excited about the success of their cooperative learning programme for the children. Carric said, We had quite a group ofboys in
thejunior school who were anti certain girls and quite pathetic really and we iniroduced this
mixed gender 'think, pair, share' activity where one child talksfor a minute about an idea
which is then reported back to the class by the other. They know that i f they want to have their
idea shared they have to say it clearly to their partner and the partner knows that they have
lo listen because they may be asked to report back ... Thepositive spin c$f is great! Where once
the kids would have said things like, 'I don't want to work with her, ' now there is no hassle
(Carrie, RC3: 12).
David and two ~ ? _ n o w ~ ~womer?
ful'
David Sullivan said he admired the work both women were doing. That Brigid
Kirkwood, she 's an amazing woman! She S a verypowerfulperson, afraid of nobody when she
knows she's right. There was this guy here, a big mean tough guy, who swore in~pontofsome
ofthe kids, and she.faced him down - he S six.fbotfour - and she said to him, 'You're not
going lo come back to this school and swear infront of lhe children. ' ITe said, ' f i l l they were
all over us, and Ijust lost it temporarily, ' and she said, 'How do you think we jeel? ' I was
amazed I wouldn't have confronted him like she did That 's the measure ofthat woman. She
has incredible steel up her back(1:12). David's awe in this situation was not surprising: Brigid
was quite a small woman, standing no taller than 5 foot.
David also found Carrie strong, saying that she i,s equally as powerful as Brigid They
beat me every time, he said with a grin. Hc dcscribcd the two women's ability to not weaken,
as he put it, despite the demands of thejob. He said that some principals like his friend, who 's
your archival old time principal, you know, big guy, fough, well organised - he hafes il. If he
could get out he would. He 's had it - but not our principals. Even afier two years and getting
pissed ?frat times like all teachers do, I've never heard lhem talk aboul leaving - perhaps
because Ihey share fhe burden (David 1:1 1).
Although David admired Carrie's and Brigid's abilitics and strength, he was somewhat
a~~iuscd
by the geiider polliics in Elis relat'tioiishipwith the CG-principals.f-!e said, They aarc very
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PC and insist on calling me the chairperson and I'm not! I'm he chairman because I'm a
man. All the letters that come out ofhere have chairperson on them. I've signed the lasd ones
because we needed to get some stuffout, but I've refused to sign anything else! Looking on,
Marie (who was one of David's friends) noticed that with the co-principals, David makes
stupid comments, which they see, and it's a gender thing really. They take it quite sensitively
and he wouldn '1 have meant it that way... he 's a bitflippant (Marie: 15). Marie also wondered
though, whether David was feeling maybe overpowered by Carrie and Brigid (Marie:13).
Wayne Anderson commented early on, I think hep principals can be seen, and I'm not
saying it is happening, but ihey can be seen to be a closed shop~fromthe board'sperspective
... There are two ofthem to bounce ofleach other and they could insulate themselves~fromthe
people they really need to be confirring with (Wayne 1:22). There certainly were differences
between David's and the co-principals' perceptions about what are appropriate communication
styles and processes.
Davlid wonders, ''Are women from Venus, men from Mars?"
When he was reflecting later on what was happening in board meetings David said he
thought that there were differences between how a group of men sort out a problem and how
women do. He described a situation where he and Alistair, the treasurer, disagreed about a
budget item at a board meeting. There was a lovely moment at the last meeling when he said
20 me, 'You can't do that!' There were lhe two of us looking at each other, wilh me saying, 'I
want to do that!' and him saying to me, 'No you won't! You haven't got the money!'ThatS
how I'd like to see the princQals work with the board Argue and.fight. But they withdraw,
they clam up ifthere's a disagreement - clam up. Walls go up (David 2 3 ) . He described how
during 1997, the board had got someone to come to work with the board on how to run a
board and how to chair board meetings, 'cos it was very male orienled you know - it was me.
There were only a couple of men on the hoard and I was running it like it was a bunch of
men... But fi it w m all men, we'd have got that meeting over and done with in about half an
hour. Like - what S the slatus of the school? Good. What S the situation in the accounts? Fine.
Whut else do we need to do? Ohf i x this and that. Good Who do you need to do it? Oh, so and
so. Nave it ready by next week? Yeah. Good Done. See you! (David 23). In his view tl~ough,
this approach didnot work with women. What would happen is thal you'd make a decision and
then the women would come back to the next meeting and say, 'I'm nod very happy with that
idea - we'd like to talk some more about Ihis ' (2:8). Brigid saw one of the problems here as
people not always having the necessary documents to read bejore the board meeting and
sometimes they would be trying to catch up wilh the issues as Ihe decisions were being made.

Talking past each other across proft.ssional/lay nlividm
During 1996, David described feeling a little like 'piggy in the middle' between the
board and the cornrnl~nityon one hand and the co-principals on the other - caught between
parents and board members ringing up and saying that Ihe eo-princi@alsdid not lell them
enough about what was going on , and his own undersdanding that the co-principals could
not always tell the community what was really happening, such as when they may have been
working with a social we!fare or police officer. lie said, As the chair ofthe hoard I could
demand that they tell - I'm the employer and I could demand. .. hut as Wayne says to me,
you've got three years to totally cock up the school and then get qf6 but the princ@als have
to stay here (David 1 : 6). David and Wayne were close friends and when they went out sailing
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together, he would tell Wayne about somc of the things that were happening and seek his
advice or comments.
'The co-principals had some understanding of David's situation. Brigid pointed out that
one of the difficult board members would talk to David about her concerns but not to the coprincipals themselvcs. I-Iowever, eighteen moiiths into their co-principalship, she and Carrie
were also feeling disappointed that Although David always says 'I 'rn there to support you ' he
doesn 't necessarily do that (Brigid, BC 3: 15). Carrie recognised that David would not see
that. 'To me though, supporting us would be stopping things when they go on and on. That's
the sort of thing I see a chairperson needing to do - steering the ship. Brigid added, He has
some good skills and his heart is in the right place, but I think he's still finding out what his
role is and there are some skills, like good chairing skills, that he doesn't have.
As time went on, the relationship between the board chairperson and thc co-principals
became a little strained. David decided that the reason his relationship with Rrigid and Carrie
was altering was because the co-principals were becoming introverted Thut'.~where the
relationship has changed. Whereas before it was great and we were joking about this and that,
as I've understood my role more, the joking has gone and there 's a level offustration in my
dealings with them. When Ifirst started I was one o f them, but now I'm part ofthe community
(David 1 :7). He described a disagreement between himself and the co-principals about a letter
he drafted to the parents to accompany the results of a parent survey to assess parents'
satisfaction with the school. He said, Iwanted to include some statements about what wouM
be done to improve on areas that some parents were dissatisfied about, such as what was seen
as poor discipline in the Fl/F2 class. There are some new parents worrying about whether
our kids are getting the best education to take them on to college. Staflsay, 'Yes they are - of
course they are, ' but the community don 't know that (1 :9). He thought that there should be a
meeting set up the next year with the deans of the local high school to tell the parents about
what we expect you to do to help your child so the rules and standard,^ will be set. I-le wanted
to write about this in the letter, but the co-principals thought that the survey should just be sent
out as it was and this is what happened.
David felt that the co-principals were not listening to him. He decided that The
principals and I have got to iron some issues out ... they don'l know it yet, but Wayne
Anderson and I are going to get together and we're going to do an uppmiLsalon the coprincipalship and is it working (David 1:1I). He planned to let the year run out its course and
then do this review at the beginning of 1997.
From Carrie and Brigid's perspective, however, David and the board were not listening
to them. In their view, the board had been a disaster, as Carrie put it. She said that board
meetings have been really frustraling and long because David does not have good chairing
skills. He has conversations with whoever is sitting next to him while we 're giving our report
for example. To me that is not only rude, but it is saying that what you are talking about is not
important. It 's all to do with chairingskills. Deep down he wants to support us and he believes
he is supporting us, but he doesn 't stop things. He lets the negativity build up. To him it is
good lo let people get lhings qftheir chest, bul an AGM is not the place to do that (Carrie
23). She also found it inappropriate that People could pop up and challenge you - with
surprises, things that are no/ on the agenu'a. Brigid said, With Wayne I knew bcfore we had
an ACMthat he would have seen, read and taken account of our principals. ' report and we'd
have seen, read and di.scussed his chairman S report, and I would hale gone to the AGM
lcnowing that what was on the agenda was sluck lo and it would be apleasant evening, as it
should be - with no surprises. Whereas I wouM go along to some of our meetings in absolute
trepidation bec~luseyou never knew what was going to haj7pen. Andyou never h e w how il
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was going to be dealt with. You need to meet together to talk about things before the board
meeting (33).
In Wayne's opinion, the co-principalship was achicvii~gwhat his board had hoped for,
but he stressed that Communication i,s really key. Il has to he open and there has to he
absolute trust between the hoard and the principals and it has to beflowing both ways. There
has to be acceptance that they will make mistakes and the hoard will make mistakes, and
people just have to get on and get the job done ,for the betterment ofthe school and the
children and the whole community. The hoard need to accept now that we have a coprincipalship and it's there to slay and let's make il work (1 22).
Rrigid and Carrie continued to feel though that the board had not 'gelled9as a team and
differences among them were working against co-operative work between the board and the
co-principalship. Carrie said, They 're allplaying their own little game ... I think that there are
some who just like to be on the hoard because it sounds good. There are olhers who are on
because they want to know what's going on. They don't want to have any plrrticular work to
do, hut they will put in their little commenls that sort o j muck up everything you are trying to
do without being con,structive. It S not a constructive board really (Carrie, BC 3:8). The
women also felt frustrated that teachers' work was generally not valued and they talked about
this with David. Brigid said that he told them that he was going to have a meeting with the
board without them and talk to them how they could be valuing the stafS(Brigid, BC 3:17).
Fay's comments illustrate some of the dilemmas some of the board members felt
themselves to be confronting at this time. She said, It would be very dfficult to lrainparents
or even to give them any guidance in what a teacher should be doing or how they should he
doing it. You have to be a fairly senior teacher to he able tojudge whether a teacher is doing
a goodjoh or not (Fay 1:7). She acknowledged that when asked about an area of the children's
learning, the co-principals were more than happy to go into detail about various things and
I'm sure that they are very competent andgoodat theirjobs (1 :8). Sometimes, though, when
what she wanted was to be given information such as another teacher would get in answer to
a question, she felt that she was being treated as :just a mother' while they were the
professionals. Fay also felt that the co-principals tendedat times to take thingspelaonally, but
w h e ~she asked questions she did not wa-nt them to gef upset and then bombard me with
useless information as I would be tempted to do U w a s in their situation (1 :8). She added that
I do feel a hit disappointed in myselfthough that I haven't got the infbrmation I need. I don 't
feel I'm doing a particularly good job and I know by asking questions I'm just going to add
to their workloads and their stress levels. Not only because they will,fiel they are being
crificised, but also because it means they are put in aposition qf 'Gosh, how are we going to
explain to lay people what we as teachers automatically know because we've done it so long
all these years it'sjust second nature to us' (Fay 1 :9).
Fay continued to worry about how the co-principals were managing the school. She
was concerned, for example, that the school survey of parents reported that some parents were
unhappy about the discipline in the F1 and 2 class and she wondered how the co-principuls
were ~alorlcingwith the young teacher in thni class. And I sal ~ n listened
d
as /he principals
said 'Yes, we are looking ufier her, we are inaking sure she has enough back up. ' But what
are they going to do.? How are they going to address it? What are they going to say lo this
young lady.? And I thought, don '1,fob me off with 'It's a management issue' ( 1 :8). Fay said that
she did not distrust the ERO report that said that t1.1eschool was running well, but she thought
that itfbcused inore on the teaching ralher than /he co-princii7alship model. For her, a pcer
rcview of the co-principalship was what would put her mind at rest. 'l'hough even here she
worried. I presume that they he appraising principals) would be profissional enough to
overcome a nuiural bias undjusi go by whai ihey saw xiirking in this school as q q ~ ~ s::fc d
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the way it was working in their school (1:ll). (She did not seem to be aware that the coprincipals had been appraised twice by ai~otherprincipal.)
From the co-principals' perspective, the on-going problems were to do mainly with
governancelmanagernent issues emerging out oS what they saw as the failure of the board to
understand their roles as governors and to be committed to their own particular areas of
responsibility. Carrie and Brigid felt Gustrated that there was so little available for board
training. Carrie said, li would bejust so nice ifthere were a little piece ofpaper somewhere
lhat said, right - here S what the boardshould do, these are your roles.'33But it is all so wishy
washy. I went on a course a little while ago where everybody shared what their board members
did, and I gave David a copy - he was quite interested. There were some boards that do write
policies, some are totally responsible for maintenance and property. Brigid added, We do the
lot, even to the drains out there that we had to get replaced. It was us who got in touch with
the Ministry - ifwe hadn't done that the school ~vozlldhave had to pay,fi)r the lot (BC 3: 17).
For his part though, David was becoming increasingly frustrated that The co-principals
will listen 20 other professionals, hut not to the board - they don't respect the board and i f
someone disagrees wilh /hem, their barriers go up and they withdraw (David 2:3). On
reflection however, he said, That 's wilh pretty good reasons, really. Like, I don 't know what
I'm talking about. Even lhough I was a teacher years ago, I don '1 know how a school is run.
Alistair, our treasurer, doesn't know how the finances work. FIe does work very hard on it
though - he knows what money we've got and won't let us commit ourselves lo somelhing we
haven't got the money for. We're going to employ afirm of accounlants to do our finances
(David 22).
The parish priest's comments seemed to sum up the situation when he said, The jury
i,s still outfor hoards of trustees in schools. Whenyou live next door 20 someone and there are
things happening like school appointments and so on, there are greatpressures. After all, we
are notpro@s,sionals- we are people from the community who are trying to do our best ( 1 :4).
Tomorrow's Schools,' today's problems?

Wayne Anderson's comments throw some light on the difficulties that were occurring
within the co-principals/board relationships at St Mary's School. He said, My personal view
on Tomorrow 's Schools is that the boards-have been givenfar too much to deal with. You have
got goodpeople who are interested, but who don 't have the skills or qualifications. And they
don? have the time to deal with the problems that arise ... I think there are insufficient support
mechanisms for school boards. The School Trustees' Asksociationis .fine but the hoard i,s
paying for that. The board is now being mked to pay,for any advice, like ifyou picked up the
phone you know, you are payingper minute for the advice you are getting. And as a board
chair you are forever conscious ofthefact lhat you are spending the ,schools ' money. Most of
the educational courses I went to were a complete waste oftime. They ,struck me as an ego trip
for the presenter rather than good, informative information for the people that were paying
and w e were being asked to pay good money, without really knowing what you were going to
get. So as a board we slopped spendi~gnoney on hoard education. Phat we tended to do was
to make as many phone calls to people that were prepared to advise us us necessary and then
make up our own minds. I mean.for a small school like ours the budget, ifyou take away /he
wages.fbr stag that are somewhere between $80- 100,000,fbrthe payment of the secretary, /he

'" :'his was in July !996, b e f ~ r the
e Ministry of Education published ir! 1997, Govemi,?gundi!/I~nagi~g
in New Zealand S"kools: A Guide for Boards of Trustees (Wellington: Learning Media).
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caretaker, the running of the school, all the normal bills etceleru; there really isn 't much there
(Wayne 1:18-19).
Wayne also pointed out that A lot of people thought lhal board members should not
take their board.fees - it should be a donation ofyour time. And Ican recall ERO saying to
us that we should he spending more time here and doing this or that, and I said 'Look, I'm
gelling paid less than 70cents an hour for my board work!' We are encouraged to fund raise
to enhance our child's education hut this is ajoke - not every school canfund raise and when
we gol our relocatable building, il isjust that - relocalable. You have no control becau,seyou
don't own the buildings. Boards need to be careful that they don't spend their community ' s
resources on lhings that can be taken away (1 :1 9-20).
Wayne's view of what schools were being asked to do was that The whole thing is less
than satisjiactory - there is a gross duplication of qfort with the boards of each school all
model was
doing the same thing, but wilh inszEfJicienl support. Althozlgh the board og't~ustee~s
sold to us as a way qf having some input inlo your child's education, it didn 't do anything for
my children. We tried to have some input through going the co-principalship way and doing
a f e w things we wanted lo do, but lhey (the agencie,l;)certainly didn '1 help us (1 21).
The co-principals said that there was little support for them either. For example they
said that There was no guidance from ihe Principals' Federation in teaching us or telling us
how to deal with cerlain situations, so we're sort offinding out by being involved in them. It
would be really useful to be able lo get advice orposilive strategies for dealing with the sorls
of things we 've encounlered (Brigid 232). Both the co-principals felt that it was ending up as
their responsibility to sort out the problems in a community/school climate that had changed
under Tomorrow's Schools. Brigid felt that within this climate Things have got out of
perspective. For example we accepted a Muslimfamily last week and I knew there were some
people who were unhappy with that. So I wrote a note in the newsletterjust giving them a bit
of background about how lhe family had come,from Kuwail and they'd be granted refugee
status and how they'd had a very rough time and how it was a wonderful opporlunity jbr us
to put in place the special character that makes Sl Mary's the school it is. But this parent who
could not get into the school because ofthe roll restriction complained to others (she did no1
come to ur) and ,said how important was it that we let these people in ahead of them? Parents
have got more demanding ofschools Ifeel (Brigid 2:29).
David also Iield this opinion. He said, I think Tomorrow's Schools has increased the
amount of conJlict in communities as some parenis now think we've got a righi to have our
say. He found that he himselj'was coming under fire and said, I stopped going to some social
occasions because I wanted to avoid being asked a particular set ofquestions by some people
(David 2:5). Wayne commented that The hard thing is that you become an unpaidpublic
servant and people think that your time is no longer your own, lhat you've become their
property (Wayne 25).
1997: The co-principals take stock and re-think
After two years of sharing the leadership, Grigid and Carrie took some time to 'talte
stock.' Carrie said, In a school like this, there is a principalJLs
job and the deputy princ@als
support$ lheprincipal. What has happened with us over the two years though, is thal we have
- we 've made the job bigger. Brigid agreed. We went into
given ourselves tw~principal~s'job~s
the co-principalship together to make things a bit easier and in reality ii has made things
difficult because we look on so much (Grigid 3:5). Brigid had been spending a lot of time in
her weekends and holidays at the school and she said, I realised thal I couldn 't do jusfice to
everyihing $1 w u consiani,ly
~
ii'~ed(3
:5j. She risolved to cirl back to a few bows 03 a Sz:turday
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and a fcw days in the holidays. Carrie had been taking a lot of work home to do in the evenings
after spending time with her family of four children, and she decided to cut back on how much
she was taking home. 'The co-principals also realised that they needed to take time to
consolidate all the things they had initiated. While Brigid had undertalcen a full year Multi
Serve (a professional development consultancy) course on whole school assessment, Carrie
had been iiivolved in a course on school management and they wanted to work some more on
these areas.
Despite their resolution to cut back however, during the year they both continued to
work on tasks the board had not completed. Brigid finished the scl-1001 chaflcr and Carrie
completed the EEO policy - That was a board person S [ask, but I ended up taking it on
hecausc she did not have the information tojinish it, Carrie said. The third term had beenjusf
crazy - a thousand and one things to do, with lots cglhings started and veryfewfinished. Lots
that we shouldn't have had to do, like the strategic plan - Idid the,final checking this morning
between 6.00 and 8. 00am (Carrie 2: 1).
As past of the initial St Mary's School co-principalship agreement, Carrie and Brigid
had committed tllemselves to thc role-sharing for a minimum of three years. During 1997
however, both women began thinking about moving on. Carrie applied for a principalship in
another school, but was not successful. Brigid became interested in undertaking some more
study in a field of special interest, and became more ltcen on the idea of a study break when
the opportunity arose for a year's paid study leave.
When Carrie said that she'd be happy to carry on as sole principal in her absence,
Brigid wrote to the board explaining the course and asking whether the board would be willing
to support her application. She stated, This area has always been one of interestfor me and
Ifeel this would be a wonderful opportunityfor not only myseg but also the school to benefit
fiom the knowledge and experience I would bring back to St Mary's. If my application is
succe~~sjul,
the Ministry of Education will continue to pay my salary as well as the long term
reliever's. Therefore, no cost would be incurred to the Board (Letter to David Sullivan,
Chairman, Board of Trustees St Mary's School, 1/7/1997).
At their July meeting, the board discussed Brigid's request, and noted that A study
award was available which wouldallow leave withpay to be given (Board minutes, 2/7/97:2).
They agreed that it was an excellent opportunity for Brigid and David wrote to her to confirm
that the board was delighted to support your application (Letter to B. Kirkwood, 14/7/1997).
Rrigid was pleased. She said, I'm readyfor a change. IfI'd had a dfferent board and
fi things here had been better, I may not have been as ready to move on. But I don't really
want to go on being part of these stresses. Some very trivial things have become major, and
I want to enjoy my cla,ssroom ... Next year it would he nice to come back into the coprincipalship andput into practice all the things I've learned on the course - thal 's one option
(Brigid 3:4).

What happeas when one leaves?
1997: Reviewing the co-principalship contract
When it became clear that Brigid was going on study leave for the whole of 1998, she,
Carrie and David agreed that it was important to clarify what should happen, both when Brigid
left and ill the following year when decisions were being made about her return to St Mary's.
Brigid thought that this review of their contract was particularly important for Carric's
protection. The board have never rcaiiy entirely supported the co-principalshi~~.
Wayvie did
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but the rest may not be that keen (Brigid 3:4). The co-principals and David agreed that it was
appropriate to include Wayne in this discussioil and in a memo to the co-principals, these two
men stated, Let's keep it injormal and constructive. The co-principalship has been a great
success and you both deserve full credit,for the work you have put in. We believe that there
now needs to be a paper trail laid covering the pasl and what we all expect for the futzlre in
order lhat there are no nasty surprises~forany of us (Memo 15112197:l).
At their meeting held on 15 December 1997, Brigid, Carrie, David and Wayne agreed
that it was important to tidy up loose ends and to produce a document that would detail the
background and record an agreement that would cover Brigid's leavc of absence and return
to the co-principalship. 'The following Background details were listed:

'The memo also noted the following points for discussion: There must be u joint effort
to clearly define the role of Co-Principals. This should be set out in the form of a job
description. There should be afull review at this stage ofthe Co-Principalship. Sil down wilh
the Co-Principals and discuss the way it has worked, why it has worked and how it could be
improved. Perhaps in the future there should be a formal regular review of the CoPrincipalship. This review should be conducted at six monthly intervals and be informal,
constructive and designed to enhance an understanding of all parties, including the school
community regarding the unique nature of our Co-Principalship. There should be a.formal
meeting between the board chair and the co-principals to spec$cally discuss the resumplion
of the co-principalship, prior to the commencement of the 1999 school year (Memo, Draft
ideas on Co-Principal reassessment, 1997:2).
It was agreed that during JanuaryIFebruary of i 998, Carrie and Brigid wouid ~lieetto
look at their existing job description and make notes on what they had done together as coprincipals so that there could be an evaluation of the model. It was also agreed that within the
performance management system, appraisal of the co-principals should be kept separate from
ally review of the co-principalship model (Field notes, 15/12/97). Wayne suggested that
perhaps there could be a need for regular &ripe session,sJbetween the board chair and the
co-principals, with an agenda set otltjor lhese meelings (Wayne, DWBC, 3).
Although Wayne and David had suggestcd in their memo that Brigid should sign an
agreement with the board that she will not return to the school other than aspart ofher studies
for the duration of1998 (Memo, p.2), Carrie said, This is not a necessary statement to be
included in the agreement - it's Wayne's induslrial relations mind working overtime!
(Fieldnotcs). 1t was aclsnowledged by the other three though, that Wayne's worries were
justified when he raised the possibility that the new board, to be elected in March of 1998,
might want to disestablish the co-principalship. IIe said, Let ',s take the situation that IJavid
and I and our families move out ofthe district. You gel new representatives on the board who
are allfrom families who come in during theyear andyou get newly electedpeople who don't
know Brigidfrom a bar qfioap. They're really impressed wilh the way that Carrie is working
and there is nobody on your side Brigid What is needed is an agreement saying to the nexl
board this is what you are going to do, binding lhem (Waync, DWBC:3), David said, That
is dead righl - when I think (J'some of the people who would like to sland! ((3) Wayne
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ernphasiscd that when he co-principals were appointed, the whole concept qf the coprincipalship was built on trust and there needs to he a clear understanding ofwhat it is
ahout. I think this is lhe worst year you could take leave Brigid, with a new hoard coming in.
David agreed, and added, r i t had been my hoard, I don't think the co-principalship would
have happened (6). Rrigid agreed. Realistically, lhe board we have just had has been one of
ihe most dgficult hoards we could have had, she said (6).
After a lot of discussion about the need to protect Brigid's position (which was 'in law'
the deputy principal position) the four people agreed that what they wanted recorded was that
In October of the jollowing year Brigid Carrie and the board will meet lo discuss the
res.umpiion ojthe co-prjrincipalrhip(David, DWRC:6), and that this would give suficient time
fir the board to re-sell the co-principal concept to he school and the community (Wayne:6).
The following agreement was drafted.
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Considering the future: opinions about co-principalship

Carrk and Brigid: to be, or not to he a co-principal?
Carrie did not want to advertise for someone else to come in with her as a co-principal
while Brigid was away. She said, Ijusl could not imagine, the way we 've made it work, having
somebody else work that way. I f someone came in now, you 'd have lo sort it oul again - no
relationship is ever the same (2:s). At the end of the 1997 year, she Tclt that It was good for
Brigid to have a change and~forme to have he experience on my own i f I want to move on ...
I'm excited about it in a way cos it's something I really wanted to do, and Iprobably would
have lefi at some time, so it's good timing really. Though it's afieling of grief in a way as
we 're dissolving the whole staff (2:5). Two of the other staff were leaving at the end of the
year, one retiring and one moving on toa new job. Carrie decided that she was going to treat
it like making a fresh start. I wan1 to have a go on my own as eventually I want to go to a
larger school as a non-.leachingprincipal. This is one lhing where Brigid and I difler, and I'm
onlyjust beginning to admit it. I do like the admin side ofthings and I could let go of the
teaching. I dearly love it, but I could be a creative teacher who just goes in sometimes and
takes groups ... and take time to support teachers and give instructional leadership...Brigid
is a teacher first and she's wonderful at it ... I like organising people and getting things
looking good, polished and laid out nicely (2:5).
Brigid remained adamant though, that The co-principalship is the only way I'd be a
teaching principal. The major thing is sharing the load and the ideas. The more people that
are involved the better the deci,sion. In a small school like this one, I'd have all the teaching
s~aflsharing,as long as they were all on the same wave length. Though perhaps beginning
teachers may not be ready for that kind of responsibility like more experienced teachers
who 've got their teaching practice firmly established ... IS Carrie le$ during the year, I
certainly wouldnot come back in on my own - I'd be looking,fir someone else to share it ( 3 :4).
Brigid said, I Icnow lhat in some of the lhings I've said, there have been quite a few
negatives, hut I certainly don'tfeel negative about the school - il hasjust been the board (3:2).
Despite tho,sepressures, she,jelt excited about the things Carrie and I have done. It has been
a more exciting school to be in than when Iwasprinc@al on my own (BC 2:12). The one other
thing she identified as a disadvantage was that because she and Carrie had taken on so much,
their workloads were quite high and this had cut out time for reflection. She felt that on the
occasions when they did stop and look back on what they had done, it was like coming upfor
brealh (BC 221).

The board: to have a shared leadership, or not?
Wayne Anderson remained convinced about the value of co-principalship. He pointed
the price of one
out that The school had had IVJGcommitted and hard workingprificip~l,sfi)r
... The school principal's role is a varied one: they are a social worker, a leacher, a
disciplinarian, a manager, an employer - you could just go on and on. But with a coprincipalshil, you've got two individuals and if they are prepared to he open about /heir
strengths and weaknesses, then you 've got a real winning situation (Wayne 1 :1I). David
agreed. We 've had the benefil of'two very good teachers and the benefit ha,s been the amount
of adminislralion and curriculum developmen, [hey've been able to gel done (2:9).
Ilcspite his reservations about some aspects of the co-principals' approach, such as
ilieir
of
fTijm behiMill,7 iLIIb
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principalship is a valid form qf leadership in our school. Despite some nzinor shortcomings,
il has served our school well. It has succeeded because the people involved are committed to
working as a team, sharingre,c.ponsibility,mutually supporting each olher and beingprepared
to listen to parents, adapt and make changes after consultation. The gifis, lalents and skills
neededfor stand-alone principals are also needed,fir joint principalship. In my view, the
latter has ils own special charisma in that it eases the stress,factor andfi~stersa greater sense
of team leadership throughout the school. It certainly is a viable alternative (Parish priest 1 :7).
During the meeting between David, Brigid, Carric and himself at the end of 1997,
Wayne reiterated the centrality of trust for a co-principalship. The board trustedyou as apair
and individually and obviously you had to trust us, he said (Wayne, DWBC:6). Fay, however,
was still not totally convinced about what she saw as some accountability ffuzziness.' And,
despite his support of the co-principals at the meeting in December, David felt more
comfortable about the prospect of dealing with only one principal in 1998. FIe said, Though
Carrie isfiery, you can talk things through with her - actually, oon their own, I can negotiate
(2:4). Both David and Fay had a perception of Brigid as a more stubborn person and they both
found her less easy to deal with.
The stuff
The staff of St Mary's school were of one mind however: they agreed that A real
advantage of the shared leadership model was that it 's easier to access the principals - there's
always one of them available (Theresa1:l). Theresa's comments summed up Marie's and
Holly's opinions when she said that the school was getting a double benefit (1 :5), in that the
co-principals had different strengths alld interests. She saw benefits for decision making: Two
heads are better than one, she pointed out, and for the principals' own health and relieving of
stress: a problem shared is a problem halved (1: 15). Under Brigid's and Carrie's shared
leadership, she and the other staff found the school a much more relaxedplace to work in. She
attributed this to the lessening ofpressures that are so great on the sole teachingprincipal
(1 :1). She also thought that It is so easyfor aprincipal to gel out oftouch with what teachers '
needs are. ,CQ a co-p-ikzcipalshipis a ve,ry good r?zoclel(1:2).Marie also thought that in terms
of accountability, the co-principalship was more thorough. I think things could slip through
the cracks with one person trying to do everything.
6998: Brigid prepares to return

...

Brigid found her course exciting and useful. She loved being exposed to new material
and being able to return to full time study. Throughout 1998, she also returned regularly to ihe
school, contributing in a range of ways that included: running a six week peer-tutorii~g
programme with 16 students; working with staff and some students on co-operative learning
strategies; relievillg in the school during the ERO review; helping the school prepare for a
special celebration; organising a sports day for the school and community; attending special
school church services. She enjoyed these occasions and worked hard to maltc time in her
study and leisure activities to fit thein in.
'Then, as agreed earlier, Brigid contacted the school in October to confirm her return.
A meeting was set up for I0 October to renegotiate the revicw as nothing had been done on
this since last year. I1 is a great new board though, she said (Brigid 4: 1).
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... but the board is 6recolmsideriing9
However, this meeting was cancelled. Instead, David phoned Brigid to tell her that the
board was reconsidering the co-principalship. He said that one of the new board members, a
lawyer, had been delegated to carry out a review and he would be contacting her soon to
interview her. David told Arigid that the board did not want Waync to be involved in the
revlew.
Brigid was shoclted. She said, It seems to me that they want to end it. It seems that
Carrie has really enjoyed being stand alone principal and stepping back would he hard.for
her. But Ifhe1 I've heen cul out ofihe decision. Iwould have lookedfor anotherjob heS()rethis
i f I had known (Brigid 5 :1).
Carrie confirmed that yes, she had had a veryfulJilling year and she had greatly
enjoyed being a 'stand alone9principal, but at that stage she and Brigid had not talked about
the arrangementsfor going hack into a co-principalship in any great detail (Carrie 3 :l).she
added, It seems that the board would he happy for Brigid to come back as deputy principal
(Carrie 3 :1). Communication bctween the two women was becoming strained.
The eo-principalship is reviewed

From this point, both Rrigid and Carrie were excluded from any of the board
discussions about the topic. According to David, The whole issue was being deali with in a
strict ,following of a legal process (David 3:1). David said that The new board was very
competent, with members who were lawyers, company secretaries, accountanis - things are
procedurally correct (3:1). The board had moved into committee at their 19 September board
meeting to discuss an employment policy report. Following this a personal grievance
procedure had been developed and this was adopted at the board meeting held on 28 October,
1998.
On 30thOctober, Brigid and Carrie were each sent a letter from the board member
delegated to undertake the review. They were informed that, The board has resolvedto review
the c o - p r i ~ ~ i ~ narrangement
uls
in consultation with you both ... It was agreed that I initiate the
review by writing to you to set oui some issues that I would like to cover. Ipropose that when
you have had a chance to reflect on the,following questions, we meet separately to discuss
them. This will enable me toform apicture of the arrangement, its efectiveness and itsfuture.
The issues Iwould like you to think about are: I . Why was the co-princ~yalshiparrangement
initially proposed? 2. What was it seeking to achieve? 3. Has il achieved its objective@)? 4.
In what respects has it been successJul? 5. What difficulties,
..
problems or impediments to
success have been experienced? 6. How has the arrangement changed or developed? 7. Do
the reasons.fjr pro~o~sing
it still apply? 8. What are your current expectations or aspirations
relevant to the arrangement.? I would also like to go through wiih each ($you, the letter qf
understanding dated 5 January 1995. Feel,free to discuss your thoughts with each other ifyou
wish, but I would like to meel wilh each c$ you separalely (Lettcr to Brigid Kirltwood, 30
October 1998).
For Brigid and for Carrie, October, November and December were particularly
months. Carrie had been leeling somewhat torn about going back to a
gruelling and stressf~~l
co-principalship for a while. She said, I never wanted to stay as a co-princ@alfor ever and
ever, and have enjoyed being on my own. I've been buzzing around being stupidly busy and
Ijeel like the school is mine now. Befi~re,it was sort of Brigid's school. Even going back into
the co-princ@alship now, that will be better because I fie1 I have more ownership. I don't
j?ghi,fi~~
/he co-pri'nciplialsk ~hiiugh.JL~TZ
no! lhal co~??%!'//cd
know it'zai i couldL~rn~~iuviuiely
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to it personally ... Iloved working with Brigid bul this year hasproved to me thal I've loved
being uprincipal on my own ... I have no1 achieved m much as the co-principalship achieved,
but it has been like being in a new school. There are three new sta& a new secretary and only
lhree cflthe original members still on the board. And they've all worked for nze, been so
obliging, .funta,stic (Carrie 4: 1 ) . IIowever, she was finding the current situation was quite a
dilemma, morallj). Brigid was /he one who came up with the co-principal idea. If the hoard
break this agreemenl, that is very dificult. She should have the option to be co-principal.
Wi.'re hack in the position yfhaving to persuade the board all over again (Carrie 4:2). It was
beginning to seem that Wayne's words the previous year were prophetic. Carrie felt that she
could not push David back into a co-principalship, but it does not help topretend. I've been
honest with Brigid - I've got a path to,fbllow as,far as my career is concerned and she knows
lhat I'm going to lookjbr new work (4:2).
After Brigid, Carrie and David had been interviewed, on 18 November 1998 a
confidential report was presented by the board reviewer to another 'in committee' board
meeting. David sent a copy of this report to Brigid and to Carrie with an accompanying letter
that stated: The Board considered the report on the co-principals, reviewed the arrangement
and considered the options relaling to the,future of the arrangement in a serious, sincere and
open u'i~cu~ssion.
At the end of that discus,rion, the Boardpassed a resolufion, a copy of which
is attached. In accordance with that resolution, you are requested to meet with he
representatives ofthe Board.for this purpose to discuss the matter further. You are welcome
to bring someone with you to those meetings, at which two c.fihe board representatives will
be present. Separate meetings will be held with you and Carrie, hut I would encourage you
and Carrie to discuss between yourselves the future qf this arrangement. There is some
urgency to this matter and the board would like to resolve it us soon as possible. I wish to
assure you that the Board is committed to considering it in aprofessional and compassionate
manner (Letter from David Sullivan, Chairman, Board of Trustees to Brigid Kirkwood, 20
November 1998).
Brigid immediately responded to the board reviewer, challenging several points made
in his report and seeking clarification of others. Her notes taken during a meeting she attended
subseqluently with her own s~.~pport
person and two board members, give an indication of the
board's position. She wrote that, Thepresent board is lookingjor direct lines of accountability
and responsibility. The concept ofshared leadership is not favoured by the majority - there
are not sharp enough lines of leadership. The currentyear demonstrated the possibility to run
the school with a single principal. Clear lhat commonality ofpurpose initially was not the
case any longer and this is seen as a weakening ofgfectiveness. The current BOT is no longer
committed to the concept motes of meeting, 2411 1/99:1-2). One board member asked whether
Brigid couldstill work with Carrie, knowing that her ambitions centre on soleprinc@alsh@.?
Brigid replied Yes, Isincerely believe we could. The board member replied that There would
have to be diferent re,sponsibilities, and would these be designated or allocated? Brigid
responded that the board would be kept fully informed about this. It was indicated that if
Brigid returned the management structcre would revert to a principal and a deputy principal.
At this point Erigid's support person said, rf you revert lo a principal/depuly princbal
structure you will more than likely lose one of lhem. The reply,from the board member was,
No pain, no gain. On being challenged he said lhat it was a,flippant comment, to which the
support person responded, These are people's livelihoods, and their lives that /he board is
tinkering with. You are here,for three years as a boardmember and lhen move on. 7'his is their
livelihood (Notes oSrneeting:3). The meeting was obviously a tense one, and itwas drawn to
a conclusion with one of the board rncmbers again expressing doubt about whether Brigid and
Carric could worIc iogeiher if Cxric -was applying fijrjobs clsevgbere. Brigid reiterated thzt that
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Brigid resigns
On 22 December, with great disappointment, Brigid tendered her resignation to St
Mary's School. In her letter of resignation she expressed her concerns about the co-principal
review, detailing a lack of consultation with the wider community, the prqfessionals involved
in the school and the key person who was involved in the initiation oJ the co-principal,ship,
Wayne Anderson. Slie wrote that she was disappointed that she had not been invited to attend
any ojthe,full board meetings at which the co-principalship had been discussed and that the
meeting held in December to discuss lhe new proposal made nojinal decision, so the matier
was lq? unresolved until 15 December, the last day of he school year.
It is clear fiom her letter that for Rrigid, it was the nature of the review process that hurt
most. She wrote, A$er upositive, eleven year association with St Mary's Iwas aslounded and
hurt by he impersonal and over&formal nature in which the review process was handled ...
I.filt totally isolated I have been associated with St Mary S since 1987 and I have enjoyed
beingparl of a school that bases its very existence on gospel values. It is because of this that
1feel devaslated at the very way relalionsh@s have been minimalised throughout the review
process.
She concluded, Despite everything, I hold the children of St Mary's close to my heart
and it is for this reason I wish the school every success (Brigid, Letter of resignation,22
December 1998:2).

Board newsletter: 'significant changes to the School's management structure9
In the first St Mary's School newsletter for 1212 1999, Fay O'Reilly, by then the board
acting chairperson, informed the school community about what had occurred. She wrote:
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And so the co-principalship at St Mary's School came to an end.

Epilogue: some reflections.
In March, 1999, several people shared with me their thoughts about what had
happened. Carrie said that while the board thought they were being open and fair in thcir
reviewing of the co-principalship, she had bcen excluded from the meetings. She found this
very hard, and said, Ifeel guilty now thal I didn't stop il. But I did ofer to step down and be
DP. The board said though, they find ii easier to deal with one person, and David,lfound it
diJficult to work with both o f us. She added that she had felt during the co-principalship that
some of her own autonomy died. I came in on what Brigid had built and eslablished us DP
and actingprincipal. I've been able to take ownership now - now il's my school.
Fay said that, on reflection, As friends the two women worked well together - they had
dgfirent strengths and computihlepersonalities. They did work extremely hardjbr the school.
In her view though, personal prickles had become obvious in the body language between
Brigid and David. Brigid is afabulous teacher, but she can a1,so be stubborn. I,found her hard
to deal with at times (Fay 2:1 ) . She thought that the new board, who had had no experience
of working with a co-principalship, liked the way that the buck ended with Carrie. There was
a note of regret in her voice though, as she said, There were only 3 or 4parents who thought
that the lines ofcommand were not always clear. The parish priest concurred that, While the
majority ofthe parents were happy with the co-principalship, andsaw it working well, the new
board was not so committed to a co-principalship. When it became clear that Carrie wanted
to be a principal on her own, the board could see that there might he huge problems ahead,
re-esiablishi~ga working relationship. He felt that if a splitting of responsibilities Setweer,
Brigid and Carrie had occurred earlier and been established as the shared leadership approach,
that would have been better.
It was also reported to me by a parent that a number of the parents were very upset by
what had occurred; but none took their children away from the school. The staff representative
on the board lost confidence in the board, however. She said that some ofthe board members
had not given adequate recognilion for what had been achieved by the co-principalship. She
left the school at the end of 1998.
Rrigid and Carrie's friendship survived the trauma of the demise of the coprincipalship. Although no longer as close, they kept in touch. Rrigid's new job took her into
the school on occasions to assist with some of the school progranimes. By the following year,
the two women had siartcd meeting now and then in a cafk to have dinner together. In 2000
Carrie was still worilcing then as thc principal of St Mary's School and she was continuing to
love her job. She said it was both challenging and fulfilling. Brigid felt that she had 'come
home' in her new career position of working with an educational agency to support schools.
She So'oundher love of tcan~workand shared leadership was being fuliilled in her ncw working
relationships, where her colleagues were exploring different approaches to co-operative work
and shared decision making.
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CHAPTER 84
W130 GOVERNS? WHO MANAGES?
WHO T A m I E S TEIE CAN?'
ISSUES OF GBVERNMENTAB~ITY

In the previous chapters 1 have been following a bottom up analysis to show how the
co-principalships were being constituted, firstly within individual, and secondly, within
individual and group negotiations of conflicting discourses about educatioi.la1organisation and
leadership. 1have looltcd also at how these negotiations can be seen to be cut through by sociocultural hegemonies constructed along the "lines" of gender, class and ethnicity (Fraser, 1 997).
In my discussion of the Telford initiative I began to show how these intersecting dynamics
have been bound up during the 1990s in Aotearoa/New Zealand, with issues of accountability
and questions around what Foucault called govemmentality. These are questions such as,
"How to govern oneself, how to be governed, how to govern others, by whom the people will
accept being governed, how to become the best possible governor9'(Foucault, 1991, p.87). In
this final chapter, I focus on the negotiations and struggles that occurred (across the levels of
individuals, groups, the institutional system and the state in education) around how school
governance, management and accountability should be understood and practised within the coprincipalships.
Foucault's interpretations of what it means "to govern" challenged the idea that power
is located merely, or even primarily, in the state. While acknowledging tliat power relations
have become progressively elaborated, rationalised and centralised within state institutions,
(1982, p.224), he argued that all individuals are "always in the position of simultaneously
undergoing and exercising power" (1980, p. 72). He described exercises of power as occurring
within discursively shaped social interactions that are "at the same time reciprocal incitation
and struggle; less of a face-to-face confrontation which paralyses both sides than a permanelit
provocation" (1982, pp. 221). 'That is, in social relations that are not "determined" or
"saturated" by violent, physically constraining power (such as in slavery), free individuals can
refuse the imposition of a~iother'swill and attempts to direct their action (ibid). They can be
"active players" within available ficlds of discourse and contributc to tlie making ofdiscoursc,
ltnowledgc and culture (Fraser, 1997; MacNaughton, 2000). Thus, Foucault argued, there arc
"no relations of power without resistances; and the latter are all the more real and ef'ective
because they are forincd right at the point where relations ofpowcr are being exercised" (1 980,
p. 142).
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Followiiig Foucault and feminist poststructuralist theorists who have taltcn up aspects
of his approach (Heltman, 1990; Davies, 1997; Fraser, 1997), I have been arguing throughout
this thesis that a focus on identifying, analysing and understanding local resistances to
potentially oppressive exercises of managerial authority and power, could contribute to the
building of tactical knowledge about administrative regimes oftruth. Such kiiowledge could
be deployed strategically in the construction of counter discourses. A significant argument for
my purposes in this chapter, however, is that no discourse is ever innocent (I;oucault, 1984).
Further, different contexts will shape and impact differently on a set of resistant practices.
Thus, what may be liberating for a particular group in one context may become constraining
for a similar group in a different context.
In this chapter therefore, I set out to explore the value of these Fouca~rldianargumcnts
about governrnentality and different local resistant practices by examining what happcncd
when a collectivist shared leadership was proposed and introduced at IIillcrest Avenue
School, in relation to what happened at St Mary's School. I analyse how two groups of people
negotiated the discursive terrains of NPM and professional regimes of truth in very different
ways, within very different kinds of' boardlco-principal relationships, with very different
consequences for these two co-principalships.
In the first part of the chapter, I draw mainly on the Hillcrest Avenue School narrative
to explore how these co-principals and their board 'talked back' to the State Services
Commission (SSC) and the Ministry of Education, when state officials in these agencies told
them that they must comply with the NPM regulations and interpretations of accountability,
governance and management. I look at how NPM managerial, market and community
governance versions of accountability were challenged as this co-principalship developed a
counter discourse and set of practices that ernphasised shared responsibilities, mutual
accountabilities and ethical, trusting relationships between teachers, the board and parents.
In the second part of the chapter I focus on the St Mary's co-principalship to examine
the different strategies that were used in its shared leadership proposal, in the board's initial
responses to "sSC and in the evolving boardlco-principal interactions. 1 argue that the latter
were characterised by ""rciprocal incitation and struggle(s)" (Foucault, 1980) that can be seen
to have been provoked partly by wider discursive ambiguities and contradictions around
governance and management, and partly by varying levels olindividual and group boardlcoprincipal mistrust. I suggest that in the resulting 'agoriisings' over what should count as school
leadership and accountability, the NI'M reginic of truth prevailed, resulting in the disestablishment of this co-principalship.
Issues of accountability, governance and management were also present at 'l'elford
School of course, but as I have discussed the impact on that co-principalsliip of some of those
issues, I will restrict further analysis of tlieir experiences to relevant points of compariso111
contrast with the other two schools.
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Challenging, decomstructing and re-constructing versions of
aeco-eamtabiliQ
As has been shown already, Liz and Jane's main aiin for their co-principalship was to
validate shared leadership through a local school level structural change to the established
professional and managerial hierarchy of control and responsibility. At the beginning of'their
initiative, they did not spell out in detail exactly how their collaboration would work, nor the
specifics of how they would involve other people. Recognising that time is needed to develop
collegial trusting relationships (Nias et al, 1992), they wanted shared leadership practices and
collective responsibility to evolve in ways that would best use people's strengths. As the case
narrative details, however, when the board consulted the State Services Commission (then the
state employing agency for education) and the Ministry of Education, legalities around
accountability became a major issue.
The following analyses aim to demonstrate the pertinence of Foucault's (1980)
argument that power is produced and exercised within an interplay of discourse and
Icnowledge. l want to show how those who have knowledge of and facility in the dominant
discursive categories, rules, regulations and practices, can ignore, challenge and/or co-opt
these in strategies and tactics that produce (or enhance) a counter discourse and set of
practices. That is, "(a)pparatuses of power are always liable to forms of re-appropriation,
reversability and re-utilisation, not only in tactical realignments from 'above,' but also in
counter-offensives from 'below"' (Gordon, 1980, p.256).
Managerial "single line9 aeeountabiliQ
When the I-lillcrest Avenue negotiators consulted the SSC about how to establish a coprincipalship, they were well equipped, it seemed, to engage in debate around the ways that
school leadership and accountability was being constituted in educational regulations. Liz,
Jane and their board members were endowed with middle class cultural capital and very
knowledgeable about WPM and professional discourses of school governance and
management. Liz and Jane were skilled also in an area of feminist "subjugated
knowlcdge"(Foucault, 1980) about collectivity and mutual responsibility, and Phil Cody, their
board cliairperson, was skilled in industrial union politics and public policy analysis.
Pliil argued that ""The principal is a position - it's structural, and if we talce the rhctoric
of tomorrow!^ SchoolLsat its face value, then schools have thc power to fill that position any
way they like ... like three people in the position, each a third of the principal and two thirds
of' a teacher." The SSC was adamant, however, that the Education Act 1989 defined a school
principal as one person and this meant that a co-principalship was essentially illegal. The board
could not persuade SSC to allow thein to construct a different kind of collective principal
contract. Legitimising power was thus retained herc by the state.
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Phil commented later that within a bureaucracy, "Collcctive leadership is seen as
dangerous." Wliile Phil tends to present a view of power as held or owned by the state
(specifically in the "dcpartinental secretary9'),his comments also indicate an understanding or
the discursive foundations of management control. Ile said:
Shared leadership is such a significant change for the way we understand management
structures to work. Within the education bureaucracy at a state level there is a very
fixed idea o r the way in which labour relations and industrial matters work and are
resolved. It's very hierarchical - about the departmental secretary who gets to play God
basically - and concerned about authority, about responsibility, about accountability
within the schools and the ways in which a collectivised model of leadership subverts
those lines, particularly o r accountability (Interview with Phil).
Phil realised that the difficulties the board encountcred in their negotiations with the
SSC, other agencies, and even parents in their own school community, were gro~rndedpartly
in the nature of common understandings (dominant discourses) about management authority.
He was not therefore, surprised when the Hillcrest Avenue School arguments for a collectivist
approach to school leadership were 'bloclted' by the SSC negotiators. Foucanlt's (1977; 1980;
1982) analyses illuminate how the governing power ofpoliticians and state agents is exercised
within discursive "dividing practices" that construct ""sientific" forms of ltnowledge which
categorise topics, people and things in ways that shape what can and can't be said in particular
situations, who is authorised to speak and who is excluded (1 982, p.208). In these "regimes
of truth," the knowledges of marginalised groups are subjugated, disqualified as:
inadequate to their task, or insufficiently elaborated ... illegitimate ... beneath the required
level of cognitioi~or scientificity (of) a unitary body of theory that would filter, hierarchise
and order them in the name of some true ltnowledge and some arbitrary idea of what
constitutes a science and its objects (Foucault, 1980, pp.82, 131).
Thus, within the dominant NPM constructions of educational employer/employee and
governorlmanager working rclationships, a collective approach could be subjugated as
inappropriate and inadequate for the task of fully accountable, efficient school leadership.
Indeed, as Phil suggested, such an collectivist approacli could be deemed "dangerous." As I
explained in Chapter 5, proponents of the NPM discourse and practices argue that holding
multiple responsibilities can open up opportunities for individuals to collude with others to
promote their own interests. This argument emerges out of a theoretical view of society as
made up of individuals who are primarily opportunistic, ""self-interest seeking, with guile"
(Williamson, 1985, p.45). TO control this self interest and its potential consolidation within
group "provider capture," tightly specified contracts that enable the delineation or individual
accountabilities and management co~itrolovcr these, were introduced in the public sector
during the rcstructuriilg of the state (Boston ct al., 1996, p.22). 7'he Picot Report recornmendcd
that in education there should be:
a separating of particular activities to avoid overlapping and conflicts in responsibility...
Thosc who arc accountable 111ust know who they are accou~ltableto: tlie lilies ol'
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accountability must be clear. On occasion accountability can be split, with a particular
individual or agency being responsible to more than one other individuallagency for different
aspects of the same task. When this happens, the difSerent accou~ltabilitiesshould be clearly
delineated and there should be no conflict between them (Department of Education, 1988a,
p.43).18'j

The Tomorrow S school,^ policy embedded a Taylorist (so-called 'scientific') approach
to management, which breaks work down into specific tasks and responsibilities that can be
delegated to individuals, who can then be held accountable Ibr completing or achieving them
satisfactorily. The Education Act 1989 legislated a split between local school governance as
the role of parent boards of trustees and day to day management as the role of the principal,
as part of the mechanisms for holding each institution accountable (through ERO audit and
review) for meeting the objectives set out in its charter. This policy and legislation was
informed by the Treasury's use of market theory for "the establishment of schools as a serics
of enterprise units funded contractually from government by price," and the SSC9spromotions
of the management model of the board of directors and CEO of the capitalist firm, to bring
schools into line with the private sector approach already established across other state
enterprises (Jesson, 1999, p. 134, following Walsh, 1992). The Todays' Schools review of the
reforms restated that greater clarification of role definitions and responsibilities, along with
key performance indicators developed for all areas, would lead "to greater accountability,
which in turn, improves administrative effectiveness9' (Lough, 1990, p.20).
Thus, when the Hillcrest Avenue School negotiators consulted SSC officials and made
their arguments for a co-principalship 'collective,' these suggestions were refused as not only
inadequate, but also illegal. The SSC officials focused on the NPM requirements for task
specific, single line, individual accountability. As an SSC spokesperson said later:
There has to be someone who eventually carries the can and tales the ultimate
decisions if there's a disagreement... that's accountability, the one who is clearly
Chief Executive of a state school, so
responsible ...The Education Act talks about
that indicates to us an individual, and there are responsibilities ... and taslts that are
given to
principal and -we don't see that the law really allows ihere to be mole than
one principal to actually legally effect the duties and responsibilities that the Act lays
down (Interview with SSC spokesperson, 1995).
This person added that accountability meant that ""si~lebody is responsible for
something in particular9' and if this splitting of responsibilities and taslts does not occur, and
these are shared, then there will be 'no particular responsibility for anything." It is clear that
the co-principalship proposal was being read by the state ofilcials as potentially opening up

186
Although this review of eciucational administration described schools as "partnerships between the
tcaching staff (thc professionals) and the community @.xi), and the succcssful principal as "a professional and
instructional leader" whose collaborative relationship with staff 'must be protected and enhanced" (p.5 I),
contractual and hierarchical managerial proposals dominated its recommendations.
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opportunities for individuals to shirk their responsibiliti~s,and even more worrying, there
would be no way "to sheet accountability home," as a Ministry of Education lawycr later told
me (Phone conversation, Ministry of Education, October 1998).
'The underlying state agcnda of maintaining some control at the centre within the
shifting winds of marltet relationships and potential vagaries of dcvolvcd local governancc,
emergcs in this nautical metaphor of sheeting home accountability: a sheet is a rope or chain
that secures the lower corner of a sail to control it.lx7
Versions sf aceountabiliQ within economic rationalism

Neither Phil, nor the other members of the Hillcrest Avenue board and I.iz and Jane,
were put off by the SSC's refusal to let them develop a new ltind of principal collectivity. As
the casc narrative documents, the women werc appointed and they dcveloped their shared
leadership practices while the negotiations with the state agencies continued. From the
beginning, however, it was clear that this co-principalship was 'setting sail' in what Wylie
(1995) described as the "contrary currents" of a centralised decentralisation (Blackmore,
1993). The NPM discursive regime was not only instituting a stronger form of centralised and
hierarchical managerial control, but also prioritising economic rationalism and rnarkct versions
of accountability (Codd, 1993). Contradictory messages were rife.
On the one hand the Hillcrest Avenue School board were told by the SSC that they had
to stay within the law (and not appoint co-principals); on the other, they were told by the
Ministry of Education that if it was not going to cost more, what they did in their school was
their own concern. The Ministry acknowledged that there were some advantages in sharing
positions below that of the principal and aclcnowledged also that "in primary schools, there is
a genuine wish to share the principal's position." While these officials remained adamant that
their agency had to be "strict on what the law say$ chcy also said that as long as the coprincipalship remained "'fiscally neutral,' the internal organisation in a school was a matter
of devoived authority."
Threaded through these mixed messages is the influence of transaction cost
management, an economic theoretical strand ofNPM discourse that focusses on "comparative
costs of planning, adapting and monitoring task completion" (Boston et al., 1996, p.22). This
approach was adopted in state sector reform as part of the mechanisms for institutional and
system financial accountability. Consequently, as one Ministry spokesperson put it, "We are
obliged to support self-management and we are committed to flexibility ... but when a school

187
The aim to locate colitrol of what counts as teacher proSessionalism within the celitral agencies
was signalled once again in the 1997 review of teacher education which noted in its discussion of the nature
of a new teaching professional body, that "the government's interests in the outcomes of education mcan the
state will play a key leadership role" (read standard setting and policing roles?) "in the professional body"
(Ministry of Education, 199713, p.26).
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over spends then the Ministry has a problem - we're here to look after the taxpayers' money."
While it may have seemed, then, that the restructuring of educational administration had
opened up oppostunities for innovative self management approaches in local schools, such as
the co-principalships, overall control of the resource decisions and of administrative
arrangements was bcing retained in the state agencies through the constraint of ""fiscal
neutrality"(and other regulatory mechanisms, of co~lrse,such as the National Administration
Guidelines).
The other economic 'arm' of the NPM accountability mechanisms had emerged clearly
in the Picot Report (Department ofEducation,l988a, p.43), where good communication was
specified as necessary between "consumers and providers" (studentslparents and teachers).
This form of market accountability was intended to provide "consumers with a way of
checking on the exercise of power and responsibility within the system," (read, a way to
control professional selr-interested provider capture). Good infomation flows were advocated
to provide consumers with "a basis for choice" (that is, between 'good' schools and 'failingq
schools in a competitive education market) and this, it was argued, would ensure that teachers'
performance was driven up.
Few researchers in education, or educational practitioners, would disagree that teachers
and principals need to be accountable in the efficient use of public funds. Educational
commentators have criticised, however, the effects of these neo-liberal, versions of individual
rights and accountabilities and the control mechanism of contractual forms of market relations
(Scott, 1989; Pascal, 1989; Edwards, 1991; Codd, 1993; Gordon, 1994; Timperley and
Robinson, 1996).'88Scott (1989) has summarised some of the problems in trying to make
schools accountable in a market environment where client choices regulate supply and quality.
Firstly, there are the ambiguities around who is the client (students or their parents?) and the
difficulties around how to interpret their interests and questions about who should do this.
Secondly, education is a managed, rather than a free market: lifting all regulating constraints
to make it a free market raises equity problems that can not be fixed without "rigging the
rnafket."And ihirdiy, education is both a private experience and a public good that accrues
wider benefits to society. Scott concluded that both political and marltet accountability can
only be made to work in education "by drastically simplifying the process and indeed the
essence of educationfl(p.19).
It is clear that the NPM market versions of accountability do not take adequate account
of social inequalities and associated ethical issues that impact difkrently on different school

Pascal (1989) analysed the difficulties experienced by school governing bodies in the U K in
reconciling the diverse and conflicting demands of support for staff and accountability to external auditors. The
distinctions between accountability and autonomy have been discussed by Edwards (1 99 1) and the educational
impact of a formative appraisalisumrnative accountability dicl~otomyhas been critiqued by 'Timperley and
Robinson (1996). Codd (1 999) has picked up Boston et al's (1 996) points about low trust versus high trust forms
of contractual accountability in his ailalyscs of the educational administratio11reforms as policies of distrust.
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communities. For example, it has been pointed out that within the 1990s educational rnarlmt
environment in AotcaroalNcw Zealand, thc removal of zoning has advantaged middle class
13akehastudents over worlting class Maori and Fklynesian students, and "rich" schools over
"poor" ones (1,auder et a]., 1999; Gordon, 199410). 1 showed in thc previous chapter how issues
around class and cultural inequalities were compounding the difliculties bcing experienced at
'Telford School, which, like many other lower socio-economic decile schools, was struggling
within the 1990s reduced funding regime (Wylie, 199%). Critics have insisted that these
issues, and professional forms of ethical and collegial accountability for the quality of the
teaching and lcarning should not be discounted as they have been in the NI'M official
discourses and practices of audit and review. As Kate put it, "'Tomorrow's Schools put an
emphasis on control and the stressing of clear boundaries as to wherc the responsibilities lie,
but I don't like the view of accountability wherc you've got to be seen to be running a tight
ship and management doesn't have to be connected to an educational philosophy - that what
counts is your administrative ability."
There are many examples in the Hillcrest Avenue narrative of how ethical professional
practices, which place educational purposes at the centre, challenge managerial accountability
as conceived within economic rationalism. For example, in contrast to the Picol Report
account of communication, within the Hillcrest Avenue co-principalship open and honest
communication was stressed as essential for the building of shared understandings about
educational purposes and for the building of mutual responsibility and accountability for
teaching and learning processes. While the marltet version of accountability relies on
exploiting teachers' self-interest in ensuring that their schools remain competitive (assuming
that they will lift their performance to protect their own careers) and the managerialist
mechanisms build in surveillance over individual's work and responsibilities, the women coprincipals were worlting within deeper forms of personal accountability and collective
responsibility, such as those defined in the NZEI code of professional ethical practice. This
binds teachers by moral considerations such as:
Personal service to others througii a concern for, and responsibie prornoiior~of, ihe edilcatiori
and welfare of children, students and teacllers ... Respect for the professional integrity of their
colleagues ... An obligation to help all members maintain the best possible stalidards of
professional competelice ... Commitment to a set of values which are fundamental to
worthwliile social living (NZEI, 1986).

'There is plenty of evidence in each of the case narratives that the co-prii~cipalscared
for one another, their support staff and the childrcn in their schools. Although it can be
acltnowledgedthat some proressionals' conservatism can constrain change (Scott, 1 989), none
of the co-principals 'bucked' the demands of the many rapid changes that were occurring
throughout the education systeni. l h e I-lillcrest Avenue case narrative stories in particular,
illustrde how these co-principals were each i~~dividually
and collcctively committed to
maintaining high pcrsonal standards of integrity, keeping promises, being honest and being
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critically reflective about their own professional practices. Their commitments and practices
certainly challenge the validity of the NPM discursive constructions of individual motivation
as only ever selr-interested and opportunistic.
A governanee/manageme~~t
version of cormmumi@ aeeouantabili@
Issues around school/community partncrships and accountability have been confrorlted
also within the co-principal initiatives. Robertson's (1 999) analyses of education's restructured
regulatory frameworks for teachers are relevant here. She argued that these are built not only
on a view of teachers as opportunistically self interested, but also on a view that "tcachcrs'
professional interests are anti-community and therefore anti-democraticn(1999, p.124). I
discussed in Chapter 6 an earlier review of the nature of secondary school
professional/community relationships that reported exclusions of parents and people in the
community from any substantive involvement in school decision making (Department of
Education, 1976).'X9 ~ h e s econcerns were talten up in the Picot Report, and its
recommendations for the introduction of parent elected boards of trustees as a form of
community governance in local schools. Robertson commented that an underpinning
assumption was that removing the management of teacher professional interests from the
unions to local community governance, would expose teachers "more directly to (assumed)
democratic community interests9'and ensure that they would respond to those interests (1999,
p.124).
The co-principalship initiatives demonstrate some of the inadequacies in these
assumptions. Firstly, the NPM constructions of individual teachers as primarily self-interested,
denigrate the motivations of teachers such as Jane. She was committed to creating partnerships
between herself as a teacher and the parents of her pupils, because, she said, "It is critical that
we work together ... I genuinely believe that we're all equal. I just happen to be trained in a
specific area." All of the co-principal case narratives give vivid examples of how these
educational professionals were trying to break down professionai/lay people divides.lgOFor
example, at Iiillcrest Avenue School, individual communication boolcs between teachers and
parents were initiated; parents were encouraged to attend the children's weekly hui and other
school activities and were involved in projects based on home and family relationships. The
co-principals at St Mary's School held parent education evenings, where they discussed what
they were doing in different school programmes and invited parents' suggestions and
involvemelit. They attended their Samoan co~nniunityspecial events and encouragcd their

189

While there is some justification for claims that parents had been insuftllciently i~ivolvcdin
secondary school practices, in New Zealand primary schools parents have for many years been involved in dayto-day classroom practices.

'"

1 will lolool< later at how issues in this area becamc problematic at St Mary's School.
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board to hold meetings in the latter community. At l'clford School, parents became involvcd
in activities such as a marae sleep over and were constantly discussing with teachers, issues
about their strand's educational philosophy and rcsources and their children's progress. Indeed,
this happened to an extent that was described by one parent as "hancJs-on involvement," and
by some teachers as "demanding" large amounts of time and energy.
Secondly, while it must be acknowledged that there g~ elements of self interest in
people's motivations and actions, and there is wisdom therefore, in taking this into
consideration in developing work structures and processes in public organisations, including
schools, an over emphasis on this characteristic discounts the existence of indivitluals' moral
commitments to dcmocratically decided organisational goals. The co-principals' commitments
to building a wider democratic involvement of all members of the school community in the
school's decision making and educational endeavours were particularly evidcnt at Hillcrest
Avenue and 'Telford schools. There, charter revisions were prioritised in full collaboration
with all parents, as a way of ensuring that the teachers were taking sufficient account of what
parents wanted for their children's education and for the school. I will look later at how Brigid
and Carrie's energies in this area were depleted as a consequence of their struggles with their
board over governance and management issues.
There is a third limitation in the constructions of community governance in the Picot
Report and Tomorrow 's Schools. These combine conflicting assumptions that a community
lives in a common geographical locale and has shared, common interests, yet is also an
"aggregate ... of selective consumers" who have chosen a particular school (Robertson, 1999,
p.127). The case narratives do illustrate the latter point: that is, parental desires for their
children and individual lifestyle and employment exigencies were interacting factors in their
choice of schools for their children. There was also at Hillcrest Avenue School some
homogeneity among the parents (the large majority of whom were white professionals who
wanted their children to be well educated to ensure their later employment opportunities and
success). However, the families did not live in close proximity to the school: most lived in
reasonably i&r flung suburbs and had enrolled their children in ihis school because it was
conveniently close to their own places of work. A similar scattering of families across farflung suburbs existed at Telford School. In this case, these parents had chosen the school for
educational reasons and as I have already shown, this school was riven by contestcd class and
cultural values, different educational philosophies and aspirations for children. At St Mary's
School there was also a geographical and cultural divide between the white, professional
families who livcd in one suburb and the Samoan worlting class familics who lived further
away. Choice here was being shaped by the special religious character of the school.
Thus, while the co-principals in each school held fairly common understandings of
education as primarily for the public good and aiming to build a democratic citizenry, it is
clear that some diverse individual and group interests existed within their school communities.
In these wdys, the NI'M approach to theorising community and its version of community
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governance and accountability (with its conflicting underpinning discourses of market
individualism versus consensus citizenry),'" is flawed.
1 suggest that a more valid approach is a view of professional educational
accountability to different children and parents that is informed by feminist poststructuralist
understandings of community, such as arc being developed in thc field of educational multicultural studies (Shields & Seltzer, 1997; Furman, 1998; Beck, 1999). Recent educational
theorising that employs this approach is deconstructiiig previous understandings of community
(that incorporate notions of consensus and homogeneity, bascd on assumed links of kinship
and geographical locale and common political and cultural values) and rcconstructing more
adequate recognitions of the complexities of social fragmentation, differences, disparities and
conflicts of interest. I suggest that we can see the beginnings of just such an attempt to build
a more carefully distinguished recognition and re-valuing of difference in the co-principalship
at Telford School, particularly in the efforts of Kate and her board chairperson to facilitate and
negotiate with individuals and groups in their school, a new school charter. While these
attempts were limited in the ways that I discussed in the previous chapter, they were efforts
that aimed to build a common core of shared values while still enabling and valuing the
retaining of different group values and philosophies.
Recognising that any group of people is likely to be divided along multiple axes of
difference alerts us to another limitation in the NPM proponents' advocating of singular and
market forms of accountability and their associated distrust of collective models of
responsibility. Viewing the latter as potential 'cartels' that could provide opportunities for
"provider capture9'and promotion of sectional interests that could disadvantage individuals,
does not adequately recognise how within the everyday events and polities of school life,
accountability can be, and is monitored inter-subjectively. As one of the board chairpersons
in this study said, people in the school and outside of it "are keeping an eye on what others are
doing."
In the next section, I want to give some illustrations of how the factors I have discussed
thus far, can be seen to be interacting in the politics of everyday life as the co-principalship
was being established at Elillcrest Avenue School and in the other two co-principalships.
Strategic negotiations o f individual and shared interests

'The I Iillcrest Avenue co-principalsliip case narrative illustrates liow intersecting sets
of dual dynamics of self-interest and altruism, of individual accountability and mutual
responsibilities, of contractual and moral, ethical considerations were being negotiated by

'"

Wylie described the board of trustees community governance model as combining "the ‘citizen'
model ... wit11 more parental involvement in schools through partnership, and the public sector reform model,
with its emphasis on hierarchical accountability and contractual relations" (Wylie, 1997b, p. 177).
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people in the school community. During the initiation of the co-principalship, many people
were keeping an eye on what other people were doing, with parents in particular, exercising
their right to "audit the board," as Mary put it. There were eleme~ltsof self-interest here,
becausc, as one parent said, "Many of the parents had faith in Karen as their children's teacher
and wanted her as the new principal." There was also a concern for Karen, however, and a
concern to keep the board accountable to her as the teacher who was already in thc school. For
their part, thc board recognised these issues and they wanted ICaren "to have equal status and
feel comf'ortable with the whole process."
Karen herself was challenging both the board and Liz and Jane about how each group
was going to manage the shared lcadcrship. Some justifiable self-interest was evident in her
asking the board to explain how they could be held accountable by the teachers, and not just
exploit the situation to get more worlc for less pay. She also had ethical professional concerns
though, about how the shared leadership was going to work; she was worried that "it could be
a disaster" for the school in terms of breaking down established professional working
relationships and adversely affecting the children's education. Although Liz and Jane were
convinced about the professional value of their proposal and they wanted the oppostunity to
try their new model for the principalsliip, they were concerned also to protect Karen's interests.
They said to her before the decision was made, 'Karen, we realise that you are in a very
difficult position, but you must say exactly what it is you feel and you must do what is
important for you." They in turn recognised that they had a responsibility to the parents to
ensure that they understood what would be entailed in the shared principalship. Liz, Karen and
Jane's views of accountability also went beyond their individual commitments and concerns
though. Their commitment to developing practices of mutual responsibility and accountability
can be seen in practices such as reminding another person that she was meant to be out on duty
or keeping an eye on each other's teaching. As Jane said, "If someone said I was running a
useless social studies programme, Liz and Karen are accountable for that as much as me." Liz
added, "This puts pressure on me, because I don't want Jane and Karen to be accountable for
my siaclmess!"
The co-principals in each school also showed that they wcrc prepared to try to keep
their school communities accountable, in the sense that they were challenging particular sets
of values and practices that they saw as inimitable to social justice and respect for other
people. (For example, the co-principals at Hillcrest Avenue School challenged the "nanny
culture" brought from home into the school, because they saw this inculcating attitudes of
personal irresponsibility among the childrcn, along with a disrespccl for people who could be
employed to 'do the dirty worlc9at home. Brigid, and other teachers at St Mary's, challenged
in various ways the racism and sexism in their school community. Kate and her board
chairperson in particular championed thc cause of' education in tiltailga Maori for all of thc
Maori childrcn in their school, even when this went against thc wishes of some ofthe whanau
parents.)
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In each of the case narratives, the boards of trustees can be seen also as the 'meat' in
thc middle of a multi-layered accountability sandwich. 'They were strongly aware of their
accountability to the children in their schools, to find for them thc best teachers and
educational leaderlmanagers possible. At I'elford School finding good teachers was an ongoing and acute problem, because of its two special character strands. The religious special
character of St Mary's School meant that the board there also had a limited pool of teachers
from which to choose. In the making of staffing decisions, there were, of course, elcmcnts of
a self-interested concern for the board members' own children, but there is also evidence in
the case narratives of their moral concerns to provide quality educatioil for all thc children in
their schools.
Within the education market environment, the boards had also a 'business'
accountability to their communities for keeping their school's reputation and student roll
buoyant. However, while the appointing of the co-principals was seen by some of the I-Iillcrest
Avenue board as an astute entrepreneurial move that could give their school a favourable
'marlcet edge' as an innovative school, the St Mary's board members worried that a coprincipalship might dissipate management efficiencies. The boards of both these schools were
only too aware that they were not only answerable to their communities, but also to the SSC
and the Ministry for meeting the legal requirements for the school's management structures
and practices. Fiscal accountability for the prudent use of public funds was a demand none of
the boards could avoid, and one that as elected trustees they felt responsible about. There were
also some moral dilemmas here though. The SSC and the Ministry's insistence that they could
not exceed the expected salary pool for the usual staffing arrangements for schools of their
sizes, raised the problem of how the boards could adequately recompense the women for the
increased responsibilities they were taking on, while also ensuring that taxpayers and the
school, of course, got 'value for their money."" The boards can be seen to be caught here in
the 'pincer' demands of moral and fiscal responsibilities. It is significant though, that both
Hillcrest Avenue School and St Mary's School recognised that in the co-principalships they
got very good value for their money - ''two for the price of one," as the board chairperson at
St Mary9s put it.
All of the women co-principals knew, of course, that there was an equity issue here.
At I-iillcrest Avenue School, the co-principal contractual arrangement meant that each of the

'"

2701. example, in their letters of appointment, the Hillcrest Avenue School board stated that: ' W e feel
under some pressure in regard to the overall financial implications of the scheme. We are required by virtue of
the trusteeship to ensure that public inoney is used ill the most effective manner witliiii the school. 'This becolnes
important when we recognise that this arrangement results in three staff in a school with a teaching load of 3.2
being paid on the principals' scale once the system enters its third year. As a result ofthis requirement embodied
in trusteeship, we feel obliged to note that we expect Inore effective school management by three Co-Principals
than we would expcct if there were only one principal. At the time of writing, wc feel that this is no st liltely to
be confronted as an issue in labour relations during the performance review process, although it may not be
restricted to that, and we may from time to time place demands on the tlirce Co-I'rincipals that we would not
place on a single Principal" (I'rcamble to I,etter of Appointment 1994).
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women became eligible for a salary illcrease only oncc cvcry three years, rather than every
year, as she would if she was in a single principal position. At St Mary's and Telford, this was
once in every two years. In light of the NPM arguments about the need to protect the education
system against self-interested opportunism, it is significant that the co-principals all said that
they were not in this job primarily for the money. Each ofthe women was also very aware of
the associatcd industrial issues raised by NZEI: that is the potential for harm to their
colleagucs' career conditions ifthe co-principalship had the effect ofbrealting down hard won
teachcr career structures. They were consequently all adamant that they must remain within
the NZEI collective contract arrangements. None of them would contemplate an individual
contract, even though this may have expedited the negotiations around establishing the shared
principalships, and perhaps have advantaged them individually. (Their boards could have
increased their salaries, for example, without having to stay within the regulations for moving
through a set range of rates.) The women's altruistic sense of responsibility towards their
colleagues is worth noting here.Ig3
These examples illustrate some of the multi-faceted accountabilities and
responsibilities and the associated moral dilemmas that were being negotiated by the boards,
the teachers and the parents as the co-principalships were being initiated.
Re-writing professional aceountabilliey as practices of mutual responsibility
Not surprisingly, given the complexity of the issues that had been raised and divergent
views about appropriate forms of accountability in education, the negotiations over the coprincipals' contract between the IIillcrest Avenue School board and the SSC took over 12
months before a resolution was achieved. To satisfy SSC's requirements, the board drew on
the Selwyn College model for a co-principalship that used rotation, with one person named as
principal each year (Glenny et al., 1996). SSC understood this as managing the school 6kina
way where you share responsibilities, but in each year there is one definite person who is
exercising the roie and responsibiiity of Principal and is accountable ibr evesything that is done
in the name of the principal" (SSG spol<esperson,Intervicw 1995). However, in practice, all
principal activities and responsibilities were shared. Further, the naming of a designated
principal was not made public. The women admitted that they were "not transparent9'here, but
both they and their board agreed that if people knew this detail, the shift to a flat structure of
equal authority and leadership responsibility could bc jeopardised. Their action hcrc was a

I" Despite its limitations, the Hillcrest Avenue School Co-Principals' Contract negotiated between
them, their board of trustecs and the SSC, enabled the school to have a "protected" salary arrangement. 'That is,
the board could pay each of the co-principals at a principal's salary after they had been the designated principal
for a year (given the proviso that the total amount did not exceed the top of the possible pool Ihr a school of its
s i ~ e ) .Since this arrangement was agreed to, any other school that wanted to enter such an anangemcnt was
required to become a bulk fiinded school. Bull< funding was later abolishcd under the Labour coalition
government.
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strategic one then, and one that both the board and co-principals felt was justified, given the
SSC's unwillingness to allow an 6ofiicial' sharcd contract.
'lhe reasons for the school's incorporating of individual liaison roles into the
contractual defining of the way the co-principalship would work arc also worth some
discussion. In accepting liaison roles for particular responsibilities the womcn could be read
as conceding to the SSC's insistence on establishing a division of taslts that could enable
"dear lines of accountability" to be established. However, the Ilillcrest Avenue co-principal
contract also eflectively re-wrote this requirement. It stated that the co-principals were
required, "to satisfactorily perform, between them, the customary duties and responsibilities
of principal and senior teachers within the school and to be held jointly accountable for this
perforn~ance,"being "
" in a shared appraisal interview with a review panel.
(Hillcrest Avenue School Co-principal Contract, 1993, my emphases).'" Thus the board and
co-principals agreed contractually that the co-principalship was a shared position and its
responsibilities and accountabilities were not traceable to just the one person who was in a
given year designated as 'the principal,' but as mutually held by all three women.
The co-principals did accept however, that identifying some specific responsibility
areas for each of them would make it easier for the board or someone else to have someone
to contact about particular matters. Thus they saw that introducing liaison role responsibilities
could help to facilitate their shared leadership. Once again, they re-constructed here too, the
NPM Taylorist approach to splitting up taslts and responsibilities. While the latter has been
advocated and used in some overseas co-principalships (Groover, 1989; ICorba, 1982;
Thurman, 1969; West, 1978) and is compatible with the sports team model of team leadership
that 1 discussed in Chapter 12, the Hillcrest Avenue co-principals took a more fluid, flexible
and inclusive approach. They wanted to emphasise that in their shared leadership, each coprincipal would involve the others in decisions that had to be made in the various areas, so
they emphasised the communication, information and facilitation aspects of their liaison roles,
rather than exercising them as roles of expertise or sole control and accountability. As well as
rotating the roles so that each co-principai would have opportunities to deveiop in each area,
they also crossed over and into each other's areas, helping when one person was overloaded,
or not well, or when they realised that three heads would be better than one to complete a
particular task. They were not averse to using good management strategies though, such as
writing up some guidelines, rather like an inforinal job description, for the roles they wcrc
currently working in, so that thc uscful procedures they developed as they worked in their roles

I" In Phil's opinion, the perfor~nanceindicators that his board developed with the co-principals were
comprehensive. It was noted that, "With the agreement ofthe review panel, the co-principals will nominate a
person who will assess educational and professional leadership within the scl~ooland provide information on
this for the appraisal. The review panel's recommendations for action could include, a review of ob,jectives,
specification ofthe process and date Sor the next performance appraisal, areas of development on which the
following appraisal would focus and a statemcnt relating to the satisfactory or otherwise nature of the
performance."
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could bc recorded in their Managcmcnt Systems folder for the next person who toolt over. In
these ways then, the women can be seen to have been worlting both within and against the
grain ofthe NPM discursive regime and practiccs.
The board had to satisSy SSC, however, that if a situation arose where one of the coprincipals wasn't doing her job properly, this would bc ablc to be dealt with. The contract
included a provision for the disciplining of an individual and for mediation in the case of
conflict or a Pcrsonal Gricvancc. 'Ihe case narrative shows how much care was talten in the
writing of these and other pasts of the contract, but as I have been arguing, there arc ethical
dilcmmas that are not easily captured in such contractual statements.
Re-inscribing ethical, trusting relations within mutual accountability

Arguably, the most significant of the critiques of the NPM versions of accountability
have been mounted in analyses of the insufficient attention given to ethical issues and
questions of morality and human worth. Within professional educational discourse and
practice, the notion of accountability has been linked closely to that of responsibility. In
includes the ideas of "authority; managerial freedom
current common usage,
(such as a job with more responsibility); duty and commitment; capacity for rational conduct,"
and also the notion of being "of good credit, position or repute; respectable, evidently
trustworthy - and liable to be called to account, to a person or for a thing" (Thompson, 1993,
p.774). The meaning of accountability is subsumed then, within that of responsibility. In the
Oxford's definition of accountability, however, the ideas of morality, duty, commitment and
trust are not specified. Rather, being accountable is about giving a description, narration,
explanation or a record of something that has been done, particularly in regard to financial
transactions (ibid, p.6). An accountant is, of course, the "professional keeper or verifier of
(money) accounts," and to "turn something to one's account" is to "turn it to one's
advantageV(ibid).Each of these elements of accountability are pervading themes in the new
public managemeni discourse.
Codd has distinguished between the external (low trust) accountability of linc
management and internal (high trust) professional responsibility (1999, p.5 1). The former
relies on hierarchically maintained, impersonal processes of control through formal recording
and reporting of information. Unthinking obedience and contractual compliance is all that is
required in this form of accountability. In contrast, thc latter relies on:
commitment, loyalty and a sense of duty ... (T)he practitioner has the moral obligation to
render an account to several different constituencies, which rnay have different, or even
of an etliical
conflicting interests. This will involve judgement and sometilnes the resolutio~~
dilern~nathrough a process of reflection or deliberation. 'Ihis rnay be a collective process,
sl~aredwith one's peers ... but in this form of accountability, the educational practitioner
cannot avoid the exercise of professional discretion, where this may even require refi~salto
conform with managerial cxpcctations or directives (Codd, 1999, pp.5 1-2).
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It is this kind of ethical high trust responsibility, developed through individual and
collective reflectio~ion professional and ethical issues and processes, that informed the shared
leadership developed at Hillcrcst Avenue School. l'he case narrative gives extended examples
of the kinds of discussions and deliberations the co-principals and the board engaged in about
the viability of mutual responsibilities. At one of their professional dcvelopmcnt days, for
example, the co-principals critically explored the meanings of their own professional legal
accountabilities (for providing learning situations, support and sometimes hard-noscd
evaluations) in relation to what they saw as their shared responsibility with parents and
students, for students' constructive learning. The women professionals and their board of
trustees partners, refused to confor~nto the NPM directives about single line accountabilities.
They questioned the limitations of a gover~iancelmanagement split as part of ensuring
management accountability through control and reporting hierarchies. Indeed, Beth Lawson
(the board chairperson in 1996) pointed out that the legislated splits between board and
principals' accountabilities are in practice "very blurred ... If we talk about a
govewancelmanagement split, what is trying to be established here is a form of accountability
hierarchy. Hut the objective is the same for both - to provide quality education for children,
and here we are all involved - the board, the principals, and the parents too." Another of the
board members saw a "widening of the responsibility net" as one of the particular strengths
of the co-principalship. He said:
I think socially we tend to sort of try and pass the buck up or down, rather than
collectively saying yes we're all responsible. One ofthe features about this school that
I like, and that I Imow other parents like, is the whole area of social responsibility doing things cooperatively and taking responsibility, not only for yourself and your
own stuff but also for the welfare of others. The co-principal model and the way it
works here is reinforcing that shared responsibility and shared accountability and I
think that it's a really valid model (Interview with Bruce).
The Hillcrest Avenue School case narrative shows then, how this co-principalship
proposal and set of practices problematised the nature of largely talcen for granted hierarchies
in education, deconstructed task specific and single line forms of accountability and reconstructed parent/professional partnerships in education as mutual responsibility for
children's learning. In this school, the issues around the questions of who governs, who
manages and who "carries the can" (SSC spoltesperson, 1995) were explored within generally
supportive and trusting relationships between the co-principals, their board members and
school commui.~ity.Although there were some early painful battles between the Hillcrest
Avenue School parents and the board over what parents saw as their exclusion from the
appointment processes, those conflicts quiclcly subsided. Issues around the board's
accountability to both the community and to Karen were resolved quickly also. Some
substantivc challenges to the NPM narrow economically rationalist understandings of
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accountability were mounted in this co-principalship, and after three years it was successSully
formalised within the revised scl~oolcharter which affirmed the shared leadership approach.

Negotiating gsvernance/manageme]~~t
divides:
the St Mary's School co-principalship
Wylie's research has shown that h u r main typcs of board exist currently in this
country, with most falling into the first two categories. These are suppostive; supporting "from
the heart" (but not practically); reactive (loolting to the principal for guidance on both large
and small matters); and mistrustful (Wylie, 1997a, p.24). While the X-Iillcrest Avenue coprincipalship had the benefit of a very supportive board, at St Mary's, the board were quite
mistrustful of their co-principals and some very difrerent dynamics of governance and
management resulted. From the beginning, relationships between this board and their coprincipals were more conflictual. Misunderstandings of the nature of governance and
management roles and board responsibilities for professional accountability persisted and
some personality clashes also emerged in ways that impacted negatively on this coprincipalship.
Before I begin my analyses of these dynamics, I need to examine briefly Brigid and
Carrie's approach to proposing their co-principalship and how they developed their shared
leadership practices.
The eo-principalship proposal: a senior management team

While Brigid was committed to shared collaborative approaches, her reason for
initiating a shared leadership was mainly to ease the high worltload and associated stress of
the teaching principalship. For Carrie, who wanted ultimately to be a sole principal, working
in the co-principalship with Brigid was a career opportunity, potentially providing good
experience and professional development. These motivations are reflected in both Brigid's and
Carrie's stories and their proposal, where they stated that they were dedicated to their careers
and to "the benefit of a shared load."
Their proposal began within a transformative leadership discursive argument that
together they would "work towards creating a school conlmunity shared vision." It proceeded
though, as a more traditional kind of application for a principal's position than either of the
other two co-principal proposals. Brigid and Carrie focused on presenting their combincd
strengths for the job. They included their professional skills in school development, appraisal
models, innovative teaching and counselling and ability to uphold the special character of the
school and the Treaty of Waitangi. 'They listed their managemciit abilities "to imotivate, sct
goals, delegate and provide strong leadership9'and to mcet deadlines, prioritisc, delegate, work
under pressure, write policy and budget. Overall, they presented themselves as professional
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teani worlters. What is noticeable in this proposal, however, is that the language of
collaborative leadership and of collectivity is minimised. It really only appears in the phrase,
"We believe that shared input leads to shared ownership and commitment." Rather than
cxpanding on this notion of sharing as fundamcntal for their professional collaboration, (as
was done at somc length in both of the other co-principalship proposals), Brigid and Carrie
linked this statement to a quality management argument - that sharcd input would "maximisc
the quality of decisions made at the managcmcnt level." Their undcrstanding ofwhat their coprincipalship would offer is clear in their summing up statement that they would be "a
management team with broad vision, dual accountability and wide-ranging expertise."
Brigid and Carrie's conception of co-principalship echoes a common approach to team
leadership in schools where the principal and the deputy principal work together as a senior
management team. 'This approach was modified into a dual leadership, as in the coprincipalship at Stantonbury Campus in the UK and in some of the co-principalship models
in the US. Brigid and Carrie did not envision, however, the clear division of "business
administration management9'and instructional/curriculum leadership as was proposed in the
US by Thurman (1969) and ICorba (1982) and practised in the US schools studied by West
(1978) and Grooves (1989). Rather than setting up a division of roles, they wanted to share
leadership and administration roles. Their aims then, were more lilte the US model studied by
Dass (1995), where each co-principal had equal authority in all areas of instruction and
administration. Dass argued that this approach enabled a greater sharing of ideas and building
of mutual trust and team strategies.
Developing an inlegratbe approach to team leadership

Although the St Mary's co-principalship proposal did seem to embody some of the
usual hierarchical splits between principal and teacher, management and teaching, once Rrigid
and Carrie started working together, they developed a very collaborative approach. In practice,
they used very similar strategies to those used by the I-Tiilcrest Avenue co-principalship, and
to those reported in the US job-shared elementary school co-principalships of Gordon and
Meadows (1986) and the Canadian Henry Hudson School co-principalship (White, 1991).'95
They also extended their collaboration to include all the other staff in a wide range of
195

Although in the latter two schools, the co-principals worked alternatively in the leadership position,
each set of co-principals talked together about all aspects of their work and shared all important decision making.
They shared all the management tasks, though they worked on some aspects separately during their principal
release times. A difference between Brigid and Carrie's co-principalship and others I have read about, is that they
were quite close friends at the beginning of their initiative, and they enjoyed socialising together out of school.
They would combine a cafd lunch with planning for a school cvent or task such as the staff appraisals. While
other people thought that this was what made their co-principalship work so well, the case narrative reveals how
these two wonlen assumed a nun~bcrof things that were more caref~~lly
negotiated, planned and reviewed in the
successful Ilillcrest Avenue School co-principalship. This co~ildhave been a contributing factor in the breaking
down of their beginning very close relationship.
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leadership activities, such as setting the agendas for school wide planning, sharing knowledge
and resources and working together to solve teaching and learning problems. They devolved
budgct decisions to the teachers who held particular curriculum responsibilities and developed
a collaborative approach to staff appraisals, although they did not flatten' this aspect of their
management as much as Kate and Ann did at lelford School. The latter introduced peer
appraisals where they wcre themselves appraised in their teaching by other staff.
Like Kate and Ann, though, Brigid and Carrie saw themselves as responsible for
i
t
J other people, that is, talking to other people about &
developing a vision for the school y
ideas. Southworth has criticised principals who remain in charge, in the sense of' being
""svereign" in the school, arguing that in this situation, consultation can be perceived as "only
developing teacher interaction as a vehicle for the implementation of his or her wishes"
(Southworth, 1993, p.75). He approved ofthe three collaborative principals in his study, whom
he described as "infecting" others with their clear and enthusiastic articulations of their own
educational beliefs and philosophies, acting as role models for others (ibid). In contrast to the
underlying elitism that is evident in this approach and in some other accounts of
transformative collaborative leadership (such as that described by Stewart and Prebble, 1993),
Brigid and Carnie believed that if a leader had to inspire others to "come on board," then the
vision would not be owned by all. Instead of "inspiring others to get the ball rolling" as Carrie
put it, they used a structured approach where they "sat down with the whole staff, and said to
them, 'What is your vision for the school?"' They workshopped together with all the staff,
discussing everybody's ideas until they reached a consensus for their educational purposes and
plans. As a consequence, the staff said they felt "a past of it all - it was so shared." Brigid and
Carrie's approach was consistent then, with the collegial approaches I discussed in Chapter
12 (Nias et al, 1989; Hargreaves, 1991).
It is worth noting here the irony that within the restructuring of educational
administration in AotearoaINew Zealand, the NPM reformers targeted professional
collaboration as having led to a "provider capture" that had "weakened" educational outcomes.
in the US however, teacher collegiaiity has beer1 valurised as "the key to ehaiige9'within the
shifts there to school site-based management (Ilargreaves, 1991, p. 48). Indeed, US researchers
have argued that collegiality is the "bridge" between effective professional development and
continuous school improvcmcnt (Licbcrman, 1990; Rosenholtz, 1991; Lee et al., 1993), as
well as the way towards an effective implementation of curriculum reform (Miles &
flubermann, 1984). These factors appeared to be happening at St Mary's School, according
to the Education Review Office report at the end of 1995, which noted how the school
teaching and learning programmes were developing and flourishing. A prolessioi~alappraisal
of the co-principalship at the end of that year also noted many achievemel~tsin both
educational and management areas.
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Given thcsc facts, it sccms puzzling that this co-principalship did not endure. In thc rcst
ofthis chapter I want to explore what happened in the light of 1;oucault9sarguments about the
nature of social power relations.
"Reciprocal incitation and struggle"

At the beginning of this chapter I notcd Foucault's argument that whilc power has
become progrcssivcly elaborated, rationalised and centralised within state institutions, all
individuals undergo and exercise power in social interactions that arc "at the same time
reciprocal incitation and struggle" (1982, pp. 22 1,224.). Foucault also argued that these social
relations of powcr "cannot bc established consolidated, nor implemented without the
production, accumulation and functioning ol'discoursc9' (1 980, p.93). That is, individual and
group exercising of power cannot occur without the evoking of particular discursive
configurations of 'truth' which shape what can and can't be said in particular situations, who
is authorised to speak and who is excluded. In the following sections, I want to explore how
factors such as the political rhetoric about parental involvement in the early days of
educational restructuring and the new positionings for parents that were introduced in the
NPM discourse, can be seen to have empowered some ofthe St Mary's board members to
issue challenges to the state and increasingly, to their co-principals.
I will show too, how ambiguities within the discursive constructions of governance and
management, particularly in the legislation for board and principal management
responsibilities, contributed to misunderstandings and struggles over these roles. Some of the
interpersonal disagreements that eventuated were exacerbated by the ways individuals took up
positions in either, or both, professional and NPM discourses. They can be seen to have been
sometimes empowered and sometimes dis-empowered within these shifting discursive
dynamics. In the last part of my discussions, I will examine how these struggles proved to be
somewhat painful and destructive, not only for Rrigid and Carrie, but also for some board
rneiilbers sucl~as Fay, who 'aagunised9 about the iiatii~eof her personal ir~volvemsntiii
challenging the co-principals. Throughout my analyses in this second part of the chapter, the
questions of how to govern oneself and others, how to be governed and how to bc a good
governor (Foucault, 1991) arc particularly significant.
I begin by loolting at how Wayne Anderson, thc board chairperson at St Mary's,
challenged the State Services commission and advocated lor this co-principalship.
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The board charirperson chal1engt.s the state
When Wayne initially consulted SSC and was told by those officials that a coprincipalship was illegal, rather than negotiating to try and win a concession for a co-principal
collective contract, as had been done at FIillcrest Avenue School, or just ignoring these
legalities altogether, as happened at l'elford School, Wayne told SSC that the board were the
people who were "in charge" at St Mary's School. He aslted the SSC officials, ""Who's running
this ship?" and challenged them to "sack us9'if they didn't like what the board did. Frustrated
by the restrictions being put in the way of the board's "attempts lo do something good" for
their children and their school,'" he decided to go ahead and introduce the idea of a coprincipalship to the board.
Wayne's reaction can be understood as part of a wider resistance to the administration
reforms that emerged in the early 1990s. As I explained in Chapter 6, there was a huge protest
from both parents and professional members of school communities, when alterations were
made to the original clauses in Tomorrow's Schools about the contractual agreement, or
charter, between school boards and the state. These changes effectively removed the
requirement on the state to provide adequate funding for the implementation of each school's
goals (Codd & Gordon, 1 991).'97 Consequently, government passed legislation that made
boards a body corporate, limiting the individual responsibility of each school trustee. 'This
change can be seen to have empowered some board members, such as Wayne, to take action
in ways that trod fine lines between challenging and ignoring the authority of state agents and
complying with the 'sules' for governance and management accountabilities.
It is interesting to note here, that while Wayne issued SSC with an ultimatum ("'sack
us if you like"), the Telford School board of trustees explicitly deconstructed the NPM
requirements in education for a split between school governance and management roles and
responsibilities. In the job description that the Telford school board developed for their
principal's position they stated:

196

Fle continued to feel this way about the Tumorrow's Schools model. Me told me, "Although the
board of trustees model was sold to us as a way of having some input into your child's education, it didn't do
anything for my children. We tried to have some input through going the co-principalship way and doing a few
things we wanted to do, but they (the agencies) certainly didn't help us." His stories in the case narrative also
describe his fiustrations about poor training opportunities as well as the huge expectations and responsibilities
placed on boards with little recognition being given in return, either by the state agencies in terms of financial
recompense, or their own school community in terms of gratitude.
197

In the Picot Report (1988) the Charter was to be "a contract between the state and the insti1ution"as
well as "between the institution and its community" (p.4). In 1990 Ministry of Education personnel realised that
this bound the government to provide the necessary resources for the school to meet its goals. ?'he wording of
the charter "agreement" was changed to an "undertaking" by the school boards to the Minister of Education and
reference to thc Ministerial commitment to fund schools was removed. This effectively left the boards carrying
responsibility for poor achievement that might actually bc the consequence of inadequate funding from thc statc
(Codd & Gordon, 199 1).
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In a school with a teaching principal it is acknowledgcd that tlie ideal
GovernancelManagenient relationship between the Board of 'Trustees and the Principal
is not always achievable. The board's priority is for teaching excellencc and
accordingly it is accepted that the principal will not be able to adequately fulfill all the
administrativc tasks that arc rcquircd. It is the Principal's responsibility to identify all
administrativc tasks and to seek assistance from tlic Board of Trusteeslparcnts as
required (Telford School, G2 Principal's Job Description, 1994.)
Both Wayne's and the Telford board's actions demonstrate Wylie9spoint that school
boards have an independence from the government because, unlilte government employees,
they are "not bound to reflect in public only government views9'(Wylie, 1995, p.157). They
are part of civil society rather than the state. Wayne's rather 'stroppy9 reaction to the SSC
reflects this positioning and the ways that board members have some leverage in thcir relations
with the state, in that thcy work for a pittance (they are essentially volunteers) and there is not
a queue of people lining up to t a l e theirjobs. Wylie drew on her NZCER surveys (carried out
in 1990 and 1993) to show that boards of trustees do their voluntary work because they are
motivated to do things for children and because they enjoy being involved, as part of a team,
in their school's decision making. '"

Trying lo build la parelczl/professional parlnersh ip ?
As a consequence of what he saw as an unhelpful exchange with the state agents,
Wayne Anderson decided that rather than trying to work in a so-called "partnership with
government, 199 he would concentrate his efforts on supporting a co-principal partnership.
He was worried though, by the way that the Hillcrest Avenue co-principalship contract had
stepped outside of the legal definitions for the principalship. Concerned to protect Brigid and
Carrie's positions and careers, he argued for introducing the co-principalship at St Mary's
within "a legal agreement" that would keep it "quite clean," as he put it.200Thus Carrie was
named as principal and Brigid as deputy principal (though this was not made public for similar
reasons to those given at Hillcrest Avenue School). Wayne saw this as a strategic agreement
that would mean a future board could not unilaterally dis-establish the zo-principalship,
99

'" This last point illuminates the frustration felt by some of the St Mary's board members about what
they saw as the co-principals' exclusion of them in some areas ofthe school's work. 1 will return to this point
again later, in relation to Fay's story.

'"

"l'his was the title that the Ministry of Education later gave to its booklet on "essential information
for new school trustees" (Ministry of Education, 1998).
200

'The Letter of ~nnu'er~standing
hetween St Mary's School hoard cmd co-pnncipa1.s (dated 5 11 I 1995)
agreed that both the board and the co-principals would "work towards the sn~oothintroduction of role sharing
within the industrial and legislative frameworks."
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without "going through a fair proccss." From his comments, it seemed clear to me that Wayne
was almost expecting some ltind oftrouble to emergc within his school community.
Or flexing klient ' and 'employer9muscle to challellage the prtfleA~sionnl/lny
divide ?

Within the educational market/NPM discursive environment, both parents and board
members were becoming increasingly empowered in education at this time. As clients, parents
could choose a school for their children. Several threats to take children out of the school were
reported to me during the time I was researching the co-principalships. As partners in their
children's education, they could become more involved in both the teachers' and the board's
work. Some of the parents in each of the three schools persistently challenged what the
teachers were doing in their classrooms and the case narratives describe the challenges that
parents issued to their boards. When this happened at St Mary's School, Wayne Anderson's
response was to " k a w a line in the sand and quite forcibly point out to them that the board had
been elected to run the school."
Last but not least, however, parent trustees had been empowered in the educational
administration reforms as employers of all the teaching staff. Wylie's research reported that
"the relationship between a school principal and a board was more likely to reflect the ethos
of 'partnership' which was ernphasised in the initiation of the reforms, than the hierarchical
control which is the hallmark ofNPM" (Wylie, 1995, p. 157). Although Wylie reported in 1997
that the official role of employer that was emphasised most for boards "barely features" in
surveys of board members carried out up to that time (Wylie, 1997b, p.129), at St Mary's
School some board members seemed to revel in what they saw as their employer power to
control the co-principals' work.
There are many examples in the case narrative of this, such as, when the board
interviewed Brigid and Carrie, the women felt that they were given "a grilling" because the
board were conceri~edt o ""hve soriieoile to nail to the wall" if things iiieiit grong. A board
member told Brigid and Carrie at their first board meeting, "You'd better behave yourselves
girlies, because we're your employers now." David Sullivan (who followed Wayne as board
chairperson at St Mary's School in May, 1995), commented that as the co-principals' employer
he could demand that they do certain things. From the earliest stages of this co-principalship
some of the St Mary's board members emphasised that it was their right to maintain a close
surveillance over what the co-principals were doing, and they continually sorrght explanations
and documentation Gom the co-principals about a wide rangc of topics and events.
These challenges had been partially enabled by the NPM discursive characterising ol'
professionalism as 66providercapture." While few parents had been able to impact previously
on school decision malting, especially about matters to do with the curriculunl and teaching
and learning (Department of Education, 1976), thc rhetoric that accompanied the publication
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of Tomorrow 's Schools opened up expectatioiis that the educational professional/lay divides,
which I described in Chapter 6, werc about to be brolten down. Ironically though, given the
educational administration reformers' concern about professional provider capture, some
parents and board trustees at St Mary's tried to co-opt the NPM discourse to their own
advantage, exhibiting some vested self interest themselves, in their participation in the
school's affairs.201
Significantly also lor the later trajectory of the St Mary's co-principalship, some
parents misjudged the extent of the power of their positions as board trustces and some enactcd
their 'partnership responsibilities' in rather adversarial ways. The co-principals9 feeling of
being "bullied" at times by some members of the board is not surprising given the ltinds of
interactions described in the case narrative. Carrie called it all "a bit of a power game" and
unsurprisiiigly, at times the co-principals retaliated. Within a developing climate in the school
of "reciprocal incitation and struggle" (Foucault, 1982, p.222) they used a tactical manoeuvre
that wasn't completely open, when they took some extra release time on the agreement of one
of the board members rather than clearing this before the event with the whole board.
Ambiguities and tensions around board and prindpal management roles

It is interesting that tensions in the area of governance and management roles and
responsibilities had existed in this school prior to the time when the board were considering
introducing a co-principalship. Wayne Anderson, who was the board chairperson between
1992-1995, said that there had been some disagreements between the previous board and
principal. According to Wayne, this had arisen out of the board's wish to talte more control
over the school's finances. In his view, the board were "trying to be forceful" while also being
supportive of the staff, whom they saw as carrying huge workloads as the educational system
was restructuring. 'I'hese rather contradictory motivations and ambivalent attitudes seem to
have carried over into the co-principalship.
rnl

l n e origins of the tensions can be located in ambiguities a~oundthe board's role in
management in the Education Act, 1989.202In this legislation it was stated that while the
principal has "day to day9' management discretion and control, the board has "overall
management control." The I-Iillcrest Avenue board and co-principals interpreted these
ambiguities as an opportunity to build partnerships, in which accountabilities were held

20' 1;or example, one of the parent board members tried to influence the development of the school's
suspension policy in ways that would benefit her own cllild.

Section75 stated that, "A sschool's Board has complete discretion to control the inanagerncnt ofthe
school as it thinks fit," and Section 76 stated that, "The school's principal is the Board's chief executive in
relation to the school's control and management ... and shall comply with the Board's policy direction." Section
76 also stated however, that the principal "has complete discretion to manage as the principal thinks fit the day
to day admi~listration."
202
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mutually by board memberslparents and co-principals. At St Mary's school, however,
ambiguities around the boundaries between the board's and the principals' sphcres of influence
and control became a problem early on in the relationships between some of the St Mary's
board members and Brigid and Carrie.

firsistiaszg provoeatio~s:discourse, kaowledge altzd power
Foucault's description of governing power as a relationship that is "less of a facc-toface confrontation which paralyses both sides, than a permanent provocation" (1 982, p.222),
is a particularly apt way of looking at the nature of many of the boardlco-principal interactions
at different times during the three years that Hrigid and Carrie worked together. Struggles
persisted within shifting links between discourse, ltnowledge and power. While thc coprincipals felt that the board kept interfering in their professional management areas, some
board members felt that Brigid and Carrie were not giving them enough information about
these areas and they wanted to have more input. l'he co-principals were frustrated that there
was not enough adequate information available from the Ministry of Education about what
boards could and should be doing, and they remained concerned that the board did not have
sufficient training for their responsibilities. Some of the board agreed, but were frustrated that
the school had to pay for advice from the School Trustees Association and what they
experienced as poor training offered by consultants and they refused to do more.203The coprincipals felt they should not be telling the board what to do, but found themselves often
\\a
having to supply missing information and advice to David whenhbecame the board
chairperson. Carrie said, "It would be just so nice if there were a little piece of paper
somewhere that said, right - here's what the board should do, these are your roles."204
Some board members' inisunderstandings about how the board governancelprincipal
management roles were intended to be enacted were compounded by wider gaps in their
knowledge about educational policy, management and teaching and learning practices. Unlilte
the Hillcrest Avenue Scheol hoard, who along with their co-principals, had 2n impressive array
of sltills and knowledge in relation to educational policy, governance and management, the St
Mary's board of 1995-7, was described by Wayne as like many other school boards of trustees,
made up of "good people who are interested, but who don't have the sltills or

Wayne said, "I think there are insufficient support mechanislns for school boards. If you pick up
the phone you know, you are paying per minute for the advice you are getting and as a board chair you are
forever conscious of the fact that you are spending the schools' money. Most ofthe educational courscs I went
to were a complete waste of time. They struck me as an ego trip for tlie presenter rather than good, informative
information. So as a board we stopped spending money on board education."
203

204 This was in July 1996, before the Ministry of Education published in 1997, Governing and
Managing in New ZealandSchool,~:A Guide for Boards. qf Trustees.
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y~talifications."~~~
As the parish priest commented, ""There are great pressures. After all, we are
not professionals - we are people from the conimunity who are trying to do our best." The disempowering impact on the board of the long-standing professional Itnowledgelcontrol divides
in education, which legitimated the constituting o fteachcrs as experts in education and parents
as 'lay' people, can be identified in the board members' comments.
For their part, although they had each been co-principals and brieily acting principals,
neither 13rigid nor Carrie had attended any leadership or management professional
development courses before thcy became co-principals. Thus, while the board had inadequate
understandings ol'the distinctions between govcrnance and management, Brigid and Carrie did
not have an in-depth knowledge of theories of professional collaborative leaclership. They said
there was no guidance from the I'rincipals' Federation about how to deal with particular
situations, and so they had to lcarn on the job. Thus they, too, can be seen to have been
somewhat dis-empowered in their struggles with the board, in that they were not able to draw
on professional management discourses to counter some board members' challenges to their
practices.
Thus different discursive links between ltnowledge and power can be seen to have been
forged and re-forged at St Mary's in ways that sometimes advantaged the board in their
attempts to gain control over what the co-principals were doing, and sometimes advantaged
the co-principals in their attempts to exercise their authority as professional educational
leaders. Board members could exercise power and control over the co-principals by spcalting
through NPM discourse, which authorised them as the legal employers, governors and
controllers of overall management, and the co-principals could retaliate from their positioning
in that discourse as the day-to-day managers, as well as from within a professional discourse,
which authorised them as having 'expert' educational knowledge and hence decision malting
power in curriculum and teaching areas. Both groups can be seen to have engaged at times in
strategies and tactics that sadly, contributed to building a climate of mistrust between them.
During these struggles, the boardlco-principal interactions became at different times
conf~ont&tional
andlor znxious, as challeages were issued andlor moderated, revelled in andlor
worried about. I want to explore these dynamics now.

205

Although he himsclf had Imowledge of and experience in private sector industrial relations, Wayne
had had no experience of state sector employment requirements before he became a school trustee. And David
Sullivan, who became the St Mary's board chairperson in the second year of the co-principalship, said, "Even
though 1 was a teacher years ago, 1 don't know how a school is run. Alistair, our treasurer, doesn't know how
the finances work, though he Icnows what money we've got and won't let us commit ourselves to something wc
haven't got the money for." Fay Reilly, another board member, said that she had "no idea what the co-principals
are st~pposedto do as principals, so how am I supposed to know ifthey are accountable or not?"
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b'A~onisti~99
power slruggllcs

The contestations over what was to count as leadership, govcrnancelinanagemcnt and
d t the "agonistic"
accountability, were being played out at St Mary's within what l ~ o u c a ~called
relationships of govcrnmentality (1982, p.222). In coining the word "agonistic" to describe
such struggles, Foucault was playing on a Greek word that meant "a combat." Hence, his
translator noted, "the term would imply a physical contest in which the opponents develop a
strategy of reaction and mutual taunting, as in a wrestling match" (Translator's note, Foucault,
1982, p.222). While there was not a physically combative character to the boardlco-principals
relationships, there certainly was evidence of provocation, taunting and reaction.
The case narrative illustrates how on several occasions these exchanges were coloured
by feminist challcngcs towards 'macho' posturings. For example, the sexism of some fathers
in the cricket match incident provoked amazement and retaliation among the female school
stafi: David's behaviour towards the co-principals was described as sexist by one teacher and
flippant by another. Struggles that were being enacted over gendered divides and inflected by
pre-constructed traditional 'gender difference' discourses, were inore evident to me in this
school than in either E-iillcrestAvenue School or Telford School. 'The women were described
by many as having "a woman's way of leading," which was characterised as a gentle and
patient style of leadership, "tallting quietly9' as one said, rather than talting a taking more
authoritative, up-front approach, which this person thought would advantage their position
with the board. David was described by another board member (who was his friend) as
enjoying "a good fight on the board, a strong disagreement, something that gets the adrenalin
going." David saw this as men's ways of working together, and he wished that the coprincipals would "argue and fight9'rather than withdrawing and "clamming up" as he saw it,
Ball (198'7, p.107) has described this approach as an
in situations of di~agreement.?~~
adversarial leadership style which uses "rows, battles, challenges."
Not all of the boardlco-principal interactions were lilte this, of course. Wayne's
relztionship with the co-principals wzs cbaracterised by mutual respect (as were those between
the male board of trustees members and the women co-principals at I3illcrest Avenue School).
These malelfemale working relationships were not constructed within traditional gendered
oppositions or hierarchies, but as more equal partnerships.
Within people's accounts of some of the governancelmanagemcnt challenges and
power struggles in St Mary's school, there was also evidence however, of the personal pain
some felt as a consequence. There is a link, of course, in the word 66agonistic,"to the meanings
ofpain and suffering. Drigid, for example, articulated the hurt she felt as a consequence of thc

206 The teaches representative on the board disagreed with that description, saying the womcn tool<care
to cxplain or ifthey did not have the infbrmation to hand, they would say they would bring it lo the ncxt meeting.
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"impersonal and overly formal nature" of the final review that was carried out on the coprincipal ship.
A further play on the word "agonistic" is possible though. Colloquially, to 'agonise'
ovcr something is to worry about it, and I want to look at this dynamic some more now.

Worrying about accockntabili@
Despite nly characterising ofthe St Mary's governancelmanagement relationships as
rather combative, even at times, antagonistic, board members felt a considerable aniount of
anxiety about the responsibility and accountability for education that Tomorrow 'sSchools had
devolved onto them. Individually and collectively, they 'agonised9 over a range of questions
raised by the co-principalship, such as the questions they explored in their early meeting with
Phil Cody (whom they brought in to advise them about issues that might be of concern in the
appointing of co-principals). Wayne felt worried about the legality ofthe shared leadership and
the welfare of the co-principals. David worried about the parents and whether they were
getting a "fair deal." Some board members worried whether people would know who to go to
and others were concerned about what they could do if one principal was not competent.
The SSC, the Ministry, the School Trustees' Association and NZEI, the teachers'
union, had all identified the last concern about equivalent competency as potentially one ofthe
more significant problems of co-principalship. Their concerns were about tracing
accountability and about the perceived inequity of one principal "carrying" another. The
Hillcrest Avenue case narrative shows, however, that the women in that school saw supporting
one another in times of difficulty (such as poor health, family crises and so on) as part of the
job, and they also, as a matter of course, took responsibility for keeping each other
accountable. Further, their board had put in place proccdurcs to deal with individual
incompetency, should this arise. This situation did occur at Telford School, but its able board
chairperson showed how this problem could be dealt with appropriately in ways that did not
destmy trust, either b e t w e e ~the staff, or between staff, board afid parefits. She undertook a
survey of parents and other people to identify any concerns and carried out individual
appraisals that were worlted through supportively with both co-principals.
At St Mary's School however, Fay Reilly, one of the board members, continued to
worry about the board's accountability for the co-principals' performance, as well as about
broader matters of stalf employment and what should be constituted as good teaching and
management. Concerns about her lack of knowledge in each of these areas were particularly
acute for her. Shc admitted that she could be a ""bolshy bitchnwhen she became concerned
about an issue (her coiifrontational manner, particularly when she "joined forces" with David,
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caused some stress and annoyance for the co-p~incipals).~~~
Her stories show, however, how
even ""blshy" board members can feel very anxious about the moral and ethical dimensions
of their responsibilities. Thcy can end up not only 'agonising' over these worries but also, in
Foucauldian terms, "disciplining" themselves in forms 01discursive selflregulation.
4:overnmentaliky as disciplining the selE: Fay's story

Fay's story provides some valuable insights into how governmental power and control
is not merely exercised in top down state control and reciprocal struggles with others, but
produced also in ever more invisible strategies 01normalization, sel1 introspection and
reporting on the self (Foucault, 1982). Foucault argued that this is to do wit11 the delimiting
of possibilities for action, through the power of thc norm to shape individual ways of thinking
and being and a constraining of possible action through internalised 'self regulation. How
were these dual dynamics evident in Fay's case?
Fay was trying to take action as aparent board trustee within the delimiting boundaries
of the NPM rules, regulations and procedures for school governance and management, and
those constructed in a professional discourse that has divided teacher 'experts9from parent "ay
people.' Her persistent questioning of the co-principals can be seen to be past of her attempts
to gain lulowledge and information that would satisfy her that both the co-principals and she
herself were doing their respective jobs properly, that is, within NPM requirements. Her
attempts to be b good board trustee' in the latter's terms were constrained though, by her
positioning as a parentllay person within professional discourse. Teachers are positioned as
expests in this discourse and authorised to speak about educational matters. Positioned as lay
people, parents are excluded from authority as educational experts and their questions can be
silenced in rather invisible ways, such as Fay identifies in the following comments. She said:
I do feel a bit disappointed in myself that I haven't got the information I need. I don't
feel I'm doing a particularly good job and I know by asking questions I'm just going
tn
, ,,cld
. to their workl~adsa d their stress levels. N G only
~ becrzuse they x s ~ i l lfeel they
are being criticised, but also because it means they are put in a position of 'Gosh, how
are we going to explain to lay people what we as teachers automatically know because
we've done it so long all these years it's just second nature to us.' (Interview wit11 Fay)
Thus, while Fay's cballcnges to tlic co-principals can be read as part of an attempt to
cross the professional/lay divide, her comments illustrate how almost simultaneously she was

207 She said, for example, that when she was worrying about her lack of I<nowledgeabout an area, she
would say to David Sullivan, "'Gee it cheeses me off!' and he's very good, but he's very naughty. 1 Ie says, 'Go
for it!' tle !mows I'm a right bolshy bitch and I'm quite l~appyto argue something because he's asked me to or
because I feel strotlgly about it. So he would quite often prod me, or raise an eyebrow and I'd wade in with
another question."
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re-inscribing hersel [within the dividing categories and practices of this discourse. She can bc
seen to have internalised the categories and terms ofprofessioiial discorrrse and to have taken
up for herself the position of a 'lay person.' In this process, she was ""sbjectivizing" herself
within this discourse (McNay, 1994), accepting its exclusion of her own knowledge and
expertise. Within professional discourse, parent's ltnowledge can be read as not sufficiently
"scientific" or "elaborated" to enable them to judge what is appropriate in schooling.
In the case narrative there is some cvidencc of the 'truth' of this last point in Fay's case,
as well as evidence oC the extra worlc the co-principals had to take on as a consequence of
board members' lack or knowledge and/or skills. 'I'he impact on Fay of her exclusions from
the knowledge bases that she saw as necessary for her role as a trustee was clcarly substantial,
however. She berated herself that she had not acquired the ltnowledge she needed and judged
herself as failing in her responsibility and role as a trustee. In these self-regulating practices,
she can be seen to be blaming herself for what was, to some extent, the effects of the state's
devolution of responsibility for school governance and management down to local school
level. This illuminates the nature of another aspect of governmentality, the discursive 'reach'
of state policy malters and auditors down to thc local level, where individuals who have not
been adequately resourced with funding, information or knowledge, now have to ""crry the
can" if things go wrong in their own school communities.
Fay was frustrated by what seemed to her to be the futility of her situation as a nonprofessional who was being expected, within the tomorrow',^ Schools model, to be
accountable for the school's provision of education for their children. She aclcnowledged that
she had not sought out enough training, but she pointed out that "It would be very difficult to
train parents adequately in these areas, or even to give them any guidance in what a teacher
should be doing or how they should be doing it. You have to be a fairly senior teacher to be
able to judge whether a teacher is doing a good job or not." This, of course, is one of the
fallacies of the governance/management split that requires parents to be responsible for
performance management appraisals on their school professionals.
Fmstratioii emcrged also in relatioii to another djiiiazic in Fay's cxpcricnce as a board
trustee. She said that sometimes, when what she wanted was to be given information such as
another teacher would get in answer to a question, she felt that she was being treated by the
co-principals "as "jut a mother' while they were the professionals." The subject position of
a 'a mother,' as I have explained i n my earlier discussions of masculinist discourse in Chapters
1, 3 and 7, is one that traditionally has linlted women to socially under-valued positions in
caring domesticity, as opposed to the highly valued positionings of men in public positions of
authority, 'scientific' ltnowledgc and power. As a mother, Fay was expected to be caring,
nurturing and supportive, not authoritative, assertive and challenging. In comparison with Fay,
David can be seen to have been building his authority in the board chairperson position on
macho masculine approaches to mceting procedures and Inale networlcs that linlted Iiim into
"the captains of industry"as he put it. This gave him a certain amount of leverage in his
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relationships with the co-principals that was not available for Fay when she wanted to try
"acing down' Hrigid and Carrie. In her engagements with the co-principals, the professional
women seemed to Fay to be winning and she felt ""ccesed ofr' someti~nesabout what she saw
as their unwillingness to give enough evidence tliat they were doing their jobs properly. I
suggest that both Fay's and David's frustrations fed into the new board's dccision in 1998 to
review and disestablish the co-principalship after Rrigid had been out of the school for a year
on study leave.
A return to "clear lines s f a ~ e o u n t a b i l i Q ~ ~

'The case narrative describes how, when Arigid was preparing to return after her year's
study leave, she found that the majority of this new board ("'liard-nosed business types,
captains of industry" as David described the group of male "lawyers, company secretaries,
accountants" who were elected in 1997), did not "favour the concept of shared leadership."
During a review that David saw as "neutral and fair ... procedurally correct," the co-principals
were told that the board was "loolting for direct lines of accountability and responsibility there are not sharp enough lines of leadership." In what seems to be a complete about ijce
fiom his earlier opinion that the agreement Wayne's board had completed with the coprincipals, David reported that "The board looked at the rules and regulations around the
principalship and this co-principalship doesn't follow the rules. It has no legal standing."
Wayne's effort to protect the co-principalship by ""making it 1egal"to "keep it clean," had been
re-interpreted and re-written. The discourse of NPM was being cited now as the 'tmth' about
this co-principalship and being used to dismantle it.
To be fair to the board, Carrie's desire to be a sole principal also impacted on this
decision and she later felt guilty that she had not stopped what was happening. In the end then,
the NPM discourse seems to have 'won' on two fronts, both in the reinstating at St Mary's of
its rules, regulations and procedures for the principalship and in its arguments about individual
m~tivatttionbeing self-ifierested.
Constraining resistance
What happened at St Mary's school is a salutary illustration of Foucault's argument
that within struggles over discoursc and knowledge, "techniques and procedures of power
enter into play at the most basic levels," through a closely linked grid of procedures that can
be deployed in ways that annex power in 66evermore general mechanisms and forms of global
domination" (Foucault, 1 980, pp.99,10 1). His observation that the establishing of a disc~lrsive
<li
regime truth is "as much as for economic production as for political power" (1980, p. 133) is
n
a reminder that tlie NI'M discourse was promoted by corporatc business interests, cconoinists
and politicians intent on transforming this country into an entrcprencurial state that could be
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compctitivc in an increasingly global markct. 'Thc new board at St Mary's was dominated by
men of these persuasions '2nd their positions of authority and status in the wider society clearly
impressed David and gave their opinions weight, it seemed, whcn the final decision was made
about whether to continue the co-principalship or not.
While my research has shown how the NPM regime and its supporters werc being
challenged at the local school level through the initiation of a set of counter discursive
practices, what happened at St Mary's is a salutary illustration of how individuals' ability to
resist hierarchical powcr relations and ""ever more general ... forms of global domination," as
Foucault put it, can be constraincd. During the time of this research, within a worldwide
"widening and deepening of capitalist relations" and a resurgence of neo-liberal assumptions
about human behaviour and individual interests, educational purposes, practices and regulatory
mechanisms have been "more closely aligned with the requirements for a competitive
economy within the global marketplace" (Robertson, 1999, p. 122). Aligning themselves
within these assumptions, arguments and associated regulations, the new board at St Mary's
School judged the co-principalship as illegal and inappropriate. Thc board member who
carried out the review interviews told me later that, ""The board felt that they needed to take
the school back to the usual model of principal and deputy principal, with clear lines of
accountability. The co-principalship had the capacity to blur these lines. There was not enough
documentation."
While in the first half of this chapter, I presented the I--lillcrestAvenue co-principalship
as successfully challenging the NPM discourses of accountability, governance and
management at their school, that narrative also illustrates how the state agencies' have
formidable techniques and strategies of power that can be used to contain the revolutionary
potential of shared school leadership. When I interviewed SSC and Ministry of Education
officials in 1995, I was told that schools could have SSC permission for a shared principalship
only on SSC terms. These required either rotating individuals through the role of principal so
that there was always one person legally named as the principal (as at Hillcrest Avenue
School), or operating what SSC and the Ministry of Education called "ar, inf~rmst!model"
where the board appointed a principal and a deputy principal who would work together as coprincipals (as at St Mary's School). Thus, in both situations, while the school communities
understood that co-principals had been appointed, and people treated each co-principal in a
team as eclually authoritative, on paper a principal was named. Thc effect of the SSC
requirements was that both the revolutionary Hillcrest Avenue model and the informal model
of shared leadership disappeared from the official records. Education agencies could deny any
lcnowledge that they existed. Indeed, this was the initial response when I first contacted the
Ministry in 1995. I was also told then, that schools enquiring about the possibility 01setting
up a co-principalship were being informed by SSC that co-principalships were "not within the
law." Thc Ministry spol<espersonalso told me that when the legal difficulties and "worst case
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scenarios of things that can go wrong" were spelled out, most schools (unsurprisingly) lost
interest.
One of my interests as I began this study was to see if I could illuminate any of the
ways that a hegemonic bloc can accrue and maintain power. A Foucauldian analysis ofthc coprincipal initiatives has shown how power can be exercised by a dominant group through
claiming a meta-narrative position which can speak for others, presenting its interests, values,
beliefs as identical with theirs. (For example, the SSC and Ministry officials tallted about their
version of accountability as being necessary for the "best interests of the children," which was
the primary interest also of the co-principals and boards.)
The narratives also illustrate how power can bc exercised by a dominant group through
subsuming "subalterns or subjugated groups by allowing them the freedom to operate, but only
within their narrowly corporate economic interest ... Resistance, is in these ways, confined"
(Foster, 1990, p.27). The co-principalships could be defined by SSC and the Ministry as
illegal, yet also be 'allowed9 to operate as long as they remained within the narrow terms of
the law; that is, by naming an individual as principal. In these ways the revolutionary potential
of the co-principalships and the emerging counter discourse of shared leadership and mutual
responsibility and accountability, was being annexed back into the dominant discursive
regime of the NPM. In Aotearoa/New Zealand, the latter hierarchical and individualist model
of management, bolstered by single line accountabilities for task completion and reporting,
remained throughout the period of this research, the legal "reality' of school leadership.

In this chapter, I have highlighted the ways in which the co-principals and board at
Z-Iillcrest Avenue started out with a set of understandings about the viability of a shared
leadership that were different from those held by the co-principals and many of the board
members at St Mary's School. At Hillcrest Avenue School, a collaborative boardlco-principal
partnership, characterised by harmonious, collegial and trusting relationships, was developed.
This kind of partnership was envisioned by Wayne Anderson, Brigid and Carrie at the
beginning of the St Mary's co-principalship, but relationships between this board and coprincipals deteriorated within the board's worries about accountability. While the Ilillcrest
Avenue School board viewed mutual responsibility and accountability as a potential strength
of co-principalship and were willing to share in this responsibility and accountability, the St
Mary's board treated these areas with distrust. It is ironical that according to an Education
Review Report and their principal appraisals, Brigid and Carrie were achieving outstandingly
in terms of both educational leadership and the establishment of the kind of' clear, well
documented management systcms required within the NPM reforms. Sadly, as a consecluence
largely of personality clashes and struggles over governance and management roles and
responsibilities, the St Mary's co-principalship did not survive.
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'The complex nature of the multiple and at times conflicting accountabilities and
responsibilities that are experienced as part of the everyday worli of principals and teachers
did not seem to be fully understood by all members of the St Mary's School board while
Brigid and Carrie worlied there as co-principals. It seems clear to me that these complexities
were also not fully undcrstood by some education agency officials, such as the SSC
spokesperson I interviewed for this study. In particular, moral and ethical dilemmas that
emerge for professionals when market forms of accountability are applied to education have
been ignored by the reformers of educational administration in this country. These
complexities confound narrowly instrumental attempts to devise contractual systems that will
enable the state to "sheet accountability home9' to particular teachers, principals and school
boards. 'The state agencies in education are persisting, though, with transactional, contractual
forms of performance management.
Yet, as I-largreaves (1994) has argued, in times 01a frenetic pace of change, schools
need to be "characterised by networlcs, alliances, tasks and projects rather than by relatively
stable roles and responsibilities which are assigned by function and department and regulated
through hierarchical supervision." I-Iargreaves has advocated a "moving mosaic" model for
schools, that would allow for flexibility and enable teachers to lead in different ways according
to their particular strengths. In their study of roles and responsibilities in restructured English
primary schools, Webb and Vulliamy (1996) found some of this lcind of structure in small
schools that had non-hierarchical staffing structures. My study of primary school coprincipalships has demonstrated how in small primary schools, co-principalships can be used
as a form of democratic organisation that can empower teachers to contribute more fully and
with more personal satisfaction, to the work of their schools.
My study has shown also how a shared leadership such as that at Hillcrest Avenue
School, can build in mutual accountabilities and responsibilities that go beyond relying on
tying people down to task specific, linear and contractual legalities.208Considerations of
ethical, moral and caring responsibilities (for employees, colleagues, children) and jointly
shared multiple acccuatabi!ities are sigfiiiicznt elements cf teacher col!abcratior, ar,d shztrec!
leadership. While heightened forms of personal and professional accountability were evident
to attempt to regulate them through external
in these primary school co-prii~cipalships,~~~
monitoring and control would be liltely to undermine the trust and collegiality on which they
depend. Indeed, Webb and Vulliamy's (1996) study provides a timely warning, that the

*Ox T rou hout t e f ~ u years
r
I had .contact with I-lillcr st Avenue school (1 994-1 9 8 the boar
remained ccrmkortaile wit1 thelr orig~naldec~slonto treat issues ofaccountahi~lt~
as related to tzc)posltion o?
the principal. 'They were satisfied that joint appraisal procedure for assessing the worlc carried out within that
appraisals of each co-principal) was appropriate.
position (rather than undertalting individ~~al

20" Each school had different, but effective systems Sor appraising the worlc of the position of principal
and the work of the teachers.
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collegial trusting relationships that are considered by many to be ccntral within positive
educational processes, may be lost within the imposition of surveillance forms of
manageriali~m.~"
Let me end, though, on a more positive note. While it may seem from my preceding
analyses that a dominant discourse will 'win out in the end,' I do not bclievc that this is always
the case. Regimes of truth are not impermeable, as this study sl~ows.Although hierarchical
forms of managerialism may havc been in the ascendancc during the last few years, resistance
continues. In the case of co-principalships, sincc the time that those I havc studicd, and their
secondary school forcrunner at Selwyn College, were initiated, other co-principalships have
sprung up around the country. I know of six other primary school co-principalships, two ill
Kura Kaupapa Maori, and two more secondary school co-principalships. Interestingly, when
the most recent was initiated at Manawatu College, thc Ministry sent those co-principals a
letter wishing them well. Hopefully, another discursive shift, this time towards more inclusive
and democratic school leadership practices, is underway.

210

'These researchers reported that because of the increased demands being made on schools and in
particular on principals, in IJIC schools, decisions are increasingly: "emanating from the hierarchy ... with heads
and senior management maintaining control through mechanisms for the management of quality - eg school
initiated contracts linking allowances to objectives within the school development plan to be completed within
set criteria within specified timescales" (Webb & Vulliarny, 1996, p.160). Sucli strategies, these rcsearchers
acknowledge, may increase efficiency, but they can also be demotivating and can "work against the development
of a school ethos of mutual trust and commitment where teachers work togethcr without coercion9'(p. 160).
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CONCLlJS31ON:
REFLECTING, AND LOOKING FORWARD
This thesis has explored a seeming paradox. Within the 1990s context of extensive
state and cducational administration reforms in AotearoalNew Zealand, and despite the
dominance of economic rationalisni and the imposition of a neo-liberal and hierarchical form
of managerialism across all of the public sector (including schools), proposals for shared
leaderships emerged in both secondary and primary schools. My research has investigated this
phenomenon through a longitudinal qualitative study of three primary school co-principalship
initiatives.
A review of the sparse international literature about co-principalships found that this
consists mainly of participant reports and small scale external evaluations of different
approaches in particular schools. This literature provides insights into interpersonal and school
factors that are lilcely to lead to a successful collaboration and those which have constrained
the development of effective partnerships. 1 could find no studies, however, that tracked the
progress of an initiative over time to identify factors that led to either a long term
establishment, or reversion to a sole principalship. My study set out to explore this dimension
and the questions of: Why did the New Zealand shared leaderships emerge as they did, going
against the grain of commonsense understandings of leadership and dominant theories and
regulations for efficient school management? How did they evolve? What issues emerged?
What part, if any, did gender play in influencing their initiation and trajectories?
To investigate these questions in each school, I carried out interviews and
conversations over periods of between three and five years, with the principals, board
chairpersons, board members, teaching and support staff and parents, and in one school,
students. Personnel in the State Services Commission, the Ministry of Education, NZEZ (the
primary teachers' union), STA (the School Trustees Association) and NZPF (the New Zealand
Principals' Federation) were also interviewed. Information was gathered from school
observations
documents (including Education Review Office school review reports) a ~ f dr ~ m
of school meetings, class lessons and wider activities. From this research material the three
case narratives which are presented in Past IT, were developed.
The three co-principalship case narratives provide richly detailed pictures of day-to-day
interactions and of people's engagements in the joys, difficulties and dilemnias of primary
school shared leaderships. They offer teachers, aspiring principals and school boards of
trustees in particular, stories and practical insights about some of the ways tlnal coprincipalships can be initiated. Thcre are examples of pitfalls to avoid at this stage and during
the work of developing shared leadership practices. Illustrations are given of successfill
strategies for collaborative leadership and management within a co-principal pastnership, and
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for the development of more fully democratic partnerships between principals and staff,
principals and board members, professionals and parents.
In this final part of the thesis, I want to draw out firstly, some theoretical insights that
emerge from my discourse analyses ofthe case narratives, and secondly, practical insights that
may be useful for those who are considering initiating a shared leadership in their schools.
researcli are woven into the latter discussions.
Suggestions [or f~~rther

Reflecting on theoretical insights from the diseadarrrse analyses
In Chapters 1, 2 and 3 1 explained why I developed an interest in understanding the
emergence and practice of co-principalship in relation to issues of "power, conflicts, values
and moral dilemmas ... and the changing role of language and discourse in creating new
administrative 'realities' " (Grace, 1997, p.61, citing Greenfield, 1 993). Blackmore (1 999,
p.49) has commented that educational administration is a "disciplinary technology" that has
remained 66"silllargely quarantined from the more critical impulses of new social movements."
This observatiol~applies to many of the studies I discussed in Chapter 2's review of the
international literature about co-principalships. I found that this literature did not theorise
satisfactorily how co-principalships, as forms of collaborative leadersliip, have been developed
within wider contexts of socio-cultural liegemonies and discursive exercises of power. To
assist this kind of interpretation, I have drawn on the combination of Gramscian, Foucauldian
and feminist poststructuralist theoretical tools that I discussed in Chapter 4. My aim has been
to use this toolkit to build understandings of how individuals live their lives and take action
within a range of competing and often contradictory discourses that are both constitutive of
and constituted by individual subjectivity, group identities and wider socio-cultural
hegemonies that shape practices in historically specific institutional sites.
The study has attempted, through a combination of narrative and discourse analyses,
to provide a (partial) genealogy of the emergence of co-principalships in AotearoaINew
Zealand, a genealogy which tales account of, questions and criticises "the effects of power
associated with the 'hiera.chization' of Icnowledge" (Smart, 1986, p.55) and with the
constituting of subjects in the field of educational administration. The theoretical analyses
presented in Part I11 of the thesis, have been closely focused on questiolis that became
increasingly significant for me as this study evolved. That is: How did these women come to
undcrstaild and construct their own individual subjectivities as 'a co-principal'? I-Zowdid they
develop, inter-subjectively within each ol' the three schools, their different collective coprincipalship identities? What impact did these processes and understandings have on thc
different trajectories and outcomes ofthe three co-principalship initiatives? In what ways did
the different school contexts and wider socio-cultural processes impact on all of the above?
Within the co-principalship initiatives, could any shifts be identified in the expressioii and
representation of thc doininant discourses of educational leadership and maiiageinent?
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Micro/macro discursive dynamics
The thcsis explores how micro and macro discursive dynamics (Luke, 1995) can be
seen to be 'working' in the formation of different individuals' own understandings of what it
meant for them to 'be a co-principal,' as well as in different groups9 developmcnts oC thcir
collective co-principalship identity and shared leadership practices. It also attempts to
illuminate how these discursive practices at local levels might be impacting on macro level
discursive developmcnts at the levels of the state and policy formation.
While no dcfinitive answers can be given in relation to individual psychology (this was
not my aim), the study found that three discursive formations appeared to bc significant for
most of these women co-principals (albeit it in different ways and to different degrees). These
distinct discursive formations are derived from the discourses of social democracy,
neoliberalism and feminism. The discourse analyses prcsented in Chapter 6 provide some
historicised analyses of how social democralic di,scourses of professional educational
collaborative leadership have been embedded, to the extent of being accepted as
commonsense, in state reviews and reports and in academic theorising in AotearodNew
Zealand. Countering this previously hegemonic discursive formation, in the 1980s and 90s
neo-liberal discourses of economic rationalism and managerialism have been articulated in
law, educational policy and regulations for all sectors of education. The thesis argues,
however, that the pre-dominance of both commonsense and legislated rules and regulations
can blind us to the ways that institutions are sites of discursive contest and struggles over
meaning. The study illuminates some ofthe ways that the "dominant discourses governing the
organisation and practices of social institutions are under constant challenge" (Weedon, 1987,
p.109). In Chapter 7, and in some of the discussions in Chapter 3,1 have shown how a range
of feminist discourses about gender in relation to women's 'place' in the world, educational
leadership and feminist collectivity, have co-existed alongside, albeit largely in the shadow of,
the dominant discourses, as have Maori discourses of bi-culturalism and tino rangitiratanga
(cuiturai sovereignty and self determination) until very recent years. The case nariatives aiid
discourse analyses explore how these previously subjugated discourses have been a source of
inspiration for resistance and struggle for some of the participants in the co-principalship
initiatives.
Some echoes of the predominance of professional discourse, the introduction of
managerial discourses and the existence of resistant feminist discourses have appeared in the
international studies of co-principalship and shared teacher leadership (reviewed in Chapter
2). For example, elements o f a business lnanagernent discourse have been called on to justify
some proposals for rather technicist and task specialised proposals for dual principalships (in
the US mainly), while a professional collaborative discoursc has been thc predominant shaping
influence on co-principalships initiated in Canada, Norway aiid Aotearoa/New Zealand. A
'hybridiscd9 ibrln of proSessional/fcmiiiist shared leadership discourse has emerged wlicn
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women have bcen thc protagonists, or rcporters, of co-principalship. Generally, though, these
discursive dynamics have not been critically examined for the iinpact they may have been
having on the ways in which shared leadership was being conceived and pra~tised.~"
'I'his situation reinforced my decision to provide, in Chapters 6 and 7, analyses of
professional, managerial and feminist disco~lrsesthat would link with the earlier discussions
in Chapters 1 and 3, to 'paint in' the contours of the discursive terrain in which the New
ZealancJ co-principalships emerged. The discoursc analyses in Chapters 6 and 7 identify also
some "ruptures, cracks and discontinuities" in particular discursive systems ofpower (Sawicki
1991, p.14), cracks that this thesis argues were opening up opportunities for the resistant
strategies and development of a counter discourse (Weedon, 198'7) of co-principalship and
shared leadership.
Agency

Following Fraser9s(1997, p.154) suggestion, the thesis has employed the concepts of
discourse and hegemony to develop an analysis that moves beyond a top down, domination
view of power, towards understandings ofhow women can and do participate in organisational
change. Overall, the thesis demonstrates and supports Davies' (1997, p. 272) claim that it is
within the "constitutive force of discourse that agency lies." It explains how 'ofilcial'
discourses of leadership and management may shape the ways that schools are organised (and
what is done in the teaching, learning and managing that takes place within them). It argues
though, that individuals9views of themselves and their practices as teachers and managers are
not 'walled in9 or determined by these discourses. Other discourses in circulation, such as
feminist and Maori discourses, can offer different ways of being and acting. The analyses in
Chapters 11-14 show that when an individual recognises the existence of a range of
possibilities in a particular situation or social context, she can enact strategies that resist andlor
challenge elements of dominant discourses. In particular, these chapters show how the women
primary school co-priricipals were "active players" (MacNmghton, 2COCj in the discursive
field of educational leadership. They variously resisted, challenged and/or co-opted elements
of previously hegemonic versions of hierarchical professional leadership and the intentions of
the NPM policy and law makers, as they constructed their own versions of a shared leadership
"new administrative reality" (Greenikld, 1993).
In constructing their different versions of collaborative leadership, the three New
Zealand primary school co-principalships drew (unsurprisingly) on elements of all three of the
professional, managerial and feminist discursive formations of leadership and organisation

'"Strachan's (1997) study of feminist sc11ool leadership in a new right context in AolearoaCNew
Zealand, is an exception. This study also considered the impact of ethnicity on constructions and practices of
educational leadership.
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currently in circulation in this country. I say unsurprisingly because, as my study has shown,
the formation of individual co-principal subjectivities and of collective co-principalship
identities, both incorporate and contest elements of thc discursivc contexts in which they
develop. As Gordon put it, "Where the terrain of strategy is the social, there is always the
likelihood that the outcome of two competing or conflicting strategy-programmes will be the
composition of a third one (Gordon, 1980, p.252), which in this case, is a hybrid.
Thus, while my study reveals how both NPM and previously accepted forms of
professional leadership can limitlconstrain more fully democratic and potentially productivc
forms of shared leadcrship and dccision malting, it also shows that these discourses are not
impermeable or immutable. They are open to transformation.
Managerialism and accountability
For state policy and law makers, an important message from this study is that no single
model of leadership and management can be successfully imposed on schools, regardless of
the amount of legislation and regulation that may be introduced to bolster it. My analyses of
three local asticulations and practices of shared school leadership, show how these have
mounted different kinds of resistance to hierarchical exercises of power. In the process, the
women co-principals developed different sets of practices, which had some quite different
effects in their different schools. Furthermore, their co-principalships changed over time. This
demonstrates the theoretical point that collective identities, like individual subjectivities, are
fluid, shifting and changing, in response to inter-subjective interactions and to changes in the
socio-cultural, political and economic environments in which they develop. For all of these
reasons therefore, to assume that a generic model of 'efficient, effective management' can be
imposed uniformly on schools, and/or that adherence to such a management system can
somehow automatically lead to improving schooling outcomes, is at best naive or shortsighted, and at worst, oppressive. Longitudinal, large scale studies of school effects in this
c~uiiiry,such as ihose of Nash and Karker (I 997) and the Smithfield I r ~ j e c(L,zdclcr
t
& et al,
1994) have demonstrated, of course, the impact on educational achievement of factors such
as different family resources that are mediated by socio-economic distinctions. Such studies
malte a nonsensc of 'truth' claims for school improvement by the proponeilts of the new
managerialism in education.
This thesis further suggests that an individualistic, split task, singlc line version of
accountability is not likely to gain the commitment of educational professionals whose values
and practices have been shaped within a different discourse of collaborative collegiality, which
emphasises the importance of multi-faceted ethical accountabilities to children, parents, board
members and colleagues, as well as to the state. Accountability was taken seriously by the coprincipals in this study, but within more far rcaching commitments to personal integrity and
collective responsibility than those emphasised in NPM versions of accoulitability that rely on
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managerialism and economic rationalism. Despite the arguments of state agents from the SSC
that an NPM model of individual, single line accountability is the only way to ensure
professional accountability, the Hillcrest Avenue School co-principalship casc narrative in
particular demonstrates how shared re~pon~sibilities
and mutual$)rrns ofaccountability can
be developed and practised in ways that meet the requirements for professional accou~ltability
to students, parents, the school board of trustees and the state. 'The 'Telford School casc
narrative also demonstrates that if an individual co-principal is not h l l y compctcnt, a coprincipalship can bc disestablished in a way that does not damage either the ilrdividuals
concerned or the school. On the other hand, the St Mary's co-principalship narrative illustrates
how a board's mistrustful kinds of governance and attempts at control through the use of
constant surveillance and questioning of principals' practices can be counter-productive,
whittling away at motivation and depleting creative energy and time for the primary work of
educational professionals - the learning of children.
All of the case narratives offer insights into how educational professionals understand
and practice leadership, management and accountability in terms of their commitments to
children's learning. These findings support Wylie9sresearch over seven years, which found
that the "new forms of accountability, derived from a model for large central government
agencies" do not fit principals and their:
sense of responsibility which is directed towards students and learning. The linking of budget
sums against goals seems to them to squeeze the nature of learning into a tight, and
sector model of
inappropriate frame ... There is a disparity between the current p~~blic
management, based on contractual hierarchical relationships, and what actually works at the
school level in terms of a partnership between professional and trustees, and in terms of the
dominance of administration in principals' workloads at what may be the expense of the core
work ofthe school, clii1dren9slearning (Wylie, 1997bBp.13f, r Bf ),
Issues of cultural re-valuation and economic re-distribution

In his critique of market forms of educational accountability, Scott (1 989) identified
what he caiied the "first and iast responsibility of ali those engaged in education ... culturxl
responsibility." He called here for professional educators9"allegiance to rationality, truth and
ltnowledge ... to the good, the true and the beautiful as understood by the ancient Greeks9'
(Scott, 1989, p.20). Whilc I showed in Chapter 14 how parts of Scott's analyses of different
forms of accountability are useful, there are some limiting contradictions in this part of his
account of what is necessary to bring about a more accountable education service. 'The Telford
School narrative illustrates how cultural constructions of "the good, the true and thc beautiful"
can be capt~rredby elite groups, with their understandings and values being embedded into
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commonsense assumptions that discriminate against other world views and practice^.^'^ 'This
part of my study demonstrates that educational professional cultural responsibility and
accountability needs to be open to testing particular moral standards and ethical commitmcnts
against different understandings of knowledge, truth and reality. As feminist critics of ncoliberal theorists of community have pointed out, it is thc "substance of participation" that
needs re-consideration, as abstract, disembodied individualism is " ill equipped to focus
constructively and critically on the nature of social institutions and relations such as gender,
class or race9' (Fraser & Lacey, 1993, p.98).
A comparison of the trajectories and 'fortuncs' of the co-principalships at Hillcrest
Avenue School and Telford School also illuminates how a lack of matcrial resources, in terms
of funding, trained staff and educational materials, can constrain the accomplishing of
equitable and democratic forms of organisation and educational provision. Fraser's (1997,
p.202) argument that racially differentiated minorities need the dual strategies of cultural
recognition and political economy restructuring, is relevant here. My analysis of the Telford
School co-principalship in its unique three-stranded school (which included state, Montessori
and full immersion Maori language classes) identified the importance of both ofthose factors
if a more fully democratic participation in the school was to be achieved.
This study's examinations ofthese issues have been largely exploratory, however. Lilte
all of the international studies that I reviewed in Chapter 2, my research investigated initiatives
in Anglo-European, middle class school contexts. Research into the nature of shared
leaderships in different class and cultural contexts is sorely needed. Foucault's (Foucault,
1984, p.343) argument that every discourse is "dangerous9'in its potentially oppressive effects,
could guide such studies. That is, what may be liberating for some individuals and groups in
one context, may be constraining for others, and what may open up opportunities for increased
democratic involvement in one socio-cultural context may not do this in another. The Telford
School case narrative showed that while this school was aiming to build a coalition of equal
partners in a whole school shared leadership, the dominant discourse of the state educational
system prevailed over ihe two speciai ~1iarac;terstrands' aspirations for tlie resourcing aiid
staffing of their classes. In prevailing over what counted as schooling, the state (neo-liberal,
individualist and still largely AngloIEuropean middle class) discoursc also marked out the
boundaries of what was admissible in terms of participation in and influence over decision
making.
Smith (1999, p. 156) has argued that, "(d)emocratizing in indigenous terins is a process
of extending participation outwards through re-instating indigenous principles of collectivity
and public debate," and through challenging the "economic undcrpiimings of cultural

'I2 An ancient Greekview has been critiqued as boll? aIZuroccntric and masculinist version ofwhat Scott
calls "rationality, truth and knowledge." For example, feminist critiques of Greek philosophical assumptions and
cultural practices show these as misogynist (for an example, see Cox & James 1989).
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imperialism" (p.88). Kaupapa Maori schools "incorporate Maori preferred ways of operating,
embracing Maori values9' (Mead, 1996, p.201) and there are, to my lcnowledge, at least two
of these schools in AotearodNew Zealand which have co-principalships. A study of their
leadership approaches and experiences would be particularly valuable, both for the
advancement of Maori aspirations lor tino rangitiratanga in education and more equitable
Maori - centred (Durie, 1997) and Kaupapa Maori (Smith,l997) approaches in school
leadership, as well as for building Piikehii understandings of Tc Ao Maori and how this has
been excluded in decisions about how schools are organised and managed. If more democratic
school leaderships are to be developed across significant cultural divides in AotearoaINew
Zealand, as Dewey noted in 1939, "those who are affectcd by social institutions must have a
share in producing and managing them9' (Dewey, 1987, p. 2 18).
Gender and shared leadership

Women have been identified also in feminist research as a marginalised group which
needs cultural recognition (to re-value their group characteristics) and political economy
restructuring (to overcome the material realities of exploitation that have been suffered by
many) (Fraser, 1997). While this thesis has argued that women in educational leadership are
relatively privileged in comparison with many other women, it has maintained that the
continuing under-representation of women in educational leadership positions in schools is an
issue that still warrants attention and redress. One of the particular interests of this research,
therefore, was to investigate whether and how gendered factors were impacting on the
emergence and practice of co-principalship.
Men's long standing and taken-for-granted ascendancy in educational leadership was
challenged during the 1980s by research findings that women, more than men, were employing
instructional and team leadership styles identified as contributing to the development of
effective schools (Shalteshaft, 1987). Research carried out during the late 70s and through the
Ann
I ravs, on women in educ;ationai leadership h u n d that tiiey often emphasised the iii~portaiice
of building collaborative, supportive teaching and learning environments through shared
decision making and co-operative approaches to management (Charters & Jovick, 1981;
Neville, 1988; Shakeshaft, 1987). This was often found to be in contrast to men's approaches
which were described as focuscd more on systems management, desk work, buildings and
finances (Pitner, 1981). Studies developed within a cultural feminist a~ialysis(such as those
of Loden, 1985, and Helgeson, 1990) also argued that women are inore likely to be
collaborative and power sharing (as a consequence of their biology and/or socialisation).
Owens thus formcd links bctwcen womcn's so-called nurturance and their suitability,
therefore, to the leadership of schools for young children, stated that "women may be better
suited to the elementary school principalship than men" (Owens, 1991, p.98).
i
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This thesis has demonstratcd, however, the limitations of these studies and theoretical
approaches. It has argued and shown that women, like mcn, have different leadership
aspirations and approaches that have been influenced by their different family baclcground and
values (Wciner, 1995; I-Iall, 1 996), political persuasions (Strachan, 1 999)' personalities (Court,
l994b) and cthnicity (Waitere-Ang, 1999). It has further shown l ~ o wwomen's leadership
approaches and subjectivitics are influenced by the ways that they take up different
positionings in the discourses that are available to them. Thc women co-principals in this study
were drawing on parts of a professional discourse of collaborative leadership, alongside somc
feminist discourses of collectivity and democratic organisation, as they constructed their
different approaches to shared leadership. In these approaches, they were also critiquing thc
persisting hicrarchy and inherent elitism embedded in various versions of professional
collaborative leadership, and constructing a 'flatter,' more fluid, relational, and process
oriented 'team of equals' approach.
The study makes no claims that all primary principals who are women would enjoy,
or prefer, working in this kind of a shared leadership model, however. Nor does it claim that
the co-principalships are typical of a 'woman's way of leading.' It has found though, that a
cultural feminist discourse about 'feminine leadership' has become commonly accepted by
many people. This supports Blackmore's (1999) similar finding and her suggestion that this
discourse may be becoming a feminist "regime of truth."
A cultural feminist discourse could have been used in this study to highlight the fact
that co-principalships in primary schools in AotearoaINew Zealand have been taken up thus
far by women educators, rather than by men. Links could have been drawn out between this
finding and research into innovative schools by Ramsay and his colleagues (Ramsay et al.,
1990), which found that the women principals were more likely than the male principals to be
open to change and innovation, especially in developments around participatory and shared
management models. This thesis has argued however, that this kind of valorising of a so-called
'woman's approach' and adichotomising of women's and men's experiences and styles is not
ultimately helpful, as ii may merely replace one set of discrimiiiato discursive practices with
another. As such, researchers studying women's practices in educational leadership need to
be alert to the ways that new Iorms of exclusion and/or disciplinary practices, such as those
suggested by Reay and Ball (2000)' may be entering this field.
Furthermore, it is inaccurate to argue that most men in educational leadership are not
interested in sharing leadership. This study of co-principalships has found, for example, that
in two secondary schools (and most recently, in two Kura Kaupapa Maori), male principals
have become involved in mixed gender co-principalships. It has also found that male board
chairpersons playcd a significant part in the cstablishmcnt of the co-principalships at both
I-Iillcrest Avenue School and St Mary's School. In the mutually supportive partnerships that
were devclopcd between thcse men and the women co-principals, a shift in traditional gendcr
relations could also be sccn to be occurring, along with part o f the 'idcal' parcnt/professional
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partnership that was advocated in the Picot Report (Department of Education, 1988a). 'T'hese
mcn (and many others in this study) were openly admiring of the women co-principals' skills,
professionalism and commitment, and they described their role as board chairpersons as
working to support them. The gendered dynamics within each of these kinds of malelfemale
partnerships and collaborative practices are worth investigating further. Future studies that aim
to find similarities and arcas of agreement between women and men could co~itribute
productively to the development and theorising of more inclusive and democratic educational
organisations.
In my analyses of the wornen co-principals' ideas, aspirations and practices in
interactions with other people in their schools, I have made a small beginning in this work. I
have tried to follow here Code's (1991, p.28) suggestion that feminists seelc out "reciprocal
interactions between and among ... constructs." Rather than drawing out dichotomised analyses
of differences, such as those that have been the focus of past research into men's versus
women's styles of leadership, I have sought to examine the connections and contradictions
between factors such as genderlethnicitylclass, subjectivity1 inter-subjectivity, local
initiativelstate policy, microlmacro discursive practices, and the ways that these complexities
were being negotiated by the women and other people in their school communities. The study
found, of course, that there is no one way to build a co-principalship.
Nevertheless, some similar characteristics have emerged in each o r the coprincipalships I studied, however. To varying degrees these women protagonists were aiming
to break down dichotomies between management and teaching, teaching and learning,
leadership and management
I have explained in this thesis how such splits have in the
past fed into the maintenance of gendered hierarchies and unequal power dynamics. In Chapter
7, 1 also looked at how an antipathy in some feminist collectives towards hierarchical
o ~ ~ n i s a t i o nstructure
al
equated this not only with male domination, but also with bureaucracy,
which was criticised as instrumentally rationalist and controlling (Fergusson, 1984). Indeed,
some American scholars have seen the rise of all kinds of collectives as driven by an antiburczdcratic moverne;ll. Rothschild (1994) v ~ r ~t the~while
t
bureaucratic mthority is held by
an individual as a consequence of rank or expertise, in the ideal collectivist-democratic
organisation, authority resides in a consensus of the collectivity as a whole and is based in
shared substantive values (such as equality). This consensus is treated as fluid and open to
negotiation, with decisions being made in relation to particular cases. These characteristics
were evident to varying degrees in cach of the co-principalships. The case narratives also
show, however, that as they constructed their own approaches to sliared leadership, the women
co-principals were drawing on some elements of bureaucratic discourse as well as on the
discourses of professional collaboration and feminist collectivity. At I-lillcrcst Avenue School
for example, liaison role guidelines were developed to record useful practices for the ncxt
person who would undertake this role.
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Highlighting some practical insights from the ease narratives
In drawing out some of the other practical insights and suggestions that emcrge in the
case narratives, the following discussion aims to draw attention to some points that may be
helpful for teachers and board members who are wanting to introduce a co-principalship in
their school.

Factors that contribute to a slaceessful shared leadership
It is clear that a board needs to carefully screen potential co-principal partners, to
ensure that tliey arc both experienced and l<nowledgeableenough to be competent in a school
leadership and management role. Board and parent on-going support for a collaborative
approach is also crucial for a co-principalship, so some understanding of how shared
leaderships have been introduced and practised in other schools will be very helpflll. At
Hillcrest Avenue School, the conflict between the board and parents that resulted from the
board's lack of consultation with parents about the introduction of a co-principalship,
highlights the importance of early, open and full consultation and communication about these
matters with the whole school community.
Establishing open and honest communication (both within the co-principal collective
and between them and other staff, children, parents and board members) emerges from this
study as a very significant factor in a successful shared leadership. Related practices include
transparent decision making processes and the use of delegated liaison responsibilities for the
collection and dissemination of information. The FIillcrest Avenue narrative in particular
illustrates how difficulties and dilemmas can be addressed as these arise when critically
reflective professional dialogue is established as past of daily practice. This co-principalship
was able to engage collaboratively in early problem identification, strategising for action and
analysis of the effects of their actions. The women's shared commitment to debate and open
discussion enabied these co-principais to negotiate their individuai differences (of personality
and some beliefs about lcadership for examplc) and to reach agreements about their
educational philosophy and aims. They built between them, and with other people in the
school, a set of shared meanings about what was needed in this community for the children's
learning. These aims and values became the foundation for a high degree of interpersonal trust,
both within the co-principalship and between them, board members, parents, student teachers
and other staff and the children.
Thc benefits of the successful co-principalship at I-lillcrest Avenue School are
identifled in its case narrative as:
a widening of participatory leadership to include other staff, board members
and parents;
@3

hence an enlarged pool of talent on which to draw when deciding and
irnplemcnting school wide goals;
enhanced teacher commitment to mutually decided teaching and learning goals;
reduced principal isolation and stress;
increased professional stimulation and development;
@
enhanced achievement of both educational and management goals.
'I'he large majority oS teachers, board members and parents interviewed in this school
agreed that this co-principalship approach was an excellent model, particularly for small
primary schools. While increased meeting time for decision malting was acltnowledged as a
downside at the beginning, in the long term this was recognised as having a beneficial effect,
through increased ownership of decisions and the establishment of shared understandings and
trusting relationships. 'These factors meant that time taken for decision malting reduced
significantly and people took action independently, confident that their decisions would be
supported.
At Hillcrest Avenue School the co-principals' on-going professional dialogue included
also critical reflection on the philosophy, the processes and the educational effects of sharing
leadership. The latter were considered in terms of possible effects on both the children's
learning and on parents', board members' and other professional colleagues' attitudes to
shared leadershiplmanagement approaches. This co-principalship was conceived and practised
as a change strategy in both of these arenas. Blase and Anderson (1995, p. 146) have argued
that most of the existing constructions of leadership are "dysfunctional for teachers, students
and their communities" in that they create dominant and subordinate groups. The Hillcrest
Avenue and the Telford co-principalships attempted (in different ways and with varying
success) to transform the idea and practices of team leadership from being 'a leader who builds
a team,' to meaning 'a team of equals sharing leadership.' My research suggests that the
Hillcrest Avenue initiative impacted here on many people in the school, iilcluding some
children, opening up for them a different way of thinking about and organising leadership. As
one of die children said, "Eere there is no boss."
While my observations of the Hillcrest Avenue School co-principalship suggest that
some children may have been learning that leadership is not necessarily hierarchical, this
women's co-principalship did not seem to impact significantly on children's perceptions about
a long established gendered discourse that 'men lead, women Sollow and support.' Some
participants in other co-principalships have claimed that co-principalships can enhance
understandings about both democracy and gender equity, through providing children with dayto-day examples of democratic approaches to organisation and management role models of
women in leadership (Bcrgersen & l'jeldvoll, 1982; Ilass, 1995; Glenny et al., 1996). 'The
PPTA (1 994,105) study of participatory decision making also noted that "students learn large
curricular lcssons from their experience of how a school is managed. IIow adults treat each
other at school is taken by many as a model for what adult iiitcractioii is like overall."
a
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Although my study did not focus on these important areas olanalysis, it did emerge that none
of the three primary school co-principalships were extending participatory decision malting
in any significant ways to include students, as has been attempted in some other coprincipalships and schools (Glenny et al., 1996; Dass, 1995; Apple & Reane, 1999). All of
these areas warrant examination in future studies of shared leaderships.
Dilemmas and difficulties
Dilemmas that arose ill each of the three schools are dcscribed in the narratives and
stories that are told about how some wcrc successfully negotiated and resolved and some were
not. In the latter situation, the resulting tensions escalated in both Telford and St Mary's
Schools to the point that these co-principalships were disestablishcd. The majority of teachers
in thesc schools and some parents were disappointed about this as they thought the idea of
shared leadership was an excellent one.
Factors that counted against success at Telford School included:
rn
inadequate care talten by the board during initial selection, to ensure that the
potential partners were each sufiiciently competent to carry leadership and
management responsibilities;
e
insufficient attention given by the co-principals to an early establishing of dayto-day practical strategies for collaborative management;
a
a related break down in communication between the co-principals;
e
demands from parents andlor board members and pressure of dealing with ongoing funding issues and staffing crises, all of which encroached on the coprincipals' time for 011 the job interpersonal communication and day-to-day
management tasks.
At St Mary's School, a su~cessfulco-principal collaboration was established during
the first two years. However, the board's confusing of governance and management roles
coiitribiited to aii escalating climate of disiri.isi aiid break down in c o m n u n i c ~bct-fieen
t
some board members and the co-principals. These factors, along with Carrie's career
aspiration to be a sole principal, resulted in the dissolving of this school's co-principal
partnership.
Future research could include more in-depth investigations of boardlprincipal
relationships to determine how a co-principalship can best avoidlresolve the kinds of
difficulties that developed at Telford School and the governancelmaiiagernent
misunderstandings and conflicts that developed in St Mary's School. Finding ways to resolve
the salary equity issue that results from the requirerncnt Sor co-principal schools to be ‘fiscally
neutral' is another area that needs more investigation.
As I carried out this research, some people told me [hat a shared leadership which
includes all staff in leadership and management responsibilities, would not be viablc in a
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school with more than three teachers. Future research in any largcr primary schools which
initiate this kind of teacher shared leadership, would be very valuable to test this opinion. As
my review of international studics noted, reports from Norway and from Anzar I-Iigh School
in the US suggest that this approach is both a practicable and useful way to organisc the work
of tcaching and learning. In relation to this point, one of the co-principals told me early on in
my research that what she wantcd to know was "whether it was the people or the model that
was important." 'The case narratives demonstrate the points thatpeople make shared leadership
models, and that different people in different contexts will share leadership in different ways.
This study investigated a group of women who seesned to be broadly similar in terms of their
ages, ethnicity, professional backgrounds and leadership aspirations. It has shown though, that
different individual motivations for sharing leadership and different resources of confidence,
competence, lmowledge and communication ability impact on the trajectory and development
of a collaborative collectivity. The study has shown how such individual differences need to
be understood as shaped by contextual factors, such as personal family values and past
experiences, specific school and community sites and wider socio-political and economic
struggles and material realities. The case narrative stories reveal how different co-principalship
collective identities and practices are developed, and change, through their members9on-going
interpersonal negotiations of such factors.

Towards democratic school orgaaaistatiolrn
Parts of this thesis have explored how hierarchical splits between principallmanagers
and teacherlworlters have been perpetuated and deepened in education in ways that have
obscured understandings about the interdependencies between these people, and between the
work of leadershiplmanagement and teachingllearning. The study has documented how in the
Hillcrest Avenue School initiative, the strategy of co-principalship was used to completely
dismantle the established and largely taken-for-granted hierarchy of principal, senior teacher,
teacher. In this school, aii equal sl~ariilgof tlie work tiiid responsibilities of teaching,
management and leadership was established and formalised in the school's charter statement
as the preferred management model9 for the school. Shared responsibility and mutual
accountability was also validated and formally recorded as part of the women co-principals'
employment contracts.
Although it is tempting to stop here, on a fanfare as it were, it needs to be noted that
highly integrative collectivities such as the I-Iillcrest Avenue co-principalship can be
experienced as constraining by some people. Other writers have pointed out that in school
cultures which exhibit high degrees of agreement and individual emotional investment in
shared values and aims, there can be both pressure for conformity and some loss of individual
autononiy (Anderson & Grinberg, 1998; Carlson, 1996; Weiss, 1992). In the literature on the
early feminist collectives, it was reported also that some individuals suffered a loss of their
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sense of 'self and/or [eft guilty about their own desire for recognition and personal initiative
when these conflicted with the aims of the group (Riger, 1994). Karen's experience in the
Hillcrest Avenue co-principalship, and Carrie's in the St Maiy's co-principalship, have
illustrated these dynamics. I have drawn on feminist poststructuralist understandings of
subjectivity as fornied within contradictory discourses, to help explain their situations as an
individual confronting a clash between her emotional investment in a liberal individualist
discourse of personal autonomy and success as opposed to her desire to be a collective
member.
While the neo-liberal NPM discourse has ignored knowledge about and practices of
altruism and care for others, feminist discourses of educational leadership and collective
responsibility have fore-grounded the worth of these values in the organisation and
management of schools (Noddings, 1992; Beck, 1994). In my study of co-principalships, these
values have been shown to be part of the development of trusting forms of interdependence
that are important foundations for democratic organisation. Kate's story in the Telford case
narrative also illustrated, however, how in her concern not to damage her co-principal's self
esteem, Kate tool<on more and more work herself, avoiding the honest confrontation that was
needed if an equal pastnership was to be established. 'Simperley and Robinson (1998) have
warned that a professional ethos of caring for colleagues can be problematic if inaction occurs
"when an individual fails to fulfill their responsibility to other individuals or the school as a
whole."
Noddings Voddings, 1996) has acltnowledged also, how within highly developed
caring communities, there can occur a silencing and marginalising of those who do not 'fit'
or agree with all of the approved set of values. 1 have pointed out already the ways that this
study shows how the broader socio-cultural hegemonies constructed around the lines of
ethnicity, class and gender can rnarginalise particular groups and individuals. Sheilds and
Seltzers suggest that future theorising of the school as a caring and moral community (Barth,
1991 ;Noddings, 1992; Sergiovanni, 1994), should include understandings of a community of
difference and a coilimiinity of dialogtie (1997, pp.428 - 432).
This study has demonstrated the significance of open and on-going dialogue for the
successful establishment of shared school leadership practices. In doing so it raises some new
questions for accountability in such models, such as: Can different individual meanings, values
and aspirations about and for the work of teaching and learning in this school, be explored
within open and trusting dialogues? Are different groups' views and practices considercd,
debated and valued? If not, what are the constraints that are preventing this? What strategies,
tactics and exercises of power may be justified and what re-distributions of political and
material resources are needed to build a more fully democratic participation of all the members
of this school communityr?
A hopeful note on which to conclude my discussions, is that there have been some
moves recently in AotearoalNew Zealand away from iieoliberalism in education. An increased

interest in democratic citizenship and values was evidenced by the large attendance at a QPUC
(the Quality Public Education Forum) national conference on values in education held in
Palmerston North, New Zealand in July, 2000. Recent changes to zoning regulations (that had
been developed under the previous government's marketising agenda for education), have
meant that families once again have priority access to their neighbourhood school. Universities
are being exhorted now to build collaborative relationships and to focus on building their
particular areas of strength rather than expending energy on competing for students. And the
latest of a series of reviews of the national Education Review Office has recommended that
this agency "adopts an 'assess and assist9 model" rather than focussing on compliance and
accountability auditing (Rodger et al., 2000, p.2). Literature cited in this review report points
to the "importance of collaboration between the evaluator and the evaluated, leading to the
development of mutual trust and respect" as part of improving a school's enhancement of
student learning (p.53). The Education Minister has just reported, in August 2001, that ERO
has consequently developed proposals for changes to the school review process and that it is
currently consulting schools about these changes. Significantly the proposals include "a more
participatory and flexible approach" that includes discussion ofthe school's own priorities for
review (Mallard, 200 1, p.3).
When we consider the wider political and business spheres in AotearoaINew Zealand,
it seems that the competitive corporate management model is also beginning to change.
Although some might snigger at what could be judged as just another political game, the
LabourIAlliance coalition government has shown that it can negotiate across their differences
and take into consideration the voice of minority parties in a way that was not required in
earlier governing processes. In some businesses, such as that of Dick Hubbard's (which
manufactures breakfast Cood) there seems too, to be a recognition of the value of interpersonal
collaborations across socio-cultural divides, in some employer practices that tale account ol'
some social justice and ethical issues. In the wake of what many call the brutal social
consequences of New Right monetarism, a reformulated kind of social democratic discourse
of collaboration and participation may be gaining support. if so, the time has Gome for a wider
consideration of and experimentation in the kinds of collaborative shared leaderships in
schools that this thesis has investigated.
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RESEARCH PROJECT BNFORMATPON SHEET
....*.....
SCHOOL
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
....*e.eeeOODD~ee~e~ee~e

Team Leadership:
Sharing the Principalship in a Primary School
My name Is Marian Court and I am a Senior Lecturer in Education in the Depastment
of Policy Studies at Massey University. I am conducting PhD research into educational
leadership and 1 am requesting board of trustecs pcrrnission to undertake a case study of the
team leadership currently being practised in your school.
Background to the research
At present little is known about shared leadership approaches. 'I'here are very few

schools that have flattened their management hierarchies in the way your principals have done.
Even less is known about the influence of gender on leadership, or the 'lessons' girls and boys
are learning from their observation and experience of particular administrative and leadership
practices in schools. This study is designed to go some way toward investigating these areas.

I have already met with the principals to discuss their willingness to be involved in a
case study of their shared leadership. This initial information sheet for the board of trustees
has been prepared in response to their request. If permission to proceed is granted, I will
attend a full board meeting to answer any questions about the points outlined below.
What the research study in your school will entail

1.

'The proposed focus of the research would be on:

*

the processes involved in setting up and worlcing in the shared principalship;

*

the benefits and clifficulties of this model;

*
*

participants' and observers' perceptions about these leadership practices and
possibilities;
gender as a factor impacting on leadership.

2.

1 would like to carry out the researcli over the period of one year, during which time
1 hope to male regular visits to the school.

3.

The rescarcli niethodology 1wish to use (an ethnographiclcase study approach) would
involve me in gathering information through:

*

observing and talking with staff and students during school hours;
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attending relevant meetings such as principals9 meetings, board or star1
meetings;
carrying out interviews with staff, parents, children and others such as past
board rnernbers and Ministry of Education staff, to explore specific issues
related to the shared leadership;
reading and analysing documents such as meeting minutes, school charter,
strategic plan, teaching units.

4.

Interviewing would be undcrtalten at times and in venues convenient for participants.

5.

During the field work I would cnsure that my presence causes as little disruption as
possible to normal school teaching and learning processes. (My past experience as a
teacher and Education Review Officer will assist me here). Care will be talten to
request permission from staff well in advance of any visit.

6.

Regular contact and feedback would be maintained with the study's key participants,
the principals and the board of trustees chairperson.

Ethical considerations

As I wish to use the information gathered in this study for the PhD project, for conference
presentations and written publications, procedures to meet ethical considerations are
important. An application to the Massey University Human Ethics Committee has been
approved. This details procedures to address the following issues:
P

*
*
*

right to decline to take part in this study and right to withdraw at any stage;
the collection and use of the information;
confidentiality (agreed procedures are particularly important for the principals
and staff, as your school could be identifiable in New Zealand);

. .

;irrangcmcrits for pakicipa~tsto rece:ve ~nf~rrnaticr,.

I have included some parent information sheets and written c o n s e ~ffcrms
t
for you to look at
and comment on.
I hope that the Board of 'Trustees will grant me permission to proceed with this study. I look
forward to your reply.

Yours sincerely

Marian Court, BA, MEdAdmin
Lecturer, Department of Policy Studies in Education, Massey University
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PAlZTICLPAWT INFORMATION SHEET

Team Leadership:
Sharing the I'rincipalsh@ in a Primary School
My name is Marian Courl and I am a Senior 1,ecturer in Education in the Department of Policy
Studies at Massey University. I am presently involved in PhD research into educational
leadership. 1 would like to request your participation in a study of the team leadership
School.
currently being practised by the women pri~.lcipalsin
'Shere has been very little research into team leadership in New Zealand and I am hoping that
School will make a useful contribution to
the study of what is happening in
knowledge in this area.

I am particularly interested in finding out about:

*

the processes involved in setting up and working in the shared principalship;

*

the benefits and difficulties of this model;

*

*

children's perceptions about what it means to be a leader and about leadership
possibilities for themselves;
whether gender is significant in any of these aspects.

I would like to interview you about the processes involved in the setting up of the shared
principalship. If you are happy to talk to me the procedures which will be followed are:

1.

You will tell me when it is convenient to see me.

2.

You will be given a choice about whether the interview will be taped or not.

3.

Your confidentiality will be kept through the following measures:
All names and special characteristics that could lead to your identification will
be changed.
-

Interview tapes will only be iistened to by myself and an assistant who will
transcribe the tapes. The assistant will sign an agreement that slhe will treat the
tapes as confidential and will not discuss them with anyone else but me.

-

The interview tapes will not be released to anyone.
Because ofthe nature of the shared leadership, absolute confidentiality, in the
sense of anonymity of the school, cannot be guaranteed.

4.

You will be shown the traliscripts from your interview and will be given tlie
opportunity to indicate any material you do not wish to bc used, or information that can
be used but not connected with the pseudonym you will be given. You will be given
a typed transcript of this material to lteep.
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5.

You will be given an opportunity to be informcd about the results of the study when
it is completed.

6.

If you request access to publications from the research these will be supplied.

7.

You are free to withdraw from the research project at any time.

8.

At any time during the research, you are free to renegotiate this agreement.

The research prqject is being jointly supervised by Associate Professor John Codd, Acting
Head of Department of Policy Studies in Education, Associate Professor Richard IIarlter,
Department of Policy Studies in Education and Dr Lynne Alice, Director, Women's Studies,
Massey Ilniversity.
Should you have any f~trtherquestions at this point, I will be very happy to answer these.
Please use the stamped addressed envelope to contact me, or phone me at:
Work: 06 350 4562
Home: 06 358 7774

If you are willing to be interviewed, please fill in the following form and return to me in the
stamped, addressed envelope. I will contact you later to arrange an interview time and place
suitable to you. I look forward to your participation.
Yours sincerely
Marian Court BA, MEdAdmin (Nons)
Department of Policy Studies in Education

Please cut and return to me in the accompanying envelope

i am willing to be interviewed r'or the Team Leadership: Sharing ihe Princip/ui,ship in u
Primary School research.

Name:
Address:

Phone (Hme)
(Work)

-

-

-.

-
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PARENT PARTICIPANT INFORMA'TBON SI4EET
Team Leaa%r,ship:
Sharing the Principalship in a Primary School

This sheet was the same as the preceding Participant Information Sheet, with the addition of
thc following material and initial consent form.
Children's Participation
-

I would also like to talk with your child about these issues. This may involve participation in
individuallgroup discussions with me during my time in the school, a taped individual
interview, a taped group interview. If you are happy for your child to participate, I will ensure
that slhe understands that the same procedures detailed for you apply to them also.
In particular, I will make sure that the children know:
@
why I an1 in their classroom;
a
they do not have to talk with me if they do not want to;
they do not have to agree to having any conversation taped.
B)

A separate information sheet has been written for the children. I would be very happy for you
to talk with them at home about the research project and what 1 am doing.

Please cut and return 20 the box al school in he accompanying envelope

I am willing to be interviewed for the Team Leadership: Sharing the Principalship in a
Primary School research.
Name
Address

--

Phone (Hme)
(Work)

I am willing 1 do not wish for my child,
(name)

___-_.--

-

, to participate it1 the research prqject.
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LETTER OF INFORMATION FOR CHILD INTERVIEWIEIES

TEAM Z,EADElXSHI[P:
SHARING THE PRI[NCI[PALSWIP
IN A PRIMARY SCHOOL

I\PIASSEy
UNIVERSITY
I'rlvate t3ag
Palmeiston Nortll
New Zealand
Telephone 0-6.356 9099
F a c s ~ ~ n ~0-6.350
le
5615
FACULTY OF
EDUCATION

Dear
My name is Marian Co~lrt.I work in a university in
Palmerston North.

I am studying how
school principals.

DEANS OFFICE

share being

During the year, I will be visiting your school to watch how they
work together. I will be talking to them and other people (like your
parents perhaps) to find out what they think about this.
also want to find out what it is like for children who have three
principals in their school instead of just one. So your ideas are very
important. I hope that you will be happy to talk to me and to let
me watch and listen as you work in school.
I[

I may want to tape record our talk. You do not have to do this, if
you don't want to. If we do tape record our talk, you will be able
to hear it afterwards if you want to. You can tell me about any
things you want to change.
A letter has been sent to to your parents or caregivers, telling them
about what I arb doing. You could talk to them about this.
When m y study is finished, I wili come back to tell you what I have
f o m d out.
Yours sincerely

Marian Court
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TEAM 1,EAE)IERSHIP:
SI-BARING THE PRINCIPALSHIP I N A IPKBMAIXY SCHOOL

PAK'TICIPAN'T CONSENT FORM

I ....................................................... consent to participate in the research project, Team
Leadership: Sharing the Principalship in a Primary School.
1 understand and accept the reassurances detailed in the Participant Inhrmation Sheet
concerning:
63

the protection of my confidentiality

63

my right to withdraw at any time from participating in the research

*
@

my right to not answer all the questions
access to a typedlaudio copy of my interviews with the opportunity to make
corrections.

I agree 1 do not agree to the interview being taped.

I give my permission for Marian Court to use the information gained during the research, in
her PhD thesis, and in any other published and unpublished papers.

Signed:

(Participant)

Date:

Signed:
]>ate:

.
.
_
_
_
_
_
_
p
.

-

(Researcher)

Appcndix 2:

Sample annlysispnges 5,9from Telfird narralive

Telford consccl~icntlybecanle a three stmnd school. Ann rcmemberetl that as she was
establishing her Montessori class, working from scratch with parents who set up a trust to
buy equipment for thcir classroom, Mcre Kntene, a young teacher in her first job, was
working alongside the Maori parcnts who had formed themselves into a whiinau support and
management group, to establish a bilingiial class.
From Ann's perspective, the two groups encountered similar prtblcms. She saw both
groups as hciving cr vision o f ) ~ ~ h e 11.e
r e were going b:,it rneetitlg diflif;liczil[iesas well as
ndvcintcrges in being sepnrci~ezcnit.r in cr .state school. We in h l o n l ~ ~ ohodseen
ri
!he
oppo~tlmnil~
~ I ~ I I . [ ~ I Q ~ ~ ~ ~grab
I ~ : ~if.L ~We
~ I coltltln
' S 'I expect tlw stcrte to pnyfor everything,
blir we herd the oppor/~milyto he ivithirl the .sy.stern tirlrl to triix with [he ~vhnnuii.That wcrs
( hdi~ quite a big clrcrwcnrcl- so t h e p g ~ n ~were
. s p!;eptirecftoplr! money in to be crhle to (lo it. For
some pnrenis iiicit mi ci striiggle, bitr they helievet1 in it (Ann 1:3).
The Maori parents also believed in thcir bilingual class, and Rawinia said that she
found Ann helpful when she spoke with her sometimes about what was happening in each
,
of their strands. I-Iowever, she also pointed out that when we go[ olir bilingual tinit
,!n~
esttzblished w ~ w - s
Y
IY clicln't have thi..skill level or the knowledge levelJ
.
i
,
:
k
,
lo do what we wcrnted lo do in [he c1a.s~or to~&&a-stern
(Iiawinia,
&&CZCLI
M&R:2). Neither did the wh8nau have t h e ' w a u r c e s of the. hainly better off
Montessori parents. These differences persisted, causing some>en3~1betw_een the three
.s$and~~if~the,school.
Kate Walker said later, there was lim-aid
when she
\L
$/' came to the school, with each stmnd bcing a very light knir group.
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Kate Walker was appointed to Telford as a relieving principal, h'alfway through 1994,
after I'eter MacDonald resigned and moved to another school. Kate's teaching background
was a wide one. After graditatkg from teachers' college with a Diploma of Teaching, s
had taught
for 20 years across the range of Std 1- F2 classes. For six of these years, s
----taught in England, working in three different primary schools, e
When she returned to New Zealand, Kate was shocked at how
were in s c h 2 ~ - 9
positions and she was surprised that
model was still strong in New Zealand primary schools.
Cji~e:~~i*x
predominunrly male pcncipcrls and m_J&+~p_~'il_cipnls.
against the style that >vets commonly u.se~1,the .style ofwhcr~I L
pri.m~r~teacher
who created a sort of irnage in the school ... They were always doing the
Pg sheet and they were the disciplinarians and the kidshnCI_io be sent to them - the school
&
-.
i'couldn 'tpossiblyfggction >vi~hout
them, surf of thing. I worked in Brixton at the time ofthe
$Lv .(if
riots in London and we hnd no[ one single rnnn in our school, and it made no difSerence. But
,+@
back here, there was n sort qicontroiliny by fiar (2:6) Kate was disappointed to find that
tA
even the few women principals she knew then were also tending to work in hierarchical
ways.
In the early 1990s, when she was appointed to a new school, she was delighted to find
e principal who ~.vcisretrlly in~eresretiin~d~~cption
anddidn 't have
yP?c
/
a & D ~ ~
u h u & p e ' p l i n c i ~ . I-lr wasn't 'one ofthe boys'at all.
been influenced by trnother rnon, an irrapector who had quite advanced ideas on
&A
!
,,JY\
rnonagemen~andschoois ... Nu hadion;e vision and ~vorkedvety c o l l a b o r ~ ~ with
& y stajJ
L..>
' 'i
,"iLt
""
' '
I
learned
a
lotfrom
him
(2:lO). She said that this man encouraged her to sort of go for
-y~v
promotion, a career decision that coincided with a decision to a l a a v e a family. I lvor
uC/
L1erermined thal I co~ilddo boili So i becan? u senior teacher a r o h ~
a !hod
!
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talked with her about the possibility of sharing the principal's position. She suggested that
if Ann agreed , she could represent the Montessori strand, while Kate could represent both
the state strand and, because of her familiarity with te reo Maori, the immersion strand. Kate
was hoping that Mere could later join herself and Ann in a three way co-principalship.
Although she said that she talked aboutthis with Mere, Mere did not remember this
5&"6( +c-"<Q
conversation. in any c a s w h a t stage lt was not appropriate as k k x had not yet completed
<the work required for her to be certificated as a fully registered primary teacher. Mere also F
f*
had some doubts about being so fully involved in the wider issues of the school when as a '? IS
beginning teacher, she needed to bc putting a lot of time into her class teaching. There was
/d@""
no reading matcrial a n d we had toJght to get back our iM5ori language factorficnding in
myJrst year (Mere:3)
Although a three way share was not possible, Ann was attracted by'the idea of a two
way co-principalship. She said later, I don 'r know how much I did want to apply though!

v'

I

I could never see
red to work those

7""r
! ) (Ann 1 :3). Anfl said that she remained a little apprehensive about what she would be taking

-@
; L $)
C*~

Lo

-0

on though, and Kate remembered that she, too,felt quite nervous that it would continue to
be quite d@cult - like, winning the job is a bit like winning the booby prize! (Laughs) We
knew all the'issues, though, which was good and thought that ifwe could get through it
wozild be great (Kate 2:3)
Kate suggested to Ann that they could contact the teachers at Hillcrest Avenue
school, and see how they had gone through the process and what they were doing. Ann
decided that she either had to leap in and do it now or not at all (Ann 1 :I): so together they
visited Liz and Jane. After hearing how the Hillcrest Avenue women were working together
and their views about the advantages of their shared model, Kate and Ann decided to go
ahead with applying for a co-principalship at Telford.
Kate and Ann develop a joint application for a co-principalship

The two wornen met at Kate's house to work out their shared application, aiming to
develop a model of shared leadership that suited them and their school. Ann said t h a t s e
ut how the shared principalship would work than she did. I had bee;
a while, teaching in a hiowtessorl pre-school, and she was in the
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Single Principal

Co-Principalship

Traditionill Model

I-lillcrest Avcriuc School Model

structure: a pyramid
[he principcrl is an indivici~icrl holding
responsibilities at top qf'a chain oj'cor~trol

key

philosophy, vision
tenciency for vivion to be 'held' by, or irient$ecl with a
in 'bringing
person, 1hougl.1s/he may be ~~icce~.sfirI
othess on board'

the position

LZ

I=

person, it is a position thcct

the philosophy

shcrrui vision eleveloped logether, with airn f i r "the
phi1o.r ophy to be held in the it7stilzrtion- in the people, in
the fabric of the school, the children crnd the
commzrnity "

communication 'the heart9

communication linear

principal>< senior mancrgement > m i d d l e
management>rest o,stcg~
clialoglle,h b i r t e more likely
to be fractured more difJicult to reclch shared
and agreements: conszlltative decision
making, bzrt can be exclzrsionnry

limits on openness and transparency
may exist between principal and senior management,
bcrt how much are rest ofstafkeptfirlly 'in the know'?

on-going dialogzre and debate in processes of recrching
shared zrncierstundings and agreements on core values
and
wi[h acknobvledgement and valcring o/
dqerence: inclusive participation in decision making

expanded openness and trarisparency
stressed in both comm~rnication and procedures,
belween 3 co-principnls, between people in the position
and board and commzrnity

building of trust

trust - guarde'd?
responsibility individual, structured
hierarchically
teachers held responsible
rnc~nagement,principal

structural change from pyramid to
circle
"[heprincipcrl is not
currie.~the i~leccs"

principal, a s a n
individual,
responsible for developing the

a
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by

HODS, senior

accountability held in the principal

shared responsibiliQ, flat structure
teachers i-esporisiblefor selfand each others leadership
and practices

shared accountabiliQ

the princi(,a[, 0.y inliividLlclland chiefexeclrtive,jlintl/iy
~cccocrntcrble - to Ooard, parents, state; therefore,
principal has veto porver over all cieci.sion rncrking

to each other, to boirrci, children, pcrrents, stcrle ie,
increased acco~rntability,and increa.sedre.sponsibility to
pcirticipnle fillly in ~feci.sionmaking

and

enhanced commitment through equal
ownership

weakened
participation
commitment to tiecisions
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